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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 1 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/26/2013

Subject: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and sharing of
information about pet care. 

Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized animals from
pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane plastic,
shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us are
forced to prepare home made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the
same guidelines apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.

Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can eat, such as
chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read the following link from
the ASPCA, also available in Español, for a list of foods that humans eat that are toxic for dogs and
cats:

http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx

If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some problems. In
addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 

I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have come down very
sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this. The symptoms are the same
and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer complaints and such regarding many
different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death.
Please note, this may not affect all of your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the
cat/dog food may be tainted and unable to detect. 

Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats need
Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically. Taurine occurs
naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be a problem because if meat
is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites, salmonella and other problems. Taurine
deficiency may result in:

http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx


•Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
•Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
•Abnormal skeletal growth
•Fur loss

•Shellfish – Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill and shrimp.
•Fish – Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of Taurine that
cats love.
•Meat – All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best sources.
•Eggs
•Dairy products

NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO DEATH! 

CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS AND SUCH
IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 

******

What I have been doing:

I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the broth. After the
thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones out. 

I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the chicken/turkey to the
oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 

When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix thighs, 2 - 3
tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ flakes. 

I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 

I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 

----

Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above. Please note that
tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are toxic, should never be
consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that nearly all of the fish in the USA is
now coming from China. Even though the USA has plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is
coming in from China, where it is 'pre-treated.' Enough said. 

****

If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave will heat food
in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot, while other parts can be
cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make sure it is even in temperature.
Animals need their food to only be room temperature, not hot as most humans eat. 

Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino acids and are
very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST
AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores, such as some multi-vitamins contain
unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the
body and in high amounts can be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-



vitamins for humans that contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a
vitamin like this and got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what
you are buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume more
than 400 I.U.'s a day. 

Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight and size.
Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's yeast and the food
they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 

Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is best,
especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause struvite crystals
[which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for a male cat. 

NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT CAN CAUSE
KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 

I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert. A ll of us need
to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of misinformation out there
regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be aware of this. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 2 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/26/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Thank you HP Maxine and a BIG thank you to Father Satan and Lady Lilith. <3 <3

------------------------------

On Sat, Jan 26, 2013 4:41 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:

>
>Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
>
>Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
>
>Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in Español, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
>
>http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
>
>If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
>

http://www.joyofsatan.org
http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx


>I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
>
>Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats
need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
>
>•Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
>•Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
>•Abnormal skeletal growth
>•Fur loss
>
>•Shellfish – Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill and
shrimp.
>•Fish – Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.
>•Meat – All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
>•Eggs
>•Dairy products
>
>NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
>
>CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
>
>******
>
>
>What I have been doing:
>
>I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
>
>I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
>
>When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
>
>I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
>
>I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
>
>----



>
>Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above. Please
note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are toxic,
should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that nearly
all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has plenty of
ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-treated.'
Enough said. 
>
>****
>
>If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
>
>Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST
PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got
dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
>
>Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
>
>Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
>
>NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
>
>I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 3 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/26/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
I plan on also using the hydrogen peroxide cure to maintain my pets health and also for my plants.

------------------------------

http://www.joyofsatan.org


On Sat, Jan 26, 2013 5:17 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Thank you HP Maxine and a BIG thank you to Father Satan and Lady Lilith. <3 <3
>
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Sat, Jan 26, 2013 4:41 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
>>
>>Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
>>
>>Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
>>
>>Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in Español, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
>>
>>http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
>>
>>If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
>>
>>I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
>>
>>Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet.
Cats need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
>>
>>•Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
>>•Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
>>•Abnormal skeletal growth
>>•Fur loss
>>
>>•Shellfish – Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill and
shrimp.
>>•Fish – Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.

http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx


>>•Meat – All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
>>•Eggs
>>•Dairy products
>>
>>NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
>>
>>CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
>>
>>******
>>
>>
>>What I have been doing:
>>
>>I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
>>
>>I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
>>
>>When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
>>
>>I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
>>
>>I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
>>
>>----
>>
>>Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
>>
>>****
>>
>>If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
>>
>>Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST
PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got



dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
>>
>>Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
>>
>>Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
>>
>>NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
>>
>>I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>>http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 4 From: blade Date: 1/26/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Yes, thank you HP Maxine for posting this group and thank Father Satan and Lilith!! 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com! Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> Thank you HP Maxine and a BIG thank you to Father Satan and Lady Lilith. <3 <3
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Sat, Jan 26, 2013 4:41 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> 
> >
> >Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
> >
> >Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
> >
> >Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:

http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> >
> >http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> >
> >If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> >
> >I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> >
> >Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet.
Cats need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> >
> >â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> >â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> >â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> >â¢Fur loss
> >
> >â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> >â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources
of Taurine that cats love.
> >â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> >â¢Eggs
> >â¢Dairy products
> >
> >NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> >
> >CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES,
SEASONINGS AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> >
> >******
> >
> >
> >What I have been doing:
> >
> >I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> >
> >I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> >
> >When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 

http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx


> >
> >I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> >
> >I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day.
> >
> >----
> >
> >Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> >
> >****
> >
> >If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> >
> >Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and
amino acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS
JUST PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food
stores, such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins,
which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can
be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that
contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this
and got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you
are buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should
consume more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> >
> >Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body
weight and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as
brewer's yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> >
> >Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water
is best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> >
> >NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> >
> >I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no
expert. A ll of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> >
> >
> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

http://www.joyofsatan.org


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 5 From: blade Date: 1/26/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Me and my mother are broke for nearly a week, and we may have chicken and oatmeal (but it's
kosher, which my mom buys because all food looks the same to her) but we don't have those other
ingredients. Is there anything I can try? I would really appreciate it. 
Hail Satan 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
> 
> Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet carecause so much of pet food is laced with toxic
ingredients, such as euthanized animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal
tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even
worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home
made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines
apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.
> 
> Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> 
> http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> 
> If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> 
> I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> 
> Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats
need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> 
> â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> â¢Fur loss
> 
> â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.
> â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> â¢Eggs
> â¢Dairy products
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> 
> NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> 
> CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> 
> ******
> 
> 
> What I have been doing:
> 
> I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> 
> I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> 
> When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> 
> I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> 
> I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
> 
> ----
> 
> Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> 
> ****
> 
> If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> 
> Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST
PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got
dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> 



> Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> 
> Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> 
> NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> 
> I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 6 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/26/2013

Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
The sad truth is nearly everything is labeled as kosher, even saran wrap, laundry detergent and
everything else. The jews extort trillions of dollars both from the companies that have to label these
items kosher and most are owned and operated by jews anyway. Gentiles have to pay for this. 

In addition, that kosher label is a quiet way of jews telling their jewish consumers that the food is
safe to eat; to some extent anyway. Items that are not labeled kosher; who really knows what the
kikes do to these, or what is put into them. 

Never mind the kosher. I would bet over 95% of everything, except for pork, shellfish, meat mixed
with dairy, and such [all against their alien dietary laws], is labeled as kosher. Knowing this fact is
important, as in time, something will be done about it, but for now, eat as you will. One teen
started throwing out good food that had that kosher label crap on it in his mom's refrigerator. That
wasn't a very intelligent move. We have to eat. Don't worry, in time, the kikes will be dealt with.
Just as Satan stated 'Israel will get what she deserves' the United Nations is beginning to wake up
and so are many others- those in important positions who are sick and fed up with the jewish
corruption, threats, extortion, bribery and control. Just give it a little more time. 

In addition, trying to find certain items that don't have the kosher label is near impossible. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blade" wrote:
>
> 
> Me and my mother are broke for nearly a week, and we may have chicken and
oatmeal (but it's kosher, which my mom buys because all food looks the same to her)
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but we don't have those other ingredients. Is there anything I can try? I would really
appreciate it. 
> Hail Satan 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet carecause so much of pet food is laced with toxic
ingredients, such as euthanized animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal
tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even
worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home
made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines
apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.
> > 
> > Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> > 
> > http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> > 
> > If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause
some problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> > 
> > I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> > 
> > Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet.
Cats need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> > 
> > â€¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> > â€¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> > â€¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> > â€¢Fur loss
> > 
> > â€¢Shellfish â€" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops,
krill and shrimp.
> > â€¢Fish â€" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural
sources of Taurine that cats love.
> > â€¢Meat â€" All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the
best sources.
> > â€¢Eggs
> > â€¢Dairy products
> > 
> > NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> > 
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> > CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES,
SEASONINGS AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> > 
> > ******
> > 
> > 
> > What I have been doing:
> > 
> > I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> > 
> > I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> > 
> > When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> > 
> > I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> > 
> > I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a
day. 
> > 
> > ----
> > 
> > Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> > 
> > ****
> > 
> > If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> > 
> > Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and
amino acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS
JUST PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food
stores, such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins,
which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can
be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that
contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this
and got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you
are buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should
consume more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> > 
> > Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body
weight and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as
brewer's yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 



> > 
> > Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water
is best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> > 
> > NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> > 
> > I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no
expert. A ll of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> > 
> > 
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 7 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Mexican walking fish
These are a popular pet sold in pet stores and aquarium shops with next to no infomation on their
propper care because if they provided it noone would buy them. They are hard to care for properly
and suffer for it.
My first posts in here are dealing with fish because they are an often neglected and overlooked pet.

Axelotols are actually not fish at all despite having gills like fish they are the laval stage of a
Salamander an amphibian which remain in the laval stage for life unless conditions are right for
them to become salamanders. Some shops sell morphed salamanders which has been done by
artificial means and many do not live long afterward.

These are intellegent animals which get to know their owner. They are a cold water amphibian and
need a water temperature between 15 and 18c to stay healthy. Warm water causes them stress and
effects their metabolism and health they can easily become sick. Most pet shop sales are in summer
when people are replacing their dead Axelotols with no idea what killed them so they kill more.

You may need an aquarium chiller unit and these are expensive. Never throw icecubes in a tank this
can shock and kill your pets and effect water chemistry. Summers where I live can go into the mid
to high 40's and usually the 30c (celcius) over 100F and it is impossible for me to keep water cold
enough without floating ice bottles (water frozen in a bottle) or a chiller. So I no longer keep them.

They do better in deep shaded ponds they will go to the bottom to keep cool and hide. These need
to be netted to protect from predators. 

They need very slow filtration they do not like water movement it causes their gills to be damaged
and stresses them out. With less filtration you need greater water volume to maintain water quality.

You must be carefull about what you feed them, earthworms are loved by them but they can also
carry parasites and bacteria that can make them sick.
They like company keeping one by itself is cruel. Just because they can regrow limbs dosn't mean
they should loose one in the first place so don't keep with aggressive fish and have a large tank
with lots of hiding places such as plain terrcotta pots (no chemicals or soil) caves, driftwood and
plants. THEY WILL EAT ANY FISH they can fit in their mouth. People put goldfish with them. Not
only will they eat them they can choke and have bloat. Goldfish also chew on the walking fishes
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gills and can damage them.

They need to surface often to breathe air aswell so having a shelf system for them to rest on or
thick plants near the surface is helpfull to them.

The other big killer of this animal is gravel. Never keep them in a tank with gravel or buy from a
place that keeps them with gravel. They swallow it and it builds in their gut causing gut blockages
and bloat. Bare bottom tank or fine sand that will pass through them is fine. Large rocks are good
however uneaten food and droppings can be trapped in them and rot.

They can grow very large in a tank or pond so keep this in mind. They need a minimum of 100
litres while young more as they grow.

A UV steriliser is also highly recomended by me to keep water clean and algea free, lowers bacteria
and virus levels and can help stop diseases spreading.

They are not a simple throw away pet that you ignore when the novelty wears off they require a
high level of on going care space and time. Water changes this takes a lot of time for a big tank etc.
What if the tank cracks or leaks or you have to move?

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 8 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Articles
I would like to help by writing some articles to put in the files section, I have small farm and keep
poultry I also breed/handraise parrots and budgies and keep some aquariums ponds, fish. I also
have horses dogs and a cat I have had experience with various animals so if anyone would like to
ask me anything please feel welcome and I will do my best. 
My main specialty with horses is communication and natural horsemanship helping horses with
'people' problems, emotional trauma teaching people how horses think and why they do what they
do. I never know what I am going to wake up to find in the yard some days I get a lot of wildlife.

When I say 'farm' it's tiny and only me and my mum I breed non comercial varieties of chickens
that are getting rare and suit families and backyard type farms chinese silkies and old english game.
The OEG free range wherever they like and often includes the roof, the balcony the kitchen if
someone leaves the door open next door... next doors roof lol They are good for small acerage and
very hardy and self sufficient birds. The silkies are great for families with small yards and young
kids as they are soft and cuddly and very gentle. 
I try to create wildlife havens and corridors for them to pass through the back of my place is still
bush. I keep a lot of ponds for frogs to breed. With all the poisons and chemicals in use nowdays
many frogs are dissapearing they are very sensitive to pollution.
I enjoy living out of the city with people around who are down to earth, friendly sane for the most
part and enjoy animals and nature. Sometimes the rest of the world and its problems seem so far
away if it were not for the internet I wouldn't even know what was going on out there.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 9 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Siamese fighting fish care
These little guys have to be one of the most neglected suffering pet shop animals out there. Noone
seems to care about them 'their just fish' just fish right just a table decoration in a vase you replace
when it dies in a few weeks if that? 
I hate seeing them in those tiny dirty cold cups!

Did you know they can recognise their owners face? They have complex behaviours and lives the
way they breed is fascinating the male cares for the young. 



They also suffer from depression and boredom. They like an interesting environment with plants to
hide in and rest on and explore. They also enjoy live food they can chase and catch and to have
neighbours they can see but also hide from.
Their favourite food is live mosquito lavea which is their staple in their natural waters.
The females can live in large comunity tanks with plenty of hiding spaces and plants and other
small non aggressive fish. They are not all brown and boring as many think either they can come in
a range of colours and have huge personality. They can learn to eat from your hand often jumping
for food. Some get so tame they will swim to your hand. 

These fish require heating they are a tropical fish and require a stable temperature of between 26
and 28c they come from Thailand where the water is mostly around these temps as is air temp
warm their tanks need a lid to keep the air above the water warm and humid. They have a labyrinth
organ that allows them to breathe air aswell as gills. They however cannot live out of water some
idiots test this.
They do best with a filter with a slow gentle flow they don't like water disturbance it can also
damage the males fins. They are very delicate and tear easily. A ir driven sponge filters work great
for these fish.
The more water you can give them the better but males with heavy fins prefer a smaller space
within a larger tank.

They enjoy having their homes re decorated from time to time, new plants new safe decor that is
non toxic and has no sharp edges. plastic plants are rubbish they can rip fins.

Good plants for betta homes that do not require much fuss are java moss, java fern, wisteria, hair
grass, amazon swords and millifoil.

They do like some tannins in their water such as from driftwood or a black water extract you can
get at an aquarium shop. They like a soft water between PH 6 and 7.

They also like a little bit of aquarium or rock salt added just a sprinkling. Regular water changes the
smaller the tank the more often. Use water the same PH and temperature as the tank! 

These are the basics if anyone had these fish or was thinking of getting one you are welcome to ask
me any more questions. I have about 21 of them lol. I have more on how to easily divide a tank to
house more than one so they can't fight and have the benefit of more water and easier to heat.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 10 From: J Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
I was directed to this group. Does anyone have a good recipe for dog food? And a recipe for a
large amount of cat food.. A lso I'm looking for loving satanic families for my cats and kittens, I
have 2 black cats, several dark tabbys, and a calico female. I will deliver them if need be, within the
Dallas, Tx metroplex... I don't support the ASPCA, because they euthanize just to make room for
other animals. Shoot me an email for pictures.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 11 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Thankyou for doing this.
I don't see much in Australian supermarkets with kosher on it after what you just said I don't know
if thats good or bad.
I try to buy Australian made where possible a lot more is comming from china we have VERY strict
customs here but crap still sometimes gets through.
My old dog who passed away last year was on a vet brand kidney food sold by the vet we had no
trouble with it infact his kidneys lasted out a lot longer than expected. But there was a month we
couldn't get it, it was comming from the USA and we found out customs had seized the shipment



for inspection. There were a few brands from the USA that were not comming through at that time.
I feed an Australian brand now recomended to me by farmers for working dogs my dogs do well
on it we barely have time to cook for ourselves some days but once I get another fridge/freezer I
would like to cook some meals for the cats and dogs to freeze into portions I can warm up for
them. 
I get all my bird seeds and chicken feeds from a local produce store from Australian growers some
of the supermarket mixes were tainted I dont know whats in some of it so it dosn't get fed. I am
also not a fan of these new parrot pellets. I tried them on advice of one vet the birds refused to eat
it the few that tried it had huge sloppy droppings so that was that, I found another vet that
recomends seed with fresh food and writes up natural diet plans and makes his own vitamins. 

There is another Australian bird vet who does holistic healing he is a bit up in the clouds in some
ways but he is the only one seriously studying radionics healing and getting results. He discovered
and named the fatal PBFD disease which is a circovirus and I read a post from him last night he
may have managed to cure it with experimental radionics. It is ongoing he is also a fully qualified
vet and uses science aswell. His name is Dr Ross Perry for anyone wanting to look him up and
contact him with questions. He is a lovely man, not a Satanist sadly but he is very good and very
gentle he can calm a bird in his hands with his energy there are videos of him doing it.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
> 
> The sad truth is nearly everything is labeled as kosher, even saran wrap, laundry
detergent and everything else. The jews extort trillions of dollars both from the
companies that have to label these items kosher and most are owned and operated by
jews anyway. Gentiles have to pay for this. 
> 
> In addition, that kosher label is a quiet way of jews telling their jewish consumers that
the food is safe to eat; to some extent anyway. Items that are not labeled kosher; who
really knows what the kikes do to these, or what is put into them. 
> 
> Never mind the kosher. I would bet over 95% of everything, except for pork,
shellfish, meat mixed with dairy, and such [all against their alien dietary laws], is labeled
as kosher. Knowing this fact is important, as in time, something will be done about it,
but for now, eat as you will. One teen started throwing out good food that had that
kosher label crap on it in his mom's refrigerator. That wasn't a very intelligent move. We
have to eat. Don't worry, in time, the kikes will be dealt with. Just as Satan stated 'Israel
will get what she deserves' the United Nations is beginning to wake up and so are many
others- those in important positions who are sick and fed up with the jewish corruption,
threats, extortion, bribery and control. Just give it a little more time. 
> 
> In addition, trying to find certain items that don't have the kosher label is near
impossible. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blade" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Me and my mother are broke for nearly a week, and we may have chicken and
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oatmeal (but it's kosher, which my mom buys because all food looks the same to her)
but we don't have those other ingredients. Is there anything I can try? I would really
appreciate it. 
> > Hail Satan 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet carecause so much of pet food is laced with toxic
ingredients, such as euthanized animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal
tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even
worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home
made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines
apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.
> > > 
> > > Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we
can eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and
read the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ Â±ol, for a list of foods
that humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> > > 
> > > http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> > > 
> > > If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause
some problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> > > 
> > > I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats
have come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of
this. The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet;
consumer complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat
food- explosive and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not
affect all of your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food
may be tainted and unable to detect. 
> > > 
> > > Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet.
Cats need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> > > 
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Fur loss
> > > 
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Shellfish Ã¢â¬" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams,
scallops, krill and shrimp.
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Fish Ã¢â¬" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent,
natural sources of Taurine that cats love.
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Meat Ã¢â¬" All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one
of the best sources.
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Eggs
> > > Ã¢â¬Â¢Dairy products
> > > 
> > > NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
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> > > 
> > > CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES,
SEASONINGS AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> > > 
> > > ******
> > > 
> > > 
> > > What I have been doing:
> > > 
> > > I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> > > 
> > > I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> > > 
> > > When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of
chix thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> > > 
> > > I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> > > 
> > > I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a
day. 
> > > 
> > > ----
> > > 
> > > Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> > > 
> > > ****
> > > 
> > > If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a
microwave will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be
scalding hot, while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to
touch it to make sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room
temperature, not hot as most humans eat. 
> > > 
> > > Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and
amino acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS
JUST PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food
stores, such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins,
which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can
be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that
contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this
and got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you
are buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should
consume more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> > > 
> > > Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body
weight and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as



brewer's yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> > > 
> > > Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled
water is best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly
cause struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be
deadly for a male cat. 
> > > 
> > > NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS
IT CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> > > 
> > > I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no
expert. A ll of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 12 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
Thank you for posting your recipe, I will get the ingredients for my cat asap.

Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
> 
> Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
> 
> Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
> 
> Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> 
> http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> 
> If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> 
> I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
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come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> 
> Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats
need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> 
> â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> â¢Fur loss
> 
> â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.
> â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> â¢Eggs
> â¢Dairy products
> 
> NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> 
> CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> 
> ******
> 
> 
> What I have been doing:
> 
> I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> 
> I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> 
> When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> 
> I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> 
> I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
> 
> ----
> 



> Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> 
> ****
> 
> If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> 
> Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST
PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got
dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> 
> Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> 
> Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> 
> NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> 
> I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 13 From: ildar Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: circle around moon
Has any one seen the circle of clouds around the moon? Damn its faded already. but earlier there
was a near perfect circle. it was beautiful! Wish i had a high tech camera, so i could've taken a pic
and posted it on here.

Did anyone else see this? 

http://www.joyofsatan.org


Hail Satan!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 14 From: chelseagrinrules666 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Animals for satan
Hi my name is will. I have a dog and a cat that i would like to raise under satan. I was wondering if
this was possible to do. Like the way we dedicate our soul to father satan, i want to do this with my
animals. Only without having to cut their paws and making them sign their name in blood. Is there
any type of ritual i can preform for them to have father satans blessing or something? 

Hail satan.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 15 From: Mary Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Hollistic Pet Food?
What about using hollistic pet food if you don't have time to cook for your pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 16 From: alxxxviii Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: As they wish
Because I have a dog and I treat him good Hail Satan Hail Lilith thank you Maxine
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 17 From: Miss Mystery Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe

Thank you so much for the recipe and for creating this group. 
I am going to use this recipe as a guideline. I am modifying the boiled
oats and substituting soaked oat groats because they still have the
germ, bran, & endosperm intact; soaking them will make it soft enough
for kitty to eat. I wonder about replacing the powdered milk with the
sea vegetable Arame? It comes from Japan and has low sodium and 10%
calcium per 1/2 c. Here is where I derived the
info: http://www.edenfoods.com/store/product_details.php?
products_id=108840#nutrition 
Should everything be processed together in a blender, or can it stay in
chunks?  
 
Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection! 
Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
Hail to My Goddess Haagenti! 

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, January 26, 2013 6:59 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe

 

The sad truth is nearly everything is labeled as kosher, even saran wrap, laundry detergent and everything else. The
jews extort trillions of dollars both from the companies that have to label these items kosher and most are owned and
operated by jews anyway. Gentiles have to pay for this. 

In addition, that kosher label is a quiet way of jews telling their jewish consumers that the food is safe to eat; to some
extent anyway. Items that are not labeled kosher; who really knows what the kikes do to these, or what is put into
them. 

Never mind the kosher. I would bet over 95% of everything, except for pork, shellfish, meat mixed with dairy, and



such [all against their alien dietary laws], is labeled as kosher. Knowing this fact is important, as in time, something will
be done about it, but for now, eat as you will. One teen started throwing out good food that had that kosher label
crap on it in his mom's refrigerator. That wasn't a very intelligent move. We have to eat. Don't worry, in time, the
kikes will be dealt with. Just as Satan stated 'Israel will get what she deserves' the United Nations is beginning to
wake up and so are many others- those in important positions who are sick and fed up with the jewish corruption,
threats, extortion, bribery and control. Just give it a little more time. 

In addition, trying to find certain items that don't have the kosher label is near impossible. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blade" wrote:
>
> 
> Me and my mother are broke for nearly a week, and we may have chicken and oatmeal (but it's
kosher, which my mom buys because all food looks the same to her) but we don't have those other
ingredients. Is there anything I can try? I would really appreciate it. 
> Hail Satan 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and sharing of
information about pet carecause so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane
plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us
are forced to prepare home made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the
same guidelines apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.
> > 
> > Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can eat, such as
chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read the following link from the
ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> > 
> > http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> > 
> > If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some problems. In
addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> > 
> > I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have come down very
sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this. The symptoms are the same and
many forums and groups on the internet; consumer complaints and such regarding many different brands
of dry dog and cat food- explosive and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may
not affect all of your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> > 
> > Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats need Taurine,
which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically. Taurine occurs naturally in meat,
but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be a problem because if meat is left raw or
undercooked, then there can be parasites, salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result
in:
> > 
> > â€¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
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> > â€¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> > â€¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> > â€¢Fur loss
> > 
> > â€¢Shellfish â€" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill and shrimp.
> > â€¢Fish â€" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of Taurine that
cats love.
> > â€¢Meat â€" All meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best sources.
> > â€¢Eggs
> > â€¢Dairy products
> > 
> > NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> > 
> > CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> > 
> > ******
> > 
> > 
> > What I have been doing:
> > 
> > I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the broth. After the
thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones out. 
> > 
> > I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the chicken/turkey to the
oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> > 
> > When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix thighs, 2 - 3
tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ flakes. 
> > 
> > I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> > 
> > I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
> > 
> > ----
> > 
> > Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above. Please note that
tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are toxic, should never be consumed
more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming
from China. Even though the USA has plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from
China, where it is 'pre-treated.' Enough said. 
> > 
> > ****
> > 
> > If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave will heat food in
spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot, while other parts can be cold, so
make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their
food to only be room temperature, not hot as most humans eat. 
> > 
> > Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino acids and are
very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST PLAIN BREWER'S
YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores, such as some multi-vitamins



contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the
body and in high amounts can be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for
humans that contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and
got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are buying and how
to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> > 
> > Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight and size.
Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's yeast and the food they eat.
Supplements can be dangerous. 
> > 
> > Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is best,
especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause struvite crystals [which
come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for a male cat. 
> > 
> > NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> > 
> > I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert. All of us need
to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of misinformation out there regarding
homemade pet food and health treatments so be aware of this. 
> > 
> > 
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 18 From: devian40 Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
A good article with info for spreading that reveals the kosher tax, next to the one available on
666blacksun:

http://www.subvertednation.net/kosher-tax/

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blade" wrote:
>
> 
> Me and my mother are broke for nearly a week, and we may have chicken and
oatmeal (but it's kosher, which my mom buys because all food looks the same to her)
but we don't have those other ingredients. Is there anything I can try? I would really
appreciate it. 
> Hail Satan 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> >
> > 
> > Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet carecause so much of pet food is laced with toxic
ingredients, such as euthanized animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal
tissues from slaughterhouses, polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even
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worse, toxic and deadly ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home
made food for our pets. I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines
apply and anyone who does, please feel free to post it here.
> > 
> > Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> > 
> > http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> > 
> > If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause
some problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> > 
> > I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> > 
> > Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet.
Cats need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> > 
> > â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> > â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> > â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> > â¢Fur loss
> > 
> > â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> > â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources
of Taurine that cats love.
> > â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> > â¢Eggs
> > â¢Dairy products
> > 
> > NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> > 
> > CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES,
SEASONINGS AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> > 
> > ******
> > 
> > 
> > What I have been doing:
> > 
> > I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
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out. 
> > 
> > I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> > 
> > When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> > 
> > I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> > 
> > I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a
day. 
> > 
> > ----
> > 
> > Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> > 
> > ****
> > 
> > If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> > 
> > Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and
amino acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS
JUST PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food
stores, such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins,
which are not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can
be toxic, such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that
contain 1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this
and got dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you
are buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should
consume more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> > 
> > Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body
weight and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as
brewer's yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> > 
> > Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water
is best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> > 
> > NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> > 
> > I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no



expert. A ll of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> > 
> > 
> > High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > http://www.joyofsatan.org
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 19 From: Sherry Date: 1/27/2013
Subject: New Member
Hi,
 
My name is Sherry. I have been a cat lover all of my life and have cats that range
in age from 1 to 16 years. I also have a husband and a 3-year-old son. I look
forward to learning of ways to better take care of my cats. I do have a lot of
experience with cats but there’s always more to learn and plenty of ideas to
share.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 21 From: Mary Date: 1/28/2013
Subject: Re: Siamese fighting fish care
A girl I knew in High School had one and she ended up giving him to me because she moved out
of state for college. He was the greatest little fish. I'd walk into my dorm and he'd instantly start
swimming around. Even the roommate I had at the time mentioned it to me. They really do
recognise those who care for them.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> These little guys have to be one of the most neglected suffering pet shop animals out
there. Noone seems to care about them 'their just fish' just fish right just a table
decoration in a vase you replace when it dies in a few weeks if that? 
> I hate seeing them in those tiny dirty cold cups!
> 
> Did you know they can recognise their owners face? They have complex behaviours
and lives the way they breed is fascinating the male cares for the young. 
> They also suffer from depression and boredom. They like an interesting environment
with plants to hide in and rest on and explore. They also enjoy live food they can chase
and catch and to have neighbours they can see but also hide from.
> Their favourite food is live mosquito lavea which is their staple in their natural waters.
> The females can live in large comunity tanks with plenty of hiding spaces and plants
and other small non aggressive fish. They are not all brown and boring as many think
either they can come in a range of colours and have huge personality. They can learn to
eat from your hand often jumping for food. Some get so tame they will swim to your
hand. 
> 
> These fish require heating they are a tropical fish and require a stable temperature of
between 26 and 28c they come from Thailand where the water is mostly around these
temps as is air temp warm their tanks need a lid to keep the air above the water warm
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and humid. They have a labyrinth organ that allows them to breathe air aswell as gills.
They however cannot live out of water some idiots test this.
> They do best with a filter with a slow gentle flow they don't like water disturbance it
can also damage the males fins. They are very delicate and tear easily. A ir driven
sponge filters work great for these fish.
> The more water you can give them the better but males with heavy fins prefer a
smaller space within a larger tank.
> 
> They enjoy having their homes re decorated from time to time, new plants new safe
decor that is non toxic and has no sharp edges. plastic plants are rubbish they can rip
fins.
> 
> Good plants for betta homes that do not require much fuss are java moss, java fern,
wisteria, hair grass, amazon swords and millifoil.
> 
> They do like some tannins in their water such as from driftwood or a black water
extract you can get at an aquarium shop. They like a soft water between PH 6 and 7.
> 
> They also like a little bit of aquarium or rock salt added just a sprinkling. Regular
water changes the smaller the tank the more often. Use water the same PH and
temperature as the tank! 
> 
> These are the basics if anyone had these fish or was thinking of getting one you are
welcome to ask me any more questions. I have about 21 of them lol. I have more on
how to easily divide a tank to house more than one so they can't fight and have the
benefit of more water and easier to heat.
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 22 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/28/2013
Subject: Re: Sexual Activity with pets?
Actually animals do masturbate if they feel the need you need to think what will happen if they
breed what will you do with all the babies? You really need to know what you are doing it isn't
always as simple as putting 2 animals together they could fight and injure or kill each other if not
compatable. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "t.ulanowicz" wrote:
>
> I've noticed how unhealthy abstinence/celibacy can be in humans, so does this apply
to animals as well? I have a pet snake but I sometimes worry that without it having
another snake to mate with, it may live an unhappy/unhealthy life. Unlike us, they can't
just masturbate if/when sexual desires manifest.
> 
> Should I actively look for another snake to mate with mine from time to time or
should I not worry about it?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 23 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/28/2013
Subject: Re: Siamese fighting fish care
Serpentfire <3 a big hug! thank you for affing these bits of information. I am happy we have this
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group.

------------------------------

On Sun, Jan 27, 2013 12:54 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>These little guys have to be one of the most neglected suffering pet shop animals out
there. Noone seems to care about them 'their just fish' just fish right just a table
decoration in a vase you replace when it dies in a few weeks if that? 
>I hate seeing them in those tiny dirty cold cups!
>
>Did you know they can recognise their owners face? They have complex behaviours
and lives the way they breed is fascinating the male cares for the young. 
>They also suffer from depression and boredom. They like an interesting environment
with plants to hide in and rest on and explore. They also enjoy live food they can chase
and catch and to have neighbours they can see but also hide from.
>Their favourite food is live mosquito lavea which is their staple in their natural waters.
>The females can live in large comunity tanks with plenty of hiding spaces and plants
and other small non aggressive fish. They are not all brown and boring as many think
either they can come in a range of colours and have huge personality. They can learn to
eat from your hand often jumping for food. Some get so tame they will swim to your
hand. 
>
>These fish require heating they are a tropical fish and require a stable temperature of
between 26 and 28c they come from Thailand where the water is mostly around these
temps as is air temp warm their tanks need a lid to keep the air above the water warm
and humid. They have a labyrinth organ that allows them to breathe air aswell as gills.
They however cannot live out of water some idiots test this.
>They do best with a filter with a slow gentle flow they don't like water disturbance it
can also damage the males fins. They are very delicate and tear easily. A ir driven
sponge filters work great for these fish.
>The more water you can give them the better but males with heavy fins prefer a
smaller space within a larger tank.
>
>They enjoy having their homes re decorated from time to time, new plants new safe
decor that is non toxic and has no sharp edges. plastic plants are rubbish they can rip
fins.
>
>Good plants for betta homes that do not require much fuss are java moss, java fern,
wisteria, hair grass, amazon swords and millifoil.
>
>They do like some tannins in their water such as from driftwood or a black water
extract you can get at an aquarium shop. They like a soft water between PH 6 and 7.
>
>They also like a little bit of aquarium or rock salt added just a sprinkling. Regular
water changes the smaller the tank the more often. Use water the same PH and
temperature as the tank! 
>
>These are the basics if anyone had these fish or was thinking of getting one you are
welcome to ask me any more questions. I have about 21 of them lol. I have more on
how to easily divide a tank to house more than one so they can't fight and have the
benefit of more water and easier to heat.
>



>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 24 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/28/2013
Subject: Making homemade cat food: A great helpful link
This website is very helpful and also has good info in caring for cats and their diets etc. For the cat
lovers and all who have cats <3 a very helpful site! 

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 26 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 1/29/2013

Subject: Vaccines warnings + other stuff
Just want to mention here for members
be careful taking pets to Vet
A lot vaccines are very harmful to pets
My friend puppy die few hrs after parvo shot was given to him
A lot them are very unnecessary !
Special on small pets!
Any boosters Vaccines unnecessary and at worst harmful. STAY AWAY!
Some Vets they act they care about ur dog, but they re just after the money!
IF they try to insist refuse and leave the office!
I had a friend didn't aloud the dr vet give the puppy vaccines all at once!
sometimes they push it and try for the money!
Rabbies shots lately is been very dangerous has well!
And please people dnt take ur pets to pets stores
they might catch something !
i see people taking there dogs out, on places where there nasty stuff (poop) all
over on grass
and yet they let there dogs on it! play around all over the other animals poop
would humans like to be stepping on others people pop?!
why would them let animals then =/
hygiene is important to pets too! keep them clean and away from harmful and
unclean stuff

Thanks

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 27 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Siamese fighting fish care
I needed a hug thankyou even if only in spirit :)

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> Serpentfire <3 a big hug! thank you for affing these bits of information. I am happy
we have this group.
> 
> 
> 

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood
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> 
> ------------------------------
> On Sun, Jan 27, 2013 12:54 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
> >These little guys have to be one of the most neglected suffering pet shop animals
out there. Noone seems to care about them 'their just fish' just fish right just a table
decoration in a vase you replace when it dies in a few weeks if that? 
> >I hate seeing them in those tiny dirty cold cups!
> >
> >Did you know they can recognise their owners face? They have complex behaviours
and lives the way they breed is fascinating the male cares for the young. 
> >They also suffer from depression and boredom. They like an interesting
environment with plants to hide in and rest on and explore. They also enjoy live food
they can chase and catch and to have neighbours they can see but also hide from.
> >Their favourite food is live mosquito lavea which is their staple in their natural
waters.
> >The females can live in large comunity tanks with plenty of hiding spaces and plants
and other small non aggressive fish. They are not all brown and boring as many think
either they can come in a range of colours and have huge personality. They can learn to
eat from your hand often jumping for food. Some get so tame they will swim to your
hand. 
> >
> >These fish require heating they are a tropical fish and require a stable temperature
of between 26 and 28c they come from Thailand where the water is mostly around
these temps as is air temp warm their tanks need a lid to keep the air above the water
warm and humid. They have a labyrinth organ that allows them to breathe air aswell as
gills. They however cannot live out of water some idiots test this.
> >They do best with a filter with a slow gentle flow they don't like water disturbance it
can also damage the males fins. They are very delicate and tear easily. A ir driven
sponge filters work great for these fish.
> >The more water you can give them the better but males with heavy fins prefer a
smaller space within a larger tank.
> >
> >They enjoy having their homes re decorated from time to time, new plants new safe
decor that is non toxic and has no sharp edges. plastic plants are rubbish they can rip
fins.
> >
> >Good plants for betta homes that do not require much fuss are java moss, java fern,
wisteria, hair grass, amazon swords and millifoil.
> >
> >They do like some tannins in their water such as from driftwood or a black water
extract you can get at an aquarium shop. They like a soft water between PH 6 and 7.
> >
> >They also like a little bit of aquarium or rock salt added just a sprinkling. Regular
water changes the smaller the tank the more often. Use water the same PH and
temperature as the tank! 
> >
> >These are the basics if anyone had these fish or was thinking of getting one you are
welcome to ask me any more questions. I have about 21 of them lol. I have more on
how to easily divide a tank to house more than one so they can't fight and have the
benefit of more water and easier to heat.
> >
> >Hail Satan
> >
>



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 28 From: tanya.azazel Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
What you stated HP Maxine is true. You have done your research very well, also if anyone needs
help I can help also and share info of what I know for animals. Am training as a vet tech and know
somethings. Also honestly it's best not to give your dogs no bones neither as many dogs have
come into clinics I been and heard with bones caught in there throat. Remember no onions, raisins
or grapes for your cute pooches. It's toxic to them. Also dont' give cats tylenol, advil and all those
other NSAIDS medications. There been cases of those people doing so, even though children
tylenol is okay for dogs. But still seek that out before doing so, don't want your dog stiff as a board
and dead. Besides one would have to know the right dose to give. That's some info for pet owners.
If someone have hamsters I can help there too. I do love my hammy's and my other pets. Actually
I love all animals.

Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
> 
> Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
> 
> Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
> 
> Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> 
> http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> 
> If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> 
> I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> 
> Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats
need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> 
> â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
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> â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> â¢Fur loss
> 
> â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.
> â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> â¢Eggs
> â¢Dairy products
> 
> NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> 
> CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> 
> ******
> 
> 
> What I have been doing:
> 
> I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> 
> I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> 
> When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> 
> I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> 
> I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
> 
> ----
> 
> Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> 
> ****
> 
> If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> 



> Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST
PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got
dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> 
> Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> 
> Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> 
> NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> 
> I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 29 From: supasleepy Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Authority dry cat food?
So my grandparents have two cats and I also do. They told me to get authority or blue buffalo. I
have authority right now and I have not seen anything that would/should make me worry. They
never have runny poop or anything. I was wondering what you guys think of this pet food if you
have any experiences with this food and any problems with this food u may have had with this
food. I am In between jobs and cannot afford to make their food for them until I can find a job.
Please any info would be greatly appreciated.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 30 From: Estella Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Bugs
Thank you for your answers......I have a problem with stink bugs....I feel terrible killing them, but I
have not choice...I took a wall down in my bedroom and they come every nite and it's very
frustrating, the cats do not like them.....my question is can I kill them without feeling guilty?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 31 From: TheBeast Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: my cat praising satan with me
Just thought I would share a cool experience i had last night while doing ritual.

I went outside carrying my tools to where i was to do my ritual, my cat scrubby was waiting for
me, I sat down on the rock i was using as an altar, lit my candle, and scrubby came over and
jumped up and sat on the rock with me. I thought this was cool, patted him and started ritual.
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Was reciting Peace be unto him, I had it on paper, While was reciting the words and golden little
dot, was jumping across the page on the words as I was saying them.
This I good sign for sure me thought.
next I was to recite some of the black mass, and I got to the part where I was to say, May this
incense rise before thee Infernal Lord as to be pleasing unto you and may Your blessing descend
upon us. I paused thinking fuck, cause I had no incense, and my cat jumped up turned around and
as he did this his tail slightly singed in the candle, not burning him of course. 
This is fucking awesome I thought, relieved I thanked my cat hailed Satan, and the rest of the ritual
went filth. Smashed the enemy,and thanked Satan once again.

Hoping my cat will join me for ritual another time :)
So Hail to all our Satanic animal friends and a big Hail to Father Satan and the Gods of Hell!!

Jeff
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 32 From: Sherry Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Authority dry cat food?
I haven't given my cats Blue Buffalo but I do know it was on the recall list 
once, not long ago. My cats did better on grain-free. I used to feed Merrick 
Before Grain.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: supasleepy
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 1:36 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Authority dry cat food?

So my grandparents have two cats and I also do. They told me to get 
authority or blue buffalo. I have authority right now and I have not seen 
anything that would/should make me worry. They never have runny poop or 
anything. I was wondering what you guys think of this pet food if you have 
any experiences with this food and any problems with this food u may have 
had with this food. I am In between jobs and cannot afford to make their 
food for them until I can find a job. Please any info would be greatly 
appreciated.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 33 From: Sherry Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff
Yes, vaccines can lead to cancer and they are useless with some things 
anyway, such as Feline Herpes Virus. I've only gotten my cats the required 
vaccines they had to have before they could be spayed/neutered and that's 
it. I only take them to the Vet when they are really sick or have some other 
urgent need that can't be taken care of at home, or for euthanasia, when 
needed. I have a cat with intestinal cancer and am just keeping him 
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comfortable. Though he looks a wreck, he's acting normally right now. Some 
don't understand why I won't put him on chemo. No way!

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Myla Limlal
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:38 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Vaccines warnings + other stuff

Just want to mention here for members
be careful taking pets to Vet
A lot vaccines are very harmful to pets
My friend puppy die few hrs after parvo shot was given to him
A lot them are very unnecessary !
Special on small pets!
Any boosters Vaccines unnecessary and at worst harmful. STAY AWAY!
Some Vets they act they care about ur dog, but they re just after the money!
IF they try to insist refuse and leave the office!
I had a friend didn't aloud the dr vet give the puppy vaccines all at once!
sometimes they push it and try for the money!
Rabbies shots lately is been very dangerous has well!
And please people dnt take ur pets to pets stores
they might catch something !
i see people taking there dogs out, on places where there nasty stuff (poop) 
all
over on grass
and yet they let there dogs on it! play around all over the other animals 
poop
would humans like to be stepping on others people pop?!
why would them let animals then =/
hygiene is important to pets too! keep them clean and away from harmful and
unclean stuff

Thanks

Hail Satan

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 34 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 1/29/2013

Subject: Forwarded Message
--- In HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com, John Sholtes wrote:

>
> This is a great video

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com


> 
> Friend to animals - Adolf Hitler 
> 
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4ZI8N9LJKA 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Sael Jasmua 
> To: "HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com" 
> Sent: Saturday, January 26, 2013 1:12 PM
> Subject: Re: [HellsArmy666] Following up -- 24/January/2013
> 
> 
> Â 
> About animals: I keep intending to write about this.Â 
> I gave up on Christianity when a teacher told me these three things.
> 1) humans have dominion over animals. We can kill them if we want.Â 
> 2) animals have no souls.Â 
> 3) humans are the stewards of the Earth.
> 
> Um, wait, teacher, you're telling us we should look after all the animals living on the
Earth but it's perfectly all right to kill them?
> 
> QED.
> 
> Heil Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 35 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/29/2013

Subject: Re: Hollistic Pet Food?
Just be careful. Even at the health food store, very expensive pet food has pretty much the same
ingredients that the cheaper brands have. I looked at it out of curiosity and they use plenty of fillers
that cats should not have. Dogs are a bit different in their diet. Cats can have problems if they are
fed dry food with too many fillers. Just make sure to search out whatever brand you intend to use
online and look for consumer complaints. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary" wrote:
>
> What about using hollistic pet food if you don't have time to cook for your pets?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 36 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/29/2013

Subject: Article: The Sickening Truth About Pet Food - INGREDIENT GLOSSARY
The Sickening Truth About Pet Food

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4ZI8N9LJKA
mailto:HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com
http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


INGREDIENT GLOSSARY

What is in "popular" pet foods today?

It’s a question many of us don’t think about. We see nice pictures of whole grains, prime cuts of
meat and human grade vegetables on our pets food bag and assume there is some chef in a pet
food kitchen cooking up the best food for our beloved pets.

Unfortunately this is far from the truth, More than 95% of pets derive their nutritional needs from a
single source, processed pet foods. When people think of pet food many envision whole chicken
meat, choice cuts of beef, fresh grains and all the nutrition that their dog or cat would ever need,
images that pet food manufacturers promote in their advertisements and print on their food bags.
What these companies do not reveal is that instead of wholesome chicken meat, they have
substituted chicken heads, feet, feathers and intestines. Those choice cuts of beef are really cow
brains, tongues, esophagi, fetal tissue dangerously high in hormones and even diseased and
cancerous meat. Those whole grains have had the starch removed for corn starch powder and the
oil extracted for corn oil or they are just hulls and other remnants from the milling process. Grains
used that are truly whole have usually been deemed unfit for human consumption because of mold,
contaminants, poor quality or poor handling practices, which is obvious by the fact that most pet
food recalls are the result of toxic grain products such as Corn or Wheat. Pet food is one of worlds
most synthetic edible products, containing virtually no whole ingredients.

The pet food industry is an 11 billion dollar a year, unregulated operation that feeds on the garbage
that otherwise would and should end up in a landfill. Pet food manufacturers have become masters
at getting pets to eat things they would normally turn their nose up at.

Pet food scientists have learned that it’s possible to take a mixture of inedible garbage, fortify it with
artificial vitamins and minerals, preserve it so it can sit on the grocery shelf for more than a year,
add dyes to make it attractive and then extrude it into whimsical shapes, making it appealing to us
humans so we will purchase it. Unfortunately what makes up most of dog and cat food today
(those not qualified as "human-grade) comes from the rendering plant. To render, as defined in
Webster’s Dictionary, is “to process as for industrial use; to render livestock carcasses and to extract
oil from fat, blubber, etc., by melting.” Some things that go into rendering are:

* Spoiled rotten meat from the supermarket, styrofoam wrap and all.

* Road kill that can’t be buried on the roadside.

* The “4-D’s” of cattle; dead, dying, diseased and disabled

* Rancid restaurant grease

* Euthanized pets, this is NO joke! (more about this below)

When chickens, lambs, cattle, pigs and other animals are slaughtered for food, usually only the lean
muscle is cut off for human consumption. This leaves about 50% of a carcass left over. These
leftovers are what become what we so commonly find on pet food labels such as “meat and bone
meal” or “by-products”. So basically what pets are eating are lungs, ligaments, bones, blood and
intestines.

When dead animals from pastures are picked up, they many not be rendered for up to a week after
they have died. Because of this it is estimated that E. coli bacteria contaminates more than 50% of
meat materials. The rendering process destroys the E. coli bacteria, but it does not eliminate the
endotoxins bacteria that is released when they die. These endotoxins, which can cause sickness and



disease, are not tested for by pet food manufacturers.

Slaughterhouses where cattle, pigs, lambs and other animals meet their fate provide more fuel for
rendering. After slaughter, heads, feet, skin, hair, feathers, carpel and tarsal joints and mammary
(milking) glands are removed. This material is sent to rendering. Animals that have died on their
way to slaughter are also rendered. Cancerous tissue, tumors and worm infested organs are
rendered. Injection sites, blood clots and any other inessential parts are rendered. Stomach and
bowels are rendered. Contaminated material including blood is rendered. Carcasses with high levels
of drugs or pesticides in excess of limits prescribed under the FDA (not fit for human consumption)
are rendered.

At the rendering plant, slaughterhouse material, supermarket refuse, rancid restaurant grease, dead
livestock, road kill and euthanized pets are dumped into huge containers. A machine slowly grinds
the entire mess. After it is chipped or shredded, it is cooked at 220 - 270 degrees F. for
approximately 20 minutes to one hour. The grease or tallow rises to the top where it is removed
from the mixture. This is the source of animal fat in most pet foods on the market today. The
remaining material, the raw, is then put into a press where the moisture is squeezed out, we now
have the meat and bone meal that is added to most pet foods today.

Animals wouldn’t normally eat this stuff in the wild, so why will they eat it out of their bowls? Their
noses are tricked by the smell of it. Pet food manufacturers are masters at getting a pet to eat
something they would normally turn their nose up at.

These flavors usually come from rancid restaurant grease, you know from those big dumpsters you
see in the back parking lot. This grease is often outside for weeks, exposed to extreme
temperatures with no regard for its future use. The rancid grease is then picked up by fat blenders
who mix the animal and vegetable fats together, stabilize them with powerful antioxidants to
prevent further spoilage, then they sell it to pet food manufacturers. Rancid, heavily preserved fats
are extremely difficult to for animals to digest and can lead to a host of pet health problems
including digestive upsets, diarrhea, gas and bad breath. These fats are sprayed directly onto the
kibble or nuggets to make an otherwise distasteful product palatable.

Two thirds of the pet food manufactured today contain synthetic preservatives, of the remaining
one third, 90% includes ingredients already stabilized by synthetic preservatives. Be wary of pet
foods that advertise as preservative free, if they using animal by-products or ingredients that have
been rendered they will mostly like contain preservatives. Natural preservatives such as Rosemary
and Vitamin E are used by quality manufacturers of natural pet foods not containing
artificial/chemical preservatives. However, Pet food manufacturers are not required to list
preservatives they themselves have not added. Here are some of the chemical preservatives that are
used in mass-produced pet food today:

* BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole) - know to cause kidney and liver dysfunction

* BHT (butylated hydroxytolulene) - know to cause kidney and liver dysfunction

* Ethoxyquin - suspected of causing cancer

* Propylene glycol (also used as automotive antifreeze) causes destruction of red blood cells-and is
also commonly found in many treats such as Pedigree Dentabone/DentaStix etc

Other cheap fillers

Once considered a filler by the pet food industry, the amount of grain products, especially corn,
used in pet food has risen sharply over the last decade to where it is usually one or two of the top
three ingredients. For instance one Purina brand lists ground yellow corn, poultry by-products and



corn gluten meal as its top three ingredients. Notice that two of the three ingredients are corn
based products from the same source. This is an industry practice know as splitting. When
components of the same ingredient are listed separately (ground yellow corn and corn gluten meal)
it appears that there is less corn then poultry-by products, when it truth the corn ingredients when
added together may weigh more then the chicken by-products.

Are there really pets in pet food?

Unfortunately when a vet tells a grieving pet owner they will “take care” of their dead loved one,
they usually mean sending it off with a disposal company for rendering. This is all perfectly legal.
Many veterinarians and especially shelters don’t bury or cremate animals.

Reporter John Eckhouse was one of the first people to discover the practice of sending euthanized
pets to the rendering plants. A rendering plant employee was quoted as saying “thousands and
thousands of pounds of dogs and cats are picked up and brought here everyday”. Although many
in the pet food industry deny they use euthanized animals, proof that the practice goes on
continues to surface. Research done on rendering plants that sell meat to pet food companies found
that the rendering plants accept everything from road kill, dead zoo animals and euthanized pets
from both shelters and veterinary clinics. One such plant was found to have rendered 11 tons of
dogs and cats in one week! Another plant in California reported processing an average of 200 ton
of dogs and cats per month.

In the 1990’s veterinarians began reporting to the FDA/CVM that the drug they used for
anesthetizing and euthanizing pets, sodium pentobarital, seemed to be losing its effectiveness. This
prompted the CVM to research the cause. In 1998 they went about testing dry dog food containing
the ingredients meat and bone meal, animal digest and animal fat. They found the drug sodium
pentobarital in 31 of the 37 pet foods tested. They concluded that animals were becoming immune
to the drug from eating food laced with sodium pentobarbital, and the likely source of the chemical
was euthanized animals.

They went on to conduct a study to find the levels of the drug in parts per billion for each food.
Some actual examples in these results were:

32 ppb: Old Roy—Puppy Formula, chicken and beef
25.1 ppb: Heinz—Kibbles ‘n Bits Beefy Bits
16.4 ppb: Super G—Chunk Style Dog Food
15 ppb: Weis—Total High Energy Chicken and Rice
11.6 ppb: Pet Gold—Master Diet Puppy Formulation
10 ppb: Old Roy—Puppy Formula, beef flavor
Note that these products may be free of this drug now, as these are the findings in 2000.
The unfortunate reality is

Huge food manufacturers use pet food companies as a cheap and profitable way of disposing of the
waste from their human food manufacturing plants. Here is a list of some of these companies and
the pet foods they manufacture:

* Nestle: Alpo, Fancy Feast, Friskies, Mighty Dog, Purina

* Heinz: 9 lives, Amore, Gravy Train, Kibbles-n-Bits, Nature’s Recipe

* Colgate-Palmolive: Hill’s Science Diet

* Proctor & Gamble: Iams, Eukanuba

* Mars: Kal Kan, Mealtime, Sheba, Waltman’s



* Menufoods:

Below are ingredient comparison charts that I complied of some well know pet foods on the market
today. I think you will be surprised at the lack of nutrition these foods actually have.

Here is a dog and cat food comparison chart listing some of the more popular pet food brands on
the market today and listed the “less” desirable ingredients in red.

This information was taken directly off each brands website where the information is readily
available. Keep in mind that ingredients are listed in descending order by weight just as human
food, meaning the ingredient listed first is the ingredient that is used the most or makes up most of
the food and so forth. For example if corn is listed once (or twice with some brands) as one of the
first three ingredients that is much less desirable then if it was listed as the eighth ingredient.

I’ve included a glossary following the charts that explains each of the undesirable ingredients.

The best way to determine the quality of your pets food is to carefully read and understand the
labels. While reading the label ask yourself the following questions, does the food use high quality
ingredients? Is there a quality meat source as one of the first two ingredients instead of a by-
product? Better yet are the ingredients human grade.

If you love your pet and value their heath I hope you will take this information to heart or better
yet take some time to do a little research of your own so you can see the truth for yourself. We
were shocked at how much information there was on this subject and how easy it was to find. We
only wish pet owners would spend more time reading labels instead of watching commercials to
determine what is best for their pet's health.

Dog Food

Brand
First Eight Ingredients

Eukanuba Adult
Chicken, chicken-by product meal, corn meal, ground whole grain sorghum, ground whole grain
barley, chicken fat, fish meal, brewers rice

Iams Chunks
Chicken, corn meal, ground whole grain sorghum, chicken by-product meal, chicken fat, dried beet
pulp, natural chicken flavor

Kibbles N Bits Original
Corn, soybean meal, ground wheat flour, beef and bone meal, animal fat, BHA used as
preservatives, corn syrup, wheat middlings, water sufficient for processing, animal digest

Pedigree Complete Nutrition
Ground yellow corn, meat and bone meal, corn gluten meal, chicken by-product meal, animal fat
(preserved with BHA/BHT), wheat mill run, natural poultry flavor, rice, wheat flour

Pro-Pak Adult Chunk
Chicken meal, ground yellow corn, chicken fat, rice flour, dried beet pulp, natural
flavoring(unspecified), flaxseed, salt

Purina One Natural Blend
Chicken, corn gluten meal, poultry by-product meal, brown rice, oat meal, animal fat, beet pulp,



calcium phosphate

Purina Beneful Original
Ground yellow corn, chicken by-product meal, corn gluten meal, whole wheat flour, beef tallow,
rice flour, beef soy flour, sugar

Purina Dog Chow Complete Formula
Ground yellow corn, poultry by-product meal, animal fat, corn gluten meal, brewers rice, soybean
meal, animal digest

Science Diet Adult
Ground whole grain corn, ground whole grain sorghum, ground whole grain wheat, chicken by-
product meal, soybean meal, animal fat, corn gluten meal, brewers rice

Cat Food

Brand
First Eight Ingredients

Eukanuba Indoor Cat Formula
Chicken, chicken by-product meal, chicken liver, corn grits, corn meal, ground whole grain
sorghum, fish meal, dried beet pulp

Flint River Ranch Adult and Kitten Formula
Chicken meal, ground yellow corn, corn gluten meal, chicken fat, ground whole wheat, dried
brewers yeast, fish meal, corn germ meal

Iams Original Chicken
Chicken, chicken by-product meal, corn grits, corn meal, chicken fat, fish meal, dried beet pulp,
chicken flavors

Pro-Pac Adult Formula
Chicken meal, rice flour, ground yellow corn, chicken fat, corn gluten, dried beet pulp, fish meal,
dried egg product

Purina Complete Formula
Poultry by-products, corn gluten meal, corn meal, ground whole wheat, animal fat, brewers rice,
soy flour, fish meal

Science Diet Original
Chicken by product meal, ground whole grain corn, brewers rice, animal fat, corn gluten, chicken
flavor, potassium chloride, calcium sulfate

Glossary

Animal Digest: This is the dry by-product of rendered meat. During rendering, all usable animal
parts (including fetal tissues and glandular wastes) are heated in vats and the liquid is separated
from the dry meal. This meal is covered with charcoal and labeled "unfit for human consumption"
before processing it into pet food. Digest can also include intestines, as well as the contents of
those intestines, such as stool, bile, parasites and chemicals.



Animal Fat and Tallow: Animal fat is a "generic" fat source that is most often made up of rendered
animal fat, rancid restaurant grease or other oils that are deemed inedible for humans. Tallow is
low quality hard white fat that most animals find hard to digest, not to mention the cardiac risks
resulting.

Chemical Preservatives: Chemical preservatives include BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole), BHT
(butylated hydroxytolulene), propyl gallate, propylene glycol (also used in automotive antifreeze
and is suspected of causing red blood cell damage) and ethoxquin , are all potentially cancer
causing agents that your pets are eating every day.

Chicken By-products: These are ground parts from poultry carcasses such as feet, heads, feathers,
intestines, necks and undeveloped eggs and can included any rendered material.

Corn Products: Corn products including corn meal, gluten and grits are cheap, allergy causing fillers
and are very difficult for animals to digest.

Food Fragments: Lower end by-products of the food manufacturing process, examples include
wheat bran and brewers rice which are a waste product of the alcohol industry.

Ground Whole Grain Sorghum: The feed value of grain sorghum is similar to corn and is grown
primarily as a feed grain for livestock.

Meat and Bone Meal: “Meat” and bone meal are inexpensive sources of animal protein. Note that
these companies do not clarify the source of “meat”, nor are they human-grade meat. The protein
in Meat meal containing a large amount of processed bone may not be digestible and fail to provide
adequate nutrition.

Meat Based: A label that say "meat based" may also include blood vessels, tendons, organs and
other parts of the rendered animal. Note again that these companies do not clarify the source of
“meat”, nor are they human-grade meat products.

Meat By-products: Pet grade meat by-products consist of organs and parts not desired or not fit for
human consumption. This can include organs, bones, blood and fatty tissue. It can also include
brains, feet, heads, intestines and any other internal parts. Unbelievably, by-products can also
contain cancerous or diseased tissue containing parasites.

Take a look for yourself

Don't let the colorful pictures and wording on these pet food manufacturer’s bags mislead you! How
does your pet food ingredients stack up to quality ingredients found in our Holistic/human-grade
Cat foods and Dog foods

Below are links to some of the more popular pet foods on the market today, take a look for yourself
and what they have listed as their ingredients.

Eukanuba Website:
www.rxpetfood.com

Iams Website:
www.iams.com

Purina Website:
www.purina.com



Purina Natural Blends Website:
www.naturalblends.com

Pedigree Website:
www.pedigree.com

Proplan Website:
www.proplan.com

Beneful Website:
www.beneful.com

Hills Science Diet:
www.hillspet.com

Menufoods
www.menufoods.com

*******END OF ARTICLE

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 37 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 1/29/2013

Subject: Take a Look at what they use for pet food- You pay top dollar for th
You pay for this! This is what your hard earned money buys for your pets!

This video below is a must see: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iim_U6uE-sw

There is more and look what is put into products for humans:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03jOl1xG084

The above is how the kikes save money. 

It takes a lot of patience and dedication, especially if you have several pets, to start them on a new
and better diet. I have several cats. I cook up a batch of the food that I posted the ingredients for in
the first post to this group. Then, I freeze 2 portions of it. Freezing large portions is a huge help in
that you won't always have to be cooking a new batch every day or every other day. I cook for the
week. 

Dry food kibble is not necessary for dogs and cats and is not even recommended. My cats have had
somewhat of a time adjusting to this new diet, as I have. I have cooked for them for years, but
only recently, when 2 of them got real sick and I pin-pointed it to the dry food I was feeding them,
did I completely remove the dry food from their diet. Thankfully, our wonderful Gods woke me up
to this with an experience I had, where I purchased their food. Thank Satan and Lilith and the
Powers of Hell. There are times, even when our Gods communicate with us telepathically on a
regular basis, they will sometimes warn us with a bad situation, as with happened with me. The
place where I purchsed my dry cat food; the service was so nasty and rotten one day and there was
more, I didn't want to do anymore business with them and this got me to thinking about the food I
was buying and why my cats were sick. Before this, it hadn't occurred to me. 

http://www.joyofsatan.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iim_U6uE-sw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03jOl1xG084


A new diet is an adjustment. The important thing is to be determined and to stick with it. The only
problem with cooked meals is that they cannot be left out too long or unlike dry kibbles, the food
can spoil. I feed my cats 3-4 times a day, as I have several. The food portions you have for several
days should always be refrigerated. I take the food out as I go along and the cats always let me
know when they are hungry. Commercial pet food is easy and convenient, but just watch those
videos and you will see it is definitely not worth it. 

I am ever grateful to Satan, Lilith and the Powers of Hell...we have the power to heal our loved
ones. I have healed several of my cats over the years. It is very hard work and draining, but well
worth it. Those who are without are completely helpless. 

BTW- for those of you who are younger, 'Soylent Green' was an early 1970's science fiction where
the 'soylent green' that was being fed to everyone...in the end of the movie, the main actor kept
hollering after finding what this soylent green really was...'Soylent green is people...'

Informative website, with news letter- this woman has been hacked and attacked by the pet food
industry. When asked what 'brand' she feeds her pets, she replied 'I cook for my pets.':
http://truthaboutpetfood2.com/ 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 38 From: Sherry Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Forwarded Message
That was beautiful. Thanks for sharing, HPs Maxine.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 4:58 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Forwarded Message

--- In HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com, John Sholtes wrote:
>
> This is a great video
>
> Friend to animals - Adolf Hitler
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4ZI8N9LJKA
>
>
>
>

http://truthaboutpetfood2.com/
http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4ZI8N9LJKA


> ________________________________
> From: Sael Jasmua
> To: "HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com"
> Sent: Saturday, January 26, 2013 1:12 PM
> Subject: Re: [HellsArmy666] Following up -- 24/January/2013
>
>
> Â
> About animals: I keep intending to write about this.Â
> I gave up on Christianity when a teacher told me these three things.
> 1) humans have dominion over animals. We can kill them if we want.Â
> 2) animals have no souls.Â
> 3) humans are the stewards of the Earth.
>
> Um, wait, teacher, you're telling us we should look after all the animals 
> living on the Earth but it's perfectly all right to kill them?
>
> QED.
>
> Heil Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 39 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Animals are like our children
I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my precious children and it
would be a labor of love. I cried at the video about how animal for cats and dogs are made . It is
utterly disgusting. I love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 40 From: Sherry Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
I've been researching this as well but there's so much BS out there, it's 
hard to find something reliable. I'm looking for a reliable book on this 
subject, as I have cats of different ages and want to make sure they get all 
the nutrients they need.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Shannon Outlaw
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:17 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animals are like our children

I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my 
precious children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video 
about how animal for cats and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I 
love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!

mailto:HellsArmy666@yahoogroups.com
mailto:jos4pets@yahoogroups.com


------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 41 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
Sherry, try this link. This should very much.

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood 

------------------------------

On Tue, Jan 29, 2013 9:29 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>I've been researching this as well but there's so much BS out there, it's 
>hard to find something reliable. I'm looking for a reliable book on this 
>subject, as I have cats of different ages and want to make sure they get all 
>the nutrients they need.
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Shannon Outlaw
>Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:17 PM
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animals are like our children
>
>
>I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my 
>precious children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video 
>about how animal for cats and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I 
>love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 42 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/29/2013
Subject: For help in transitioning your cat or dog to homemade food/ Overall
I have posted this link before but forgot to mention it also provides info to help you get your cat to
transition from dry toxic food to healthy homemade food. The entire website will help as it has
much info on cat care and how to make homemade food etc. I am sure the same can go for dogs
as well. I will,try to find some things for dogs as well. 

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 43 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 1/30/2013

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood
mailto:jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood


Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
Same here, Shannon. I just got home, and my precious kitty is racing around and playfully batting
at my legs and twirling around on the floor lol. We have a very strong connection, and our
personalities match so well :). I know I would go to extreme lengths to make sure he's ok and by
my side.

Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Hail Haagenti (she helped me with him before)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my precious
children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video about how animal for cats
and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail
Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 44 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
Lydia if you dont mind me asking, what did Haagenti help your cat with? :)

------------------------------

On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 4:23 AM EST lydia_666@... wrote:

>Same here, Shannon. I just got home, and my precious kitty is racing around and
playfully batting at my legs and twirling around on the floor lol. We have a very strong
connection, and our personalities match so well :). I know I would go to extreme
lengths to make sure he's ok and by my side.
>
>Hail Satan!
>Hail Lilith!
>Hail Haagenti (she helped me with him before)
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> 
>> I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my precious
children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video about how animal for cats
and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail
Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 45 From: Sherry Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
Thanks, Shannon.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:lydia_666@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


I did run across this site last night, after wading through lots of useless 
stuff, and have book marked it.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Shannon Outlaw
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 10:04 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Animals are like our children

Sherry, try this link. This should very much.

http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood

------------------------------

On Tue, Jan 29, 2013 9:29 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>I've been researching this as well but there's so much BS out there, it's
>hard to find something reliable. I'm looking for a reliable book on this
>subject, as I have cats of different ages and want to make sure they get 
>all
>the nutrients they need.
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Shannon Outlaw
>Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:17 PM
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animals are like our children
>
>
>I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my
>precious children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video
>about how animal for cats and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I
>love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

mailto:jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
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------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 46 From: blackkat_411 Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Welcome and Cat Food Recipe
..>Hail to Satan and HP Maxine to create such a group for the well being of our animal friends.
Thanks much! Hail Lilith!
I have a question about 'fish oil' for cats. iS THAT ALSO SCAM? in other words--i have added to
food i have prepared, a drop or two..
I sincerily don't know anymore what is what as far as my precious familiar..A lthough she does let
me know, i have not taken seriously in the past. I put down to 'being finicky'..

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>
> 
> Lilith asked for me to open this group. This group is needed for the posting and
sharing of information about pet care. 
> 
> Because so much of pet food is laced with toxic ingredients, such as euthanized
animals from pounds, cancerous and diseased animal tissues from slaughterhouses,
polyeurethane plastic, shredded car tires and now, even worse, toxic and deadly
ingredients from China, many of us are forced to prepare home made food for our pets.
I don't have a recipe for dogs, but some of the same guidelines apply and anyone who
does, please feel free to post it here.
> 
> Please note than animal nutrition is different from that of humans and what we can
eat, such as chocolate for example, is deadly for dogs and cats. Please click on and read
the following link from the ASPCA, also available in EspaÃ±ol, for a list of foods that
humans eat that are toxic for dogs and cats:
> 
> http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/poison-control/people-foods.aspx
> 
> If your cat/s have been eating dry food, the change will more than likely cause some
problems. In addition, homemade cat/dog food takes more time and effort. 
> 
> I have been cooking for my cats for several years now, but as two of my cats have
come down very sick from eating dry cat food, I am no longer feeding them any of this.
The symptoms are the same and many forums and groups on the internet; consumer
complaints and such regarding many different brands of dry dog and cat food- explosive
and watery diarrhea, vomiting and even death. Please note, this may not affect all of
your cats/dogs, if you have more than one. Portions of the cat/dog food may be tainted
and unable to detect. 
> 
> Both cats and dogs are carnivores. This means they must have meat in their diet. Cats
need Taurine, which is an amino acid. Commercial cat foods add this synthetically.
Taurine occurs naturally in meat, but can be lost in over-cooking the meat. This can be
a problem because if meat is left raw or undercooked, then there can be parasites,
salmonella and other problems. Taurine deficiency may result in:
> 
> â¢Retinol degeneration leading to vision impairment or blindness
> â¢Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to heart damage, enlargement or failure
> â¢Abnormal skeletal growth
> â¢Fur loss

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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> 
> â¢Shellfish â" Excellent sources of Taurine, with high levels in clams, scallops, krill
and shrimp.
> â¢Fish â" Cold water fish such as sardines or salmon are excellent, natural sources of
Taurine that cats love.
> â¢Meat â" A ll meat contains Taurine, with dark poultry meat being one of the best
sources.
> â¢Eggs
> â¢Dairy products
> 
> NOTE- CATS SHOULD NEVER BE GIVEN ANY BONES, AS THEY CAN CHOKE TO
DEATH! 
> 
> CATS AND DOGS DO NOT NEED, NOR SHOULD THEY HAVE SPICES, SEASONINGS
AND SUCH IN THEIR FOOD. KEEP IT SIMPLE AND PLAIN. 
> 
> ******
> 
> 
> What I have been doing:
> 
> I boil a pack of chicken thighs and/or ground turkey until fully cooked, saving the
broth. After the thighs are cooled, I very carefully and thoroughly seperate the bones
out. 
> 
> I then add some oatmeal to the broth and boil this a bit. I then return the
chicken/turkey to the oatmeal broth and let it cool a bit, as heat destroys vitamins. 
> 
> When the broth is cooled, I then add some brewer's yeast flakes [for a pack of chix
thighs, 2 - 3 tablespoons of yeast is ok. I then add 1 - 2 tablespoons of wheat germ
flakes. 
> 
> I also add 1 - 2 tablespoons of powdered milk for essential calcium. 
> 
> I then refrigerate the food. I feed my cats with this food frequently, 2-3 times a day. 
> 
> ----
> 
> Once a week, I replace the meat with a fish meal, doing the same as the above.
Please note that tuna and other fish products, because of the mercury levels, which are
toxic, should never be consumed more than once a week. Also, it is a very sad fact that
nearly all of the fish in the USA is now coming from China. Even though the USA has
plenty of ocean, rivers and lakes, everything is coming in from China, where it is 'pre-
treated.' Enough said. 
> 
> ****
> 
> If you heat the food using a microwave oven, please bear in mind that a microwave
will heat food in spots; meaning that some portions of the food can be scalding hot,
while other parts can be cold, so make sure to fully mix the food and to touch it to make
sure it is even in temperature. Animals need their food to only be room temperature,
not hot as most humans eat. 
> 
> Both of the above [brewer's yeast and wheat germ flakes] are for vitamins and amino
acids and are very safe for both dogs and cats, BUT NOTE- MAKE SURE IT IS JUST



PLAIN BREWER'S YEAST AND WHEAT GERM. Some stuff sold in health food stores,
such as some multi-vitamins contain unhealthy amounts of certain vitamins, which are
not soluable, meaning they accumulate in the body and in high amounts can be toxic,
such as vitamin D and vitamin A. I have seen multi-vitamins for humans that contain
1,000 I.U.'s of vitamin D. I remember as a teen, I was taking a vitamin like this and got
dizzy and had some other side effects, so it is very important to know what you are
buying and how to use it. Milk also has added vitamin D. No human should consume
more than 400 I.U.'s a day. 
> 
> Animals need much, much less, in the way of any vitamins according to body weight
and size. Vitamins are best for animals coming from natural sources, such as brewer's
yeast and the food they eat. Supplements can be dangerous. 
> 
> Both dogs and cats should always have plenty of fresh, clean water. Distilled water is
best, especially for cats, as mineral water can offset the PH in a cat and possibly cause
struvite crystals [which come from eating commercial dry food], which can be deadly for
a male cat. 
> 
> NEVER GIVE YOUR CAT ANY VITAMIN C, AS THIS CAN ALSO BE DEADLY AS IT
CAN CAUSE KIDNEY AND BLADDER STONES. 
> 
> I will check back here and try to answer any questions that I can, but I am no expert.
All of us need to work together in sharing information and such. There is a lot of
misinformation out there regarding homemade pet food and health treatments so be
aware of this. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 47 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/30/2013

Subject: Homemade Food - Tips
If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important to keep back-up cans
of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna
should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of
dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium,
but these should be kept on hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make
another batch right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator is getting
low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 

As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted vegetables, I have
seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this], but I am sure human beef
stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would be with high amounts of sodium,
though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is always important to have decent back-up cans and
such when making homemade food. 

Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to claim they are self-
centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their front page. Some of these
videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is mistreating the cats. If you see anything like
this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals. They need to be touched and shown they are
loved. Cats are wonderful and very emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different
from that of dogs, but they are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a

http://www.joyofsatan.org


dog. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 48 From: mia25x Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Hollistic Pet Food?
Some hollistic pet food's are fine but before you buy them you must always read the ingredients.
Make sure they don't contain any "corn meal"and that the meat isn't a by product meal. For
example: chicken by-product meal. Another thing is alot of companies are now labelling their food
as gluten free. Beware of this... Gluten is an excellent source of protein, unless an individual
(human or animal) is allergic or has some other type of adverse food reaction to it. It is found in
grains like wheat, rye and barley, but not in rice, oats, potatoes, and some other carbohydrate
sources. Cutting this out can actully make you or your animal more susceptible to the allergy.
Another thing is pets also need to be eating some fruits and vegtables in oreder to get their daily
vitamin intake. They are not just all carnivore... Some pet stores actually sell powdered vitamins
that you can add to their food. This is an excellent way to ensure that your pet gets it daily intake of
vitamins even if the food they eat is crap. It contains natural supplements such as ground flax seeds
, whey protein, and so on. It's super easy to add because mix it with water and it makes a delicious
gravey for your pets food.Another thing is holistic pet food is alittle more expensive then other
brands and can only be found in pet store and not grocery store's. If your buying their food from
grocery store's well I advise you to stop immediately because it's pretty much like feeding your
animal mc donalds daily and lets face it... if it was a child you would never do that at all.... but yea
hope this info helped, Take Care :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 49 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium shouldnt it be rinsed
before giving it to the pet?

------------------------------

On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:

>
>
>If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important to keep
back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken [for
humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week, even
a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted waters.
Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be kept on hand in
case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another batch right
away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always remembver to
take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator is getting low
and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
>
>As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this],
but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would
be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is
always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making homemade food. 
>

http://www.joyofsatan.org


>Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to claim they
are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their front
page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is mistreating
the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals.
They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very
emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they
are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.org

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 50 From: Sherry Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
That’s great advice, HPs Maxine. I'm going to try the cooked diet for cats 
you posted.

I haven't checked Yahoo's home page, so didn't know they are posting 
cat-bashing videos. Whenever I see those on Facebook I always speak up and 
will do the same with Yahoo. Yes, cats are wonderful parts of the family. 
Life wouldn't be the same without them.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 5:19 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Homemade Food - Tips

If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important 
to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna 
and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat 
more than twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of dangerous 
mercury levels, due to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount 
of sodium, but these should be kept on hand in case you run out of homemade 
food and are too busy to make another batch right away, but as I wrote 
before, freezing the food is a good idea and always remembver to take the 
new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator is getting 
low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator.

As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted 
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check 
online for this], but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to 
dogs. The only problem would be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no 
expert on dogs in any way. It is always important to have decent back-up 
cans and such when making homemade food.

Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to 
claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are 
advertised on their front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that 
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whoever is making them is mistreating the cats. If you see anything like 
this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals. They need to be touched 
and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very emotionally needy. 
Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they are 
very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 51 From: Sherry Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Mischievous Cats
Hi,
 
I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really mischievous,
funny and/or obnoxious.
 
My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is into
everything. Nothing is safe around him. He loves people and is such a show-off
around them. He jumps on the shoulders of anybody that comes here. In the rare
event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes over I have to hold Bad
Boy, as I know she’d freak out if he jumped on her shoulder. Most people enjoy
this. He runs around, playing with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes
after my son’s toys, which my son sometimes doesn’t like. He’s just all around
fun. Then when he’s had enough of playing he will lay in my arms for a snuggle.
He’s been through a lot in his short life but continues to be a lover of life, people
and other cats.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 52 From: blade Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
I watched something on tv about canned foods having dangerous chemicals that can cause cancer. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Thatâs great advice, HPs Maxine. I'm going to try the cooked diet for cats 
> you posted.
> 
> I haven't checked Yahoo's home page, so didn't know they are posting 
> cat-bashing videos. Whenever I see those on Facebook I always speak up and 
> will do the same with Yahoo. Yes, cats are wonderful parts of the family. 
> Life wouldn't be the same without them.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry

http://www.joyofsatan.org
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> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 5:19 PM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Homemade Food - Tips
> 
> 
> 
> If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important 
> to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna 
> and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat 
> more than twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of dangerous 
> mercury levels, due to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount 
> of sodium, but these should be kept on hand in case you run out of homemade 
> food and are too busy to make another batch right away, but as I wrote 
> before, freezing the food is a good idea and always remembver to take the 
> new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator is getting 
> low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator.
> 
> As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted 
> vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check 
> online for this], but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to 
> dogs. The only problem would be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no 
> expert on dogs in any way. It is always important to have decent back-up 
> cans and such when making homemade food.
> 
> Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to 
> claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are 
> advertised on their front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that 
> whoever is making them is mistreating the cats. If you see anything like 
> this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals. They need to be touched 
> and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very emotionally needy. 
> Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they are 
> very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog.
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 53 From: Mikki Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 54 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 55 From: caveman6924 Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 56 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 1/31/2013

Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 57 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 58 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 59 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 60 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 61 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 1/31/2013

Subject: Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 62 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 63 From: Mindy W Date: 2/1/2013
Subject: Cats and Bonds
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 64 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 65 From: Samantha Damik Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 66 From: Samantha Damik Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 67 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/3/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 68 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 2/3/2013
Subject: MISCHIEVOUS CATS
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 69 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 2/4/2013
Subject: RE HOMEMADE FOOD TIPS
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 70 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/5/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 71 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/6/2013
Subject: Satanic energy, sacred space and pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 72 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/6/2013
Subject: Re: Satanic energy, sacred space and pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 73 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/8/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 74 From: Sherry Date: 2/8/2013



Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 75 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: vaccines and microchips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 76 From: Sherry Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 77 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 78 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 79 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 80 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 81 From: Sherry Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 82 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 83 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 84 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 85 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 86 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 87 From: Sherry Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 88 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 89 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 90 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 91 From: royalblueflame666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 92 From: Mikki Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 93 From: Jeff King Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 94 From: Estella Nuno Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 95 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 96 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 97 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 98 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 99 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 100 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 101 From: outtofindthetruth Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Home made cold cure for humans and bunnies!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 102 From: cazzadeathgirl1992 Date: 2/17/2013
Subject: Re: Home made cold cure for humans and bunnies!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 53 From: Mikki Date: 1/30/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
I too have a mischievous cat...

His name is Peachfuzz, and he's roughly a year, almost two. He's orange and white with long hair.
He LOVES to swipe at old and deaf dogs who walk by. He once tried to eat my parakeets and
scared me to death. He also dug up a Christmas cactus and dragged it up and down the stairs.
I love this cat! He hasn't quite gotten to jumping on the shoulders of people, mostly because he's
like a guard cat and doesn't like strangers. But I have been teaching him how to sit and shake.
Greenies are a magic sort of treat.
Anyway, that's my story. (:

--Mikki

On Jan 30, 2013, at 8:55 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Hi,
 
I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really
mischievous, funny and/or obnoxious.
 
My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is
into everything. Nothing is safe around him. He loves people and is
such a show-off around them. He jumps on the shoulders of anybody
that comes here. In the rare event that my Mother, who is very afraid of
cats, comes over I have to hold Bad Boy, as I know she’d freak out if he
jumped on her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around,
playing with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after my son’s
toys, which my son sometimes doesn’t like. He’s just all around fun.
Then when he’s had enough of playing he will lay in my arms for a
snuggle. He’s been through a lot in his short life but continues to be a
lover of life, people and other cats.
 
Sherry

mailto:grayce2001@...


www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 54 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Animals are like our children
It was when I was in the states and there was an issue with where he was staying in Canada and I
couldn't get him yet. It all worked out smoothly :)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> Lydia if you dont mind me asking, what did Haagenti help your cat with? :)
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 4:23 AM EST lydia_666@... wrote:
> 
> >Same here, Shannon. I just got home, and my precious kitty is racing around and
playfully batting at my legs and twirling around on the floor lol. We have a very strong
connection, and our personalities match so well :). I know I would go to extreme
lengths to make sure he's ok and by my side.
> >
> >Hail Satan!
> >Hail Lilith!
> >Hail Haagenti (she helped me with him before)
> >
> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >> 
> >> I wouldnt mind preparing and cooking for my pets. I consider them my precious
children and it would be a labor of love. I cried at the video about how animal for cats
and dogs are made . It is utterly disgusting. I love my cat so much. Hail Satan! Hail
Lilith! Hail Haagenti! Hail Duat!
> >>
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 55 From: caveman6924 Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Hi there I rescued two wild 6 week old kittens and tamed them in three day, they have such nice
personalities, they cuddle up to my kids for warmth and comfort and play attack the kids as they
walk by them, the one kitten lay the other night with its paws wrapped around my twee old babies
head, it was very cute, cats have more personality than most people, that's what makes them such
good friends and companions.
caveman6924 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really mischievous, funny

http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
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and/or obnoxious.
> 
> My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is into
everything. Nothing is safe around him. He loves people and is such a show-off around
them. He jumps on the shoulders of anybody that comes here. In the rare event that my
Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes over I have to hold Bad Boy, as I know sheâd
freak out if he jumped on her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around, playing
with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after my sonâs toys, which my son
sometimes doesnât like. Heâs just all around fun. Then when heâs had enough of
playing he will lay in my arms for a snuggle. Heâs been through a lot in his short life
but continues to be a lover of life, people and other cats.
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 56 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 1/31/2013

Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky eaters. Commercial
pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to mask the nasty filth ingredients
and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted to scent regarding their food and this is what
gets them to eat and why they like tuna fish so much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for
humans], but I am aware of the salt content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt
them, but once or twice a week is ok. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium
shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important to keep
back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken [for
humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week, even
a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted waters.
Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be kept on hand in
case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another batch right
away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always remembver to
take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator is getting low
and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 

http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> >
> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this],
but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would
be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is
always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making homemade food. 
> >
> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to claim they
are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their front
page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is mistreating
the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals.
They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very
emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they
are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> >
> >
> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 57 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are so lucky. I want more
cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move in with my boyfriend I plan on
getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home to the cats. I love being surrounded by
them.

------------------------------

On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:

>
>I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky eaters.
Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to mask
the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted to scent
regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they like tuna fish so
much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the salt
content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or twice a
week is ok. 
>
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>http://www.joyofsatan.org
>
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium
shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
>> 
>> 
>> 

http://www.joyofsatan.org
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>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
>> 
>> >
>> >
>> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important to
keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken
[for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week,
even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted
waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be kept on
hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another batch
right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
>> >
>> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this],
but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would
be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is
always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making homemade food. 
>> >
>> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to claim
they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their front
page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is mistreating
the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals.
They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very
emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they
are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
>> >
>> >
>> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
>>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 58 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
LOL! Peachfuzz sounds so much like my Bad Boy. If Bad Boy could read, he’d be
proud of your kitty!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Mikki
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 10:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Mischievous Cats
 

I  too have a mischievous cat...
 
His  name is  Peachfuzz, and he's  roughly a  year, a lmost two. He's  orange and white with long hair. He LOVES to swipe at old and
deaf dogs  who walk by. He once tried to eat my parakeets  and scared me to death. He also dug up a Christmas cactus  and
dragged i t up and down the stairs .
I love this  cat! He hasn't quite gotten to jumping on the shoulders  of people, mostly because he's  l ike a  guard cat and doesn't l ike

http://www.joyofsatan.org
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strangers . But I have been teaching him how to s i t and shake. Greenies  are a  magic sort of treat.
Anyway, that's  my story. (:

--Mikki
 

On Jan 30, 2013, at 8:55 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Hi,
 
I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are
really mischievous, funny and/or obnoxious.
 
My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the
above. He is into everything. Nothing is safe around him. He
loves people and is such a show-off around them. He jumps
on the shoulders of anybody that comes here. In the rare
event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes over I
have to hold Bad Boy, as I know she’d freak out if he jumped
on her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around,
playing with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after
my son’s toys, which my son sometimes doesn’t like. He’s
just all around fun. Then when he’s had enough of playing he
will lay in my arms for a snuggle. He’s been through a lot in
his short life but continues to be a lover of life, people and
other cats.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 59 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
AWWWW! That's sweet. I'm glad you rescued those kittens.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: caveman6924
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 1:29 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Mischievous Cats

Hi there I rescued two wild 6 week old kittens and tamed them in three day, 
they have such nice personalities, they cuddle up to my kids for warmth and 
comfort and play attack the kids as they walk by them, the one kitten lay 
the other night with its paws wrapped around my twee old babies head, it was 
very cute, cats have more personality than most people, that's what makes 
them such good friends and companions.
caveman6924

mailto:grayce2001@...
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--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Hi,
>
> I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really 
> mischievous, funny and/or obnoxious.
>
> My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is 
> into everything. Nothing is safe around him. He loves people and is such a 
> show-off around them. He jumps on the shoulders of anybody that comes 
> here. In the rare event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes 
> over I have to hold Bad Boy, as I know sheâ€™d freak out if he jumped on 
> her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around, playing with his 
> feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after my sonâ€™s toys, which my 
> son sometimes doesnâ€™t like. Heâ€™s just all around fun. Then when heâ€™s 
> had enough of playing he will lay in my arms for a snuggle. Heâ€™s been 
> through a lot in his short life but continues to be a lover of life, 
> people and other cats.
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 60 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
Caveman thats good you did that for those kittens :) Hail Satan!

------------------------------

On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 5:49 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>AWWWW! That's sweet. I'm glad you rescued those kittens.
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: caveman6924
>Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 1:29 AM
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Mischievous Cats
>
>Hi there I rescued two wild 6 week old kittens and tamed them in three day, 
>they have such nice personalities, they cuddle up to my kids for warmth and 
>comfort and play attack the kids as they walk by them, the one kitten lay 
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>the other night with its paws wrapped around my twee old babies head, it was 
>very cute, cats have more personality than most people, that's what makes 
>them such good friends and companions.
>caveman6924
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>>
>> Hi,
>>
>> I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really 
>> mischievous, funny and/or obnoxious.
>>
>> My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is 
>> into everything. Nothing is safe around him. He loves people and is such a 
>> show-off around them. He jumps on the shoulders of anybody that comes 
>> here. In the rare event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes 
>> over I have to hold Bad Boy, as I know sheâ€™d freak out if he jumped on 
>> her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around, playing with his 
>> feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after my sonâ€™s toys, which my 
>> son sometimes doesnâ€™t like. Heâ€™s just all around fun. Then when heâ€™s 
>> had enough of playing he will lay in my arms for a snuggle. Heâ€™s been 
>> through a lot in his short life but continues to be a lover of life, 
>> people and other cats.
>>
>> Sherry
>> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>>
>
>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 61 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 1/31/2013

Subject: Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff
I read that Chemo also on humans re very dangerous
here is article abt it
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2013/01/26/study-accidentally-exposes-chemotherapy-as-fraud-
tumors-grow-faster-after-chemo/

i hope ur cat feels better soon :)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Yes, vaccines can lead to cancer and they are useless with some things 
> anyway, such as Feline Herpes Virus. I've only gotten my cats the required 
> vaccines they had to have before they could be spayed/neutered and that's 
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> it. I only take them to the Vet when they are really sick or have some other 
> urgent need that can't be taken care of at home, or for euthanasia, when 
> needed. I have a cat with intestinal cancer and am just keeping him 
> comfortable. Though he looks a wreck, he's acting normally right now. Some 
> don't understand why I won't put him on chemo. No way!
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: High Priestess Myla Limlal
> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:38 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Vaccines warnings + other stuff
> 
> Just want to mention here for members
> be careful taking pets to Vet
> A lot vaccines are very harmful to pets
> My friend puppy die few hrs after parvo shot was given to him
> A lot them are very unnecessary !
> Special on small pets!
> Any boosters Vaccines unnecessary and at worst harmful. STAY AWAY!
> Some Vets they act they care about ur dog, but they re just after the money!
> IF they try to insist refuse and leave the office!
> I had a friend didn't aloud the dr vet give the puppy vaccines all at once!
> sometimes they push it and try for the money!
> Rabbies shots lately is been very dangerous has well!
> And please people dnt take ur pets to pets stores
> they might catch something !
> i see people taking there dogs out, on places where there nasty stuff (poop) 
> all
> over on grass
> and yet they let there dogs on it! play around all over the other animals 
> poop
> would humans like to be stepping on others people pop?!
> why would them let animals then =/
> hygiene is important to pets too! keep them clean and away from harmful and
> unclean stuff
> 
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 62 From: Sherry Date: 1/31/2013
Subject: Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


I agree. Chemotherapy kills. When I found out my cat, Sunkist, has cancer, 
the Vet asked if I wanted to try chemo and my answer was "no way." My 
step-father who is a non-smoker and a vegetarian, has lung cancer. He's on 
chemo and all it's doing is making the time he has left miserable.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Myla Limlal
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:26 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Vaccines warnings + other stuff

I read that Chemo also on humans re very dangerous
here is article abt it
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2013/01/26/study-accidentally-exposes-chemotherapy-as-fraud-
tumors-grow-faster-after-chemo/

i hope ur cat feels better soon :)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Yes, vaccines can lead to cancer and they are useless with some things
> anyway, such as Feline Herpes Virus. I've only gotten my cats the required
> vaccines they had to have before they could be spayed/neutered and that's
> it. I only take them to the Vet when they are really sick or have some 
> other
> urgent need that can't be taken care of at home, or for euthanasia, when
> needed. I have a cat with intestinal cancer and am just keeping him
> comfortable. Though he looks a wreck, he's acting normally right now. Some
> don't understand why I won't put him on chemo. No way!
>
>
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: High Priestess Myla Limlal
> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:38 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Vaccines warnings + other stuff
>
> Just want to mention here for members
> be careful taking pets to Vet
> A lot vaccines are very harmful to pets
> My friend puppy die few hrs after parvo shot was given to him
> A lot them are very unnecessary !
> Special on small pets!
> Any boosters Vaccines unnecessary and at worst harmful. STAY AWAY!
> Some Vets they act they care about ur dog, but they re just after the 
> money!
> IF they try to insist refuse and leave the office!
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> I had a friend didn't aloud the dr vet give the puppy vaccines all at 
> once!
> sometimes they push it and try for the money!
> Rabbies shots lately is been very dangerous has well!
> And please people dnt take ur pets to pets stores
> they might catch something !
> i see people taking there dogs out, on places where there nasty stuff 
> (poop)
> all
> over on grass
> and yet they let there dogs on it! play around all over the other animals
> poop
> would humans like to be stepping on others people pop?!
> why would them let animals then =/
> hygiene is important to pets too! keep them clean and away from harmful 
> and
> unclean stuff
>
>
> Thanks
>
> Hail Satan
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 63 From: Mindy W Date: 2/1/2013
Subject: Cats and Bonds
I have such a bond with most of the cats. It's gotten to were if they are thirsty, I become really
thirsty or hungry. If I do not know they need water or food at the moment, the thirst or hunger in
me becomes really bad and nothing will sooth it. 

however, once the cats are given water and have drank from it, or something to eat, my thirst is
able to go away. 

Once, I was laying down and heard this far off woman's voice singing a couple of notes like she
was at the Opera. I got up, the sound stopped. I walked to the front door and Sweetie - our female
pet quality Himalayan was waiting to be let inside. She is elderly and has always expected to be
treated as the queen of the family! 

The cats around me also learn snippets of Human words - English at any rate - and know in what
context they are used. It's not something I purposefully trained them to do. They just learn it by
themselves.



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 64 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful with some of them. Like putting
orange juice in that one cat recipe, or baby food in the dog treat(use chicken, beef other meat
instead) or so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your cat. They do have a hard time breaking that
down. Also with to much butter and too much sugar. Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little
vegetable oil or butter if need be. If one has any questions just research or ask me or other fellow
satanist if unsure about the ingredients. Remember these recipes are from people who did this for
their pets and somethings they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes
there.

http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
http://catrecipes.org/

Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are so lucky.
I want more cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move in with
my boyfriend I plan on getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home to the
cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> 
> >
> >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky eaters.
Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to mask
the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted to scent
regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they like tuna fish so
much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the salt
content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or twice a
week is ok. 
> >
> >
> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> >
> >
> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >>
> >> 
> >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium
shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> ------------------------------
> >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:

http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
http://catrecipes.org/
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> >> 
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important to
keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken
[for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week,
even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted
waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be kept on
hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another batch
right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
> >> >
> >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this],
but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would
be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is
always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making homemade food. 
> >> >
> >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to claim
they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their front
page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is mistreating
the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving animals.
They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very
emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but they
are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> >> >
> >> >
> >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> >>
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 65 From: Samantha Damik Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
awwwwwwwwwwwww, how nice and sweet, great going :D, have you given them names yet?

From: caveman6924 <caveman6924@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 7:29 AM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Mischievous Cats
Hi there I rescued two wild 6 week old kittens and tamed them in three day, they have such nice personalities, they
cuddle up to my kids for warmth and comfort and play attack the kids as they walk by them, the one kitten lay the
other night with its paws wrapped around my twee old babies head, it was very cute, cats have more personality than
most people, that's what makes them such good friends and companions.
caveman6924 

--- In mailto:JoS4Pets%40yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
>
> Hi,
> 
> I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are really mischievous, funny and/or

http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets%40yahoogroups.com


obnoxious.
> 
> My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the above. He is into everything. Nothing is
safe around him. He loves people and is such a show-off around them. He jumps on the shoulders of
anybody that comes here. In the rare event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes over I
have to hold Bad Boy, as I know sheâ€™d freak out if he jumped on her shoulder. Most people enjoy
this. He runs around, playing with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after my sonâ€™s toys,
which my son sometimes doesnâ€™t like. Heâ€™s just all around fun. Then when heâ€™s had enough
of playing he will lay in my arms for a snuggle. Heâ€™s been through a lot in his short life but continues
to be a lover of life, people and other cats.
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 66 From: Samantha Damik Date: 2/2/2013
Subject: Re: Mischievous Cats
those cats sound awsome ^.^, my cats change personality all the time, but i love em :)

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 11:34 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Mischievous Cats
LOL! Peachfuzz sounds so much like my Bad Boy. If Bad Boy could read, he’d be
proud of your kitty!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Mikki
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 10:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Mischievous Cats
 
I  too have a mischievous cat...
 
His  name is  Peachfuzz, and he's  roughly a  year, a lmost two. He's  orange and white with long hair. He LOVES to swipe at old and
deaf dogs  who walk by. He once tried to eat my parakeets  and scared me to death. He also dug up a Christmas cactus  and
dragged i t up and down the stairs .
I love this  cat! He hasn't quite gotten to jumping on the shoulders  of people, mostly because he's  l ike a  guard cat and doesn't l ike
strangers . But I have been teaching him how to s i t and shake. Greenies  are a  magic sort of treat.
Anyway, that's  my story. (: --Mikki
 
On Jan 30, 2013, at 8:55 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

 
Hi,
 
I am just curious to know if anybody here has cats that are
really mischievous, funny and/or obnoxious.
 
My 1-year-old brown mackerel tabby, Bad Boy, is all of the
above. He is into everything. Nothing is safe around him. He
loves people and is such a show-off around them. He jumps
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on the shoulders of anybody that comes here. In the rare
event that my Mother, who is very afraid of cats, comes over I
have to hold Bad Boy, as I know she’d freak out if he jumped
on her shoulder. Most people enjoy this. He runs around,
playing with his feline buddies and is so funny. He goes after
my son’s toys, which my son sometimes doesn’t like. He’s
just all around fun. Then when he’s had enough of playing he
will lay in my arms for a snuggle. He’s been through a lot in
his short life but continues to be a lover of life, people and
other cats.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 67 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/3/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
need some advice one of my mummy cats has suddenly refused to feed her babies im currently
rotating them one by one with my other mummy cat so they are getting some nourishment cant
put them with her all at once because it would be far to much on her feeding 10 babies any idea on
what to suppliment them with 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
>
> Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful with some of them.
Like putting orange juice in that one cat recipe, or baby food in the dog treat(use
chicken, beef other meat instead) or so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your cat. They
do have a hard time breaking that down. Also with to much butter and too much sugar.
Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little vegetable oil or butter if need be. If one has
any questions just research or ask me or other fellow satanist if unsure about the
ingredients. Remember these recipes are from people who did this for their pets and
somethings they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes there.
> 
> http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
> http://catrecipes.org/
> 
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> >
> > 
> > HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are so
lucky. I want more cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move in
with my boyfriend I plan on getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home to
the cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------
> > On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > 
> > >
> > >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky
eaters. Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to
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mask the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted
to scent regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they like tuna
fish so much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the
salt content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or twice a
week is ok. 
> > >
> > >
> > >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > >
> > >
> > >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > >>
> > >> 
> > >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium
shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> > >> 
> > >> 
> > >> 
> > >> 
> > >> ------------------------------
> > >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > >> 
> > >> >
> > >> >
> > >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is important
to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna and chicken
[for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week,
even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due to polluted
waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be kept on
hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another batch
right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
> > >> >
> > >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain rotted
vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online for this],
but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would
be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any way. It is
always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making homemade food. 
> > >> >
> > >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to
claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their
front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is
mistreating the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving
animals. They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and
very emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but
they are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> > >> >
> > >> >
> > >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > >>
> > >
> >
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 68 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 2/3/2013
Subject: MISCHIEVOUS CATS
My cat is called Lucky.es jet black and her hair is very soft .. March 22 is 3 years old, and if it's
naughty, I broke all the chairs with their nails, and that I was the short, , used the bathroom sink
bathtub, I let him open the tap, at night, because he likes to drink water from the tap, and the use
of the tub. whenever wants out, it gets unbearable, jump over to broken furniture chairs, all
because he feels his friends bats, whether bats and friend, the first time I saw him, I left the shield
that meowed in a strange way, when I went to lay off the animal, I thought the bat would be hurt,
but it was about 5 inches off the alite Lucky and cabeza.Y scratched so many times, LUCKI LIES
DOWN FRONT DOOR BARS tO GIVING tHE TERRACE , and call them, and they come and play
with him,.
ALSO PLAYING WITH TOILET PAPER ROLL AND ROLL WITH NAPKINS, AND I CAN NOT GET
INTO HOUSE PLANTS FOR THE LORD digs pots, pebbles AND ALWAYS HAVE TO BE
IMPECCABLE Why else gets hysterical, is very naughty, BUT I LOVE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 69 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 2/4/2013
Subject: RE HOMEMADE FOOD TIPS
The kittens drink whole milk must be given with a dropper if very small, when I start eating them
alone porridge prepared with whole milk and cream y nestun,
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 70 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/5/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
How old are they? When did this start? Was mom acting a certain way? Maybe try seperating her
and the kittens together from other cats and watch them for awhile to see. Well you could bottle
feed them yourself. Hold them vertically not on their backs like at a 45 degree angle. This guy
explain it well.

http://www.ehow.com/video_4951317_feeding-newborn-kittens.html

Give them milk replacer or powdered milk. Powered milk should be given around 3 1/2 weeks for
when your getting them to eatting food. Just mix with food.

By the third week get them started on gruel: cat food or homemade cat food.

I found this from a person who has been a cat breeder for years. For supplement try Evaporated
Milk (canned) mixed 50/50 with pediatric electrolytes and give some to Mom to encourage milk
production along with cranberry powder mixed in Mama cats food. 

Also you can give the mom cats more fat in their diet to help them with lacation period about 1
TBSP. Like higher foods in fat, or poultry fat, lard, etc.

Don't give them are milk we drink, to high in sugar. Also I don't know if one of your cats are
stimulating the genital area of your kittens. Just use a warm cloth that's wet and rub the area of
each kitten twice a day(better to do after each nursing) to stimulate their genital area for them to
urinate and poop correctly. You can stop by 16 to 21 days they should be able to do that on their
own now. I know it's alot of work. Need anything else let me know I'll try to the best of my
knowledge.

Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Duat!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary-anne" wrote:
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>
> 
> need some advice one of my mummy cats has suddenly refused to feed her babies im
currently rotating them one by one with my other mummy cat so they are getting some
nourishment cant put them with her all at once because it would be far to much on her
feeding 10 babies any idea on what to suppliment them with 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
> >
> > Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful with some of
them. Like putting orange juice in that one cat recipe, or baby food in the dog treat(use
chicken, beef other meat instead) or so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your cat. They
do have a hard time breaking that down. Also with to much butter and too much sugar.
Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little vegetable oil or butter if need be. If one has
any questions just research or ask me or other fellow satanist if unsure about the
ingredients. Remember these recipes are from people who did this for their pets and
somethings they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes there.
> > 
> > http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
> > http://catrecipes.org/
> > 
> > Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are so
lucky. I want more cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move in
with my boyfriend I plan on getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home to
the cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ------------------------------
> > > On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > > 
> > > >
> > > >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky
eaters. Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to
mask the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted
to scent regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they like tuna
fish so much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the
salt content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or twice a
week is ok. 
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > >>
> > > >> 
> > > >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high sodium
shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> > > >> 
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> > > >> 
> > > >> 
> > > >> 
> > > >> ------------------------------
> > > >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > > >> 
> > > >> >
> > > >> >
> > > >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is
important to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna
and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than
twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due
to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be
kept on hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another
batch right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
> > > >> >
> > > >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain
rotted vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online
for this], but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only
problem would be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any
way. It is always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making
homemade food. 
> > > >> >
> > > >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try to
claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on their
front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is
mistreating the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving
animals. They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and
very emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but
they are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> > > >> >
> > > >> >
> > > >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > >>
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 71 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/6/2013
Subject: Satanic energy, sacred space and pets
I feel strongly about having areas in ones home that could be called 'sacred space' or Satanic space
if you prefer that. Even before I was a Satanic witch I was just a boring regular witch lol I liked to
make spaces in my home or room if I didn't have my own home that I dedicated to witchcraft, or a
particular God or Goddess and to nature. A place to meditate to relax and feel connected to nature
even when indoors. It dosn't have to have an altar or somewhere to do formal ritual just a space to
go and relax that collects energy you can purify the energy, cleanse the space with Demonic fire,
the blue light. Somewhere others don't intrude except of course your animal friends. 

If you have animals nearby that can get to it make sure to not have anything toxic such as oils,
herbs or plants which could poison them, things that could fall and break or burn them. Keep this
in mind, it can be something simple like a table with some pet safe plants some pictures on the wall

http://www.joyofsatan.org


behind it and some beeswax candles (only light these if you are present at all times so an animal
dosn't knock them over or get burned!) 
You could write poems or messages to Satan and the Gods, prayers for your animals and poems
for them and put them there on the wall or in a book with photos to look through. The main thing
is the energy of this place is very peacefull and comeforting for you and your pets.
Satanic energy is very healing.

You may find your animals drawn to this spot after a while, you could put a bed or some cushions
there for a dog or cat etc.

I really love fish and fishtanks I find them very peacefull and interesting to watch, I like decorating
tanks into small worlds and planting them nicely and putting a nice peice of natural wood in there
and a nice backdrop and lighting. I just set one up with an idea for the backdrop I found a picture
of Shiva, it is actually a photo of a statue that I really like, He has his eyes closed and looks
peacefully meditating and I used this as the background for my aquarium. I have a light that shines
blue in there, lots of nice plants and colourfull fish and I placed it at the foot of my bed on a table
so I can look at it when I lay in bed and meditate it is very relaxing. It is not a big one and the
frame around the glass is purple my favourite colour and I actually found this tank on a trip to the
tip (recycle centre) and it cost me under $5 

One of Satans signs is The water Bearer Enki was God of The waters, water symbolising the flow of
the lifeforce of the Soul. The way the energy moves through the Aura and the Body and Satans
gifts to Us. So I thought it was very appropriate. I am thinking to even get a small waterfall hang
on filter that will trickle down the back wall beside his picture like in the pictures of Shiva (one of
his aliases).

These are just ideas. Animals enjoy the energy we raise and benefit from it aswell. I actually
believe animals evolve Spiritually more when around someone who is advancing their soul. In a
way animals on Earth have suffered in many ways because of our degenerate state. Physically and
Spiritually. Some animals who are around someone with a higher vibration and a more powerfull
Soul often act differently to those around regular and degenerate people. Pay attention and see if
you notice this.

Animals DO have souls and DO have emotions. They DO feel love despite what 'experts' say
animals though have different souls, different instincts and priorities to Humans. They express love
in different ways to us so many people miss it. They do not 'love' the way Humans love they have
their own ways of expressing it. Most animals are highly underated and mis understood because
their behaviour is different like a foreign language. Perhaps they think many humans are just
'dumb' animals lol.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 72 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/6/2013
Subject: Re: Satanic energy, sacred space and pets
Oh Serpentfirr. Thanks for posting. I must say, I love your energy and how intuned you are. How
your energy feels. Its like a pure mother earth kind of energy.

------------------------------

On Wed, Feb 6, 2013 12:43 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>
>



>I feel strongly about having areas in ones home that could be called 'sacred space' or
Satanic space if you prefer that. Even before I was a Satanic witch I was just a boring
regular witch lol I liked to make spaces in my home or room if I didn't have my own
home that I dedicated to witchcraft, or a particular God or Goddess and to nature. A
place to meditate to relax and feel connected to nature even when indoors. It dosn't
have to have an altar or somewhere to do formal ritual just a space to go and relax that
collects energy you can purify the energy, cleanse the space with Demonic fire, the blue
light. Somewhere others don't intrude except of course your animal friends. 
>
>If you have animals nearby that can get to it make sure to not have anything toxic
such as oils, herbs or plants which could poison them, things that could fall and break
or burn them. Keep this in mind, it can be something simple like a table with some pet
safe plants some pictures on the wall behind it and some beeswax candles (only light
these if you are present at all times so an animal dosn't knock them over or get burned!)
>You could write poems or messages to Satan and the Gods, prayers for your animals
and poems for them and put them there on the wall or in a book with photos to look
through. The main thing is the energy of this place is very peacefull and comeforting for
you and your pets.
>Satanic energy is very healing.
>
>You may find your animals drawn to this spot after a while, you could put a bed or
some cushions there for a dog or cat etc.
>
>I really love fish and fishtanks I find them very peacefull and interesting to watch, I
like decorating tanks into small worlds and planting them nicely and putting a nice peice
of natural wood in there and a nice backdrop and lighting. I just set one up with an idea
for the backdrop I found a picture of Shiva, it is actually a photo of a statue that I really
like, He has his eyes closed and looks peacefully meditating and I used this as the
background for my aquarium. I have a light that shines blue in there, lots of nice plants
and colourfull fish and I placed it at the foot of my bed on a table so I can look at it
when I lay in bed and meditate it is very relaxing. It is not a big one and the frame
around the glass is purple my favourite colour and I actually found this tank on a trip to
the tip (recycle centre) and it cost me under $5 
>
>One of Satans signs is The water Bearer Enki was God of The waters, water
symbolising the flow of the lifeforce of the Soul. The way the energy moves through the
Aura and the Body and Satans gifts to Us. So I thought it was very appropriate. I am
thinking to even get a small waterfall hang on filter that will trickle down the back wall
beside his picture like in the pictures of Shiva (one of his aliases).
>
>These are just ideas. Animals enjoy the energy we raise and benefit from it aswell. I
actually believe animals evolve Spiritually more when around someone who is advancing
their soul. In a way animals on Earth have suffered in many ways because of our
degenerate state. Physically and Spiritually. Some animals who are around someone
with a higher vibration and a more powerfull Soul often act differently to those around
regular and degenerate people. Pay attention and see if you notice this.
>
>Animals DO have souls and DO have emotions. They DO feel love despite what
'experts' say animals though have different souls, different instincts and priorities to
Humans. They express love in different ways to us so many people miss it. They do not
'love' the way Humans love they have their own ways of expressing it. Most animals are
highly underated and mis understood because their behaviour is different like a foreign
language. Perhaps they think many humans are just 'dumb' animals lol.
>
>Hail Satan



>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 73 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/8/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
there ten days old mother cat was fine that morning feeding them etc then all of a sudden when
they tried to attach to her she would hiss and bite them have had her checked by vet nothing is
wrong so im now bottle feeding and toileting them myself its hard work but they appear to be
thriving gaining on averaqe 10 grams aday ive already named the little calico one hagi because her
eyes look like an egyptian godess 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
>
> How old are they? When did this start? Was mom acting a certain way? Maybe try
seperating her and the kittens together from other cats and watch them for awhile to
see. Well you could bottle feed them yourself. Hold them vertically not on their backs
like at a 45 degree angle. This guy explain it well.
> 
> http://www.ehow.com/video_4951317_feeding-newborn-kittens.html
> 
> Give them milk replacer or powdered milk. Powered milk should be given around 3
1/2 weeks for when your getting them to eatting food. Just mix with food.
> 
> By the third week get them started on gruel: cat food or homemade cat food.
> 
> 
> I found this from a person who has been a cat breeder for years. For supplement try
Evaporated Milk (canned) mixed 50/50 with pediatric electrolytes and give some to Mom
to encourage milk production along with cranberry powder mixed in Mama cats food. 
> 
> Also you can give the mom cats more fat in their diet to help them with lacation
period about 1 TBSP. Like higher foods in fat, or poultry fat, lard, etc.
> 
> Don't give them are milk we drink, to high in sugar. Also I don't know if one of your
cats are stimulating the genital area of your kittens. Just use a warm cloth that's wet and
rub the area of each kitten twice a day(better to do after each nursing) to stimulate their
genital area for them to urinate and poop correctly. You can stop by 16 to 21 days they
should be able to do that on their own now. I know it's alot of work. Need anything else
let me know I'll try to the best of my knowledge.
> 
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Duat!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary-anne" wrote:
> >
> > 
> > need some advice one of my mummy cats has suddenly refused to feed her babies
im currently rotating them one by one with my other mummy cat so they are getting
some nourishment cant put them with her all at once because it would be far to much
on her feeding 10 babies any idea on what to suppliment them with 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
> > >
> > > Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful with some of
them. Like putting orange juice in that one cat recipe, or baby food in the dog treat(use
chicken, beef other meat instead) or so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your cat. They
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do have a hard time breaking that down. Also with to much butter and too much sugar.
Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little vegetable oil or butter if need be. If one has
any questions just research or ask me or other fellow satanist if unsure about the
ingredients. Remember these recipes are from people who did this for their pets and
somethings they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes there.
> > > 
> > > http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
> > > http://catrecipes.org/
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > >
> > > > 
> > > > HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are
so lucky. I want more cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move
in with my boyfriend I plan on getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home
to the cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > > > 
> > > > >
> > > > >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are picky
eaters. Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to
mask the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are attracted
to scent regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they like tuna
fish so much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the
salt content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or twice a
week is ok. 
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > > >>
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high
sodium shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> ------------------------------
> > > > >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > > > >> 
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is
important to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna
and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than
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twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due
to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be
kept on hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another
batch right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain
rotted vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online
for this], but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only
problem would be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any
way. It is always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making
homemade food. 
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and try
to claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised on
their front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is
mistreating the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving
animals. They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and
very emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but
they are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > >>
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 74 From: Sherry Date: 2/8/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
AWWWW! I hope the kittens will be OK. Did the Vet check to make sure the 
mother has enough milk?

I had to bottle-feed one of my kitties that a neighbor brought to me. Her 
mother didn't have enough milk, so rejected the biggest, hungriest kitten, 
in favor of the two smaller kittens. Pixie was cold and fading by the time 
the neighbor brought her to me but after a couple feedings and being warmed, 
she was fine. She's now 4 years old and such a sweetheart.

I hope your kittens will do well. At least you started giving them 
nourishment right away.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mary-anne
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 2:30 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Homemade Food - Tips
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there ten days old mother cat was fine that morning feeding them etc then 
all of a sudden when they tried to attach to her she would hiss and bite 
them have had her checked by vet nothing is wrong so im now bottle feeding 
and toileting them myself its hard work but they appear to be thriving 
gaining on averaqe 10 grams aday ive already named the little calico one 
hagi because her eyes look like an egyptian godess

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
>
> How old are they? When did this start? Was mom acting a certain way? Maybe 
> try seperating her and the kittens together from other cats and watch them 
> for awhile to see. Well you could bottle feed them yourself. Hold them 
> vertically not on their backs like at a 45 degree angle. This guy explain 
> it well.
>
> http://www.ehow.com/video_4951317_feeding-newborn-kittens.html
>
> Give them milk replacer or powdered milk. Powered milk should be given 
> around 3 1/2 weeks for when your getting them to eatting food. Just mix 
> with food.
>
> By the third week get them started on gruel: cat food or homemade cat 
> food.
>
>
> I found this from a person who has been a cat breeder for years. For 
> supplement try Evaporated Milk (canned) mixed 50/50 with pediatric 
> electrolytes and give some to Mom to encourage milk production along with 
> cranberry powder mixed in Mama cats food.
>
> Also you can give the mom cats more fat in their diet to help them with 
> lacation period about 1 TBSP. Like higher foods in fat, or poultry fat, 
> lard, etc.
>
> Don't give them are milk we drink, to high in sugar. Also I don't know if 
> one of your cats are stimulating the genital area of your kittens. Just 
> use a warm cloth that's wet and rub the area of each kitten twice a 
> day(better to do after each nursing) to stimulate their genital area for 
> them to urinate and poop correctly. You can stop by 16 to 21 days they 
> should be able to do that on their own now. I know it's alot of work. Need 
> anything else let me know I'll try to the best of my knowledge.
>
> Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Duat!
>
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary-anne" wrote:
> >
> >
> > need some advice one of my mummy cats has suddenly refused to feed her 
> > babies im currently rotating them one by one with my other mummy cat so 
> > they are getting some nourishment cant put them with her all at once 
> > because it would be far to much on her feeding 10 babies any idea on 
> > what to suppliment them with
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> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
> > >
> > > Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful 
> > > with some of them. Like putting orange juice in that one cat recipe, 
> > > or baby food in the dog treat(use chicken, beef other meat instead) or 
> > > so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your cat. They do have a hard 
> > > time breaking that down. Also with to much butter and too much sugar. 
> > > Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little vegetable oil or butter 
> > > if need be. If one has any questions just research or ask me or other 
> > > fellow satanist if unsure about the ingredients. Remember these 
> > > recipes are from people who did this for their pets and somethings 
> > > they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes 
> > > there.
> > >
> > > http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
> > > http://catrecipes.org/
> > >
> > > Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
> > >
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and 
> > > > animals are so lucky. I want more cats as to give a home to :( I 
> > > > only have one cat but when I move in with my boyfriend I plan on 
> > > > getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home to the 
> > > > cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------
> > > > On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
> > > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. 
> > > > >Cats are picky eaters. Commercial pet foods contain artificial 
> > > > >odor, flavors, and scents in them, both to mask the nasty filth 
> > > > >ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are 
> > > > >attracted to scent regarding their food and this is what gets them 
> > > > >to eat and why they like tuna fish so much. I have fed my cats 
> > > > >canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware of the salt content and 
> > > > >try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or 
> > > > >twice a week is ok.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains 
> > > > >> high sodium shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
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> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >>
> > > > >> ------------------------------
> > > > >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
> > > > >> wrote:
> > > > >>
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is 
> > > > >> >important to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep 
> > > > >> >several cans of tuna and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna 
> > > > >> >should never be fed to a cat more than twice a week, even a 
> > > > >> >human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due 
> > > > >> >to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of 
> > > > >> >sodium, but these should be kept on hand in case you run out of 
> > > > >> >homemade food and are too busy to make another batch right away, 
> > > > >> >but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and 
> > > > >> >always remembver to take the new container out of the freezer 
> > > > >> >whe the one in the refrigerator is getting low and thaw the new 
> > > > >> >one in the refrigerator.
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these 
> > > > >> >contain rotted vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold 
> > > > >> >and other nasties- check online for this], but I am sure human 
> > > > >> >beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only problem would 
> > > > >> >be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in 
> > > > >> >any way. It is always important to have decent back-up cans and 
> > > > >> >such when making homemade food.
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats 
> > > > >> >and try to claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and 
> > > > >> >other lies. These are advertised on their front page. Some of 
> > > > >> >these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is 
> > > > >> >mistreating the cats. If you see anything like this, please 
> > > > >> >complain. Cats are very loving animals. They need to be touched 
> > > > >> >and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and very 
> > > > >> >emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from 
> > > > >> >that of dogs, but they are very loving and caring to their human 
> > > > >> >families, equal to that of a dog.
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >
> > > > >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > >>
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

http://www.joyofsatan.org


------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 75 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: vaccines and microchips
I am curious to know what the laws are in other countries for this with animals?
Where I live in Australia in my state it is illegal to sell or give away a dog or cat that is not
vaccinated and microchipped/registered. Now they are trying to do it with horses with property ID
tags and a virus scare. 
There will be an 'outbreak' of a 'killer disease' and a rushed vaccine for it that becomes mandatory
and microchipping. 
The recent one is called hendra virus it is very rare if it exists at all, it infects horses from bats and
can be transfered to humans and other animals and is mostly fatal. It has only been reported
mostly in the north of the country in the tropics and out of many many thousands of horses in this
country very few have had it and even less people and 1 dog. But it sent everyone into a panic...
they rushed through a vaccine for it with no field testing and tried to force us to vaccinate at very
high cost with threats vets would refuse to treat non vaccinated horses (they get all their info from
the government)

And threats of presecution if anyone gets sick from your horse and you dont vaccinate. We had a
lot of bats, I moved food and water and did not want to vaccinate because it isnt tested and I dont
trust it. Plus it is require the horse be also microchipped when it gets the vaccine and put on a
database.

Now is it just me... but does it seem like our animals are being used as guinea pigs for vaccines
and chips?

I also wonder what if they dont want us to have animals? Could they use the chips and who knows
what I dont want them knowing what animals I have. Horses might be needed again one day if
anything happens to fuel and cars, electricty etc. Dogs protect us and help us hunt. People keep
small livestock like chickens at home for food etc... am I paranoid?

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 76 From: Sherry Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
I don't know what the laws are regarding horses here but dogs have to be 
licensed, just a nosy way for authorities to keep track of how many dogs one 
has. Dogs and cats by law have to have a rabies shot every 3 years. One can 
get by without doing this but if the pet bit somebody, then there could be 
BIG trouble, including the pet being quarantined or destroyed. I limit the 
contact my cats have with other people.

Yes, our animals are being used for Guinea pigs. They have been for a long 
time, from testing on animals to over vaccinating to the horrible things put 
in pet foods.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 9:08 AM



To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] vaccines and microchips

I am curious to know what the laws are in other countries for this with 
animals?
Where I live in Australia in my state it is illegal to sell or give away a 
dog or cat that is not vaccinated and microchipped/registered. Now they are 
trying to do it with horses with property ID tags and a virus scare.
There will be an 'outbreak' of a 'killer disease' and a rushed vaccine for 
it that becomes mandatory and microchipping.
The recent one is called hendra virus it is very rare if it exists at all, 
it infects horses from bats and can be transfered to humans and other 
animals and is mostly fatal. It has only been reported mostly in the north 
of the country in the tropics and out of many many thousands of horses in 
this country very few have had it and even less people and 1 dog. But it 
sent everyone into a panic... they rushed through a vaccine for it with no 
field testing and tried to force us to vaccinate at very high cost with 
threats vets would refuse to treat non vaccinated horses (they get all their 
info from the government)

And threats of presecution if anyone gets sick from your horse and you dont 
vaccinate. We had a lot of bats, I moved food and water and did not want to 
vaccinate because it isnt tested and I dont trust it. Plus it is require the 
horse be also microchipped when it gets the vaccine and put on a database.

Now is it just me... but does it seem like our animals are being used as 
guinea pigs for vaccines and chips?

I also wonder what if they dont want us to have animals? Could they use the 
chips and who knows what I dont want them knowing what animals I have. 
Horses might be needed again one day if anything happens to fuel and cars, 
electricty etc. Dogs protect us and help us hunt. People keep small 
livestock like chickens at home for food etc... am I paranoid?

Hail Satan

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 77 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/9/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
I got my dog from Chezh Republic. He was already microchipped. Though its not a law down here,
most vets do this on their own and puppies bought from other european countries are already
chipped. The vet I was taking my dog to just said all the same shit about jamming my dog once a
year again and again with vacciness, for the beautiful $$$. Well, once is enough and I have read it
on some books too. They don't need all those vaccinations. Vaccines done more than one times in
humans or pets are fraud and a way to make money on the backs of animals and Humans. Nothing
else. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
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>
> I don't know what the laws are regarding horses here but dogs have to be 
> licensed, just a nosy way for authorities to keep track of how many dogs one 
> has. Dogs and cats by law have to have a rabies shot every 3 years. One can 
> get by without doing this but if the pet bit somebody, then there could be 
> BIG trouble, including the pet being quarantined or destroyed. I limit the 
> contact my cats have with other people.
> 
> Yes, our animals are being used for Guinea pigs. They have been for a long 
> time, from testing on animals to over vaccinating to the horrible things put 
> in pet foods.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 9:08 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] vaccines and microchips
> 
> I am curious to know what the laws are in other countries for this with 
> animals?
> Where I live in Australia in my state it is illegal to sell or give away a 
> dog or cat that is not vaccinated and microchipped/registered. Now they are 
> trying to do it with horses with property ID tags and a virus scare.
> There will be an 'outbreak' of a 'killer disease' and a rushed vaccine for 
> it that becomes mandatory and microchipping.
> The recent one is called hendra virus it is very rare if it exists at all, 
> it infects horses from bats and can be transfered to humans and other 
> animals and is mostly fatal. It has only been reported mostly in the north 
> of the country in the tropics and out of many many thousands of horses in 
> this country very few have had it and even less people and 1 dog. But it 
> sent everyone into a panic... they rushed through a vaccine for it with no 
> field testing and tried to force us to vaccinate at very high cost with 
> threats vets would refuse to treat non vaccinated horses (they get all their 
> info from the government)
> 
> And threats of presecution if anyone gets sick from your horse and you dont 
> vaccinate. We had a lot of bats, I moved food and water and did not want to 
> vaccinate because it isnt tested and I dont trust it. Plus it is require the 
> horse be also microchipped when it gets the vaccine and put on a database.
> 
> Now is it just me... but does it seem like our animals are being used as 
> guinea pigs for vaccines and chips?
> 
> I also wonder what if they dont want us to have animals? Could they use the 
> chips and who knows what I dont want them knowing what animals I have. 
> Horses might be needed again one day if anything happens to fuel and cars, 
> electricty etc. Dogs protect us and help us hunt. People keep small 
> livestock like chickens at home for food etc... am I paranoid?
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
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> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 78 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: vaccines and microchips
Most dogs I have had at some point caught 'kennel cough' despite the vaccine being given the way
they say they still got real sick and one almost died it turned to pneumonia. Lost one to Parvo to
when I was a teenager he was over 6 months old and had been living with boyfriends parents who
said he had his shots. My current dogs dont leave the property their not sociable. The maremma is
bonded to the chickens they were both raised on farms as working dogs and wern't vaccinated or
chipped. Theres a loophole in the law for rural working dogs. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> I got my dog from Chezh Republic. He was already microchipped. Though its not a
law down here, most vets do this on their own and puppies bought from other
european countries are already chipped. The vet I was taking my dog to just said all the
same shit about jamming my dog once a year again and again with vacciness, for the
beautiful $$$. Well, once is enough and I have read it on some books too. They don't
need all those vaccinations. Vaccines done more than one times in humans or pets are
fraud and a way to make money on the backs of animals and Humans. Nothing else. 
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" wrote:
> >
> > I don't know what the laws are regarding horses here but dogs have to be 
> > licensed, just a nosy way for authorities to keep track of how many dogs one 
> > has. Dogs and cats by law have to have a rabies shot every 3 years. One can 
> > get by without doing this but if the pet bit somebody, then there could be 
> > BIG trouble, including the pet being quarantined or destroyed. I limit the 
> > contact my cats have with other people.
> > 
> > Yes, our animals are being used for Guinea pigs. They have been for a long 
> > time, from testing on animals to over vaccinating to the horrible things put 
> > in pet foods.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 9:08 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] vaccines and microchips
> > 
> > I am curious to know what the laws are in other countries for this with 
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> > animals?
> > Where I live in Australia in my state it is illegal to sell or give away a 
> > dog or cat that is not vaccinated and microchipped/registered. Now they are 
> > trying to do it with horses with property ID tags and a virus scare.
> > There will be an 'outbreak' of a 'killer disease' and a rushed vaccine for 
> > it that becomes mandatory and microchipping.
> > The recent one is called hendra virus it is very rare if it exists at all, 
> > it infects horses from bats and can be transfered to humans and other 
> > animals and is mostly fatal. It has only been reported mostly in the north 
> > of the country in the tropics and out of many many thousands of horses in 
> > this country very few have had it and even less people and 1 dog. But it 
> > sent everyone into a panic... they rushed through a vaccine for it with no 
> > field testing and tried to force us to vaccinate at very high cost with 
> > threats vets would refuse to treat non vaccinated horses (they get all their 
> > info from the government)
> > 
> > And threats of presecution if anyone gets sick from your horse and you dont 
> > vaccinate. We had a lot of bats, I moved food and water and did not want to 
> > vaccinate because it isnt tested and I dont trust it. Plus it is require the 
> > horse be also microchipped when it gets the vaccine and put on a database.
> > 
> > Now is it just me... but does it seem like our animals are being used as 
> > guinea pigs for vaccines and chips?
> > 
> > I also wonder what if they dont want us to have animals? Could they use the 
> > chips and who knows what I dont want them knowing what animals I have. 
> > Horses might be needed again one day if anything happens to fuel and cars, 
> > electricty etc. Dogs protect us and help us hunt. People keep small 
> > livestock like chickens at home for food etc... am I paranoid?
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 79 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money for a vet bill I do
pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some tests done he isn't
'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He stopped eating and has been sitting
down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on
him and try and get him to eat something and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious
wrong he hasn't got any real symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He
may have taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right
before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he
still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to email
me privately about it money is non existant right now.

Hail Satan



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 80 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to heal him. This is
fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good care of him and give him some
of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad
or its psychological. Take care of him.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money for a
vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some tests
done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He stopped
eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house into the
garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something and take
some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real symptoms.
Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the brunt of an
'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came to Satan.
I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still needs to
see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to email me
privately about it money is non existant right now.
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 81 From: Sherry Date: 2/10/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I wish I wasn't so broke either or I'd pay you to do pictures for me. Maybe 
when my finances get better but of course that won’t help with your current 
need. My cat, Bad Boy, needed a dental that was estimated to cost $700. I 
didn't have the money. Myself and another person did a fund raiser on 
Facebook and raised more than enough money. I don't know if this is an 
option for you but if so, post a link to the the fund raiser and I'll do my 
best to help get the word out.

I hope your peacock will be OK.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2013 11:32 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Sick Peacock and pet portraits

I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise 
some money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some 
pictures of work ive done.
My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get 
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a 
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year ago. He stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive 
moved him up to the house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him 
and try and get him to eat something and take some medicine. I can't see 
anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real symptoms. Only another 
Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the brunt of an 
'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came 
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a 
ritual but he still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of 
their pet Im happy for you to email me privately about it money is non 
existant right now.

Hail Satan

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 82 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or blockage. He
could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as comefortable as I could
he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an hour ago and passed quickly. 
His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a bit fucked up.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to heal
him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good care of
him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold energy to
lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >
> > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money for
a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > 
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> > Hail Satan
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 83 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave them to me said
they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of birds in a small pen that
was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them there were baby ducklings dead in the
pen squashed in the mud. 
I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers Sigil and a
Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing I do feels good
enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His feathers are so beautifull
and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and cried trying to will Him back to life
and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to accept nature and it was His time to go. I still
have the female she is also beautifull I will have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around
here dump Peacocks because of the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a
home. Thats all I can do.

May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no cars, no fences,
no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the Earth is healed.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or
blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as
comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a
bit fucked up.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > 
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money
for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
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and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 84 From: tanya.azazel Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Homemade Food - Tips
Sorry I didn't get back to your message. Do any have their baby teeth yet starting to grow because
that could be a reason for her to not feed them. Mommy don't like the feel of teeth. Or is she in
heat? Also she might be stressed out. Well continue to bottle feed them and toilet train. I do know
it's hard but by 16 to 21 days try to get them to eatting solid food. That way less stress on you and
the kittens can learn to thrive on there own. Your now there mommy. Your doing a beautiful thing
caring and raising them. I hope the info I gave you helped. Also that's a pretty name for the calico
kitten. So sweet!

HAIL Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary-anne" wrote:
>
> 
> there ten days old mother cat was fine that morning feeding them etc then all of a
sudden when they tried to attach to her she would hiss and bite them have had her
checked by vet nothing is wrong so im now bottle feeding and toileting them myself its
hard work but they appear to be thriving gaining on averaqe 10 grams aday ive already
named the little calico one hagi because her eyes look like an egyptian godess 
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
> >
> > How old are they? When did this start? Was mom acting a certain way? Maybe try
seperating her and the kittens together from other cats and watch them for awhile to
see. Well you could bottle feed them yourself. Hold them vertically not on their backs
like at a 45 degree angle. This guy explain it well.
> > 
> > http://www.ehow.com/video_4951317_feeding-newborn-kittens.html
> > 
> > Give them milk replacer or powdered milk. Powered milk should be given around 3
1/2 weeks for when your getting them to eatting food. Just mix with food.
> > 
> > By the third week get them started on gruel: cat food or homemade cat food.
> > 
> > 
> > I found this from a person who has been a cat breeder for years. For supplement
try Evaporated Milk (canned) mixed 50/50 with pediatric electrolytes and give some to
Mom to encourage milk production along with cranberry powder mixed in Mama cats
food. 
> > 
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> > Also you can give the mom cats more fat in their diet to help them with lacation
period about 1 TBSP. Like higher foods in fat, or poultry fat, lard, etc.
> > 
> > Don't give them are milk we drink, to high in sugar. Also I don't know if one of
your cats are stimulating the genital area of your kittens. Just use a warm cloth that's
wet and rub the area of each kitten twice a day(better to do after each nursing) to
stimulate their genital area for them to urinate and poop correctly. You can stop by 16
to 21 days they should be able to do that on their own now. I know it's alot of work.
Need anything else let me know I'll try to the best of my knowledge.
> > 
> > Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Duat!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Mary-anne" wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > need some advice one of my mummy cats has suddenly refused to feed her
babies im currently rotating them one by one with my other mummy cat so they are
getting some nourishment cant put them with her all at once because it would be far to
much on her feeding 10 babies any idea on what to suppliment them with 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "tanya.azazel" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Here is are websites with recipes for your animals. Just be careful with some
of them. Like putting orange juice in that one cat recipe, or baby food in the dog
treat(use chicken, beef other meat instead) or so much vegetables/vegetable oil for your
cat. They do have a hard time breaking that down. Also with to much butter and too
much sugar. Becareful on soy for cats. Just add a little vegetable oil or butter if need be.
If one has any questions just research or ask me or other fellow satanist if unsure about
the ingredients. Remember these recipes are from people who did this for their pets and
somethings they are using may not be correct. But there are some good recipes there.
> > > > 
> > > > http://www.recipegoldmine.com/pets/pets.html
> > > > http://catrecipes.org/
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Zeus! Hail the Gods of Hell!
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > 
> > > > > HP Maxine you and all other satanists who have several cats and animals are
so lucky. I want more cats as to give a home to :( I only have one cat but when I move
in with my boyfriend I plan on getting 2 more. I will go to local shelter and give a home
to the cats. I love being surrounded by them.
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > 
> > > > > ------------------------------
> > > > > On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 4:46 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich wrote:
> > > > > 
> > > > > >
> > > > > >I would only add a bit of water, especially if this is for a cat/s. Cats are
picky eaters. Commercial pet foods contain artificial odor, flavors, and scents in them,
both to mask the nasty filth ingredients and also to get the animals to eat it. Cats are
attracted to scent regarding their food and this is what gets them to eat and why they
like tuna fish so much. I have fed my cats canned chicken [for humans], but I am aware
of the salt content and try not to do this too often. It has never hurt them, but once or
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twice a week is ok. 
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > > >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
> > > > > >>
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> Omg thank you HP Maxine.For the canned food since it contains high
sodium shouldnt it be rinsed before giving it to the pet?
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> ------------------------------
> > > > > >> On Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:19 PM EST High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
wrote:
> > > > > >> 
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >If you are making batches of homemade food for your pet/s. It is
important to keep back-up cans of food for an emergency. I keep several cans of tuna
and chicken [for humans], for my cats. Tuna should never be fed to a cat more than
twice a week, even a human for that matter, because of dangerous mercury levels, due
to polluted waters. Chicken does contain a high amount of sodium, but these should be
kept on hand in case you run out of homemade food and are too busy to make another
batch right away, but as I wrote before, freezing the food is a good idea and always
remembver to take the new container out of the freezer whe the one in the refrigerator
is getting low and thaw the new one in the refrigerator. 
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >As for dogs, I note that commercial dog food has stews [these contain
rotted vegetables, I have seen coated with fuzzy mold and other nasties- check online
for this], but I am sure human beef stews can be used to feed to dogs. The only
problem would be with high amounts of sodium, though I am no expert on dogs in any
way. It is always important to have decent back-up cans and such when making
homemade food. 
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >Of late, yahoo has been airing videos and stories that bash cats and
try to claim they are self-centered and 'dangerous' and other lies. These are advertised
on their front page. Some of these videos, it is obvious that whoever is making them is
mistreating the cats. If you see anything like this, please complain. Cats are very loving
animals. They need to be touched and shown they are loved. Cats are wonderful and
very emotionally needy. Obviously, their temperment is different from that of dogs, but
they are very loving and caring to their human families, equal to that of a dog. 
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >
> > > > > >> >High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> > > > > >> >http://www.joyofsatan.org
> > > > > >>
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
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> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 85 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its the natural state of
things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these invisible beams and frequences
from telephone antennas etc, passing through their bodies and all...They would live fine. I can
sense your deep sadness. Just try to move on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more
than enough. Its freaking sad. I hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick
bullshit of destroying their enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea
or kill so many wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes animals. 

I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents like this make me
want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals. Peacocks and other animals of
the type that are not a threat to Humams should be protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged
babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals
and took care of them. I don't mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as
logic goes. Natural logic.

When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit. Domestic animals
certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime my dog did somethin, like
destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look down on the floor. I know for a fact
animals do have a conscience but it seems to get dominated by their insticts. They feel love and all.
Imagine if the city sounds break my nerves, or the air smell, how this makes a dog feel.
Nevertheless
things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As forbypur peacock
try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering like Humans. He's gonna be
fine.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or
blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as
comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a
bit fucked up.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > 
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
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> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money
for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 86 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/11/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
What the HELL WAS WRITTEN THERE. This is probably some shityy virus infecting this. What the
Hell was written here. I didn't even write that line. Well I guess something strange happened. I
don't know what kind of stupid hack is this but I will make sure it won't happen again. I'm sorry. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>f
> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its the
natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
> 
> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents like
this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals.
Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should be
protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with
extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I don't
mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes. Natural
logic.
> 
> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit. Domestic
animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime my dog
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did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look down on the
floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get dominated by
their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my nerves, or the
air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As
forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering
like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
> 
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >
> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist
or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him
as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im
a bit fucked up.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > >
> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > > 
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 87 From: Sherry Date: 2/11/2013
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Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I'm so sorry about your peacock passing away. :-(

Nothing you are feeling is "stupid". It's all perfectly normal. The grief of 
losing a precious pet really hurts. I often describe it as an emotional 
amputation because when a beloved pet dies, it feels like one has lost a 
part of them self. People that don't have/love pets think I'm nuts for 
saying that but I don't care, as only animal lovers can understand.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 3:26 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits

I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave 
them to me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she 
had a lot of birds in a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. 
When I went to get them there were baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed 
in the mud.
I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with 
Fathers Sigil and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen 
in the garden nothing I do feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed 
on my shoulder. Even now His feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't 
seem real. I sat and held him and cried and cried trying to will Him back to 
life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to accept nature and 
it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also beautifull I will 
have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump Peacocks 
because of the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a home. 
Thats all I can do.

May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where 
there are no cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He 
will return when the Earth is healed.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there 
> a twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat 
> up with him, made him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any 
> food. He had a sudden fit about an hour ago and passed quickly.
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for 
> a while Im a bit fucked up.
>
> Hail Satan
>
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> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own 
> > bioelectricity to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock 
> > that is sick. Nevertheless take good care of him and give him some of 
> > your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold energy to lift his 
> > spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> >
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to 
> > > raise some money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I 
> > > have some pictures of work ive done.
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to 
> > > get some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl 
> > > just over a year ago. He stopped eating and has been sitting down not 
> > > perching. Ive moved him up to the house into the garage so I can keep 
> > > a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something and take some 
> > > medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real 
> > > symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may 
> > > have taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how 
> > > he came to me right before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him 
> > > with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still needs to 
> > > see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for 
> > > you to email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > >
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 88 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so hot even inside the
house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years the wings melted and
collapsed.
That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused His death birds
will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself up for not noticing or
sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special bird I feel I have let Him down
and should have done things better. 

I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front because theres a road
and other properties but he started trying to go further and one night was up on the front fence so
I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there place too but on
the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they were teasing the peafowl at
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night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were mimiking and teasing them I would go
out and yell at them which made it worse and the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse
on a family with kids but I have noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 

I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many excursions out to
wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big parks with nature and bush and
wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent all day in these places, the museum we had
to do assignments and projects on the animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went
bushwalking we went to camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had
programs getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and white mac
we got to use to practice typing once a week. 

I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home for animals
people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting strange, most likely
they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or something. My horse went outside
the garage when the Peacock died and got scared and he followed me all over everywhere like glue
the rest of the day even when I went to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was
nervous but still came. Horses have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the
chemical changes in the body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so
they want to be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and wouldn't move.
Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to me. You wouldn't think of a
turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their moments.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its the
natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
> 
> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents like
this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals.
Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should be
protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with
extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I don't
mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes. Natural
logic.
> 
> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit. Domestic
animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime my dog
did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look down on the
floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get dominated by
their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my nerves, or the
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air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As
forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering
like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
> 
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >
> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist
or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him
as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im
a bit fucked up.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > >
> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > > 
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 89 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Serpentfire, you have such a big heart. I wish I could have more animals namely cats as I live in
nyc. There is limit to the kind of pets I can have :( You live on a farm or rural area? Do you live by
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yourself?

------------------------------

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 3:30 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so hot
even inside the house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years the
wings melted and collapsed.
>That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused His
death birds will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself up
for not noticing or sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special bird
I feel I have let Him down and should have done things better. 
>
>I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front because
theres a road and other properties but he started trying to go further and one night was
up on the front fence so I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
>My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there
place too but on the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they
were teasing the peafowl at night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were
mimiking and teasing them I would go out and yell at them which made it worse and
the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse on a family with kids but I have
noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 
>
>I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many
excursions out to wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big
parks with nature and bush and wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent
all day in these places, the museum we had to do assignments and projects on the
animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went bushwalking we went to
camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had programs
getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and
white mac we got to use to practice typing once a week. 
>
>I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home for
animals people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
>About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting
strange, most likely they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or
something. My horse went outside the garage when the Peacock died and got scared
and he followed me all over everywhere like glue the rest of the day even when I went
to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was nervous but still came. Horses
have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the chemical changes in the
body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so they want to
be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and
wouldn't move. Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to
me. You wouldn't think of a turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their
moments.
>
>Hail Satan
>
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>>
>> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its the
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natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
>> 
>> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents
like this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals.
Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should be
protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with
extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I don't
mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes. Natural
logic.
>> 
>> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit. Domestic
animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime my dog
did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look down on the
floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get dominated by
their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my nerves, or the
air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
>> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As
forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering
like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
>> 
>> 
>> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>> 
>> 
>> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >
>> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist
or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him
as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
>> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while
Im a bit fucked up.
>> > 
>> > Hail Satan
>> > 
>> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> > >
>> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
>> > > 
>> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>> > > 
>> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
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money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
>> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
>> > > > 
>> > > > Hail Satan
>> > > >
>> > >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 90 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
so very sorry for your loss I can clearly see you loved him 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
> I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave them
to me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of birds
in a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them there
were baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
> I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers
Sigil and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing
I do feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His
feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and
cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to
accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also beautifull I will
have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump Peacocks because of
the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a home. Thats all I can do.
> 
> May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no
cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the
Earth is healed.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >
> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist
or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him
as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
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> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im
a bit fucked up.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > >
> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > > 
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 91 From: royalblueflame666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I must say, your very.. You have a good heart, and I just wanna say.. I'm sorry.. And I wish you
the best..

Hail Satan!!
Hail Ipos!!
Sent via my BlackBerry from Vodacom - let your email find you!

From: "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...>
Sender: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2013 08:26:38 -0000
To: <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com>
ReplyTo: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits

I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave them to me said
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they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of birds in a small pen that
was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them there were baby ducklings dead in the
pen squashed in the mud. 
I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers Sigil and a
Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing I do feels good
enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His feathers are so beautifull
and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and cried trying to will Him back to life
and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to accept nature and it was His time to go. I still
have the female she is also beautifull I will have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around
here dump Peacocks because of the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a
home. Thats all I can do.

May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no cars, no fences,
no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the Earth is healed.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or
blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as
comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a
bit fucked up.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > 
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money
for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 92 From: Mikki Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I am sorry for your loss. I hope the female will get another male soon. Perhaps the male had
something in his throat, like a piece of plastic. 

Again, sorry for your loss.

--Mikki~ 
Hail Satan!

On Feb 11, 2013, at 2:26 AM, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:

I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave them to
me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of birds in
a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them there were
baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers Sigil
and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing I do
feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His
feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and
cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to
accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also beautifull I will
have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump Peacocks because of
the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a home. Thats all I can do.

May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no
cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the
Earth is healed.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or
blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as
comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a
bit fucked up.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
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> > 
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money
for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 93 From: Jeff King Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I am so sorry for your loss, this Is sad. when I was a little kid, a peacock lived in our yard, used to
feed it by hand. I know in a small way how being close to these birds at the very least can bring a
smile to your face! I'm sure he will rest in a perfect garden of paradise and pleasure.
Stay strong, and do stay around,  it does my heart and soul good just reading everything you have
to say in the groups
Hail the Peacock King
Praise Satan

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:

I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave them to
me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of birds in
a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them there were
baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers Sigil
and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing I do
feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His
feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and
cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to
accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also beautifull I will
have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump Peacocks because of
the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a home. Thats all I can do.

May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no
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cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the
Earth is healed.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist or
blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him as
comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
> His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while Im a
bit fucked up.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >
> > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > 
> > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some money
for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive done. 
> > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get some
tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 94 From: Estella Nuno Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I am so sorry,for your lost....I also have birds and dogs...cats...chickens...and I understand what
you are going through... Stay strong In Satan....

Sent from my iPad

On Feb 12, 2013, at 8:18 AM, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
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Serpentfire, you have such a big heart. I wish I could have more animals namely cats as
I live in nyc. There is limit to the kind of pets I can have :( You live on a farm or rural
area? Do you live by yourself?

------------------------------
On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 3:30 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so hot
even inside the house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years the
wings melted and collapsed.
>That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused His
death birds will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself up
for not noticing or sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special bird
I feel I have let Him down and should have done things better. 
>
>I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front because
theres a road and other properties but he started trying to go further and one night was
up on the front fence so I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
>My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there
place too but on the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they
were teasing the peafowl at night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were
mimiking and teasing them I would go out and yell at them which made it worse and
the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse on a family with kids but I have
noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 
>
>I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many
excursions out to wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big
parks with nature and bush and wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent
all day in these places, the museum we had to do assignments and projects on the
animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went bushwalking we went to
camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had programs
getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and
white mac we got to use to practice typing once a week. 
>
>I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home for
animals people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
>About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting
strange, most likely they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or
something. My horse went outside the garage when the Peacock died and got scared
and he followed me all over everywhere like glue the rest of the day even when I went
to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was nervous but still came. Horses
have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the chemical changes in the
body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so they want to
be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and
wouldn't move. Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to
me. You wouldn't think of a turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their
moments.
>
>Hail Satan
>



>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>>
>> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its the
natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
>> 
>> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents
like this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals.
Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should be
protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with
extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I don't
mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes. Natural
logic.
>> 
>> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit. Domestic
animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime my dog
did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look down on the
floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get dominated by
their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my nerves, or the
air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
>> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As
forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering
like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
>> 
>> 
>> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>> 
>> 
>> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >
>> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a twist
or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made him
as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about an
hour ago and passed quickly. 
>> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while
Im a bit fucked up.
>> > 
>> > Hail Satan
>> > 
>> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> > >
>> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity to
heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
>> > > 
>> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
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>> > > 
>> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> > > >
>> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
>> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
>> > > > 
>> > > > Hail Satan
>> > > >
>> > >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 95 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Yes semi rural the urban spread is closing in. Just my mother she owns the place but can't cope on
her own.
Something interesting did happen later that night after talking to Satan at my altar I was very upset.
I can't recall if they were on earlier I don't remember them being on and I normally would because
they often don't work. I have a string of blue solar lights outside my door and the solar pannel
dosn't get much light. This was 4am and they wouldnt still be on if they work. I went to make a
cup of coffee and came back and the solar lights were on and on real bright like full charge and its
not possible? At 4am? Plus the battery is over a year old I got them xmas 2011 they hardly ever
work and usually fade by 12am or 1am. They were off again next I looked but it struck me as
something unusual. Maybe it was a coincidence I can't be sure. I just know they should not have
been on and they were.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Serpentfire, you have such a big heart. I wish I could have more animals namely cats
as I live in nyc. There is limit to the kind of pets I can have :( You live on a farm or
rural area? Do you live by yourself?
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 3:30 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
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> >We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so hot
even inside the house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years the
wings melted and collapsed.
> >That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused
His death birds will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself
up for not noticing or sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special
bird I feel I have let Him down and should have done things better. 
> >
> >I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front
because theres a road and other properties but he started trying to go further and one
night was up on the front fence so I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
> >My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there
place too but on the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they
were teasing the peafowl at night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were
mimiking and teasing them I would go out and yell at them which made it worse and
the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse on a family with kids but I have
noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 
> >
> >I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many
excursions out to wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big
parks with nature and bush and wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent
all day in these places, the museum we had to do assignments and projects on the
animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went bushwalking we went to
camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had programs
getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and
white mac we got to use to practice typing once a week. 
> >
> >I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home
for animals people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
> >About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting
strange, most likely they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or
something. My horse went outside the garage when the Peacock died and got scared
and he followed me all over everywhere like glue the rest of the day even when I went
to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was nervous but still came. Horses
have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the chemical changes in the
body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so they want to
be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and
wouldn't move. Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to
me. You wouldn't think of a turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their
moments.
> >
> >Hail Satan
> >
> >
> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >>
> >> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its
the natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
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wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
> >> 
> >> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason incidents
like this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the animals.
Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should be
protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild with
extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I don't
mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes. Natural
logic.
> >> 
> >> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit.
Domestic animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime
my dog did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look
down on the floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get
dominated by their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my
nerves, or the air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
> >> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature. As
forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to siffering
like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
> >> 
> >> 
> >> HAIL SATAN!!!!
> >> 
> >> 
> >> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >> >
> >> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
> >> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a
while Im a bit fucked up.
> >> > 
> >> > Hail Satan
> >> > 
> >> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> >> > >
> >> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity
to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> >> > > 
> >> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> >> > > 
> >> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >> > > >
> >> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> >> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
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and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> >> > > > 
> >> > > > Hail Satan
> >> > > >
> >> > >
> >> >
> >>
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 96 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/12/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
I will stay around I feel a bit better, it took me for quite a shock.

I want to thank everyone for the kind words it helps.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jeff King wrote:
>
> I am so sorry for your loss, this Is sad. when I was a little kid, a peacock lived in our
yard, used to feed it by hand. I know in a small way how being close to these birds at
the very least can bring a smile to your face! I'm sure he will rest in a perfect garden of
paradise and pleasure.
> Stay strong, and do stay around, it does my heart and soul good just reading
everything you have to say in the groups
> Hail the Peacock King
> Praise Satan
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> 
> > I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
> > I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave
them to me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of
birds in a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them
there were baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
> > I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with Fathers
Sigil and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden nothing
I do feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even now His
feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and cried and
cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I have to
accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also beautifull I will
have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump Peacocks because of
the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a home. Thats all I can do.
> > 
> > May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are no
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cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the
Earth is healed.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > >
> > > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
> > > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a while
Im a bit fucked up.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity
to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > > > 
> > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> > > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to get
some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago. He
stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the house
into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat something
and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got any real
symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have taken the
brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right before I came
to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a ritual but he still
needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im happy for you to
email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > 
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 97 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Just bear in mind that his Soul is resting now. He will be fine. You're such a good hearted person.
You seem to have been made to take care of Earth and animals, or at least you have an extremely
powerful bond with animals. Pure people always love animals. Like Hitler did. Because they see the
clear state of consxiousness in them. Thus the Gods use animal images to give us the messages
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they want.

Take good care of yourself and try to put the shock to rest. Know he is fine now. And that death is
a part of living for animals.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> I will stay around I feel a bit better, it took me for quite a shock.
> 
> I want to thank everyone for the kind words it helps.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jeff King wrote:
> >
> > I am so sorry for your loss, this Is sad. when I was a little kid, a peacock lived in
our yard, used to feed it by hand. I know in a small way how being close to these birds
at the very least can bring a smile to your face! I'm sure he will rest in a perfect garden
of paradise and pleasure.
> > Stay strong, and do stay around, it does my heart and soul good just reading
everything you have to say in the groups
> > Hail the Peacock King
> > Praise Satan
> > 
> > Sent from my iPhone
> > 
> > On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > 
> > > I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
> > > I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who gave
them to me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a lot of
birds in a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get them
there were baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
> > > I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with
Fathers Sigil and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden
nothing I do feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even
now His feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and
cried and cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I
have to accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also
beautifull I will have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump
Peacocks because of the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a
home. Thats all I can do.
> > > 
> > > May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there are
no cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when the
Earth is healed.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > >
> > > > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
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twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
> > > > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a
while Im a bit fucked up.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own bioelectricity
to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick. Nevertheless take good
care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You can also use whitegold
energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological. Take care of him.
> > > > > 
> > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
> > > > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to
get some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago.
He stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the
house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat
something and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got
any real symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have
taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right
before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a
ritual but he still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im
happy for you to email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > 
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 98 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
totally not a coincidence, Serpentfire :) hail Satan!

------------------------------

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 10:19 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>Yes semi rural the urban spread is closing in. Just my mother she owns the place but
can't cope on her own.
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>Something interesting did happen later that night after talking to Satan at my altar I
was very upset. I can't recall if they were on earlier I don't remember them being on
and I normally would because they often don't work. I have a string of blue solar lights
outside my door and the solar pannel dosn't get much light. This was 4am and they
wouldnt still be on if they work. I went to make a cup of coffee and came back and the
solar lights were on and on real bright like full charge and its not possible? At 4am?
Plus the battery is over a year old I got them xmas 2011 they hardly ever work and
usually fade by 12am or 1am. They were off again next I looked but it struck me as
something unusual. Maybe it was a coincidence I can't be sure. I just know they should
not have been on and they were.
>
>Hail Satan
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> 
>> 
>> Serpentfire, you have such a big heart. I wish I could have more animals namely
cats as I live in nyc. There is limit to the kind of pets I can have :( You live on a farm or
rural area? Do you live by yourself?
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 3:30 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
>> 
>> >We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so
hot even inside the house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years
the wings melted and collapsed.
>> >That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused
His death birds will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself
up for not noticing or sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special
bird I feel I have let Him down and should have done things better. 
>> >
>> >I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front
because theres a road and other properties but he started trying to go further and one
night was up on the front fence so I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
>> >My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there
place too but on the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they
were teasing the peafowl at night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were
mimiking and teasing them I would go out and yell at them which made it worse and
the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse on a family with kids but I have
noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 
>> >
>> >I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many
excursions out to wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big
parks with nature and bush and wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent
all day in these places, the museum we had to do assignments and projects on the
animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went bushwalking we went to
camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had programs
getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and
white mac we got to use to practice typing once a week. 
>> >
>> >I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home
for animals people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
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>> >About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting
strange, most likely they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or
something. My horse went outside the garage when the Peacock died and got scared
and he followed me all over everywhere like glue the rest of the day even when I went
to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was nervous but still came. Horses
have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the chemical changes in the
body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so they want to
be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and
wouldn't move. Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to
me. You wouldn't think of a turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their
moments.
>> >
>> >Hail Satan
>> >
>> >
>> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> >>
>> >> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its
the natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
>> >> 
>> >> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason
incidents like this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the
animals. Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should
be protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild
with extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I
don't mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes.
Natural logic.
>> >> 
>> >> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit.
Domestic animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime
my dog did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look
down on the floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get
dominated by their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my
nerves, or the air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
>> >> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature.
As forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to
siffering like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >> >
>> >> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
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him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
>> >> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a
while Im a bit fucked up.
>> >> > 
>> >> > Hail Satan
>> >> > 
>> >> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> >> > >
>> >> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own
bioelectricity to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick.
Nevertheless take good care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You
can also use whitegold energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological.
Take care of him.
>> >> > > 
>> >> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>> >> > > 
>> >> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >> > > >
>> >> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
>> >> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to
get some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago.
He stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the
house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat
something and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got
any real symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have
taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right
before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a
ritual but he still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im
happy for you to email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
>> >> > > > 
>> >> > > > Hail Satan
>> >> > > >
>> >> > >
>> >> >
>> >>
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 99 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
totally not a coincidence, Serpentfire :) hail Satan!

------------------------------

On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 10:19 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
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>Yes semi rural the urban spread is closing in. Just my mother she owns the place but
can't cope on her own.
>Something interesting did happen later that night after talking to Satan at my altar I
was very upset. I can't recall if they were on earlier I don't remember them being on
and I normally would because they often don't work. I have a string of blue solar lights
outside my door and the solar pannel dosn't get much light. This was 4am and they
wouldnt still be on if they work. I went to make a cup of coffee and came back and the
solar lights were on and on real bright like full charge and its not possible? At 4am?
Plus the battery is over a year old I got them xmas 2011 they hardly ever work and
usually fade by 12am or 1am. They were off again next I looked but it struck me as
something unusual. Maybe it was a coincidence I can't be sure. I just know they should
not have been on and they were.
>
>Hail Satan
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>>
>> 
>> 
>> Serpentfire, you have such a big heart. I wish I could have more animals namely
cats as I live in nyc. There is limit to the kind of pets I can have :( You live on a farm or
rural area? Do you live by yourself?
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 3:30 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
>> 
>> >We had 2 massive heatwaves of 45 and 47 celcius (about 110 - 115F) it was so
hot even inside the house a thick solid wax candle I have had of a gargoyle for 10 years
the wings melted and collapsed.
>> >That would not have helped although I don't know exactly what it was that caused
His death birds will hide problems until it is often too late, I have been beating myself
up for not noticing or sensing something wrong before. Because He was Satan's special
bird I feel I have let Him down and should have done things better. 
>> >
>> >I used to let them out all day to roam the place, I put high fences at the front
because theres a road and other properties but he started trying to go further and one
night was up on the front fence so I had to put them back in a pen for their safety. 
>> >My neighbours on one side are great we get along they let my chickens go in there
place too but on the other side are assholes. Down the road are more assholes they
were teasing the peafowl at night in summer they make loud calls, and the people were
mimiking and teasing them I would go out and yell at them which made it worse and
the police wouldnt come. I don't like to put a curse on a family with kids but I have
noticed they shut up and put up a for sale sign down the road. 
>> >
>> >I don't know if they still do it, probably not when I was at school we had many
excursions out to wildlife parks, the big zoo the national parks, places like that, big
parks with nature and bush and wildlife. We went to the Sydney aquarium and we spent
all day in these places, the museum we had to do assignments and projects on the
animals and the plants etc. It was very hands on we went bushwalking we went to
camps. It would be great if schools still did this everywhere and aswell had programs
getting kids to grow things have gardens at the schools, rescue animals, go to RSPCA
and vollunteer etc. We didn't have computers like today just some chunky old black and
white mac we got to use to practice typing once a week. 
>> >
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>> >I would love to have a huge property away from people and cars to make a home
for animals people don't want where they can live in peace one day maybe I can do it.
>> >About animals and feelings though, my other animals yesterday were all acting
strange, most likely they could sense my saddness and worry the energy change or
something. My horse went outside the garage when the Peacock died and got scared
and he followed me all over everywhere like glue the rest of the day even when I went
to burry him he came with me and stayed close. He was nervous but still came. Horses
have a strong instinctive fear of dead animals they smell the chemical changes in the
body and naturally will stay away because in the wild it draws predators so they want to
be out of the area. He was nervous but he still didn't try to run away. One of my dogs
jumped a barrier on the deck and planted herself outside my bedroom door and
wouldn't move. Even my turkey boy came up outside the door all afternoon calling to
me. You wouldn't think of a turkey as having a lot of sense but they have their
moments.
>> >
>> >Hail Satan
>> >
>> >
>> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> >>
>> >> I've been thinking of this almost all day. That is motherfucking sad. Though its
the natural state of things. Maybe if animals were eating healthy, hadn't got all these
invisible beams and frequences from telephone antennas etc, passing through their
bodies and all...They would live fine. I can sense your deep sadness. Just try to move
on. I can only partially relate to this but this is more than enough. Its freaking sad. I
hope with Satan, and I know this very well, that all these sick bullshit of destroying their
enviroment will end. I mean who are you 'sir' to fuck up the whole sea or kill so many
wildlife because your petty soul needs to have more oil. And generally, people not
giving a fuck about the enviroment should better be put to punishment. This includes
animals. 
>> >> 
>> >> I have always have had hate for people who abuse nature. For a reason
incidents like this make me want to blame Humanity for being incapable of saving the
animals. Peacocks and other animals of the type that are not a threat to Humams should
be protected. Imagine a zoo out in Stockinged babe ruts around on a hard cock wild
with extremely spiritual people that even healed the animals and took care of them. I
don't mean about the wildlife that we shouldn't interfere. But as far as logic goes.
Natural logic.
>> >> 
>> >> When I hear people saying that animals have no conscience or some shit.
Domestic animals certainly do. They have very complex emotions. I remember anytime
my dog did somethin, like destroying a whole couch, he would feel shame and look
down on the floor. I know for a fact animals do have a conscience but it seems to get
dominated by their insticts. They feel love and all. Imagine if the city sounds break my
nerves, or the air smell, how this makes a dog feel. Nevertheless
>> >> things will get better. Since the jews are again behind the suffering of nature.
As forbypur peacock try to not get sad. Animal souls are free and are no subject to
siffering like Humans. He's gonna be fine.
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> HAIL SATAN!!!!
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >> >
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>> >> > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
>> >> > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a
while Im a bit fucked up.
>> >> > 
>> >> > Hail Satan
>> >> > 
>> >> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>> >> > >
>> >> > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own
bioelectricity to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick.
Nevertheless take good care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You
can also use whitegold energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological.
Take care of him.
>> >> > > 
>> >> > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
>> >> > > 
>> >> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>> >> > > >
>> >> > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise some
money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work ive
done. 
>> >> > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to
get some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago.
He stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the
house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat
something and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got
any real symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have
taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right
before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a
ritual but he still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im
happy for you to email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
>> >> > > > 
>> >> > > > Hail Satan
>> >> > > >
>> >> > >
>> >> >
>> >>
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 100 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Re: Sick Peacock and pet portraits
Animals are wise but simple, simple as in no bullshit and straightforward. People make the mistake
of thinking they are stupid or only instinct because of this when allowed to be what they are they
know how to be happy. They know who they are, and what they need and want without anyone
telling them. They find joy in simple things.

Bad things can happen any time so they live in the moment, not in what happened yesterday or
what might happen tomorrow, but what is happening right now. They don't want hard and
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complicated and all of that humans think is needed to be 'enlightened and wise' They know the
truth without thinking about it and reading books and being 'told'. They are our Earthly teachers.
Much of what was hidden from Us is still known in the animal and natural world like the negative of
a lost photo imprinted there where it can't be touched or taken or silenced. 
But what happened was Humans were cut off from nature and lost the ability to communicate with
nature. This was also deliberate.
You can see it? How People are so alienated from nature? because there is still the Truth where it
could not be taken, corrupted or ruined. So instead it became like a lost language a book we could
no longer read. And those who can read it are ridiculed, outcasts... like the tales of witches and
shamans living on the edge of society as eccentrics I think you know what I mean? I have always
been like that.
In our minds, constantly are words, words and more words, our thoughts are dominated by
repeating words and phrases invading our minds most not even ours but repeats from tv and other
sources. Animals don't have this. They don't use words. Speech is not all about language and
words. People don't understand this and more and more our world is dominated by words and now
text. Text this and text that. I can see it and until I came here to The JOS I thought I was going
mad. 
Animals teach us to feel, hear experience and communicate without words, like when we do Void
trance to silence the talking part of the mind plus animals respond better to you when you can go
into that state around them.
I believe this is another reason old witchcraft and shamanic traditions and practices held animal
totems so highly they indeed can act as messengers from The Gods. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
>
> Just bear in mind that his Soul is resting now. He will be fine. You're such a good
hearted person. You seem to have been made to take care of Earth and animals, or at
least you have an extremely powerful bond with animals. Pure people always love
animals. Like Hitler did. Because they see the clear state of consxiousness in them. Thus
the Gods use animal images to give us the messages they want.
> 
> Take good care of yourself and try to put the shock to rest. Know he is fine now. And
that death is a part of living for animals.
> 
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> >
> > I will stay around I feel a bit better, it took me for quite a shock.
> > 
> > I want to thank everyone for the kind words it helps.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jeff King wrote:
> > >
> > > I am so sorry for your loss, this Is sad. when I was a little kid, a peacock lived in
our yard, used to feed it by hand. I know in a small way how being close to these birds
at the very least can bring a smile to your face! I'm sure he will rest in a perfect garden
of paradise and pleasure.
> > > Stay strong, and do stay around, it does my heart and soul good just reading
everything you have to say in the groups
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> > > Hail the Peacock King
> > > Praise Satan
> > > 
> > > Sent from my iPhone
> > > 
> > > On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:26 PM, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > 
> > > > I just realised too it is Monday, the 11th Eastern Australia time.
> > > > I don't know how old He was, the female never laid an egg. The man who
gave them to me said they belonged to his wife who never looked after them, she had a
lot of birds in a small pen that was filthy and wet and full of mud. When I went to get
them there were baby ducklings dead in the pen squashed in the mud. 
> > > > I found a nice big peice of blue velvet to wrap him in I will burry Him with
Fathers Sigil and a Ritual. I dug His grave under a big tree next to His pen in the garden
nothing I do feels good enough though. Im getting Him tattoed on my shoulder. Even
now His feathers are so beautifull and shiny it dosn't seem real. I sat and held him and
cried and cried trying to will Him back to life and I couldn't, I know that is stupid but I
have to accept nature and it was His time to go. I still have the female she is also
beautifull I will have to find her a new mate, sometimes people around here dump
Peacocks because of the noise they make so hopefully I can help one who needs a
home. Thats all I can do.
> > > > 
> > > > May His Soul travel Safe to Satan and rest in a beautifull Garden where there
are no cars, no fences, no idiots no pain or illness. Maybe someday He will return when
the Earth is healed.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > He passed an hour ago. I felt his neck there was something wrong in there a
twist or blockage. He could drink, I got him to drink over night I sat up with him, made
him as comefortable as I could he couldn't swallow any food. He had a sudden fit about
an hour ago and passed quickly. 
> > > > > His girl is crying for him I dont know if I will be on the groups much for a
while Im a bit fucked up.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > If you feel powerful enough, pull a little percent from your own
bioelectricity to heal him. This is fucking sad. A beautiful peacock that is sick.
Nevertheless take good care of him and give him some of your own bioelectricity. You
can also use whitegold energy to lift his spirits. Maybe he's just sad or its psychological.
Take care of him.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
> > > > > > >
> > > > > > > I hope this is ok to post? If it isn't please tell me I'm trying to raise
some money for a vet bill I do pet portraits, just drawings I have some pictures of work
ive done. 
> > > > > > > My Peacock isn't well and I don't know whats wrong with him I have to
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get some tests done he isn't 'tame' he was given to me with his girl just over a year ago.
He stopped eating and has been sitting down not perching. Ive moved him up to the
house into the garage so I can keep a closer eye on him and try and get him to eat
something and take some medicine. I can't see anything obvious wrong he hasn't got
any real symptoms. Only another Satanist would understand my concern He may have
taken the brunt of an 'attack' he is special. The timing and how he came to me right
before I came to Satan. I'll be working on Him with energy the best I can and doing a
ritual but he still needs to see the vet. if anyone was wanting a drawing of their pet Im
happy for you to email me privately about it money is non existant right now.
> > > > > > > 
> > > > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > 
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 101 From: outtofindthetruth Date: 2/13/2013
Subject: Home made cold cure for humans and bunnies!
I thought I'd share this since it cured one of my bunnies really fast.

One of my bunnies catches a cold every winter (I don't know why since the other
bunnies never do. She keeps sneezing, has trouble breathing properly and has
white mucus coming out of her nose) and last year I had to take her to the vets
who gave her a jab and a weeks worth of medicine to give her daily. So this
year, not wanting to have to put her through the stress of vets and needles
again, I went to look for home made cures against colds and checked that each
ingredient was harmless for bunbuns.

This was it:
-Boil about a teacup full of water
-Add a branch of thyme (or a tablespoon of thyme)
-Add 5 cloves
-Add a stick of cinnamon (or a tablespoon of cinnamon)
-Leave it all to infuse for 10 minutes
-Filter it all

-If it's for you well it's best to drink it hot
-If it's for you rabbit, wait until it cools off (tepid at the maximum, you
don't want your bunny to burn his/her mouth) and put it in his/her water bottle

PS: I added a small quantity of multivitamin juice to the mixture to give her
some vitamin C at least. I guess adding orange juice instead probably works too
(but only a really small quantity if you don't want to give your rabbit
diarrhoea).

She (and our other bunnies since they've got the same bottle) gladly drank it in
the afternoon and in the evening she already stopped sneezing and was completely
recovered by the next day.

Hope it helps if any of you or your bunnies have a cold.



Hail Father Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 102 From: cazzadeathgirl1992 Date: 2/17/2013
Subject: Re: Home made cold cure for humans and bunnies!
--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "outtofindthetruth" wrote:

>
> I thought I'd share this since it cured one of my bunnies really fast.
> 
> One of my bunnies catches a cold every winter (I don't know why since the other
> bunnies never do. She keeps sneezing, has trouble breathing properly and has
> white mucus coming out of her nose) and last year I had to take her to the vets
> who gave her a jab and a weeks worth of medicine to give her daily. So this
> year, not wanting to have to put her through the stress of vets and needles
> again, I went to look for home made cures against colds and checked that each
> ingredient was harmless for bunbuns.
> 
> This was it:
> -Boil about a teacup full of water
> -Add a branch of thyme (or a tablespoon of thyme)
> -Add 5 cloves
> -Add a stick of cinnamon (or a tablespoon of cinnamon)
> -Leave it all to infuse for 10 minutes
> -Filter it all
> 
> -If it's for you well it's best to drink it hot
> -If it's for you rabbit, wait until it cools off (tepid at the maximum, you
> don't want your bunny to burn his/her mouth) and put it in his/her water bottle
> 
> PS: I added a small quantity of multivitamin juice to the mixture to give her
> some vitamin C at least. I guess adding orange juice instead probably works too
> (but only a really small quantity if you don't want to give your rabbit
> diarrhoea).
> 
> She (and our other bunnies since they've got the same bottle) gladly drank it in
> the afternoon and in the evening she already stopped sneezing and was completely
> recovered by the next day.
> 
> Hope it helps if any of you or your bunnies have a cold.
> 
> 
> 
> Hail Father Satan!
>

Sounds like a good cure, I have the cold right now...I'll happily give it a try to see if it works for
me. Also have a guinea pig (6 years old) he suffers from colds time to time, at that age, it could be
serious for him.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 103 From: *jo* Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 104 From: Cpt. Emma's Bridge Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Dog help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 105 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 106 From: Sherry Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 107 From: Kael Meier Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 108 From: Sherry Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 109 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 110 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 111 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 112 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 113 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 114 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 115 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 116 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: FOR THE RECORD....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 117 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: FOR THE RECORD....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 118 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: FOR THE RECORD....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 119 From: alexandraalford17 Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: my Dog is having problems
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 120 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 121 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 2/20/2013

Subject: Tell the Smithsonian: Stop spreading junk science that will kill cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 122 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 123 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 124 From: Sherry Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Tell the Smithsonian: Stop spreading junk science that will kill



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 125 From: Sherry Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 126 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 127 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 128 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 129 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 130 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 131 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 132 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 133 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 134 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 2/22/2013

Subject: Re: my Dog is having problems
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 135 From: Mike Leskela Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 136 From: Sherry Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Sunkist
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 137 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 138 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 139 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 140 From: Crazy Cat Lady Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist (Shannon)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 141 From: Sherry Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 142 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist (Shannon)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 143 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 144 From: Sherry Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 145 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 146 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Pet Food recalls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 147 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Food recalls



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 148 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/24/2013Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 149 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 150 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 151 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 152 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Feeling an animals energy field and healing

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 103 From: *jo* Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: my cat is sick, help!
hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he has a lump
on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot inside. I don't have an idea
of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't at home to watch and take care of him. 

That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually take him to
sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing up on the roof and
likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my cats can come in and go out).
when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain and he also hissed at me because he was
angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him
to my room and noticed he was really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no
part of him or he would hiss or try to bite me.

His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might have been
attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 

Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum were swollen and
red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked his body and he only had one
more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were wasted. and really short. they were always
long sharp claws before. 

I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up early to open
my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house. what worries me is that he
still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read and i really dont want smudgy to get
really sick because of that. that was two days ago. now, he still has that lump and his skin is
hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today
so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his
tummy. (thats what i think it is) can someone heLp? 

i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it might sound
silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a bird or a butterfly and didnt
see where he was going and fell off the roof to the verandah or something. 

also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but the cat chow..:
(
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 104 From: Cpt. Emma's Bridge Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Dog help
Hey guys, I'm so glad this group opened up when i needed it most. My dog has been having leg
troubles lately, and I;m worried that it will get worse. We hope it is just a muscle spasm, but it's



been going on for 3 days now. Does anyone have any ideas on what might help? We can't exactly
afford to go to the vet, but if there is some certain foods or stuff that might help, I;m open for
ideas. Thanks.

For when you need it most. Hail Satan and all animals!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 105 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
First of all are you trying to feed him homec cooked meals? Secondly you should try to clean the
wound on his tummy or wrap it. You can use diluted hydrogen peroxide. Also, I hope you are
meditating because you can heal him to get better. Just vibrate runes or breathe energy into him.
You can do it. Clean his aura first. Hail Haagenti/Bastet for helping but you can and should do
something to help the precious animal. Dont get discouraged. Be patient with yourself and keep
going. One more thing, You should put an aura of protection around your cat. This will protect him
from many misfortunes including dogs and fatal accidents, health etc. Do this next wednsday
during hour of sun or mercury. It will only take a few minutes or less and will go a long way to
help your pet. Info on that is on the joyofsatan witchcraft section under aura of protetion and I
think satanic healing section. But its there.

------------------------------

On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 12:43 AM EST *jo* wrote:

>hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he
has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot
inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't
at home to watch and take care of him. 
>
>That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually
take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing
up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my
cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain
and he also hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I
didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was
really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he
would hiss or try to bite me.
>
>His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might
have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 
>
>Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum were
swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked his
body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were wasted.
and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 
>
>I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up
early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house.
what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read
and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago.
now, he still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to
go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still
worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats what i think it
is) can someone heLp? 



>
>i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it
might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a
bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof to the
verandah or something. 
>
>also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but
the cat chow..:(
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 106 From: Sherry Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Jo,

I don't usually recommend taking a cat to a Vet, unless one REALLY has to, 
but I think this is one situation where a Vet needs to take a look at 
Smudgy. He was obviously attacked and injured by something. It's possible he 
could have a slow internal bleeding, that could kill him.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: *jo*
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 12:43 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] my cat is sick, help!

hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old 
now. and he has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red 
like he has a clot inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i 
was out that evening and wasn't at home to watch and take care of him.

That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i 
usually take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping 
out and climbing up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house 
has an opening where my cats can come in and go out). when i held him i 
noticed he cried really hard with pain and he also hissed at me because he 
was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I didnt know what had happened 
to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was really hurt. his whole 
body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he would hiss or 
try to bite me.

His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is 
that he might have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is 
a cat killer.

Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and 
gum were swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said 
before. i checked his body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. 
nothing big. his claws were wasted. and really short. they were always long 
sharp claws before.

I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he 
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woke me up early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder 
off in the house. what worries me is that he still has that lump on his 
belly and it looks bad coz it read and i really dont want smudgy to get 
really sick because of that. that was two days ago. now, he still has that 
lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to go on the 
roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am 
still worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. 
(thats what i think it is) can someone heLp?

i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from 
the roof. it might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he 
couldve been chasing a bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going 
and fell off the roof to the verandah or something.

also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other 
food but the cat chow..:(

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 107 From: Kael Meier Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
You should take him to the vet over the lump, it could be a blood clot or an absess, or an infected cut, it's best to get
that checked out immediately, and he'll get off of it, you just have to get him off of it very slowly, but for now worry
about the lump, after that is gone, you should be fine. Next, the dog. You can either use your magic to get rid of it,
have the law take care of it, or use a protection spell on your cat. Or keep your cat in doors, it's what ever you can
do about this danger that counts, I'd recommend using a protection spell, since that way no one gets hurt. And I doubt
it was a fall, since cats can fall from great heights and be completely uninjured due to their bodily structure. Unless you
have some bad areas on your roof that contain sharp parts of metal, etc. If so, I'd recommend to never let him up
there.

HAIL SATAN!

From: *jo* <jo_tillett@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:43:59 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] my cat is sick, help!

 
hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he has a lump on his tummy. the
lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that
evening and wasn't at home to watch and take care of him. 

That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually take him to sleep with me at nyt in
my room because he likes jumping out and climbing up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an
opening where my cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain and he also
hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I didnt know what had happened to him. so i
took him to my room and noticed he was really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him
or he would hiss or try to bite me.



His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might have been attacked by the
neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 

Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum were swollen and red. his tummy
was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked his body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing
big. his claws were wasted. and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 

I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up early to open my room door for
him so he could go out and wonder off in the house. what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it
looks bad coz it read and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago. now, he
still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that
hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats
what i think it is) can someone heLp? 

i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it might sound silly but smudgy is really
clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof
to the verandah or something. 

also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but the cat chow..:(

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 108 From: Sherry Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
What breed is your dog? I don't know a lot about dogs but do know that 
certain breeds can be prone to hip, leg or back problems.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Cpt. Emma's Bridge
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 1:51 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Dog help

Hey guys, I'm so glad this group opened up when i needed it most. My dog has 
been having leg troubles lately, and I;m worried that it will get worse. We 
hope it is just a muscle spasm, but it's been going on for 3 days now. Does 
anyone have any ideas on what might help? We can't exactly afford to go to 
the vet, but if there is some certain foods or stuff that might help, I;m 
open for ideas. Thanks.

For when you need it most. Hail Satan and all animals!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 109 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Since you cant fo to the vet the best thing you can do now. Is try to assess the situation and see if it
was a accident. But if I were you I woukd definetly try to heal the pet.You can do it.

------------------------------

On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 1:51 PM EST Cpt. Emma's Bridge wrote:

>Hey guys, I'm so glad this group opened up when i needed it most. My dog has been
having leg troubles lately, and I;m worried that it will get worse. We hope it is just a
muscle spasm, but it's been going on for 3 days now. Does anyone have any ideas on
what might help? We can't exactly afford to go to the vet, but if there is some certain
foods or stuff that might help, I;m open for ideas. Thanks.
>
>For when you need it most. Hail Satan and all animals!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 110 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Sry, I meant to say that the healing should be started this wednsday during hours of sun mercury
or jupiter

------------------------------

On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 12:43 AM EST *jo* wrote:

>hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he
has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot
inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't
at home to watch and take care of him. 
>
>That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually
take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing
up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my
cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain
and he also hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I
didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was
really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he
would hiss or try to bite me.
>
>His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might
have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 
>
>Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum were
swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked his
body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were wasted.
and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 
>
>I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up
early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house.



what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read
and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago.
now, he still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to
go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still
worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats what i think it
is) can someone heLp? 
>
>i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it
might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a
bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof to the
verandah or something. 
>
>also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but
the cat chow..:(
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 111 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/18/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Sry, I meant to say that the healing should be started this wednsday during hours of sun mercury
or jupiter

------------------------------

On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 12:43 AM EST *jo* wrote:

>hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he
has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot
inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't
at home to watch and take care of him. 
>
>That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually
take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing
up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my
cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain
and he also hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I
didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was
really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he
would hiss or try to bite me.
>
>His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might
have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 
>
>Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum were
swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked his
body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were wasted.
and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 
>
>I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up
early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house.
what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read
and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago.
now, he still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to



go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still
worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats what i think it
is) can someone heLp? 
>
>i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it
might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a
bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof to the
verandah or something. 
>
>also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but
the cat chow..:(
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 112 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Hi Shannon. I will definately make an aura of protection for him. and ill check out the site too.
thanks. but he doesn't have an open wound. it's just inside. he's not bleeding or anything. and he
walks around like normal.but when u rub his fur on a side and can see his skin, its red. ill be
praying and placing that aura of protection on him.
thanks!!

Hail Satan! 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> First of all are you trying to feed him homec cooked meals? Secondly you should try
to clean the wound on his tummy or wrap it. You can use diluted hydrogen peroxide.
Also, I hope you are meditating because you can heal him to get better. Just vibrate
runes or breathe energy into him. You can do it. Clean his aura first. Hail
Haagenti/Bastet for helping but you can and should do something to help the precious
animal. Dont get discouraged. Be patient with yourself and keep going. One more thing,
You should put an aura of protection around your cat. This will protect him from many
misfortunes including dogs and fatal accidents, health etc. Do this next wednsday during
hour of sun or mercury. It will only take a few minutes or less and will go a long way to
help your pet. Info on that is on the joyofsatan witchcraft section under aura of
protetion and I think satanic healing section. But its there.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 12:43 AM EST *jo* wrote:
> 
> >hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and
he has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot
inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't
at home to watch and take care of him. 
> >
> >That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually
take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing
up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my
cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain
and he also hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I
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didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was
really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he
would hiss or try to bite me.
> >
> >His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might
have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 
> >
> >Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum
were swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked
his body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were
wasted. and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 
> >
> >I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up
early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house.
what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read
and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago.
now, he still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to
go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still
worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats what i think it
is) can someone heLp? 
> >
> >i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it
might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a
bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof to the
verandah or something. 
> >
> >also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but
the cat chow..:(
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 113 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Thanks Sherry.. I think he needs to see the vet too..just to be sure that its nothing that could hurt
him more. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> Jo,
> 
> I don't usually recommend taking a cat to a Vet, unless one REALLY has to, 
> but I think this is one situation where a Vet needs to take a look at 
> Smudgy. He was obviously attacked and injured by something. It's possible he 
> could have a slow internal bleeding, that could kill him.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: *jo*
> Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 12:43 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] my cat is sick, help!
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> 
> hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old 
> now. and he has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red 
> like he has a clot inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i 
> was out that evening and wasn't at home to watch and take care of him.
> 
> That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i 
> usually take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping 
> out and climbing up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house 
> has an opening where my cats can come in and go out). when i held him i 
> noticed he cried really hard with pain and he also hissed at me because he 
> was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I didnt know what had happened 
> to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was really hurt. his whole 
> body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he would hiss or 
> try to bite me.
> 
> His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is 
> that he might have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is 
> a cat killer.
> 
> Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and 
> gum were swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said 
> before. i checked his body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. 
> nothing big. his claws were wasted. and really short. they were always long 
> sharp claws before.
> 
> I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he 
> woke me up early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder 
> off in the house. what worries me is that he still has that lump on his 
> belly and it looks bad coz it read and i really dont want smudgy to get 
> really sick because of that. that was two days ago. now, he still has that 
> lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to go on the 
> roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am 
> still worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. 
> (thats what i think it is) can someone heLp?
> 
> i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from 
> the roof. it might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he 
> couldve been chasing a bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going 
> and fell off the roof to the verandah or something.
> 
> also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other 
> food but the cat chow..:(
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 114 From: Joana Tillett Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: my cat is sick, help!
Hi, yea i will do the protection spell on him. and yes..about the lump. will get that checked out
tooo. hopefully he gets btr. thanks alot..:)



Hail Satan!! Hail Bastet!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Kael Meier <meierkael@...> wrote:
>
> You should take him to the vet over the lump, it could be a blood clot or an absess,
or an infected cut, it's best to get that checked out immediately, and he'll get off of it,
you just have to get him off of it very slowly, but for now worry about the lump, after
that is gone, you should be fine. Next, the dog. You can either use your magic to get rid
of it, have the law take care of it, or use a protection spell on your cat. Or keep your cat
in doors, it's what ever you can do about this danger that counts, I'd recommend using
a protection spell, since that way no one gets hurt. And I doubt it was a fall, since cats
can fall from great heights and be completely uninjured due to their bodily structure.
Unless you have some bad areas on your roof that contain sharp parts of metal, etc. If
so, I'd recommend to never let him up there.
> 
> HAIL SATAN!
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: *jo* <jo_tillett@...>
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:43:59 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] my cat is sick, help!
> 
> 
> Â  
> hello evryone.. i have a cat. His name is Smudgy. he's almost a year old now. and he
has a lump on his tummy. the lump looks red and his skin is red like he has a clot
inside. I don't have an idea of how he got it because i was out that evening and wasn't
at home to watch and take care of him. 
> 
> That evening, that was two days ago, i found him lying on my mom's bed. i usually
take him to sleep with me at nyt in my room because he likes jumping out and climbing
up on the roof and likes to wonder in the night. (my house has an opening where my
cats can come in and go out). when i held him i noticed he cried really hard with pain
and he also hissed at me because he was angry that i had hurt him when i held him.I
didnt know what had happened to him. so i took him to my room and noticed he was
really hurt. his whole body was hurting and i could not touch no part of him or he
would hiss or try to bite me.
> 
> His fur had something like saliva and the only thing i could think of is that he might
have been attacked by the neighbor's dog. my neighbors dog is a cat killer. 
> 
> Smudgy couldn't walk. his nose had a scratch with blood and his mouth and gum
were swollen and red. his tummy was swollen too and wet like i said before. i checked
his body and he only had one more scratch by his feet. nothing big. his claws were
wasted. and really short. they were always long sharp claws before. 
> 
> I prayed to Bastet that he would get better. and he did. the next day he woke me up
early to open my room door for him so he could go out and wonder off in the house.
what worries me is that he still has that lump on his belly and it looks bad coz it read
and i really dont want smudgy to get really sick because of that. that was two days ago.
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now, he still has that lump and his skin is hanging. and evrytime he tries to jump up to
go on the roof he gets hurt..(i sealed that hole today so he dsnt hurt himself) i am still
worried abt that lump/ball of blood thats hanging from his tummy. (thats what i think it
is) can someone heLp? 
> 
> i also think that if he didnt get hurt by a dog he might have fallen from the roof. it
might sound silly but smudgy is really clumsy. and i think he couldve been chasing a
bird or a butterfly and didnt see where he was going and fell off the roof to the
verandah or something. 
> 
> also smudgy is having trouble leaving the cat chow. he dsnt want no other food but
the cat chow..:(
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 115 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
Sorry to hear that...

This might sound bat-shit crazy, but have you tried massaging your pets leg? A spasm is about the
same in all mammals & this would probably help. I don't they'd enjoy the experience, but pickle
juice is said to help muscle spasms also. (Well...its the vinegar in pickle juice...)

Also...have you checked the paws for burs or anything else that would hobble them?

Any other symptoms? Lethargic? Doesn't want to eat?

Hope this helps...

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> Since you cant fo to the vet the best thing you can do now. Is try to assess the
situation and see if it was a accident. But if I were you I woukd definetly try to heal the
pet.You can do it.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 1:51 PM EST Cpt. Emma's Bridge wrote:
> 
> >Hey guys, I'm so glad this group opened up when i needed it most. My dog has
been having leg troubles lately, and I;m worried that it will get worse. We hope it is just
a muscle spasm, but it's been going on for 3 days now. Does anyone have any ideas on
what might help? We can't exactly afford to go to the vet, but if there is some certain
foods or stuff that might help, I;m open for ideas. Thanks.
> >
> >For when you need it most. Hail Satan and all animals!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 116 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: FOR THE RECORD....
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I will take GREAT pleasure -again- from doing vile & painful things to ANY human I see harming
an animal.

Just sayin'....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 117 From: hoodedcobra666 Date: 2/19/2013
Subject: Re: FOR THE RECORD....
I hope its not physical violence and illegal acts. And it should not be. Use your magick and do as
you please. Just not illegal things.

HAIL SATAN!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "the_safety_viking" <the_safety_viking@...> wrote:
>
> I will take GREAT pleasure -again- from doing vile & painful things to ANY human I
see harming an animal.
> 
> Just sayin'....
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 118 From: the_safety_viking Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: FOR THE RECORD....
Nope..not at all...

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "hoodedcobra666" <hoodedcobra666@...> wrote:
>
> I hope its not physical violence and illegal acts. And it should not be. Use your magick
and do as you please. Just not illegal things.
> 
> HAIL SATAN!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "the_safety_viking" <the_safety_viking@>
wrote:
> >
> > I will take GREAT pleasure -again- from doing vile & painful things to ANY human
I see harming an animal.
> > 
> > Just sayin'....
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 119 From: alexandraalford17 Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: my Dog is having problems
My dog is acting strangely lately he is constantly biting us a looking at places in the house when
there is nothing there he also seems to want something but I don't know what any ideas on this?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 120 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Dog help
I have a black labrador retriever. I know that before we got her, she was a field trained dog or
something, but she washed out due to injurie. They never told us what injurie though XD

Emma/ Jethro *people can call Emma or Jethro btw
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Sent from my iPad

On 2013-02-18, at 3:00 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

What breed is your dog? I don't know a lot about dogs but do know that 
certain breeds can be prone to hip, leg or back problems.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Cpt. Emma's Bridge
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 1:51 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Dog help

Hey guys, I'm so glad this group opened up when i needed it most. My dog has 
been having leg troubles lately, and I;m worried that it will get worse. We 
hope it is just a muscle spasm, but it's been going on for 3 days now. Does 
anyone have any ideas on what might help? We can't exactly afford to go to 
the vet, but if there is some certain foods or stuff that might help, I;m 
open for ideas. Thanks.

For when you need it most. Hail Satan and all animals!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 121 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 2/20/2013

Subject: Tell the Smithsonian: Stop spreading junk science that will kill cat
By signing these petitions, we are helping animals. 

https://secure3.convio.net/alley/site/SPageServer?
pagename=em20130202_Smithsonian_petition&s_src=em20130205_smithsonian_s 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 122 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Please read, about white tigers
I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of it there is just too much and
sometimes depression starts kicking in and I have to stop looking for a while. But this one stood
out. Someone showed me a picture of a severely deformed and brain damaged white tiger that was
part of a selective breeding program for profit. I googled it his name is Kenny if anyone wants to
go look this up. It is not cute or funny. It is cruel.

My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause genetic malfunctions, poor
health and so on are it should not be done. Especially for such a highly endangered species of wild
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animal like the tiger. This is being done for profit not for any type of conservation. All white tigers
bred in captivity are genetic abhorations and not natural. They are not even purebred they are
bengal x siberian. They cannot be put back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and
other non natural coat colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental problems and so
on. The white coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed sometimes it dosnt show and you will
never see the ones with problems on display to the public. They kill them off or get rid of them.

They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they are favoured by zoos,
circuses and animal trainers. 

Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be breeding for conservation are
LYING. They cannot ever be used for conservation. They are severely inbred generation after
generation.

Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white tigers, or white lions or
King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major health problems and by supporting them you are
giving them money and more buisness to keep doing it. Vote with your feet and wallets and sign
any petitions you can find!

Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of natural colours that CAN
be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered one day they may only exist in books. Lions are
also now endangered in the wild. Imagine a world with no lions. We know about elephants, and
Rhinos and many other popular animals but there are so many more in peril and as always $$$ is
behind it.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 123 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
I suggest we do a group ritual for all the animals of the world. I suggest we ask the gods for
assistance and blessings in helping to conserve endangeres species. I asked Haagenti if she could
help the tigers from becominf ultimately extinct and she said yes. Also with wolves as well. This is
sickening and makes me want to pull my hair out. Sometimes its too much. I wish I was a god
already so I could use my massive amounts of spiritual energy to stop this shit. 

------------------------------

On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 7:18 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of it there is just
too much and sometimes depression starts kicking in and I have to stop looking for a
while. But this one stood out. Someone showed me a picture of a severely deformed
and brain damaged white tiger that was part of a selective breeding program for profit. I
googled it his name is Kenny if anyone wants to go look this up. It is not cute or funny.
It is cruel.
>
>My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause genetic
malfunctions, poor health and so on are it should not be done. Especially for such a
highly endangered species of wild animal like the tiger. This is being done for profit not
for any type of conservation. All white tigers bred in captivity are genetic abhorations
and not natural. They are not even purebred they are bengal x siberian. They cannot be
put back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and other non natural coat
colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental problems and so on. The white



coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed sometimes it dosnt show and you will
never see the ones with problems on display to the public. They kill them off or get rid
of them.
>
>They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they are
favoured by zoos, circuses and animal trainers. 
>
>Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be breeding for
conservation are LYING. They cannot ever be used for conservation. They are severely
inbred generation after generation.
>
>Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white tigers, or
white lions or King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major health problems and by
supporting them you are giving them money and more buisness to keep doing it. Vote
with your feet and wallets and sign any petitions you can find!
>
>Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of natural
colours that CAN be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered one day they may
only exist in books. Lions are also now endangered in the wild. Imagine a world with no
lions. We know about elephants, and Rhinos and many other popular animals but there
are so many more in peril and as always $$$ is behind it.
>
>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 124 From: Sherry Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Tell the Smithsonian: Stop spreading junk science that will kill
I signed. I hope this helps.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:00 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tell the Smithsonian: Stop spreading junk science that 
will kill cats!

By signing these petitions, we are helping animals.

https://secure3.convio.net/alley/site/SPageServer?
pagename=em20130202_Smithsonian_petition&s_src=em20130205_smithsonian_s

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 125 From: Sherry Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
I'd love to help. Is this something we'd all do at the same time?

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Shannon Outlaw
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 7:53 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Please read, about white tigers

I suggest we do a group ritual for all the animals of the world. I suggest 
we ask the gods for assistance and blessings in helping to conserve 
endangeres species. I asked Haagenti if she could help the tigers from 
becominf ultimately extinct and she said yes. Also with wolves as well. This 
is sickening and makes me want to pull my hair out. Sometimes its too much. 
I wish I was a god already so I could use my massive amounts of spiritual 
energy to stop this shit.

------------------------------

On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 7:18 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of 
>it there is just too much and sometimes depression starts kicking in and I 
>have to stop looking for a while. But this one stood out. Someone showed me 
>a picture of a severely deformed and brain damaged white tiger that was 
>part of a selective breeding program for profit. I googled it his name is 
>Kenny if anyone wants to go look this up. It is not cute or funny. It is 
>cruel.
>
>My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause 
>genetic malfunctions, poor health and so on are it should not be done. 
>Especially for such a highly endangered species of wild animal like the 
>tiger. This is being done for profit not for any type of conservation. All 
>white tigers bred in captivity are genetic abhorations and not natural. 
>They are not even purebred they are bengal x siberian. They cannot be put 
>back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and other non 
>natural coat colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental 
>problems and so on. The white coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed 
>sometimes it dosnt show and you will never see the ones with problems on 
>display to the public. They kill them off or get rid of them.
>
>They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they 
>are favoured by zoos, circuses and animal trainers.
>
>Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be 
>breeding for conservation are LYING. They cannot ever be used for 
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>conservation. They are severely inbred generation after generation.
>
>Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white 
>tigers, or white lions or King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major 
>health problems and by supporting them you are giving them money and more 
>buisness to keep doing it. Vote with your feet and wallets and sign any 
>petitions you can find!
>
>Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of 
>natural colours that CAN be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered 
>one day they may only exist in books. Lions are also now endangered in the 
>wild. Imagine a world with no lions. We know about elephants, and Rhinos 
>and many other popular animals but there are so many more in peril and as 
>always $$$ is behind it.
>
>Hail Satan
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 126 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/20/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
It doesnt matter as long as it gets done. 

------------------------------

On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 8:11 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>I'd love to help. Is this something we'd all do at the same time?
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Shannon Outlaw
>Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 7:53 PM
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Please read, about white tigers
>
>
>I suggest we do a group ritual for all the animals of the world. I suggest 
>we ask the gods for assistance and blessings in helping to conserve 
>endangeres species. I asked Haagenti if she could help the tigers from 
>becominf ultimately extinct and she said yes. Also with wolves as well. This 
>is sickening and makes me want to pull my hair out. Sometimes its too much. 
>I wish I was a god already so I could use my massive amounts of spiritual 
>energy to stop this shit.
>
>
>
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>
>------------------------------
>On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 7:18 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
>
>>I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of 
>>it there is just too much and sometimes depression starts kicking in and I 
>>have to stop looking for a while. But this one stood out. Someone showed me 
>>a picture of a severely deformed and brain damaged white tiger that was 
>>part of a selective breeding program for profit. I googled it his name is 
>>Kenny if anyone wants to go look this up. It is not cute or funny. It is 
>>cruel.
>>
>>My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause 
>>genetic malfunctions, poor health and so on are it should not be done. 
>>Especially for such a highly endangered species of wild animal like the 
>>tiger. This is being done for profit not for any type of conservation. All 
>>white tigers bred in captivity are genetic abhorations and not natural. 
>>They are not even purebred they are bengal x siberian. They cannot be put 
>>back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and other non 
>>natural coat colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental 
>>problems and so on. The white coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed 
>>sometimes it dosnt show and you will never see the ones with problems on 
>>display to the public. They kill them off or get rid of them.
>>
>>They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they 
>>are favoured by zoos, circuses and animal trainers.
>>
>>Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be 
>>breeding for conservation are LYING. They cannot ever be used for 
>>conservation. They are severely inbred generation after generation.
>>
>>Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white 
>>tigers, or white lions or King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major 
>>health problems and by supporting them you are giving them money and more 
>>buisness to keep doing it. Vote with your feet and wallets and sign any 
>>petitions you can find!
>>
>>Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of 
>>natural colours that CAN be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered 
>>one day they may only exist in books. Lions are also now endangered in the 
>>wild. Imagine a world with no lions. We know about elephants, and Rhinos 
>>and many other popular animals but there are so many more in peril and as 
>>always $$$ is behind it.
>>
>>Hail Satan
>>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 127 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
I think it's a great idea, but it takes an enormous amount of energy spread far and wide, we have
much on our shoulders already. It would take many multiples of 40 days workings. Im not saying it
can't be done but we need a lot more members involved. Keep spreading awareness as much as
you can sign petitions, keep working on fighting the enemy because as they fall and loose power
Gentiles will start waking up and things will change. The world has to change for healing to be
effective. 

Also aswell as spreading things like this to everyone look local what you can do in your own area.
Help at a shelter, help to advertise for shelters offer to do mailbox drops for them or put up
posters, make a webpage if able to. Ask your local pet stores to help shelters rehome pets instead
of supporting puppymills. One pet store near me has set up a cage for the animal rescue group and
they put their kittens and cats in there for people to meet them and they can get more people
rehoming these babies. Thats such a great idea more pet stores should do it.
But We have to speak up and let them know we will not accept things anymore how they are.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'd love to help. Is this something we'd all do at the same time?
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Shannon Outlaw
> Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 7:53 PM
> To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Please read, about white tigers
> 
> 
> I suggest we do a group ritual for all the animals of the world. I suggest 
> we ask the gods for assistance and blessings in helping to conserve 
> endangeres species. I asked Haagenti if she could help the tigers from 
> becominf ultimately extinct and she said yes. Also with wolves as well. This 
> is sickening and makes me want to pull my hair out. Sometimes its too much. 
> I wish I was a god already so I could use my massive amounts of spiritual 
> energy to stop this shit.
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 7:18 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
> >I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of 
> >it there is just too much and sometimes depression starts kicking in and I 
> >have to stop looking for a while. But this one stood out. Someone showed me 
> >a picture of a severely deformed and brain damaged white tiger that was 
> >part of a selective breeding program for profit. I googled it his name is 
> >Kenny if anyone wants to go look this up. It is not cute or funny. It is 
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> >cruel.
> >
> >My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause 
> >genetic malfunctions, poor health and so on are it should not be done. 
> >Especially for such a highly endangered species of wild animal like the 
> >tiger. This is being done for profit not for any type of conservation. All 
> >white tigers bred in captivity are genetic abhorations and not natural. 
> >They are not even purebred they are bengal x siberian. They cannot be put 
> >back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and other non 
> >natural coat colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental 
> >problems and so on. The white coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed 
> >sometimes it dosnt show and you will never see the ones with problems on 
> >display to the public. They kill them off or get rid of them.
> >
> >They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they 
> >are favoured by zoos, circuses and animal trainers.
> >
> >Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be 
> >breeding for conservation are LYING. They cannot ever be used for 
> >conservation. They are severely inbred generation after generation.
> >
> >Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white 
> >tigers, or white lions or King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major 
> >health problems and by supporting them you are giving them money and more 
> >buisness to keep doing it. Vote with your feet and wallets and sign any 
> >petitions you can find!
> >
> >Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of 
> >natural colours that CAN be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered 
> >one day they may only exist in books. Lions are also now endangered in the 
> >wild. Imagine a world with no lions. We know about elephants, and Rhinos 
> >and many other popular animals but there are so many more in peril and as 
> >always $$$ is behind it.
> >
> >Hail Satan
> >
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 128 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread the word the
better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is produced and how, vote with
your money where possible these amazing animals are critically endangered, forests are being
burned to make way for more palm plantations polluting the air and Orangutans and other animals
are not only loosing their home and food, they are being murdered and beaten to death because
they are so hungry they try to eat the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many
animals in the world are on the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation,
some sample letters to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil


https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-
unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#

http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html

Sample letters to mail companies
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 129 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Thank you for posting sister.

------------------------------

On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread the
word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is produced
and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are critically
endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations polluting
the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and food,
they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try to eat
the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world are on
the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample letters
to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
>
>http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
>
>https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-
oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
>
>http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
>
>Sample letters to mail companies
>http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
>
>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 130 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/21/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
Its good that you posted this. I dont mean to think negatively but its just so much fucking going on
in this world with animals and the environment and everything seens so hopeless. Animals dying
out and destruction of the environment, Seems things wont change unless the fucking kikes are
wiped out soon! Seems many things will be too late for many species and vast amounts of land.
This is conpletely angering me. I wish I knew what the gods have to say on this subject with the
environment and specie extinction....

https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html


------------------------------

On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread the
word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is produced
and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are critically
endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations polluting
the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and food,
they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try to eat
the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world are on
the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample letters
to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
>
>http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
>
>https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-
oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
>
>http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
>
>Sample letters to mail companies
>http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
>
>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 131 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
I can only share this, as my own experience and others can take it or leave it but sometimes in
meditation once in a while Satan or another of the Gods show me a vision a memory or experience
that answers a question or something I have been wondering over. Some things I won't share but
this one I will because I think it matters. Satan and Enlil both gave me feelings and visions of Earth
in the early days when They came here, some before We were made yet. Long before the kikes
ever set foot here or their alien masters. There were no words with this, just like I was looking
through their eyes, feeling what They felt seeing what They saw. And it was like something I can't
put in words, They couldn't even put it in words just the feeling and experience of it This planet
with no attacks, before the life was drained out of Her... (I felt very much that yes It is Her like a
mother feeling, The Earth feels female to me like a mother and the Sun always felt male like a
father to life) I know that might sound new ageish but thats how I have always felt it to be. 

But it was the sheer energy of the place and diversity of life. The 'veil' between the worlds or
between The physical and astral was much lighter the whole planet had a much higher vibration
and Auras and energy was easier to see and feel. It was like everything emited a soft light of it's
own. But the feeling was so pure and so intense. Satan sort of showed me this vision from up high
in some mountains could have been Himalayas and He showed me the astral aspect because he
sees both at once sort of if that makes sense. It was amazing I can't really describe it. Enlil showed
me a vision from the skies, over the oceans and lands and said He was mapping out the energy
lines and where to put certain monuments or ancient sites. The 'lay' lines and markers, from the
air... but They loved this place so much. I have felt ever since I dedicated a sadness from Satan
about this world, a longing for it as it was... I can't say anymore its best to ask him yourself if you
want to know how He feels. But how it is now compared to when They were here disgusted,
enraged, sad, do we even have words strong enough?

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html


But we can't give up no matter what fight for everything we have left and pray to Satan by some
miracle of Genetic science anything lost can be brought back. Is that possible? I don't know and I
don't want it to come to such a thing. How can people just not care!? people are numb and don't
want to know, like their souls have just switched off completely and they can't feel or care. Some
days I want to climb on the roof and scream, it wont do any good but I am so angry.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> Its good that you posted this. I dont mean to think negatively but its just so much
fucking going on in this world with animals and the environment and everything seens
so hopeless. Animals dying out and destruction of the environment, Seems things wont
change unless the fucking kikes are wiped out soon! Seems many things will be too late
for many species and vast amounts of land. This is conpletely angering me. I wish I
knew what the gods have to say on this subject with the environment and specie
extinction....
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
> >The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread the
word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is produced
and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are critically
endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations polluting
the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and food,
they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try to eat
the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world are on
the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample letters
to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
> >
> >http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
> >
> >https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-
palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
> >
> >http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
> >
> >Sample letters to mail companies
> >http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
> >
> >Hail Satan
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 132 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
I understand Serpentfire, I understand everything you are saying. I FEEL what you mean. I was
thinking too hopefully many things can be genetically restored...
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------------------------------

On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 1:00 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>I can only share this, as my own experience and others can take it or leave it but
sometimes in meditation once in a while Satan or another of the Gods show me a vision
a memory or experience that answers a question or something I have been wondering
over. Some things I won't share but this one I will because I think it matters. Satan and
Enlil both gave me feelings and visions of Earth in the early days when They came here,
some before We were made yet. Long before the kikes ever set foot here or their alien
masters. There were no words with this, just like I was looking through their eyes,
feeling what They felt seeing what They saw. And it was like something I can't put in
words, They couldn't even put it in words just the feeling and experience of it This
planet with no attacks, before the life was drained out of Her... (I felt very much that yes
It is Her like a mother feeling, The Earth feels female to me like a mother and the Sun
always felt male
like a father to life) I know that might sound new ageish but thats how I have always
felt it to be. 
>
>But it was the sheer energy of the place and diversity of life. The 'veil' between the
worlds or between The physical and astral was much lighter the whole planet had a
much higher vibration and Auras and energy was easier to see and feel. It was like
everything emited a soft light of it's own. But the feeling was so pure and so intense.
Satan sort of showed me this vision from up high in some mountains could have been
Himalayas and He showed me the astral aspect because he sees both at once sort of if
that makes sense. It was amazing I can't really describe it. Enlil showed me a vision
from the skies, over the oceans and lands and said He was mapping out the energy lines
and where to put certain monuments or ancient sites. The 'lay' lines and markers, from
the air... but They loved this place so much. I have felt ever since I dedicated a sadness
from Satan about this world, a longing for it as it was... I can't say anymore its best to
ask him yourself
if you want to know how He feels. But how it is now compared to when They were here
disgusted, enraged, sad, do we even have words strong enough?
>
>But we can't give up no matter what fight for everything we have left and pray to
Satan by some miracle of Genetic science anything lost can be brought back. Is that
possible? I don't know and I don't want it to come to such a thing. How can people just
not care!? people are numb and don't want to know, like their souls have just switched
off completely and they can't feel or care. Some days I want to climb on the roof and
scream, it wont do any good but I am so angry.
>
>Hail Satan
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Its good that you posted this. I dont mean to think negatively but its just so much
fucking going on in this world with animals and the environment and everything seens
so hopeless. Animals dying out and destruction of the environment, Seems things wont
change unless the fucking kikes are wiped out soon! Seems many things will be too late
for many species and vast amounts of land. This is conpletely angering me. I wish I
knew what the gods have to say on this subject with the environment and specie
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extinction....
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
>> 
>> >The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread
the word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is
produced and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are
critically endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations
polluting the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and
food, they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try
to eat the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world
are on the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample
letters to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
>> >
>> >http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
>> >
>> >https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-
palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
>> >
>> >http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
>> >
>> >Sample letters to mail companies
>> >http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
>> >
>> >Hail Satan
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 133 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
I see the Earth as a mother as well. Our nuturer and provider. Our home. When I reach godhead I
will help to heal and restore the earth. This has been my goal ever since I could remember.

------------------------------

On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 11:18 AM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>I understand Serpentfire, I understand everything you are saying. I FEEL what you
mean. I was thinking too hopefully many things can be genetically restored...
>
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 1:00 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
>
>>I can only share this, as my own experience and others can take it or leave it but

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html


sometimes in meditation once in a while Satan or another of the Gods show me a vision
a memory or experience that answers a question or something I have been wondering
over. Some things I won't share but this one I will because I think it matters. Satan and
Enlil both gave me feelings and visions of Earth in the early days when They came here,
some before We were made yet. Long before the kikes ever set foot here or their alien
masters. There were no words with this, just like I was looking through their eyes,
feeling what They felt seeing what They saw. And it was like something I can't put in
words, They couldn't even put it in words just the feeling and experience of it This
planet with no attacks, before the life was drained out of Her... (I felt very much that yes
It is Her like a mother feeling, The Earth feels female to me like a mother and the Sun
always felt
male
> like a father to life) I know that might sound new ageish but thats how I have always
felt it to be. 
>>
>>But it was the sheer energy of the place and diversity of life. The 'veil' between the
worlds or between The physical and astral was much lighter the whole planet had a
much higher vibration and Auras and energy was easier to see and feel. It was like
everything emited a soft light of it's own. But the feeling was so pure and so intense.
Satan sort of showed me this vision from up high in some mountains could have been
Himalayas and He showed me the astral aspect because he sees both at once sort of if
that makes sense. It was amazing I can't really describe it. Enlil showed me a vision
from the skies, over the oceans and lands and said He was mapping out the energy lines
and where to put certain monuments or ancient sites. The 'lay' lines and markers, from
the air... but They loved this place so much. I have felt ever since I dedicated a sadness
from Satan about this world, a longing for it as it was... I can't say anymore its best to
ask him yourself
> if you want to know how He feels. But how it is now compared to when They were
here disgusted, enraged, sad, do we even have words strong enough?
>>
>>But we can't give up no matter what fight for everything we have left and pray to
Satan by some miracle of Genetic science anything lost can be brought back. Is that
possible? I don't know and I don't want it to come to such a thing. How can people just
not care!? people are numb and don't want to know, like their souls have just switched
off completely and they can't feel or care. Some days I want to climb on the roof and
scream, it wont do any good but I am so angry.
>>
>>Hail Satan
>>
>>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Its good that you posted this. I dont mean to think negatively but its just so much
fucking going on in this world with animals and the environment and everything seens
so hopeless. Animals dying out and destruction of the environment, Seems things wont
change unless the fucking kikes are wiped out soon! Seems many things will be too late
for many species and vast amounts of land. This is conpletely angering me. I wish I
knew what the gods have to say on this subject with the environment and specie
extinction....
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
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>> 
>> >The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread
the word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is
produced and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are
critically endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations
polluting the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and
food, they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try
to eat the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world
are on the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample
letters to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
>> >
>> >http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
>> >
>> >https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-
palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
>> >
>> >http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
>> >
>> >Sample letters to mail companies
>> >http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
>> >
>> >Hail Satan
>> >
>>
>>
>>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 134 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 2/22/2013

Subject: Re: my Dog is having problems
u should do a banish ritual in the house
repeat if is necessary
to calm him down 
place a white energy around him 
with affirmations
and u can also do protection on him!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "alexandraalford17" <alexandraalford17@...>
wrote:
>
> My dog is acting strangely lately he is constantly biting us a looking at places in the
house when there is nothing there he also seems to want something but I don't know
what any ideas on this?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 135 From: Mike Leskela Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Please read, about white tigers
I would give my life to save all the animals and birds on this earth.I dont have much love or
compassion for human beings you can only guess which human being scum I am referring to.

--- On Thu, 2/21/13, Sherry <grayce2001@...> wrote:

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Please read, about white tigers
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, February 21, 2013, 1:11 AM

 

I'd love to help. Is this something we'd all do at the same time?

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Shannon Outlaw
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 7:53 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Please read, about white tigers

I suggest we do a group ritual for all the animals of the world. I suggest 
we ask the gods for assistance and blessings in helping to conserve 
endangeres species. I asked Haagenti if she could help the tigers from 
becominf ultimately extinct and she said yes. Also with wolves as well. This 
is sickening and makes me want to pull my hair out. Sometimes its too much. 
I wish I was a god already so I could use my massive amounts of spiritual 
energy to stop this shit.

------------------------------
On Wed, Feb 20, 2013 7:18 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>I get sent a lot of links to animal abuse, I can't on my own share all of 
>it there is just too much and sometimes depression starts kicking in and I 
>have to stop looking for a while. But this one stood out. Someone showed me 
>a picture of a severely deformed and brain damaged white tiger that was 
>part of a selective breeding program for profit. I googled it his name is 
>Kenny if anyone wants to go look this up. It is not cute or funny. It is 
>cruel.
>
>My own views on deliberatley breeding animals for traits that can cause 
>genetic malfunctions, poor health and so on are it should not be done. 
>Especially for such a highly endangered species of wild animal like the 
>tiger. This is being done for profit not for any type of conservation. All 
>white tigers bred in captivity are genetic abhorations and not natural. 
>They are not even purebred they are bengal x siberian. They cannot be put 
>back in the wild and the gene that causes the white coat and other non 
>natural coat colours also causes genetic and health problems, mental 
>problems and so on. The white coat gene also causes them to be cross eyed 
>sometimes it dosnt show and you will never see the ones with problems on 
>display to the public. They kill them off or get rid of them.
>
>They are also more reliant on humans and which is another reason why they 
>are favoured by zoos, circuses and animal trainers.
>
>Every zoo that is breeding and keeping white tigers and claims to be 
>breeding for conservation are LYING. They cannot ever be used for 
>conservation. They are severely inbred generation after generation.
>



>Don't support zoos, circuses and other places that breed and display white 
>tigers, or white lions or King Cheetahs in captivity. They all suffer major 
>health problems and by supporting them you are giving them money and more
>buisness to keep doing it. Vote with your feet and wallets and sign any 
>petitions you can find!
>
>Real conservation work would be working with purebred healthy tigers of 
>natural colours that CAN be put back in the wild. Tigers are so endangered 
>one day they may only exist in books. Lions are also now endangered in the 
>wild. Imagine a world with no lions. We know about elephants, and Rhinos 
>and many other popular animals but there are so many more in peril and as 
>always $$$ is behind it.
>
>Hail Satan
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 136 From: Sherry Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Sunkist
Attachments :

 

In loving memory of Sunkist
May 14, 2002 – February 22, 2013



I’m going to miss you, little “spaghetti boy”.
Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was
young and healthy. That’s how I want to

remember him.
Sherry

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 137 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/22/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
awww what happened? :( Dont worry his soul, his true being is with Satan now :) actually you can
astral project and visit him. Dont feel horrible. He is still "alive". 

------------------------------

On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 8:38 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>
>
>In loving memory of Sunkist
>May 14, 2002 – February 22, 2013
>I’m going to miss you, little “spaghetti boy”.
>Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was young and healthy. That’s how I want to
remember him.
>Sherry

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 138 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Palm oil petition for Orangutans
The word impossible no longer exists in my mind. Difficult? sure... impossible? Not to me I don't
know much but I know I reject every limit and refuse to accept anything is impossible. If it seems
to be it only means we havn't worked it out yet. As soon as we put limits we give up before we try.
We WILL heal this Earth it's as important to have that in your mind as everything else, or rather it
IS healing right now. No matter what happens this has power. I choose to see it that way.

It's not when We become Gods... We are becomming Gods right now, everyday, every success,
every mistake, this is growth, everything We are doing is becomming Gods every work every ritual
everything matters. Of course times will get to us sometimes and you feel hopeless but it passes
and you keep rising back up. Thats why the enemy tries so hard to keep us down, get us to fight
and dwell on usless things that make us loose focus and despair instead. All of this all of the
problems in the world people feeling hopeless and like giving up thats what the enemy wants.
Everyone says 'one day this and one day that...' no, NOW it is happening now. A bit more every
day. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> 
> I understand Serpentfire, I understand everything you are saying. I FEEL what you
mean. I was thinking too hopefully many things can be genetically restored...
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 1:00 AM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
> >I can only share this, as my own experience and others can take it or leave it but
sometimes in meditation once in a while Satan or another of the Gods show me a vision
a memory or experience that answers a question or something I have been wondering
over. Some things I won't share but this one I will because I think it matters. Satan and
Enlil both gave me feelings and visions of Earth in the early days when They came here,
some before We were made yet. Long before the kikes ever set foot here or their alien
masters. There were no words with this, just like I was looking through their eyes,
feeling what They felt seeing what They saw. And it was like something I can't put in
words, They couldn't even put it in words just the feeling and experience of it This
planet with no attacks, before the life was drained out of Her... (I felt very much that yes
It is Her like a mother feeling, The Earth feels female to me like a mother and the Sun
always felt male
> like a father to life) I know that might sound new ageish but thats how I have always
felt it to be. 
> >
> >But it was the sheer energy of the place and diversity of life. The 'veil' between the
worlds or between The physical and astral was much lighter the whole planet had a
much higher vibration and Auras and energy was easier to see and feel. It was like
everything emited a soft light of it's own. But the feeling was so pure and so intense.
Satan sort of showed me this vision from up high in some mountains could have been
Himalayas and He showed me the astral aspect because he sees both at once sort of if
that makes sense. It was amazing I can't really describe it. Enlil showed me a vision
from the skies, over the oceans and lands and said He was mapping out the energy lines
and where to put certain monuments or ancient sites. The 'lay' lines and markers, from
the air... but They loved this place so much. I have felt ever since I dedicated a sadness
from Satan about this world, a longing for it as it was... I can't say anymore its best to
ask him yourself
> if you want to know how He feels. But how it is now compared to when They were
here disgusted, enraged, sad, do we even have words strong enough?
> >
> >But we can't give up no matter what fight for everything we have left and pray to
Satan by some miracle of Genetic science anything lost can be brought back. Is that
possible? I don't know and I don't want it to come to such a thing. How can people just
not care!? people are numb and don't want to know, like their souls have just switched
off completely and they can't feel or care. Some days I want to climb on the roof and
scream, it wont do any good but I am so angry.
> >
> >Hail Satan
> >
> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >>
> >> 
> >> Its good that you posted this. I dont mean to think negatively but its just so much
fucking going on in this world with animals and the environment and everything seens
so hopeless. Animals dying out and destruction of the environment, Seems things wont
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change unless the fucking kikes are wiped out soon! Seems many things will be too late
for many species and vast amounts of land. This is conpletely angering me. I wish I
knew what the gods have to say on this subject with the environment and specie
extinction....
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >> ------------------------------
> >> On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 5:54 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:
> >> 
> >> >The more people who are educated and aware on issues such as this and spread
the word the better. Being aware what products contain palm oil and where it is
produced and how, vote with your money where possible these amazing animals are
critically endangered, forests are being burned to make way for more palm plantations
polluting the air and Orangutans and other animals are not only loosing their home and
food, they are being murdered and beaten to death because they are so hungry they try
to eat the palm fruits on the plantations. It is so terrible so many animals in the world
are on the verge of dying out what will we have left? Below is infomation, some sample
letters to send companies and polititians etc aswell as a petition.
> >> >
> >> >http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
> >> >
> >> >https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-
palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
> >> >
> >> >http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
> >> >
> >> >Sample letters to mail companies
> >> >http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
> >> >
> >> >Hail Satan
> >> >
> >>
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 139 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
This made me shed a tear :( But don't worry, like Shannon has said, you can still visit him! He
safely under the protection of Father Satan now. :) Maybe this poem i wrote will help XD
 
He was a bird who flew, 
Through the Waters of Time
Into the universe, into the mind
Out of time, never shall he die.

Emma/ Jethro
Sent from my iPad

On 2013-02-22, at 7:38 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

http://www.orangutan.org.au/palm-oil
https://www.change.org/petitions/companies-that-use-unsustainably-produced-palm-oil-stop-the-unsustainable-production-of-palm-oil#
http://www.kristensorangutanproject.org/boycott-palm-oil.html
http://www.palmoilaction.org.au/sample-letters.html
mailto:grayce2001@...


 

<5aSunkist[1].jpg>
In loving memory of Sunkist

May 14, 2002 – February 22, 2013
I’m going to miss you, little “spaghetti

boy”.
Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was
young and healthy. That’s how I want to

remember him.
Sherry

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 140 From: Crazy Cat Lady Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist (Shannon)
Thanks, Shannon,

For some reason your post didn't come through to my e-mail but I found it on the group's home
page, so am replying here.

Sunkist is still with us. He hasn't gone on yet. My GD says Sunkist will leave and go to another life
when he's ready, but he wants to be with us a little longer. He isn't the first cat I've had that has
stayed around a while after physical death. Sunkist was one of the best cats ever and I'm going to
miss him always. He had cancer. He was diagnosed 8 months ago. I tried all I could to help him
and maybe that's what gave him more time with us. I knew the time would come when he would
be in too much pain to continue on, but we are never truly prepared to lose our fur kids.

Sherry

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> awww what happened? :( Dont worry his soul, his true being is with Satan now :)
actually you can astral project and visit him. Dont feel horrible. He is still "alive". 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 8:38 PM EST Sherry wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> >In loving memory of Sunkist
> >May 14, 2002 â" February 22, 2013

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> >Iâm going to miss you, little âspaghetti boyâ.
> >Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was young and healthy. Thatâs how I want to
remember him.
> >Sherry
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 141 From: Sherry Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Thanks, Emma.
 
Maybe someday Sunkist will come back to me, as a different cat.
 
I love orange cats but don’t have any now. Maybe someday when things get
better for us Satan will lead us to the right cat for us. We still have a lot of cats
and are facing a move eventually, so I want to find a place to live and make sure
things are stable for us before bringing in another cat.
 
Thanks for the lovely poem. It comforts me that Sunkist is free of that painful,
sick body.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Epsilon Beta
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 9:53 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Sunkist
 

This  made me shed a tear :( But don't worry, l ike Shannon has  said, you can sti l l  vis i t him! He safely under the protection of
Father Satan now. :) Maybe this  poem i  wrote wi l l  help XD
 
He was a  bird who flew,
Through the Waters  of Time
Into the universe, into the mind
Out of time, never shal l  he die.
 
Emma/ Jethro
Sent from my iPad
 
 

On 2013-02-22, at 7:38 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

 

<5aSunkist[1].jpg>
In loving memory of Sunkist

May 14, 2002 – February 22, 2013
I’m going to miss you, little

“spaghetti boy”.
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Here is a picture of Sunkist when
he was young and healthy. That’s

how I want to remember him.
Sherry

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 142 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist (Shannon)
Sherry, I understand. I love cats very much. May I ask how long have you been a satanist? :) oh
and who is your gd? Mine is Haagenti. 

------------------------------

On Sat, Feb 23, 2013 11:56 AM EST Crazy Cat Lady wrote:

>
>Thanks, Shannon,
>
>For some reason your post didn't come through to my e-mail but I found it on the
group's home page, so am replying here.
>
>Sunkist is still with us. He hasn't gone on yet. My GD says Sunkist will leave and go to
another life when he's ready, but he wants to be with us a little longer. He isn't the first
cat I've had that has stayed around a while after physical death. Sunkist was one of the
best cats ever and I'm going to miss him always. He had cancer. He was diagnosed 8
months ago. I tried all I could to help him and maybe that's what gave him more time
with us. I knew the time would come when he would be in too much pain to continue
on, but we are never truly prepared to lose our fur kids.
>
>Sherry
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> awww what happened? :( Dont worry his soul, his true being is with Satan now :)
actually you can astral project and visit him. Dont feel horrible. He is still "alive". 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Fri, Feb 22, 2013 8:38 PM EST Sherry wrote:
>> 
>> >
>> >
>> >In loving memory of Sunkist
>> >May 14, 2002 â€" February 22, 2013
>> >Iâ€™m going to miss you, little â€œspaghetti boyâ€�.
>> >Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was young and healthy. Thatâ€™s how I

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


want to remember him.
>> >Sherry
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 143 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Sunkist
Emma that was so sweet :) Sherry, how many cats do you have?

------------------------------

On Sat, Feb 23, 2013 12:00 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>Thanks, Emma.
>
>Maybe someday Sunkist will come back to me, as a different cat. 
>
>I love orange cats but don’t have any now. Maybe someday when things get better for
us Satan will lead us to the right cat for us. We still have a lot of cats and are facing a
move eventually, so I want to find a place to live and make sure things are stable for us
before bringing in another cat.
>
>Thanks for the lovely poem. It comforts me that Sunkist is free of that painful, sick
body.
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>
>From: Epsilon Beta 
>Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 9:53 PM
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Sunkist
>
>
>
>
>This made me shed a tear :( But don't worry, like Shannon has said, you can still visit
him! He safely under the protection of Father Satan now. :) Maybe this poem i wrote will
help XD
> 
>He was a bird who flew, 
>Through the Waters of Time
>Into the universe, into the mind
>Out of time, never shall he die.
>
>Emma/ Jethro
>Sent from my iPad 
>
>
>
>On 2013-02-22, at 7:38 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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>
> 
>
> <5aSunkist[1].jpg>
> In loving memory of Sunkist
> May 14, 2002 – February 22, 2013
> I’m going to miss you, little “spaghetti boy”.
> Here is a picture of Sunkist when he was young and healthy. That’s how I want to
remember him.
> Sherry
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 144 From: Sherry Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Attachments :

Hi Group,
 
As you know, I lost my beloved kitty, Sunkist, yesterday, due to cancer. I am so
terribly sad over losing him. Not everything got done last week, as Sunkist needed
lots of TLC and cleaning up after. I did notice earlier in the week that my 14-year-old
male, Patches, had what looked like a big scratch on his face (Right side by his
jaws). I cleaned it a couple times and put Neosporin on it. But mostly I was so
wrapped up with Sunkist, as well as trying to keep up with the demands of being a
Mom and doing all the other stuff that absolutely HAD to be done (everything else I
let go), so I didn't pay as much attention to the "scratch" on Patches' face as I should
have. It must've been an abscess,. Now he has this big hole on the right side of his
face, that goes through to his mouth. I am worried so much about him and can't get
him to the Vet until next week, at the earliest. Does anybody know what I can do for
him in the meantime, in addition to healing energy? Here is a picture.
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 145 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
I urge you to breathe energy into the ailment. The deamon god Valefor is a god of healing ask for
his blessings. You can use runes for this and program the energy to heal and soothe the problem. I
am so sry about this. Do what you can for the precious animal amd please let me know how it
goes. Do you have organic coconut oil? or honey. Dress the wounds with that. Get as deep as you
can. Run your hands together fast as if you are trying to heat your hands and then place your
hands over Patches' wound and direct the heat energy to him. This seems like a serious situation.
Definetly ask one if the gods for their blessings.

------------------------------

On Sat, Feb 23, 2013 9:44 PM EST Sherry wrote:



>Hi Group,
>
>As you know, I lost my beloved kitty, Sunkist, yesterday, due to cancer. I am so
terribly sad over losing him. Not everything got done last week, as Sunkist needed lots
of TLC and cleaning up after. I did notice earlier in the week that my 14-year-old male,
Patches, had what looked like a big scratch on his face (Right side by his jaws). I
cleaned it a couple times and put Neosporin on it. But mostly I was so wrapped up with
Sunkist, as well as trying to keep up with the demands of being a Mom and doing all the
other stuff that absolutely HAD to be done (everything else I let go), so I didn't pay as
much attention to the "scratch" on Patches' face as I should have. It must've been an
abscess,. Now he has this big hole on the right side of his face, that goes through to his
mouth. I am worried so much about him and can't get him to the Vet until next week, at
the earliest. Does anybody know what I can do for him in the meantime, in addition to
healing
energy? Here is a picture.
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 146 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Pet Food recalls
http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/RecallsWithdrawals/default.htm

2013 Recalls and Safety Alerts

February 21, 2013 Kasel Associates Industries Recalling Certain Pet Treats Due to Salmonella
Contamination Salmonella

February 21, 2013 The Honest Kitchen® Voluntarily Recalls Limited Lots Of Verve®, Zeal®And
Thrive® Products Due To Possible Health Risk Salmonella

February 20, 2013 Nutri-Vet, LLC Recalls Nutri-Vet and Nutripet Chicken Jerky Products Because Of
Possible Salmonella Health Risk Salmonella

February 19, 2013 Kaytee Recalls Bird Treats and Greens Due to Possible Salmonella Contamination
from Parsley Flakes Salmonella

February 19, 2013 Kasel Associated Industries Recalls All Products Manufactured at its Denver,
Colorado Facility from April 20, 2012 thru September 19, 2012 Because of Possible Salmonella
Health Risk Salmonella

February 15, 2013 Nature's Variety Issues Voluntarily Recall of One Batch of Instinct® Raw Organic
Chicken Formula for Dogs & Cats Due to Possible Health Risk Plastic pieces

January 28, 2013 The Hartz Mountain Corporation is voluntarily withdrawing its Hartz Chicken
Chews and Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists wrapped with Chicken for dogs Antibiotic Residue

January 09, 2013 Milo's Kitchen® Voluntarily Recalls Chicken Jerky and Chicken Grillers Home-style
Dog Treats Unapproved antibiotics found in finished product

There are more from 2012 back here.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 147 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/23/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Food recalls

http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/RecallsWithdrawals/default.htm


Thanks for posting.

------------------------------

On Sat, Feb 23, 2013 10:15 PM EST Serpentfire666 wrote:

>http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/RecallsWithdrawals/default.htm
>
>2013 Recalls and Safety Alerts
>
>February 21, 2013 Kasel Associates Industries Recalling Certain Pet Treats Due to
Salmonella Contamination Salmonella
>
>February 21, 2013 The Honest Kitchen® Voluntarily Recalls Limited Lots Of Verve®,
Zeal®And Thrive® Products Due To Possible Health Risk Salmonella
>
>February 20, 2013 Nutri-Vet, LLC Recalls Nutri-Vet and Nutripet Chicken Jerky
Products Because Of Possible Salmonella Health Risk Salmonella
>
>February 19, 2013 Kaytee Recalls Bird Treats and Greens Due to Possible Salmonella
Contamination from Parsley Flakes Salmonella
> 
>February 19, 2013 Kasel Associated Industries Recalls All Products Manufactured at its
Denver, Colorado Facility from April 20, 2012 thru September 19, 2012 Because of
Possible Salmonella Health Risk Salmonella
> 
>February 15, 2013 Nature's Variety Issues Voluntarily Recall of One Batch of Instinct®
Raw Organic Chicken Formula for Dogs & Cats Due to Possible Health Risk Plastic pieces
> 
>January 28, 2013 The Hartz Mountain Corporation is voluntarily withdrawing its Hartz
Chicken Chews and Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists wrapped with Chicken for dogs
Antibiotic Residue
> 
>January 09, 2013 Milo's Kitchen® Voluntarily Recalls Chicken Jerky and Chicken
Grillers Home-style Dog Treats Unapproved antibiotics found in finished product
>
>There are more from 2012 back here.
>
>Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 148 From: Mary-anne Date: 2/24/2013
Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Sherry im really not 100% sure if available where you are but they are available in australia .Go to
a pharmasist and get some seaweed dressings shread them and pack the abcess it will draw out any
infection and also cool the area so make it more comfortable for patchs hopes this helps

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> Hi Group,
> 

http://www.fda.gov/AnimalVeterinary/SafetyHealth/RecallsWithdrawals/default.htm
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> As you know, I lost my beloved kitty, Sunkist, yesterday, due to cancer. I am so
terribly sad over losing him. Not everything got done last week, as Sunkist needed lots
of TLC and cleaning up after. I did notice earlier in the week that my 14-year-old male,
Patches, had what looked like a big scratch on his face (Right side by his jaws). I
cleaned it a couple times and put Neosporin on it. But mostly I was so wrapped up with
Sunkist, as well as trying to keep up with the demands of being a Mom and doing all the
other stuff that absolutely HAD to be done (everything else I let go), so I didn't pay as
much attention to the "scratch" on Patches' face as I should have. It must've been an
abscess,. Now he has this big hole on the right side of his face, that goes through to his
mouth. I am worried so much about him and can't get him to the Vet until next week, at
the earliest. Does anybody know what I can do for him in the meantime, in addition to
healing energy? Here is a picture.
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 149 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my own place (damage
deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the ingredients to start making his
food.

Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately I had some cat
shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving
the details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises
like he was trying to vomit but nothing came up.

Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the inhale only, I just
draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him, programming it to
immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it until he felt "full" if that makes
sense.

He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).

Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months now (after he had
an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from happening.

It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for him.

Hail Satan
Hail Lilith
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 150 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Well, as I was healing him, he looked at me and winked. Haha I'm sure he'll be fine :)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my own
place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> 
> Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately I
had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's
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really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few
hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but nothing came up.
> 
> Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the
inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him,
programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it
until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> 
> He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> 
> Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months now
(after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from
happening.
> 
> It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for him.
> 
> Hail Satan
> Hail Lilith
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 151 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could have eaten, like rat
bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any chemicals?
They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my own
place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> 
> Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately I
had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's
really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few
hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but nothing came up.
> 
> Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the
inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him,
programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it
until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> 
> He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> 
> Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months now
(after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from
happening.
> 
> It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for him.
> 
> Hail Satan
> Hail Lilith
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 152 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Feeling an animals energy field and healing
When I am doing any energy work on an animal I prefer to work outside on the ground if possible
but it's not necessary just my own preference, such as for a horse or something but if the animal is
confined indoors or to a bed or its too cold etc thats not possible. I feel much stronger results
doing any kind of healing outdoors personally even having some plants that are pet safe,
gemstones, natural objects around helps for me.
Creating a relaxing environment with the right feel to it, cleansing the area and protecting it, you
don't want any outside entities or energies to interfere with what you are doing or with the patient.

This is how I do it, it might be different for others, I have done it this way for as long as I can
remember and on comming to Satanism not that much has changed except I understand some
things better and have more knowledge to work with.

I start by going into a light trance with the animal relaxed as possible. You want to still be alert
enough but still in a light trance state. If you can breath in rythem with the animal this can help but
it isn't always possible. 
If I don't know the problem yet or where it is I start by slowly running my hands about an inch or 2
off the animal slowly over the body. I may have to repeat this for a while very slowly until I start
feeling hot or cold spots, or any sensations in my body that could be a signal or sometimes the
animal may react a little. Some animals are very sensitive and might react strongly even though you
are not physically touching them. They are much more aware and open than people, and if they
know what you are doing, and many will... they may 'tell you' when you are over the area that has
the problem.

For me I also start seeing faint colours in my mind as I do this, generally if I see red this signals for
me an area that may be inflamed or in pain. I use blue energy sometimes white. If the animal is
distressed I have even used a soft pink energy some animals react differently to colours you use.
You start getting a feel for what works after a time, and it isn't always the same with every animal
or the same as what another healer will use or sense.

I know a lot of people will look for grey, I dont always see grey, I might get a murkey feeling
instead it can vary. Sometimes I see nothing and just get a feeling I have found a spot that needs
some work and use energy on that area until I feel its enough. I tend to work for shorter sessions
with animals more times, as some animals cannot stay still long. I always draw the energy I use
from the Earth for animals or the Sun. It depends what it is, developing your own intuition is
important. 

Something I want to add that everyone should be aware of. It isnt often mentioned. Some animals,
not all, but some can go into a trance or hypnotised state if this happens you must be very carefull
about bringing them back out of it, the same as for a Human. If they are brought out too quick
they may turn and bite, or panic, or have other negative effects. Start talking to them quietly and
slowly shift your energy into a more lively state a bit at a time, not fast they will sense it and start
to wake up. My horse goes into a trance very easily and I have a cue He knows to come back to
me. You could have a word you use each time if its your own animal you work with often when
they hear it they wake up. 

One more is if you do have a very strong soul and your energy is very high it might even be too
much for some patients and you will need to be aware of that and tone it down, and you can have
a similar but milder effect that some Demons have on Us. It is just that your energy and vibration is
higher and the patient is lower especially if they are ill or injured so it is better to work slowly.

When you are finished make sure you are not still connected to the patient astrally and cleanse



yourself really well, and follow up with power meditation for yourself. A lso keep an eye on the
animal following this in case of any reactions especially if they are not used to energy work.

Animals communicate with images, mental movies with no words and emotions. So pay attention
to what you feel and what images pass through your mind when with animals.

I want to add one more thing, and it should be obvious but doing any healing even though you are
channeling energy from another source when ill yourself can drain you and make you worse. So
just use care and common sense. If you are not well it is important YOU heal or else who will look
after your pets?

Hail Satan
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 153 From: Sherry Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 154 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 155 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 156 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 157 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 158 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 159 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/26/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 160 From: QUOTHTHERAVEN

NEVERMORE
Date: 2/26/2013

Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 161 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 2/27/2013
Subject: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 162 From: Sherry Date: 2/27/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 163 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/27/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 164 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 165 From: Estella Nuno Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 166 From: Sherry Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 167 From: Sherry Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Patches Update
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 168 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Patches Update
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 169 From: blade Date: 3/2/2013
Subject: ceramic dishes(please read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 170 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 171 From: Sherry Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 172 From: kieithnightmare0 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 173 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 174 From: Justine Pena Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 175 From: Desiree ------ Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: My cat? Please help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 176 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 177 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 178 From: supasleepy Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: My cat? Please help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 179 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 180 From: Justine Pena Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 181 From: Sherry Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: My cat? Please help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 182 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/6/2013
Subject: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 183 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/6/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 184 From: Samantha Damik Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 185 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Cat and Dental abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 186 From: Xavier Skaggs Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 187 From: Estella Nuno Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 188 From: Stephen Hardee Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 189 From: Miss Mystery Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 190 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 191 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 192 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 193 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 194 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 195 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 196 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 3/10/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 197 From: H K Date: 3/10/2013
Subject: what a day.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 198 From: Sherry Date: 3/10/2013



Subject: Re: what a day.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 199 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 3/10/2013

Subject: Re: what a day.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 200 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 201 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 202 From: Sherry Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 153 From: Sherry Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess
Thanks, Mary Anne. I checked out local pharmacy and they didn't have any. 
But I'm keeping Patches' wound clean. Right now there isn't any pus and it 
looks good, so possibly the infection has gone out of it. Now if he would 
just let me clean his icky face but so far he won't. He still needs to see a 
Vet to find out what caused the abscess. Since it's by his jaws, most likely 
it's a bad tooth/teeth, but sometimes a bad ear infection can cause a facial 
abscess. Patches doesn't act like he's hurting anywhere though and lets me 
touch his ears. I'll let everybody know how things go for Patches.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mary-anne
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:37 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Patches, Possible Ruptured Abscess

Sherry im really not 100% sure if available where you are but they are 
available in australia .Go to a pharmasist and get some seaweed dressings 
shread them and pack the abcess it will draw out any infection and also cool 
the area so make it more comfortable for patchs hopes this helps

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> Hi Group,
>
> As you know, I lost my beloved kitty, Sunkist, yesterday, due to cancer. I 
> am so terribly sad over losing him. Not everything got done last week, as 
> Sunkist needed lots of TLC and cleaning up after. I did notice earlier in 
> the week that my 14-year-old male, Patches, had what looked like a big 
> scratch on his face (Right side by his jaws). I cleaned it a couple times 
> and put Neosporin on it. But mostly I was so wrapped up with Sunkist, as 
> well as trying to keep up with the demands of being a Mom and doing all 
> the other stuff that absolutely HAD to be done (everything else I let go), 
> so I didn't pay as much attention to the "scratch" on Patches' face as I 
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> should have. It must've been an abscess,. Now he has this big hole on the 
> right side of his face, that goes through to his mouth. I am worried so 
> much about him and can't get him to the Vet until next week, at the 
> earliest. Does anybody know what I can do for him in the meantime, in 
> addition to healing energy? Here is a pict!
ure.
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 154 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only seen/heard one mouse in
my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my knowledge. Another reason I'm glad to be in
Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of rodents :). As for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there
would be anything just lying around for him.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could have
eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any chemicals?
> They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >
> > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my own
place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> > 
> > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately I
had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's
really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few
hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but nothing came up.
> > 
> > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the
inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him,
programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it
until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > 
> > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> > 
> > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months
now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from
happening.
> > 
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> > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for him.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > Hail Lilith
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 155 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Wow. I definetly need to prepare my cats homemade food. Lydia when are you going to get the
ingredients.

------------------------------

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 1:34 PM EST lydia_666@... wrote:

>Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only seen/heard
one mouse in my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my knowledge.
Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of rodents :). As
for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying around for
him.
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>>
>> Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could
have eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any
chemicals?
>> They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
>> 
>> Hail Satan
>> 
>> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
>> >
>> > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my
own place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
>> > 
>> > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately
I had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's
really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few
hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but nothing came up.
>> > 
>> > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the
inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him,
programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it
until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
>> > 
>> > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
>> > 
>> > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months
now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from
happening.
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>> > 
>> > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for
him.
>> > 
>> > Hail Satan
>> > Hail Lilith
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 156 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Thats good then, I thought I would mention it in case most places Ive lived have been old farms,
old houses and who knows what left behind and lots of things that bite.
I hope Kitty is feeling better!

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only seen/heard
one mouse in my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my knowledge.
Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of rodents :). As
for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying around for
him.
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> >
> > Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could
have eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any
chemicals?
> > They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > >
> > > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my
own place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> > > 
> > > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him
(fortunately I had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his
butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your
pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but
nothing came up.
> > > 
> > > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the
inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him,
programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it
until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > > 
> > > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
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> > > 
> > > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months
now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from
happening.
> > > 
> > > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for
him.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > > Hail Lilith
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 157 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
He's much better now, thanks :). And I did extra cleaning (with safe cleaners) in case it was
chemicals, now that I think about it, it could have been from when the property manager cleaned
before I moved in, even though I usually clean myself I didn't think to do some places. It's starting
to make more sense that it was chemicals and not his food.

But I will still be making his food once I get the money to do so, within a week.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> Thats good then, I thought I would mention it in case most places Ive lived have
been old farms, old houses and who knows what left behind and lots of things that bite.
> I hope Kitty is feeling better!
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >
> > Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only
seen/heard one mouse in my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my
knowledge. Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of
rodents :). As for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying
around for him.
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> > >
> > > Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could
have eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any
chemicals?
> > > They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my
own place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
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ingredients to start making his food.
> > > > 
> > > > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him
(fortunately I had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his
butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your
pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but
nothing came up.
> > > > 
> > > > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on
the inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into
him, programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I just
did it until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > > > 
> > > > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> > > > 
> > > > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10
months now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst
from happening.
> > > > 
> > > > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for
him.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > > Hail Lilith
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 158 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 2/25/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
do you have carpets? It may have been something to clean the carpets? You can get steam cleaners
quite cheap now that are light like a vaccume and use no chemicals to clean with they are not as
good as advertisers make out but better than chemicals, the heat kills a lot of germs and it loosens
dirt also handy for candle wax if it gets on the carpet or cloths etc. Put some brown paper over the
wax and steam or iron over it comes up and sticks to the paper. A lot of toxic chemicals build up in
units and small rooms, buildings especially if new or new furnature has been in there, they release
fumes that build up, maybe the place needs a good air out with the windows open and a fan?

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> He's much better now, thanks :). And I did extra cleaning (with safe cleaners) in case
it was chemicals, now that I think about it, it could have been from when the property
manager cleaned before I moved in, even though I usually clean myself I didn't think to
do some places. It's starting to make more sense that it was chemicals and not his food.
> 
> But I will still be making his food once I get the money to do so, within a week.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> >
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> > Thats good then, I thought I would mention it in case most places Ive lived have
been old farms, old houses and who knows what left behind and lots of things that bite.
> > I hope Kitty is feeling better!
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > >
> > > Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only
seen/heard one mouse in my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my
knowledge. Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of
rodents :). As for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying
around for him.
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he
could have eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any
chemicals?
> > > > They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> > > > 
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting
my own place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him
(fortunately I had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his
butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your
pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but
nothing came up.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy
on the inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy
into him, programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath count, I
just did it until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > > > > 
> > > > > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> > > > > 
> > > > > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10
months now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst
from happening.
> > > > > 
> > > > > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing
for him.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > Hail Lilith
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 159 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/26/2013
Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
Hardwood floors and tile, I'm thinking it was the stuff they used to make them shiny. I mopped
everywhere with a mild cleaner a few times. The windows were open when I moved in so there
were no fumes.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> do you have carpets? It may have been something to clean the carpets? You can get
steam cleaners quite cheap now that are light like a vaccume and use no chemicals to
clean with they are not as good as advertisers make out but better than chemicals, the
heat kills a lot of germs and it loosens dirt also handy for candle wax if it gets on the
carpet or cloths etc. Put some brown paper over the wax and steam or iron over it
comes up and sticks to the paper. A lot of toxic chemicals build up in units and small
rooms, buildings especially if new or new furnature has been in there, they release
fumes that build up, maybe the place needs a good air out with the windows open and a
fan?
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> >
> > He's much better now, thanks :). And I did extra cleaning (with safe cleaners) in
case it was chemicals, now that I think about it, it could have been from when the
property manager cleaned before I moved in, even though I usually clean myself I didn't
think to do some places. It's starting to make more sense that it was chemicals and not
his food.
> > 
> > But I will still be making his food once I get the money to do so, within a week.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> > >
> > > Thats good then, I thought I would mention it in case most places Ive lived have
been old farms, old houses and who knows what left behind and lots of things that bite.
> > > I hope Kitty is feeling better!
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > > 
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only
seen/heard one mouse in my life, thankfully, and we don't have rats here, to my
knowledge. Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack of
rodents :). As for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying
around for him.
> > > > 
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he
could have eaten, like rat bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any
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chemicals?
> > > > > They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> > > > > 
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > 
> > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" <lydia_666@> wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting
my own place (damage deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the
ingredients to start making his food.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him
(fortunately I had some cat shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his
butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving the details in case this happens to any of your
pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises like he was trying to vomit but
nothing came up.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale
energy on the inhale only, I just draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold
energy into him, programming it to immediately and completely heal him. No breath
count, I just did it until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10
months now (after he had an accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst
from happening.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of
healing for him.
> > > > > > 
> > > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > > Hail Lilith
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 160 From: QUOTHTHERAVEN
NEVERMORE

Date: 2/26/2013

Subject: Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S
I'm really sorry to hear about your kitty. My dog has been throwing up almost constantly too. :(
 
             ________
|            |
|            |
|_Hail _|_Satan__
             |             |
             |             |
______ |             |

From: "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...>
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To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 12:34 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Not my kitty! Argh :S

 
Canadian apartments don't have any of the things you listed. I have only seen/heard one mouse in my life, thankfully,
and we don't have rats here, to my knowledge. Another reason I'm glad to be in Canada lol. The cleanliness and lack
of rodents :). As for chemicals... I"m really not sure that there would be anything just lying around for him.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" wrote:
>
> Is there any chance there could have been something in the new place he could have eaten, like rat
bait, roach baits, slug or snail pellets if theres a garden, or any chemicals?
> They can even get sick eating a mouse or rat that was poisoned.
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@" wrote:
> >
> > Well, my kitty got diarrhea a few days ago. I spent a lot of money getting my own place (damage
deposit on top of rent, basic necessities) so I put off getting the ingredients to start making his food.
> > 
> > Spent a few hours cleaning up, stuck him in the bathtub, washed him (fortunately I had some cat
shampoo anyway), and cutting a lot of his fur around his butt lol he's really fluffy. (I'm just giving the
details in case this happens to any of your pets.) A few hours later, he started making noises like he was
trying to vomit but nothing came up.
> > 
> > Right after the first "incident", I started drawing (I no longer inhale energy on the inhale only, I just
draw it continuously) massive amounts of white-gold energy into him, programming it to immediately and
completely heal him. No breath count, I just did it until he felt "full" if that makes sense.
> > 
> > He seems better now, feces are just a bit "soft" (ew, I know).
> > 
> > Fortunately, I have been doing a daily aura of protection for him for 10 months now (after he had an
accident last April), so I'm sure that prevented the worst from happening.
> > 
> > It is now the hour of Mercury, so I'm going to do another round of healing for him.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > Hail Lilith
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 161 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 2/27/2013
Subject: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
(I recently had to move back home) For the last couple of weeks our cat has barely been eating his
pellets and when he eats a lot of them he vomits soon after. I made the food that HPS Maxine gave
the recipe for, but he wont touch it. Does anyone have suggestions as to what to feed him?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 162 From: Sherry Date: 2/27/2013
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Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
The brand of dry food could be making him sick. A lot of commercial cat 
foods are poison. Or he could be eating too much, too fast. Giving a smaller 
amount at a time would help. As for the homemade food, you could try a 
different source of protein and see if he'll eat it. Another thing, is he 
stressed over the move? Some cats have a hard time adjusting to a change in 
their territory and it can take longer for these cats to get used to a 
different home.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Way_Seeker666
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:03 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him 
vomit

(I recently had to move back home) For the last couple of weeks our cat has 
barely been eating his pellets and when he eats a lot of them he vomits soon 
after. I made the food that HPS Maxine gave the recipe for, but he wont 
touch it. Does anyone have suggestions as to what to feed him?

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 163 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/27/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Yes give your cat time to adjust to the new food and environment. Also try mixing the pellet dry
food with the homemade stuff and slowly decrease the dry food until your cat is eating just
homemade. Check this link out. it will help you on this subject and I recommend you read the
whole page. It will help you :) http://www.catinfo.org/?link=makingcatfood

------------------------------

On Wed, Feb 27, 2013 9:06 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>The brand of dry food could be making him sick. A lot of commercial cat 
>foods are poison. Or he could be eating too much, too fast. Giving a smaller 
>amount at a time would help. As for the homemade food, you could try a 
>different source of protein and see if he'll eat it. Another thing, is he 
>stressed over the move? Some cats have a hard time adjusting to a change in 
>their territory and it can take longer for these cats to get used to a 
>different home.
>
>
>
>Sherry
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>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Way_Seeker666
>Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:03 PM
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him 
>vomit
>
>(I recently had to move back home) For the last couple of weeks our cat has 
>barely been eating his pellets and when he eats a lot of them he vomits soon 
>after. I made the food that HPS Maxine gave the recipe for, but he wont 
>touch it. Does anyone have suggestions as to what to feed him?
>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 164 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Sorry, I didn't word that properly. He didn't move with me, he has been here all his life. He has
been fine with these pellets until now, I never knew that they were such garbage until Maxine
pointed this out.
I have thought of using a different meat, it seems he doesn't like chicken at all as he wont even eat
it on its own. I'll get some turkey and see what he thinks. Is red meat ok to use if he doesn't like
that?
also I have tried mixing the dry food with this, but he still turns his nose up and looks at me all
confused :P
He has been catching mice and eating them, so he isn't starving. But he shouldn't have to, he is our
pet, I want to give him proper food that he enjoys. Thanks for the link Shannon ;) I'll read it now.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 165 From: Estella Nuno Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
maybe the mice are bad for him...I have 5 cats and for treats I give them one spoonfull of can food dayly...I purchase
their food at Aldies, since most of the food comes from Germany...I have not seen any kosher foods in that grocery
store...I read the ingridients and they seem to be ok....
 
 
Hail Satan.....Estella

From: Way_Seeker666 <way_seeker666@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 12:24 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Sorry, I didn't word that properly. He didn't move with me, he has been here all his life. He has been fine with these
pellets until now, I never knew that they were such garbage until Maxine pointed this out.
I have thought of using a different meat, it seems he doesn't like chicken at all as he wont even eat it on its own. I'll get
some turkey and see what he thinks. Is red meat ok to use if he doesn't like that?
also I have tried mixing the dry food with this, but he still turns his nose up and looks at me all confused :P
He has been catching mice and eating them, so he isn't starving. But he shouldn't have to, he is our pet, I want to give
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him proper food that he enjoys. Thanks for the link Shannon ;) I'll read it now.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 166 From: Sherry Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Maxine might know more about this but as far as I know, beef is OK for cats. 
So is venison, if available. You can also try both liver and fish but if so, 
give those only once a week. Fish contains mercury, so giving more than once 
a week isn't good. Liver is a good source of vitamin A but too much vitamin 
A is toxic for cats, so once a week would be safe to give them liver.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Way_Seeker666
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 12:24 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making 
him vomit

Sorry, I didn't word that properly. He didn't move with me, he has been here 
all his life. He has been fine with these pellets until now, I never knew 
that they were such garbage until Maxine pointed this out.
I have thought of using a different meat, it seems he doesn't like chicken 
at all as he wont even eat it on its own. I'll get some turkey and see what 
he thinks. Is red meat ok to use if he doesn't like that?
also I have tried mixing the dry food with this, but he still turns his nose 
up and looks at me all confused :P
He has been catching mice and eating them, so he isn't starving. But he 
shouldn't have to, he is our pet, I want to give him proper food that he 
enjoys. Thanks for the link Shannon ;) I'll read it now.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 167 From: Sherry Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Patches Update
Hello Everybody,
 
I realized I hadn’t posted an update about Patches. We did take him to the Vet. He
has a hole through his mouth, which we hope is caused by the abscess. (It could
be cancer) Right now with the infection, there’s no way of telling. Patches is
difficult to medicate, so he had a shot of Convenia, which will last for 2 weeks, as
well as a shot of the pain medicine, Buprenex, which will last for 3 days. The pain
med is to help get him feeling well, so he will eat more, while the antibiotic has
time to start working. Patches had a fever of 103. One worrying thing is that he is
rapidly losing too much weight. He’s been eating, despite the infection, but still
has lost 5 pounds. That’s a lot for a cat and he shouldn’t have lost so much
weight. He also had a very fast heartbeat, which might or might not mean
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anything. It could’ve been just that he was afraid. Right now with him being sick,
it would throw off any test results, so we will probably have tests for diabetes,
kidney failure and hyperthyroidism in a couple weeks or so. Patches does have
“kidney failure breath”.
 
I hope he’ll be OK but as of now, he isn’t in good shape at all. I’ll let you know
how things go for him.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 168 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 2/28/2013
Subject: Re: Patches Update
omg Sherry. I hope everything works out. :( may Lady Haagenti watch over him. Try programming
his aura to help with healing.

------------------------------

On Thu, Feb 28, 2013 9:27 PM EST Sherry wrote:

>Hello Everybody, 
>
>I realized I hadn’t posted an update about Patches. We did take him to the Vet. He has
a hole through his mouth, which we hope is caused by the abscess. (It could be cancer)
Right now with the infection, there’s no way of telling. Patches is difficult to medicate, so
he had a shot of Convenia, which will last for 2 weeks, as well as a shot of the pain
medicine, Buprenex, which will last for 3 days. The pain med is to help get him feeling
well, so he will eat more, while the antibiotic has time to start working. Patches had a
fever of 103. One worrying thing is that he is rapidly losing too much weight. He’s been
eating, despite the infection, but still has lost 5 pounds. That’s a lot for a cat and he
shouldn’t have lost so much weight. He also had a very fast heartbeat, which might or
might not mean anything. It could’ve been just that he was afraid. Right now with him
being sick, it would throw off any test results, so we will probably have
tests for diabetes, kidney failure and hyperthyroidism in a couple weeks or so. Patches
does have “kidney failure breath”. 
>
>I hope he’ll be OK but as of now, he isn’t in good shape at all. I’ll let you know how
things go for him.
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 169 From: blade Date: 3/2/2013
Subject: ceramic dishes(please read)
Look this up. Ceramic dishes containing lead.
Hail Satan.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 170 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
Thank you Sherry. I can get venison and it is cheap here. I'll try that too.



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 171 From: Sherry Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making him vomit
I hope your cat will eat it. Most will.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Way_Seeker666
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 5:14 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Cat wont eat posted recipe and dry food is making 
him vomit

Thank you Sherry. I can get venison and it is cheap here. I'll try that too.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 172 From: kieithnightmare0 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Pets interrupting ritual?
Today, unfortunately, the destruction ritual I performed was really weak and not as powerful as it
should have been and it sort of frustrated me almost to tears
I've been interrupted during rituals a few times by some of my pets, specifically dogs because I
have to perform rituals where we are required to burn things (ritual prayer,sigil..etc) outside of my
house because of the fire alarms and my mom would kill me if i burnt anything inside.
So for todays ritual, I brought some dog food (I know it's bad for them ): I'm not at all happy with
feeding them that...but my mom would be sooo pissed off if I cooked for them) to distract them
while I perform the ritual. and it only worked temporarily. 
Today, My dog came up to me and licked me in the mouth! while I was vibrating runes!! lol and
also they bark a lot. which really breaks my concentration. I live in the middle of a woods area, so I
don't have to worry about neighbors or anything like that, BUT i can't go too far from my house,
because illegal aliens are constantly crossing/spending the night on our property and sometimes
they kidnap/kill people. 
I can't perform the ritual on the porch, as a little hyper puppy that stays there will most likely trip
me and the porch is too close to the house. If my mom heard me vibrate runes she'll wonder wtf is
going on and question the fuck out of me lol 

I know they're not doing this on purpose, obviously, but does any body have any suggestion on
what I can do to maybe distract them a little longer?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 173 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/3/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Animals respond to your energy and state of mind, if you have an anxious state of mind... any fear
of being caught fear of interuption etc you are already not focussed and calm inside before you
start. Practice Void meditation with your dogs around you, be patient it takes some time eventually
when you become calmer so will they. It takes practice and patience but meditating with your
animals around you no matter what they do just keep going. It is good for you and for them. It
could take up to a month or more to feel a change in yourself first and then your pets start to
change also. Sometimes I meditate with a few of my animals who are most in tune with me and
They also seem to go into some kind of trance state aswell. They like to stand or sit very close to
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me sometimes we share some energy and sometimes visions, nothing major or complicated just
how we are feeling its a deep way to bond.

To them they want to protect you, they can sense energies and your animals worry about you
especially older pets that have been with you longer and are wiser with life they sense things you
dont. If they know you are nervous or open to attack anywhere they will try to step in and gaurd
you, they are not trying to bother you, the best thing is learn to continue in spite of it and keep
working on yourself being calmer and more confident and in control. When they feel that you are
strong and confident as a leader they wont feel that they have to be so in your face so much. Some
animals can act as Earthly gaurdians to Us and teachers. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "kieithnightmare0" <pinkteabunny@...> wrote:
>
> Today, unfortunately, the destruction ritual I performed was really weak and not as
powerful as it should have been and it sort of frustrated me almost to tears
> I've been interrupted during rituals a few times by some of my pets, specifically dogs
because I have to perform rituals where we are required to burn things (ritual
prayer,sigil..etc) outside of my house because of the fire alarms and my mom would kill
me if i burnt anything inside.
> So for todays ritual, I brought some dog food (I know it's bad for them ): I'm not at
all happy with feeding them that...but my mom would be sooo pissed off if I cooked for
them) to distract them while I perform the ritual. and it only worked temporarily. 
> Today, My dog came up to me and licked me in the mouth! while I was vibrating
runes!! lol and also they bark a lot. which really breaks my concentration. I live in the
middle of a woods area, so I don't have to worry about neighbors or anything like that,
BUT i can't go too far from my house, because illegal aliens are constantly
crossing/spending the night on our property and sometimes they kidnap/kill people. 
> I can't perform the ritual on the porch, as a little hyper puppy that stays there will
most likely trip me and the porch is too close to the house. If my mom heard me vibrate
runes she'll wonder wtf is going on and question the fuck out of me lol 
> 
> I know they're not doing this on purpose, obviously, but does any body have any
suggestion on what I can do to maybe distract them a little longer?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 174 From: Justine Pena Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Thank you for this reply. very good advice here

HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!!!!

--- On Sun, 3/3/13, Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...> wrote:

From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, March 3, 2013, 7:07 PM

 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Animals respond to your energy and state of mind, if you have an anxious state
of mind... any fear of being caught fear of interuption etc you are already not
focussed and calm inside before you start. Practice Void meditation with your
dogs around you, be patient it takes some time eventually when you become
calmer so will they. It takes practice and patience but meditating with your
animals around you no matter what they do just keep going. It is good for you
and for them. It could take up to a month or more to feel a change in yourself
first and then your pets start to change also. Sometimes I meditate with a few of
my animals who are most in tune with me and They also seem to go into some
kind of trance state aswell. They like to stand or sit very close to me sometimes
we share some energy and sometimes visions, nothing major or complicated just
how we are feeling its a deep way to bond.

To them they want to protect you, they can sense energies and your animals
worry about you especially older pets that have been with you longer and are
wiser with life they sense things you dont. If they know you are nervous or open
to attack anywhere they will try to step in and gaurd you, they are not trying to
bother you, the best thing is learn to continue in spite of it and keep working on
yourself being calmer and more confident and in control. When they feel that
you are strong and confident as a leader they wont feel that they have to be so in
your face so much. Some animals can act as Earthly gaurdians to Us and
teachers. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "kieithnightmare0" wrote:
>
> Today, unfortunately, the destruction ritual I performed was really weak and
not as powerful as it should have been and it sort of frustrated me almost to
tears
> I've been interrupted during rituals a few times by some of my pets,
specifically dogs because I have to perform rituals where we are required to burn
things (ritual prayer,sigil..etc) outside of my house because of the fire alarms
and my mom would kill me if i burnt anything inside.
> So for todays ritual, I brought some dog food (I know it's bad for them ): I'm
not at all happy with feeding them that...but my mom would be sooo pissed off
if I cooked for them) to distract them while I perform the ritual. and it only
worked temporarily. 
> Today, My dog came up to me and licked me in the mouth! while I was
vibrating runes!! lol and also they bark a lot. which really breaks my
concentration. I live in the middle of a woods area, so I don't have to worry
about neighbors or anything like that, BUT i can't go too far from my house,
because illegal aliens are constantly crossing/spending the night on our property
and sometimes they kidnap/kill people. 
> I can't perform the ritual on the porch, as a little hyper puppy that stays there
will most likely trip me and the porch is too close to the house. If my mom
heard me vibrate runes she'll wonder wtf is going on and question the fuck out
of me lol 
> 
> I know they're not doing this on purpose, obviously, but does any body have
any suggestion on what I can do to maybe distract them a little longer?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 175 From: Desiree ------ Date: 3/4/2013



Subject: My cat? Please help
Hello. I'm not new here my file went missing or something but anyways, my cat Missy has been
having some slight problems. For the past couple of months she has been having the runs it seems.
It's like a pool of slime in the litter box instead of normal poo. It's been getting allover her legs and
tail because she has really long thick hair. I have been having to give her baths which she really
hates to the marrow of her bones. My mother does not believe me and refuses to take her to the
vet because number one I'm the one in charge of the litter boxes so she refuses to look at them for
proof. She says to me " it's not the runs it just gets caught in her fur and that's why she drags he
but allover the ground". I'm starting to become very worried for her and don't want this to get any
worse. Mom won't let me make homade food because its too expensive and I have a feeling it's the
food. She is also always around along with my brother who are both catholic which means I cannot
do meditations that's why I cannot wait for summer so I can so this means I can't really send my
cat any healing energy right now in order to help fix her problem cause I have a feeling it's going to
be more than the explosive runs soon. Please any advice would make this suitation alot easier on
me
Thank you in advance 
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 176 From: Way_Seeker666 Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
I just had this happen too, I went into my room to lay down and meditate after doing Power
Meditations. I was feeling exceptionally good, a great joyful buzz, and my cat felt it. He came and
walked over me purring like an engine and curled up by my leg. I could feel us bonding and him
enjoying the energy :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 177 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/4/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Try having a 20kg turkey that thinks it's a lapdog sitting on you while you try and relax outside lol
he sits in my lap with his head over my shoulder.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:
>
> I just had this happen too, I went into my room to lay down and meditate after doing
Power Meditations. I was feeling exceptionally good, a great joyful buzz, and my cat felt
it. He came and walked over me purring like an engine and curled up by my leg. I could
feel us bonding and him enjoying the energy :)
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 178 From: supasleepy Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: My cat? Please help
Hey it's me again. Well iv been having more problems than just the poop thing.   When we first got
her she would pee every where. We finally got her to go in the litter box but like once in a blue
moon we would find a bit of pee somewhere in the basement where the litter boxes were but
yesterday I found some pee  in our front closet. It was fresh. I cleaned it up and all of that but I
could not find her she was hiding. I found her later that night and she had the runs again. It was
allover her Legs and tail and so I gave her a bath. She doesn't hate it but does not like it either.
 She stayed in my room the entire night last night and slept with me. I did not get to sleep last
night so I don't know how I could have missed this but she did not LEAVE for a pee break. She
peed on my blanket and sweater. Mom is ripe pissed and I can't lose this cat. She is 1 1/2 years old
so I guess she isn't really trainable anymore and I think mom is getting rid of her. I love this cat so
much and couldn't bear to lose her what do I do

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Sent from my iPod

On 2013-03-03, at 11:05 PM, "Desiree ------" <lucylinloo@...> wrote:

Hello. I'm not new here my file went missing or something but anyways, my cat Missy
has been having some slight problems. For the past couple of months she has been
having the runs it seems. It's like a pool of slime in the litter box instead of normal poo.
It's been getting allover her legs and tail because she has really long thick hair. I have
been having to give her baths which she really hates to the marrow of her bones. My
mother does not believe me and refuses to take her to the vet because number one I'm
the one in charge of the litter boxes so she refuses to look at them for proof. She says
to me " it's not the runs it just gets caught in her fur and that's why she drags he but
allover the ground". I'm starting to become very worried for her and don't want this to
get any worse. Mom won't let me make homade food because its too expensive and I
have a feeling it's the food. She is also always around along with my brother who are
both catholic which means I cannot do meditations that's why I cannot wait for summer
so I can so this means I can't really send my cat any healing energy right now in order
to help fix her problem cause I have a feeling it's going to be more than the explosive
runs soon. Please any advice would make this suitation alot easier on me
Thank you in advance 
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 179 From: Epsilon Beta Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
Oh my god this happened to me all the time! Since my power meditations have to wait until like 10
at night, my dog is sleeping in my room at that time. She always comes over to me and lies down
just enjoying the energy i have while doing some of it. 

Emma/ Jethro
HAIL SATAN
WE WILL DEFEAT THE ENEMY!

On 2013-03-04, at 9:03 AM, "Way_Seeker666" <way_seeker666@...> wrote:

I just had this happen too, I went into my room to lay down and meditate after doing
Power Meditations. I was feeling exceptionally good, a great joyful buzz, and my cat felt
it. He came and walked over me purring like an engine and curled up by my leg. I could
feel us bonding and him enjoying the energy :)

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 180 From: Justine Pena Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
lol thats so cute :) My cat likes to sleep on my altar while I meditate in front of it sometimes. He
even kinda "reminds" me to not stay up too late and meditate by coming into my room, getting my
attention, and going straight to my altar lol

HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!!!!
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--- On Mon, 3/4/13, Way_Seeker666 <way_seeker666@...> wrote:

From: Way_Seeker666 <way_seeker666@...>
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Pets interrupting ritual?
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Monday, March 4, 2013, 3:02 PM

 

I just had this happen too, I went into my room to lay down and meditate after
doing Power Meditations. I was feeling exceptionally good, a great joyful buzz,
and my cat felt it. He came and walked over me purring like an engine and
curled up by my leg. I could feel us bonding and him enjoying the energy :)

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 181 From: Sherry Date: 3/5/2013
Subject: Re: My cat? Please help
She could have a urinary tract infection that’s causing the peeing outside the
box. The pooping outside the box could be any number of things. She is
obviously sick and trying to tell you in the only way she knows how. Can you
talk your Mom into taking her to a Vet? “Getting rid” of her is not the answer,
especially if your Mom plans to take her to a shelter. She wouldn’t have a chance
there, as most cats taken to a shelter are euthanized. And many of them end up
in cat and dog foods.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: supasleepy@...
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 9:30 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] My cat? Please help
 

Hey i t's  me again. Wel l  iv been having more problems than just the poop thing.   When we fi rst got her she would pee every
where. We final ly got her to go in the l i tter box but l ike once in a  blue moon we would find a bi t of pee somewhere in the
basement where the l i tter boxes  were but yesterday I found some pee  in our front closet. It was  fresh. I  cleaned i t up and al l  of
that but I could not find her she was hiding. I  found her later that night and she had the runs  again. It was  a l lover her Legs  and
tai l  and so I gave her a  bath. She doesn't hate i t but does  not l ike i t ei ther.  She stayed in my room the entire night last night and
s lept with me. I did not get to s leep last night so I don't know how I could have missed this  but she did not LEAVE for a  pee break.
She peed on my blanket and sweater. Mom is  ripe pissed and I can't lose this  cat. She is  1 1/2 years  old so I guess  she isn't real ly
trainable anymore and I think mom is  getting rid of her. I  l ! ove this  cat so much and couldn't bear to lose her what do I do

Sent from my iPod

On 2013-03-03, at 11:05 PM, "Des iree ------" <lucyl inloo@...> wrote:

Hel lo. I 'm not new here my fi le went miss ing or something but anyways, my cat Missy has  been
having some s l ight problems. For the past couple of months  she has  been having the runs  i t seems.
It's  l ike a  pool  of s l ime in the l i tter box instead of normal  poo. It's  been getting a l lover her legs  and
tai l  because she has  real ly long thick hair. I  have been having to give her baths  which she real ly
hates  to the marrow of her bones. My mother does  not bel ieve me and refuses  to take her to the vet
because number one I'm the one in charge of the l i tter boxes  so she refuses  to look at them for
proof. She says  to me " i t's  not the runs  i t just gets  caught in her fur and that's  why she drags  he but
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al lover the ground". I 'm starting to become very worried for her and don't want this  to get any
worse. Mom won't let me make homade food because i ts  too expensive and I have a feel ing i t's  the
food. She is  a lso a lways  around along with my brother who are both cathol ic which means I c!
annot do meditations  that's  why I cannot wait for summer so I can so this  means I can't real ly send
my cat any heal ing energy right now in order to help fix her problem cause I have a feel ing i t's  going
to be more than the explos ive runs  soon. Please any advice would make this  suitation alot eas ier
on me
Thank you in advance 
Hai l  Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 182 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/6/2013
Subject: New kittens or cats
Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I convinced my
boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a loving home. So local shelter
is better or...?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 183 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/6/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and feeding
homemade would be easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older cats just to get
kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice? thanks guys.

------------------------------

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 184 From: Samantha Damik Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
yeah the shelter would be fine :), good luck with your new kittens :D

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:16 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats

Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I convinced my boyfriend for us to get
them. I want a chance to give these animals a loving home. So local shelter is better or...?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 185 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Cat and Dental abscess
Is there anything you can give a cat for a dental abscess? I cannot afford treatment for Sam right
now, and he has one. I have had loads before myself, so I know what they look like, smell like, act.
The only thing I can count Sam as lucky on is that he is not in any pain. 

I use Mugwort Tea for me to get rid of my Abscesses, but I read somewhere on the Internet that
Cats cannot stand even a low dose of Mugwort. Is there anything I can give him that won't make



him sick and/or die? 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 186 From: Xavier Skaggs Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
I think the shelter would be a good option because usually there are too many animals at a shelter and not everyone
can take all of them so they start putting them down after awhile. Hope you give them a good home.

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 11:16 AM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats

 

Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I convinced my boyfriend for us to get
them. I want a chance to give these animals a loving home. So local shelter is better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 187 From: Estella Nuno Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
I asked Satan to give me a black cat...he send me a black cat with her new born kittens (3) and I
keep them all...She was feral and it's a wonderful mother....I had them all fix and it's being a
pleasure to see them grow.....  

In Satan's. Name
Estella

Sent from my iPad

On Mar 6, 2013, at 12:35 PM, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and
feeding homemade would be easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older
cats just to get kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice?
thanks guys.

------------------------------
On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 188 From: Stephen Hardee Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
I got mine when she was a kitten, I saved her from being put down since she only had three legs.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:soutlaw92@...


On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:35, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and
feeding homemade would be easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older
cats just to get kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice?
thanks guys.

------------------------------
On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 189 From: Miss Mystery Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats

I think you will just know when you get there which ones will be best
for you! Haagenti will definitely send you the perfect gifts!
 
Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection! 
Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
Hail to My Goddess Haagenti! 

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 9:35 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats

I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and feeding homemade would be
easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older cats just to get kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding
which I would get. Any advice? thanks guys.

------------------------------

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I convinced my boyfriend
for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a loving home. So local shelter is better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 190 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Thank you xavier. Ofcourse I will.

------------------------------

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:30 PM EST Xavier Skaggs wrote:

>I think the shelter would be a good option because usually there are too many animals
at a shelter and not everyone can take all of them so they start putting them down after

mailto:soutlaw92@...


awhile. Hope you give them a good home.
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
>Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 11:16 AM
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats
> 
>
>  
>
>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 191 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
For now you can send some energy to heal the abscess. Do your research on safe herbs for cats.
Natural cures for abscesses.

------------------------------

On Thu, Mar 7, 2013 10:58 AM EST Akhkharu Usemi wrote:

>Is there anything you can give a cat for a dental abscess? I cannot afford treatment for
Sam right now, and he has one. I have had loads before myself, so I know what they
look like, smell like, act. The only thing I can count Sam as lucky on is that he is not in
any pain. 
>I use Mugwort Tea for me to get rid of my Abscesses, but I read somewhere on the
Internet that Cats cannot stand even a low dose of Mugwort. Is there anything I can give
him that won't make him sick and/or die? 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 192 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Hail Haagenti :) 

------------------------------

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 2:13 PM EST Miss Mystery wrote:

>I think you will just know when you get there which ones will be best for you!
Haagenti will definitely send you the perfect gifts! 
>
>
>Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection! 
>Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
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>Hail to My Goddess Haagenti! 
> 
>
>________________________________
> From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
>Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 9:35 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats
> 
> 
>  
> 
>
>I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and
feeding homemade would be easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older
cats just to get kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice?
thanks guys.
>
>------------------------------
>On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>
>>
>>Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?
> 
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 193 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
awww Stephen :)

------------------------------

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:49 PM EST Stephen Hardee wrote:

>I got mine when she was a kitten, I saved her from being put down since she only had
three legs.
>
>Sent from my iPhone
>
>On Mar 6, 2013, at 11:35, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>> 
>> I would lik to get kittens because it would be nice to have babies and raise them and
feeding homemade would be easier but alot of people turn their backs on adult or older
cats just to get kittens. Thats also sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice?
thanks guys.
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:
>> 
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>> >
>> >Im going to get 2 cats or kittens soon. Should get them from local shelter? I
convinced my boyfriend for us to get them. I want a chance to give these animals a
loving home. So local shelter is better or...?
>>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 194 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: New kittens or cats
Attachments :

That’s so nice. 
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Estella Nuno
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 12:47 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Cc: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] New kittens or cats
 

I  asked Satan to give me a black cat...he send me a black cat with her new born ki ttens  (3) and I keep them al l ...She was feral  and
it's  a  wonderful  mother....I  had them al l  fix and i t's  being a  pleasure to see them grow..... 
 
 
In Satan's . Name
Estel la

Sent from my iPad

On Mar 6, 2013, at 12:35 PM, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

I would l ik to get ki ttens  because i t would be nice to have babies  and raise them and feeding
homemade would be eas ier but a lot of people turn their backs  on adult or older cats  just to get
ki ttens. Thats  a lso sad. So im deciding which I would get. Any advice? thanks  guys.

------------------------------
On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 12:16 PM EST Shannon Outlaw wrote:

>
>Im going to get 2 cats  or ki ttens  soon. Should get them from local  shelter? I convinced my
boyfriend for us  to get them. I want a  chance to give these animals  a  loving home. So local  shelter i s
better or...?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 195 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
If it’s on the outside of the cat’s face, you can put warm compresses on it several
times a day, to help it come to a head and pop. They make a horrible mess but
it’s important to get that infection out of there. Once it pops, keep it clean. You
can use Betadine solution but it has to be very diluted. The causes will have to
be found and fixed, as soon as you can have it done, or the abscesses will keep
happening and get worse.
 
Sherry
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www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Akhkharu Usemi
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 10:58 AM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Cat and Dental abscess
 

Is there anything you can give a cat for a dental abscess? I cannot afford treatment for Sam right now, and
he has one. I have had loads before myself, so I know what they look like, smell like, act. The only thing I can
count Sam as lucky on is that he is not in any pain.

 

I use Mugwort Tea for me to get rid of my Abscesses, but I read somewhere on the Internet that Cats cannot
stand even a low dose of Mugwort. Is there anything I can give him that won't make him sick and/or die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 196 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 3/10/2013
Subject: Re: Cat and Dental abscess
It is in his mouth, at his right side. i know the smell of them already, having had them myself. I
have been using just a tiny bit of salt , with warm water and q-tip so far to at least keep it clean.  

--- On Thu, 3/7/13, Sherry <grayce2001@...> wrote:

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Cat and Dental abscess
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013, 9:17 PM

 

If it’s on the outside of the cat’s face, you can put warm
compresses on it several times a day, to help it come to a head
and pop. They make a horrible mess but it’s important to get that
infection out of there. Once it pops, keep it clean. You can use
Betadine solution but it has to be very diluted. The causes will
have to be found and fixed, as soon as you can have it done, or
the abscesses will keep happening and get worse.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Akhkharu Usemi
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 10:58 AM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Cat and Dental abscess
 

Is  there anything you can give a  cat for a  dental  abscess? I cannot afford treatment for Sam right now,
and he has  one. I  have had loads  before mysel f, so I know what they look l ike, smel l  l ike, act. The only
thing I can count Sam as  lucky on is  that he is  not in any pain.

mailto:mindyofsunclan@...
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I  use Mugwort Tea for me to get rid of my Abscesses , but I read somewhere on the Internet that Cats
cannot stand even a low dose of Mugwort. Is  there anything I can give him that won't make him s ick
and/or die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 197 From: H K Date: 3/10/2013
Subject: what a day.
At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets allowed except for guide dogs).
Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed so i took him out the back and gave him some water
and called the local dog control to find the owners on the system using the tag number. While they
were checking the number my boss, a jew sends me on an errand. I asked if they could watch the
dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until the dog control got back to us and my boss said it was
fine. I knew it was a bad idea. I couldn't argue with my boss so i went. When i got back the dog
was gone and my boss' excuse was, 'oh it just ran straight out the door'.
And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the system.

All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.

That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
They don't care.

Hail Satan!
88!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 198 From: Sherry Date: 3/10/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
That's true, they don't care, other than about themselves. What a jerk! I 
hope he'll get his someday.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: H K
Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 11:47 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] what a day.

At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets allowed 
except for guide dogs). Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed so i took 
him out the back and gave him some water and called the local dog control to 
find the owners on the system using the tag number. While they were checking 
the number my boss, a jew sends me on an errand. I asked if they could watch 
the dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until the dog control got back to us 
and my boss said it was fine. I knew it was a bad idea. I couldn't argue 
with my boss so i went. When i got back the dog was gone and my boss' excuse 
was, 'oh it just ran straight out the door'.
And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the system.

All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
They don't care.

Hail Satan!
88!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 199 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 3/10/2013

Subject: Re: what a day.
Thats sad
i hope the dog is safe and well !

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@...> wrote:
>
> At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets allowed except for
guide dogs). Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed so i took him out the back and
gave him some water and called the local dog control to find the owners on the system
using the tag number. While they were checking the number my boss, a jew sends me
on an errand. I asked if they could watch the dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until
the dog control got back to us and my boss said it was fine. I knew it was a bad idea. I
couldn't argue with my boss so i went. When i got back the dog was gone and my boss'
excuse was, 'oh it just ran straight out the door'.
> And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the system.
> 
> All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.
> 
> That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
> They don't care.
> 
> 
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 88!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 200 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: brought home 2 pitbulls
I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking dogs, no collars a
male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really friendly. Male had a wound on his
shoulder that looked like it had been treated so someone must be missing them I hoped.
My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't stand she tolerate
them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to do she had a tantrum in the carpark and
drove home without me. 
I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me something, they didn't
care a bit about the dogs just said they had been there all day. People were going past saying
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awww poor things then doing nothing, or worse were frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat
down and both of them were all over me licking me to death. So I said right... one way or another
I am getting you 2 home and we will take it from there.
Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about it and so she called
the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog leads then gave me a lift home with the dogs
and told me to keep the 2 new leads (and I do need new leads too so a win for me aswell)
The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a microchip scanner and
they both had numbers in the system so I helped him put them in his van, I had tears building up I
was getting attached (I wanted to keep them lol but I would be murdered if I did by my mother
and I have my hands full as it is they both need vet treatment and training and they might attack
my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will contact the owner and hopefully they had just got loose
and are missed. Someone told me they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think,
maybe he is unwell and on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying to find out
who he is. 
Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it gets out maybe the
owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs some help. If we helped people like that
instead of taking their dogs away and killing them we help the person and the dogs and set a better
example.

Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs already it feels good to
do something to help. At least they won't get hit by a car or something.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 201 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
I don't like anyone who dosn't like animals in fact I feel a seething hatred for them and disgust at
them, kikes the worst. Anyone who hates animals has a really fucked up energy aswell.

I hope the little dog is ok :(

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@...> wrote:
>
> At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets allowed except for
guide dogs). Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed so i took him out the back and
gave him some water and called the local dog control to find the owners on the system
using the tag number. While they were checking the number my boss, a jew sends me
on an errand. I asked if they could watch the dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until
the dog control got back to us and my boss said it was fine. I knew it was a bad idea. I
couldn't argue with my boss so i went. When i got back the dog was gone and my boss'
excuse was, 'oh it just ran straight out the door'.
> And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the system.
> 
> All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.
> 
> That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
> They don't care.
> 
> 
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 88!
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 202 From: Sherry Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
It's so wonderful you helped those dogs! Hopefully by now they are back with 
their family and all is well. :-)

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 2:07 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls

I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking 
dogs, no collars a male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really 
friendly. Male had a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been 
treated so someone must be missing them I hoped.
My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't 
stand she tolerate them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to 
do she had a tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me.
I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me 
something, they didn't care a bit about the dogs just said they had been 
there all day. People were going past saying awww poor things then doing 
nothing, or worse were frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and 
both of them were all over me licking me to death. So I said right... one 
way or another I am getting you 2 home and we will take it from there.
Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about 
it and so she called the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog 
leads then gave me a lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new 
leads (and I do need new leads too so a win for me aswell)
The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a 
microchip scanner and they both had numbers in the system so I helped him 
put them in his van, I had tears building up I was getting attached (I 
wanted to keep them lol but I would be murdered if I did by my mother and I 
have my hands full as it is they both need vet treatment and training and 
they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will contact the 
owner and hopefully they had just got loose and are missed. Someone told me 
they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think, maybe he is 
unwell and on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying 
to find out who he is.
Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it 
gets out maybe the owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs 
some help. If we helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away 
and killing them we help the person and the dogs and set a better example.

Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs 
already it feels good to do something to help. At least they won't get hit 
by a car or something.

Hail Satan
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Messages in JoS4Pets group. Page 5 of 14.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 203 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 204 From: Miss Mystery Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 205 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/12/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 206 From: H K Date: 3/13/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 207 From: Sherry Date: 3/13/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 208 From: H K Date: 3/13/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 209 From: Sherry Date: 3/14/2013
Subject: Patches
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 210 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/14/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 211 From: Sherry Date: 3/14/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 212 From: Sherry Date: 3/15/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 213 From: Samantha Damik Date: 3/15/2013
Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 214 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 215 From: Steve Thomson Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 216 From: Nat Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 217 From: Sherry Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 218 From: Sherry Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 219 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 3/19/2013

Subject: 2013 Pet Food Recalls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 220 From: Sherry Date: 3/20/2013
Subject: Re: 2013 Pet Food Recalls
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 221 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 222 From: robot_checkerboard13 Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Animal Natal Charts
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 223 From: tjs4satan Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 224 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 225 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 226 From: blade Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 227 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 3/25/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 228 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 3/25/2013

Subject: Re: Article: The Sickening Truth About Pet Food - INGREDIENT GLOSSAR
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 229 From: me_lol38 Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 230 From: Sherry Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 231 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 232 From: robot_checkerboard13 Date: 3/27/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 233 From: Syt R Date: 3/28/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 234 From: me_lol38 Date: 4/1/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 235 From: Syt R Date: 4/3/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 236 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 237 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 238 From: Don Danko Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 239 From: PrettyGrenade Date: 4/9/2013
Subject: Pet medications for people of Washington state.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 240 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/11/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 241 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/11/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 242 From: Sherry Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 243 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 244 From: Mikki Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 245 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 246 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 247 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 248 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 249 From: India K. Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 250 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 251 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 252 From: Sherry Date: 4/18/2013
Subject: We Have Lost Another....

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 203 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Beautiful Serpentfire

------------------------------

On Mon, Mar 11, 2013 11:24 AM EDT Sherry wrote:

>It's so wonderful you helped those dogs! Hopefully by now they are back with 
>their family and all is well. :-)
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Serpentfire666
>Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 2:07 AM
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls
>
>I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking 
>dogs, no collars a male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really 
>friendly. Male had a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been 
>treated so someone must be missing them I hoped.
>My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't 
>stand she tolerate them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to 
>do she had a tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me.
>I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me 
>something, they didn't care a bit about the dogs just said they had been 
>there all day. People were going past saying awww poor things then doing 
>nothing, or worse were frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and 
>both of them were all over me licking me to death. So I said right... one 
>way or another I am getting you 2 home and we will take it from there.
>Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about 
>it and so she called the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog 
>leads then gave me a lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new 
>leads (and I do need new leads too so a win for me aswell)
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>The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a 
>microchip scanner and they both had numbers in the system so I helped him 
>put them in his van, I had tears building up I was getting attached (I 
>wanted to keep them lol but I would be murdered if I did by my mother and I 
>have my hands full as it is they both need vet treatment and training and 
>they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will contact the 
>owner and hopefully they had just got loose and are missed. Someone told me 
>they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think, maybe he is 
>unwell and on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying 
>to find out who he is.
>Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it 
>gets out maybe the owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs 
>some help. If we helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away 
>and killing them we help the person and the dogs and set a better example.
>
>Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs 
>already it feels good to do something to help. At least they won't get hit 
>by a car or something.
>
>Hail Satan
>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 204 From: Miss Mystery Date: 3/11/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls

Pitbulls, in my eyes, are the most over-bred and under-loved dogs in
america. Beautiful creatures designed to withstand anykind of hardship
yet because of the current weak character of the population they are
never properly cared for. It is so sad. I wish there were laws against
breeding them.
 
Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection! 
Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
Hail to My Goddess Haagenti! 

From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:07 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls

 
I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking dogs, no collars a male and female
pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really friendly. Male had a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been
treated so someone must be missing them I hoped.
My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't stand she tolerate them barely) and
when she realised what I was fixing to do she had a tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me. 



I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me something, they didn't care a bit about the
dogs just said they had been there all day. People were going past saying awww poor things then doing nothing, or
worse were frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and both of them were all over me licking me to death.
So I said right... one way or another I am getting you 2 home and we will take it from there.
Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about it and so she called the council ranger
and went inside and bought 2 dog leads then gave me a lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new leads
(and I do need new leads too so a win for me aswell)
The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a microchip scanner and they both had numbers
in the system so I helped him put them in his van, I had tears building up I was getting attached (I wanted to keep
them lol but I would be murdered if I did by my mother and I have my hands full as it is they both need vet treatment
and training and they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will contact the owner and hopefully they
had just got loose and are missed. Someone told me they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think,
maybe he is unwell and on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying to find out who he is. 
Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it gets out maybe the owner DOES care but is
old, poor or ill and just needs some help. If we helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away and killing
them we help the person and the dogs and set a better example.

Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs already it feels good to do something to
help. At least they won't get hit by a car or something.

Hail Satan

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 205 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/12/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
This is in Australia. The problem is the scare mongering media that gives them a bad reputation, its
harder for them to get re homed. And idiots get them to be tough and don't train them or do bad
things with them. A lot of these types of dogs came from the molloser type dogs that were used to
hunt, work and gaurd properties. Now it's become a fashion statement the dogs don't work and
most people can't handle this kind of dog. 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Miss Mystery <strengthxknowledgexpower@...>
wrote:
>
> Pitbulls, in my eyes, are the most over-bred and under-loved dogs in america.
Beautiful creatures designed to withstand anykind of hardship yet because of the current
weak character of the population they are never properly cared for. It is so sad. I wish
there were laws against breeding them.
> Â 
> Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection!Â 
> Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
> Hail to My Goddess Haagenti!Â 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:07 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls
> 
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> 
> Â  
> I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking dogs,
no collars a male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really friendly. Male had
a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been treated so someone must be
missing them I hoped.
> My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't stand
she tolerate them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to do she had a
tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me. 
> I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me
something, they didn't care a bit about the dogs just said they had been there all day.
People were going past saying awww poor things then doing nothing, or worse were
frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and both of them were all over me
licking me to death. So I said right... one way or another I am getting you 2 home and
we will take it from there.
> Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about it and
so she called the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog leads then gave me a
lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new leads (and I do need new leads
too so a win for me aswell)
> The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a microchip
scanner and they both had numbers in the system so I helped him put them in his van,
I had tears building up I was getting attached (I wanted to keep them lol but I would be
murdered if I did by my mother and I have my hands full as it is they both need vet
treatment and training and they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will
contact the owner and hopefully they had just got loose and are missed. Someone told
me they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think, maybe he is unwell and
on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying to find out who he is. 
> Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it gets out
maybe the owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs some help. If we
helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away and killing them we help the
person and the dogs and set a better example.
> 
> Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs already it
feels good to do something to help. At least they won't get hit by a car or something.
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 206 From: H K Date: 3/13/2013
Subject: Re: what a day.
Update, happy ending and a true and amazing story. 

Today at work a lady came in panicking and said there was a snake outside, so I went out and
there were kids throwing things at it. It was wedged between a wall and the footpath. So I called
the local snake catcher and shooed the kids away. 

After the snake catcher got there, one of the kids I told to step away came to me and said that he
had found a dog.
It never occured to me that it might be the same dog again, but it was. I was, and still am,
speechless.

After a combined effort between customers and people I work with, we found the owner and she
came and picked him up later that day.

And to top it all off the lady's husband came even later to apologise about the inconvenience. When



i told him how much it wasn't, and that he was one of the cutest and best natured dogs I had ever
seen and that because of it i would have taken him home if no one claimed him, he said to me in a
partially sarcastic tone that suggested partial seriousness 'Do you want him do you?'.

I later found out that his previous owner had recently died and that the dog was digging out
because he was looking for him. And after one of his previous escapes was found sitting his
owner's grave.

Poor Doggie. They are amazing though.

Thank You Satan.

Hail Satan!
88!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> I don't like anyone who dosn't like animals in fact I feel a seething hatred for them
and disgust at them, kikes the worst. Anyone who hates animals has a really fucked up
energy aswell.
> 
> I hope the little dog is ok :(
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@> wrote:
> >
> > At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets allowed except for
guide dogs). Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed so i took him out the back and
gave him some water and called the local dog control to find the owners on the system
using the tag number. While they were checking the number my boss, a jew sends me
on an errand. I asked if they could watch the dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until
the dog control got back to us and my boss said it was fine. I knew it was a bad idea. I
couldn't argue with my boss so i went. When i got back the dog was gone and my boss'
excuse was, 'oh it just ran straight out the door'.
> > And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the system.
> > 
> > All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.
> > 
> > That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
> > They don't care.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Hail Satan!
> > 88!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 207 From: Sherry Date: 3/13/2013
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Subject: Re: what a day.
I'm glad you helped the snake, as well as got the dog back to his new 
family. It doesn't sound like a good situation though, like the family 
doesn't really want him, and the dog will probably keep getting out, looking 
for his deceased owner. Such a sad thing how the death of the owner affects 
pets so deeply.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: H K
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:20 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: what a day.

Update, happy ending and a true and amazing story.

Today at work a lady came in panicking and said there was a snake outside, 
so I went out and there were kids throwing things at it. It was wedged 
between a wall and the footpath. So I called the local snake catcher and 
shooed the kids away.

After the snake catcher got there, one of the kids I told to step away came 
to me and said that he had found a dog.
It never occured to me that it might be the same dog again, but it was. I 
was, and still am, speechless.

After a combined effort between customers and people I work with, we found 
the owner and she came and picked him up later that day.

And to top it all off the lady's husband came even later to apologise about 
the inconvenience. When i told him how much it wasn't, and that he was one 
of the cutest and best natured dogs I had ever seen and that because of it i 
would have taken him home if no one claimed him, he said to me in a 
partially sarcastic tone that suggested partial seriousness 'Do you want him 
do you?'.

I later found out that his previous owner had recently died and that the dog 
was digging out because he was looking for him. And after one of his 
previous escapes was found sitting his owner's grave.

Poor Doggie. They are amazing though.

Thank You Satan.

Hail Satan!
88!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
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>
> I don't like anyone who dosn't like animals in fact I feel a seething 
> hatred for them and disgust at them, kikes the worst. Anyone who hates 
> animals has a really fucked up energy aswell.
>
> I hope the little dog is ok :(
>
> Hail Satan
>
>
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@> wrote:
> >
> > At my work a dog walked in off the street into the store (no pets 
> > allowed except for guide dogs). Cute dog. had a tag and was well groomed 
> > so i took him out the back and gave him some water and called the local 
> > dog control to find the owners on the system using the tag number. While 
> > they were checking the number my boss, a jew sends me on an errand. I 
> > asked if they could watch the dog (small dog, not hard to watch) until 
> > the dog control got back to us and my boss said it was fine. I knew it 
> > was a bad idea. I couldn't argue with my boss so i went. When i got back 
> > the dog was gone and my boss' excuse was, 'oh it just ran straight out 
> > the door'.
> > And to top it off the tag on the dog was an old tag so not in the 
> > system.
> >
> > All i could think about was the dog getting hit by a car or something.
> >
> > That's what happens when a jew looks after another living thing.
> > They don't care.
> >
> >
> >
> > Hail Satan!
> > 88!
> >
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 208 From: H K Date: 3/13/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
I'm so glad you were able to help them and get them home.

I agree 100%. In Aus the reputation they have is unfair. Their character as that particular
breed(like anything that scares the jews) is taken out of context to paint them as a menace.

Hail Satan!
88!

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> This is in Australia. The problem is the scare mongering media that gives them a bad
reputation, its harder for them to get re homed. And idiots get them to be tough and
don't train them or do bad things with them. A lot of these types of dogs came from the
molloser type dogs that were used to hunt, work and gaurd properties. Now it's become
a fashion statement the dogs don't work and most people can't handle this kind of dog. 
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Miss Mystery <strengthxknowledgexpower@>
wrote:
> >
> > Pitbulls, in my eyes, are the most over-bred and under-loved dogs in america.
Beautiful creatures designed to withstand anykind of hardship yet because of the current
weak character of the population they are never properly cared for. It is so sad. I wish
there were laws against breeding them.
> > Â 
> > Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection!Â 
> > Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
> > Hail to My Goddess Haagenti!Â 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:07 PM
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking dogs,
no collars a male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really friendly. Male had
a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been treated so someone must be
missing them I hoped.
> > My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't
stand she tolerate them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to do she had a
tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me. 
> > I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me
something, they didn't care a bit about the dogs just said they had been there all day.
People were going past saying awww poor things then doing nothing, or worse were
frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and both of them were all over me
licking me to death. So I said right... one way or another I am getting you 2 home and
we will take it from there.
> > Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about it
and so she called the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog leads then gave
me a lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new leads (and I do need new
leads too so a win for me aswell)
> > The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a microchip
scanner and they both had numbers in the system so I helped him put them in his van,
I had tears building up I was getting attached (I wanted to keep them lol but I would be
murdered if I did by my mother and I have my hands full as it is they both need vet
treatment and training and they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can do. He will
contact the owner and hopefully they had just got loose and are missed. Someone told
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me they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think, maybe he is unwell and
on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying to find out who he is. 
> > Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it gets out
maybe the owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs some help. If we
helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away and killing them we help the
person and the dogs and set a better example.
> > 
> > Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs
already it feels good to do something to help. At least they won't get hit by a car or
something.
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 209 From: Sherry Date: 3/14/2013
Subject: Patches
Attachments :

Hello Everybody,
 
Our 14-year-old male cat, Patches, has been rapidly going downhill since last
month. He has been to the and we’ve tried everything to help him. At first what
looked like a scratch appeared on the right side of his mouth. I wasn’t worried. I
just thought he had scratched it or one of the other cats scratched him. I cleaned
it and didn’t think anything of it until it got bigger. By this time Sunkist was
rapidly going downhill, due to cancer, and we were so wrapped up in taking care
of him that I didn’t pay as much attention to Patches’ face as I should have. I am
also legally blind, so don’t notice things as well or as quickly as normal sighted
people.
 
My husband told me Patches had an abscess on his face. Sunkist had passed on
by this time. The supposed abscess had opened a good sized hole on the right
side of Patches’ mouth, so we took him to the Vet. The Vet said he hoped it was
just an abscess but was worried it could be something else, such as cancer. He
checked but didn’t find anything wrong with Patches’ teeth, so a dental abscess
was ruled out. Several years ago my oldest cat, Fluffy, had a facial abscess that
was caused by an ear infection, so we thought maybe Patches had an ear
infection. He was given an antibiotic and pain medicine injection and did well at
first.
 
But then the hole got bigger and Patches has had trouble eating and especially
drinking. He drinks water and it drips out of the hole in his mouth. I have been
very carefully syringe feeding him water and he’s been chewing food on the left
side of his mouth. We had him back at the Vet again and the diagnosis is cancer.
It’s inoperable. It’s in his right jaw, moving up to his eye and possibly in his
brain, though we didn’t have a scan of his brain done to check. It’s to the point
now where nothing can help him and it would be cruel to let him continue on like
this.
 



My once beautiful cat has been transformed into something grotesque. He now
looks like he has two mouths and his right eye has (overnight) closed up.
Whatever kind of cancer this is, it’s very fast, aggressive and so cruel. Nobody
should have to go through something so horrible. The only good thing is Patches
doesn’t act like he’s in any pain but today he has started to breathe strangely,
through his nose, so the cancer has probably spread to his nasal passages,
overnight as well.
 
Patches is technically my husband’s (Kenny) cat, since he was the one that
adopted him at 2 years old. Our son is much too young to witness a euthanasia,
so we have decided that Kenny will be the one to take Patches to the Vet this
evening and have him euthanized to set him free of his sick body. I’ll say my
goodbyes to Patches before he goes to the Vet that final time. Patches has
always been a wonderful cat. He was the “big daddy” here, as he always looked
out for the other cats and he was an excellent “father” to any kittens we adopted
over the years. I have numerous photos of Patches cuddling with cats and
kittens. I can’t begin to tell you all how heart-breaking this is. I am still missing
Sunkist like crazy and trying to heal from his death. Losing Patches, especially
so soon after Sunkist, is just too much. I hope this is the last cat we’ll lose for a
LONG time but am worried we’ll lose more cats, especially since we have two
cats that are older than Patches.
 
Here is one of my favorite pictures of Patches, when he was healthy and young
too.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 210 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/14/2013



Subject: Re: Patches
Oh Sherry. I am so sry. I TRULY hope you will do well. You are strong. I am so sry for Patches :( it
makes me want to cry.I know you have a big heart. Sherry, about the legal blindness have you
considered doing a healing working for your eyes. In time power meditation will help you. Also, be
strong. Continue your power meditation. You will grow strong. One day strong enough to prevent
and heal your pets and much more. Haagenti will take care of Patches. Hail Satan.

------------------------------

On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 1:15 PM EDT Sherry wrote:

>Hello Everybody,
>
>Our 14-year-old male cat, Patches, has been rapidly going downhill since last month.
He has been to the and we’ve tried everything to help him. At first what looked like a
scratch appeared on the right side of his mouth. I wasn’t worried. I just thought he had
scratched it or one of the other cats scratched him. I cleaned it and didn’t think anything
of it until it got bigger. By this time Sunkist was rapidly going downhill, due to cancer,
and we were so wrapped up in taking care of him that I didn’t pay as much attention to
Patches’ face as I should have. I am also legally blind, so don’t notice things as well or
as quickly as normal sighted people. 
>
>My husband told me Patches had an abscess on his face. Sunkist had passed on by this
time. The supposed abscess had opened a good sized hole on the right side of Patches’
mouth, so we took him to the Vet. The Vet said he hoped it was just an abscess but was
worried it could be something else, such as cancer. He checked but didn’t find anything
wrong with Patches’ teeth, so a dental abscess was ruled out. Several years ago my
oldest cat, Fluffy, had a facial abscess that was caused by an ear infection, so we
thought maybe Patches had an ear infection. He was given an antibiotic and pain
medicine injection and did well at first.
>
>But then the hole got bigger and Patches has had trouble eating and especially
drinking. He drinks water and it drips out of the hole in his mouth. I have been very
carefully syringe feeding him water and he’s been chewing food on the left side of his
mouth. We had him back at the Vet again and the diagnosis is cancer. It’s inoperable.
It’s in his right jaw, moving up to his eye and possibly in his brain, though we didn’t
have a scan of his brain done to check. It’s to the point now where nothing can help him
and it would be cruel to let him continue on like this. 
>
>My once beautiful cat has been transformed into something grotesque. He now looks
like he has two mouths and his right eye has (overnight) closed up. Whatever kind of
cancer this is, it’s very fast, aggressive and so cruel. Nobody should have to go through
something so horrible. The only good thing is Patches doesn’t act like he’s in any pain
but today he has started to breathe strangely, through his nose, so the cancer has
probably spread to his nasal passages, overnight as well.
>
>Patches is technically my husband’s (Kenny) cat, since he was the one that adopted
him at 2 years old. Our son is much too young to witness a euthanasia, so we have
decided that Kenny will be the one to take Patches to the Vet this evening and have him
euthanized to set him free of his sick body. I’ll say my goodbyes to Patches before he
goes to the Vet that final time. Patches has always been a wonderful cat. He was the
“big daddy” here, as he always looked out for the other cats and he was an excellent



“father” to any kittens we adopted over the years. I have numerous photos of Patches
cuddling with cats and kittens. I can’t begin to tell you all how heart-breaking this is. I
am still missing Sunkist like crazy and trying to heal from his death. Losing Patches,
especially so soon after Sunkist, is just too much. I hope this is the last cat we’ll lose for
a LONG time but am worried we’ll lose more cats, especially since we have two
cats that are older than Patches.
>
>Here is one of my favorite pictures of Patches, when he was healthy and young too.
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 211 From: Sherry Date: 3/14/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Thanks, Shannon.

Patches went peacefully about 5:30 this evening. I miss him so much already.

I have worked on both my eyes and my son's eyes for a few years now but 
nothing has changed. We're both legally blind, from congenital cataracts and 
have glaucoma as well. I know the more severe the conditions and the longer 
one has had them, the longer it takes to heal them. I keep at it though. 
Hopefully things will change for the better one day.

As for Patches, he spoke to me, in the form of what sounded like a thought 
it my mind. He said. "I was in pain but I didn't let it show, but now I am 
all right." That makes me feel a little better but I have a lot of grief to 
work through. My son is too young to understand death. He's asking about 
Patches and still asks about Sunkist at times. All I can tell him is "he was 
broken and couldn't be fixed" and that seems to satisfy him for a while.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Shannon Outlaw
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 1:57 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Patches

Oh Sherry. I am so sry. I TRULY hope you will do well. You are strong. I am 
so sry for Patches :( it makes me want to cry.I know you have a big heart. 
Sherry, about the legal blindness have you considered doing a healing 
working for your eyes. In time power meditation will help you. Also, be 
strong. Continue your power meditation. You will grow strong. One day strong 
enough to prevent and heal your pets and much more. Haagenti will take care 
of Patches. Hail Satan.

------------------------------

On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 1:15 PM EDT Sherry wrote:
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>Hello Everybody,
>
>Our 14-year-old male cat, Patches, has been rapidly going downhill since 
>last month. He has been to the and we’ve tried everything to help him. At 
>first what looked like a scratch appeared on the right side of his mouth. I 
>wasn’t worried. I just thought he had scratched it or one of the other cats 
>scratched him. I cleaned it and didn’t think anything of it until it got 
>bigger. By this time Sunkist was rapidly going downhill, due to cancer, and 
>we were so wrapped up in taking care of him that I didn’t pay as much 
>attention to Patches’ face as I should have. I am also legally blind, so 
>don’t notice things as well or as quickly as normal sighted people.
>as well.
>
------------------------------------

visit your group on the web, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 212 From: Sherry Date: 3/15/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday
Attachments :

It’s a bad time for us but Scraps deserves acknowledgement on her special
day....

 

Happy 15th Birthday, Scraps! We love you,
“Scrappy”!

Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 213 From: Samantha Damik Date: 3/15/2013
Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
such a beautiful cat :), i wish her happy birthday :D

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
To: Undisclosed-Recipient@... 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 4:07 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Kitty Birthday

It’s a bad time for us but Scraps deserves acknowledgement on her special
day....

 

Happy 15th Birthday, Scraps! We love you,
“Scrappy”!

Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 214 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: brought home 2 pitbulls
Thats very true I am glad someone else sees it, all the big powerfull protective dog breeds have
been targeted over the years, mostly the best of the breeds that work, hunt, gaurd and stand loyal
to Gentiles. It is getting harder to ride horses anywhere too people have a general wingy attitude to
things our ansectors held high and proud now. Its getting harder to keep chickens, and small
livestock and farm your own land. Things like selling home grown produce is tightly regulated,they
put the fear of animals and nature and germs into everyone. Oh how terrible to have a dog
gaurding your home. Take our guns and pacify everyone and lets take their dogs too. 
I want to ride my horse from my home to somewhere I want to go why shouldn't I be able to do
that without getting abused or run over etc. Its bullshit. So I take him away from people to the
bush and there is a sign, you cant take animals in the bush. No? But its ok to pump masses of
polution and plastic bags everywhere. The world makes no sense.
Once Good horses and good dogs were prized and valuable and taken care of. Now they get

http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny


thrown away like rubbish. Now animals are things to show off and keep as novelties and garden
ornaments its a whole market with everyone wanting the latest spoodle doodle labradoodle
whatever from a puppy farm. Just this week my friend adopted a kelpie the family were only
getting rid of him because the kids wanted something smaller and cuter. This dog is the best dog
he is a trained working dog just because people are selfish and petty.

Sorry I get really fired up over this.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@...> wrote:
>
> I'm so glad you were able to help them and get them home.
> 
> I agree 100%. In Aus the reputation they have is unfair. Their character as that
particular breed(like anything that scares the jews) is taken out of context to paint them
as a menace.
> 
> 
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 88!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> >
> > This is in Australia. The problem is the scare mongering media that gives them a
bad reputation, its harder for them to get re homed. And idiots get them to be tough
and don't train them or do bad things with them. A lot of these types of dogs came
from the molloser type dogs that were used to hunt, work and gaurd properties. Now
it's become a fashion statement the dogs don't work and most people can't handle this
kind of dog. 
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Miss Mystery <strengthxknowledgexpower@>
wrote:
> > >
> > > Pitbulls, in my eyes, are the most over-bred and under-loved dogs in america.
Beautiful creatures designed to withstand anykind of hardship yet because of the current
weak character of the population they are never properly cared for. It is so sad. I wish
there were laws against breeding them.
> > > Â 
> > > Forever Peace & Perfection, The Left Hand Path IS My Selection!Â 
> > > Hail Father Satan Forever! Hail The Mighty Gods of Hell!
> > > Hail to My Goddess Haagenti!Â 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> > > Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:07 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] brought home 2 pitbulls
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Â  
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> > > I called in at the shop on my way home and out the front were 2 lost looking
dogs, no collars a male and female pitbull gorgeous looking dogs and really friendly.
Male had a wound on his shoulder that looked like it had been treated so someone must
be missing them I hoped.
> > > My mother was with me and she dosnt like dogs, (I have 2 dogs one she can't
stand she tolerate them barely) and when she realised what I was fixing to do she had a
tantrum in the carpark and drove home without me. 
> > > I had no rope or anything so I went in the shop to see if they could give me
something, they didn't care a bit about the dogs just said they had been there all day.
People were going past saying awww poor things then doing nothing, or worse were
frightened of them and acting stupid. I sat down and both of them were all over me
licking me to death. So I said right... one way or another I am getting you 2 home and
we will take it from there.
> > > Then a nice woman shows up and asks if the dogs were mine, I told her about it
and so she called the council ranger and went inside and bought 2 dog leads then gave
me a lift home with the dogs and told me to keep the 2 new leads (and I do need new
leads too so a win for me aswell)
> > > The ranger came not long after, I couldn't keep them here and he had a
microchip scanner and they both had numbers in the system so I helped him put them
in his van, I had tears building up I was getting attached (I wanted to keep them lol but
I would be murdered if I did by my mother and I have my hands full as it is they both
need vet treatment and training and they might attack my chickens. So it was all I can
do. He will contact the owner and hopefully they had just got loose and are missed.
Someone told me they thought an old man in town owns them. I got to think, maybe
he is unwell and on his own and needs some help to fix his fence, so I am trying to find
out who he is. 
> > > Thats an idea people who care could keep in mind, finding a lost dog if it gets
out maybe the owner DOES care but is old, poor or ill and just needs some help. If we
helped people like that instead of taking their dogs away and killing them we help the
person and the dogs and set a better example.
> > > 
> > > Anyway I am hoping they will be ok. There are so many lost and stray dogs
already it feels good to do something to help. At least they won't get hit by a car or
something.
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 215 From: Steve Thomson Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
sorry to hear about yourcat  had to put my cat to sleep in january 
she had cancer when we found out it was to late hope yours dose better Hail Satan

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:57 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Patches

Oh Sherry. I am so sry. I TRULY hope you will do well. You are strong. I am so sry for Patches :( it makes me want
to cry.I know you have a big heart. Sherry, about the legal blindness have you considered doing a healing working for
your eyes. In time power meditation will help you. Also, be strong. Continue your power meditation. You will grow
strong. One day strong enough to prevent and heal your pets and much more. Haagenti will take care of Patches. Hail
Satan.



------------------------------

On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 1:15 PM EDT Sherry wrote:

>Hello Everybody,
>
>Our 14-year-old male cat, Patches, has been rapidly going downhill since last month. He has been to
the and we’ve tried everything to help him. At first what looked like a scratch appeared on the right side
of his mouth. I wasn’t worried. I just thought he had scratched it or one of the other cats scratched him.
I cleaned it and didn’t think anything of it until it got bigger. By this time Sunkist was rapidly going
downhill, due to cancer, and we were so wrapped up in taking care of him that I didn’t pay as much
attention to Patches’ face as I should have. I am also legally blind, so don’t notice things as well or as
quickly as normal sighted people. 
>
>My husband told me Patches had an abscess on his face. Sunkist had passed on by this time. The
supposed abscess had opened a good sized hole on the right side of Patches’ mouth, so we took him to
the Vet. The Vet said he hoped it was just an abscess but was worried it could be something else, such
as cancer. He checked but didn’t find anything wrong with Patches’ teeth, so a dental abscess was ruled
out. Several years ago my oldest cat, Fluffy, had a facial abscess that was caused by an ear infection, so
we thought maybe Patches had an ear infection. He was given an antibiotic and pain medicine injection
and did well at first.
>
>But then the hole got bigger and Patches has had trouble eating and especially drinking. He drinks
water and it drips out of the hole in his mouth. I have been very carefully syringe feeding him water and
he’s been chewing food on the left side of his mouth. We had him back at the Vet again and the
diagnosis is cancer. It’s inoperable. It’s in his right jaw, moving up to his eye and possibly in his brain,
though we didn’t have a scan of his brain done to check. It’s to the point now where nothing can help
him and it would be cruel to let him continue on like this. 
>
>My once beautiful cat has been transformed into something grotesque. He now looks like he has two
mouths and his right eye has (overnight) closed up. Whatever kind of cancer this is, it’s very fast,
aggressive and so cruel. Nobody should have to go through something so horrible. The only good thing
is Patches doesn’t act like he’s in any pain but today he has started to breathe strangely, through his
nose, so the cancer has probably spread to his nasal passages, overnight as well.
>
>Patches is technically my husband’s (Kenny) cat, since he was the one that adopted him at 2 years old.
Our son is much too young to witness a euthanasia, so we have decided that Kenny will be the one to
take Patches to the Vet this evening and have him euthanized to set him free of his sick body. I’ll say my
goodbyes to Patches before he goes to the Vet that final time. Patches has always been a wonderful cat.
He was the “big daddy” here, as he always looked out for the other cats and he was an excellent
“father” to any kittens we adopted over the years. I have numerous photos of Patches cuddling with cats
and kittens. I can’t begin to tell you all how heart-breaking this is. I am still missing Sunkist like crazy and
trying to heal from his death. Losing Patches, especially so soon after Sunkist, is just too much. I hope
this is the last cat we’ll lose for a LONG time but am worried we’ll lose more cats, especially since we
have two
cats that are older than Patches.
>
>Here is one of my favorite pictures of Patches, when he was healthy and young too.
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 216 From: Nat Date: 3/16/2013



Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
For sure may she be blessed as our birthdays are sacred so should hers be. Happy B day scraps!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Samantha Damik <samanthadamik@...> wrote:
>
> such a beautiful cat :), i wish her happy birthday :D
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
> To: Undisclosed-Recipient@... 
> Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 4:07 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Kitty Birthday
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> Itâs a bad time for us but Scraps 
> deserves acknowledgement on her special day.... 
> Â  
> Happy 15th Birthday, Scraps! We love you, 
> âScrappyâ! 
> Sherry, The Kennys & 
> Kitties
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 217 From: Sherry Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Patches
Thanks, Steve.
 
Yeah, it was too late for Patches as well. I have 2 cats older than him and worry
about them more now.
 
I’m sorry you had to have your kitty put down too.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Steve Thomson
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:22 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Patches
 

sorry to hear about yourcat  had to put my cat to sleep in january 
she had cancer when we found out it was to late hope yours dose better Hail Satan

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:57 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Patches

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:shipper6666@...
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Oh Sherry. I am so sry. I TRULY hope you will do well. You are strong. I am so sry for Patches :( it makes me want
to cry.I know you have a big heart. Sherry, about the legal blindness have you considered doing a healing working for
your eyes. In time power meditation will help you. Also, be strong. Continue your power meditation. You will grow
strong. One day strong enough to prevent and heal your pets and much more. Haagenti will take care of Patches. Hail
Satan.

------------------------------
On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 1:15 PM EDT Sherry wrote:

>Hello Everybody,
>
>Our 14-year-old male

cat, Patches, has been rapidly going downhill since last month. He has been to the and we’ve tried everything to help
him. At first what looked like a scratch appeared on the right side of his mouth. I wasn’t worried. I just thought he had
scratched it or one of the other cats scratched him. I cleaned it and didn’t think anything of it until it got bigger. By this
time Sunkist was rapidly going downhill, due to cancer, and we were so wrapped up in taking care of him that I didn’t
pay as much attention to Patches’ face as I should have. I am also legally blind, so don’t notice things as well or as
quickly as normal sighted people. 

>
>My husband told me Patches had an abscess on his face.

Sunkist had passed on by this time. The supposed abscess had opened a good sized hole on the right side of Patches’
mouth, so we took him to the Vet. The Vet said he hoped it was just an abscess but was worried it could be
something else, such as cancer. He checked but didn’t find anything wrong with Patches’ teeth, so a dental abscess
was ruled out. Several years ago my oldest cat, Fluffy, had a facial abscess that was caused by an ear infection, so we
thought maybe Patches had an ear infection. He was given an antibiotic and pain medicine injection and did well at
first.

>
>But then the hole got bigger and

Patches has had trouble eating and especially drinking. He drinks water and it drips out of the hole in his mouth. I
have been very carefully syringe feeding him water and he’s been chewing food on the left side of his mouth. We had
him back at the Vet again and the diagnosis is cancer. It’s inoperable. It’s in his right jaw, moving up to his eye and
possibly in his brain, though we didn’t have a scan of his brain done to check. It’s to the point now where nothing can
help him and it would be cruel to let him continue on like this. 

>
>My

once beautiful cat has been transformed into something grotesque. He now looks like he has two mouths and his right
eye has (overnight) closed up. Whatever kind of cancer this is, it’s very fast, aggressive and so cruel. Nobody should
have to go through something so horrible. The only good thing is Patches doesn’t act like he’s in any pain but today he
has started to breathe strangely, through his nose, so the cancer has probably spread to his nasal passages, overnight
as well.

>
>Patches is technically my husband’s (Kenny) cat, since he

was the one that adopted him at 2 years old. Our son is much too young to witness a euthanasia, so we have decided
that Kenny will be the one to take Patches to the Vet this evening and have him euthanized to set him free of his sick
body. I’ll say my goodbyes to Patches before he goes to the Vet that final time. Patches has always been a wonderful



cat. He was the “big daddy” here, as he always looked out for the other cats and he was an excellent “father” to any
kittens we adopted over the years. I have numerous photos of Patches cuddling with cats and kittens. I can’t begin to
tell you all how heart-breaking this is. I am still missing Sunkist like crazy and trying to heal from his death. Losing
Patches, especially so soon after Sunkist, is just too much. I hope this is the last cat we’ll lose for a LONG time but
am worried we’ll lose more cats, especially since we have two
cats that are older than Patches.

>
>Here is one of my favorite pictures of Patches, when he

was healthy and young too.

>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 218 From: Sherry Date: 3/16/2013
Subject: Re: Kitty Birthday
Yes, I think so too. Her birthday is estimated, just the year she was born 
is certain, but I always pick a birthday for my cats. I don't do anything 
special, other than give extra treats and attention, but I like having a 
special day to acknowledge for each.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Nat
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 2:20 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Kitty Birthday

For sure may she be blessed as our birthdays are sacred so should hers be. 
Happy B day scraps!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Samantha Damik <samanthadamik@...> wrote:
>
> such a beautiful cat :), i wish her happy birthday :D
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
> To: Undisclosed-Recipient@...
> Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 4:07 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Kitty Birthday
>
>
> Â
>
> Itâ€™s a bad time for us but Scraps
> deserves acknowledgement on her special day....
> Â

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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> Happy 15th Birthday, Scraps! We love you,
> â€œScrappyâ€!
> Sherry, The Kennys &
> Kitties
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 219 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 3/19/2013

Subject: 2013 Pet Food Recalls
The lists are getting to be endless. 

''ADVISORY
For several years, the FDA has issued an ongoing warning on jerky treats (including chicken, duck
and sweet potato) made in China. As of January 2013, an FDA-estimated 500 pets have died and
around 2,600 have been sickened, some very seriously. The products are under investigation.
Some of these treats have been voluntarily recalled — finally — as of January 2013. Those recalled
jerky treats include Waggin’ Train (Nestle Purina), Canyon Creek Ranch (Nestle Purina) and Milo’s
Kitchen Home-Style (Del Monte Corp.). Don’t miss our recent article on the jerky crisis.''

*****

My own personal opinion and perspective on all of this is China is intentionally dumping its
hazardous and toxic wastes from its numerous factories into animal foods and also some human
consumption products. Given their exceptionally large and extensive number of factories, the
wastes produced from these must be unimaginable, and given the very poor track record the
communists have in regards to maintaining the environment, and rumors of how the USA has been
shipping billions of gallons of drinkable water to China [they obviously are having a problem with
pollution], from what I see, they are disposing of their toxic wastes into everything they can.
Former communist countries that were in Europe have completely trtashed their environments with
no respect to the ecosystems or world health, the former GRD is a prime example.

Some of the kibbles, not all, are poison. They put a percentage of poison so that it will not be
readily detected; so some of the product contains poisons and some of it does not, but is in the
same bag/box. Two steps forward and one step back...it will be humans on large scale next. 

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/ 

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/


High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 220 From: Sherry Date: 3/20/2013
Subject: Re: 2013 Pet Food Recalls
Thanks for the info, HPs Maxine.

The recalls are just getting worse. I know there was one a while back on 
Diamond pet foods, which makes LOTS of money. Something had broken in one of 
their food making plants, but instead of having it properly fixed, they 
"fixed" it with cardboard and duct tape, which isn't sanitary at all, and 
caused their food to become contaminated with bacteria. So, pets got sick, 
all due to corporate greed.

I do agree with you about toxic waste being dumped into pet foods. After 
all, the pet food industry isn't regulated and can put whatever they want in 
foods. If they're not concerned about putting road kill and euthanized cats 
and dogs into pet foods, then adding other toxic waste isn't going to bother 
them. There are far too many cases of cancer in cats and dogs now, many are 
getting cancer at a very young age. I've lost two cats to cancer recently. 
I've had cats most of my life and had only lost one to cancer years ago, but 
this cat's cancer was due to being kicked repeatedly in the chest by his 
former owner, not due to the food. Now cancer and kidney failure are the 
main diseases killing cats, and it doesn't take much to figure out it's 
what's being put in the foods that's causing the high rates of cancer and 
kidney failure.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:20 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] 2013 Pet Food Recalls

The lists are getting to be endless.

''ADVISORY
For several years, the FDA has issued an ongoing warning on jerky treats 
(including chicken, duck and sweet potato) made in China. As of January 
2013, an FDA-estimated 500 pets have died and around 2,600 have been 
sickened, some very seriously. The products are under investigation. Some of 
these treats have been voluntarily recalled — finally — as of January 2013. 
Those recalled jerky treats include Waggin’ Train (Nestle Purina), Canyon 
Creek Ranch (Nestle Purina) and Milo’s Kitchen Home-Style (Del Monte Corp.). 
Don’t miss our recent article on the jerky crisis.''

*****

My own personal opinion and perspective on all of this is China is 
intentionally dumping its hazardous and toxic wastes from its numerous 
factories into animal foods and also some human consumption products. Given 
their exceptionally large and extensive number of factories, the wastes 

http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


produced from these must be unimaginable, and given the very poor track 
record the communists have in regards to maintaining the environment, and 
rumors of how the USA has been shipping billions of gallons of drinkable 
water to China [they obviously are having a problem with pollution], from 
what I see, they are disposing of their toxic wastes into everything they 
can. Former communist countries that were in Europe have completely trtashed 
their environments with no respect to the ecosystems or world health, the 
former GRD is a prime example.

Some of the kibbles, not all, are poison. They put a percentage of poison so 
that it will not be readily detected; so some of the product contains 
poisons and some of it does not, but is in the same bag/box. Two steps 
forward and one step back...it will be humans on large scale next.

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 221 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Well I was thinking about that and if anyone is having a problem with that then I suggest you take
the next best alternative and put a healing aura and or program your pets aura to protect them
their health. Overall complete protection. It will take a couple of minutes and will build and save
your pets from horrid diseases and fatalities. Its sad to know that many pets are getting seriously ill
and dying because of the poison thats being put into the food.

Tomorrow is Sunday, moon will be very close to full in Virgo after 11:40 am (check for your
location). This can be done during hours of Sun, mercury venus or jupiter :) I know many newbies
or teens probably cant go all out and prepare their pets food so do your beloved animal a justice
and protect their health <3
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 222 From: robot_checkerboard13 Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Animal Natal Charts
Question, Im thinking of adopting a puppy and I know animal souls are different than human souls
and I was just wandering if animals also have a sun, moon, ascendant sign ect.? I don't know if
their souls have all the elements or not. Anyway I think it would be cool, if they do have all the
planetary signs, to get to know them better and to tailor my caregiving techniques specifically to
him/her. I would understand the little guy/gal a lot better. It may be a silly question I don't know
but if anyone happens to know about this topic would you kindly lend your knowledge? Thanks.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 223 From: tjs4satan Date: 3/24/2013

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/
http://www.joyofsatan.org


Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

>
> 
> Well I was thinking about that and if anyone is having a problem with that then I
suggest you take the next best alternative and put a healing aura and or program your
pets aura to protect them their health. Overall complete protection. It will take a couple
of minutes and will build and save your pets from horrid diseases and fatalities. Its sad
to know that many pets are getting seriously ill and dying because of the poison thats
being put into the food.
> 
> Tomorrow is Sunday, moon will be very close to full in Virgo after 11:40 am (check
for your location). This can be done during hours of Sun, mercury venus or jupiter :) I
know many newbies or teens probably cant go all out and prepare their pets food so do
your beloved animal a justice and protect their health <3
>

Whaaaaaaaaaaaat??!?!?! this is the first I have heard of poison being put into food. Are there any
simple cost effective ways to make homemade food for my Great White Pyrenees? 3 meals a day I
give him with dry dog food, and I also give hive whatever I do not eat. for I have alot of left over's
all the time.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 224 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Tjs go to the main Jos4pets group and look to all the past posts and you will see. Watch and read
everything and you will understand. http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/files/

------------------------------

On Sun, Mar 24, 2013 1:31 AM EDT tjs4satan wrote:

>
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Well I was thinking about that and if anyone is having a problem with that then I
suggest you take the next best alternative and put a healing aura and or program your
pets aura to protect them their health. Overall complete protection. It will take a couple
of minutes and will build and save your pets from horrid diseases and fatalities. Its sad
to know that many pets are getting seriously ill and dying because of the poison thats
being put into the food.
>> 
>> Tomorrow is Sunday, moon will be very close to full in Virgo after 11:40 am (check
for your location). This can be done during hours of Sun, mercury venus or jupiter :) I
know many newbies or teens probably cant go all out and prepare their pets food so do
your beloved animal a justice and protect their health <3
>>
>Whaaaaaaaaaaaat??!?!?! this is the first I have heard of poison being put into food. Are
there any simple cost effective ways to make homemade food for my Great White
Pyrenees? 3 meals a day I give him with dry dog food, and I also give hive whatever I
do not eat. for I have alot of left over's all the time.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/files/
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 225 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: For those who cannot yet prepare homemade meals for their Pets
Tjs4Satan also...

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/message/36

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/message/37 

------------------------------

On Sun, Mar 24, 2013 1:31 AM EDT tjs4satan wrote:

>
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Well I was thinking about that and if anyone is having a problem with that then I
suggest you take the next best alternative and put a healing aura and or program your
pets aura to protect them their health. Overall complete protection. It will take a couple
of minutes and will build and save your pets from horrid diseases and fatalities. Its sad
to know that many pets are getting seriously ill and dying because of the poison thats
being put into the food.
>> 
>> Tomorrow is Sunday, moon will be very close to full in Virgo after 11:40 am (check
for your location). This can be done during hours of Sun, mercury venus or jupiter :) I
know many newbies or teens probably cant go all out and prepare their pets food so do
your beloved animal a justice and protect their health <3
>>
>Whaaaaaaaaaaaat??!?!?! this is the first I have heard of poison being put into food. Are
there any simple cost effective ways to make homemade food for my Great White
Pyrenees? 3 meals a day I give him with dry dog food, and I also give hive whatever I
do not eat. for I have alot of left over's all the time.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 226 From: blade Date: 3/24/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
i don't think its a silly question at all, i was recently just wondering about this myself!.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "robot_checkerboard13"
<robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>
> Question, Im thinking of adopting a puppy and I know animal souls are different than
human souls and I was just wandering if animals also have a sun, moon, ascendant sign
ect.? I don't know if their souls have all the elements or not. Anyway I think it would be
cool, if they do have all the planetary signs, to get to know them better and to tailor my
caregiving techniques specifically to him/her. I would understand the little guy/gal a lot
better. It may be a silly question I don't know but if anyone happens to know about this

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/message/36
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/message/37
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


topic would you kindly lend your knowledge? Thanks.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 227 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 3/25/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
I did my cats natal chart, I only knew his proximate day of birth but the planets in signs are
accurate for his personality, as far as I can tell :) 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "robot_checkerboard13"
<robot_checkerboard13@...> wrote:
>
> Question, Im thinking of adopting a puppy and I know animal souls are different than
human souls and I was just wandering if animals also have a sun, moon, ascendant sign
ect.? I don't know if their souls have all the elements or not. Anyway I think it would be
cool, if they do have all the planetary signs, to get to know them better and to tailor my
caregiving techniques specifically to him/her. I would understand the little guy/gal a lot
better. It may be a silly question I don't know but if anyone happens to know about this
topic would you kindly lend your knowledge? Thanks.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 228 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 3/25/2013

Subject: Re: Article: The Sickening Truth About Pet Food - INGREDIENT GLOSSAR
i feed my dog homemade food
boneless chicken 
beef cubes 
carrots/green beans/
apples & pears
sweet potatoes
all cook fresh at home
she loves it 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> 
> 
> The Sickening Truth About Pet Food
> 
> INGREDIENT GLOSSARY
> 
> 
> What is in "popular" pet foods today?
> 
> Itâs a question many of us donât think about. We see nice pictures of whole grains,
prime cuts of meat and human grade vegetables on our pets food bag and assume there
is some chef in a pet food kitchen cooking up the best food for our beloved pets.
> 
> Unfortunately this is far from the truth, More than 95% of pets derive their nutritional
needs from a single source, processed pet foods. When people think of pet food many

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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envision whole chicken meat, choice cuts of beef, fresh grains and all the nutrition that
their dog or cat would ever need, images that pet food manufacturers promote in their
advertisements and print on their food bags. What these companies do not reveal is that
instead of wholesome chicken meat, they have substituted chicken heads, feet, feathers
and intestines. Those choice cuts of beef are really cow brains, tongues, esophagi, fetal
tissue dangerously high in hormones and even diseased and cancerous meat. Those
whole grains have had the starch removed for corn starch powder and the oil extracted
for corn oil or they are just hulls and other remnants from the milling process. Grains
used that are truly whole have usually been deemed unfit for human consumption
because of mold,
> contaminants, poor quality or poor handling practices, which is obvious by the fact
that most pet food recalls are the result of toxic grain products such as Corn or Wheat.
Pet food is one of worlds most synthetic edible products, containing virtually no whole
ingredients.
> 
> The pet food industry is an 11 billion dollar a year, unregulated operation that feeds
on the garbage that otherwise would and should end up in a landfill. Pet food
manufacturers have become masters at getting pets to eat things they would normally
turn their nose up at.
> 
> Pet food scientists have learned that itâs possible to take a mixture of inedible
garbage, fortify it with artificial vitamins and minerals, preserve it so it can sit on the
grocery shelf for more than a year, add dyes to make it attractive and then extrude it
into whimsical shapes, making it appealing to us humans so we will purchase it.
Unfortunately what makes up most of dog and cat food today (those not qualified as
"human-grade) comes from the rendering plant. To render, as defined in Websterâs
Dictionary, is âto process as for industrial use; to render livestock carcasses and to
extract oil from fat, blubber, etc., by melting.â Some things that go into rendering are:
> 
> * Spoiled rotten meat from the supermarket, styrofoam wrap and all.
> 
> * Road kill that canât be buried on the roadside.
> 
> * The â4-Dâsâ of cattle; dead, dying, diseased and disabled
> 
> * Rancid restaurant grease
> 
> * Euthanized pets, this is NO joke! (more about this below)
> 
> When chickens, lambs, cattle, pigs and other animals are slaughtered for food, usually
only the lean muscle is cut off for human consumption. This leaves about 50% of a
carcass left over. These leftovers are what become what we so commonly find on pet
food labels such as âmeat and bone mealâ or âby-productsâ. So basically what pets are
eating are lungs, ligaments, bones, blood and intestines.
> 
> When dead animals from pastures are picked up, they many not be rendered for up to
a week after they have died. Because of this it is estimated that E. coli bacteria
contaminates more than 50% of meat materials. The rendering process destroys the E.
coli bacteria, but it does not eliminate the endotoxins bacteria that is released when they
die. These endotoxins, which can cause sickness and disease, are not tested for by pet
food manufacturers.
> 
> Slaughterhouses where cattle, pigs, lambs and other animals meet their fate provide
more fuel for rendering. After slaughter, heads, feet, skin, hair, feathers, carpel and
tarsal joints and mammary (milking) glands are removed. This material is sent to



rendering. Animals that have died on their way to slaughter are also rendered.
Cancerous tissue, tumors and worm infested organs are rendered. Injection sites, blood
clots and any other inessential parts are rendered. Stomach and bowels are rendered.
Contaminated material including blood is rendered. Carcasses with high levels of drugs
or pesticides in excess of limits prescribed under the FDA (not fit for human
consumption) are rendered.
> 
> At the rendering plant, slaughterhouse material, supermarket refuse, rancid restaurant
grease, dead livestock, road kill and euthanized pets are dumped into huge containers.
A machine slowly grinds the entire mess. After it is chipped or shredded, it is cooked at
220 - 270 degrees F. for approximately 20 minutes to one hour. The grease or tallow
rises to the top where it is removed from the mixture. This is the source of animal fat in
most pet foods on the market today. The remaining material, the raw, is then put into a
press where the moisture is squeezed out, we now have the meat and bone meal that is
added to most pet foods today.
> 
> Animals wouldnât normally eat this stuff in the wild, so why will they eat it out of
their bowls? Their noses are tricked by the smell of it. Pet food manufacturers are
masters at getting a pet to eat something they would normally turn their nose up at.
> 
> These flavors usually come from rancid restaurant grease, you know from those big
dumpsters you see in the back parking lot. This grease is often outside for weeks,
exposed to extreme temperatures with no regard for its future use. The rancid grease is
then picked up by fat blenders who mix the animal and vegetable fats together, stabilize
them with powerful antioxidants to prevent further spoilage, then they sell it to pet food
manufacturers. Rancid, heavily preserved fats are extremely difficult to for animals to
digest and can lead to a host of pet health problems including digestive upsets, diarrhea,
gas and bad breath. These fats are sprayed directly onto the kibble or nuggets to make
an otherwise distasteful product palatable.
> 
> Two thirds of the pet food manufactured today contain synthetic preservatives, of the
remaining one third, 90% includes ingredients already stabilized by synthetic
preservatives. Be wary of pet foods that advertise as preservative free, if they using
animal by-products or ingredients that have been rendered they will mostly like contain
preservatives. Natural preservatives such as Rosemary and Vitamin E are used by quality
manufacturers of natural pet foods not containing artificial/chemical preservatives.
However, Pet food manufacturers are not required to list preservatives they themselves
have not added. Here are some of the chemical preservatives that are used in mass-
produced pet food today:
> 
> * BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole) - know to cause kidney and liver dysfunction
> 
> * BHT (butylated hydroxytolulene) - know to cause kidney and liver dysfunction
> 
> * Ethoxyquin - suspected of causing cancer
> 
> * Propylene glycol (also used as automotive antifreeze) causes destruction of red
blood cells-and is also commonly found in many treats such as Pedigree
Dentabone/DentaStix etc
> 
> Other cheap fillers
> 
> Once considered a filler by the pet food industry, the amount of grain products,
especially corn, used in pet food has risen sharply over the last decade to where it is
usually one or two of the top three ingredients. For instance one Purina brand lists



ground yellow corn, poultry by-products and corn gluten meal as its top three
ingredients. Notice that two of the three ingredients are corn based products from the
same source. This is an industry practice know as splitting. When components of the
same ingredient are listed separately (ground yellow corn and corn gluten meal) it
appears that there is less corn then poultry-by products, when it truth the corn
ingredients when added together may weigh more then the chicken by-products.
> 
> Are there really pets in pet food?
> 
> Unfortunately when a vet tells a grieving pet owner they will âtake careâ of their dead
loved one, they usually mean sending it off with a disposal company for rendering. This
is all perfectly legal. Many veterinarians and especially shelters donât bury or cremate
animals.
> 
> Reporter John Eckhouse was one of the first people to discover the practice of
sending euthanized pets to the rendering plants. A rendering plant employee was
quoted as saying âthousands and thousands of pounds of dogs and cats are picked up
and brought here everydayâ. A lthough many in the pet food industry deny they use
euthanized animals, proof that the practice goes on continues to surface. Research done
on rendering plants that sell meat to pet food companies found that the rendering plants
accept everything from road kill, dead zoo animals and euthanized pets from both
shelters and veterinary clinics. One such plant was found to have rendered 11 tons of
dogs and cats in one week! Another plant in California reported processing an average
of 200 ton of dogs and cats per month.
> 
> In the 1990âs veterinarians began reporting to the FDA/CVM that the drug they used
for anesthetizing and euthanizing pets, sodium pentobarital, seemed to be losing its
effectiveness. This prompted the CVM to research the cause. In 1998 they went about
testing dry dog food containing the ingredients meat and bone meal, animal digest and
animal fat. They found the drug sodium pentobarital in 31 of the 37 pet foods tested.
They concluded that animals were becoming immune to the drug from eating food laced
with sodium pentobarbital, and the likely source of the chemical was euthanized
animals.
> 
> They went on to conduct a study to find the levels of the drug in parts per billion for
each food. Some actual examples in these results were:
> 
> 32 ppb: Old Royâ"Puppy Formula, chicken and beef
> 25.1 ppb: Heinzâ"Kibbles ân Bits Beefy Bits
> 16.4 ppb: Super Gâ"Chunk Style Dog Food
> 15 ppb: Weisâ"Total High Energy Chicken and Rice
> 11.6 ppb: Pet Goldâ"Master Diet Puppy Formulation
> 10 ppb: Old Royâ"Puppy Formula, beef flavor
> Note that these products may be free of this drug now, as these are the findings in
2000.
> The unfortunate reality is
> 
> Huge food manufacturers use pet food companies as a cheap and profitable way of
disposing of the waste from their human food manufacturing plants. Here is a list of
some of these companies and the pet foods they manufacture:
> 
> * Nestle: Alpo, Fancy Feast, Friskies, Mighty Dog, Purina
> 
> * Heinz: 9 lives, Amore, Gravy Train, Kibbles-n-Bits, Natureâs Recipe
> 



> * Colgate-Palmolive: Hillâs Science Diet
> 
> * Proctor & Gamble: Iams, Eukanuba
> 
> * Mars: Kal Kan, Mealtime, Sheba, Waltmanâs
> 
> * Menufoods:
> 
> Below are ingredient comparison charts that I complied of some well know pet foods
on the market today. I think you will be surprised at the lack of nutrition these foods
actually have.
> 
> Here is a dog and cat food comparison chart listing some of the more popular pet
food brands on the market today and listed the âlessâ desirable ingredients in red.
> 
> This information was taken directly off each brands website where the information is
readily available. Keep in mind that ingredients are listed in descending order by weight
just as human food, meaning the ingredient listed first is the ingredient that is used the
most or makes up most of the food and so forth. For example if corn is listed once (or
twice with some brands) as one of the first three ingredients that is much less desirable
then if it was listed as the eighth ingredient.
> 
> Iâve included a glossary following the charts that explains each of the undesirable
ingredients.
> 
> The best way to determine the quality of your pets food is to carefully read and
understand the labels. While reading the label ask yourself the following questions, does
the food use high quality ingredients? Is there a quality meat source as one of the first
two ingredients instead of a by-product? Better yet are the ingredients human grade.
> 
> If you love your pet and value their heath I hope you will take this information to
heart or better yet take some time to do a little research of your own so you can see the
truth for yourself. We were shocked at how much information there was on this subject
and how easy it was to find. We only wish pet owners would spend more time reading
labels instead of watching commercials to determine what is best for their pet's health.
> 
> Dog Food
> 
> Brand
> First Eight Ingredients
> 
> Eukanuba Adult
> Chicken, chicken-by product meal, corn meal, ground whole grain sorghum, ground
whole grain barley, chicken fat, fish meal, brewers rice
> 
> Iams Chunks
> Chicken, corn meal, ground whole grain sorghum, chicken by-product meal, chicken
fat, dried beet pulp, natural chicken flavor
> 
> Kibbles N Bits Original
> Corn, soybean meal, ground wheat flour, beef and bone meal, animal fat, BHA used
as preservatives, corn syrup, wheat middlings, water sufficient for processing, animal
digest
> 
> Pedigree Complete Nutrition



> Ground yellow corn, meat and bone meal, corn gluten meal, chicken by-product
meal, animal fat (preserved with BHA/BHT), wheat mill run, natural poultry flavor, rice,
wheat flour
> 
> Pro-Pak Adult Chunk
> Chicken meal, ground yellow corn, chicken fat, rice flour, dried beet pulp, natural
flavoring(unspecified), flaxseed, salt
> 
> Purina One Natural Blend
> Chicken, corn gluten meal, poultry by-product meal, brown rice, oat meal, animal fat,
beet pulp, calcium phosphate
> 
> Purina Beneful Original
> Ground yellow corn, chicken by-product meal, corn gluten meal, whole wheat flour,
beef tallow, rice flour, beef soy flour, sugar
> 
> Purina Dog Chow Complete Formula
> Ground yellow corn, poultry by-product meal, animal fat, corn gluten meal, brewers
rice, soybean meal, animal digest
> 
> Science Diet Adult
> Ground whole grain corn, ground whole grain sorghum, ground whole grain wheat,
chicken by-product meal, soybean meal, animal fat, corn gluten meal, brewers rice
> 
> 
> 
> Cat Food
> 
> Brand
> First Eight Ingredients
> 
> Eukanuba Indoor Cat Formula
> Chicken, chicken by-product meal, chicken liver, corn grits, corn meal, ground whole
grain sorghum, fish meal, dried beet pulp
> 
> Flint River Ranch Adult and Kitten Formula
> Chicken meal, ground yellow corn, corn gluten meal, chicken fat, ground whole
wheat, dried brewers yeast, fish meal, corn germ meal
> 
> Iams Original Chicken
> Chicken, chicken by-product meal, corn grits, corn meal, chicken fat, fish meal, dried
beet pulp, chicken flavors
> 
> Pro-Pac Adult Formula
> Chicken meal, rice flour, ground yellow corn, chicken fat, corn gluten, dried beet
pulp, fish meal, dried egg product
> 
> Purina Complete Formula
> Poultry by-products, corn gluten meal, corn meal, ground whole wheat, animal fat,
brewers rice, soy flour, fish meal
> 
> Science Diet Original
> Chicken by product meal, ground whole grain corn, brewers rice, animal fat, corn
gluten, chicken flavor, potassium chloride, calcium sulfate
> 



> 
> 
> 
> Glossary
> 
> Animal Digest: This is the dry by-product of rendered meat. During rendering, all
usable animal parts (including fetal tissues and glandular wastes) are heated in vats and
the liquid is separated from the dry meal. This meal is covered with charcoal and labeled
"unfit for human consumption" before processing it into pet food. Digest can also
include intestines, as well as the contents of those intestines, such as stool, bile,
parasites and chemicals.
> 
> Animal Fat and Tallow: Animal fat is a "generic" fat source that is most often made up
of rendered animal fat, rancid restaurant grease or other oils that are deemed inedible
for humans. Tallow is low quality hard white fat that most animals find hard to digest,
not to mention the cardiac risks resulting.
> 
> Chemical Preservatives: Chemical preservatives include BHA (butylated
hydroxyanisole), BHT (butylated hydroxytolulene), propyl gallate, propylene glycol (also
used in automotive antifreeze and is suspected of causing red blood cell damage) and
ethoxquin , are all potentially cancer causing agents that your pets are eating every day.
> 
> Chicken By-products: These are ground parts from poultry carcasses such as feet,
heads, feathers, intestines, necks and undeveloped eggs and can included any rendered
material.
> 
> Corn Products: Corn products including corn meal, gluten and grits are cheap, allergy
causing fillers and are very difficult for animals to digest.
> 
> Food Fragments: Lower end by-products of the food manufacturing process,
examples include wheat bran and brewers rice which are a waste product of the alcohol
industry.
> 
> Ground Whole Grain Sorghum: The feed value of grain sorghum is similar to corn
and is grown primarily as a feed grain for livestock.
> 
> Meat and Bone Meal: âMeatâ and bone meal are inexpensive sources of animal
protein. Note that these companies do not clarify the source of âmeatâ, nor are they
human-grade meat. The protein in Meat meal containing a large amount of processed
bone may not be digestible and fail to provide adequate nutrition.
> 
> Meat Based: A label that say "meat based" may also include blood vessels, tendons,
organs and other parts of the rendered animal. Note again that these companies do not
clarify the source of âmeatâ, nor are they human-grade meat products.
> 
> Meat By-products: Pet grade meat by-products consist of organs and parts not desired
or not fit for human consumption. This can include organs, bones, blood and fatty
tissue. It can also include brains, feet, heads, intestines and any other internal parts.
Unbelievably, by-products can also contain cancerous or diseased tissue containing
parasites.
> 
> Take a look for yourself
> 
> Don't let the colorful pictures and wording on these pet food manufacturerâs bags
mislead you! How does your pet food ingredients stack up to quality ingredients found



in our Holistic/human-grade
> Cat foods and Dog foods
> 
> Below are links to some of the more popular pet foods on the market today, take a
look for yourself and what they have listed as their ingredients.
> 
> Eukanuba Website:
> www.rxpetfood.com
> 
> Iams Website:
> www.iams.com
> 
> Purina Website:
> www.purina.com
> 
> Purina Natural Blends Website:
> www.naturalblends.com
> 
> Pedigree Website:
> www.pedigree.com
> 
> Proplan Website:
> www.proplan.com
> 
> Beneful Website:
> www.beneful.com
> 
> Hills Science Diet:
> www.hillspet.com
> 
> Menufoods
> www.menufoods.com
> 
> 
> 
> *******END OF ARTICLE
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 229 From: me_lol38 Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Tarantulas
I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And what are your
thoughts about them? 

HAIL FATHER SATAN!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 230 From: Sherry Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Nome here. We only have cats and I've never had a Tarantula as a pet, so 
don't have any experience with them.

http://www.joyofsatan.org


Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: me_lol38
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 10:46 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tarantulas

I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And 
what are your thoughts about them?

HAIL FATHER SATAN!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 231 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 3/26/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Tarantulas are lovely :) unique creatures. I wanted one as a pet. 

------------------------------

On Tue, Mar 26, 2013 10:56 AM EDT Sherry wrote:

>Nome here. We only have cats and I've never had a Tarantula as a pet, so 
>don't have any experience with them.
>
>
>
>Sherry
>www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: me_lol38
>Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 10:46 PM
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tarantulas
>
>I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And 
>what are your thoughts about them?
>
>HAIL FATHER SATAN!
>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 232 From: robot_checkerboard13 Date: 3/27/2013
Subject: Re: Animal Natal Charts
That's cool. I did more research and it seems yes all animals have sun, moon, ascendant signs ect.
I guess that was kind of obvious. Maybe I was over thinking it lol. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lydia_666@..." <lydia_666@...> wrote:
>
> I did my cats natal chart, I only knew his proximate day of birth but the planets in
signs are accurate for his personality, as far as I can tell :) 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "robot_checkerboard13"
<robot_checkerboard13@> wrote:
> >
> > Question, Im thinking of adopting a puppy and I know animal souls are different
than human souls and I was just wandering if animals also have a sun, moon,
ascendant sign ect.? I don't know if their souls have all the elements or not. Anyway I
think it would be cool, if they do have all the planetary signs, to get to know them better
and to tailor my caregiving techniques specifically to him/her. I would understand the
little guy/gal a lot better. It may be a silly question I don't know but if anyone happens
to know about this topic would you kindly lend your knowledge? Thanks.
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 233 From: Syt R Date: 3/28/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
What would u like to know abt Tarantulas? Planning on getting one as a pet?

Unlike Shannon, I absolutely hate spiders, especially bigger ones like tarantulas. But i deal with
them on a near daily basis due to where i live and could give u advice.(eating/mating habits,
dislikes, attractions, time when most active etc.)

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Tarantulas are lovely :) unique creatures. I wanted one as a pet. 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Tue, Mar 26, 2013 10:56 AM EDT Sherry wrote:
> 
> >Nome here. We only have cats and I've never had a Tarantula as a pet, so 
> >don't have any experience with them.
> >
> >
> >
> >Sherry
> >www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: me_lol38
> >Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 10:46 PM
> >To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> >Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tarantulas

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> >
> >I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And 
> >what are your thoughts about them?
> >
> >HAIL FATHER SATAN!
> >
> >
> >
> >------------------------------------
> >
> >Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 234 From: me_lol38 Date: 4/1/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Do you know what a tarantula bite looks like? I am looking to get B.Smithi, they are quite cute in
my opinion. When would it be best not to handle the tarantula? Like i mean it might be aggressive
when its almost feeding time or right after?

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <avaricedirge9@...> wrote:
>
> What would u like to know abt Tarantulas? Planning on getting one as a pet?
> 
> Unlike Shannon, I absolutely hate spiders, especially bigger ones like tarantulas. But i
deal with them on a near daily basis due to where i live and could give u advice.
(eating/mating habits, dislikes, attractions, time when most active etc.)
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > Tarantulas are lovely :) unique creatures. I wanted one as a pet. 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------
> > On Tue, Mar 26, 2013 10:56 AM EDT Sherry wrote:
> > 
> > >Nome here. We only have cats and I've never had a Tarantula as a pet, so 
> > >don't have any experience with them.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >Sherry
> > >www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > >-----Original Message----- 
> > >From: me_lol38
> > >Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 10:46 PM
> > >To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > >Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tarantulas
> > >
> > >I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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> > >what are your thoughts about them?
> > >
> > >HAIL FATHER SATAN!
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >------------------------------------
> > >
> > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 235 From: Syt R Date: 4/3/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
These types spiders i rarely see. But i do see them in bush lines near mountains and stony hills.

I've been bitten by those wild black (Brazilian) tarantulas several times. It's similar to a bee sting
and a minor welt usually forms for about an hour and a half.

Tarantulas in general are usually active from just before sunset. I wouldn't handle one during
feeding time as they might get spooked and go on the defensive. But they are pretty easy-going at
any given time as long as the temperature is cool( mild-room temp). 

Before getting any tarantula, choose the one you see as the most docile and calm one.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "me_lol38" <me_lol38@...> wrote:
>
> Do you know what a tarantula bite looks like? I am looking to get B.Smithi, they are
quite cute in my opinion. When would it be best not to handle the tarantula? Like i mean
it might be aggressive when its almost feeding time or right after?
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Syt R" <avaricedirge9@> wrote:
> >
> > What would u like to know abt Tarantulas? Planning on getting one as a pet?
> > 
> > Unlike Shannon, I absolutely hate spiders, especially bigger ones like tarantulas.
But i deal with them on a near daily basis due to where i live and could give u advice.
(eating/mating habits, dislikes, attractions, time when most active etc.)
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@> wrote:
> > >
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Tarantulas are lovely :) unique creatures. I wanted one as a pet. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > ------------------------------
> > > On Tue, Mar 26, 2013 10:56 AM EDT Sherry wrote:
> > > 
> > > >Nome here. We only have cats and I've never had a Tarantula as a pet, so 
> > > >don't have any experience with them.
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >Sherry
> > > >www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > >-----Original Message----- 
> > > >From: me_lol38
> > > >Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 10:46 PM
> > > >To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > >Subject: [JoS4Pets] Tarantulas
> > > >
> > > >I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And 
> > > >what are your thoughts about them?
> > > >
> > > >HAIL FATHER SATAN!
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >------------------------------------
> > > >
> > > >Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 236 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the people doing it that I
cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your imagination. 

I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds, their souls. I
also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for meat. It is hard enough
humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency with a gun or needle horses unlike
cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand quiet when being killed. It is possible to
slaughter cattle and other food animals in a more humane way because they are bred to be calm
and docile. Horses have such a strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent,
body language and emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it
takes a lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun 11
or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up alive. 
I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these animals worldwide.
These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans, have worked and carried
humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried us in sporting events and made us
money and so on. Horses that got too old and could no longer be ridden or went lame only to be
thrown away as garbage after giving its life in trust to people.
They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will tear their fucking
soul apart peice by peice slowly.

This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there. Humane
societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.

http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the camera, he pats the
horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots the horse in the head and says
'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would be employees of the above mentioned
slaughter plant.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4

They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic horses also is full of
drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot be tested easily if a horse has
been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute and most domestic horses have been given
drugs, vaccines wormers and other chemicals not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 

They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses being abandoned
and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to is money and greed. Well
how about not breeding so many horses in the first place. This world has to change this is a world
where every living thing is valued by its price tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or
die. Who profits etc 

In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you want to do
something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness of what becomes of
race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few make any money and even less
are put out to pasture after winning unless they are famous. Even famous ones that earned millions
have been thrown away to this fate. This also includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse
'sports' where the horse is used as a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about
the horse just themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be of use then
again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.

Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around few know what
is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail high have chili and other
burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to make then lift it and prance they are
in pain. They have things done to their feet to make them sore so they lift them high. They have
makeup put on their face that burns their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up
into a sweat to make them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent
to slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives many
taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed anymore guess
what happens? Slaughterhouse.

Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an animal rights
group. They want this spread.

Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the slaughter house is
planning on opening.

Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500

Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: 5thDA@...

New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031

New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - psisneros@...

Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email: sriggs@...

The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal rights message.mp4
mailto:5thDA@...
mailto:psisneros@...
mailto:sriggs@...


Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put out a poll on horse
slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:

FoxNews Hotline -
Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: foxnewstips@....

Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in doing some
investigation:

FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline: (505) 889-
1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/

News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..

http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500

Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the following bill that will
end horse slaughter and export once and for all.

Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S. Senators to urge
co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act that ends
the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their export for slaughter abroad.

You can find your representative at this link:
http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.

You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541, the Safeguard
American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and keep the food supply safe for
consumers."

In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue horses that are
hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones that work hard to re train and
rehab horses so they will make good personal riding horses for people who will love them. This is a
good one

http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 237 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
I noticed some of those email addresses didn't come up I am going to try re posting them

Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: 5thDA@...

New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - psisneros@...

Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email: sriggs@...

FoxNews Hotline -
Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: foxnewstips@....

FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline: (505) 889-
1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/

mailto:foxnewstips@...
https://tips.fbi.gov/
http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
mailto:5thDA@...
mailto:psisneros@...
mailto:sriggs@...
mailto:foxnewstips@...
https://tips.fbi.gov/


Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> 
> When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the people
doing it that I cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your imagination. 
> 
> I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds,
their souls. I also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for
meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency
with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand
quiet when being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a
more humane way because they are bred to be calm and docile. Horses have such a
strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body language and
emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a
lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun
11 or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up
alive. 
> I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these animals
worldwide. These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans, have
worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried us in
sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could no
longer be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life in
trust to people.
> They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will
tear their fucking soul apart peice by peice slowly.
> 
> This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there.
Humane societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.
> 
> http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
> 
> This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the
camera, he pats the horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots
the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would
be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
> https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4
> 
> They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic horses
also is full of drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot be
tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute and
most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other chemicals
not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 
> 
> They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses
being abandoned and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to
is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses in the first place.
This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price
tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 
> 
> In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you want
to do something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness of
what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few make

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal rights message.mp4


any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are famous.
Even famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate. This also
includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse 'sports' where the horse is used as
a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about the horse just
themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be
of use then again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.
> 
> Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around
few know what is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail
high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to
make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to
make them sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns
their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up into a sweat to make
them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent to
slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives
many taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed
anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.
> 
> Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an
animal rights group. They want this spread.
> 
> 
> Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the
slaughter house is planning on opening.
> 
> Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500
> 
> Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: 5thDA@...
> 
> New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031
> 
> New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - psisneros@...
> 
> Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email:
sriggs@...
> 
> The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200
> 
> 
> Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put out a
poll on horse slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:
> 
> FoxNews Hotline -
> Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: foxnewstips@...
> 
> Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in
doing some investigation:
> 
> FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline:
(505) 889-1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/
> 
> News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..
> 
> http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500

https://tips.fbi.gov/
http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500


> 
> Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the following
bill that will end horse slaughter and export once and for all.
> 
> Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S.
Senators to urge co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their
export for slaughter abroad.
> 
> You can find your representative at this link:
> http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
> 
> You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541,
the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and
keep the food supply safe for consumers."
> 
> In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue
horses that are hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones
that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make good personal riding
horses for people who will love them. This is a good one
> 
> http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 238 From: Don Danko Date: 4/8/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Turns out human tissue was showning up in test on the meat as well.

From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2013 2:14:29 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Horse slaughter plant must be stopped

When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the people doing it that I cannot mention due
to legal reasons, but you can use your imagination. 

I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds, their souls. I also know it is
impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet
or in an emergency with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand quiet when
being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a more humane way because they are bred to
be calm and docile. Horses have such a strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body
language and emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a lot more to bring
one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun 11 or more times before being unconcious and
then comming to while being cut up alive. 
I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these animals worldwide. These are horses that
have been pets, have gained trust in humans, have worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked
our farms, carried us in sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could no longer
be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life in trust to people.
They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will tear their fucking soul apart peice by
peice slowly.

This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there. Humane societies and animal

http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html


rights groups are fighting it.

http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold

This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the camera, he pats the horse then he says
'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the
employees or would be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4

They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic horses also is full of drugs and
chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot be tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs
such as the pain killer bute and most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other chemicals
not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 

They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses being abandoned and starved? As if
killing them is the solution. What it comes down to is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses
in the first place. This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price tag and how
much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 

In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you want to do something first of all do not
support the racing inductry. Spread awareness of what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter
house. Very few make any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are famous. Even
famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate. This also includes trotting and harness racing,
and other horse 'sports' where the horse is used as a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about
the horse just themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to slaughter, being sold
and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be of use then again sold for meat. Many end up
starving in paddocks too.

Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around few know what is done to these
horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their
ass under their tail to make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to make them
sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns their eyes and nostrils. They get them
nervous and worked up into a sweat to make them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or
sent to slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives many taken off them
early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.

Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an animal rights group. They want this
spread.

Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the slaughter house is planning on
opening.

Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500

Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: mailto:5thDA%40da.state.nm.us

New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031

New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - mailto:psisneros%40nmag.gov

Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email: mailto:sriggs%40co.chaves.nm.us

The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200

http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal rights message.mp4
mailto:5thDA%40da.state.nm.us
mailto:psisneros%40nmag.gov
mailto:sriggs%40co.chaves.nm.us


Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put out a poll on horse slaughter, so they
may be very interested in the story:

FoxNews Hotline -
Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: mailto:foxnewstips%40foxnews.com.

Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in doing some investigation:

FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline: (505) 889-1580 or online tip
line: https://tips.fbi.gov/

News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..

http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500

Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the following bill that will end horse slaughter
and export once and for all.

Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S. Senators to urge co-sponsorship of
H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's
horses as well as their export for slaughter abroad.

You can find your representative at this link:
http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.

You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and keep the food supply safe for consumers."

In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue horses that are hard to find good
homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make
good personal riding horses for people who will love them. This is a good one

http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html

Hail Satan

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 239 From: PrettyGrenade Date: 4/9/2013
Subject: Pet medications for people of Washington state.
I just want to put it out there that there is a new compounding pharmacy in north seattle called
Compounding Solutions that would love to work with you and your vet to make your pet better.
For those of you who are unaware, compounding specializes in custom medications. So if your pet
is having a difficult time taking a pill, we would be able to crush it up into a suspension and flavor
it. For higher doses, we could make treats with them. I am the technician and do marketing there
so when you do come in, do feel at ease that I will take special care regarding all prescriptions. We
could also make some medications that are discontinued and this isn't limited to just veterinary care
either. Give the pharmacy a call if you want more detailed information and my pharmacist will be
able to assist you. 206.686.4484. My name is Jen and you could email me as well for more
answers. Thanks for your time. =)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 240 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/11/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Soylent green, anyone? lol fuke this kike world.

mailto:foxnewstips%40foxnews.com
https://tips.fbi.gov/
http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html


--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@...> wrote:
>
> Turns out human tissue was showning up in test on the meat as well.
> 
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Monday, April 8, 2013 2:14:29 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
> 
> 
> Â  
> 
> 
> When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the people
doing it that I cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your imagination. 
> 
> I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds,
their souls. I also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for
meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency
with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand
quiet when being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a
more humane way because they are bred to be calm and docile. Horses have such a
strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body language and
emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a
lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun
11 or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up
alive. 
> I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these animals
worldwide. These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans, have
worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried us in
sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could no
longer be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life in
trust to people.
> They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will
tear their fucking soul apart peice by peice slowly.
> 
> This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there.
Humane societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.
> 
> http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
> 
> This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the
camera, he pats the horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots
the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would
be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
> https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4
> 
> They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic horses
also is full of drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot be
tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute and

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other chemicals
not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 
> 
> They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses
being abandoned and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to
is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses in the first place.
This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price
tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 
> 
> In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you want
to do something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness of
what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few make
any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are famous.
Even famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate. This also
includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse 'sports' where the horse is used as
a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about the horse just
themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be
of use then again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.
> 
> Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around
few know what is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail
high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to
make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to
make them sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns
their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up into a sweat to make
them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent to
slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives
many taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed
anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.
> 
> Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an
animal rights group. They want this spread.
> 
> Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the
slaughter house is planning on opening.
> 
> Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500
> 
> Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email:
mailto:5thDA%40da.state.nm.us
> 
> New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031
> 
> New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 -
mailto:psisneros%40nmag.gov
> 
> Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email:
mailto:sriggs%40co.chaves.nm.us
> 
> The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200
> 
> Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put out a
poll on horse slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:
> 



> FoxNews Hotline -
> Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: mailto:foxnewstips%40foxnews.com.
> 
> Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in
doing some investigation:
> 
> FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline:
(505) 889-1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/
> 
> News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..
> 
> http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
> 
> Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the following
bill that will end horse slaughter and export once and for all.
> 
> Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S.
Senators to urge co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their
export for slaughter abroad.
> 
> You can find your representative at this link:
> http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
> 
> You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541,
the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and
keep the food supply safe for consumers."
> 
> In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue
horses that are hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones
that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make good personal riding
horses for people who will love them. This is a good one
> 
> http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 241 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/11/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Horses, Cats, Dogs, ..the brutal way 'food' animals are treated.."slaughter houses" ..ect..ect..
It is of the kike.
My hatred for this filth on our Earth has reached the ultimate level, even destruction rituals do not
seem to ease this as they once did.
I sincerily do not know what to do with 'myself' any more... 
It is simply not the 'horse slaughter' as in your first sentence. It is animals in general and what is
happening worldwide...

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> 
> When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the people
doing it that I cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your imagination. 

https://tips.fbi.gov/
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> 
> I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds,
their souls. I also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for
meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency
with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand
quiet when being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a
more humane way because they are bred to be calm and docile. Horses have such a
strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body language and
emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a
lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun
11 or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up
alive. 
> I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these animals
worldwide. These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans, have
worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried us in
sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could no
longer be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life in
trust to people.
> They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will
tear their fucking soul apart peice by peice slowly.
> 
> This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there.
Humane societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.
> 
> http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
> 
> This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the
camera, he pats the horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots
the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would
be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
> https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4
> 
> They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic horses
also is full of drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot be
tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute and
most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other chemicals
not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 
> 
> They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses
being abandoned and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to
is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses in the first place.
This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price
tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 
> 
> In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you want
to do something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness of
what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few make
any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are famous.
Even famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate. This also
includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse 'sports' where the horse is used as
a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about the horse just
themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be
of use then again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.
> 

http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
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> Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around
few know what is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail
high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to
make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to
make them sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns
their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up into a sweat to make
them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent to
slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives
many taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed
anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.
> 
> Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an
animal rights group. They want this spread.
> 
> 
> Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the
slaughter house is planning on opening.
> 
> Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500
> 
> Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: 5thDA@...
> 
> New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031
> 
> New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - psisneros@...
> 
> Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email:
sriggs@...
> 
> The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200
> 
> 
> Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put out a
poll on horse slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:
> 
> FoxNews Hotline -
> Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: foxnewstips@...
> 
> Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in
doing some investigation:
> 
> FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption hotline:
(505) 889-1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/
> 
> News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..
> 
> http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
> 
> Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the following
bill that will end horse slaughter and export once and for all.
> 
> Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S.
Senators to urge co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their
export for slaughter abroad.
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> 
> You can find your representative at this link:
> http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
> 
> You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541,
the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and
keep the food supply safe for consumers."
> 
> In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue
horses that are hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones
that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make good personal riding
horses for people who will love them. This is a good one
> 
> http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 242 From: Sherry Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Birthday
Attachments :
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Happy 9th Birthday to Matthew & Ozzy, “The
Stripe Brothers”! We love you, guys!

Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 243 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats! ^-^ Recently,
me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're coined 'Low Maintenance
Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've ever had, whether they're Feeder
rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell
you all about this, because me and my sis, If there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to
see the 'Quality' of the Treatment the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that
support Puppy Mills sicken me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat
cage, and I thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But when one
of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing the Rat onto her, I
immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage and Left. That's when I found out
that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are quite shy, and that's definitely true, but
Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock, and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock
enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and
Being Stroked on the Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They
learn their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'! Right now I'm
typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's Sherlock talk for, 'I love you,
and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you
can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come
across. ^^, There's plenty new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^



Hail Satan!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 244 From: Mikki Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
What's your say on pet mice? (:

--Mikki~ ^-^

On Apr 13, 2013, at 9:35 AM, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@...> wrote:

Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats! ^-^
Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're coined
'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've ever
had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies on
the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me and my sis, If
there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of the Treatment
the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support Puppy Mills sicken
me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat cage, and I
thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But
when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing
the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage
and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are
quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock,
and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on
the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being Stroked on the
Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They learn
their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'!
Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's
Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^

Hail Satan!! 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 245 From: blackkat_411 Date: 4/13/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
yes, rats are incredibly intelligent, and in some cultures actually are 'sacred' . all animals need to be
treated humanely, wether it be 'food' animals or 'pets' or familiars.. some ppl i know had rat
familiar ..
I think they are given a bad rap. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats! ^-
^ Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're
coined 'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've
ever had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies
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on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me and my sis, If
there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of the Treatment
the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support Puppy Mills sicken
me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat cage, and I
thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But
when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing
the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage
and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are
quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock,
and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on
the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being Stroked on the
Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They learn
their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'!
Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's
Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^
> 
> Hail Satan!!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 246 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
Nothing would suprise me anymore.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blackkat_411" <egret23@...> wrote:
>
> Soylent green, anyone? lol fuke this kike world.
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Don Danko <mageson6666@> wrote:
> >
> > Turns out human tissue was showning up in test on the meat as well.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ________________________________
> > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> > Sent: Monday, April 8, 2013 2:14:29 PM
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
> > 
> > 
> > Â  
> > 
> > 
> > When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the
people doing it that I cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your
imagination. 
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> > 
> > I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds,
their souls. I also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for
meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency
with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand
quiet when being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a
more humane way because they are bred to be calm and docile. Horses have such a
strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body language and
emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a
lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun
11 or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up
alive. 
> > I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these
animals worldwide. These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans,
have worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried
us in sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could
no longer be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life
in trust to people.
> > They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will
tear their fucking soul apart peice by peice slowly.
> > 
> > This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there.
Humane societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.
> > 
> > http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
> > 
> > This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the
camera, he pats the horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots
the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would
be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
> >
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4
> > 
> > They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic
horses also is full of drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot
be tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute
and most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other
chemicals not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 
> > 
> > They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses
being abandoned and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to
is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses in the first place.
This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price
tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 
> > 
> > In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you
want to do something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness
of what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few
make any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are
famous. Even famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate.
This also includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse 'sports' where the horse
is used as a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about the horse
just themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be
of use then again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.
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> > 
> > Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around
few know what is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail
high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to
make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to
make them sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns
their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up into a sweat to make
them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent to
slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives
many taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed
anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.
> > 
> > Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an
animal rights group. They want this spread.
> > 
> > Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the
slaughter house is planning on opening.
> > 
> > Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500
> > 
> > Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email:
mailto:5thDA%40da.state.nm.us
> > 
> > New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031
> > 
> > New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 -
mailto:psisneros%40nmag.gov
> > 
> > Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email:
mailto:sriggs%40co.chaves.nm.us
> > 
> > The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200
> > 
> > Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put
out a poll on horse slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:
> > 
> > FoxNews Hotline -
> > Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: mailto:foxnewstips%40foxnews.com.
> > 
> > Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in
doing some investigation:
> > 
> > FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption
hotline: (505) 889-1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/
> > 
> > News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..
> > 
> > http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
> > 
> > Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the
following bill that will end horse slaughter and export once and for all.
> > 
> > Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S.
Senators to urge co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their
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export for slaughter abroad.
> > 
> > You can find your representative at this link:
> > http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?
pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
> > 
> > You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541,
the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and
keep the food supply safe for consumers."
> > 
> > In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue
horses that are hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones
that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make good personal riding
horses for people who will love them. This is a good one
> > 
> > http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 247 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Horse slaughter plant must be stopped
I just can't take it all in at once, it's too much I'm shown so much cruelty everyday of pictures and
stories sometimes I just can't handle it.
One thing at a time even then I look at my own and it guts me.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blackkat_411" <egret23@...> wrote:
>
> Horses, Cats, Dogs, ..the brutal way 'food' animals are treated.."slaughter houses"
..ect..ect..
> It is of the kike.
> My hatred for this filth on our Earth has reached the ultimate level, even destruction
rituals do not seem to ease this as they once did.
> I sincerily do not know what to do with 'myself' any more... 
> It is simply not the 'horse slaughter' as in your first sentence. It is animals in general
and what is happening worldwide...
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > When the topic of horse slaughter comes up I feel like inflicting things on the
people doing it that I cannot mention due to legal reasons, but you can use your
imagination. 
> > 
> > I know horses better than just about any animal I know their feelings, their minds,
their souls. I also know it is impossible to humanely slaughter horses in a plant for
meat. It is hard enough humanely putting a horse down by a vet or in an emergency
with a gun or needle horses unlike cattle and other animals bred for food do not stand
quiet when being killed. It is possible to slaughter cattle and other food animals in a
more humane way because they are bred to be calm and docile. Horses have such a
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strong fight or flight response and are so sensitive to human intent, body language and
emotion they know what is comming and start to panic. They don't stay still, it takes a
lot more to bring one down there have been cases of horses being shot with a bolt gun
11 or more times before being unconcious and then comming to while being cut up
alive. 
> > I am sorry because I know this is hard to read but this is happening to these
animals worldwide. These are horses that have been pets, have gained trust in humans,
have worked and carried humans, have been ponies for kids, worked our farms, carried
us in sporting events and made us money and so on. Horses that got too old and could
no longer be ridden or went lame only to be thrown away as garbage after giving its life
in trust to people.
> > They feel such intense fear it cant be put in words. If anyone hurt my horses I will
tear their fucking soul apart peice by peice slowly.
> > 
> > This is a plant being set up in Roswell USA after the ban has been lifted over there.
Humane societies and animal rights groups are fighting it.
> > 
> > http://www.krqe.com/dpp/news/business/roswell-horse-slaughterhouse-on-hold
> > 
> > This is a video that shows an asshole leading a quiet trusting little horse to the
camera, he pats the horse then he says 'all you animal activists, fuck you' he then shoots
the horse in the head and says 'good'. I was told he is one of the employees or would
be employees of the above mentioned slaughter plant.
> >
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pqiuwdaqb9hahb/animal%20rights%20message.mp4
> > 
> > They plan to sell the horsemeat to Europe and China. The meat from domestic
horses also is full of drugs and chemicals and not fit for human consumption. It cannot
be tested easily if a horse has been given steroids or drugs such as the pain killer bute
and most domestic horses have been given drugs, vaccines wormers and other
chemicals not fit or aproved to be in meat eaten by people. 
> > 
> > They will make excuses such as what is to be done with all the unwanted horses
being abandoned and starved? As if killing them is the solution. What it comes down to
is money and greed. Well how about not breeding so many horses in the first place.
This world has to change this is a world where every living thing is valued by its price
tag and how much money it takes or makes to live or die. Who profits etc 
> > 
> > In addition to the list of contacts I give below to write, call and complain if you
want to do something first of all do not support the racing inductry. Spread awareness
of what becomes of race horses the majority end up in the slaughter house. Very few
make any money and even less are put out to pasture after winning unless they are
famous. Even famous ones that earned millions have been thrown away to this fate.
This also includes trotting and harness racing, and other horse 'sports' where the horse
is used as a 'thing' to win ribbons for a person who dosnt give a shit about the horse
just themselves. Millions of horses are bred for sport and most of them end up going to
slaughter, being sold and sold and sold around overworked, injured until they can't be
of use then again sold for meat. Many end up starving in paddocks too.
> > 
> > Even horse shows where you see all these pretty groomed horses prancing around
few know what is done to these horses behind the scenes. The ones carrying their tail
high have chili and other burning iritating substances put up their ass under their tail to
make then lift it and prance they are in pain. They have things done to their feet to
make them sore so they lift them high. They have makeup put on their face that burns
their eyes and nostrils. They get them nervous and worked up into a sweat to make
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them look shiny and pretty. If they dont win ribbons they get sold on or sent to
slaughter often, mares are used as baby machines having foal after foal their whole lives
many taken off them early so they can have another one sooner. When they can't breed
anymore guess what happens? Slaughterhouse.
> > 
> > Here are contacts for the above slaughter plant taken from a facebook page for an
animal rights group. They want this spread.
> > 
> > 
> > Below you will find a list of phone numbers to call in Chavez County where the
slaughter house is planning on opening.
> > 
> > Sheriff - Non-Emergency 575-624-7590 Administration 575-624-6500
> > 
> > Janetta B. Hicks, District Attorney - Phone: (575) 622-4121 - Email: 5thDA@
> > 
> > New Mexico Livestock Board: (575) 623-3031
> > 
> > New Mexico Attorney General's office: (505) 827-6000 - psisneros@
> > 
> > Chaves County Manager - Stanton L. Riggs, Esq. - Phone: 575-624-6602 - Email:
sriggs@
> > 
> > The Office of Governor Susana Martinez - Phone (505) 476-2200
> > 
> > 
> > Contacting the news may generate interest in this story, yesterday Fox News put
out a poll on horse slaughter, so they may be very interested in the story:
> > 
> > FoxNews Hotline -
> > Phone: 888-369-4762 - Email: foxnewstips@
> > 
> > Since this is a possible hate crime crossing state lines, the FBI may be interested in
doing some investigation:
> > 
> > FBI - Albuquerque, NM 87107 - Phone: (505) 889-1300 - Public Corruption
hotline: (505) 889-1580 or online tip line: https://tips.fbi.gov/
> > 
> > News Report: The FBI is now involved as death threats have been made..
> > 
> > http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
> > 
> > Another action is getting horse slaughter outlawed nation wide. Support the
following bill that will end horse slaughter and export once and for all.
> > 
> > Please make a brief, polite phone call to your U.S. Representative and two U.S.
Senators to urge co-sponsorship of H.R. 1094 S. 541, the Safeguard American Food
Exports (SAFE) Act that ends the cruel slaughter of America's horses as well as their
export for slaughter abroad.
> > 
> > You can find your representative at this link:
> > http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?
pagename=electedOfficials_federal.
> > 
> > You can say: "I would like you to please co-sponsor and support H.R. 1094/S. 541,

https://tips.fbi.gov/
http://www.kob.com/article/stories/S2971822.shtml?cat=500
http://action.humanesociety.org/site/PageServer?pagename=electedOfficials_federal.


the Safeguard American Food Exports (SAFE) Act to protect our nation's horses and
keep the food supply safe for consumers."
> > 
> > In addition if you want to do more to help horses support organisations that rescue
horses that are hard to find good homes for ex race horses and such. Especially ones
that work hard to re train and rehab horses so they will make good personal riding
horses for people who will love them. This is a good one
> > 
> > http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
> > 
> > Hail Satan
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 248 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 4/14/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
I used to have pet rats as a teenager but I got an allergy to them and now I can't go near them at
all but I like em. I had one I used to take to school with me he would sit in my jumper in class lol
most of the teachers didn't mind but one had a freak out one day and I wasn't allowed to bring him
anymore, thats when I was about 13-14 though but he was a great pet. I taught him to fetch
biscuits and he would stack them in his cage. I had mice too I used to breed the fancy mice with
rex coats and longhairs they were nice, but allergies. Im allergic to a few types of animal but
tolerate it but rodents is just too bad for me. Otherwise Id still have a few.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@...> wrote:
>
> Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats! ^-
^ Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're
coined 'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've
ever had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies
on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me and my sis, If
there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of the Treatment
the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support Puppy Mills sicken
me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat cage, and I
thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But
when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing
the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage
and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are
quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock,
and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on
the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being Stroked on the
Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They learn
their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'!
Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's
Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^
> 
> Hail Satan!!

http://www.rerun.org/index.php/moneighs.html
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>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 249 From: India K. Date: 4/15/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Congrats on your new babies! I have a black hooded rat and an agouti hooded one. Their names
are Nero and Vergil, and I LOVE them to death! Nero is a Scorpio, and very stubborn and fearless.
Vergil is my baby, though. Capricorn and very, very calm and gentle. Vergil always favors me,
while Nero loves my husband (also a Scorpio.) Pet store rats need a lot of attention like mine do,
because they're not properly handled and socialized as babies so they can be afraid of humans.
Once they trust you, though, it's so worth it! When I meditate and they're running free, they always
like to run up to me when I'm doing vibrations :) . More people should give rats a chance, they can
be very loving companions. Now you're hooked, enjoy it!
~Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blackkat_411" <egret23@...> wrote:
>
> yes, rats are incredibly intelligent, and in some cultures actually are 'sacred' . all
animals need to be treated humanely, wether it be 'food' animals or 'pets' or familiars..
some ppl i know had rat familiar ..
> I think they are given a bad rap. 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@> wrote:
> >
> > Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats!
^-^ Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're
coined 'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've
ever had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies
on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me and my sis, If
there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of the Treatment
the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support Puppy Mills sicken
me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat cage, and I
thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But
when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing
the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage
and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are
quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock,
and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on
the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being Stroked on the
Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They learn
their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'!
Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's
Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^
> > 
> > Hail Satan!!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 250 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
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Mice, are so shy! ^o^ it's adorable though, haven't owned one, yet! ^w^ 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Mikki <mrkowal@...> wrote:
>
> What's your say on pet mice? (:
> 
> --Mikki~ ^-^
> 
> 
> 
> On Apr 13, 2013, at 9:35 AM, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@...> wrote:
> 
> > Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets. Rats!
^-^ Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food). They're
coined 'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best pets I've
ever had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about these Babies
on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me and my sis, If
there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of the Treatment
the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support Puppy Mills sicken
me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the Rat cage, and I
thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them talking about
Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too anyways... But
when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept by throwing
the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a Big Cage
and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off, feeder rats are
quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little buggers 'Sherlock,
and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet and long rides on
the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being Stroked on the
Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING. They learn
their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music, and Black
Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little 'Chirp'!
Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and that's
Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^
> > 
> > Hail Satan!! 
> > 
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 251 From: nataliebells24 Date: 4/16/2013
Subject: Re: Pet Rats! ^-^ (Definately Worth a Read)
Thank you! [: I've noticed how my Ratties like to crawl over to the side of their cage when I
meditate! I'd be doing something simple and they'd come crawling right over, and the day my
wings emerged, I think they noticed! I was doing The Mer ka ba, and it felt really powerful that day!
And I did the Twin serpent, and out of nowhere I had a picture in my head of Blue Jay's wings, on
my back, and they stretched out, and my back kinda felt heavy, then little Sherlock Zoomed over
and started smelling the air on his hind legs, and ran up to my shoulder! I love them so much.
^O^ It's cutee. ^-^ Definately hooked!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "India K." <ikager@...> wrote:
>
> 
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> Congrats on your new babies! I have a black hooded rat and an agouti hooded one.
Their names are Nero and Vergil, and I LOVE them to death! Nero is a Scorpio, and very
stubborn and fearless. Vergil is my baby, though. Capricorn and very, very calm and
gentle. Vergil always favors me, while Nero loves my husband (also a Scorpio.) Pet
store rats need a lot of attention like mine do, because they're not properly handled and
socialized as babies so they can be afraid of humans. Once they trust you, though, it's
so worth it! When I meditate and they're running free, they always like to run up to me
when I'm doing vibrations :) . More people should give rats a chance, they can be very
loving companions. Now you're hooked, enjoy it!
> ~Hail Satan
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "blackkat_411" <egret23@> wrote:
> >
> > yes, rats are incredibly intelligent, and in some cultures actually are 'sacred' . all
animals need to be treated humanely, wether it be 'food' animals or 'pets' or familiars..
some ppl i know had rat familiar ..
> > I think they are given a bad rap. 
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "nataliebells24" <nataliebells24@> wrote:
> > >
> > > Hey all! ^-^ I Decided to write a post on one of the most 'controversial' pets.
Rats! ^-^ Recently, me and my Sister bought a pair of 'Feeder' Rats (Snake food).
They're coined 'Low Maintenance Dogs'. Rats are incredibly Intelligent, and are the best
pets I've ever had, whether they're Feeder rats, or 'Fancy' Rats. :3 There's tons about
these Babies on the internet! ^w^ I just decided to tell you all about this, because me
and my sis, If there's a Petshop Around we always take a Browse, to see the 'Quality' of
the Treatment the animals get, or we Report them, for instance, Places that support
Puppy Mills sicken me. Soo, we walked in, and I saw a Bunch of Guys Standing by the
Rat cage, and I thought that was a bit strange, so I carried on walking and I heard them
talking about Feeding them to snakes, but that's okay, because snakes need to eat too
anyways... But when one of the guys mentioned Pranking their Girlfriend while she slept
by throwing the Rat onto her, I immediately bought them (The last two) and I bought a
Big Cage and Left. That's when I found out that Rats as pets are Amazing! First off,
feeder rats are quite shy, and that's definitely true, but Three days later, The little
buggers 'Sherlock, and Hannibal' are all over the place! ^o^ Sherlock enjoys nice, quiet
and long rides on the shoulder, and Hannibal enjoys Lazing around on Laps and Being
Stroked on the Back. ^.^ They each have separate Personalities, and they're AMAZING.
They learn their names, and they can even learn tricks! ^-^ They love Classical music,
and Black Sabbath, Lolol, and including the sound of our voices makes them do a little
'Chirp'! Right now I'm typing this, and Sherlock is giving me a Little 'Neck Licking', and
that's Sherlock talk for, 'I love you, and I trust you.' ^w^ It's so adorable, you should
seriously consider giving rats a chance, if you can't have a Pet Cat or Dog to seriously
look after. Rats are the Most loving Rodents I've ever come across. ^^, There's plenty
new surprises each day. ^-^ Thanks for the Read! ^-^
> > > 
> > > Hail Satan!!
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 252 From: Sherry Date: 4/18/2013
Subject: We Have Lost Another....
Attachments :

Today Scraps died, by euthanasia, at 12:50 P.M.
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Scraps was normal, according to Kenny, when he was up early this morning, and
even ate some chicken he gave her. But by the time Little Kenny and I got up,
Scraps was NOT normal. She was weak, cold to the touch and doing forward
rolls, so I knew something neurological was going on. Thankfully my neighbor’s
car is running OK for now, so she took us to the Vet. They did a detailed physical
exam on Scraps, as well as several other things to check her vision and
neurologic function. She had several things going wrong with her, such as her
organs were failing and she had gone totally blind, but worst of all was her
diagnosis of a brain tumor. There wasn’t anything we could’ve done for her, so
had her put down to prevent her from suffering any more than she already was.
A friend that wishes to remain anonymous, paid Scraps’ final Vet bill. We’re very
thankful for this person’s generosity. We are very sad and miss Scraps so much.
This is the third cat we’ve lost since February, all to different cancers.
 
Scraps was 15 years old. Her estimated birth date was March 15, 1998.
 
I wish I could get out of here for a while, as this place is seeming more like a
place of sickness and death than a home. I worry about who will be next, as
Fluffy, Grayce and Tuesday are old. Several others are getting old. Here is one of
my favorite pictures of Scraps, when she was young and healthy.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 253 From: Mikki Date: 4/19/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 254 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 4/20/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 255 From: Samantha Date: 4/21/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 256 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 257 From: Sherry Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: Swallowtail Butterfly
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 258 From: Sherry Date: 4/25/2013
Subject: Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 259 From: blade Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Our dog bites people
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 260 From: Sherry Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 261 From: blade Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: We have to let them go
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 262 From: Sherry Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Re: We have to let them go
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 263 From: Kael Meier Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: Re: We have to let them go
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 264 From: Sherry Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 265 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 266 From: Mary-anne Henderson Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 267 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 5/3/2013

Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 268 From: Timothy92 Date: 5/4/2013
Subject: Familiars and advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 269 From: Sherry Date: 5/6/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 270 From: Mikki Date: 5/7/2013
Subject: Spiders!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 271 From: Lexibtyr Kaiser Date: 5/7/2013
Subject: Re: Spiders!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 272 From: Aquarian Clown Date: 5/9/2013
Subject: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 273 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/9/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 274 From:

shadowwolf88@ymail.com
Date: 5/10/2013



Subject: Beware of Pedigree, Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 275 From: Sherry Date: 5/10/2013
Subject: My 2 cents on tainted pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 276 From: Mikki Date: 5/10/2013
Subject: Re: Beware of Pedigree, Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 277 From: Sherry Date: 5/11/2013
Subject: Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 278 From: Sherry Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Bad Boy Update
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 279 From: supasleepy Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 280 From: Aquarian Clown Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 281 From: tanya.azazel Date: 5/21/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 282 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: For anyone in Oklahoma
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 283 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 284 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: simple trick for dealing with a catfight
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 285 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/23/2013
Subject: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 286 From: Mary-anne Date: 5/23/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 287 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 5/23/2013

Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 288 From: mysticgummy Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 289 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 290 From: Matthew R Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 291 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 5/24/2013

Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 292 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/25/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 293 From: John Le Date: 5/25/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 294 From: gr33ntree999 Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 295 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 296 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 297 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 5/29/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 298 From: Jon Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 299 From: Jon Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 300 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 5/30/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 301 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 302 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 5/30/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 253 From: Mikki Date: 4/19/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
Beautiful cat and I'm so sorry you had to put her down. ): 

--Mikki~ ^-^

On Apr 18, 2013, at 7:33 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Today Scraps died, by euthanasia, at 12:50 P.M.
 
Scraps was normal, according to Kenny, when he was up early this
morning, and even ate some chicken he gave her. But by the time Little
Kenny and I got up, Scraps was NOT normal. She was weak, cold to the
touch and doing forward rolls, so I knew something neurological was
going on. Thankfully my neighbor’s car is running OK for now, so she
took us to the Vet. They did a detailed physical exam on Scraps, as well
as several other things to check her vision and neurologic function. She
had several things going wrong with her, such as her organs were
failing and she had gone totally blind, but worst of all was her diagnosis
of a brain tumor. There wasn’t anything we could’ve done for her, so
had her put down to prevent her from suffering any more than she
already was. A friend that wishes to remain anonymous, paid Scraps’
final Vet bill. We’re very thankful for this person’s generosity. We are
very sad and miss Scraps so much. This is the third cat we’ve lost
since February, all to different cancers.
 
Scraps was 15 years old. Her estimated birth date was March 15, 1998.
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I wish I could get out of here for a while, as this place is seeming more
like a place of sickness and death than a home. I worry about who will
be next, as Fluffy, Grayce and Tuesday are old. Several others are
getting old. Here is one of my favorite pictures of Scraps, when she
was young and healthy.
<NScraps2[1].jpg>
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 254 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 4/20/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
GIVING Tried PERIOXIDO FEW DROPS OF HYDROGEN IN THE WATER?
10 TO 15 DROPS IN HALF GALLON OF DISTILLED AGUE
Maxime should thank for that prescription.
really works, for our animals and us
since I started to consume quit, and my cat gain weight 1 lbs.
thanks Maxime

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> Today Scraps died, by euthanasia, at 12:50 P.M. 
> 
> Scraps was normal, according to Kenny, when he was up early this morning, and
even ate some chicken he gave her. But by the time Little Kenny and I got up, Scraps
was NOT normal. She was weak, cold to the touch and doing forward rolls, so I knew
something neurological was going on. Thankfully my neighborâs car is running OK for
now, so she took us to the Vet. They did a detailed physical exam on Scraps, as well as
several other things to check her vision and neurologic function. She had several things
going wrong with her, such as her organs were failing and she had gone totally blind,
but worst of all was her diagnosis of a brain tumor. There wasnât anything we couldâve
done for her, so had her put down to prevent her from suffering any more than she
already was. A friend that wishes to remain anonymous, paid Scrapsâ final Vet bill.
Weâre very thankful for this personâs generosity. We are very sad and miss Scraps so
much. This is the third cat weâve lost since February, all to different cancers.
> 
> Scraps was 15 years old. Her estimated birth date was March 15, 1998. 
> 
> I wish I could get out of here for a while, as this place is seeming more like a place of
sickness and death than a home. I worry about who will be next, as Fluffy, Grayce and
Tuesday are old. Several others are getting old. Here is one of my favorite pictures of
Scraps, when she was young and healthy.
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 255 From: Samantha Date: 4/21/2013
Subject: Re: We Have Lost Another....
Scraps was indeed a beauty, and I'm sorry for you loose. But at least she lived a long and happy life
:). Not all cats grow 15 years old :). 

Phinix �
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On 19. apr. 2013, at 13:58, Mikki <mrkowal@...> wrote:

Beautiful cat and I'm so sorry you had to put her down. ): 

--Mikki~ ^-^

On Apr 18, 2013, at 7:33 PM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

 

Today Scraps died, by euthanasia, at 12:50 P.M.
 
Scraps was normal, according to Kenny, when he was up early
this morning, and even ate some chicken he gave her. But by
the time Little Kenny and I got up, Scraps was NOT normal.
She was weak, cold to the touch and doing forward rolls, so I
knew something neurological was going on. Thankfully my
neighbor’s car is running OK for now, so she took us to the
Vet. They did a detailed physical exam on Scraps, as well as
several other things to check her vision and neurologic
function. She had several things going wrong with her, such
as her organs were failing and she had gone totally blind, but
worst of all was her diagnosis of a brain tumor. There wasn’t
anything we could’ve done for her, so had her put down to
prevent her from suffering any more than she already was. A
friend that wishes to remain anonymous, paid Scraps’ final Vet
bill. We’re very thankful for this person’s generosity. We are
very sad and miss Scraps so much. This is the third cat we’ve
lost since February, all to different cancers.
 
Scraps was 15 years old. Her estimated birth date was March
15, 1998.
 
I wish I could get out of here for a while, as this place is
seeming more like a place of sickness and death than a home.
I worry about who will be next, as Fluffy, Grayce and Tuesday
are old. Several others are getting old. Here is one of my
favorite pictures of Scraps, when she was young and healthy.
<NScraps2[1].jpg>
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 256 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: Re: Tarantulas

mailto:mrkowal@...
mailto:grayce2001@...
http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny


I currently have 16 tarantulas as pets. I personally love tarantulas but they arnt very good for
"hands on" pets, they are similar to fish in that sense. They all seem to have their own personallity.
My first tarantula was extremly docile and would come to me so I could handle him (I think it was a
male but I'm not 100%) and when I first got him I dropped the cage and everything spilled
everywhere and he still let me pick him up and put him back in his cage without freaking out. I
have another one of the same species and he doesn't let me touch him. They are pretty low
maintenance. If you are thinking about getting one for the first time then do your research before
you buy it. Some species are more aggressive and venomous than others while some are really
docile. For instance my favorite species Nhandu chromatus can be VERY bitey so it's not a good
beginer species. A good beginer tarantula would be one of the Brachypelma, Grammastola, or
some Avicularia species. Also some species like Brachypelma smithi (sorry about the lack of
common names but different places switch out what they call them so the scientific name is the best
way to identify them) can be long lived (30 years if they are female) so they will be around for a
while. I think they make amazing pets for responsible owners, but if you are expecting to hold
them and play with them a lot then they probly arnt the pet for you, handling them a bunch puts
them at risk for them getting injured. Falls can be a death sentence for them :( 

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "me_lol38" <me_lol38@...> wrote:
>
> I have a question, how many people here have tarantulas as their pets? And what are
your thoughts about them? 
> 
> HAIL FATHER SATAN!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 257 From: Sherry Date: 4/22/2013
Subject: Swallowtail Butterfly
Attachments :

 
We rarely see these butterflies here now. There used to be lots of them. I saw
this one on our purple lilac bush the other day and the attached picture came out
the best.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 258 From: Sherry Date: 4/25/2013
Subject: Birthday
Attachments :

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Happy 2nd birthday, Sweet Pea! We love you,
“Cookie, Jr.”!

Sherry, The Kennys and Kitties
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 259 From: blade Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Our dog bites people
My mom walked to the store yesterday and our dog gamzee, nit a kid and tried to go after a guy.
In the past twoo weeks or so he bit 2 kids, little kids, and I keep him on a chain but I just used to
let him roam free without a leash, but even though I know I cant do that anymore, he gets off his
chain. The only thing I can do is buy a better collar but I cant afford it now and if he bites somone
else we have to get rid of him. Where is a good place he can go. I dont want to put him in the
pound, I dont want him killed. I really dont know how old he is, hes skiddish, and if you pick him
up a certain way, he squells, hes especially scared of new people. I dont knoe if my aunt and uncle
in the country can take him or not. 
Hail Satan.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 260 From: Sherry Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Is there a rescue or no-kill shelter in your area that can take him and work 
with him to get him more social?

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: blade
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 9:22 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our dog bites people

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


My mom walked to the store yesterday and our dog gamzee, nit a kid and tried 
to go after a guy. In the past twoo weeks or so he bit 2 kids, little kids, 
and I keep him on a chain but I just used to let him roam free without a 
leash, but even though I know I cant do that anymore, he gets off his chain. 
The only thing I can do is buy a better collar but I cant afford it now and 
if he bites somone else we have to get rid of him. Where is a good place he 
can go. I dont want to put him in the pound, I dont want him killed. I 
really dont know how old he is, hes skiddish, and if you pick him up a 
certain way, he squells, hes especially scared of new people. I dont knoe if 
my aunt and uncle in the country can take him or not.
Hail Satan.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 261 From: blade Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: We have to let them go
The manager of our trailer park came out and told us that we either have to keep our dogs in the
house or we they will have the pound come and get them. We cant keep them in the house or we
get kicked out. We are not supposed to have any dogs in the house. I honestly never wanted any in
the house anyways because of all the poop, we can also get kicked out for the dog piss and shit
smell. I honestly just dont care anymore, everyone else keeps saying they cant or wont help and im
beat. We may have to let them go but isnt there some kind of working I can do to keep them safe?
Like vibrate elgr in their aura to keep them safe and a couple rituals so they get a good home? I
honestly feel like I dont care any more, I mean everything right now is 50/50. I want to help them
even though we have to call the pound .i just want this to be over.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 262 From: Sherry Date: 4/26/2013
Subject: Re: We have to let them go
Due to the seriousness of the situation, my advice would be to go directly 
to Satan and ask Him to help with finding your dogs a good home. I hope it 
will all work out.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: blade
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 6:04 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] We have to let them go

The manager of our trailer park came out and told us that we either have to 
keep our dogs in the house or we they will have the pound come and get them. 
We cant keep them in the house or we get kicked out. We are not supposed to 
have any dogs in the house. I honestly never wanted any in the house anyways 
because of all the poop, we can also get kicked out for the dog piss and 
shit smell. I honestly just dont care anymore, everyone else keeps saying 
they cant or wont help and im beat. We may have to let them go but isnt 
there some kind of working I can do to keep them safe? Like vibrate elgr in 
their aura to keep them safe and a couple rituals so they get a good home? I 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


honestly feel like I dont care any more, I mean everything right now is 
50/50. I want to help them even though we have to call the pound .i just 
want this to be over.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 263 From: Kael Meier Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: Re: We have to let them go
Don't we have magic? Couldn't you use a magical spell to manipulate their thoughts and feelings on this, or a magical
spell to get more money to get out of there, etc?

Hail Satan!

From: blade <mattiehenz@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 4:04:55 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] We have to let them go

 
The manager of our trailer park came out and told us that we either have to keep our dogs in the house or we they
will have the pound come and get them. We cant keep them in the house or we get kicked out. We are not supposed
to have any dogs in the house. I honestly never wanted any in the house anyways because of all the poop, we can also
get kicked out for the dog piss and shit smell. I honestly just dont care anymore, everyone else keeps saying they cant
or wont help and im beat. We may have to let them go but isnt there some kind of working I can do to keep them
safe? Like vibrate elgr in their aura to keep them safe and a couple rituals so they get a good home? I honestly feel
like I dont care any more, I mean everything right now is 50/50. I want to help them even though we have to call the
pound .i just want this to be over.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 264 From: Sherry Date: 4/27/2013
Subject: Birthday
Attachments :



Happy 10th Birthday, Faith! (female) We love
you, “Squeaky”!

Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 265 From: vasquezmargarita78 Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
Put a muzzle CAN NOT TAKE IT OUT FOR

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> Is there a rescue or no-kill shelter in your area that can take him and work 
> with him to get him more social?
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: blade
> Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 9:22 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our dog bites people
> 
> My mom walked to the store yesterday and our dog gamzee, nit a kid and tried 
> to go after a guy. In the past twoo weeks or so he bit 2 kids, little kids, 
> and I keep him on a chain but I just used to let him roam free without a 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


> leash, but even though I know I cant do that anymore, he gets off his chain. 
> The only thing I can do is buy a better collar but I cant afford it now and 
> if he bites somone else we have to get rid of him. Where is a good place he 
> can go. I dont want to put him in the pound, I dont want him killed. I 
> really dont know how old he is, hes skiddish, and if you pick him up a 
> certain way, he squells, hes especially scared of new people. I dont knoe if 
> my aunt and uncle in the country can take him or not.
> Hail Satan.
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 266 From: Mary-anne Henderson Date: 4/28/2013
Subject: Re: Our dog bites people
is this new behaviour for your dog i mean the biting as you say you used to let him roam free
 
if its new behaviour i would be getting the dog checked by a vet as the dog could be in pain
 
 
 
 
Sherry

> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: blade
> Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 9:22 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our dog bites people
> 
> My mom walked to the store yesterday and our dog gamzee, nit a kid and tried 
> to go after a guy. In the past twoo weeks or so he

bit 2 kids, little kids, 

> and I keep him on a chain but I just used to let him roam free without a 
> leash, but even though I know I cant do that anymore, he gets off his chain. 
> The only thing I can do is buy a better collar but I cant afford it now and 
> if he bites somone else we have to get rid of him. Where is a good place he 
> can go. I dont want to put him in the pound, I dont want him killed. I 
> really dont know how old he is, hes skiddish, and if you pick him up a 
> certain way, he squells, hes especially scared of new people. I dont knoe if 
> my aunt and uncle in the country can take him or not.
> Hail Satan.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 267 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 5/3/2013

Subject: Re: Our dog bites people

mailto:JoS4Pets%40yahoogroups.com


u could fix this behavior with meditation on the dog
he is probably scared 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Mary-anne Henderson <slaveflamez@...> wrote:
>
> is this new behaviour for your dog i mean the biting as you say you used to let him
roam free
>  
> if its new behaviour i would be getting the dog checked by a vet as the dog could be
in pain
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: blade
> > Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 9:22 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our dog bites people
> > 
> > My mom walked to the store yesterday and our dog gamzee, nit a kid and tried 
> > to go after a guy. In the past twoo weeks or so he bit 2 kids, little kids, 
> > and I keep him on a chain but I just used to let him roam free without a 
> > leash, but even though I know I cant do that anymore, he gets off his chain. 
> > The only thing I can do is buy a better collar but I cant afford it now and 
> > if he bites somone else we have to get rid of him. Where is a good place he 
> > can go. I dont want to put him in the pound, I dont want him killed. I 
> > really dont know how old he is, hes skiddish, and if you pick him up a 
> > certain way, he squells, hes especially scared of new people. I dont knoe if 
> > my aunt and uncle in the country can take him or not.
> > Hail Satan.
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 268 From: Timothy92 Date: 5/4/2013
Subject: Familiars and advice
Hi, I am trying to find info on Familiars. Like how to know if they really are one. We have 3 dogs,
we got one from another SS family. One came to us when we were working outside, then yesterday
the third came to us. first two are perfect, the last one not so much. He is too aggressive when
playing, and tries to eat everything. Then one of the others is very protective, and gets in the new
ones face. We want to keep him but, he is making it hard. We are going to vibrate Aum into them
to be calm and relaxed. We are thinking about doing a ritual to ask father if he would make them
familiars. Do Familiars act differently than normal animals? All help if appreciated.

Hail Satan!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 269 From: Sherry Date: 5/6/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday!
Attachments :

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Happy 12th Birthday, Grayce! We love you,
“Big Yummy”!

Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 270 From: Mikki Date: 5/7/2013
Subject: Spiders!
Hey guys, Mikki here. I'm not sure if I've posted about spiders before. But anyway, you should read
this little story that happened to me.

Today, I was going to gym to the locker room to change. Suddenly, there was a scream from in
there. I went in there to see my friend absolutely terrified. She was CRYING! And what caused this?
Apparently a spider. She's terrified of spiders. Anyway, I figured it was a smaller spider, nothing to
be afraid of.
Well, we came back from gym and I could see it from almost across the room. This spider was
HUGE! We rarely get big spiders around here, and this was exciting! The spider was about the size
of an average chicken egg and it reminded me of a baby tarantula.
(Most) of the girls in my gym class wanted to squish it. I was completely against it. Two things:
1.)Nobody would want to clean up the squished spider if it was killed. 2.)It would be a magnificent
spider killed.
So, I shooed the spider/baby tarantula outside. I got it outside with the toe of my shoe. A few girls
were freaking out from me touching; they were afraid it would climb up my leg and bite me or
something. Even a teacher was afraid of it!

So anyway, this email is about spiders and how you should save them, not squish them. It was
weird, but when I was shooing the spider out into the grass outside, it seemed to understand and
turned in the right way; to go outside from the locker room you have to make a couple of lefts. It
turned all on its own. Spiders are very intelligent. So DON'T squish them! (:



--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 271 From: Lexibtyr Kaiser Date: 5/7/2013
Subject: Re: Spiders!
They are natural predators and will get rid of unwanted insects. My old basement had a lot of spiders. I would
never start the shower if there was one in there. They got to be a problem in the laundry room, webs would
reappear 10 minutes after you dusted, no kidding. 

I know there are some that are ok as pets, but alot of times when they're large in numbers they can be pests. I
don't see what people fear in them, as most aren't poisonous. 

HAIL LORD SATAN
HAIL BEELZEBUB
HAIL ASTAROTH
HAIL AZAZEL

HAIL SATAN'S PEOPLE
HAIL OUR HEROES AND GODS

    - Lexibtyr 

From: Mikki
Sent: 5/7/2013 12:26 PM
To: Pets
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Spiders!

Hey guys, Mikki here. I'm not sure if I've posted about spiders before. But anyway, you should read
this little story that happened to me.

Today, I was going to gym to the locker room to change. Suddenly, there was a scream from in
there. I went in there to see my friend absolutely terrified. She was CRYING! And what caused this?
Apparently a spider. She's terrified of spiders. Anyway, I figured it was a smaller spider, nothing to
be afraid of.
Well, we came back from gym and I could see it from almost across the room. This spider was
HUGE! We rarely get big spiders around here, and this was exciting! The spider was about the size
of an average chicken egg and it reminded me of a baby tarantula.
(Most) of the girls in my gym class wanted to squish it. I was completely against it. Two things:
1.)Nobody would want to clean up the squished spider if it was killed. 2.)It would be a magnificent
spider killed.
So, I shooed the spider/baby tarantula outside. I got it outside with the toe of my shoe. A few girls
were freaking out from me touching; they were afraid it would climb up my leg and bite me or
something. Even a teacher was afraid of it!

So anyway, this email is about spiders and how you should save them, not squish them. It was
weird, but when I was shooing the spider out into the grass outside, it seemed to understand and
turned in the right way; to go outside from the locker room you have to make a couple of lefts. It
turned all on its own. Spiders are very intelligent. So DON'T squish them! (:

--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 272 From: Aquarian Clown Date: 5/9/2013
Subject: please help cat is peeing
my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and changed the



volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even paid on the dad's pillow
and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all know that that cat is afraid of the
outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell
me to throw the cat away aswell, because we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to
my aunt because he said that only 1 animal in a house is okay. 

ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz the cat migth
have health problems. please help!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 273 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/9/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Well is the cat male? If that is the case then he will have be be neutered. Cats usually pee or spray
as a way od marking territory. If the cat is male then neutering fixes the problem. Its the only way. 

------------------------------

On Thu, May 9, 2013 12:17 PM EDT Aquarian Clown wrote:

>my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and
changed the volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even
paid on the dad's pillow and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all
know that that cat is afraid of the outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to
give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell me to throw the cat away aswell, because
we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to my aunt because he said that
only 1 animal in a house is okay. 
>
>ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz the
cat migth have health problems. please help! 
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 274 From:
shadowwolf88@ymail.com

Date: 5/10/2013

Subject: Beware of Pedigree, Dog Food
This kike has a Siberian Husky.It is one of my favorite dogs because it resembles a wolf. I love
wolves, they are my favorite animals, but i also adore dogs very much. I like to kiss them and rub
their bellies. Petting them and having them jump on me. Dogs are just cool.

But, this kike was telling me how his dog(Siberian Husky) was going to die. I asked why. He said
he did not know but the dog will not eat. Let me say this again, THE DOG WILL NOT EAT HIS
FOOD. what dog do you guys know who doesnt enjoys eating his food. They love to chow down.
Well, the jew did not know why the dog would not eat, so i asked him if his dog was having
explosive diarrhea. He said yes, i then told him to make his own dog food or buy some something
else. I dont think he is, the typical selfish kike.

Anyways, i am going to point this out simple. If you are feeding your precious pets, pedigree,
THROW THAT SHIT AWAY AND MAKE YOUR OWN DOG FOOD. Or buy something else, but the
point is that this food is harming our animals and now we know Pedigree is worthless, and is one
of the foods that are killing our pets. 

PLEASE DO NOT FEED YOU BELOVED ANIMLS THIS FOOD, OR FOOD FROM THIS COMPANY,
BECAUSE IF THIS FOOD IS TAINTED, SO IS EVERTHING ELSE THEY PROBABLY MAKE!!!!



Hail Father Satana dnthe True Gods of Hell!!!!
Hail Sabnack!!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 275 From: Sherry Date: 5/10/2013
Subject: My 2 cents on tainted pet foods
My husband and I have been telling anybody that will listen about what’s
REALLY in many commercial pet foods and that the foods are actually killing, not
helping, our pets. Most don’t believe it, so we tell them to do their own research.
Others, even though they are wearing nice clothes and have expensive
vehicles, swear they just can’t afford to feed their pets anything high quality or
make their own pet food. It’s often disappointing but we will keep trying to
spread the word, as many people trust the pet food companies and truly don’t
know what their pets are really eating.
 
Also, sadly, even if you take your pets off commercial foods they can still die
from the bad foods. Their bodies are damaged from these foods (they especially
have a high chance of dying of cancer) and the longer the pets have been eating
these foods, the more damage their bodies have. All we can hope is the pets
have a strong enough immune system and their bodies can heal the damage. I
lost 3 cats to cancer months after they were taken off commercial cat foods. I
still could lose more, if their bodies can’t heal from the damage.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 276 From: Mikki Date: 5/10/2013
Subject: Re: Beware of Pedigree, Dog Food
Another dog food that can make your dog sick is "Kibbles 'n Bits". It made my dogs have terrible
diarrhea. Just a warning...

--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!

On May 10, 2013, at 8:32 AM, "shadowwolf88@..." <shadowwolf88@...> wrote:

This kike has a Siberian Husky.It is one of my favorite dogs because it resembles a wolf.
I love wolves, they are my favorite animals, but i also adore dogs very much. I like to
kiss them and rub their bellies. Petting them and having them jump on me. Dogs are
just cool.

But, this kike was telling me how his dog(Siberian Husky) was going to die. I asked
why. He said he did not know but the dog will not eat. Let me say this again, THE DOG
WILL NOT EAT HIS FOOD. what dog do you guys know who doesnt enjoys eating his
food. They love to chow down. Well, the jew did not know why the dog would not eat,
so i asked him if his dog was having explosive diarrhea. He said yes, i then told him to
make his own dog food or buy some something else. I dont think he is, the typical
selfish kike.

Anyways, i am going to point this out simple. If you are feeding your precious pets,

mailto:shadowwolf88@...
mailto:shadowwolf88@...


pedigree, THROW THAT SHIT AWAY AND MAKE YOUR OWN DOG FOOD. Or buy
something else, but the point is that this food is harming our animals and now we know
Pedigree is worthless, and is one of the foods that are killing our pets. 

PLEASE DO NOT FEED YOU BELOVED ANIMLS THIS FOOD, OR FOOD FROM THIS
COMPANY, BECAUSE IF THIS FOOD IS TAINTED, SO IS EVERTHING ELSE THEY
PROBABLY MAKE!!!!

Hail Father Satana dnthe True Gods of Hell!!!!
Hail Sabnack!!!!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 277 From: Sherry Date: 5/11/2013
Subject: Birthday
Attachments :

Happy 4th Birthday, Cookie! (female) We love
you, “Chocolate chip belly”!

Sherry, The Kennys and Kitties
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 278 From: Sherry Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Bad Boy Update
Hello Everybody,
 
We took Bad Boy to the Vet yesterday. Dr. Adam took one look and said, “These
teeth need to come out”. Bad Boy has stomatitis and it’s destroying his teeth



and he’s been in bad pain. He was given a shot of Buprenex to stop the pain, as
well as an injection of the antibiotic, Convenia. His dental will be done this
coming Tuesday and will cost $500-$600. Ouch!
 
Bad Boy has one tooth that is about to fall out, so that one will probably fall out
on its own before his dental is done. He is down to 7.5 pounds, so needs to gain
weight. Now that the Buprenex is working, Bad Boy is as high as a kite and his
appetite is much better. The only drawback with the dental is when removing the
lower canine teeth in cats, there’s a risk of breaking the jaw. They actually have
to go in and cut away a bit of the jaw bone, to get to these teeth, so they can pull
them out gently and not break the jaw bone. Dr. Adam doesn’t like to pull lower
canine teeth in cats but said if there’s any disease at all in those teeth (thinks
most likely they are diseased) they will have to be pulled, so this is a worry and I
hope all will go well for Bad Boy.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 279 From: supasleepy Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
My cat was doing this too. She is about a year and a half and it got really bad, we have to replace a
couch cushion now, it turned out she wasn't drinking enough water an her Blatter was inflamed. I
would recommend bringing the cat to the vet to get checked out, although I don't recommend
taking mess for the animal, knowing all that's been happening as of late. 
Good luck

Hail Satan!  

Sent from my IPod 

On 2013-05-09, at 10:17 AM, "Aquarian Clown" <cape.tsoe@...> wrote:

my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and
changed the volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even
paid on the dad's pillow and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all
know that that cat is afraid of the outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to
give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell me to throw the cat away aswell, because
we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to my aunt because he said that
only 1 animal in a house is okay. 

ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz the
cat migth have health problems. please help! 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 280 From: Aquarian Clown Date: 5/17/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
thanks. i think that migth be true the cat has not been drinking the water coz stuff got into the
water and probably my friend gives her a drinkable water less than usual. and the cat is a female. 

Hail Satan!!

mailto:cape.tsoe@...


--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, supasleepy@... wrote:
>
> My cat was doing this too. She is about a year and a half and it got really bad, we
have to replace a couch cushion now, it turned out she wasn't drinking enough water an
her Blatter was inflamed. I would recommend bringing the cat to the vet to get checked
out, although I don't recommend taking mess for the animal, knowing all that's been
happening as of late. 
> Good luck
> 
> Hail Satan! 
> 
> Sent from my IPod 
> 
> On 2013-05-09, at 10:17 AM, "Aquarian Clown" <cape.tsoe@...> wrote:
> 
> > my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and
changed the volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even
paid on the dad's pillow and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all
know that that cat is afraid of the outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to
give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell me to throw the cat away aswell, because
we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to my aunt because he said that
only 1 animal in a house is okay. 
> > 
> > ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz
the cat migth have health problems. please help! 
> > 
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 281 From: tanya.azazel Date: 5/21/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
Just to let everyone know female cats also mark territory too. Just like a male.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
> 
> Well is the cat male? If that is the case then he will have be be neutered. Cats usually
pee or spray as a way od marking territory. If the cat is male then neutering fixes the
problem. Its the only way. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Thu, May 9, 2013 12:17 PM EDT Aquarian Clown wrote:
> 
> >my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and
changed the volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even
paid on the dad's pillow and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all
know that that cat is afraid of the outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to
give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell me to throw the cat away aswell, because
we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to my aunt because he said that
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only 1 animal in a house is okay. 
> >
> >ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz
the cat migth have health problems. please help! 
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 282 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: For anyone in Oklahoma
I was asked to pass this on. The Human casualties are terrible and serious but many people may
have or find animals who also need assistance in the area.

The Home Depot in Moore, OK currently has a Veterinarian on site working to take care of dogs
and other animals injured during the tornado. 
It has been requested to pass this info on to anyone in the area who may need assistance with pets.

The stores Address is 650 SW 19th St Moore, OK 73160

Pass it on if you know anyone over there. 

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 283 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: Re: please help cat is peeing
This is hard to answer without knowing more about the cat. Cats mark their territory is the cat
desexed? I have an entire Tom cat in my house and he is usually good but sometimes he pees or
marks things in the house. Its easy to know where or if he has done because it stinks. It is usually
because he has smelled another cat outside. Females can do this too. There could be a Tom cat
around outside that she can smell that you don't know about.

When you clean the pee up you need to get rid of every trace. You can get handheld black lights for
checking for pee and something with an enzyme that gets rid of all traces of the scent. If you smell
cat pee outside the house from a stray treat that aswell. Cats can smell what we can't don't forget.

It would be wise to have a vet check her.
Cats are prone to Kidney disease.
They can also do this from boredom and stress.

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Aquarian Clown" <cape.tsoe@...> wrote:
>
> my boyfriend's cat is peeing everywhere. he cleaned the sand changed the sand and
changed the volume but nothing. the cat peed on curtains on very high places and even
paid on the dad's pillow and shirt. the dad is about to the throw the cat away and we all
know that that cat is afraid of the outside i dont want this to happen to her. i told him to
give me the cat but i doubt my dad will tell me to throw the cat away aswell, because
we already have a dog and my dad gave my old cat to my aunt because he said that
only 1 animal in a house is okay. 
> 
> ive researched and now im begging my boyfriend to have the vet check the cat coz
the cat migth have health problems. please help!
>
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 284 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 5/22/2013
Subject: simple trick for dealing with a catfight
This works best if the cats are not actually fighting yet but can still be effective.
get a spray bottle fill it with water. The type hairdressers or gardeners use for indoor plants works
fine.

If your cat sees another through a door or anywhere and starts that yowling hissing buisness give it
a good squirt in the face, it dosn't hurt the cat at all and could save them from a nasty incident.
Your cat will forgive you.
I am saying this because I have had to deal with cats getting worked up fortunately with a solid
glass door in the way and when I didn't know any better I tried to pick my cat up and carry him
away. Big mistake I got a very nasty bite.
Last night my mother was trying to get through the door another cat showed up my cat ran for the
door and my mum tried blocking him she got bit.
The cat isn't being 'mean' the cat isn't 'viscious or dangerous' it is just being a cat. When we live
with animals it is important for us to understand they ARE animals and not the same as we are.
Learning to understand them and how they think and feel so we can better cope with difficult
situations. 
If a cat is worked up and fixing for a fight and you get in the way you run a good chance of getting
bit or scratched. The same thing can happen with dogs or any other animal.

I have found a simple spray bottle of water by the door perfectly safe and effective to difuse any
situation or to stop a cat bolting in or out the door. Noone gets hurt and it works most of the time.

The spray bottle also works for a cat determined to jump on the dinner table or kitchen bench
where food is to change it's mind about that being a good idea. No yelling no getting upset just a
quick squirt. They get the idea pretty quick and learn places that are off limits. If you use the same
word or facial expression each time the cat will learn that too so eventually you don't need the
water you get better at reading each other. Most pets feel more secure in a home with rules where
it knows what is ok and not ok. No need to get upset just think outside the box and try to
understand the animal and the animal will try to understand you.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 285 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/23/2013
Subject: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told me she saw the
parents abandon the little crow.

She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I found in the
basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't want to eat. I went to the
pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want those either.

He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate the worm I
offered to him, but eventually he didn't.

He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the cage, I think
maybe he's just afraid to eat.

Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't protected in my
country.

I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd time now.

My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What should I do? If I



let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators may kill him...

I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 286 From: Mary-anne Date: 5/23/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
he may be to young to take the food whole you may have to grind the food and force it in as he
may still only be on regurgetated food

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told me
she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> 
> She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> 
> He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> 
> He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> 
> Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't protected
in my country.
> 
> I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
time now.
> 
> My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> 
> I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 287 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 5/23/2013

Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
cat food. and make special blend with spinach, carrot, cat food, egg... whole grain breads
ORGANIC has fortified IRON
Use a tweezer to feed them
make sure is warm, not too hot or cold 
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--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told me
she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> 
> She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> 
> He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> 
> He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> 
> Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't protected
in my country.
> 
> I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
time now.
> 
> My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> 
> I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 288 From: mysticgummy Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Ahh. Not suppose to pick up baby birds I've learned. The parents usually get them but if he was in
harm or hurt.. now idk but maybe for that particular bird you could've? Search for if crows take
their babies with human scent on them or you can call the humane society or whatever group deals
with wild animal care and see what's up? Too? Tricky but I wish you lots of luck!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told me
she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> 
> She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> 
> He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> 
> He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
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> 
> Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't protected
in my country.
> 
> I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
time now.
> 
> My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> 
> I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 289 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth, but he didn't
swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so we took him out. He flew
a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents came close, so we went inside.

After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he disappeared. It seems the
parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma mistakenly believed they abandoned him.
I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 

I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I keep him but he
does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him. Luckily the parents came back.

Vabzir Teloch
HAIL SATAN!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told me
she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> 
> She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> 
> He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> 
> He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> 
> Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't protected
in my country.
> 
> I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
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time now.
> 
> My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> 
> I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 290 From: Matthew R Date: 5/24/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
This is one of the happiest stories I've read in a long time.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
> We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth, but
he didn't swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so we
took him out. He flew a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents came
close, so we went inside.
> 
> After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he disappeared.
It seems the parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma mistakenly
believed they abandoned him. I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 
> 
> I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I keep
him but he does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him. Luckily
the parents came back.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> >
> > I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told
me she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> > 
> > She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> > 
> > He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> > 
> > He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> > 
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> > Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't
protected in my country.
> > 
> > I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
time now.
> > 
> > My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> > 
> > I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> > 
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 291 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 5/24/2013

Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
I hope he will be ok. I want to add my own coments here and experience. Some 30 years ago, I
was walking up a hill to go to the store and noticed a baby bird. Its eyes were still closed and it had
no feathers or anything. Ants were crawling all over it, and there was no adult bird or nest I could
spot anywhere. I picked it up and took it home. I was very lucky to have found a vet who had
reliable advice. We put him in a small shoe box without the lid, and put a heating pad on low, with
a small flat blanket. I then wrapped him in tissue, as any small infant warm blooded animal will
lose heat dangerously. 

The vet told me to get infant food for humans; strained meat. I also purchased an eyedropper for
water. From what I understand, the mother bird vomits the food into the baby bird's mouth, so it is
predigested, as an immature digestive system is incapable of handling regular food. I fed him with
a q-tip- the food, I gloobed onto the tip. Birds have a gullet and he had this lump on the side of his
throat? if I remember correctly, where the food would go for a while. 

Now, a baby bird is not easy to care for in the way that he/she must be fed every 15-20 minutes
around the clock. I was lucky to be able to go 30-40 minutes at night while he slept. In addition,
the baby food had to be discarded frequently to avoid bacteria and contamination, as refrigeration
was out of the question in the way that the cold would hurt the baby bird. Back then, we didn't
have a microwave. 

Now, from all of this experience, I am grateful, as I learned some very important lessons. Birds and
most other animals are highly intelligent and very aware. I remember when he grew and the first
time, he was perched on my dresser and I was on the sofa and I kept encouraging him and he took
his first flight and made it over to me. Another time, I called him by name several times, as I
couldn't find him and then I said 'You want to eat?' and he then began chirping.

When he was several weaks old and grown, he would go into the potted plants in front of the
window and flap his wings real hard. I fed him his last meal and it was a nice day and I put him
back into the shoe box and we took him to a very large cemetary, where there was no traffic and
few people. I opened the box and he flew way up into a very high tree. I really missed him, as did
my son, but I could never cage a bird. 

Another incident involving a pigeon; my daughter rescued her after some asshole teens kicked at
her and broke her leg. We built a wire pen in the PC room here. She was an adult. Then, we put
one of those storage tubs inside with a door cut into it and a little ramp and a warm blanket. On



the side, we had a flat dish of birdseed and a water bowl. Thank Satan, she recuperated and began
standing up, as before, she had a very hard time walking. I put her outside, but even being wild,
she wanted back into our house and was not ready, as she stayed in our yard and flew to the
window. After about another week and a half, I again put her outside and then she flew away. 

Now, the digestive systems of infant animals are very delicate. I came home back in October of
2009 and when putting the car in the garage, I heard screaming and saw something that looked
like a tiny rodent zig zag down the street. It went away and I thought nothing of it, but when I
went inside, I was informed that some creep put out a tiny kitten and ran away. I immediately went
out and picked her up. She was so tiny, she fit into the pam of my hand. She was frantic and
hysterical and began purring like a motor. Cats do purr when extremely upset or even when in pain
at times. I fed her soft chicken and she began having diarrhea and vomiting. I then called a relaible
vet and they told me to feed her infant food for humans. She was only about 4 weeks and shouldn't
even have been on solid foods. She did well on the baby food. Now, this is sad...she was so
traumatized that she fought to stay awake. She would sit on me and her little head would nod off
and
she would right away open her eyes real hard and fight to stay awake. Only after about a week, did
she feel secure enough to go to sleep. 

She is going on 4 years old now this fall, and she still has a lot of anger, as her being abandoned
never left her. She has a hair-trigger temper, which is rare for most cats. She is definitely a fighter,
but I know this was because of the trauma. She is still very small and looks like a 5 month old
kitten, even though she is fully grown. She is very loving though. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
> We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth, but
he didn't swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so we
took him out. He flew a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents came
close, so we went inside.
> 
> After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he disappeared.
It seems the parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma mistakenly
believed they abandoned him. I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 
> 
> I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I keep
him but he does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him. Luckily
the parents came back.
> 
> Vabzir Teloch
> HAIL SATAN!!!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> >
> > I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told
me she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> > 
> > She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird cage I
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found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he didn't
want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't want
those either.
> > 
> > He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost ate
the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> > 
> > He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of the
cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> > 
> > Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't
protected in my country.
> > 
> > I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the 3rd
time now.
> > 
> > My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> > 
> > I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> > 
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 292 From: vabzirteloch Date: 5/25/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
2 of your 3 stories were about people mistreating animals... I know this is the result of the enemy's
corruption, but I don't understand how can people be so cruel... Doesn't the cries of an abandoned
or injured little animal trigger some kind of caring in them? When I saw the little crow, it triggered
a 'motherly instinct' in me to take care of him, even though I'm a guy. I thought 'poor little bird, I
have to help him'. 

Even most of my friends don't seem to care, one of them bragged back in high school how he shot
a sparrow with an air gun. I was fucking mad at him. I remember one of my classmates in
elementary school started catching lizards just to poke their eyes out with a needle and skin them
with it. He too was bragging about this.

I remember we had a cat, and I used to chase him often because my parents and grandma were
mad at all cats from around the neighborhood for crapping in our garden. Then - I don't know
when - I developed a strong love for animals, and I hated everyone who hurt them. 

Anyone who thinks animals are soulless and mindless beasts, is an idiot. We have chickens (only 4
of them, we keep them for eggs), and each of them has a unique temper, voice and personality.
They have different likes and dislikes. One of them is a small, friendly energy ball, an other is a
calm and careful bird - most likely because of some trauma when she was younger (it does stay
with them). 

I can't understand how can some people only see them as a good meal with mashed potatoes. I
remember when the small energy-ball was alone (the others died), she used to run after me
because she needed company. 

Vabzir Teloch



HAIL SATAN!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> I hope he will be ok. I want to add my own coments here and experience. Some 30
years ago, I was walking up a hill to go to the store and noticed a baby bird. Its eyes
were still closed and it had no feathers or anything. Ants were crawling all over it, and
there was no adult bird or nest I could spot anywhere. I picked it up and took it home. I
was very lucky to have found a vet who had reliable advice. We put him in a small shoe
box without the lid, and put a heating pad on low, with a small flat blanket. I then
wrapped him in tissue, as any small infant warm blooded animal will lose heat
dangerously. 
> 
> The vet told me to get infant food for humans; strained meat. I also purchased an
eyedropper for water. From what I understand, the mother bird vomits the food into the
baby bird's mouth, so it is predigested, as an immature digestive system is incapable of
handling regular food. I fed him with a q-tip- the food, I gloobed onto the tip. Birds
have a gullet and he had this lump on the side of his throat? if I remember correctly,
where the food would go for a while. 
> 
> Now, a baby bird is not easy to care for in the way that he/she must be fed every 15-
20 minutes around the clock. I was lucky to be able to go 30-40 minutes at night while
he slept. In addition, the baby food had to be discarded frequently to avoid bacteria and
contamination, as refrigeration was out of the question in the way that the cold would
hurt the baby bird. Back then, we didn't have a microwave. 
> 
> Now, from all of this experience, I am grateful, as I learned some very important
lessons. Birds and most other animals are highly intelligent and very aware. I remember
when he grew and the first time, he was perched on my dresser and I was on the sofa
and I kept encouraging him and he took his first flight and made it over to me. Another
time, I called him by name several times, as I couldn't find him and then I said 'You
want to eat?' and he then began chirping.
> 
> When he was several weaks old and grown, he would go into the potted plants in
front of the window and flap his wings real hard. I fed him his last meal and it was a
nice day and I put him back into the shoe box and we took him to a very large
cemetary, where there was no traffic and few people. I opened the box and he flew way
up into a very high tree. I really missed him, as did my son, but I could never cage a
bird. 
> 
> Another incident involving a pigeon; my daughter rescued her after some asshole
teens kicked at her and broke her leg. We built a wire pen in the PC room here. She was
an adult. Then, we put one of those storage tubs inside with a door cut into it and a
little ramp and a warm blanket. On the side, we had a flat dish of birdseed and a water
bowl. Thank Satan, she recuperated and began standing up, as before, she had a very
hard time walking. I put her outside, but even being wild, she wanted back into our
house and was not ready, as she stayed in our yard and flew to the window. After about
another week and a half, I again put her outside and then she flew away. 
> 
> Now, the digestive systems of infant animals are very delicate. I came home back in
October of 2009 and when putting the car in the garage, I heard screaming and saw
something that looked like a tiny rodent zig zag down the street. It went away and I
thought nothing of it, but when I went inside, I was informed that some creep put out a
tiny kitten and ran away. I immediately went out and picked her up. She was so tiny,
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she fit into the pam of my hand. She was frantic and hysterical and began purring like a
motor. Cats do purr when extremely upset or even when in pain at times. I fed her soft
chicken and she began having diarrhea and vomiting. I then called a relaible vet and
they told me to feed her infant food for humans. She was only about 4 weeks and
shouldn't even have been on solid foods. She did well on the baby food. Now, this is
sad...she was so traumatized that she fought to stay awake. She would sit on me and
her little head would nod off and
> she would right away open her eyes real hard and fight to stay awake. Only after
about a week, did she feel secure enough to go to sleep. 
> 
> She is going on 4 years old now this fall, and she still has a lot of anger, as her being
abandoned never left her. She has a hair-trigger temper, which is rare for most cats.
She is definitely a fighter, but I know this was because of the trauma. She is still very
small and looks like a 5 month old kitten, even though she is fully grown. She is very
loving though. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> >
> > Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
> > We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth,
but he didn't swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so
we took him out. He flew a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents
came close, so we went inside.
> > 
> > After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he
disappeared. It seems the parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma
mistakenly believed they abandoned him. I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 
> > 
> > I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I
keep him but he does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him.
Luckily the parents came back.
> > 
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told
me she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> > > 
> > > She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird
cage I found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he
didn't want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't
want those either.
> > > 
> > > He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost
ate the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> > > 
> > > He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of
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the cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> > > 
> > > Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't
protected in my country.
> > > 
> > > I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the
3rd time now.
> > > 
> > > My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> > > 
> > > I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> > > 
> > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 293 From: John Le Date: 5/25/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Thanks High Priestess Maxine Dietrich so much for sharing your beautiful & emotional story of
saving a baby bird's life. I really love it. As we all know that our Father Satan & all Gentile Gods
love to treat the nature as well as the animals on this planet with much care & respect. And so do
we.

Hail Father Satan & all Gods of HELL !!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> I hope he will be ok. I want to add my own coments here and experience. Some 30
years ago, I was walking up a hill to go to the store and noticed a baby bird. Its eyes
were still closed and it had no feathers or anything. Ants were crawling all over it, and
there was no adult bird or nest I could spot anywhere. I picked it up and took it home. I
was very lucky to have found a vet who had reliable advice. We put him in a small shoe
box without the lid, and put a heating pad on low, with a small flat blanket. I then
wrapped him in tissue, as any small infant warm blooded animal will lose heat
dangerously. 
> 
> The vet told me to get infant food for humans; strained meat. I also purchased an
eyedropper for water. From what I understand, the mother bird vomits the food into the
baby bird's mouth, so it is predigested, as an immature digestive system is incapable of
handling regular food. I fed him with a q-tip- the food, I gloobed onto the tip. Birds
have a gullet and he had this lump on the side of his throat? if I remember correctly,
where the food would go for a while. 
> 
> Now, a baby bird is not easy to care for in the way that he/she must be fed every 15-
20 minutes around the clock. I was lucky to be able to go 30-40 minutes at night while
he slept. In addition, the baby food had to be discarded frequently to avoid bacteria and
contamination, as refrigeration was out of the question in the way that the cold would
hurt the baby bird. Back then, we didn't have a microwave. 
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> 
> Now, from all of this experience, I am grateful, as I learned some very important
lessons. Birds and most other animals are highly intelligent and very aware. I remember
when he grew and the first time, he was perched on my dresser and I was on the sofa
and I kept encouraging him and he took his first flight and made it over to me. Another
time, I called him by name several times, as I couldn't find him and then I said 'You
want to eat?' and he then began chirping.
> 
> When he was several weaks old and grown, he would go into the potted plants in
front of the window and flap his wings real hard. I fed him his last meal and it was a
nice day and I put him back into the shoe box and we took him to a very large
cemetary, where there was no traffic and few people. I opened the box and he flew way
up into a very high tree. I really missed him, as did my son, but I could never cage a
bird. 
> 
> Another incident involving a pigeon; my daughter rescued her after some asshole
teens kicked at her and broke her leg. We built a wire pen in the PC room here. She was
an adult. Then, we put one of those storage tubs inside with a door cut into it and a
little ramp and a warm blanket. On the side, we had a flat dish of birdseed and a water
bowl. Thank Satan, she recuperated and began standing up, as before, she had a very
hard time walking. I put her outside, but even being wild, she wanted back into our
house and was not ready, as she stayed in our yard and flew to the window. After about
another week and a half, I again put her outside and then she flew away. 
> 
> Now, the digestive systems of infant animals are very delicate. I came home back in
October of 2009 and when putting the car in the garage, I heard screaming and saw
something that looked like a tiny rodent zig zag down the street. It went away and I
thought nothing of it, but when I went inside, I was informed that some creep put out a
tiny kitten and ran away. I immediately went out and picked her up. She was so tiny,
she fit into the pam of my hand. She was frantic and hysterical and began purring like a
motor. Cats do purr when extremely upset or even when in pain at times. I fed her soft
chicken and she began having diarrhea and vomiting. I then called a relaible vet and
they told me to feed her infant food for humans. She was only about 4 weeks and
shouldn't even have been on solid foods. She did well on the baby food. Now, this is
sad...she was so traumatized that she fought to stay awake. She would sit on me and
her little head would nod off and
> she would right away open her eyes real hard and fight to stay awake. Only after
about a week, did she feel secure enough to go to sleep. 
> 
> She is going on 4 years old now this fall, and she still has a lot of anger, as her being
abandoned never left her. She has a hair-trigger temper, which is rare for most cats.
She is definitely a fighter, but I know this was because of the trauma. She is still very
small and looks like a 5 month old kitten, even though she is fully grown. She is very
loving though. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> >
> > Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
> > We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth,
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but he didn't swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so
we took him out. He flew a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents
came close, so we went inside.
> > 
> > After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he
disappeared. It seems the parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma
mistakenly believed they abandoned him. I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 
> > 
> > I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I
keep him but he does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him.
Luckily the parents came back.
> > 
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told
me she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> > > 
> > > She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird
cage I found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he
didn't want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't
want those either.
> > > 
> > > He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost
ate the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> > > 
> > > He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of
the cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> > > 
> > > Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't
protected in my country.
> > > 
> > > I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the
3rd time now.
> > > 
> > > My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> > > 
> > > I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> > > 
> > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 294 From: gr33ntree999 Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Home Made Dog Food
I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs is having
problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is still having problems.
I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 295 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/29/2013
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Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
HP MYLA LIMLAL has a dog recipe she posted. I hope she can post it again. Ill search the groups to
see if I can find it.

------------------------------

On Tue, May 28, 2013 5:20 AM EDT gr33ntree999 wrote:

>I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs
is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is
still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 296 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
What exactly is wrong with your dog? Here is the post I found. I listed it at bottom from HP Myla
Limlal. A lso if I were you I would put an aura of protection around your pet. Program his or her
aura to sustain and heal her.It doesnt take too long and all you need to know is on the joyofsatan
website satanic magick section. 

------------------------------

On Thu, Jan 24, 2013 3:52 PM EST High Priestess Myla Limlal wrote:

>i found this and hopefully helps those who has dogs
>
>Here's a list of some of the ingredients you can use to whip up your own dog food
recipes.
>
>There are also many great books available that are packed with interesting and
nutritious recipes for main meals, treats, biscuits and more.
>
>Pick up one or two good ones and use them to vary the ingredients, flavors and
textures of your home made dog food. You'll find a few of the ones I recommend
toward the bottom of this page.
>
>Trial and error will help you discover which combination of ingredients your pup
prefers - and if little Fido consistently picks all the squash out of his dinner, try carrots,
or green beans instead.
>
>
>
>Lean, boneless meat is a good source of protein, try some of these:
>
>Boneless poultry - chicken or turkey
>Beef - ground or cubed
>Lamb - ground or cubed
>Fish - cod or salmon are good choices



>
>You can add carbohydrates by choosing from the following:
>
>Potatoes
>Pasta - white or wholewheat
>Oatmeal
>Rice - white or brown
>Barley
>
>Any of the following vegetables are usually enjoyed:
>
>Carrots
>Green beans
>Broccoli florets
>Sweet potatoes
>Squash
>Leafy greens such as collards or romaine lettuce
>*Don't use onion or garlic as these can be poisonous to dogs.
>
>
>
>Try some of the following fruits as well:
>
>Blueberries
>Blackberries
>Raspberries
>Melons
>Apples
>Bananas
>Pears
>*Don't use grapes or raisins as they can be poisonous to dogs.
>
>If you want to give a little more variety to your recipes, try adding a little natural
(unsweetened) yogurt or cottage cheese.
>
>Eggs, cooked in any way, are a good source of protein and their shells are full of
nutrients too so you can grind them up and sprinkle them over the food. Brewers yeast
can also be sprinkled over Fido's meals.
>
>Avoid giving your pup or dog foods that high in fat or sugar as they're really bad for
him! Things like hot dogs, pizza, fried chicken, cake, cookies and ice-cream are all no-
no's.
>
>http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html
>

------------------------------
On Tue, May 28, 2013 5:20 AM EDT gr33ntree999 wrote:

>I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs

http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html


is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is
still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 297 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 5/29/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully, this will help. I know how
difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and I have been doing this for over 6 months now.
The larger the dog, or the more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and
I have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch every few days. I
sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions apart, but I have found this to be the
easiest from my own experience, and it has worked fine.

It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put into their foods, such as
even expensive prescription brands at the vets- Royal Canin for one has been causing many deaths-
the abnormal foul smelling diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again, regardless of how much time
and effort I have to put into making their homemade food. 

Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print. 'Distributed by' is another
very broad term and only implies that the company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the
supermarket and bought some 'A laska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back which
stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted beneath the 'A laskan Salmon' the
even smaller print beneath read 'Product of China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 

The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, the numerous
rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be
chemically processed.' If this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs
is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is
still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 298 From: Jon Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know it's something I have to do.
One thing I'm going to have a problem with is figuring out where the food comes from. How can I
be absolutely sure my food doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
Thanks.

--- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
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From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM

I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully, this will
help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and I have been
doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the more pets you
have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I have to make food
for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch every few days. I sit
and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions apart, but I have found this
to be the easiest from my own experience, and it has worked fine.

It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put into
their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets- Royal Canin
for one has been causing many deaths- the abnormal foul smelling diarrhea and
vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is another. I will never
feed any of my pets any commercial food again, regardless of how much time
and effort I have to put into making their homemade food. 

Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the company
'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and bought some
'Alaska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back which stated 'Wild
Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted beneath the 'A laskan
Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of China.' I took the fish
back to the store for a refund. 

The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,
the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh fish, yet
everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If this isn't a
conspiracy, I don't know what is. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of
my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from
the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore.
Please help.
>

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 299 From: Jon Date: 5/29/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
My dog is suffering from horrible foul smelling diarrhea. I told my mom to change the food but she
says no, she is just getting old. HPs Maxine posted a dog food recipe and I'm very thankful.
Cooking for my dog is going to be a very difficult task. I will try my best but my parents may not
want me to feed her. They may not want me to spend their money buying ingredients either. I will
still try my best. I'll start putting an Aura of Protection around her too. Thanks.

--- On Thu, 5/30/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Home Made Dog Food
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:19 AM

What exactly is wrong with your dog? Here is the post I found. I listed it at
bottom from HP Myla Limlal. A lso if I were you I would put an aura of protection
around your pet. Program his or her aura to sustain and heal her.It doesnt take
too long and all you need to know is on the joyofsatan website satanic magick
section. 

------------------------------
On Thu, Jan 24, 2013 3:52 PM EST High Priestess Myla Limlal wrote:

>i found this and hopefully helps those who has dogs
>
>Here's a list of some of the ingredients you can use to whip up your own dog
food recipes.
>
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>There are also many great books available that are packed with interesting and
nutritious recipes for  main meals, treats, biscuits and more.
>
>Pick up one or two good ones and use them to vary the ingredients, flavors
and textures of your home made dog food. You'll find a few of the ones I
recommend toward the bottom of this page.
>
>Trial and error will help you discover which combination of ingredients your
pup prefers - and if little Fido consistently picks all the squash out of his dinner,
try carrots, or green beans instead.
>
>
>
>Lean, boneless meat is a good source of protein, try some of these:
>
>Boneless poultry - chicken or turkey
>Beef - ground or cubed
>Lamb - ground or cubed
>Fish - cod or salmon are good choices
>
>You can add carbohydrates by choosing from the following:
>
>Potatoes
>Pasta - white or wholewheat
>Oatmeal
>Rice - white or brown
>Barley
>
>Any of the following vegetables are usually enjoyed:
>
>Carrots
>Green beans
>Broccoli florets
>Sweet potatoes
>Squash
>Leafy greens such as collards or romaine lettuce
>*Don't use onion or garlic as these can be poisonous to dogs.
>
>
>
>Try some of the following fruits as well:
>
>Blueberries
>Blackberries
>Raspberries
>Melons
>Apples
>Bananas
>Pears
>*Don't use grapes or raisins as they can be poisonous to dogs.
>
>If you want to give a little more variety to your recipes, try adding a little
natural (unsweetened) yogurt or cottage cheese.
>
>Eggs, cooked in any way, are a good source of protein and their shells are full



of nutrients too so you can grind them up and sprinkle them over the food.
Brewers yeast can also be sprinkled over Fido's meals.
>
>Avoid giving your pup or dog foods that high in fat or sugar as they're really
bad for him! Things like hot dogs, pizza, fried chicken, cake, cookies and ice-
cream are all no-no's.
>
>http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html
>

------------------------------
On Tue, May 28, 2013 5:20 AM EDT gr33ntree999 wrote:

>I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my
dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the
vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please
help.
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

<*> To visit your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your email settings:
    Individual Email | Traditional

<*> To change settings online go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings via email:
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
    http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 300 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 5/30/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
This is in answer to both of your posts. You need to get your dog off of
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that food immediately. Just read the labels as best you can. Most labels
'Product of USA' means the food is ok. If your mother keeps refusing, work
on her when she is sleeping-
Visualize an aura around her and program her:
[Name of your mother or however you wish to call her] is now buying food
specifically for me to make homemade dog food. This food is fine and healthy
in every way.
Program the above affirmation into the aura when she sleeps with total
concentration and intent. Repeat this 9 times. 
It is much easier to try to reason with her, but if all else fails, then use
the above with her. You will need all of the energy you can get to stabilize
and heal your dog, as this is serious.

If you are able to, try to give your dog healing energy. I have had to do
this with one of my cats who would have died a long time ago, if I hadn't.
This must be done twice a day and you have to raise and keep your energies
high. This also will need to be done for 2-3 weeks, tapering to once a day.
Then, you will more than likely need to give him energy every now and then
should he get sick again, as the recovery is often very slow, as these
toxins remain in their systems. 

Have your dog sit with you and 'breathe' energy into him 30 times. Each
time, visualize the energy lighting him up, brilliant like the Sun. This may
be difficult at first, as he is sick and when one is very sick, visualizing
the energy can be very hard to do, as the aura is very dirty, but be
persistent. 

When you are finished with breathing energy into him 30 times, then program
the energy:

[Name of Dog] is making a complete and permanent recovery in every way.
[Name of Dog] is safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way and at
all times. 

Repeat the above 9 times. 

If you can, do 2 yoga sessions to raise your energies every day and when you
get the energy buzz, then give the energy to your dog, as this is when you
are most powerful. I have had direct experience with this, as I have had to
do the same with my cats. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know
it's something I have to do. One thing I'm going to have a problem with is
figuring out where the food comes from. How can I be absolutely sure my food
doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
Thanks.

http://www.joyofsatan.com
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> 
> --- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
> 
> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM
> 
> 
> I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully,
this will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and
I have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the
more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I
have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch
every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions
apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and
it has worked fine.
> 
> It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put
into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets-
Royal Canin for one has been causing many deaths- the abnormal foul smelling
diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again,
regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their
homemade food. 
> 
> Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the
company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and
bought some 'A laska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back
which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted
beneath the 'A laskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of
China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 
> 
> The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh
fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If
this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
> >
> > I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One
of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food
from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like
this anymore. Please help.
> >
> 
> 
> 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.joyofsatan.org
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> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 301 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Jon, I truly hope your parents let you feed your dog and buy the ingredients because their
ignorance may cause your dogs death.
The best thing you can do now is consistemt aura or protection and healing.This is very important
for your beloved dog.

------------------------------

On Wed, May 29, 2013 11:28 PM EDT Jon wrote:

>My dog is suffering from horrible foul smelling diarrhea. I told my mom to change the
food but she says no, she is just getting old. HPs Maxine posted a dog food recipe and
I'm very thankful. Cooking for my dog is going to be a very difficult task. I will try my
best but my parents may not want me to feed her. They may not want me to spend
their money buying ingredients either. I will still try my best. I'll start putting an Aura of
Protection around her too. Thanks.
>
>--- On Thu, 5/30/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Home Made Dog Food
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:19 AM
>
>
>What exactly is wrong with your dog? Here is the post I found. I listed it at bottom
from HP Myla Limlal. A lso if I were you I would put an aura of protection around your
pet. Program his or her aura to sustain and heal her.It doesnt take too long and all you
need to know is on the joyofsatan website satanic magick section. 
>
> 
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Thu, Jan 24, 2013 3:52 PM EST High Priestess Myla Limlal wrote:
>
>>i found this and hopefully helps those who has dogs
>>
>>Here's a list of some of the ingredients you can use to whip up your own dog food
recipes.
>>
>>There are also many great books available that are packed with interesting and

http://www.inbox.com/earth
mailto:soutlaw92@...
mailto:soutlaw92@...
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nutritious recipes for  main meals, treats, biscuits and more.
>>
>>Pick up one or two good ones and use them to vary the ingredients, flavors and
textures of your home made dog food. You'll find a few of the ones I recommend
toward the bottom of this page.
>>
>>Trial and error will help you discover which combination of ingredients your pup
prefers - and if little Fido consistently picks all the squash out of his dinner, try carrots,
or green beans instead.
>>
>>
>>
>>Lean, boneless meat is a good source of protein, try some of these:
>>
>>Boneless poultry - chicken or turkey
>>Beef - ground or cubed
>>Lamb - ground or cubed
>>Fish - cod or salmon are good choices
>>
>>You can add carbohydrates by choosing from the following:
>>
>>Potatoes
>>Pasta - white or wholewheat
>>Oatmeal
>>Rice - white or brown
>>Barley
>>
>>Any of the following vegetables are usually enjoyed:
>>
>>Carrots
>>Green beans
>>Broccoli florets
>>Sweet potatoes
>>Squash
>>Leafy greens such as collards or romaine lettuce
>>*Don't use onion or garlic as these can be poisonous to dogs.
>>
>>
>>
>>Try some of the following fruits as well:
>>
>>Blueberries
>>Blackberries
>>Raspberries
>>Melons
>>Apples
>>Bananas
>>Pears
>>*Don't use grapes or raisins as they can be poisonous to dogs.
>>
>>If you want to give a little more variety to your recipes, try adding a little natural
(unsweetened) yogurt or cottage cheese.
>>
>>Eggs, cooked in any way, are a good source of protein and their shells are full of
nutrients too so you can grind them up and sprinkle them over the food. Brewers yeast



can also be sprinkled over Fido's meals.
>>
>>Avoid giving your pup or dog foods that high in fat or sugar as they're really bad for
him! Things like hot dogs, pizza, fried chicken, cake, cookies and ice-cream are all no-
no's.
>>
>>http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html
>>
> 
>
>
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Tue, May 28, 2013 5:20 AM EDT gr33ntree999 wrote:
>
>>I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs
is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is
still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
>>
>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 302 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 5/30/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Sorry, correction, I meant 'she.' I have tons and tons of mail and things
get hectic. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
FREE ONLINE PHOTOSHARING - Share your photos online with your friends and family!
Visit http://www.inbox.com/photosharing to find out more!

http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.inbox.com/photosharing
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 303 From: Sherry Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 304 From: Jon Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 305 From: Jon Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 306 From: Sherry Date: 6/6/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 307 From: High Priestess Myla

Limlal
Date: 6/10/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 308 From: mikespikes123 Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: nightmare of my dog
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 309 From: Sherry Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: Re: nightmare of my dog
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 310 From: Kael Meier Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: Re: nightmare of my dog
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 311 From: lonerlll Date: 6/24/2013
Subject: Missing Cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 312 From: Sherry Date: 6/25/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 313 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: A dogfood that made a huge difference
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 314 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 315 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 316 From: lonerlll Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 317 From: Sherry Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 318 From: Sadie Terry Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 319 From: violet.louisa Date: 6/29/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 320 From: RACHEL Date: 7/11/2013
Subject: I have a cat ,,,,
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 321 From: Sherry Date: 7/11/2013
Subject: Re: I have a cat ,,,,
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 322 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Questions about birds
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 323 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 324 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 325 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 326 From: ktphyscopath666 Date: 7/17/2013
Subject: snake help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 327 From: H K Date: 7/18/2013
Subject: Re: snake help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 328 From: ktphyscopath666 Date: 7/18/2013
Subject: Re: snake help
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 329 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 7/22/2013
Subject: Summoning Deceased Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 330 From: Sherry Date: 7/22/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 331 From: Akemi Date: 7/23/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 332 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 7/25/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 333 From: Sherry Date: 7/26/2013
Subject: Wild Rabbits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 334 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 7/28/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 335 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/28/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 336 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 7/31/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 337 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/31/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 338 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/14/2013
Subject: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 339 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 8/14/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 340 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 8/14/2013

Subject: ALERT: Pet Food Recall
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 341 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 342 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 343 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 344 From: Sherry Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 345 From: smoketillyahchoke Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 346 From: Akemi Date: 8/16/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 347 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/17/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 348 From: Sherry Date: 8/17/2013Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 349 From: Mikki Date: 8/19/2013
Subject: Two Territorial Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 350 From: Sherry Date: 8/20/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 351 From: Mikki Date: 8/21/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 352 From: Sherry Date: 8/21/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 303 From: Sherry Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Thanks for posting this info into a file, HPs Maxine. My cats have done much 
better on homemade food. It's a job and a half to make it but sure is worth 
it. Bad Boy is gaining his weight back quickly, after his latest Stomatitis 
flare-up, thanks to the good food.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:56 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food

I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully, this 
will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and I 
have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the more 
pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I have 
to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch 
every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions 
apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and 
it has worked fine.

It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put 
into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets- 
Royal Canin for one has been causing many deaths- the abnormal foul smelling 
diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is 
another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again, 
regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their 
homemade food.

Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print. 
'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the 
company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and 
bought some 'A laska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back 
which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted 
beneath the 'A laskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund.

The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh 
fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If 
this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.org

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One 
> of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food 
> from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like 
> this anymore. Please help.
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 304 From: Jon Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Thanks. I also have 4 other dogs. I don't think my parents will let me feed them because they aren't
having problems but I will ask them if I can. It's sad my parents don't care about what our pets eat.
I will do Aura of Protection for her but I'm not sure really sure how to do healing. Right now I'm
not sure if I really want to get into that.

--- On Thu, 5/30/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Home Made Dog Food
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 4:30 AM

Jon, I truly hope your parents let you feed your dog and buy the ingredients
because their ignorance may cause your dogs death.
The best thing you can do now is consistemt aura or protection and healing.This
is very important for your beloved dog.

------------------------------
On Wed, May 29, 2013 11:28 PM EDT Jon wrote:

>My dog is suffering from horrible foul smelling diarrhea. I told my mom to

http://www.joyofsatan.org
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


change the food but she says no, she is just getting old. HPs Maxine posted a
dog food recipe and I'm very thankful. Cooking for my dog is going to be a very
difficult task. I will try my best but my parents may not want me to feed her.
They may not want me to spend their money buying ingredients either. I will still
try my best. I'll start putting an Aura of Protection around her too. Thanks.
>
>--- On Thu, 5/30/13, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
>From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Home Made Dog Food
>To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
>Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:19 AM
>
>
>What exactly is wrong with your dog? Here is the post I found. I listed it at
bottom from HP Myla Limlal. A lso if I were you I would put an aura of protection
around your pet. Program his or her aura to sustain and heal her.It doesnt take
too long and all you need to know is on the joyofsatan website satanic magick
section. 
>
> 
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Thu, Jan 24, 2013 3:52 PM EST High Priestess Myla Limlal wrote:
>
>>i found this and hopefully helps those who has dogs
>>
>>Here's a list of some of the ingredients you can use to whip up your own dog
food recipes.
>>
>>There are also many great books available that are packed with interesting
and nutritious recipes for  main meals, treats, biscuits and more.
>>
>>Pick up one or two good ones and use them to vary the ingredients, flavors
and textures of your home made dog food. You'll find a few of the ones I
recommend toward the bottom of this page.
>>
>>Trial and error will help you discover which combination of ingredients your
pup prefers - and if little Fido consistently picks all the squash out of his dinner,
try carrots, or green beans instead.
>>
>>
>>
>>Lean, boneless meat is a good source of protein, try some of these:
>>
>>Boneless poultry - chicken or turkey
>>Beef - ground or cubed
>>Lamb - ground or cubed
>>Fish - cod or salmon are good choices
>>
>>You can add carbohydrates by choosing from the following:
>>
>>Potatoes



>>Pasta - white or wholewheat
>>Oatmeal
>>Rice - white or brown
>>Barley
>>
>>Any of the following vegetables are usually enjoyed:
>>
>>Carrots
>>Green beans
>>Broccoli florets
>>Sweet potatoes
>>Squash
>>Leafy greens such as collards or romaine lettuce
>>*Don't use onion or garlic as these can be poisonous to dogs.
>>
>>
>>
>>Try some of the following fruits as well:
>>
>>Blueberries
>>Blackberries
>>Raspberries
>>Melons
>>Apples
>>Bananas
>>Pears
>>*Don't use grapes or raisins as they can be poisonous to dogs.
>>
>>If you want to give a little more variety to your recipes, try adding a little
natural (unsweetened) yogurt or cottage cheese.
>>
>>Eggs, cooked in any way, are a good source of protein and their shells are
full of nutrients too so you can grind them up and sprinkle them over the food.
Brewers yeast can also be sprinkled over Fido's meals.
>>
>>Avoid giving your pup or dog foods that high in fat or sugar as they're really
bad for him! Things like hot dogs, pizza, fried chicken, cake, cookies and ice-
cream are all no-no's.
>>
>>http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html
>>
> 
>
>
>
>
>
>------------------------------
>On Tue, May 28, 2013 5:20 AM EDT gr33ntree999 wrote:
>
>>I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of
my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from
the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore.
Please help.
>>

http://www.the-puppy-dog-place.com/home-made-dog-food.html


>
>
>
>------------------------------------
>
>Yahoo! Groups Links
>
>
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

<*> To visit your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your email settings:
    Individual Email | Traditional

<*> To change settings online go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings via email:
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
    http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 305 From: Jon Date: 5/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Wow thanks. I have no experience with healing but you really make me feel like I can do this. I
think if I reason with my parents enough they will let me feed her. I will let you all know how she is
doing.

--- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...>
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 4:25 AM

This is in answer to both of your posts. You need to get your dog off of

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/


that food immediately. Just read the labels as best you can. Most labels
'Product of USA' means the food is ok. If your mother keeps refusing, work
on her when she is sleeping-
Visualize an aura around her and program her:
[Name of your mother or however you wish to call her] is now buying food
specifically for me to make homemade dog food. This food is fine and healthy
in every way.
Program the above affirmation into the aura when she sleeps with total
concentration and intent. Repeat this 9 times. 
It is much easier to try to reason with her, but if all else fails, then use
the above with her. You will need all of the energy you can get to stabilize
and heal your dog, as this is serious.

If you are able to, try to give your dog healing energy. I have had to do
this with one of my cats who would have died a long time ago, if I hadn't.
This must be done twice a day and you have to raise and keep your energies
high. This also will need to be done for 2-3 weeks, tapering to once a day.
Then, you will more than likely need to give him energy every now and then
should he get sick again, as the recovery is often very slow, as these
toxins remain in their systems. 

Have your dog sit with you and 'breathe' energy into him 30 times. Each
time, visualize the energy lighting him up, brilliant like the Sun. This may
be difficult at first, as he is sick and when one is very sick, visualizing
the energy can be very hard to do, as the aura is very dirty, but be
persistent. 

When you are finished with breathing energy into him 30 times, then program
the energy:

[Name of Dog] is making a complete and permanent recovery in every way.
[Name of Dog] is safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way and at
all times. 

Repeat the above 9 times. 

If you can, do 2 yoga sessions to raise your energies every day and when you
get the energy buzz, then give the energy to your dog, as this is when you
are most powerful. I have had direct experience with this, as I have had to
do the same with my cats. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know
it's something I have to do. One thing I'm going to have a problem with is
figuring out where the food comes from. How can I be absolutely sure my food
doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
Thanks.

http://www.joyofsatan.com


> 
> --- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
> 
> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM
> 
> 
> I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully,
this will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and
I have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the
more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I
have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch
every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions
apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and
it has worked fine.
> 
> It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put
into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets-
Royal Canin for one has been causing many deaths- the abnormal foul smelling
diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again,
regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their
homemade food. 
> 
> Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the
company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and
bought some 'A laska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back
which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted
beneath the 'A laskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of
China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 
> 
> The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh
fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If
this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
> >
> > I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One
of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food
from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like
this anymore. Please help.
> >
> 
> 
> 

http://www.joyofsatan.org


> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth

------------------------------------
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<*> To change settings online go to:
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<*> To change settings via email:
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 306 From: Sherry Date: 6/6/2013
Subject: Kitty Birthday
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Happy 7th Birthday, Marilyn Maine-roe! We
love you, “Hot Fudge Sundae”!
Sherry, The Kennys & Kitties

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 307 From: High Priestess Myla
Limlal

Date: 6/10/2013

Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
i give my dog plain vegetables like broccoli carrots green beans 
no salt on it 
white rice and plain chicken

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One of my dogs
is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food from the vet but she is
still having problems. I can't let her suffer like this anymore. Please help.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 308 From: mikespikes123 Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: nightmare of my dog
Hello everyone, I was jusst lookin at the jos updates and discovered this new group and I thin k its
a great idea, so props to the creators! What I want to talk about is a nightmare I had about my dog,
and I mean a terrible one that could probably make you cry just reading it, it was not good. So I
recently dedicated, and some angels have been annoying me n my friend. I havnt had a nightmare
in years, they used to be like scary with monsters,this time it cwas different. I've had dreams
recently that I think were supposed to be scary, but they honestly wernt so the angels tried
something else...

My nightmare...

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


I was the son of a mom who was not my actual mom, but my mom in the dream. We were living
off the land, in some forest or somthing, and we began to starve. We were losing hope, mydog
bailey was there(she's a mix of pit and doxon, yes I know its a funny mix) she was laying down.
Now I love my dogs more than anything, they are the best dogs in the world, my dream mom
looked at me with a sad face and said "michael, we need to eat her" I remember crying and crying
but that's not it. She told me to kill her, right now and right there. I would never do that, but for
some reason I got on my knees with a knife. Bailey looked up at me, and I slit her throat. And
that's still not it. She screamed and cried but didn't die she sat there looking at me, a look of
betrayal towards her best friend in the world. I wanted to end her missery, I kept stabbing her over
and over but she wouldn't die, and she kept looking at me. I felt the knife going into her. I wanted
her to just die so she wouldn't have to deal with it. I remember slicing her neck again deeper, and I
felt the knife go in, it felt so real. I'm very dramatic right now as I recall my dream, ivenever
experienced anything like it. I love my dogs beyond love, and I don't k ow when I may recover
from this one.was it the angels? Cuz if it was I swear I'll meditate and meditte till I'm phsycic
enough to be the shit out of them and shove their own heads in their asses. They'll never stop me,
and they WONT touch my dogs. Anyone have advice?
Thanks for taking the time to read this I do appreciate it.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 309 From: Sherry Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: Re: nightmare of my dog
There are some terrible "beings" out there that see what one loves and 
values most, and will go to any lengths to exploit this and use what you 
love to hurt you. Similar things have happened to me. The only difference is 
I'm a cat person. I also have a child I love dearly. I've been taken out 
onto the astral and supposed "cats" attacked me, which I was forced to kill. 
I've also been taken onto the astral and seen my "son" tortured, though of 
course it wasn't actually him. He's fine and well. This is all done to hurt 
and break you. Keep fighting. As you get stronger, these "beings" won't be 
able to do this to you. And if they try, you will be able to do some major 
butt kicking. They don't try to hurt me like this any more, as I got 
stronger over time and fought back.

I hope it helps to know you're not alone in what you are going through.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: mikespikes123
Sent: Saturday, June 15, 2013 1:29 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] nightmare of my dog

Hello everyone, I was jusst lookin at the jos updates and discovered this 
new group and I thin k its a great idea, so props to the creators! What I 
want to talk about is a nightmare I had about my dog, and I mean a terrible 
one that could probably make you cry just reading it, it was not good. So I 
recently dedicated, and some angels have been annoying me n my friend. I 
havnt had a nightmare in years, they used to be like scary with 
monsters,this time it cwas different. I've had dreams recently that I think 
were supposed to be scary, but they honestly wernt so the angels tried 
something else...

My nightmare...
I was the son of a mom who was not my actual mom, but my mom in the dream. 
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We were living off the land, in some forest or somthing, and we began to 
starve. We were losing hope, mydog bailey was there(she's a mix of pit and 
doxon, yes I know its a funny mix) she was laying down. Now I love my dogs 
more than anything, they are the best dogs in the world, my dream mom looked 
at me with a sad face and said "michael, we need to eat her" I remember 
crying and crying but that's not it. She told me to kill her, right now and 
right there. I would never do that, but for some reason I got on my knees 
with a knife. Bailey looked up at me, and I slit her throat. And that's 
still not it. She screamed and cried but didn't die she sat there looking at 
me, a look of betrayal towards her best friend in the world. I wanted to end 
her missery, I kept stabbing her over and over but she wouldn't die, and she 
kept looking at me. I felt the knife going into her. I wanted her to just 
die so she wo!
uldn't have to deal with it. I remember slicing her neck again deeper, and I 
felt the knife go in, it felt so real. I'm very dramatic right now as I 
recall my dream, ivenever experienced anything like it. I love my dogs 
beyond love, and I don't k ow when I may recover from this one.was it the 
angels? Cuz if it was I swear I'll meditate and meditte till I'm phsycic 
enough to be the shit out of them and shove their own heads in their asses. 
They'll never stop me, and they WONT touch my dogs. Anyone have advice?
Thanks for taking the time to read this I do appreciate it.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 310 From: Kael Meier Date: 6/15/2013
Subject: Re: nightmare of my dog
If it was the angels, I assure you, they just want to get to you, you giving them a good reaction only feeds those
vampires, control your self, show them they can not hurt you, or your animals. The more they get to you, the more
impact they can have on your life, to even making your aura manifest such horrific things. Be strong.

Hail Satan!

From: mikespikes123 <mikespikesenator@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 11:29:45 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] nightmare of my dog

 
Hello everyone, I was jusst lookin at the jos updates and discovered this new group and I thin k its a great idea, so
props to the creators! What I want to talk about is a nightmare I had about my dog, and I mean a terrible one that
could probably make you cry just reading it, it was not good. So I recently dedicated, and some angels have been
annoying me n my friend. I havnt had a nightmare in years, they used to be like scary with monsters,this time it cwas
different. I've had dreams recently that I think were supposed to be scary, but they honestly wernt so the angels tried
something else...

My nightmare...
I was the son of a mom who was not my actual mom, but my mom in the dream. We were living off the land, in some
forest or somthing, and we began to starve. We were losing hope, mydog bailey was there(she's a mix of pit and
doxon, yes I know its a funny mix) she was laying down. Now I love my dogs more than anything, they are the best



dogs in the world, my dream mom looked at me with a sad face and said "michael, we need to eat her" I remember
crying and crying but that's not it. She told me to kill her, right now and right there. I would never do that, but for
some reason I got on my knees with a knife. Bailey looked up at me, and I slit her throat. And that's still not it. She
screamed and cried but didn't die she sat there looking at me, a look of betrayal towards her best friend in the world.
I wanted to end her missery, I kept stabbing her over and over but she wouldn't die, and she kept looking at me. I felt
the knife going into her. I wanted her to just die so she wouldn't have to deal with it. I remember slicing her neck again
deeper, and I felt the knife go in, it felt so real. I'm very dramatic right now as I recall my dream, ivenever experienced
anything like it. I love my dogs beyond love, and I don't k ow when I may recover from this one.was it the angels?
Cuz if it was I swear I'll meditate and meditte till I'm phsycic enough to be the shit out of them and shove their own
heads in their asses. They'll never stop me, and they WONT touch my dogs. Anyone have advice?
Thanks for taking the time to read this I do appreciate it.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 311 From: lonerlll Date: 6/24/2013
Subject: Missing Cat
My cat Tony went missing Saturday night and we have no idea where he is. He is an indoor-only
cat. We've been looking for him and haven't turned up a trace. I've been praying to Father and to
Bast, but I just don't know what else to do. If anyone could offer some advice, or even a prayer it
would be greatly appreciated. If by chance you're in my area, He was lost on Dumbarton Dr in
Delmar, NY.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 312 From: Sherry Date: 6/25/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
I've heard that often cats that go missing are hiding very close to home and 
are afraid to come out. Did you search every area near your home Tony could 
be hiding in? You could also put something with your scent on it, such as an 
unwashed shirt, near your doorstep to help Tony find his way home. Also it's 
a good idea to put up posters with a photo of Tony and offer a reward. I 
hope you will find him. Just do all you can and Satan will help you with the 
rest.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: lonerlll
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:46 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Missing Cat

My cat Tony went missing Saturday night and we have no idea where he is. He 
is an indoor-only cat. We've been looking for him and haven't turned up a 
trace. I've been praying to Father and to Bast, but I just don't know what 
else to do. If anyone could offer some advice, or even a prayer it would be 
greatly appreciated. If by chance you're in my area, He was lost on 
Dumbarton Dr in Delmar, NY.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 313 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: A dogfood that made a huge difference
^sounds like a novel title haha..
Well my dog, weeds, weedle, dudley, Douglas dooright chives the third being his original name, if I
can even remember fully ,I got him when I was 8 or 9 at a pet store. I didn't know anything about
the mills and I'm not sure that's where he came but he was too young to be there and probably
inbred. He's had so many issues with his skin, fur, tummy, tumors, ect. 
Trouble gaining weight
Ever since this group came up and I knew even more just how bad the foods really were, before we
were trying to find organic special diets ect. I'm not around to cook for him and my mom doesn't
give enough shits but since I started putting not even huge amounts of just energy and desire into
wanting him to feel better before he goes, we just randomly came across this food called wellness.
Its USA made I think and from what it looks like the ingredients are like better than some human
food lol really 

Gaining weight, all of his fur grew back he doesn't itch no rash and we can pick him up relaxed and
he's sleeping more and cuddlier and happier and all around almost completely better. He may just
be really sensitive and with allergies but shit I made this long

Point is the food called wellness if you don't cook- did magic on my dog, he's a pug btw. 8 or 9
years old! Umm.... if nothing is recommended trying it. I'm so happy he can have peace in his life(:
if there are problems.. well I'm not sure if it was the energy combined with food that helped so
much but really he just came up with me when I meditated and I'd just pause for some seconds
and clean his aura and get emotional about his past and such.. it was only for a few mins and yeah
idk.

He was treated real bad by my mom too, and so. I've counteracted that too. So the food, a little
energy and more care and he's so happy! I didn't think I could do jack SHIT!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 314 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
:) yea?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 315 From: mysticgummy Date: 6/26/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
Wow thanks for that, thats some information I could use dearly.

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
<maxine.dietrich@...> wrote:
>
> I hope he will be ok. I want to add my own coments here and experience. Some 30
years ago, I was walking up a hill to go to the store and noticed a baby bird. Its eyes
were still closed and it had no feathers or anything. Ants were crawling all over it, and
there was no adult bird or nest I could spot anywhere. I picked it up and took it home. I
was very lucky to have found a vet who had reliable advice. We put him in a small shoe
box without the lid, and put a heating pad on low, with a small flat blanket. I then
wrapped him in tissue, as any small infant warm blooded animal will lose heat
dangerously. 
> 
> The vet told me to get infant food for humans; strained meat. I also purchased an
eyedropper for water. From what I understand, the mother bird vomits the food into the
baby bird's mouth, so it is predigested, as an immature digestive system is incapable of
handling regular food. I fed him with a q-tip- the food, I gloobed onto the tip. Birds
have a gullet and he had this lump on the side of his throat? if I remember correctly,
where the food would go for a while. 
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> 
> Now, a baby bird is not easy to care for in the way that he/she must be fed every 15-
20 minutes around the clock. I was lucky to be able to go 30-40 minutes at night while
he slept. In addition, the baby food had to be discarded frequently to avoid bacteria and
contamination, as refrigeration was out of the question in the way that the cold would
hurt the baby bird. Back then, we didn't have a microwave. 
> 
> Now, from all of this experience, I am grateful, as I learned some very important
lessons. Birds and most other animals are highly intelligent and very aware. I remember
when he grew and the first time, he was perched on my dresser and I was on the sofa
and I kept encouraging him and he took his first flight and made it over to me. Another
time, I called him by name several times, as I couldn't find him and then I said 'You
want to eat?' and he then began chirping.
> 
> When he was several weaks old and grown, he would go into the potted plants in
front of the window and flap his wings real hard. I fed him his last meal and it was a
nice day and I put him back into the shoe box and we took him to a very large
cemetary, where there was no traffic and few people. I opened the box and he flew way
up into a very high tree. I really missed him, as did my son, but I could never cage a
bird. 
> 
> Another incident involving a pigeon; my daughter rescued her after some asshole
teens kicked at her and broke her leg. We built a wire pen in the PC room here. She was
an adult. Then, we put one of those storage tubs inside with a door cut into it and a
little ramp and a warm blanket. On the side, we had a flat dish of birdseed and a water
bowl. Thank Satan, she recuperated and began standing up, as before, she had a very
hard time walking. I put her outside, but even being wild, she wanted back into our
house and was not ready, as she stayed in our yard and flew to the window. After about
another week and a half, I again put her outside and then she flew away. 
> 
> Now, the digestive systems of infant animals are very delicate. I came home back in
October of 2009 and when putting the car in the garage, I heard screaming and saw
something that looked like a tiny rodent zig zag down the street. It went away and I
thought nothing of it, but when I went inside, I was informed that some creep put out a
tiny kitten and ran away. I immediately went out and picked her up. She was so tiny,
she fit into the pam of my hand. She was frantic and hysterical and began purring like a
motor. Cats do purr when extremely upset or even when in pain at times. I fed her soft
chicken and she began having diarrhea and vomiting. I then called a relaible vet and
they told me to feed her infant food for humans. She was only about 4 weeks and
shouldn't even have been on solid foods. She did well on the baby food. Now, this is
sad...she was so traumatized that she fought to stay awake. She would sit on me and
her little head would nod off and
> she would right away open her eyes real hard and fight to stay awake. Only after
about a week, did she feel secure enough to go to sleep. 
> 
> She is going on 4 years old now this fall, and she still has a lot of anger, as her being
abandoned never left her. She has a hair-trigger temper, which is rare for most cats.
She is definitely a fighter, but I know this was because of the trauma. She is still very
small and looks like a 5 month old kitten, even though she is fully grown. She is very
loving though. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
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> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> >
> > Thank you for the answers. The situation seems to have been solved.
> > We tried to feed him this morning, and we successfully put a worm in his mouth,
but he didn't swallow it. After that we heard his parents croaking near our backyard, so
we took him out. He flew a few meters, then I put him up on a tree, and the parents
came close, so we went inside.
> > 
> > After this we saw he climbed higher on the tree, then a little bit later he
disappeared. It seems the parents came back to take care of him, and my grandma
mistakenly believed they abandoned him. I hope he's alright, he is so cute and curious. 
> > 
> > I hope I did the right thing. It's hard to decide what to do in cases like this. If I
keep him but he does not eat, he dies. If I let him go, some predator may kill him.
Luckily the parents came back.
> > 
> > Vabzir Teloch
> > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "vabzirteloch" <vabzirteloch@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I found a baby hooded crow in our garden, about 3 hours ago. My grandma told
me she saw the parents abandon the little crow.
> > > 
> > > She/he's about 10 inches long, so he's not a grown up. I put him in our bird
cage I found in the basement, gave him water and cut up some meat for him, but he
didn't want to eat. I went to the pet food shop and bought him worms, but he doesn't
want those either.
> > > 
> > > He pinched the meat I offered to him once or twice, but didn't eat it. He almost
ate the worm I offered to him, but eventually he didn't.
> > > 
> > > He doesn't seem to have been injured, he flaps his wings and tries to get out of
the cage, I think maybe he's just afraid to eat.
> > > 
> > > Can you give me any ideas on how to get him to eat? Hooded crows aren't
protected in my country.
> > > 
> > > I put a towel on top of the bird cage to calm him down, and he fell asleep the
3rd time now.
> > > 
> > > My father just came in and told me he saw one of the adult crows outside. What
should I do? If I let him go and his parents abandon him again, cats or other predators
may kill him...
> > > 
> > > I asked Satan for help, I hope everything turns out fine.
> > > 
> > > Vabzir Teloch
> > > HAIL SATAN!!!
> > >
> >
>
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 316 From: lonerlll Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Thank you for your thoughts and help Sherry. He actually turned up at a neighbors house about a
half mile from home. We got a call after he had been sleeping on and under their porch. He is
home safe and sound!

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I've heard that often cats that go missing are hiding very close to home and 
> are afraid to come out. Did you search every area near your home Tony could 
> be hiding in? You could also put something with your scent on it, such as an 
> unwashed shirt, near your doorstep to help Tony find his way home. Also it's 
> a good idea to put up posters with a photo of Tony and offer a reward. I 
> hope you will find him. Just do all you can and Satan will help you with the 
> rest.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: lonerlll
> Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:46 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Missing Cat
> 
> My cat Tony went missing Saturday night and we have no idea where he is. He 
> is an indoor-only cat. We've been looking for him and haven't turned up a 
> trace. I've been praying to Father and to Bast, but I just don't know what 
> else to do. If anyone could offer some advice, or even a prayer it would be 
> greatly appreciated. If by chance you're in my area, He was lost on 
> Dumbarton Dr in Delmar, NY.
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 317 From: Sherry Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Oh, thank Satan! That is wonderful news!!!

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: lonerlll
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 11:07 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Missing Cat

Thank you for your thoughts and help Sherry. He actually turned up at a 
neighbors house about a half mile from home. We got a call after he had been 
sleeping on and under their porch. He is home safe and sound!

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I've heard that often cats that go missing are hiding very close to home 
> and
> are afraid to come out. Did you search every area near your home Tony 
> could
> be hiding in? You could also put something with your scent on it, such as 
> an
> unwashed shirt, near your doorstep to help Tony find his way home. Also 
> it's
> a good idea to put up posters with a photo of Tony and offer a reward. I
> hope you will find him. Just do all you can and Satan will help you with 
> the
> rest.
>
>
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: lonerlll
> Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:46 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Missing Cat
>
> My cat Tony went missing Saturday night and we have no idea where he is. 
> He
> is an indoor-only cat. We've been looking for him and haven't turned up a
> trace. I've been praying to Father and to Bast, but I just don't know what
> else to do. If anyone could offer some advice, or even a prayer it would 
> be
> greatly appreciated. If by chance you're in my area, He was lost on
> Dumbarton Dr in Delmar, NY.
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 318 From: Sadie Terry Date: 6/27/2013
Subject: Re: Urgent advice needed! (Baby Crow)
I had found a baby girl sparrow  a few years ago downtown that had fallen from the nest and
seemed to have broken one of her wings, so I carried her all the way home, dug up some worms,
cut them up and fed them to her through an eye dropper, eventually after a few weeks we let her
go and her wing could work better.

I had also had to save a baby sparrow from being attacked by two adult blue jays that were pecking
the baby to death, while the rest of the birds cheered on the blue jays. Blue jays are so mean.

Hail Satan! ❤
Hail Andras! ❤
Hail Malphas! ❤
Hail Haures! ❤
Hail Anubis!❤
Hail the Gods of Duat!❤����
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 319 From: violet.louisa Date: 6/29/2013
Subject: Re: Missing Cat
Awww, that's awesome!!! Thank Satan that Tony is safe and well and back home!!!!

I remember when my cat Sapphire went missing a while ago...it was weird, I called to her in my
mind (before I dedicated to Father) and she answered, leading me right to where she was!! I'll
never forget her little face and wide eyes when she saw me. She was hiding inside a thorny bush!! I
just called her down, told her she was safe and carried her home in my arms. She ate a LOAD
when she got home!!

It's been raining here today and she shook all over me..yuk!! Sapphire and I have a strong
telepathic bond. When my father died recently, she did not leave my side for three days...

HAIL SATAN!!
HAIL LILITH!!
HAIL ALL THE GODS OF OLD!!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "lonerlll" <glenzlll@...> wrote:
>
> My cat Tony went missing Saturday night and we have no idea where he is. He is an
indoor-only cat. We've been looking for him and haven't turned up a trace. I've been
praying to Father and to Bast, but I just don't know what else to do. If anyone could
offer some advice, or even a prayer it would be greatly appreciated. If by chance you're
in my area, He was lost on Dumbarton Dr in Delmar, NY.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 320 From: RACHEL Date: 7/11/2013
Subject: I have a cat ,,,,
Ok my cat i love her to death but she will not eat dry cat food and she throws up almost every
other day from the soft food ive tried different ones and she still throws up it looks like grayish
gravy kinda and she sleeps alot.I spoil my baby girl,need help ive taken her to the vets had her full
check up done shots everything .I dont know whats wrong with my baby.some one please
help.Thank you.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 321 From: Sherry Date: 7/11/2013
Subject: Re: I have a cat ,,,,
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These sound like symptoms of eating "bad" cat food. I don't know if you've 
looked into what's really in commercial pet foods but HPs Maxine has posted 
a lot about it. She also posted a homemade diet for cats. Your kitty 
definitely needs to be off of the commercial cat foods. Hopefully her body 
will recover from the toxins but some cats don't recover and can come down 
with cancer even after being off the commercial foods for a while, as I 
found out this year. Also these toxic pet foods are causing lots of cases of 
kidney failure. Hyperthyroidism is on the increase and I wouldn’t be 
surprised if the toxic cat foods are causing that as well.

I just looked in the files section and HPs Maxine's homemade cat food stew 
recipe is there.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: RACHEL
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:16 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] I have a cat ,,,,

Ok my cat i love her to death but she will not eat dry cat food and she 
throws up almost every other day from the soft food ive tried different ones 
and she still throws up it looks like grayish gravy kinda and she sleeps 
alot.I spoil my baby girl,need help ive taken her to the vets had her full 
check up done shots everything .I dont know whats wrong with my baby.some 
one please help.Thank you.

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 322 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Questions about birds
Hello Group,
 
We use propane gas for hot water. Just now when my husband opened the lid to
see how much propane we have, he fund a nest with 3 whitish colored eggs in it.
Mama bird got scared and flew away. I hope she will come back and take care of
her eggs. This I think is the strangest place for a bird to make a nest. Is it safe for
them to stay there? They aren’t deep inside the gas tank, just on the top, below
the lid. I’m wondering if this is dangerous for both the birds and us and what, if
anything, we should do.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 323 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds
When I was a kid, I was a bit of a shit and scared off a mother bird from her nest, which had eggs in it. She never
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came back.
I don't think the mother bird will come back if she got scared.
I am unsure of what to do, maybe check the Net or ask a vet how to keep the eggs warm so they will hatch, if that's
what you want. And what to feed the young birds and how to keep them warm until they mature fully.

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
To: Undisclosed-Recipient 
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:18:36 AM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Questions about birds

 
Hello Group,
 
We use propane gas for hot water. Just now when my husband opened the lid to
see how much propane we have, he fund a nest with 3 whitish colored eggs in it.
Mama bird got scared and flew away. I hope she will come back and take care of
her eggs. This I think is the strangest place for a bird to make a nest. Is it safe for
them to stay there? They aren’t deep inside the gas tank, just on the top, below
the lid. I’m wondering if this is dangerous for both the birds and us and what, if
anything, we should do.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 324 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds
Attachments :

Oh, dear. I hope the mother bird came back. We haven’t opened the lid on the
gas tank again, as it’s best to leave them alone. The rehabber told me that
moving and transporting the eggs would kill the babies. 
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Magus Immortalis
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:27 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Questions about birds
 

When I was a kid, I was a bit of a shit and scared off a mother bird from her nest, which had eggs in it. She never
came back.
I don't think the mother bird will come back if she got scared.
I am unsure of what to do, maybe check the Net or ask a vet how to keep the eggs warm so they will hatch, if that's
what you want. And what to feed the young birds and how to keep them warm until they mature fully.
 

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
To: Undisclosed-Recipient 
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Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:18:36 AM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Questions about birds
 
Hello Group,
 
We use propane gas for hot water. Just now when my husband opened the lid to
see how much propane we have, he fund a nest with 3 whitish colored eggs in it.
Mama bird got scared and flew away. I hope she will come back and take care of
her eggs. This I think is the strangest place for a bird to make a nest. Is it safe for
them to stay there? They aren’t deep inside the gas tank, just on the top, below
the lid. I’m wondering if this is dangerous for both the birds and us and what, if
anything, we should do.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 325 From: Sherry Date: 7/13/2013
Subject: Re: Questions about birds
Oh, one other thing; the rehabber I spoke with said from what I describe, they
could be the eggs of a Chimney Swift, which are more protected than the bald
eagle, so nobody can touch the eggs or nest, as that would risk a fine of up to
$10,000. I’ll have to call the gas company on Monday and let them know about
the birds, so they will be careful when they fill the gas tank. I just hope to Satan
the mother came back.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Magus Immortalis
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:27 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Questions about birds
 

When I was a kid, I was a bit of a shit and scared off a mother bird from her nest, which had eggs in it. She never
came back.
I don't think the mother bird will come back if she got scared.
I am unsure of what to do, maybe check the Net or ask a vet how to keep the eggs warm so they will hatch, if that's
what you want. And what to feed the young birds and how to keep them warm until they mature fully.
 

From: Sherry <grayce2001@...>
To: Undisclosed-Recipient 
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:18:36 AM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Questions about birds
 
Hello Group,
 
We use propane gas for hot water. Just now when my husband opened the lid to
see how much propane we have, he fund a nest with 3 whitish colored eggs in it.
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Mama bird got scared and flew away. I hope she will come back and take care of
her eggs. This I think is the strangest place for a bird to make a nest. Is it safe for
them to stay there? They aren’t deep inside the gas tank, just on the top, below
the lid. I’m wondering if this is dangerous for both the birds and us and what, if
anything, we should do.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 326 From: ktphyscopath666 Date: 7/17/2013
Subject: snake help
I have a ball python named Lucifer (named him that before i came across this sight hopefully its not
offensive to father Satan) that has some blistered scales I don't know what it's from and the nearest
vet is five hours away. He has just been laying with the blistered part turned up an he won't eat I'm
worried about him as he is usually eager to eat and loves to get out of his cage and curl up in your
lap. He does have a small heating pad in the back corner of his cage and the humidity stays at
80%. Would the healing spell work on him or would something else help? Also is it ok to keep my
other ball python Tiffany(the bride of chucky lol) and my male albino burmese python Freddy
Kruger in a cage together? I've been told yes and no but i want to be sure because i don't anything
bad to happen to them.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 327 From: H K Date: 7/18/2013
Subject: Re: snake help
I hate heating pads. They are unreliable and dangerous. I'm talking from experience here. Try and
get a reptile grade fluro working in tandem with a heat globe. If you are worried about humidity,
put the water bowl near the heat light. Have both lights on one timer. You can add a night light on
an alternating timer if you wish but it's not necessary.
Not only is this a better set up for the snake but will save you money.- I was having mega power
bills because of the heat pad i used to use, and when it eventually broke i was lucky i didn't lose my
snake.

Plain antiseptic cream works for snakes as well. Depending on how serious the blisters are you can
do that.
Snakes, depending on how old they are can go months without eating, and will stop eating if
something is off.

Unless two snakes are a breeding pair it's never a good idea to have two in together, especially two
different breeds.

Hope this helps

Hail Satan!
88!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "ktphyscopath666" <ktphyscopath666@...> wrote:
>
> I have a ball python named Lucifer (named him that before i came across this sight
hopefully its not offensive to father Satan) that has some blistered scales I don't know
what it's from and the nearest vet is five hours away. He has just been laying with the
blistered part turned up an he won't eat I'm worried about him as he is usually eager to
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eat and loves to get out of his cage and curl up in your lap. He does have a small
heating pad in the back corner of his cage and the humidity stays at 80%. Would the
healing spell work on him or would something else help? Also is it ok to keep my other
ball python Tiffany(the bride of chucky lol) and my male albino burmese python Freddy
Kruger in a cage together? I've been told yes and no but i want to be sure because i
don't anything bad to happen to them.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 328 From: ktphyscopath666 Date: 7/18/2013
Subject: Re: snake help
Thanks for the advise :) I will get another cage soon for my other ball python so they will all have
their own cages I had gotten the three the day after I dedicated about a month ago an the person I
got them from had the two together already an the male ball python in a different cage

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "H K" <monumentalwheel@...> wrote:
>
> I hate heating pads. They are unreliable and dangerous. I'm talking from experience
here. Try and get a reptile grade fluro working in tandem with a heat globe. If you are
worried about humidity, put the water bowl near the heat light. Have both lights on one
timer. You can add a night light on an alternating timer if you wish but it's not
necessary.
> Not only is this a better set up for the snake but will save you money.- I was having
mega power bills because of the heat pad i used to use, and when it eventually broke i
was lucky i didn't lose my snake.
> 
> Plain antiseptic cream works for snakes as well. Depending on how serious the
blisters are you can do that.
> Snakes, depending on how old they are can go months without eating, and will stop
eating if something is off.
> 
> Unless two snakes are a breeding pair it's never a good idea to have two in together,
especially two different breeds.
> 
> Hope this helps
> 
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 88!
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "ktphyscopath666" <ktphyscopath666@> wrote:
> >
> > I have a ball python named Lucifer (named him that before i came across this sight
hopefully its not offensive to father Satan) that has some blistered scales I don't know
what it's from and the nearest vet is five hours away. He has just been laying with the
blistered part turned up an he won't eat I'm worried about him as he is usually eager to
eat and loves to get out of his cage and curl up in your lap. He does have a small
heating pad in the back corner of his cage and the humidity stays at 80%. Would the
healing spell work on him or would something else help? Also is it ok to keep my other
ball python Tiffany(the bride of chucky lol) and my male albino burmese python Freddy
Kruger in a cage together? I've been told yes and no but i want to be sure because i
don't anything bad to happen to them.
> >
>
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 329 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 7/22/2013
Subject: Summoning Deceased Pets
Is it possible to summon your dead pets? Also is it ethical? And how would you go about doing so
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 330 From: Sherry Date: 7/22/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
I don't know if that's possible, as I've never tried it, but I do know one 
can ask Satan about having their pets back, through reincarnation.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: nhanduchromatus11
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:47 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Summoning Deceased Pets

Is it possible to summon your dead pets? Also is it ethical? And how would 
you go about doing so

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 331 From: Akemi Date: 7/23/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
It is possible to summon the spirits of the deceased and there should be no ethical issues about
contacting your pets as long as they were treated with love and respect during their lives. You can
do a ritual and ask Father Satan to help you meet your pets. However, if the pet has already
reincarnated then there is no easy way to contact them. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I don't know if that's possible, as I've never tried it, but I do know one 
> can ask Satan about having their pets back, through reincarnation.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: nhanduchromatus11
> Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:47 PM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Summoning Deceased Pets
> 
> Is it possible to summon your dead pets? Also is it ethical? And how would 
> you go about doing so
> 
> 
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> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 332 From: nhanduchromatus11 Date: 7/25/2013
Subject: Re: Summoning Deceased Pets
Thank you for the replies everyone! The replies were helpful.
Hail Satan!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@...> wrote:
>
> 
> 
> It is possible to summon the spirits of the deceased and there should be no ethical
issues about contacting your pets as long as they were treated with love and respect
during their lives. You can do a ritual and ask Father Satan to help you meet your pets.
However, if the pet has already reincarnated then there is no easy way to contact them. 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I don't know if that's possible, as I've never tried it, but I do know one 
> > can ask Satan about having their pets back, through reincarnation.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: nhanduchromatus11
> > Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:47 PM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Summoning Deceased Pets
> > 
> > Is it possible to summon your dead pets? Also is it ethical? And how would 
> > you go about doing so
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 333 From: Sherry Date: 7/26/2013
Subject: Wild Rabbits
Does anybody know if the mother will eat her baby wild rabbits, if they are
touched by a human?
 
Sherry
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www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 334 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 7/28/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Yes I have 4, 3 ponies and just rescued an ex racing/breeding standardbred mare. She is still
underweight. She was a harness racer (cart not jockey) in Australia these horses get thrown away
like yesterdays garbage but they are like gentle giants I try to encourage people to adopt one they
are great horses!

I named her Astrid (Goddess in Norse old Norse I think)

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@...> wrote:
>
> :) yea?
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 335 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/28/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
Serpentfire you have a great heart <3

------------------------------

On Sun, Jul 28, 2013 2:50 AM PDT Serpentfire666 wrote:

>Yes I have 4, 3 ponies and just rescued an ex racing/breeding standardbred mare. She
is still underweight. She was a harness racer (cart not jockey) in Australia these horses
get thrown away like yesterdays garbage but they are like gentle giants I try to
encourage people to adopt one they are great horses!
>
>I named her Astrid (Goddess in Norse old Norse I think)
>
>Hail Satan!
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@...> wrote:
>>
>> :) yea?
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 336 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 7/31/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
With animals yeah, with most people, not so much lol.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>
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> 
> Serpentfire you have a great heart <3
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------
> On Sun, Jul 28, 2013 2:50 AM PDT Serpentfire666 wrote:
> 
> >Yes I have 4, 3 ponies and just rescued an ex racing/breeding standardbred mare.
She is still underweight. She was a harness racer (cart not jockey) in Australia these
horses get thrown away like yesterdays garbage but they are like gentle giants I try to
encourage people to adopt one they are great horses!
> >
> >I named her Astrid (Goddess in Norse old Norse I think)
> >
> >Hail Satan!
> >
> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@> wrote:
> >>
> >> :) yea?
> >>
> >
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 337 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/31/2013
Subject: Re: Horses <3 any lovers/owners here?
:-) are you going to post anymore on the survival group you put together?

------------------------------

On Wed, Jul 31, 2013 12:37 PM PDT Serpentfire666 wrote:

>With animals yeah, with most people, not so much lol.
>
>Hail Satan!
>
>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...> wrote:
>>
>> 
>> Serpentfire you have a great heart <3
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------
>> On Sun, Jul 28, 2013 2:50 AM PDT Serpentfire666 wrote:
>> 
>> >Yes I have 4, 3 ponies and just rescued an ex racing/breeding standardbred mare.
She is still underweight. She was a harness racer (cart not jockey) in Australia these
horses get thrown away like yesterdays garbage but they are like gentle giants I try to
encourage people to adopt one they are great horses!
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>> >
>> >I named her Astrid (Goddess in Norse old Norse I think)
>> >
>> >Hail Satan!
>> >
>> >--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "mysticgummy" <mysticgummy@> wrote:
>> >
>> > :) yea?
>> >
>> >
>> >
>>
>
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 338 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/14/2013
Subject: Very sick little calf
I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer less than a week ago, they
pull them off their mums too soon and put them on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet
and friend for one of my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are low to
survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet hospital for intesnive care. I have
been trying to give him as much energy as I can between getting fluids into him and nursing him.
I'm exhausted I even asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. If
anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. His name is Buddy even ask the
Gods to deliver the energy to him as they know who and where he is I am sure. 

I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him to live and grow up
healthy. 

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 339 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 8/14/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.

From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf

 
I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer less than a week ago, they pull them off their
mums too soon and put them on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one of my horses. He has
been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are low to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet
hospital for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I can between getting fluids into him and
nursing him. I'm exhausted I even asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. If
anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. His name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the
energy to him as they know who and where he is I am sure. 

I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him to live and grow up healthy. 

Hail Satan
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 340 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 8/14/2013

Subject: ALERT: Pet Food Recall
 
 
http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/
 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

 

Free Online Photosharing - Share your photos online w ith your friends and family!
Visit http://www.inbox.com/photosharing to find out more!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 341 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with his illness. Its a virus that
infects calves and he also has other infections. The farmer could find himself in some serious shit
the vet took down his details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling babies
off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's cruel and means many calves get sick
and die or end up on a meat truck as babies. I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious
problem with the way the animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@...> wrote:
>
> Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> 
> 
> ________________________________
> From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> 
> 
> 
> Â  
> I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer less than a
week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put them on a veal truck. I took
this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one of my horses. He has been terribly ill and
the vet said his chances are low to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him
to the vet hospital for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I
can between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even asked The
Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. If anyone could even

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-food-recalls/
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send a little energy to him it would all help. His name is Buddy even ask the Gods to
deliver the energy to him as they know who and where he is I am sure. 
> 
> I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him to live and
grow up healthy. 
> 
> Hail Satan
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 342 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
http://forcechange.com/70233/end-the-sale-of-live-animal-keychains/?
utm_source=ForceChange+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1d20feb16c-
NL4088_11_2013&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_600a6911b9-1d20feb16c-275446589

Street vendors are selling live animals trapped in keychains in China as souvenirs. These souvenirs
are becoming a new fashion trend, and should be banned. The animals are usually amphibians
such as turtles, fish, and lizards, and are placed into small plastic bags that contain a liquid nutrient
and oxygen that allows them to live up to "two months." However, many of these animals die days
later.

The animal bags, which are attached to metal keyrings, cost around $1.50 a piece. Buyers are
convinced by vendors that the animals in these "live animal keychains" can sustain themselves from
the nutrients in the water for many months. But the truth is these animals die from oxygen
deprivation within hours or days. Without the ability to replenish their oxygen or nutrient levels,
these poor creatures are left to slowly starve or suffocate to death in their little plastic bags.

Animals should not be kept in small plastic bags. These conditions are cruel. Thousands of these
marine animals will die a slow death each year if this practice is allowed to continue. Sign the
petition to demand that the Chinese government make the selling of live animal keychains illegal in
China.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 343 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
I just read this comment from further down the page and thought it worth posting in case you miss
it. Not about animals but chinese products and I might post this to the other groups later.

Susan
August 14, 2013 at 4:57 pm 

"The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing." Edmund Burke

Boycott the junk we buy from China:

Green Giant frozen vegetables are from China, and so are most of Europe's Best.
Arctic Gardens are Okay. So is Birdseye.

Never buy the grocery store garlic unless it is clearly marked from USA or Canada,
the other stuff is grown in people poop (even worse than chicken poop).
China is the largest producer of garlic in the world. U.S. is next.

Buy only local honey; much honey is shipped in in huge containers from China
and re-packed here.
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Cold-FX is grown and packed in China and is full of fecal bacteria.
Doesn't work anyway, big scam.
If the country of origin is not clearly marked, beware! If you're buying produce,
ask an employee.
Watch out for packages which state "prepared for," "packed by," or "imported by".
I don't understand the lack of mandatory labeling, especially the produce.
The country of origin should be clearly shown on the item in the store. I go to the
local farmers' markets in season and keep a wary eye open the rest of the year.

Please read this very carefully, and read to the very bottom. It's important for all of us.

How is it possible to ship food from China cheaper than having it produced in the U.S. or Canada ?

FOR EXAMPLE THE "OUR FAMILY" BRAND OF MANDARIN ORANGES SAYS RIGHT
ON THE CAN `FROM CHINA .' SO, FOR A FEW MORE CENTS, BUY THE LIBERTY BRAND.
GOLD BRAND OR THE DOLE BRAND IS FROM CALIFORNIA . Beware  Costco sells canned
peaches and pears in a plastic jar that come from China .

ALL "HIGH LINER" AND MOST OTHER FROZEN FISH PRODUCTS COME FROM
CHINA OR INDONESIA. THE PACKAGE MAY SAY "PACIFIC SALMON" ON THE FRONT,
BUT LOOK FOR THE SMALL PRINT.
MOST OF THESE PRODUCTS COME FROM FISH FARMS IN THE ORIENT, WHERE
THERE ARE NO REGULATIONS ON WHAT IS FED TO THESE FISH.

Recently The Montreal Gazette had an article by the Canadian Government on how
Chinese feed the fish: They suspend chicken wire crates over the fish ponds, and the fish feed on
chicken poop.

If you search the internet about what the Chinese feed their fish, you'll be alarmed; e.g., growth
hormones, expired anti-biotics from humans. Never buy any type of fish or shellfish that
comes from these countries: Vietnam , China , Philippines .

Check this out, personally. I did. Stienfeld's Pickles are made in India  just as bad!

Another example is in canned mushrooms. No-Name brand came from Indonesia . A lso check
those little fruit cups. They used to be made in Canada in the Niagara region until about 2 years
ago.
They are now packaged in China!

While the Chinese export inferior and even toxic products, dangerous toys, and goods to be sold in
North American markets, the media wrings its hands! Yet, 70% of North Americans believe that
the trading privileges afforded to the Chinese should be suspended!
Well, duh! Why do you need the government to suspend trading privileges?

SIMPLY DO IT YOURSELF, CANADA AND THE U.S.!

Simply look on the bottom of every product you buy, and if it says `Made in China' or `PRC'
(and that now includes Hong Kong), simply choose another product, or none at all.
You will be amazed at how dependent you are on Chinese products, and you will be equally
amazed
at what you can do without.

THINK ABOUT THIS:



If 200 million North Americans refuse to buy just $20 each of Chinese goods, that's a billion
dollar trade imbalance resolved in our favorfast!! The downside? Some Canadian/American
businesses will feel a temporary pinch from having foreign stockpiles of inventory.

Just one month of trading losses will hit the Chinese for 8% of their North American exports.
Then, they will at least have to ask themselves if the benefits of their arrogance and lawlessness are
worth it.

START NOW and don't stop.

Send this to everybody you know. Let's show them that we are intelligent, and NOBODY can take
us for granted.

Scary, isn't it?

690 on the "bar code" is made in China.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> 
> 
> http://forcechange.com/70233/end-the-sale-of-live-animal-keychains/?
utm_source=ForceChange+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1d20feb16c-
NL4088_11_2013&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_600a6911b9-1d20feb16c-
275446589
> 
> Street vendors are selling live animals trapped in keychains in China as souvenirs.
These souvenirs are becoming a new fashion trend, and should be banned. The animals
are usually amphibians such as turtles, fish, and lizards, and are placed into small plastic
bags that contain a liquid nutrient and oxygen that allows them to live up to "two
months." However, many of these animals die days later.
> 
> The animal bags, which are attached to metal keyrings, cost around $1.50 a piece.
Buyers are convinced by vendors that the animals in these "live animal keychains" can
sustain themselves from the nutrients in the water for many months. But the truth is
these animals die from oxygen deprivation within hours or days. Without the ability to
replenish their oxygen or nutrient levels, these poor creatures are left to slowly starve or
suffocate to death in their little plastic bags.
> 
> Animals should not be kept in small plastic bags. These conditions are cruel.
Thousands of these marine animals will die a slow death each year if this practice is
allowed to continue. Sign the petition to demand that the Chinese government make the
selling of live animal keychains illegal in China.
> 
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 344 From: Sherry Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but cruelty to 
take them away from their mothers too soon.
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Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best with a 
photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.

Please keep us updated.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf

He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with his 
illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other infections. 
The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down his 
details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling 
babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's cruel 
and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as babies. 
I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way the 
animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@...> 
wrote:

>
> Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
>
>
> ________________________________
> From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@...>
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
>
>
>
> Â
> I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer 
> less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put them 
> on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one of 
> my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are low 
> to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet hospital 
> for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I can 
> between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even 
> asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. 
> If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. His 
> name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they know 
> who and where he is I am sure.
>
> I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him 
> to live and grow up healthy.
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>
> Hail Satan
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 345 From: smoketillyahchoke Date: 8/15/2013
Subject: Re: End the Sale of Live Animal Keychains
That is horrible!1 poor lil salamanders..;( and other animals.. FUCK CHINESE COMUNISM!! ANd
animal cruelty. Shame on all those basterds may the day come sooner then natural that they all
fucking rot and rest in piss!!!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> I just read this comment from further down the page and thought it worth posting in
case you miss it. Not about animals but chinese products and I might post this to the
other groups later.
> 
> Susan
> August 14, 2013 at 4:57 pm 
> 
> "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing."
Edmund Burke
> 
> Boycott the junk we buy from China:
> 
> Green Giant frozen vegetables are from China, and so are most of Europe's Best.
> Arctic Gardens are Okay. So is Birdseye.
> 
> Never buy the grocery store garlic unless it is clearly marked from USA or Canada,
> the other stuff is grown in people poop (even worse than chicken poop).
> China is the largest producer of garlic in the world. U.S. is next.
> 
> Buy only local honey; much honey is shipped in in huge containers from China
> and re-packed here.
> 
> Cold-FX is grown and packed in China and is full of fecal bacteria.
> Doesn't work anyway, big scam.
> If the country of origin is not clearly marked, beware! If you're buying produce,
> ask an employee.
> Watch out for packages which state "prepared for," "packed by," or "imported by".
> I don't understand the lack of mandatory labeling, especially the produce.
> The country of origin should be clearly shown on the item in the store. I go to the
> local farmers' markets in season and keep a wary eye open the rest of the year.
> 
> Please read this very carefully, and read to the very bottom. It's important for all of
us.
> 
> How is it possible to ship food from China cheaper than having it produced in the
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U.S. or Canada ?
> 
> FOR EXAMPLE THE "OUR FAMILY" BRAND OF MANDARIN ORANGES SAYS RIGHT
> ON THE CAN `FROM CHINA .' SO, FOR A FEW MORE CENTS, BUY THE LIBERTY
BRAND.
> GOLD BRAND OR THE DOLE BRAND IS FROM CALIFORNIA . Beware  Costco sells
canned
> peaches and pears in a plastic jar that come from China .
> 
> ALL "HIGH LINER" AND MOST OTHER FROZEN FISH PRODUCTS COME FROM
> CHINA OR INDONESIA. THE PACKAGE MAY SAY "PACIFIC SALMON" ON THE
FRONT,
> BUT LOOK FOR THE SMALL PRINT.
> MOST OF THESE PRODUCTS COME FROM FISH FARMS IN THE ORIENT, WHERE
> THERE ARE NO REGULATIONS ON WHAT IS FED TO THESE FISH.
> 
> Recently The Montreal Gazette had an article by the Canadian Government on how
> Chinese feed the fish: They suspend chicken wire crates over the fish ponds, and the
fish feed on chicken poop.
> 
> If you search the internet about what the Chinese feed their fish, you'll be alarmed;
e.g., growth
> hormones, expired anti-biotics from humans. Never buy any type of fish or shellfish
that
> comes from these countries: Vietnam , China , Philippines .
> 
> Check this out, personally. I did. Stienfeld's Pickles are made in India  just as bad!
> 
> Another example is in canned mushrooms. No-Name brand came from Indonesia .
Also check
> those little fruit cups. They used to be made in Canada in the Niagara region until
about 2 years ago.
> They are now packaged in China!
> 
> While the Chinese export inferior and even toxic products, dangerous toys, and goods
to be sold in
> North American markets, the media wrings its hands! Yet, 70% of North Americans
believe that
> the trading privileges afforded to the Chinese should be suspended!
> Well, duh! Why do you need the government to suspend trading privileges?
> 
> SIMPLY DO IT YOURSELF, CANADA AND THE U.S.!
> 
> Simply look on the bottom of every product you buy, and if it says `Made in China' or
`PRC'
> (and that now includes Hong Kong), simply choose another product, or none at all.
> You will be amazed at how dependent you are on Chinese products, and you will be
equally amazed
> at what you can do without.
> 
> THINK ABOUT THIS:
> 
> If 200 million North Americans refuse to buy just $20 each of Chinese goods, that's a
billion
> dollar trade imbalance resolved in our favorfast!! The downside? Some



Canadian/American
> businesses will feel a temporary pinch from having foreign stockpiles of inventory.
> 
> Just one month of trading losses will hit the Chinese for 8% of their North American
exports.
> Then, they will at least have to ask themselves if the benefits of their arrogance and
lawlessness are worth it.
> 
> START NOW and don't stop.
> 
> Send this to everybody you know. Let's show them that we are intelligent, and
NOBODY can take us for granted.
> 
> Scary, isn't it?
> 
> 690 on the "bar code" is made in China.
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Serpentfire666" <firebird894@> wrote:
> >
> > 
> > 
> > http://forcechange.com/70233/end-the-sale-of-live-animal-keychains/?
utm_source=ForceChange+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1d20feb16c-
NL4088_11_2013&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_600a6911b9-1d20feb16c-
275446589
> > 
> > Street vendors are selling live animals trapped in keychains in China as souvenirs.
These souvenirs are becoming a new fashion trend, and should be banned. The animals
are usually amphibians such as turtles, fish, and lizards, and are placed into small plastic
bags that contain a liquid nutrient and oxygen that allows them to live up to "two
months." However, many of these animals die days later.
> > 
> > The animal bags, which are attached to metal keyrings, cost around $1.50 a piece.
Buyers are convinced by vendors that the animals in these "live animal keychains" can
sustain themselves from the nutrients in the water for many months. But the truth is
these animals die from oxygen deprivation within hours or days. Without the ability to
replenish their oxygen or nutrient levels, these poor creatures are left to slowly starve or
suffocate to death in their little plastic bags.
> > 
> > Animals should not be kept in small plastic bags. These conditions are cruel.
Thousands of these marine animals will die a slow death each year if this practice is
allowed to continue. Sign the petition to demand that the Chinese government make the
selling of live animal keychains illegal in China.
> > 
> > Hail Satan!
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 346 From: Akemi Date: 8/16/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was restored to perfect
health. I hope this helps.
It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly after birth. The mother's milk has a
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different composition for a few days after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is
"standard practice" to separate the baby and mother. 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but cruelty to 
> take them away from their mothers too soon.
> 
> Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best with a 
> photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> 
> Please keep us updated.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> 
> He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with his 
> illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other infections. 
> The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down his 
> details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling 
> babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's cruel 
> and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as babies. 
> I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way the 
> animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@> 
> wrote:
> >
> > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> >
> >
> > ________________________________
> > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> >
> >
> >
> > Â
> > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer 
> > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put them 
> > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one of 
> > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are low 
> > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet hospital 
> > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I can 
> > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even 
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> > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. 
> > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. His 
> > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they know 
> > who and where he is I am sure.
> >
> > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him 
> > to live and grow up healthy.
> >
> > Hail Satan
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 347 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/17/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy but still has symptoms
that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut. Thankyou everyone who has been sending energy to
him I can see it is helping him to fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing
their best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding well at least and
standing up seems more interested in whats going on. 

As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later, right now I have to focus on
Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it.
Well the vet says he DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called coccidiosis
that he should not even have this soon and possible salmonella infection. I have also found out that
the rings they put on his testicals he is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about
wether we can cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already so I am not
sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.

The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE IS A FUCKING XIAN!
well what a suprise.... 

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@...> wrote:
>
> 
> I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was restored to
perfect health. I hope this helps.
> It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly after birth. The
mother's milk has a different composition for a few days after the calf is born and that
milk cannot be sold, but it is "standard practice" to separate the baby and mother. 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but cruelty to 
> > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > 
> > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best with a 
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> > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > 
> > Please keep us updated.
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > 
> > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with his 
> > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other infections. 
> > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down his 
> > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling 
> > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's cruel 
> > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as babies. 
> > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way the 
> > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > 
> > Hail Satan!
> > 
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@> 
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Â
> > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy farmer 
> > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put them 
> > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one of 
> > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are low 
> > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet hospital 
> > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I can 
> > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even 
> > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can get. 
> > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. His 
> > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they know 
> > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > >
> > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want him 
> > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > >
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> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > ------------------------------------
> > 
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 348 From: Sherry Date: 8/17/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for him 
and will keep it up until he's better.

Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are 
property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf

I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy but 
still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut. Thankyou 
everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him to 
fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing their 
best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding well 
at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.

As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later, right 
now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and 
vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says he 
DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called 
coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible salmonella 
infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his testicals he 
is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we can 
cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already so I 
am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.

The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE IS A 
FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....

Hail Satan

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@...> wrote:
>
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>
> I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was 
> restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly 
> after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few days 
> after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is "standard 
> practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but 
> > cruelty to
> > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> >
> > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best 
> > with a
> > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> >
> > Please keep us updated.
> >
> >
> >
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> >
> > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with 
> > his
> > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other 
> > infections.
> > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down his
> > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling
> > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's 
> > cruel
> > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as 
> > babies.
> > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way the
> > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> >
> > Hail Satan!
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@>
> > wrote:
> > >
> > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > >
> > >
> > > ________________________________
> > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
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> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Â
> > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy 
> > > farmer
> > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put 
> > > them
> > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one 
> > > of
> > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are 
> > > low
> > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet 
> > > hospital
> > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I 
> > > can
> > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even
> > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can 
> > > get.
> > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. 
> > > His
> > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they 
> > > know
> > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > >
> > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want 
> > > him
> > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > >
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 349 From: Mikki Date: 8/19/2013
Subject: Two Territorial Cats
Hi family!

So, lately, my grandmother has been having severe back pain (I posted in some other groups) and
it makes it hard for her to move around. Recently, her other cat passed and she adopted a young
kitty from a shelter. If my grandmother has to go to a home (she lives alone otherwise), the kitty



(her name is Felina) doesn't really have a place to go.
I talked with my dad about it and he said we could take her in, but there's a problem. You see, I
have a cat named Peachfuzz and he is SUPER territorial. He HATES it when strangers come into the
house. He's this giant orange tabby cat, probably about as big as a small Beagle. And Felina, well,
she's this small, muted tortoise and she's also territorial (not so much with people, she loves people
not dogs or other cats).

Anyway, if I take in Felina, how can I introduce Peachfuzz and her? They're both very territorial like
I mentioned above.

Any help will be greatly appreciated. (:

--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 350 From: Sherry Date: 8/20/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats
Mikki,

Take things slow. Keep them separate at first and then gradually introduce 
them to each other. There will be some growling and hissing, which is 
normal, but if it seems they are going to fight, separate them and try again 
later. Since one cat is male and the other is female, there's a chance they 
might not feel as threatened by each other and could work things out. While 
they might not become best friends, hopefully they will at least learn to 
tolerate each other.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mikki
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 6:21 PM
To: Pets
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Two Territorial Cats

Hi family!

So, lately, my grandmother has been having severe back pain (I posted in 
some other groups) and it makes it hard for her to move around. Recently, 
her other cat passed and she adopted a young kitty from a shelter. If my 
grandmother has to go to a home (she lives alone otherwise), the kitty (her 
name is Felina) doesn't really have a place to go.
I talked with my dad about it and he said we could take her in, but there's 
a problem. You see, I have a cat named Peachfuzz and he is SUPER 
territorial. He HATES it when strangers come into the house. He's this giant 
orange tabby cat, probably about as big as a small Beagle. And Felina, well, 
she's this small, muted tortoise and she's also territorial (not so much 
with people, she loves people not dogs or other cats).

Anyway, if I take in Felina, how can I introduce Peachfuzz and her? They're 
both very territorial like I mentioned above.

Any help will be greatly appreciated. (:



--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 351 From: Mikki Date: 8/21/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats
Thank you for the reply.  I was thinking of introducing them between a glass door so they could
see each other but not exactly have contact.  Would that be a good way to start?

--Mikki~ ^-^

On Aug 20, 2013, at 9:51 AM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Mikki,

Take things slow. Keep them separate at first and then gradually introduce 
them to each other. There will be some growling and hissing, which is 
normal, but if it seems they are going to fight, separate them and try again 
later. Since one cat is male and the other is female, there's a chance they 
might not feel as threatened by each other and could work things out. While 
they might not become best friends, hopefully they will at least learn to 
tolerate each other.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mikki
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 6:21 PM
To: Pets
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Two Territorial Cats

Hi family!

So, lately, my grandmother has been having severe back pain (I posted in 
some other groups) and it makes it hard for her to move around. Recently, 
her other cat passed and she adopted a young kitty from a shelter. If my 
grandmother has to go to a home (she lives alone otherwise), the kitty (her 
name is Felina) doesn't really have a place to go.
I talked with my dad about it and he said we could take her in, but there's 
a problem. You see, I have a cat named Peachfuzz and he is SUPER 
territorial. He HATES it when strangers come into the house. He's this giant 
orange tabby cat, probably about as big as a small Beagle. And Felina, well, 
she's this small, muted tortoise and she's also territorial (not so much 
with people, she loves people not dogs or other cats).

Anyway, if I take in Felina, how can I introduce Peachfuzz and her? They're 
both very territorial like I mentioned above.
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Any help will be greatly appreciated. (:

--Mikki~ ^-^
Hail Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 352 From: Sherry Date: 8/21/2013
Subject: Re: Two Territorial Cats
Yes, that would be a good way to start getting them used to each other, Mikki.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: Mikki
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 6:36 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Two Territorial Cats
 

Thank you for the reply.  I  was  thinking of introducing them between a glass  door so they could see each other but not exactly
have contact.  Would that be a  good way to start?

--Mikki~ ^-^
 
 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 9:51 AM, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Mikki ,

Take things  s low. Keep them separate at fi rst and then gradual ly introduce 
them to each other. There wi l l  be some growl ing and hiss ing, which is  
normal , but i f i t seems they are going to fight, separate them and try again 
later. Since one cat i s  male and the other is  female, there's  a  chance they 
might not feel  as  threatened by each other and could work things  out. Whi le 
they might not become best friends, hopeful ly they wi l l  at least learn to 
tolerate each other.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/vis i t/babykenny
-----Original  Message----- 
From: Mikki
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 6:21 PM
To: Pets
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Two Terri toria l  Cats

Hi  fami ly!

So, lately, my grandmother has  been having severe back pain (I posted in 
some other groups) and i t makes  i t hard for her to move around. Recently, 
her other cat passed and she adopted a young ki tty from a shelter. If my 
grandmother has  to go to a  home (she l ives  a lone otherwise), the ki tty (her 
name is  Fel ina) doesn't real ly have a place to go.
I ta lked with my dad about i t and he said we could take her in, but there's  
a  problem. You see, I  have a cat named Peachfuzz and he is  SUPER 
terri toria l . He HATES i t when strangers  come into the house. He's  this  giant 
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orange tabby cat, probably about as  big as  a  smal l  Beagle. And Fel ina, wel l , 
she's  this  smal l , muted tortoise and she's  a lso terri toria l  (not so much 
with people, she loves  people not dogs  or other cats).

Anyway, i f I  take in Fel ina, how can I introduce Peachfuzz and her? They're 
both very terri toria l  l ike I mentioned above.

Any help wi l l  be greatly appreciated. (:

--Mikki~ ^-^
Hai l  Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links



Messages in JoS4Pets group. Page 8 of 14.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 353 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/26/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 354 From: Sherry Date: 8/26/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 355 From: Jon Date: 8/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 356 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 8/31/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 357 From: Jon Date: 8/31/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 358 From: tulimarg Date: 9/1/2013
Subject: Re: Wild Rabbits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 359 From: Sherry Date: 9/1/2013
Subject: Re: Wild Rabbits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 360 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 9/3/2013

Subject: Natural Balance pet food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 361 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 9/3/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 362 From: Sherry Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 363 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 364 From: Sherry Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 365 From: vyper6676 Date: 9/6/2013
Subject: So happy i found this part of the jos groups!!!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 366 From: firebird894 Date: 10/4/2013
Subject: Keep pets safe this Halloween
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 367 From: firebird894 Date: 10/19/2013
Subject: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 368 From: Sherry Date: 10/21/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 369 From: yaxbalam13 Date: 10/22/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 370 From: hailazazel Date: 10/24/2013
Subject: Familiars
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 371 From: jack_colyer Date: 11/4/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 372 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 11/18/2013

Subject: Up to Date Information for commercial pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 373 From: karthikkashyap84 Date: 11/19/2013
Subject: PETA's secret slaughter of animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 374 From: Don Danko Date: 11/19/2013
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Subject: Re: PETA's secret slaughter of animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 375 From: Sherry Date: 11/19/2013
Subject: Re: PETA's secret slaughter of animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 376 From: dreths@rocketmail.com Date: 11/26/2013
Subject: My cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 377 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 12/5/2013

Subject: Reiki for Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 378 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 12/6/2013
Subject: Re: My cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 379 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 12/6/2013
Subject: Re: Reiki for Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 380 From: Sherry Date: 12/9/2013
Subject: Important information if your pet's food contains corn
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 381 From: way_seeker666 Date: 12/10/2013
Subject: Help end abuse of these cows
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 382 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 12/13/2013
Subject: Our Newest Cat Chloe
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 383 From: Sherry Date: 12/14/2013
Subject: Re: Our Newest Cat Chloe
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 384 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 12/15/2013
Subject: Re: Our Newest Cat Chloe
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 385 From: Sherry Date: 12/18/2013
Subject: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 386 From: Sadie Terry Date: 12/19/2013
Subject: Re: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 387 From: mindyofsunclan Date: 12/20/2013
Subject: Re: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 388 From: Sherry Date: 12/21/2013
Subject: The Engineer's Guide to Cats 2
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 389 From: way_seeker666 Date: 3/8/2014
Subject: Please Support This If You Are Able To
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 390 From: way_seeker666 Date: 3/8/2014
Subject: Re: Please Support This If You Are Able To
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 391 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/15/2014
Subject: link to pdf files
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 392 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/15/2014
Subject: my new cat was given to me pregnant. advise please?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 393 From: Sherry Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: my new cat was given to me pregnant. advise please?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 394 From: Sherry Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 395 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 396 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 397 From: Sherry Date: 4/17/2014



Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 398 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 399 From: Sherry Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 400 From: johnson_akemi Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: link to pdf files
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 401 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 402 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: link to pdf files

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 353 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 8/26/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer glitches etc. Buddy is doing much
much better and grown some in fact today he was running and playing and jumping in the air. He
still has a lot of healing inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who
sent him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him greatly. I am very
gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot like dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby
animals, it dosn't sit right with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just
can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand especially after being hand
raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens for food I never found them to get as friendly or
bonded with people so its easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of
roosters at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol. 

I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many killed and wasted. I prefer
the old pagan ways of family farms and only killing what you will actually use and using all the
animal, a large bull properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or preserved
right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people who are nervous of riding horses, an
adult steer (desexed male bull) can be trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for
farmwork pulling carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they make great
farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was the old ways before the jewisim of
factory farming where animals are now just products to be used. 
Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my neighbours want to get their
own cow to milk my parents were raised on natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who
ever got sick from fresh milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the
sheeple what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should have a choice for
themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you want to or use it in cooking which will
kill the germs. I think the Human race is getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised.
Meat that people ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today. 

Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature and their food it would
certainly bring them a better understanding and respect.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for him 
> and will keep it up until he's better.
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> 
> Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are 
> property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> 
> I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy but 
> still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut. Thankyou 
> everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him to 
> fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing their 
> best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding well 
> at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
> 
> As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later, right 
> now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and 
> vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says he 
> DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called 
> coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible salmonella 
> infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his testicals he 
> is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we can 
> cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already so I 
> am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.
> 
> The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE IS A 
> FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
> 
> Hail Satan
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> >
> >
> > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was 
> > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly 
> > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few days 
> > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is "standard 
> > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but 
> > > cruelty to
> > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > >
> > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best 
> > > with a
> > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > >
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> > > Please keep us updated.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Sherry
> > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > >
> > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected with 
> > > his
> > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other 
> > > infections.
> > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down his
> > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling
> > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's 
> > > cruel
> > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as 
> > > babies.
> > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way the
> > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > >
> > > Hail Satan!
> > >
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Â
> > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy 
> > > > farmer
> > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put 
> > > > them
> > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for one 
> > > > of
> > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are 
> > > > low
> > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet 
> > > > hospital
> > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as I 
> > > > can
> > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I even
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> > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he can 
> > > > get.
> > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help. 
> > > > His
> > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they 
> > > > know
> > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > >
> > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want 
> > > > him
> > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > >
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 354 From: Sherry Date: 8/26/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I'm glad the energy has been working and it's encouraging that Buddy has 
turned a corner. I know the energy people having been sending has been 
helping. It actually wasn't difficult to send energy without a photo. A 
photo, for me, is more like a prop. It helps make it easier to direct the 
energy, but it's absolutely necessary for doing energy work. I'd still like 
to see a picture of Buddy. I'm just curious to see what he looks like.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 7:27 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf

Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer glitches 
etc. Buddy is doing much much better and grown some in fact today he was 
running and playing and jumping in the air. He still has a lot of healing 
inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who sent 
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him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him 
greatly. I am very gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot like 
dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby animals, it dosn't sit right 
with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just 
can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand 
especially after being hand raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens for 
food I never found them to get as friendly or bonded with people so its 
easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of roosters 
at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol.

I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many 
killed and wasted. I prefer the old pagan ways of family farms and only 
killing what you will actually use and using all the animal, a large bull 
properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or 
preserved right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people who 
are nervous of riding horses, an adult steer (desexed male bull) can be 
trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for farmwork pulling 
carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they make 
great farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was the 
old ways before the jewisim of factory farming where animals are now just 
products to be used.
Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my 
neighbours want to get their own cow to milk my parents were raised on 
natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who ever got sick from fresh 
milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the sheeple 
what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should have 
a choice for themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you want 
to or use it in cooking which will kill the germs. I think the Human race is 
getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised. Meat that people 
ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today.

Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature and 
their food it would certainly bring them a better understanding and respect.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for 
> him
> and will keep it up until he's better.
>
> Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are
> property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
>
>
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
>
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> I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy 
> but
> still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut. 
> Thankyou
> everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him to
> fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing their
> best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding well
> at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
>
> As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later, 
> right
> now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and
> vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says he
> DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called
> coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible salmonella
> infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his testicals 
> he
> is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we 
> can
> cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already so 
> I
> am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.
>
> The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE IS 
> A
> FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
>
> Hail Satan
>
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> >
> >
> > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was
> > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly
> > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few 
> > days
> > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is "standard
> > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but
> > > cruelty to
> > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > >
> > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best
> > > with a
> > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > >
> > > Please keep us updated.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Sherry
> > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
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> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > >
> > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected 
> > > with
> > > his
> > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other
> > > infections.
> > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down 
> > > his
> > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling
> > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's
> > > cruel
> > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as
> > > babies.
> > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way 
> > > the
> > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > >
> > > Hail Satan!
> > >
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@>
> > > wrote:
> > > >
> > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ________________________________
> > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Â
> > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy
> > > > farmer
> > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put
> > > > them
> > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for 
> > > > one
> > > > of
> > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are
> > > > low
> > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet
> > > > hospital
> > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as 
> > > > I
> > > > can
> > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I 
> > > > even
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> > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he 
> > > > can
> > > > get.
> > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help.
> > > > His
> > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they
> > > > know
> > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > >
> > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want
> > > > him
> > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > >
> > > > Hail Satan
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> >
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 355 From: Jon Date: 8/30/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
This message is long over due but I said I would let you know how my dog is doing. I only did the healing meditation
for 7 days day and night and 2 more days only once though. Ever since I did the meditation my dog has been doing
better. I am not feeding her home made food but she is doing a lot better regardless. She very rarely has problems
anymore. She is a Yorkshire terrier. She actually goes to the bathroom outside with the other dogs now which is
unusual because she never used to do that. She is a lot more energetic too.

I know I really need to get her off the food. I have been going through my own problems but I have figured out what
to do. I am going to start doing the meditations to convince my parents to feed my dog home made dog food. My
parents are very strict and it's either their way or the highway but I will do my best.

From: Jon <gr33ntree999@...>
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 



Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:28 AM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food

Wow thanks. I have no experience with healing but you really make me feel like I can do this. I think if I reason with
my parents enough they will let me feed her. I will let you all know how she is doing.

--- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...>
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 4:25 AM

This is in answer to both of your posts. You need to get your dog off of
that food immediately. Just read the labels as best you can. Most labels
'Product of USA' means the food is ok. If your mother keeps refusing, work
on her when she is sleeping-
Visualize an aura around her and program her:
[Name of your mother or however you wish to call her] is now buying food
specifically for me to make homemade dog food. This food is fine and healthy
in every way.
Program the above affirmation into the aura when she sleeps with total
concentration and intent. Repeat this 9 times. 
It is much easier to try to reason with her, but if all else fails, then use
the above with her. You will need all of the energy you can get to stabilize
and heal your dog, as this is serious.

If you are able to, try to give your dog healing energy. I have had to do
this with one of my cats who would have died a long time ago, if I hadn't.
This must be done twice a day and you have to raise and keep your energies
high. This also will need to be done for 2-3 weeks, tapering to once a day.
Then, you will more than likely need to give him energy every now and then
should he get sick again, as the recovery is often very slow, as these
toxins remain in their systems. 

Have your dog sit with you and 'breathe' energy into him 30 times. Each
time, visualize the energy lighting him up, brilliant like the Sun. This may
be difficult at first, as he is sick and when one is very sick, visualizing
the energy can be very hard to do, as the aura is very dirty, but be
persistent. 

When you are finished with breathing energy into him 30 times, then program
the energy:

[Name of Dog] is making a complete and permanent recovery in every way.
[Name of Dog] is safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way and at
all times. 

Repeat the above 9 times. 

If you can, do 2 yoga sessions to raise your energies every day and when you



get the energy buzz, then give the energy to your dog, as this is when you
are most powerful. I have had direct experience with this, as I have had to
do the same with my cats. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>
> Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know
it's something I have to do. One thing I'm going to have a problem with is
figuring out where the food comes from. How can I be absolutely sure my food
doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
Thanks.
> 
> --- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
wrote:
> 
> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM
> 
> 
> I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully,
this will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and
I have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the
more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I
have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch
every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions
apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and
it has worked fine.
> 
> It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put
into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets-
Royal Canin for one has been causing many deaths- the abnormal foul smelling
diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again,
regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their
homemade food. 
> 
> Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the
company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and
bought some 'Alaska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back
which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted
beneath the 'Alaskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of
China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 
> 

http://www.joyofsatan.com/


> The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of fresh
fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If
this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 
> 
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.org
> 
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
> >
> > I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One
of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food
from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like
this anymore. Please help.
> >
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth

------------------------------------
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<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 356 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 8/31/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Thats good news Jon but since your dog is still on the dog food then you should do some
protection or healing meditatuons occassionaly to make her safe and stay healthy

------------------------------

On Fri, Aug 30, 2013 9:54 AM PDT Jon wrote:

>This message is long over due but I said I would let you know how my dog is doing. I
only did the healing meditation for 7 days day and night and 2 more days only once
though. Ever since I did the meditation my dog has been doing better. I am not feeding
her home made food but she is doing a lot better regardless. She very rarely has
problems anymore. She is a Yorkshire terrier. She actually goes to the bathroom outside
with the other dogs now which is unusual because she never used to do that.She is a lot
more energetic too.
>
>
>I know I really need to get her off the food. I have been going through my own
problems but I have figured out what to do. I am going to start doing the meditations
to convince my parents to feed my dog home made dog food. My parents are very strict
and it's either their way or the highway but I will do my best.
>
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Jon <gr33ntree999@...>
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
>Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:28 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
> 
>
>
>Wow thanks. I have no experience with healing but you really make me feel like I can
do this. I think if I reason with my parents enough they will let me feed her. I will let
you all know how she is doing.
>
>--- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:
>
>
>>From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...>
>>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
>>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 4:25 AM
>>
>>
>>
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>>This is in answer to both of your posts. You need to get your dog off of
>>that food immediately. Just read the labels as best you can. Most labels
>>'Product of USA' means the food is ok. If your mother keeps
> refusing, work
>>on her when she is sleeping-
>>Visualize an aura around her and program her:
>>[Name of your mother or however you wish to call her] is now buying food
>>specifically for me to make homemade dog food. This food is fine and healthy
>>in every way.
>>Program the above affirmation into the aura when she sleeps with total
>>concentration and intent. Repeat this 9 times. 
>>It is much easier to try to reason with her, but if all else fails, then use
>>the above with her. You will need all of the energy you can get to stabilize
>>and heal your dog, as this is serious.
>>
>>If you are able to, try to give your dog healing energy. I have had to do
>>this with one of my cats who would have died a long time ago, if I hadn't.
>>This must be done twice a day and you have to raise and keep your energies
>>high. This also will need to be done for 2-3 weeks, tapering to once a day.
>>Then, you will more than likely need to give him
> energy every now and then
>>should he get sick again, as the recovery is often very slow, as these
>>toxins remain in their systems. 
>>
>>Have your dog sit with you and 'breathe' energy into him 30 times. Each
>>time, visualize the energy lighting him up, brilliant like the Sun. This may
>>be difficult at first, as he is sick and when one is very sick, visualizing
>>the energy can be very hard to do, as the aura is very dirty, but be
>>persistent. 
>>
>>When you are finished with breathing energy into him 30 times, then program
>>the energy:
>>
>>[Name of Dog] is making a complete and permanent recovery in every way.
>>[Name of Dog] is safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way and at
>>all times. 
>>
>>Repeat the above 9 times. 
>>
>>If you can, do 2 yoga sessions to raise your energies every day and when you
>>get the energy buzz, then give the energy to your dog, as this is when you
>>are most powerful. I have had direct
> experience with this, as I have had to
>>do the same with my cats. 
>>
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
>>http://www.joyofsatan.com 
>>
>>
>>
>>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>>
>> Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know

http://www.joyofsatan.com
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>>it's something I have to do. One thing I'm going to have a problem with is
>>figuring out where the food comes from. How can I be absolutely sure my food
>>doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
>>Thanks.
>> 
>> --- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
>>wrote:
>> 
>> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
>> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
>> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>> Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM
>> 
>> 
>> I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully,
>>this will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and
>>I have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the
>>more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I
>>have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch
>>every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions
>>apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and
>>it has worked fine.
>> 
>> It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put
>>into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets-
>>Royal Canin for one has been causing many
> deaths- the abnormal foul smelling
>>diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
>>another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again,
>>regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their
>>homemade food. 
>> 
>> Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
>>'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the
>>company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and
>>bought some 'A laska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back
>>which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted
>>beneath the 'A laskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of
>>China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 
>> 
>> The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic
>>Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of
> fresh
>>fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If
>>this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 
>> 
>> 
>> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>> 
>> 
>> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
>> >
>> > I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One
>>of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food
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>>from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like
>>this anymore. Please help.
>> >
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------------
>> 
>> Yahoo! Groups
> Links
>>
>>
>>____________________________________________________________
>>FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
>>Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>------------------------------------
>>
>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>
>>
>>
>>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 357 From: Jon Date: 8/31/2013
Subject: Re: Home Made Dog Food
Ok. I will do the healing meditation again. The moon is waning right now so I will wait a few days for the waxing
moon before I start the working. In the meantime I will build her aura of protection. Thanks.

From: Shannon Outlaw <soutlaw92@...>
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2013 5:43 PM
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food

Thats good news Jon but since your dog is still on the dog food then you should do some protection or healing
meditatuons occassionaly to make her safe and stay healthy

------------------------------

On Fri, Aug 30, 2013 9:54 AM PDT Jon wrote:

>This message is long over due but I said I would let you know how my dog is doing. I only did the
healing meditation for 7 days day and night and 2 more days only once though. Ever since I did the
meditation my dog has been doing better. I am not feeding her home made food but she is doing a lot
better regardless. She very rarely has problems anymore. She is a Yorkshire terrier. She actually goes to
the bathroom outside with the other dogs now which is unusual because she never used to do that.She is
a lot more energetic too.
>

http://www.inbox.com/earth


>
>I know I really need to get her off the food. I have been going through my own problems but I have
figured out what to do. I am going to start doing the meditations to convince my parents to feed my dog
home made dog food. My parents are very strict and it's either their way or the highway but I will do my
best.
>
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Jon <gr33ntree999@...>
>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
>Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:28 AM
>Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
> 
>
>
>Wow thanks. I have no experience with healing but you really make me feel like I can do this. I think if
I reason with my parents enough they will let me feed her. I will let you all know how she is doing.
>
>--- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:
>
>
>>From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich666@...>
>>Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
>>To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>>Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 4:25 AM
>>
>>
>>
>>This is in answer to both of your posts. You need to get your dog off of
>>that food immediately. Just read the labels as best you can. Most labels
>>'Product of USA' means the food is ok. If your mother keeps
> refusing, work
>>on her when she is sleeping-
>>Visualize an aura around her and program her:
>>[Name of your mother or however you wish to call her] is now buying food
>>specifically for me to make homemade dog food. This food is fine and healthy
>>in every way.
>>Program the above affirmation into the aura when she sleeps with total
>>concentration and intent. Repeat this 9 times. 
>>It is much easier to try to reason with her, but if all else fails, then use
>>the above with her. You will need all of the energy you can get to stabilize
>>and heal your dog, as this is serious.
>>
>>If you are able to, try to give your dog healing energy. I have had to do
>>this with one of my cats who would have died a long time ago, if I hadn't.
>>This must be done twice a day and you have to raise and keep your energies
>>high. This also will need to be done for 2-3 weeks, tapering to once a day.
>>Then, you will more than likely need to give him
> energy every now and then
>>should he get sick again, as the recovery is often very slow, as these
>>toxins remain in their systems. 
>>
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>>Have your dog sit with you and 'breathe' energy into him 30 times. Each
>>time, visualize the energy lighting him up, brilliant like the Sun. This may
>>be difficult at first, as he is sick and when one is very sick, visualizing
>>the energy can be very hard to do, as the aura is very dirty, but be
>>persistent. 
>>
>>When you are finished with breathing energy into him 30 times, then program
>>the energy:
>>
>>[Name of Dog] is making a complete and permanent recovery in every way.
>>[Name of Dog] is safe, secure, protected, and healthy in every way and at
>>all times. 
>>
>>Repeat the above 9 times. 
>>
>>If you can, do 2 yoga sessions to raise your energies every day and when you
>>get the energy buzz, then give the energy to your dog, as this is when you
>>are most powerful. I have had direct
> experience with this, as I have had to
>>do the same with my cats. 
>>
>>
>>
>>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
>>http://www.joyofsatan.com 
>>
>>
>>
>>--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Jon <gr33ntree999@...> wrote:
>>
>> Thank you HPs Maxine. It's going to be very hard to do this but I know
>>it's something I have to do. One thing I'm going to have a problem with is
>>figuring out where the food comes from. How can I be absolutely sure my food
>>doesn't come from China? I read the labels but I never know for sure.
>>Thanks.
>> 
>> --- On Thu, 5/30/13, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
>>wrote:
>> 
>> From: High Priestess Maxine Dietrich <maxine.dietrich@...>
>> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Home Made Dog Food
>> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
>> Date: Thursday, May 30, 2013, 1:56 AM
>> 
>> 
>> I just uploaded a PDF into the files section of this group. Hopefully,
>>this will help. I know how difficult it can be to make homemade pet food and
>>I have been doing this for over 6 months now. The larger the dog, or the
>>more pets you have, it can even be more difficult. I have several cats and I
>>have to make food for them- stews on almost a daily basis and dry food batch
>>every few days. I sit and watch a DVD when pulling the dry food portions
>>apart, but I have found this to be the easiest from my own experience, and
>>it has worked fine.
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>> 
>> It is tragic that many pets are dying from poison being systematically put
>>into their foods, such as even expensive prescription brands at the vets-
>>Royal Canin for one has been causing many
> deaths- the abnormal foul smelling
>>diarrhea and vomiting, then collapse and death. Hills, I have heard is
>>another. I will never feed any of my pets any commercial food again,
>>regardless of how much time and effort I have to put into making their
>>homemade food. 
>> 
>> Make sure no ingredients come from China. Always read the fine print.
>>'Distributed by' is another very broad term and only implies that the
>>company 'distributed' the product. I was in a hurry at the supermarket and
>>bought some 'Alaska Salmon' for myself, especially after reading the back
>>which stated 'Wild Caught Alaskan Salmon.' When I got it home, I noted
>>beneath the 'Alaskan Salmon' the even smaller print beneath read 'Product of
>>China.' I took the fish back to the store for a refund. 
>> 
>> The USA has not only Alaska, but the Gulf Coast, the Pacific and Atlantic
>>Oceans, the numerous rivers, lakes and even the Great Lakes, full of
> fresh
>>fish, yet everything has to go to China to 'be chemically processed.' If
>>this isn't a conspiracy, I don't know what is. 
>> 
>> 
>> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>> http://www.joyofsatan.org
>> 
>> 
>> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "gr33ntree999" <gr33ntree999@> wrote:
>> >
>> > I looked through the old posts and could not find a dog food recipe. One
>>of my dogs is having problems. We switched her food to a special dog food
>>from the vet but she is still having problems. I can't let her suffer like
>>this anymore. Please help.
>> >
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> ------------------------------------
>> 
>> Yahoo! Groups
> Links
>>
>>
>>____________________________________________________________
>>FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
>>Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>------------------------------------
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>>
>>Yahoo! Groups Links
>>
>>
>>
>> 

------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

<*> To visit your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your email settings:
    Individual Email | Traditional

<*> To change settings online go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings via email:
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-fullfeatured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to:
    http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 358 From: tulimarg Date: 9/1/2013
Subject: Re: Wild Rabbits
uh, no not eat them, they continue to care for the babies. I looked it up on a wildlife reserve page.
It says it is a myth that they abandon the babies after human contact. I doubt they would eat them
since they are herbivores. 

Though, don't disturb them you could just cause the poor bunnies a lot of stress since they are just baby rabbits and you
could be one big predator to them and scare them to death.  ( They do not like being picked up several feet off the ground,
my father did this ONCE and he felt so bad when it died in his palm from shock. )  So just leave them alone, if you had
touched one then just put it back where the nest was or where you found it, chances are the mother is around and will be
back later. 

the wild rabbit cottontails should not be kept as a pet. 
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--- In jos4pets@yahoogroups.com, <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Does anybody know if the mother will eat her baby wild rabbits, if they
are touched by a human?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 359 From: Sherry Date: 9/1/2013
Subject: Re: Wild Rabbits
Yes, I found out that was a myth. The baby rabbits left their nest when they were
old enough. I don’t know what happened to two of them, but one still comes
around. They sure grow fast.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: tulimarg@...
Sent: Sunday, September 01, 2013 2:16 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] RE: Wild Rabbits
 

uh, no not eat them, they continue to care for the babies . I  looked i t up on a wi ldl i fe reserve page. It says  i t i s  a  myth that they
abandon the babies  after human contact. I  doubt they would eat them s ince they are herbivores. 

 

Though, don't disturb them you could just cause the poor bunnies a lot of stress since they are just baby rabbits and you
could be one big predator to them and scare them to death.  ( They do not like being picked up several feet off the ground,
my father did this ONCE and he felt so bad when it died in his palm from shock. )  So just leave them alone, if you had
touched one then just put it back where the nest was or where you found it, chan! ces are the mother is around and will be
back later. 

 

the wild rabbit cottontails should not be kept as a pet. 

 

--- In jos4pets@yahoogroups.com, <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Does anybody know if the mother will eat her baby wild rabbits, if they are
touched by a human?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 360 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 9/3/2013

Subject: Natural Balance pet food
 
Quotes from article link below:
"It might not be illegal or dangerous, but it certainly isn’t what we expect. Pallets of pet food stored
outside, in 90 degree heat and in the sun..."
“The industry leads us to believe they all use wholesome ingredients and carefully craft them into
properly balanced healthy meals. But would you prepare a healthy meal for your family and then leave it
outside, in the hot sun next to a garbage barrel?”
 
Read More of the Article:
 
http://truthaboutpetfood2.com/expected
 
 
******
 
One more thing... for any of you who are making homemade dry cat food and have picky eaters, try
sprinkling some brewer’s yeast flakes into it. Cats need to smell their food, which leads them to eat.
They seem to really enjoy the brewer’s yeast and it is healthy for them.
 
 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
 
 
 
 
 
 

Free 3D Earth Screensaver
Watch the Earth right on your desktop! Check it out at www.inbox.com/earth

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 361 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 9/3/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
Buddy is doing much better thankyou everyone who helped. This illness was caused by a psychic
attack aimed at me sadly because this little guy was new here and such a baby it hit him too. I
know because I have been hit with the same human version of the illness he had even though the
virus dosnt pass between species, I havnt had a virus like this in 10 years and it is the same type of
virus that hit Buddy.

I am fine Iv'e seen a doctor it isn't serious just another drain on my time and energy and allowed
some other attacks to get through a bit. Both my main familiars that were on a holiday (my old
pony was away teaching a little girl to ride, the mother suddenly decided to send him home today)
and my purebred ragdoll boy away servicing a Queen came back at the same time. Both of them
are unique white/ablino with blue eyes Simba has blue eyes and red pupils. They have old
powerfull Souls. 
Simba goes around the house sitting and sleeping in very strange places especially places that have
felt 'off' places I have seen something strange a grey or felt ill or unpleasant. he will go and sit
there or sleep there. He also checks my Aura over and helps me clean it. he also attacks and
bothers anyone who upsets me or gives me a hard time. He really hates my mother if she has been
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yelling abuse at me he physically attacks her. My xian father came to visit and Simba jumped on
him and gripped into him unsettling him, following him everywhere yowling at him. I am
convinced Simba is Egyptian or lived in Egypt with someone important in a past life he has that
kind of energy.

My old pony I took for a walk once down to the town to get the mail. A man was walking behind
me and something didn't feel good about him. Well Ghost got between me and this man and
threatened to kick him. He also protects me from other animals he sees as a threat putting himself
between me and the threat like a gaurd dog and threatening whatever it is. They both like to stand
or sit with me when I am meditating.
His eyes really bother some people. I had a dream about him not long before I bought him.

Ive been spending time with little Buddy in the sun. I find my garden very healing so I like to potter
around there or just sit there in the sun to do some healing. Buddy likes it too we sit in the sun
together he lays with his head on my lap. He is getting stronger and eating well now. I don't wish
to put pictures of them on the egroups since photos can be used to do harm, not that I think most
here would do something like that it is those who lurk of the enemy I do not trust. Having said that
anyone who tries to harm me or my pets comes to very unpleasant concequences! One idiot I
found out about who spooked my horse with his motorbike speeding past in town ended up
wrapped round a tree, he probably would have anyway the way he was going but I didn't shed a
tear I will put it that way.

Some previous neighbours now long gone I cursed for trying to make me get rid of my animals
they caused a lot of trouble, they moved quickly a for sale sign was up within a week they rented
the house (every neighbour we had since has been lovely and become good friends ) well they lost
a lot of money on the sale it took them over a year to sell at a loss, they had to spend a lot of
money fixing a broken septic, went into major debt and many people turned on them. They ended
up moving to another state in a very bad financial situation. Most ironic is the chickens they hated
so much are now welcome next door with open arms and shit all over the porch and noone ever
complains lol. If they knew this they would shit bricks.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm glad the energy has been working and it's encouraging that Buddy has 
> turned a corner. I know the energy people having been sending has been 
> helping. It actually wasn't difficult to send energy without a photo. A 
> photo, for me, is more like a prop. It helps make it easier to direct the 
> energy, but it's absolutely necessary for doing energy work. I'd still like 
> to see a picture of Buddy. I'm just curious to see what he looks like.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 7:27 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> 
> Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer glitches 
> etc. Buddy is doing much much better and grown some in fact today he was 
> running and playing and jumping in the air. He still has a lot of healing 
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> inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who sent 
> him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him 
> greatly. I am very gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot like 
> dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby animals, it dosn't sit right 
> with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just 
> can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand 
> especially after being hand raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens for 
> food I never found them to get as friendly or bonded with people so its 
> easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of roosters 
> at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol.
> 
> I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many 
> killed and wasted. I prefer the old pagan ways of family farms and only 
> killing what you will actually use and using all the animal, a large bull 
> properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or 
> preserved right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people who 
> are nervous of riding horses, an adult steer (desexed male bull) can be 
> trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for farmwork pulling 
> carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they make 
> great farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was the 
> old ways before the jewisim of factory farming where animals are now just 
> products to be used.
> Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my 
> neighbours want to get their own cow to milk my parents were raised on 
> natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who ever got sick from fresh 
> milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the sheeple 
> what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should have 
> a choice for themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you want 
> to or use it in cooking which will kill the germs. I think the Human race is 
> getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised. Meat that people 
> ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today.
> 
> Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature and 
> their food it would certainly bring them a better understanding and respect.
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for 
> > him
> > and will keep it up until he's better.
> >
> > Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are
> > property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
> >
> >
> >
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
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> >
> > I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy 
> > but
> > still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut. 
> > Thankyou
> > everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him to
> > fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing their
> > best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding well
> > at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
> >
> > As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later, 
> > right
> > now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and
> > vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says he
> > DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called
> > coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible salmonella
> > infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his testicals 
> > he
> > is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we 
> > can
> > cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already so 
> > I
> > am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.
> >
> > The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE IS 
> > A
> > FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
> >
> > Hail Satan
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy was
> > > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly
> > > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few 
> > > days
> > > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is "standard
> > > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but
> > > > cruelty to
> > > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > > >
> > > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best
> > > > with a
> > > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > > >
> > > > Please keep us updated.
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Sherry
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> > > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > > >
> > > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected 
> > > > with
> > > > his
> > > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other
> > > > infections.
> > > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down 
> > > > his
> > > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them pulling
> > > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk it's
> > > > cruel
> > > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as
> > > > babies.
> > > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way 
> > > > the
> > > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > > >
> > > > Hail Satan!
> > > >
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis <magus.immortalis@>
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ________________________________
> > > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Â
> > > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy
> > > > > farmer
> > > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and put
> > > > > them
> > > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for 
> > > > > one
> > > > > of
> > > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances are
> > > > > low
> > > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet
> > > > > hospital
> > > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy as 
> > > > > I
> > > > > can
> > > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I 
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> > > > > even
> > > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he 
> > > > > can
> > > > > get.
> > > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all help.
> > > > > His
> > > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as they
> > > > > know
> > > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > > >
> > > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just want
> > > > > him
> > > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > > >
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------------
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 362 From: Sherry Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I'm so glad Buddy continues to get better.

Your your pony and cat both sound like good familiars. I'm glad they help to 
protect you. Whenever any of my cats don't like a visitor, I take them very 
seriously, as cats (familiars or not) can sense things about people we can't 
always sense), so I stay away from people my cats don’t like.

Yes, psychic attacks are terrible but things get easier, the longer you 
meditate and learn ways of dealing with them. It seems when a Satanist 
psychically attacks another Satanist they are punished severely. I guess 
because a Satanist should know not to attack another Satanist.



Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf

Buddy is doing much better thankyou everyone who helped. This illness was 
caused by a psychic attack aimed at me sadly because this little guy was new 
here and such a baby it hit him too. I know because I have been hit with the 
same human version of the illness he had even though the virus dosnt pass 
between species, I havnt had a virus like this in 10 years and it is the 
same type of virus that hit Buddy.

I am fine Iv'e seen a doctor it isn't serious just another drain on my time 
and energy and allowed some other attacks to get through a bit. Both my main 
familiars that were on a holiday (my old pony was away teaching a little 
girl to ride, the mother suddenly decided to send him home today) and my 
purebred ragdoll boy away servicing a Queen came back at the same time. Both 
of them are unique white/ablino with blue eyes Simba has blue eyes and red 
pupils. They have old powerfull Souls.
Simba goes around the house sitting and sleeping in very strange places 
especially places that have felt 'off' places I have seen something strange 
a grey or felt ill or unpleasant. he will go and sit there or sleep there. 
He also checks my Aura over and helps me clean it. he also attacks and 
bothers anyone who upsets me or gives me a hard time. He really hates my 
mother if she has been yelling abuse at me he physically attacks her. My 
xian father came to visit and Simba jumped on him and gripped into him 
unsettling him, following him everywhere yowling at him. I am convinced 
Simba is Egyptian or lived in Egypt with someone important in a past life he 
has that kind of energy.

My old pony I took for a walk once down to the town to get the mail. A man 
was walking behind me and something didn't feel good about him. Well Ghost 
got between me and this man and threatened to kick him. He also protects me 
from other animals he sees as a threat putting himself between me and the 
threat like a gaurd dog and threatening whatever it is. They both like to 
stand or sit with me when I am meditating.
His eyes really bother some people. I had a dream about him not long before 
I bought him.

Ive been spending time with little Buddy in the sun. I find my garden very 
healing so I like to potter around there or just sit there in the sun to do 
some healing. Buddy likes it too we sit in the sun together he lays with his 
head on my lap. He is getting stronger and eating well now. I don't wish to 
put pictures of them on the egroups since photos can be used to do harm, not 
that I think most here would do something like that it is those who lurk of 
the enemy I do not trust. Having said that anyone who tries to harm me or my 
pets comes to very unpleasant concequences! One idiot I found out about who 
spooked my horse with his motorbike speeding past in town ended up wrapped 
round a tree, he probably would have anyway the way he was going but I 
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didn't shed a tear I will put it that way.

Some previous neighbours now long gone I cursed for trying to make me get 
rid of my animals they caused a lot of trouble, they moved quickly a for 
sale sign was up within a week they rented the house (every neighbour we had 
since has been lovely and become good friends ) well they lost a lot of 
money on the sale it took them over a year to sell at a loss, they had to 
spend a lot of money fixing a broken septic, went into major debt and many 
people turned on them. They ended up moving to another state in a very bad 
financial situation. Most ironic is the chickens they hated so much are now 
welcome next door with open arms and shit all over the porch and noone ever 
complains lol. If they knew this they would shit bricks.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm glad the energy has been working and it's encouraging that Buddy has
> turned a corner. I know the energy people having been sending has been
> helping. It actually wasn't difficult to send energy without a photo. A
> photo, for me, is more like a prop. It helps make it easier to direct the
> energy, but it's absolutely necessary for doing energy work. I'd still 
> like
> to see a picture of Buddy. I'm just curious to see what he looks like.
>
>
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 7:27 AM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
>
> Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer glitches
> etc. Buddy is doing much much better and grown some in fact today he was
> running and playing and jumping in the air. He still has a lot of healing
> inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who 
> sent
> him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him
> greatly. I am very gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot 
> like
> dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby animals, it dosn't sit 
> right
> with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just
> can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand
> especially after being hand raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens 
> for
> food I never found them to get as friendly or bonded with people so its
> easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of roosters
> at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol.
>
> I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many
> killed and wasted. I prefer the old pagan ways of family farms and only
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> killing what you will actually use and using all the animal, a large bull
> properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or
> preserved right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people who
> are nervous of riding horses, an adult steer (desexed male bull) can be
> trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for farmwork 
> pulling
> carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they 
> make
> great farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was the
> old ways before the jewisim of factory farming where animals are now just
> products to be used.
> Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my
> neighbours want to get their own cow to milk my parents were raised on
> natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who ever got sick from fresh
> milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the sheeple
> what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should 
> have
> a choice for themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you 
> want
> to or use it in cooking which will kill the germs. I think the Human race 
> is
> getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised. Meat that 
> people
> ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today.
>
> Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature and
> their food it would certainly bring them a better understanding and 
> respect.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for
> > him
> > and will keep it up until he's better.
> >
> > Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are
> > property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
> >
> >
> >
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> >
> > I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy
> > but
> > still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut.
> > Thankyou
> > everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him 
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> > to
> > fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing 
> > their
> > best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding 
> > well
> > at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
> >
> > As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later,
> > right
> > now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and
> > vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says 
> > he
> > DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called
> > coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible 
> > salmonella
> > infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his 
> > testicals
> > he
> > is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we
> > can
> > cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already 
> > so
> > I
> > am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.
> >
> > The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE 
> > IS
> > A
> > FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
> >
> > Hail Satan
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> > >
> > >
> > > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy 
> > > was
> > > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly
> > > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few
> > > days
> > > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is 
> > > "standard
> > > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but
> > > > cruelty to
> > > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > > >
> > > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best
> > > > with a
> > > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > > >
> > > > Please keep us updated.
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> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > Sherry
> > > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > > >
> > > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected
> > > > with
> > > > his
> > > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other
> > > > infections.
> > > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down
> > > > his
> > > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them 
> > > > pulling
> > > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk 
> > > > it's
> > > > cruel
> > > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as
> > > > babies.
> > > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way
> > > > the
> > > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > > >
> > > > Hail Satan!
> > > >
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis 
> > > > <magus.immortalis@>
> > > > wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ________________________________
> > > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Â
> > > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy
> > > > > farmer
> > > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and 
> > > > > put
> > > > > them
> > > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for
> > > > > one
> > > > > of
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> > > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances 
> > > > > are
> > > > > low
> > > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet
> > > > > hospital
> > > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy 
> > > > > as
> > > > > I
> > > > > can
> > > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I
> > > > > even
> > > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he
> > > > > can
> > > > > get.
> > > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all 
> > > > > help.
> > > > > His
> > > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as 
> > > > > they
> > > > > know
> > > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > > >
> > > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just 
> > > > > want
> > > > > him
> > > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > > >
> > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > ------------------------------------
> > > >
> > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
>
>
>
>
> ------------------------------------
>
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>



------------------------------------

Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 363 From: Serpentfire666 Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
I'm stuck living with someone unpleasant for the time being it is a matter of 'deal with it and get
through each day' at least my animals help me, they know when I need a good laugh too. My cat
basically told me he was my familiar and who my gaurdian Demon was the very first day he
arrived, he could not have been more blatant either. he jumped on my altar and looked straight at
a statue of Bast I had just found a week earlier in a second hand shop. Then he looked right at me
as if to say... any questions?

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm so glad Buddy continues to get better.
> 
> Your your pony and cat both sound like good familiars. I'm glad they help to 
> protect you. Whenever any of my cats don't like a visitor, I take them very 
> seriously, as cats (familiars or not) can sense things about people we can't 
> always sense), so I stay away from people my cats donât like.
> 
> Yes, psychic attacks are terrible but things get easier, the longer you 
> meditate and learn ways of dealing with them. It seems when a Satanist 
> psychically attacks another Satanist they are punished severely. I guess 
> because a Satanist should know not to attack another Satanist.
> 
> 
> 
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> 
> Buddy is doing much better thankyou everyone who helped. This illness was 
> caused by a psychic attack aimed at me sadly because this little guy was new 
> here and such a baby it hit him too. I know because I have been hit with the 
> same human version of the illness he had even though the virus dosnt pass 
> between species, I havnt had a virus like this in 10 years and it is the 
> same type of virus that hit Buddy.
> 
> I am fine Iv'e seen a doctor it isn't serious just another drain on my time 
> and energy and allowed some other attacks to get through a bit. Both my main 
> familiars that were on a holiday (my old pony was away teaching a little 
> girl to ride, the mother suddenly decided to send him home today) and my 
> purebred ragdoll boy away servicing a Queen came back at the same time. Both 
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> of them are unique white/ablino with blue eyes Simba has blue eyes and red 
> pupils. They have old powerfull Souls.
> Simba goes around the house sitting and sleeping in very strange places 
> especially places that have felt 'off' places I have seen something strange 
> a grey or felt ill or unpleasant. he will go and sit there or sleep there. 
> He also checks my Aura over and helps me clean it. he also attacks and 
> bothers anyone who upsets me or gives me a hard time. He really hates my 
> mother if she has been yelling abuse at me he physically attacks her. My 
> xian father came to visit and Simba jumped on him and gripped into him 
> unsettling him, following him everywhere yowling at him. I am convinced 
> Simba is Egyptian or lived in Egypt with someone important in a past life he 
> has that kind of energy.
> 
> My old pony I took for a walk once down to the town to get the mail. A man 
> was walking behind me and something didn't feel good about him. Well Ghost 
> got between me and this man and threatened to kick him. He also protects me 
> from other animals he sees as a threat putting himself between me and the 
> threat like a gaurd dog and threatening whatever it is. They both like to 
> stand or sit with me when I am meditating.
> His eyes really bother some people. I had a dream about him not long before 
> I bought him.
> 
> Ive been spending time with little Buddy in the sun. I find my garden very 
> healing so I like to potter around there or just sit there in the sun to do 
> some healing. Buddy likes it too we sit in the sun together he lays with his 
> head on my lap. He is getting stronger and eating well now. I don't wish to 
> put pictures of them on the egroups since photos can be used to do harm, not 
> that I think most here would do something like that it is those who lurk of 
> the enemy I do not trust. Having said that anyone who tries to harm me or my 
> pets comes to very unpleasant concequences! One idiot I found out about who 
> spooked my horse with his motorbike speeding past in town ended up wrapped 
> round a tree, he probably would have anyway the way he was going but I 
> didn't shed a tear I will put it that way.
> 
> Some previous neighbours now long gone I cursed for trying to make me get 
> rid of my animals they caused a lot of trouble, they moved quickly a for 
> sale sign was up within a week they rented the house (every neighbour we had 
> since has been lovely and become good friends ) well they lost a lot of 
> money on the sale it took them over a year to sell at a loss, they had to 
> spend a lot of money fixing a broken septic, went into major debt and many 
> people turned on them. They ended up moving to another state in a very bad 
> financial situation. Most ironic is the chickens they hated so much are now 
> welcome next door with open arms and shit all over the porch and noone ever 
> complains lol. If they knew this they would shit bricks.
> 
> Hail Satan!
> 
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I'm glad the energy has been working and it's encouraging that Buddy has
> > turned a corner. I know the energy people having been sending has been
> > helping. It actually wasn't difficult to send energy without a photo. A
> > photo, for me, is more like a prop. It helps make it easier to direct the
> > energy, but it's absolutely necessary for doing energy work. I'd still 
> > like
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> > to see a picture of Buddy. I'm just curious to see what he looks like.
> >
> >
> >
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 7:27 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> >
> > Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer glitches
> > etc. Buddy is doing much much better and grown some in fact today he was
> > running and playing and jumping in the air. He still has a lot of healing
> > inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who 
> > sent
> > him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him
> > greatly. I am very gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot 
> > like
> > dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby animals, it dosn't sit 
> > right
> > with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just
> > can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand
> > especially after being hand raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens 
> > for
> > food I never found them to get as friendly or bonded with people so its
> > easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of roosters
> > at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol.
> >
> > I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many
> > killed and wasted. I prefer the old pagan ways of family farms and only
> > killing what you will actually use and using all the animal, a large bull
> > properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or
> > preserved right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people who
> > are nervous of riding horses, an adult steer (desexed male bull) can be
> > trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for farmwork 
> > pulling
> > carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they 
> > make
> > great farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was the
> > old ways before the jewisim of factory farming where animals are now just
> > products to be used.
> > Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my
> > neighbours want to get their own cow to milk my parents were raised on
> > natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who ever got sick from fresh
> > milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the sheeple
> > what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should 
> > have
> > a choice for themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you 
> > want
> > to or use it in cooking which will kill the germs. I think the Human race 
> > is
> > getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised. Meat that 
> > people
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> > ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today.
> >
> > Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature and
> > their food it would certainly bring them a better understanding and 
> > respect.
> >
> > Hail Satan!
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy for
> > > him
> > > and will keep it up until he's better.
> > >
> > > Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are
> > > property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Sherry
> > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > >
> > > I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor energy
> > > but
> > > still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut.
> > > Thankyou
> > > everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping him 
> > > to
> > > fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing 
> > > their
> > > best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding 
> > > well
> > > at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
> > >
> > > As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later,
> > > right
> > > now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and
> > > vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet says 
> > > he
> > > DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called
> > > coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible 
> > > salmonella
> > > infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his 
> > > testicals
> > > he
> > > is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether we
> > > can
> > > cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already 
> > > so
> > > I
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> > > am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again tomorrow.
> > >
> > > The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? HE 
> > > IS
> > > A
> > > FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
> > >
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy 
> > > > was
> > > > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > > > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers shortly
> > > > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few
> > > > days
> > > > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is 
> > > > "standard
> > > > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but
> > > > > cruelty to
> > > > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > > > >
> > > > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it best
> > > > > with a
> > > > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > > > >
> > > > > Please keep us updated.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Sherry
> > > > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > > > >
> > > > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected
> > > > > with
> > > > > his
> > > > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other
> > > > > infections.
> > > > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took down
> > > > > his
> > > > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them 
> > > > > pulling
> > > > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk 
> > > > > it's
> > > > > cruel
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> > > > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck as
> > > > > babies.
> > > > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the way
> > > > > the
> > > > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > > > >
> > > > > Hail Satan!
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis 
> > > > > <magus.immortalis@>
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ________________________________
> > > > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
> > > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Ã 
> > > > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a dairy
> > > > > > farmer
> > > > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and 
> > > > > > put
> > > > > > them
> > > > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend for
> > > > > > one
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances 
> > > > > > are
> > > > > > low
> > > > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the vet
> > > > > > hospital
> > > > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much energy 
> > > > > > as
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > can
> > > > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I
> > > > > > even
> > > > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy he
> > > > > > can
> > > > > > get.
> > > > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all 
> > > > > > help.
> > > > > > His
> > > > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as 
> > > > > > they
> > > > > > know
> > > > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just 
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> > > > > > want
> > > > > > him
> > > > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > >
> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > >
> > > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > ------------------------------------
> > >
> > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------
> >
> > Yahoo! Groups Links
> >
> 
> 
> 
> 
> ------------------------------------
> 
> Yahoo! Groups Links
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 364 From: Sherry Date: 9/4/2013
Subject: Re: Very sick little calf
LOL! At least your cat was able to easily let you know who your GD is. I 
currently don't have a familiar, as she died, but I think one of my male 
cats is my son's familiar. He seems protective of him and wants to be 
wherever he is.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Serpentfire666
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:41 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf

I'm stuck living with someone unpleasant for the time being it is a matter 
of 'deal with it and get through each day' at least my animals help me, they 
know when I need a good laugh too. My cat basically told me he was my 
familiar and who my gaurdian Demon was the very first day he arrived, he 
could not have been more blatant either. he jumped on my altar and looked 
straight at a statue of Bast I had just found a week earlier in a second 
hand shop. Then he looked right at me as if to say... any questions?

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@...> wrote:
>
> I'm so glad Buddy continues to get better.
>
> Your your pony and cat both sound like good familiars. I'm glad they help 
> to
> protect you. Whenever any of my cats don't like a visitor, I take them 
> very
> seriously, as cats (familiars or not) can sense things about people we 
> can't
> always sense), so I stay away from people my cats donâ€™t like.
>
> Yes, psychic attacks are terrible but things get easier, the longer you
> meditate and learn ways of dealing with them. It seems when a Satanist
> psychically attacks another Satanist they are punished severely. I guess
> because a Satanist should know not to attack another Satanist.
>
>
>
> Sherry
> www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Serpentfire666
> Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM
> To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
>
> Buddy is doing much better thankyou everyone who helped. This illness was
> caused by a psychic attack aimed at me sadly because this little guy was 
> new
> here and such a baby it hit him too. I know because I have been hit with 
> the
> same human version of the illness he had even though the virus dosnt pass
> between species, I havnt had a virus like this in 10 years and it is the
> same type of virus that hit Buddy.
>
> I am fine Iv'e seen a doctor it isn't serious just another drain on my 
> time
> and energy and allowed some other attacks to get through a bit. Both my 
> main
> familiars that were on a holiday (my old pony was away teaching a little
> girl to ride, the mother suddenly decided to send him home today) and my
> purebred ragdoll boy away servicing a Queen came back at the same time. 
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> Both
> of them are unique white/ablino with blue eyes Simba has blue eyes and red
> pupils. They have old powerfull Souls.
> Simba goes around the house sitting and sleeping in very strange places
> especially places that have felt 'off' places I have seen something 
> strange
> a grey or felt ill or unpleasant. he will go and sit there or sleep there.
> He also checks my Aura over and helps me clean it. he also attacks and
> bothers anyone who upsets me or gives me a hard time. He really hates my
> mother if she has been yelling abuse at me he physically attacks her. My
> xian father came to visit and Simba jumped on him and gripped into him
> unsettling him, following him everywhere yowling at him. I am convinced
> Simba is Egyptian or lived in Egypt with someone important in a past life 
> he
> has that kind of energy.
>
> My old pony I took for a walk once down to the town to get the mail. A man
> was walking behind me and something didn't feel good about him. Well Ghost
> got between me and this man and threatened to kick him. He also protects 
> me
> from other animals he sees as a threat putting himself between me and the
> threat like a gaurd dog and threatening whatever it is. They both like to
> stand or sit with me when I am meditating.
> His eyes really bother some people. I had a dream about him not long 
> before
> I bought him.
>
> Ive been spending time with little Buddy in the sun. I find my garden very
> healing so I like to potter around there or just sit there in the sun to 
> do
> some healing. Buddy likes it too we sit in the sun together he lays with 
> his
> head on my lap. He is getting stronger and eating well now. I don't wish 
> to
> put pictures of them on the egroups since photos can be used to do harm, 
> not
> that I think most here would do something like that it is those who lurk 
> of
> the enemy I do not trust. Having said that anyone who tries to harm me or 
> my
> pets comes to very unpleasant concequences! One idiot I found out about 
> who
> spooked my horse with his motorbike speeding past in town ended up wrapped
> round a tree, he probably would have anyway the way he was going but I
> didn't shed a tear I will put it that way.
>
> Some previous neighbours now long gone I cursed for trying to make me get
> rid of my animals they caused a lot of trouble, they moved quickly a for
> sale sign was up within a week they rented the house (every neighbour we 
> had
> since has been lovely and become good friends ) well they lost a lot of
> money on the sale it took them over a year to sell at a loss, they had to
> spend a lot of money fixing a broken septic, went into major debt and many
> people turned on them. They ended up moving to another state in a very bad
> financial situation. Most ironic is the chickens they hated so much are 



> now
> welcome next door with open arms and shit all over the porch and noone 
> ever
> complains lol. If they knew this they would shit bricks.
>
> Hail Satan!
>
> --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> >
> > I'm glad the energy has been working and it's encouraging that Buddy has
> > turned a corner. I know the energy people having been sending has been
> > helping. It actually wasn't difficult to send energy without a photo. A
> > photo, for me, is more like a prop. It helps make it easier to direct 
> > the
> > energy, but it's absolutely necessary for doing energy work. I'd still
> > like
> > to see a picture of Buddy. I'm just curious to see what he looks like.
> >
> >
> >
> > Sherry
> > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > -----Original Message----- 
> > From: Serpentfire666
> > Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 7:27 AM
> > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> >
> > Sorry I didn't get the picture to you been flat out and computer 
> > glitches
> > etc. Buddy is doing much much better and grown some in fact today he was
> > running and playing and jumping in the air. He still has a lot of 
> > healing
> > inside to do but compared to how he was I believe the help of those who
> > sent
> > him energy The Gods and the young vet who treated him all helped him
> > greatly. I am very gratefull to those who helped him! calves are a lot
> > like
> > dogs in their personality I dislike eating baby animals, it dosn't sit
> > right
> > with me, I know animals do it but I just couldn't, lamb and veal I just
> > can't. If people got to be around little calves they would understand
> > especially after being hand raised and trusting humans. I raise chickens
> > for
> > food I never found them to get as friendly or bonded with people so its
> > easier for me and I wouldnt eat many mostly eat the eggs. Lots of 
> > roosters
> > at my place that I should eat but can't too though lol.
> >
> > I don't like the way animals are farmed comercially and seeing so many
> > killed and wasted. I prefer the old pagan ways of family farms and only
> > killing what you will actually use and using all the animal, a large 
> > bull
> > properly raised and killed will feed a family for a long time frozen or
> > preserved right. Males not eaten make good pets and mounts for people 
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> > who
> > are nervous of riding horses, an adult steer (desexed male bull) can be
> > trained and are called Oxen. Or Ox and were often used for farmwork
> > pulling
> > carts, logs and had jobs to do. You can ride them like horses and they
> > make
> > great farm pets. No need to kill them all just what you need. That was 
> > the
> > old ways before the jewisim of factory farming where animals are now 
> > just
> > products to be used.
> > Of course everyone used to drink natural cows milk or goats milk my
> > neighbours want to get their own cow to milk my parents were raised on
> > natural raw cows milk and I don't know anyone who ever got sick from 
> > fresh
> > milk from a healthy cow or goat. Now governments decided for the sheeple
> > what they can and cannot eat and buy which is not right, people should
> > have
> > a choice for themselves. besides you can pasturise milk at home if you
> > want
> > to or use it in cooking which will kill the germs. I think the Human 
> > race
> > is
> > getting weaker from everything being too overly sterilised. Meat that
> > people
> > ate 100 years ago even would probably make a lot of people sick today.
> >
> > Sorry for the rant if more people had experience with animals, nature 
> > and
> > their food it would certainly bring them a better understanding and
> > respect.
> >
> > Hail Satan!
> >
> > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > >
> > > I'm glad Buddy is a little better. I've been sending healing energy 
> > > for
> > > him
> > > and will keep it up until he's better.
> > >
> > > Most xians treat their animals terribly, as they believe animals are
> > > property and think they don't have souls. It's truly disgusting.
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Sherry
> > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 5:42 AM
> > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > >
> > > I will get a photo tomorrow I had forgot been so busy. He has mor 
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> > > energy
> > > but
> > > still has symptoms that are quite bad, internal damage in his gut.
> > > Thankyou
> > > everyone who has been sending energy to him I can see it is helping 
> > > him
> > > to
> > > fight and keep going. He is still a sick boy but the vets are doing
> > > their
> > > best to help him with medicine, and with energy aswell, he is feeding
> > > well
> > > at least and standing up seems more interested in whats going on.
> > >
> > > As for this peice of shit so called farmer I will deal with him later,
> > > right
> > > now I have to focus on Buddy. He says he left him on mum 4 days and
> > > vaccinated him for this virus so he shouldnt have it. Well the vet 
> > > says
> > > he
> > > DOES have it the test is accurate and he also has something called
> > > coccidiosis that he should not even have this soon and possible
> > > salmonella
> > > infection. I have also found out that the rings they put on his
> > > testicals
> > > he
> > > is too young for the rings so now I have to see the vet about wether 
> > > we
> > > can
> > > cut the rings off or if I have to leave it now. he has them on already
> > > so
> > > I
> > > am not sure myself what to do, we will speak to the vet again 
> > > tomorrow.
> > >
> > > The farmer will also not return my messages now. Oh and guess what!? 
> > > HE
> > > IS
> > > A
> > > FUCKING XIAN! well what a suprise....
> > >
> > > Hail Satan
> > >
> > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Akemi" <johnson_akemi@> wrote:
> > > >
> > > >
> > > > I vibrated Sowilo and Wunjo into a ball of energy and affirmed Buddy
> > > > was
> > > > restored to perfect health. I hope this helps.
> > > > It is terrible how the calves are torn from their mothers 
> > > > shortly
> > > > after birth. The mother's milk has a different composition for a few
> > > > days
> > > > after the calf is born and that milk cannot be sold, but it is
> > > > "standard
> > > > practice" to separate the baby and mother.
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> > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "Sherry" <grayce2001@> wrote:
> > > > >
> > > > > I hope the little calf will be OK. You're right. It's nothing but
> > > > > cruelty to
> > > > > take them away from their mothers too soon.
> > > > >
> > > > > Do you have a photo of him? I can send healing energy but do it 
> > > > > best
> > > > > with a
> > > > > photo. It's much easier to direct the energy that way.
> > > > >
> > > > > Please keep us updated.
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > Sherry
> > > > > www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
> > > > > -----Original Message----- 
> > > > > From: Serpentfire666
> > > > > Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:07 AM
> > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Very sick little calf
> > > > >
> > > > > He has seen the vet, he is very ill but doing better than expected
> > > > > with
> > > > > his
> > > > > illness. Its a virus that infects calves and he also has other
> > > > > infections.
> > > > > The farmer could find himself in some serious shit the vet took 
> > > > > down
> > > > > his
> > > > > details and said many other calves have been sick. I hate them
> > > > > pulling
> > > > > babies off their mums so young just to make a profit on the milk
> > > > > it's
> > > > > cruel
> > > > > and means many calves get sick and die or end up on a meat truck 
> > > > > as
> > > > > babies.
> > > > > I eat meat and drink milk but I have a serious problem with the 
> > > > > way
> > > > > the
> > > > > animals are treated. This guy will be a very spoiled pet.
> > > > >
> > > > > Hail Satan!
> > > > >
> > > > > --- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, Magus Immortalis
> > > > > <magus.immortalis@>
> > > > > wrote:
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Done. :) Let keep us updated on how he fares.
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > ________________________________
> > > > > > From: Serpentfire666 <firebird894@>
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> > > > > > To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
> > > > > > Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:47:39 PM
> > > > > > Subject: [JoS4Pets] Very sick little calf
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Ã‚
> > > > > > I am trying to save a very very sick calf, I got him from a 
> > > > > > dairy
> > > > > > farmer
> > > > > > less than a week ago, they pull them off their mums too soon and
> > > > > > put
> > > > > > them
> > > > > > on a veal truck. I took this guy to raise as a pet and friend 
> > > > > > for
> > > > > > one
> > > > > > of
> > > > > > my horses. He has been terribly ill and the vet said his chances
> > > > > > are
> > > > > > low
> > > > > > to survive. We are now trying to find a way to get him to the 
> > > > > > vet
> > > > > > hospital
> > > > > > for intesnive care. I have been trying to give him as much 
> > > > > > energy
> > > > > > as
> > > > > > I
> > > > > > can
> > > > > > between getting fluids into him and nursing him. I'm exhausted I
> > > > > > even
> > > > > > asked The Gods for help with this one. He needs all the energy 
> > > > > > he
> > > > > > can
> > > > > > get.
> > > > > > If anyone could even send a little energy to him it would all
> > > > > > help.
> > > > > > His
> > > > > > name is Buddy even ask the Gods to deliver the energy to him as
> > > > > > they
> > > > > > know
> > > > > > who and where he is I am sure.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > I hate asking for help but I'm already doing what I can. I just
> > > > > > want
> > > > > > him
> > > > > > to live and grow up healthy.
> > > > > >
> > > > > > Hail Satan
> > > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > >
> > > > > ------------------------------------
> > > > >
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> > > > > Yahoo! Groups Links
> > > > >
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Yahoo! Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 365 From: vyper6676 Date: 9/6/2013
Subject: So happy i found this part of the jos groups!!!!!
Coming from an animal lover im super stoked to have now finally found this group. Currently right
now have 2 baby leopard geckos i purchased from petco about a week or so ago and im having
trouble thinking of names for them idk their sex yet so a couple good male and female names
would work, and would it be disrespectful if i wanted to possibly name one or both after
demon/ess, and is their a demon whose patron animal is a gecko or lizard?? any advice/help is
greatly appreciated, just a side note i wish to be a reptile breeded to further my knowledge with
animal genetics.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 366 From: firebird894 Date: 10/4/2013
Subject: Keep pets safe this Halloween
It should go without saying beware of sick nutjobs every day of the year but Halloween brings out
a whole other level of crazy.
At the top of sicko's hitlist is black cats, and this year I heard some groups were going to target pit
bull terriers and similar bull type dogs. 

Any pet can be at risk especially if the owners are not home at a party and leave their pets in the
yard or outside. Other risks to pets are fireworks, loud noisy people and party noise. More pets go
missing on holidays than any other time.



Please keep your pets indoors even if you are home that night for their safety. Not only black cats
any cat or dog or other pet could be a target. I decided to stay home keep an eye on things
personally and watch scary movies with the cats!

It is also a good idea to check your yard in the morning before letting your animals out in case
anyone has thrown baits, lollies or any other nasty things over the fence.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 367 From: firebird894 Date: 10/19/2013
Subject: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
I wasn't sure what to name this post actually I have had a very long few days, and an exhausting
week. Inside me has been building a seething hatred of 'anti cat people' and 'anti cat propoganda' in
general. 
I got called a crazy cat lady today (I have less than 10 well cared for healthy cats I do not think
there is anything 'crazy' about that) but yet there is a stigma when a single woman has more than a
couple of cats in her home and goes above and beyond to care for them. I AM a recluse and that is
by choice. I do not answer to any humans and I do not give a shit about the stupid ideas people
have in the world.
I DO have a problem however when those stupid ideas lead to harm of animals and people who
care about them.
I guess I just needed to vent amongst those who care and understand the connection we especially
have with our animal friends. 

Iv'e noticed more and more over the years an increasing 'indifference' and ;intolerance' and general
ugliness in people toward animals especially around my area cats. To some people who see me
now and then maybe I do fit that old time image of the strange lady who might be a witch with an
overgrown garden, funny little house who wears more black and weird clothes and seems to always
have an animal following her and avoids most people. Very few people truly know me people see
an image, their mind calls up a stereotype that is programed into them and look down at me or
whatever. My overgrown garden happens to be full of very usefull, rare herbs, food plants and
other exotics few outside horticulture circles would ever know about. My overgrown garden is a
haven for wildlife that an increasingly urbanised place that used to be wild seek refuge in, pushed
out by development.

I am a recluse because most people are not worth trusting or wasting my time on. I mind my own
damn buisness and wish others would do the same. I don't judge people I don't know. Animals
don't judge me or care what I look like. They are honest and simple, but very aware. If they want
to follow me they are welcome to. As Satanists we know what others do not. We may have abilities
the masses do not know exist or even begin to understand. We know reality is not all as it seems
and consists of far more than what is on TV or in front of your face.
I like the company of animals because they understand this and can express it without saying a
word. They can warn us of many things, and have much to teach. 

I love my cats, each one is different with a different story of how it came into my life. Each has its
own gifts and just now I had the experience of delivering a litter of tiny kittens from a young
mother some idiot girl decided to dump on someone else. Tonight was a very exhausting and
moving experience for me. The last kitten was around the wrong way and came feet first. I had
never delievered a kitten before and had noone to help so I prayed quietly to Satan and after a
struggle he was born mother was fine, but baby wasn't breathing well. I spent 30 minutes rubbing
and shaking him to get the fluid out of his chest and didn't know if he would make it or not. Ive
been feeding them round the clock since their mother was too young and couldn't feed them
herself.
Apparantly I am now a crazy cat lady because I am worrying over a litter of mutt kittens. 'Oh your
not going to keep one are you? Why do you need cats? and the people I have the unfortunate 'joy'



to put up with in my life who either hate cats or see them as a dime a dozen and not worth shit
could care less. 
They are born blind and completely helpless. They are vulnerable and need feeding every 2 hours.
Their livers don;t properly develop yet few people truly appreciate what an amazing feat it is for
that tiny little creature to grow into a majestic proud cat. 

There are people in my area who hate cats and will do nasty cruel things in the belief cats are bad
and destroy everything in sight. It just isn't true. I say pot calling the kettle black on such people. If
there is one thing where I live that has harmed wildlife and nature more than anything else it's cars,
people and urban development. If someone points a finger at a cat while driving down my road like
a racetrack running over lizards, animals and pumping pollution out etc, buying food wrapped in
plastic and so on they can shove it. They have no buisness pointing a finger at any animal. 

In Ancient Egypt the cat was so sacred to harm one the punishment was death, they mummified
cats like Pharohs. Cats are spiritually advanced in many ways, it is no coincidence they have had
such a long association as a witches familiar. I have had dreams where one of my cats was
attacking enemy entities while I slept. I saw him astrally in my dream gaurding me. The enemy
angels fear cats. I have had no incidents of greys or angels in my house since having cats.

And something else happened that I find remarkable. I had a lifelong allergy to cats. A very severe
allergy, my mother did too. Without immune treatment it wasn't going to improve. I was having to
take tablets all the time and still reacted. I thought I would never be able to cuddle a cat or have
even one in my house. I had the works, rashes, asthma, sinus blockage, swollen eyes itching
mouth and throat. 
Ive told the story a few times, but I got a ragdoll cat from a lady who was looking to rehome him.
He was the first indoor cat I have had and that was about 6 months ago. A week or so before I got
him I found a statue of Bast in a second hand shop a very nice one that isnt common and they let
me have it for $1. 

After He came home the first night he got on my altar and looked right at that statue then at me.
In the following weeks I realised I was not having the terrible allergies I had before. I still have
some reactions but nowhere near as bad. I only take a tablet now and then now and the symptoms
are mild. I thought maybe it was just this cat. Since then a neighbour gave me 2 cross bred kittens
and I got the female who is a longhair ragdoll cross and now with her 3 babies. she even slept in
my bed some of last night. I only had an allergy test done last year and I swelled up huge. I'm
finding it amazing. My male ragdoll is a Tom cat and they are sposed to have the highest allergen
levels.

 What adds to is is my mother who could not be inside a house with 1 cat in it has had no reactions
to any of the cats in here despite me having no time to vaccume for a week and cat hair all over the
furnature, bedding, couch. She even helped me deliver a kitten tonight and she never sneezed
once. (she hates the cats I made her help)

The chances of us being suddenly desensitised after so many years of bad allergies this fast is not
likely to happen. The immunologist even said after the injections I still may be allergic. I never had
the injections. 
It could be a freak coincidence, something to do with the meditations or maybe it was Bast healing
the allergies so I could have cats in my home.  I don;t know but I am very happy about it. 

If you have a cat, next time you meditate do so in their presence if you can and try to focus on
them. One of mine likes to come and sit on me and her purring gets deeper. Try and focus on the
cats pur and get your breathing in rythem. It deffinately has a positive effect on the soul and the
aura. Try The Chakra chants with a cat. The vibration of a cats pur has been known to lower blood
pressure, imrpove immunity, lower stress levels, help anxiety and all kinds of health problems. 



Witches and cats have been pictured together for a long time, and in times of the inquisitions
(which have NOT ended) cats were also targeted. These days the image of a female witch and her
cats has been insulted by ideas of strange and crazy women in dirty houses with too many cats on
TV shows with people comming in to take them away and treat the person as insane. Some people
do horde too many cats and don't care for them or themselves well and let them breed out of
control. 

But the idea of 'the crazy cat lady' gets plastered on those who are not crazy or ill treating the
animals. It is just another slur to tarnish a sacred animal human bond. 
Cats are still a very sacred and spiritual animal and I have no doubt there is an agenda to taint the
image of the domestic cat. They are blamed for far more damage than they really cause by people
who do far more damage than any number of cats would ever do. It's almost a crime to have cats
in some places, you are looked down on with an attitude of 'cats are bad for nature, how dare you?'

The next time you see a stray or alley cat remember the persecution they suffer. They could be
desexed and released, they dont have to be caught and destroyed. Many of them are cleaning up
rodent and pest problems that noone wants to see or know about behind restaurants and places
humans leave rubbish. 

Even today people are afraid of black cats. Some rescues and pet shops in my area will not take on
black cats because they find them too hard to sell or rehome. A black cat is no different to a white
cat, a tabby or a ginger. A cat is a cat black is no different to any other coat colour on a cat. I have
had black cat, white cats, black and white cats, ginger, cream point and tabby. Each was different
and not because of the colour. So many people are stupid and believe any superstition or
stereotype passed on just 'because' its common belief. So easily people are programed and they
never stop to question or think WHY they believe something. Despite having outdoor cats before
we still have plenty of wildlife. Rats cause more problems than cats do, I live in the bush and I
know that rats climb trees much higher than cats and raid bird nests. Cats will kill the rats. The only
times I have had rats around much was when I didnt have cats around on the farm. My neighbour
has 9 cats and her home is very clean and well kept you wouldnt know 9 cats lived there and she is
not 'crazy' and I doubt you would find a single roach or mouse in her house! 

I no longer let my cats out unsupervised because of cruel nasty people who like to kill or harm cats,
and the fact we have venomous snakes and ticks that can kill them. The only time I started seeing
less birds and wildlife around here was when more people moved into the area that had been
bushland for thousands of years and cut the bush down and built hundreds of houses a shopping
centre and more cars. he animals were pushed out and moved on.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 368 From: Sherry Date: 10/21/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
I agree with cats getting a bad rap, especially black cats.
 
The crazy cat lady stigma isn’t just aimed at single women. I’ve had the same
problem, despite not being single. Some people are just ignorant and think if a
person has more than 2 cats, they’re a hoarder. But the numbers aren’t
important. It’s how well one takes care of them. Cats don’t need perfect, as we
have seen that cats will often shun expensive toys for a cardboard box or paper
bag, but as long as one takes the best care of them that they can and treats them
like the wonderful, living individuals that they are, that’s what matters. Many
don’t take care of their cats though, especially a lot of religious people, as they
believe cats don’t have souls. Nothing could be farther from the truth! 
 



My cat, Fluffy, recently died. Mostly it was old age. Her body was just breaking
down. She was 17 and suffering, so had to be PTS. About 15 minutes after she
died, she came back in spirit and sat on my lap, like she always liked to do when
she was living. She stayed with me all that night and was gone the next morning.
She isn’t the first cat that came back to say goodbye to me, after they’d died.
That’s proof cats have souls and that the bond they have with us extends past
death.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: firebird894@...
Sent: Saturday, October 19, 2013 2:15 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] The witches cat and sterotypes against them
 

I  wasn't sure what to name this  post actual ly I  have had a very long few days, and an exhausting week. Ins ide me has  been
bui lding a  seething hatred of 'anti  cat people' and 'anti  cat propoganda' in general . 
I  got cal led a  crazy cat lady today (I have less  than 10 wel l  cared for healthy cats  I  do not think there is  anything 'crazy' about
that) but yet there is  a  stigma when a s ingle woman has  more than a couple of cats  in her home and goes  above and beyond to
care for them. I AM a recluse and that i s  by choice. I  do not answer to any humans and I do not give a  shit about the stupid ideas
people have in the world.
I DO have a problem however when those stupid ideas  lead to harm of animals  and people who care about them.
I guess  I just needed to vent amongst those who care and understand the connection we especial ly have with our animal  friends. 

Iv'e noticed more and more over the years  an increas ing 'indi fference' and ! ;intolerance' and general  ugl iness  in people toward
animals  especial ly around my area cats . To some people who see me now and then maybe I do fi t that old time image of the
strange lady who might be a witch with an overgrown garden, funny l i ttle house who wears  more black and weird clothes  and
seems to a lways  have an animal  fol lowing her and avoids  most people. Very few people truly know me people see an image, their
mind cal ls  up a stereotype that i s  programed into them and look down at me or whatever. My overgrown garden happens to be
ful l  of very useful l , rare herbs, food plants  and other exotics  few outs ide horticulture ci rcles  would ever know about. My
overgrown garden is  a  haven for wi ldl i fe that an increas ingly urbanised place that used to be wi ld seek refuge in, pushed out by
development.

I am a recluse because most people are not worth trusting or wasting my time on. I  mind my own damn buisness  and wish others
would do the same. I don't judge people ! I  don't know. Animals  don't judge me or care what I look l ike. They are honest and
s imple, but very aware. If they want to fol low me they are welcome to. As  Satanists  we know what others  do not. We may have
abi l i ties  the masses  do not know exist or even begin to understand. We know real i ty i s  not a l l  as  i t seems and cons ists  of far
more than what is  on TV or in front of your face.
I l ike the company of animals  because they understand this  and can express  i t without saying a  word. They can warn us  of many
things , and have much to teach. 

I  love my cats , each one is  di fferent with a  di fferent story of how i t came into my l i fe. Each has  i ts  own gi fts  and just now I had
the experience of del ivering a  l i tter of tiny ki ttens  from a young mother some idiot gi rl  decided to dump on someone else. Tonight
was a  very exhausting and moving experience for me. The last ki tten was around the wrong way and came feet fi rst. I  had never
del ievered a ki tten before and had noone to help so I prayed quietly to Satan and after a  struggle he was bor! n mother was  fine,
but baby wasn't breathing wel l . I  spent 30 minutes  rubbing and shaking him to get the fluid out of his  chest and didn't know i f he
would make i t or not. Ive been feeding them round the clock s ince their mother was  too young and couldn't feed them hersel f.
Apparantly I  am now a crazy cat lady because I am worrying over a  l i tter of mutt ki ttens. 'Oh your not going to keep one are you?
Why do you need cats? and the people I have the unfortunate 'joy' to put up with in my l i fe who either hate cats  or see them as  a
dime a dozen and not worth shit could care less . 
They are born bl ind and completely helpless . They are vulnerable and need feeding every 2 hours . Their l ivers  don;t properly
develop yet few people truly appreciate what an amazing feat i t i s  for that tiny l i ttle creature to grow into a  majestic proud cat. 

There are people in my area who hate cats  and wi l l  do nasty cruel  things  in the bel ief cats  are bad and dest! roy everything in
s ight. It just i sn't true. I  say pot cal l ing the kettle black on such people. If there is  one thing where I l ive that has  harmed wi ldl i fe
and nature more than anything else i t's  cars , people and urban development. If someone points  a  finger at a  cat whi le driving
down my road l ike a  racetrack running over l i zards , animals  and pumping pol lution out etc, buying food wrapped in plastic and
so on they can shove i t. They have no buisness  pointing a  finger at any animal . 

In Ancient Egypt the cat was  so sacred to harm one the punishment was death, they mummified cats  l ike Pharohs. Cats  are
spiri tual ly advanced in many ways, i t i s  no coincidence they have had such a long association as  a  witches  fami l iar. I  have had
dreams where one of my cats  was  attacking enemy enti ties  whi le I s lept. I  saw him astral ly in my dream gaurding me. The enemy
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angels  fear cats . I  have had no incidents  of greys  or angels  in my house s ince having cats .

And something else happened that I find remarkable. I  had a l i felong al lergy to ca! ts . A very severe al lergy, my mother did too.
Without immune treatment i t wasn't going to improve. I  was  having to take tablets  a l l  the time and sti l l  reacted. I  thought I would
never be able to cuddle a  cat or have even one in my house. I  had the works , rashes, asthma, s inus  blockage, swol len eyes  i tching
mouth and throat. 
Ive told the story a  few times, but I got a  ragdol l  cat from a lady who was looking to rehome him. He was the fi rst indoor cat I
have had and that was  about 6 months  ago. A week or so before I got him I found a statue of Bast in a  second hand shop a very
nice one that i snt common and they let me have i t for $1. 

After He came home the fi rst night he got on my al tar and looked right at that statue then at me.
In the fol lowing weeks  I real ised I was  not having the terrible a l lergies  I had before. I  s ti l l  have some reactions  but nowhere near
as  bad. I  only take a tablet now and then now and the symptoms are mi ld. I  thought maybe i t was  jus! t this  cat. Since then a
neighbour gave me 2 cross  bred ki ttens  and I got the female who is  a  longhair ragdol l  cross  and now with her 3 babies . she even
s lept in my bed some of last night. I  only had an al lergy test done last year and I swel led up huge. I 'm finding i t amazing. My male
ragdol l  i s  a  Tom cat and they are sposed to have the highest a l lergen levels .

What adds  to is  i s  my mother who could not be ins ide a  house with 1 cat in i t has  had no reactions  to any of the cats  in here
despite me having no time to vaccume for a  week and cat hair a l l  over the furnature, bedding, couch. She even helped me del iver
a ki tten tonight and she never sneezed once. (she hates  the cats  I made her help)

The chances  of us  being suddenly desens itised after so many years  of bad al lergies  this  fast i s  not l ikely to happen. The
immunologist even said after the injections  I s ti l l  may be al lergic. I  never had the injections. 
It could be a freak coincidence, something to do with the meditations  or maybe i t was  Bast heal ing the al lergies! so I could have
cats  in my home.  I  don;t know but I am very happy about i t. 

If you have a cat, next time you meditate do so in their presence i f you can and try to focus  on them. One of mine l ikes  to come
and s i t on me and her purring gets  deeper. Try and focus  on the cats  pur and get your breathing in rythem. It deffinately has  a
pos itive effect on the soul  and the aura. Try The Chakra chants  with a  cat. The vibration of a  cats  pur has  been known to lower
blood pressure, imrpove immunity, lower stress  levels , help anxiety and al l  kinds  of health problems. 

Witches  and cats  have been pictured together for a  long time, and in times of the inquis i tions  (which have NOT ended) cats  were
also targeted. These days  the image of a  female witch and her cats  has  been insulted by ideas  of strange and crazy women in
dirty houses  with too many cats  on TV shows with people comming in to take them away and treat the person as  insane. Some
people do horde too many cat! s  and don't care for them or themselves  wel l  and let them breed ou t of control . 

But the idea of 'the crazy cat lady' gets  plastered on those who are not crazy or i l l  treating the animals . It i s  just another s lur to
tarnish a  sacred animal  human bond. 
Cats  are sti l l  a  very sacred and spiri tual  animal  and I have no doubt there is  an agenda to ta int the image of the domestic cat.
They are blamed for far more damage than they real ly cause by people who do far more damage than any number of cats  would
ever do. It's  a lmost a  crime to have cats  in some places, you are looked down on with an atti tude of 'cats  are bad for nature, how
dare you?'

The next time you see a stray or a l ley cat remember the persecution they suffer. They could be desexed and released, they dont
have to be caught and destroyed. Many of them are cleaning up rodent and pest problems that noone wants  to see or know about
behind restaurants  and places  humans leave rubbish. 

Even today people are afraid of black cats . Some rescues  and! pet shops in my area wi l l  not take on black cats  because they find
them too hard to sel l  or rehome. A black cat i s  no di fferent to a  white cat, a  tabby or a  ginger. A cat i s  a  cat black is  no di fferent
to any other coat colour on a cat. I  have had black cat, white cats , black and white cats , ginger, cream point and tabby. Each was
different and not because of the colour. So many people are stupid and bel ieve any supersti tion or stereotype passed on just
'because' i ts  common bel ief. So eas i ly people are programed and they never stop to question or think WHY they bel ieve
something. Despite having outdoor cats  before we sti l l  have plenty of wi ldl i fe. Rats  cause more problems than cats  do, I  l ive in
the bush and I know that rats  cl imb trees  much higher than cats  and raid bird nests . Cats  wi l l  ki l l  the rats . The only times I have
had rats  around much was when I didnt have cats  around on the farm. My neighbour has  9 cats  and her home is  very clean and
wel l  kept you would! nt know 9 cats  l ived there and she is  not 'crazy' and I doubt you would find a s ingle roach or mouse in her
house! 

I no longer let my cats  out unsupervised because of cruel  nasty people who l ike to ki l l  or harm cats , and the fact we have
venomous snakes  and ticks  that can ki l l  them. The only time I s tarted seeing less  birds  and wi ldl i fe around here was when more
people moved into the area that had been bushland for thousands of years  and cut the bush down and bui l t hundreds  of houses
a shopping centre and more cars . he animals  were pushed out and moved on.

Hai l  Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 369 From: yaxbalam13 Date: 10/22/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
I commend you on your loving care of cats ! The world needs more people such as yourself. Far to
much suffering is heaped on cats, they are abused and abandoned at an alarming rate. I my self



currently have 9, all rescues that had been cast out by their worthless owners, 3 are kittens born
from them. They are all loving companions, each unique and having a special place in my home.
Keep up you good work and ignore the mindless remarks of others; I get them too but we know
how full a life is shared with cats !

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, <firebird894@...> wrote:
>
> I wasn't sure what to name this post actually I have had a very long few days, and an
exhausting week. Inside me has been building a seething hatred of 'anti cat people' and
'anti cat propoganda' in general. 
> I got called a crazy cat lady today (I have less than 10 well cared for healthy cats I do
not think there is anything 'crazy' about that) but yet there is a stigma when a single
woman has more than a couple of cats in her home and goes above and beyond to care
for them. I AM a recluse and that is by choice. I do not answer to any humans and I do
not give a shit about the stupid ideas people have in the world.
> I DO have a problem however when those stupid ideas lead to harm of animals and
people who care about them.
> I guess I just needed to vent amongst those who care and understand the connection
we especially have with our animal friends. 
> 
> Iv'e noticed more and more over the years an increasing 'indifference' and
;intolerance' and general ugliness in people toward animals especially around my area
cats. To some people who see me now and then maybe I do fit that old time image of
the strange lady who might be a witch with an overgrown garden, funny little house
who wears more black and weird clothes and seems to always have an animal following
her and avoids most people. Very few people truly know me people see an image, their
mind calls up a stereotype that is programed into them and look down at me or
whatever. My overgrown garden happens to be full of very usefull, rare herbs, food
plants and other exotics few outside horticulture circles would ever know about. My
overgrown garden is a haven for wildlife that an increasingly urbanised place that used
to be wild seek refuge in, pushed out by development.
> 
> I am a recluse because most people are not worth trusting or wasting my time on. I
mind my own damn buisness and wish others would do the same. I don't judge people
I don't know. Animals don't judge me or care what I look like. They are honest and
simple, but very aware. If they want to follow me they are welcome to. As Satanists we
know what others do not. We may have abilities the masses do not know exist or even
begin to understand. We know reality is not all as it seems and consists of far more than
what is on TV or in front of your face.
> I like the company of animals because they understand this and can express it without
saying a word. They can warn us of many things, and have much to teach. 
> 
> I love my cats, each one is different with a different story of how it came into my life.
Each has its own gifts and just now I had the experience of delivering a litter of tiny
kittens from a young mother some idiot girl decided to dump on someone else. Tonight
was a very exhausting and moving experience for me. The last kitten was around the
wrong way and came feet first. I had never delievered a kitten before and had noone to
help so I prayed quietly to Satan and after a struggle he was born mother was fine, but
baby wasn't breathing well. I spent 30 minutes rubbing and shaking him to get the fluid
out of his chest and didn't know if he would make it or not. Ive been feeding them
round the clock since their mother was too young and couldn't feed them herself.
> Apparantly I am now a crazy cat lady because I am worrying over a litter of mutt
kittens. 'Oh your not going to keep one are you? Why do you need cats? and the people
I have the unfortunate 'joy' to put up with in my life who either hate cats or see them as
a dime a dozen and not worth shit could care less. 
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> They are born blind and completely helpless. They are vulnerable and need feeding
every 2 hours. Their livers don;t properly develop yet few people truly appreciate what
an amazing feat it is for that tiny little creature to grow into a majestic proud cat. 
> 
> There are people in my area who hate cats and will do nasty cruel things in the belief
cats are bad and destroy everything in sight. It just isn't true. I say pot calling the kettle
black on such people. If there is one thing where I live that has harmed wildlife and
nature more than anything else it's cars, people and urban development. If someone
points a finger at a cat while driving down my road like a racetrack running over lizards,
animals and pumping pollution out etc, buying food wrapped in plastic and so on they
can shove it. They have no buisness pointing a finger at any animal. 
> 
> In Ancient Egypt the cat was so sacred to harm one the punishment was death, they
mummified cats like Pharohs. Cats are spiritually advanced in many ways, it is no
coincidence they have had such a long association as a witches familiar. I have had
dreams where one of my cats was attacking enemy entities while I slept. I saw him
astrally in my dream gaurding me. The enemy angels fear cats. I have had no incidents
of greys or angels in my house since having cats.
> 
> And something else happened that I find remarkable. I had a lifelong allergy to cats.
A very severe allergy, my mother did too. Without immune treatment it wasn't going to
improve. I was having to take tablets all the time and still reacted. I thought I would
never be able to cuddle a cat or have even one in my house. I had the works, rashes,
asthma, sinus blockage, swollen eyes itching mouth and throat. 
> Ive told the story a few times, but I got a ragdoll cat from a lady who was looking to
rehome him. He was the first indoor cat I have had and that was about 6 months ago. A
week or so before I got him I found a statue of Bast in a second hand shop a very nice
one that isnt common and they let me have it for $1. 
> 
> After He came home the first night he got on my altar and looked right at that statue
then at me.
> In the following weeks I realised I was not having the terrible allergies I had before. I
still have some reactions but nowhere near as bad. I only take a tablet now and then
now and the symptoms are mild. I thought maybe it was just this cat. Since then a
neighbour gave me 2 cross bred kittens and I got the female who is a longhair ragdoll
cross and now with her 3 babies. she even slept in my bed some of last night. I only
had an allergy test done last year and I swelled up huge. I'm finding it amazing. My
male ragdoll is a Tom cat and they are sposed to have the highest allergen levels.
> 
> What adds to is is my mother who could not be inside a house with 1 cat in it has had
no reactions to any of the cats in here despite me having no time to vaccume for a week
and cat hair all over the furnature, bedding, couch. She even helped me deliver a kitten
tonight and she never sneezed once. (she hates the cats I made her help)
> 
> The chances of us being suddenly desensitised after so many years of bad allergies
this fast is not likely to happen. The immunologist even said after the injections I still
may be allergic. I never had the injections. 
> It could be a freak coincidence, something to do with the meditations or maybe it was
Bast healing the allergies so I could have cats in my home. I don;t know but I am very
happy about it. 
> 
> If you have a cat, next time you meditate do so in their presence if you can and try to
focus on them. One of mine likes to come and sit on me and her purring gets deeper.
Try and focus on the cats pur and get your breathing in rythem. It deffinately has a
positive effect on the soul and the aura. Try The Chakra chants with a cat. The vibration



of a cats pur has been known to lower blood pressure, imrpove immunity, lower stress
levels, help anxiety and all kinds of health problems. 
> 
> Witches and cats have been pictured together for a long time, and in times of the
inquisitions (which have NOT ended) cats were also targeted. These days the image of a
female witch and her cats has been insulted by ideas of strange and crazy women in
dirty houses with too many cats on TV shows with people comming in to take them
away and treat the person as insane. Some people do horde too many cats and don't
care for them or themselves well and let them breed out of control. 
> 
> But the idea of 'the crazy cat lady' gets plastered on those who are not crazy or ill
treating the animals. It is just another slur to tarnish a sacred animal human bond. 
> Cats are still a very sacred and spiritual animal and I have no doubt there is an
agenda to taint the image of the domestic cat. They are blamed for far more damage
than they really cause by people who do far more damage than any number of cats
would ever do. It's almost a crime to have cats in some places, you are looked down on
with an attitude of 'cats are bad for nature, how dare you?'
> 
> The next time you see a stray or alley cat remember the persecution they suffer. They
could be desexed and released, they dont have to be caught and destroyed. Many of
them are cleaning up rodent and pest problems that noone wants to see or know about
behind restaurants and places humans leave rubbish. 
> 
> Even today people are afraid of black cats. Some rescues and pet shops in my area
will not take on black cats because they find them too hard to sell or rehome. A black
cat is no different to a white cat, a tabby or a ginger. A cat is a cat black is no different
to any other coat colour on a cat. I have had black cat, white cats, black and white cats,
ginger, cream point and tabby. Each was different and not because of the colour. So
many people are stupid and believe any superstition or stereotype passed on just
'because' its common belief. So easily people are programed and they never stop to
question or think WHY they believe something. Despite having outdoor cats before we
still have plenty of wildlife. Rats cause more problems than cats do, I live in the bush
and I know that rats climb trees much higher than cats and raid bird nests. Cats will kill
the rats. The only times I have had rats around much was when I didnt have cats
around on the farm. My neighbour has 9 cats and her home is very clean and well kept
you wouldnt know 9 cats lived there and she is not 'crazy' and I doubt you would find a
single roach or mouse in her house! 
> 
> I no longer let my cats out unsupervised because of cruel nasty people who like to kill
or harm cats, and the fact we have venomous snakes and ticks that can kill them. The
only time I started seeing less birds and wildlife around here was when more people
moved into the area that had been bushland for thousands of years and cut the bush
down and built hundreds of houses a shopping centre and more cars. he animals were
pushed out and moved on.
> 
> Hail Satan!
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 370 From: hailazazel Date: 10/24/2013
Subject: Familiars
I wanted to ask about familiars. How one go about making a familiar? Is it something that you
should ask Satan, or the specific Demons who grant familiars?

To be honest, I'm interested in this, now more than ever. Feels like the right time to ask Satan for
one. Maybe even he wants me to be in close relationship with a protective animal. I don't know, I



just feel like it's the right time and I should go for it.

I was interested in a Succubus a while ago, but decided eventually not to ask for one. It just didn't
felt the right time.

Do you have any familiars?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 371 From: jack_colyer Date: 11/4/2013
Subject: Re: The witches cat and sterotypes against them
i couldn't agree more with your thoughts on cats i have four of my own im always meditating with
my cinnamon maincoon my cats have a very strong bond with me i clean their auras and merge
consciousness with them reguarly 

---In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, <jos4pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I wasn't sure what to name this post actually I have had a very long few days, and an
exhausting week. Inside me has been building a seething hatred of 'anti cat people' and
'anti cat propoganda' in general. 
I got called a crazy cat lady today (I have less than 10 well cared for healthy cats I do
not think there is anything 'crazy' about that) but yet there is a stigma when a single
woman has more than a couple of cats in her home and goes above and beyond to care
for them. I AM a recluse and that is by choice. I do not answer to any humans and I do
not give a shit about the stupid ideas people have in the world.
I DO have a problem however when those stupid ideas lead to harm of animals and
people who care about them.
I guess I just needed to vent amongst those who care and understand the connection
we especially have with our animal friends. 

Iv'e noticed more and more over the years an increasing 'indifference' and ;intolerance'
and general ugliness in people toward animals especially around my area cats. To some
people who see me now and then maybe I do fit that old time image of the strange lady
who might be a witch with an overgrown garden, funny little house who wears more
black and weird clothes and seems to always have an animal following her and avoids
most people. Very few people truly know me people see an image, their mind calls up a
stereotype that is programed into them and look down at me or whatever. My
overgrown garden happens to be full of very usefull, rare herbs, food plants and other
exotics few outside horticulture circles would ever know about. My overgrown garden is
a haven for wildlife that an increasingly urbanised place that used to be wild seek refuge
in, pushed out by development.

I am a recluse because most people are not worth trusting or wasting my time on. I
mind my own damn buisness and wish others would do the same. I don't judge people
I don't know. Animals don't judge me or care what I look like. They are honest and
simple, but very aware. If they want to follow me they are welcome to. As Satanists we
know what others do not. We may have abilities the masses do not know exist or even
begin to understand. We know reality is not all as it seems and consists of far more than
what is on TV or in front of your face.
I like the company of animals because they understand this and can express it without
saying a word. They can warn us of many things, and have much to teach. 

I love my cats, each one is different with a different story of how it came into my life.
Each has its own gifts and just now I had the experience of delivering a litter of tiny
kittens from a young mother some idiot girl decided to dump on someone else. Tonight



was a very exhausting and moving experience for me. The last kitten was around the
wrong way and came feet first. I had never delievered a kitten before and had noone to
help so I prayed quietly to Satan and after a struggle he was born mother was fine, but
baby wasn't breathing well. I spent 30 minutes rubbing and shaking him to get the fluid
out of his chest and didn't know if he would make it or not. Ive been feeding them
round the clock since their mother was too young and couldn't feed them herself.
Apparantly I am now a crazy cat lady because I am worrying over a litter of mutt
kittens. 'Oh your not going to keep one are you? Why do you need cats? and the people
I have the unfortunate 'joy' to put up with in my life who either hate cats or see them as
a dime a dozen and not worth shit could care less. 
They are born blind and completely helpless. They are vulnerable and need feeding
every 2 hours. Their livers don;t properly develop yet few people truly appreciate what
an amazing feat it is for that tiny little creature to grow into a majestic proud cat. 

There are people in my area who hate cats and will do nasty cruel things in the belief
cats are bad and destroy everything in sight. It just isn't true. I say pot calling the kettle
black on such people. If there is one thing where I live that has harmed wildlife and
nature more than anything else it's cars, people and urban development. If someone
points a finger at a cat while driving down my road like a racetrack running over lizards,
animals and pumping pollution out etc, buying food wrapped in plastic and so on they
can shove it. They have no buisness pointing a finger at any animal. 

In Ancient Egypt the cat was so sacred to harm one the punishment was death, they
mummified cats like Pharohs. Cats are spiritually advanced in many ways, it is no
coincidence they have had such a long association as a witches familiar. I have had
dreams where one of my cats was attacking enemy entities while I slept. I saw him
astrally in my dream gaurding me. The enemy angels fear cats. I have had no incidents
of greys or angels in my house since having cats.

And something else happened that I find remarkable. I had a lifelong allergy to cats. A
very severe allergy, my mother did too. Without immune treatment it wasn't going to
improve. I was having to take tablets all the time and still reacted. I thought I would
never be able to cuddle a cat or have even one in my house. I had the works, rashes,
asthma, sinus blockage, swollen eyes itching mouth and throat. 
Ive told the story a few times, but I got a ragdoll cat from a lady who was looking to
rehome him. He was the first indoor cat I have had and that was about 6 months ago. A
week or so before I got him I found a statue of Bast in a second hand shop a very nice
one that isnt common and they let me have it for $1. 

After He came home the first night he got on my altar and looked right at that statue
then at me.
In the following weeks I realised I was not having the terrible allergies I had before. I
still have some reactions but nowhere near as bad. I only take a tablet now and then
now and the symptoms are mild. I thought maybe it was just this cat. Since then a
neighbour gave me 2 cross bred kittens and I got the female who is a longhair ragdoll
cross and now with her 3 babies. she even slept in my bed some of last night. I only
had an allergy test done last year and I swelled up huge. I'm finding it amazing. My
male ragdoll is a Tom cat and they are sposed to have the highest allergen levels.

 What adds to is is my mother who could not be inside a house with 1 cat in it has had
no reactions to any of the cats in here despite me having no time to vaccume for a week
and cat hair all over the furnature, bedding, couch. She even helped me deliver a kitten
tonight and she never sneezed once. (she hates the cats I made her help)

The chances of us being suddenly desensitised after so many years of bad allergies this



fast is not likely to happen. The immunologist even said after the injections I still may
be allergic. I never had the injections. 
It could be a freak coincidence, something to do with the meditations or maybe it was
Bast healing the allergies so I could have cats in my home.  I don;t know but I am very
happy about it. 

If you have a cat, next time you meditate do so in their presence if you can and try to
focus on them. One of mine likes to come and sit on me and her purring gets deeper.
Try and focus on the cats pur and get your breathing in rythem. It deffinately has a
positive effect on the soul and the aura. Try The Chakra chants with a cat. The vibration
of a cats pur has been known to lower blood pressure, imrpove immunity, lower stress
levels, help anxiety and all kinds of health problems. 

Witches and cats have been pictured together for a long time, and in times of the
inquisitions (which have NOT ended) cats were also targeted. These days the image of a
female witch and her cats has been insulted by ideas of strange and crazy women in
dirty houses with too many cats on TV shows with people comming in to take them
away and treat the person as insane. Some people do horde too many cats and don't
care for them or themselves well and let them breed out of control. 

But the idea of 'the crazy cat lady' gets plastered on those who are not crazy or ill
treating the animals. It is just another slur to tarnish a sacred animal human bond. 
Cats are still a very sacred and spiritual animal and I have no doubt there is an agenda
to taint the image of the domestic cat. They are blamed for far more damage than they
really cause by people who do far more damage than any number of cats would ever
do. It's almost a crime to have cats in some places, you are looked down on with an
attitude of 'cats are bad for nature, how dare you?'

The next time you see a stray or alley cat remember the persecution they suffer. They
could be desexed and released, they dont have to be caught and destroyed. Many of
them are cleaning up rodent and pest problems that noone wants to see or know about
behind restaurants and places humans leave rubbish. 

Even today people are afraid of black cats. Some rescues and pet shops in my area will
not take on black cats because they find them too hard to sell or rehome. A black cat is
no different to a white cat, a tabby or a ginger. A cat is a cat black is no different to any
other coat colour on a cat. I have had black cat, white cats, black and white cats, ginger,
cream point and tabby. Each was different and not because of the colour. So many
people are stupid and believe any superstition or stereotype passed on just 'because' its
common belief. So easily people are programed and they never stop to question or
think WHY they believe something. Despite having outdoor cats before we still have
plenty of wildlife. Rats cause more problems than cats do, I live in the bush and I know
that rats climb trees much higher than cats and raid bird nests. Cats will kill the rats.
The only times I have had rats around much was when I didnt have cats around on the
farm. My neighbour has 9 cats and her home is very clean and well kept you wouldnt
know 9 cats lived there and she is not 'crazy' and I doubt you would find a single roach
or mouse in her house! 

I no longer let my cats out unsupervised because of cruel nasty people who like to kill or
harm cats, and the fact we have venomous snakes and ticks that can kill them. The only
time I started seeing less birds and wildlife around here was when more people moved
into the area that had been bushland for thousands of years and cut the bush down and
built hundreds of houses a shopping centre and more cars. he animals were pushed out
and moved on.



Hail Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 372 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 11/18/2013

Subject: Up to Date Information for commercial pet foods
http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/resources/facts/pet_food_safety.html 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 373 From: karthikkashyap84 Date: 11/19/2013
Subject: PETA's secret slaughter of animals
Hey guys, 

I saw this article yesterday from Huffington Post. PETA, the organization for treating and
rehabilitating pets has been secretly slaughtering a major percentage of the animals. PETA has
been notorious for certain activities, but I wasn't sure how legitimate this article is. Does any of you
have an idea about this?

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-kills-puppies-kittens_b_2979220.html

- Hail Father Satan!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 374 From: Don Danko Date: 11/19/2013
Subject: Re: PETA's secret slaughter of animals

PETA pushes a leftist cultural Marxist] ideology in the name of its cause. No mistake
a kike is their official speaking propagandist.

On Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:50:13 PM, "gamekash@..." <gamekash@...> wrote:
Hey guys, 

I saw this article yesterday from Huffington Post. PETA, the organization for treating and rehabilitating pets has
been secretly slaughtering a major percentage of the animals. PETA has been notorious for certain activities, but I
wasn't sure how legitimate this article is. Does any of you have an idea about this?

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-kills-puppies-kittens_b_297 9220.html

- Hail Father Satan!!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 375 From: Sherry Date: 11/19/2013
Subject: Re: PETA's secret slaughter of animals
I don’t know if this is true (I wouldn’t be surprised if it is) but many animal
welfare organizations have been exposed for the horrible places they are, and
often donations don’t go toward the animals at all, but fatten the wallets of the
company CEOs, etc. The best thing anybody that wants to donate to animal
welfare can do is support their local animal welfare organizations. Go to the
shelter/rescue and see for yourself how the animals are being treated. Are they
healthy? If not, are their illnesses being treated? Do they have food, water and a

http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/resources/facts/pet_food_safety.html
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.inbox.com/earth
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-kills-puppies-kittens_b_2979220.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-kills-puppies-kittens_b_2979220.html


clean place to live? Are they being paid attention by the volunteers and other
staff? Are healthy animals there euthanized? I have very little money but
support my local no-kill shelter whenever I can. These people truly care about
animals, are good to them and keep them until ideal homes are found for them.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: gamekash@...
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 11:57 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] PETA&#39;s secret slaughter of animals
 

Hey guys,
 
I  saw this  article yesterday from Huffington Post. PETA, the organization for treating and rehabi l i tating pets  has  been secretly
s laughtering a  major percentage of the animals . PETA has  been notorious  for certain activi ties , but I wasn't sure how legitimate
this  article i s . Does  any of you have an idea about this?
 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-ki l l s -puppies-ki ttens_b_2979220.html
 
- Hai l  Father Satan!!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 376 From: dreths@rocketmail.com Date: 11/26/2013
Subject: My cats
Any know a ritual or something cool like that to communicate with cats or something like that
haha?, Kik: Damenai Email : grethway@...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 377 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 12/5/2013

Subject: Reiki for Pets
Here is an interesting article:

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/cats-and-reiki/

Healing the Inner Feline: Cats and Reiki
December 3, 2013 by T.J. Banks 

Reiki may help cats relax. By: Rocky Mountain Feline Rescue
Sam and his buddy Webster had been passed around a bit.

So Burmese Rescue stepped in, and the two cats found themselves living with
my friend Donna and her husband, Bill, who already had two show Burmese
cats, Saba and Nevis.

Webster, a happy-go-lucky guy, fit right in. And so did Sam with the other
cats, but he was skittish around people - especially women.

The man at one of their homes had taken care of them because his wife's
health problems were pretty severe. So Sam didn't know how to interact with
women, even with one like Donna who knew her Burmese.

We discussed the situation, and Donna wanted to try Reiki.

How Reiki Works

mailto:gamekash@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-j-winograd/peta-kills-puppies-kittens_b_2979220.html
http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/cats-and-reiki/


Reiki is a recognized form of energy-healing that came out of early
20th-century Japan courtesy of Dr. Mikao Usui. It is a holistic therapy that
emphasizes the body-mind-spirit-heart connection and the need to bring those
elements back into balance. It is also a complementary one and can be
combined with surgery, medicine, acupuncture, chemotherapy or even
psychotherapy.

It is now used in hospitals, cancer centers, and massage-therapy and
wellness centers worldwide.

Many shelters have said it also works wonderfully with animals. "For
high-strung or nervous animals, Reiki induces deep relaxation and stress
reduction and, over time, can reduce the tendency toward nervousness," say
Elizabeth Fulton and Kathleen Prasad in their book Animal Reiki.

"Reiki is always safe and comfortable for both animal and healer," they
write. "It can be adapted to any problem that affects animals, so it can be
used under any circumstances."

Reiki and Cats
Cats are naturally sensitive to shifts in energy, to the vibrations of
worlds seen and unseen. They enjoy Reiki - but on their own terms and
usually at a distance to begin with.

A cat may come up to you at some point during a session and indicate that
he's okay with your touching a sore or uncomfortable spot. But it has to be
the cat's call, not yours. "When he doesn't feel pressured or coerced,"
Fulton and Prasad remark, "you'll usually find that your cat quickly learns
to enjoy and seek out Reiki healing."

This video shows a cat during her first Reiki session:

Zorro, my 19-year-old Abyssinian cross, was not a particularly demonstrative
cat, so I made a point of not touching him during our early sessions. As
time went on, however, he would sometimes come over and bump his head
against me when he felt the need for hands-on treatment.

If there are other felines in the household, you can include them all in the
session. I have seen cats taking turns receiving Reiki. And when I gave
Zorro his treatments, sometimes another cat would seemingly materialize out
of nowhere, eager to get in on the act and soak up some of the Reiki energy
herself.

Sam's Treatment
In Sam's case, I had to proceed slowly, starting with a half-hour session.
He seemed comfortable with the Reiki - and so did Webster, Saba and Nevis.
By the end of the session, all four Burmese were sitting atop the bookcase
headboard on the waterbed, eyes closed, totally blessed out.

Our next session was very different. Sam was lying at the far end of the
sofa. I sat down on the other end and began the session. He was even more
open to the Reiki this time - in fact, he soon moved over to the cushion
next to me.

His eyes gradually became less dilated, and he started purring. A couple of



times, he even let me pet him lightly. He let me know that he was happy with
Donna and Bill, but that he was frightened of having to leave this home just
as he'd had to leave his others.

After that, Sam's appetite picked up, and he started running up to greet me
affectionately whenever I stopped by. And at his most recent session, he
jumped right up on Donna's lap, almost as if he knew this was supposed to be
all about them.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D MARINE AQUARIUM SCREENSAVER - Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 378 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 12/6/2013
Subject: Re: My cats
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Merging_Astral_Consciousness.html

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, <grethway@...> wrote:
>
> Any know a ritual or something cool like that to communicate with cats or something
like that haha?, Kik: Damenai Email : grethway@...
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 379 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 12/6/2013
Subject: Re: Reiki for Pets
Thanks for posting this. I should start doing reiki for my cat, he doesn't adapt well with change.

Hail Satan!

--- In JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com, "High Priestess Maxine Dietrich "
<maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:
>
> 
> 
> Here is an interesting article:
> 
> http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/cats-and-reiki/
> 
> 
> Healing the Inner Feline: Cats and Reiki
> December 3, 2013 by T.J. Banks 
> 
> Reiki may help cats relax. By: Rocky Mountain Feline Rescue
> Sam and his buddy Webster had been passed around a bit.
> 
> So Burmese Rescue stepped in, and the two cats found themselves living with
> my friend Donna and her husband, Bill, who already had two show Burmese

http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Merging_Astral_Consciousness.html
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/cats-and-reiki/


> cats, Saba and Nevis.
> 
> Webster, a happy-go-lucky guy, fit right in. And so did Sam with the other
> cats, but he was skittish around people - especially women.
> 
> The man at one of their homes had taken care of them because his wife's
> health problems were pretty severe. So Sam didn't know how to interact with
> women, even with one like Donna who knew her Burmese.
> 
> We discussed the situation, and Donna wanted to try Reiki.
> 
> How Reiki Works
> Reiki is a recognized form of energy-healing that came out of early
> 20th-century Japan courtesy of Dr. Mikao Usui. It is a holistic therapy that
> emphasizes the body-mind-spirit-heart connection and the need to bring those
> elements back into balance. It is also a complementary one and can be
> combined with surgery, medicine, acupuncture, chemotherapy or even
> psychotherapy.
> 
> It is now used in hospitals, cancer centers, and massage-therapy and
> wellness centers worldwide.
> 
> Many shelters have said it also works wonderfully with animals. "For
> high-strung or nervous animals, Reiki induces deep relaxation and stress
> reduction and, over time, can reduce the tendency toward nervousness," say
> Elizabeth Fulton and Kathleen Prasad in their book Animal Reiki.
> 
> "Reiki is always safe and comfortable for both animal and healer," they
> write. "It can be adapted to any problem that affects animals, so it can be
> used under any circumstances."
> 
> Reiki and Cats
> Cats are naturally sensitive to shifts in energy, to the vibrations of
> worlds seen and unseen. They enjoy Reiki - but on their own terms and
> usually at a distance to begin with.
> 
> A cat may come up to you at some point during a session and indicate that
> he's okay with your touching a sore or uncomfortable spot. But it has to be
> the cat's call, not yours. "When he doesn't feel pressured or coerced,"
> Fulton and Prasad remark, "you'll usually find that your cat quickly learns
> to enjoy and seek out Reiki healing."
> 
> This video shows a cat during her first Reiki session:
> 
> Zorro, my 19-year-old Abyssinian cross, was not a particularly demonstrative
> cat, so I made a point of not touching him during our early sessions. As
> time went on, however, he would sometimes come over and bump his head
> against me when he felt the need for hands-on treatment.
> 
> If there are other felines in the household, you can include them all in the
> session. I have seen cats taking turns receiving Reiki. And when I gave
> Zorro his treatments, sometimes another cat would seemingly materialize out
> of nowhere, eager to get in on the act and soak up some of the Reiki energy
> herself.
> 



> Sam's Treatment
> In Sam's case, I had to proceed slowly, starting with a half-hour session.
> He seemed comfortable with the Reiki - and so did Webster, Saba and Nevis.
> By the end of the session, all four Burmese were sitting atop the bookcase
> headboard on the waterbed, eyes closed, totally blessed out.
> 
> Our next session was very different. Sam was lying at the far end of the
> sofa. I sat down on the other end and began the session. He was even more
> open to the Reiki this time - in fact, he soon moved over to the cushion
> next to me.
> 
> His eyes gradually became less dilated, and he started purring. A couple of
> times, he even let me pet him lightly. He let me know that he was happy with
> Donna and Bill, but that he was frightened of having to leave this home just
> as he'd had to leave his others.
> 
> After that, Sam's appetite picked up, and he started running up to greet me
> affectionately whenever I stopped by. And at his most recent session, he
> jumped right up on Donna's lap, almost as if he knew this was supposed to be
> all about them.
> 
> High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
> http://www.joyofsatan.com
> 
> ____________________________________________________________
> FREE 3D MARINE AQUARIUM SCREENSAVER - Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on
your desktop!
> Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 380 From: Sherry Date: 12/9/2013
Subject: Important information if your pet's food contains corn

From pet food safety advocate, Susan Thixton:

http://truthaboutpetfood2.com/serious-mycotoxin-concerns

 

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 381 From: way_seeker666 Date: 12/10/2013
Subject: Help end abuse of these cows
A petition to stop more sick abuse at a dairy farm

https://www.change.org/petitions/tell-digiorno-pizza-to-stop-supporting-horrific-animal-cruelty
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 382 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 12/13/2013
Subject: Our Newest Cat Chloe
We got a new cat just last month. She was a giveaway by someone who could no longer care for
her. She mainly took to my sister and doesn't really want me around unless it is for food or water. 

http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://truthaboutpetfood2.com/serious-mycotoxin-concerns


This morning, around Twelve am, the rest of my family left out of town to catch a movie. I was
home lone, and thus I took the opportunity did a prayer ritual for Satan. my dad is in the hospital
right now, so the living room was free to use. His bed is in there, but still leaves room to spare. So
I got everything ready and just started the main part when Chloe got up on dad's bed and watched
what I was doing. The look in her eyes was pure reverence!

The major part of the whole incident that touched me was when I got to the actual reading aloud of
the prayer, Chloe actually bowed her head. Her eyes were still open, which leads me to believe she
was bowing her head out of sheer respect for what was going on, and respect for Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 383 From: Sherry Date: 12/14/2013
Subject: Re: Our Newest Cat Chloe
AWWWW! What a nice experience. And congratulations on your new kitty, Chloe.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: Akhkharu Usemi
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:49 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our Newest Cat Chloe

We got a new cat just last month. She was a giveaway by someone who could no 
longer care for her. She mainly took to my sister and doesn't really want me 
around unless it is for food or water.

This morning, around Twelve am, the rest of my family left out of town to 
catch a movie. I was home lone, and thus I took the opportunity did a prayer 
ritual for Satan. my dad is in the hospital right now, so the living room 
was free to use. His bed is in there, but still leaves room to spare. So I 
got everything ready and just started the main part when Chloe got up on 
dad's bed and watched what I was doing. The look in her eyes was pure 
reverence!

The major part of the whole incident that touched me was when I got to the 
actual reading aloud of the prayer, Chloe actually bowed her head. Her eyes 
were still open, which leads me to believe she was bowing her head out of 
sheer respect for what was going on, and respect for Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 384 From: Akhkharu Usemi Date: 12/15/2013
Subject: Re: Our Newest Cat Chloe
Thanks. When it happened it really touched me. I was sure to tell her thanks after the ritual. Who
knows? Her previous owner might have been a Satanist. 
--------------------------------------------

On Sat, 12/14/13, Sherry <grayce2001@...> wrote:

Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Our Newest Cat Chloe
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:grayce2001@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Date: Saturday, December 14, 2013, 9:22 AM

 

AWWWW! What a nice experience. And congratulations
on your new kitty, Chloe.

Sherry

www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

-----Original Message----- 

From: Akhkharu Usemi

Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:49 PM

To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com

Subject: [JoS4Pets] Our Newest Cat Chloe

We got a new cat just last month. She was a giveaway by
someone who could no 

longer care for her. She mainly took to my sister and
doesn't really want me 

around unless it is for food or water.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


This morning, around Twelve am, the rest of my family left
out of town to 

catch a movie. I was home lone, and thus I took the
opportunity did a prayer 

ritual for Satan. my dad is in the hospital right now, so
the living room 

was free to use. His bed is in there, but still leaves room
to spare. So I 

got everything ready and just started the main part when
Chloe got up on 

dad's bed and watched what I was doing. The look in her
eyes was pure 

reverence!

The major part of the whole incident that touched me was
when I got to the 

actual reading aloud of the prayer, Chloe actually bowed her
head. Her eyes 

were still open, which leads me to believe she was bowing
her head out of 

sheer respect for what was going on, and respect for Satan!

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 385 From: Sherry Date: 12/18/2013
Subject: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves
Check out this video of a woman trying to hurt a cat and getting what she
deserves. http://www.wmms.com/pages/mariapage.html?article=11911265
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 386 From: Sadie Terry Date: 12/19/2013
Subject: Re: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves



Haha dumb bitch

Hail Satan!
Hail Andras!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 387 From: mindyofsunclan Date: 12/20/2013
Subject: Re: The Bitch Gets What She Deserves
I agree 100%. She should not have done that, even if it was kicking just snow at 'em. Snow can
hurt as well - blinding, etc. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 388 From: Sherry Date: 12/21/2013
Subject: The Engineer's Guide to Cats 2

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsl_auoGuy4
 
This video is so funny! Click on link above.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 389 From: way_seeker666 Date: 3/8/2014
Subject: Please Support This If You Are Able To
The fucking kikes are passing laws to stop people opposing animal abuse in industrial farming etc.

The ASPCA is fighting this and needs help. If you are able to donate to help them, please do.

I have seen videos of the abuse that goes on in these places and it is literally sickening.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 390 From: way_seeker666 Date: 3/8/2014
Subject: Re: Please Support This If You Are Able To
Sorry I forgot the link. Here it is.

 

http://www.aspca.org/blog/join-our-fight-against-anti-whistleblower-ag-gag-laws?
ms=em_new_blogpost-antiwhistleblower-20140307&initialms=em_new_blogpost-
antiwhistleblower-
20140307&utm_source=newsalertemail_20140307&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsalert
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 391 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/15/2014
Subject: link to pdf files
Hey can someone post the URL link here to the pdf files for this group? I can't access it. Actually I
can't access none of the ones from each forum. I only have the URL link for the JoyofSatan 666
group. Please and thanks.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 392 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/15/2014
Subject: my new cat was given to me pregnant. advise please?
So yea the title says is all. I want it to be not true but she's definitely looking pregnant. Her nipples
are even swollen and her belly looks a little big so she can't be to far in her pregnancy. And what
sucks even more is that my job hours were cut down unexpectedly and by alot so im having
financial issues at the moment. I really hope it changes. I would do a working but I have to wait
until the moon is waxing again and that's not for a couple of weeks... I asked Father Satan to help
me but im also doing my part to figure this out. I think it's real bogus that her prior owners did this
to the both of us. But whatever she's with me now and im trying to figure out what to do.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 393 From: Sherry Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: my new cat was given to me pregnant. advise please?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsl_auoGuy4


The first thing to do is to make sure she really is pregnant. Can you afford to
have her examined by a Vet to find out if she’s pregnant and if all is well with
her? A Vet can tell about how far along she is and about when the kittens will be
born. She needs to be fed good quality food, with plenty of protein. Most of the
commercial cat foods (Purina, IAMS, Hills, etc) are crap. HPS Maxine posted links
about what’s REALLY in commercial cat foods. They might be in the group’s files
or links section.
 
If she is pregnant, when it’s time for her to have her kittens, she will most likely
take care of everything, but somebody needs to be there to watch her, in case
there are problems. You can provide a box with some clean bedding in it for her
to have her kittens in, but there’s no guarantee she’ll use it. Cats look for a dark,
quiet place to give birth, often under a bed or in a closet.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: hailourtruegod@...
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:10 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] my new cat was given to me pregnant. advise please?
 

So yea the ti tle says  is  a l l . I  want i t to be not true but she's  defini tely looking pregnant. Her nipples  are even swol len and her
bel ly looks  a  l i ttle big so she can't be to far in her pregnancy. And what sucks  even more is  that my job hours  were cut down
unexpectedly and by a lot so im having financial  i ssues  at the moment. I  real ly hope i t changes. I  would do a working but I have
to wait unti l  the moon is  waxing again and that's  not for a  couple of weeks... I  asked Father Satan to help me but im also doing
my part to figure this  out. I  think i t's  real  bogus  that her prior owners  did this  to the both of us . But whatever she's  with me now
and im trying to figure out what to do.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 394 From: Sherry Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Please read this article:
 
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/aflatoxins-melamine-and-cyanuric-acid-found-in-us-
made-pet-food
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 395 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Thanks alot.,I just saw that the food I've been feeding her (kits and kaboodle) is from Purina. Im
taking her offs of this at once. I was planning on cooking her food regardless. I read somewhere on
here the way HPs Maxine cooks for her cats. Im going to look for that post. Again thanks alot
Sherry. Your really helping me alot here.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 396 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/16/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
I've heard blue buffalo cat food brand is actually a good dry food brand. Would you or anyone else
know of this is true? I've been doing some research and searched at that website Sherry provided
and been seeing is blue buffalo is trust worthy to some but have also have seen some bad reports
about them... More good than bad so far.

mailto:hailourtruegod@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/aflatoxins-melamine-and-cyanuric-acid-found-in-us-made-pet-food


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 397 From: Sherry Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
I used Blue canned food for my youngest cat, Bad Boy, a couple years ago. He
was a rescue. He’d been torn up by a Tom cat, fed something “bad” by a person
and also has stomatitis. He was very ill and extremely thin. Canned Blue Spa
Select or Wilderness were the only canned foods that helped put weight back on
him and get him better. He’s no longer on that but it sure helped him. When
looking for a cat food these days, one has to do a lot of research, including
finding out where the companies are getting their ingredients, as well as what’s
added to the food. Some companies actually add ground up euthanized cats and
dogs to their foods! Disgusting! They usually list this as “tallow”.
 
Check out the files HPS Maxine has posted. With the new format, one has to click
on file and scroll way down past other info to get to the files. Just be careful
when feeding a homemade diet to add the right supplements, like taurine.
Making homemade dry food is especially tedious and time consuming, but at
least one knows what exactly is going into the food.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: hailourtruegod@...
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:51 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
 

I 've heard blue buffalo cat food brand is  actual ly a  good dry food brand. Would you or anyone else know of this  i s  true? I've
been doing some research and searched at that website Sherry provided and been seeing is  blue buffalo is  trust worthy to some
but have also have seen some bad reports  about them... More good than bad so far.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 398 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Yea I've heard about the ground up euthanized cats and dogs being put into pet food. That is very
appalling and disgusting... But thanks for the info on blue. And hope Bad Boy is doing well. One
more thing. Can you give me the URL link to the files? I only see the option for "links" on here but
when I click on it it is blank. The only one I've been able to get on the files is on the JoyofSatan666
group and that's only because I was able to get the URL link and the only way I can go to that part
of the group. It might be because I use the internet on my phone since I don't have internet in my
place at the moment.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 399 From: Sherry Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Attachments :

Try this and hopefully it will get you to the files. HPS Maxine’s home made food
is in a PDF file, which I might be able to send as an attachment, if you’re unable
to get to it yourself. Here’s the link:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/files
 
As for Bad Boy, he is fine, mischievous as ever.  He only has 2 teeth but the
stomatitis has been in remission for over a year. He recovered from whatever

mailto:hailourtruegod@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/files


bad food he was given, as well as the Tom cat attack, though he has a small scar
on his neck. He had a will to live. Many 13-week-old kittens wouldn’t survive
such a thing.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: hailourtruegod@...
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 2:50 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
 

Yea I've heard about the ground up euthanized cats  and dogs  being put into pet food. That is  very appal l ing and disgusting... But
thanks  for the info on blue. And hope Bad Boy is  doing wel l . One more thing. Can you give me the URL l ink to the fi les? I only see
the option for "l inks" on here but when I cl ick on i t i t i s  blank. The only one I've been able to get on the fi les  i s  on the
JoyofSatan666 group and that's  only because I was  able to get the URL l ink and the only way I can go to that part of the group. It
might be because I use the internet on my phone s ince I don't have internet in my place at the moment.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 400 From: johnson_akemi Date: 4/17/2014
Subject: Re: link to pdf files
Attachments :

Paralysis tick.rtf
Dry Food and Meat Stew Recipes for Cats and Dogs 5 29 13.pdf
Dangers in aviaries and toys.rtf

Here are all of the files posted onto the JoS4Pets group.
Dry Food and Meat Stew Recipe for Cats and Dogs
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Dry+Food+and+Meat+Stew+Recipes+for+Cats+and+Dogs+5+29+13.pdf?
token=PjTkByqyKsaKEgwJBBmRzw5wHj_4pvagr8gN-
qQmg98NdIbrba3EuJxxEaZbvHt0_QoqjHQzZP2xTmVVMlkRLXk0LwbNCg2wx_Hoc6OkzyGVr4vWmdmYpZBYr3K1UD5FFyMxSf1xWeLzGOt18XqMqvUpV6F6UvTP-
5gd_q88FSmiGBeffRxAS_D4CC_hlp5ubf8B&type=download
Paralysis Tick
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Paralysis+tick.rtf?
token=kQ6ZABOcP5fY8o2mad45b_zFr1c7TZ5avYKDnCl0Ws3sbWeRLd6Lk7X8o3_MFQlPk8OtsRD763XbBCxoCuG9bly7i0XSn_mka-
nrky0IcHWshukRmMLpnyBaI6LUCe8t79q3&type=download
Dangers in Aviaries and Toys
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Dangers+in+aviaries+and+toys.rtf?token=Vssw7GcjzjdpBJMQobstdvjcFzSPWUQH8S4UGWwRTXHPUWhqFPz4jo5mFCH9ON9-
BXDSwKrrFm9sEce_b_5Ea4Ke3BW8SFyKfbff9GdZURjr-DOleN_xiyqahwIfAg-f3oPOsRZ9uJhjJE_Tdzg2x76hU32Kcs8&type=download
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 401 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
That's great to hear about Bad Boy :) Sounds like he's a a fighter. My roommatea kitten is
mischievous as well so I can kind of imagine what you go through lol. But thanks for the link. It did
work and I downloaded the files on the food and a few others. I really appreciate your help :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 402 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: link to pdf files
Thanks :)

mailto:hailourtruegod@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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file:///C:\Users\tj\AppData\Local\PG Offline 4\Attachments\JoS4Pets\Dangers in aviaries and toys.rtf
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Dry+Food+and+Meat+Stew+Recipes+for+Cats+and+Dogs+5+29+13.pdf?token=PjTkByqyKsaKEgwJBBmRzw5wHj_4pvagr8gN-qQmg98NdIbrba3EuJxxEaZbvHt0_QoqjHQzZP2xTmVVMlkRLXk0LwbNCg2wx_Hoc6OkzyGVr4vWmdmYpZBYr3K1UD5FFyMxSf1xWeLzGOt18XqMqvUpV6F6UvTP-5gd_q88FSmiGBeffRxAS_D4CC_hlp5ubf8B&type=download
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Paralysis+tick.rtf?token=kQ6ZABOcP5fY8o2mad45b_zFr1c7TZ5avYKDnCl0Ws3sbWeRLd6Lk7X8o3_MFQlPk8OtsRD763XbBCxoCuG9bly7i0XSn_mka-nrky0IcHWshukRmMLpnyBaI6LUCe8t79q3&type=download
https://xa.yimg.com/df/JoS4Pets/Dangers+in+aviaries+and+toys.rtf?token=Vssw7GcjzjdpBJMQobstdvjcFzSPWUQH8S4UGWwRTXHPUWhqFPz4jo5mFCH9ON9-BXDSwKrrFm9sEce_b_5Ea4Ke3BW8SFyKfbff9GdZURjr-DOleN_xiyqahwIfAg-f3oPOsRZ9uJhjJE_Tdzg2x76hU32Kcs8&type=download
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 403 From: Sherry Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 404 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/19/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 405 From: mageson6666 Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 406 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Re: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 407 From: Sherry Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Re: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 408 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 7/1/2014

Subject: FW: Hot tips from Pets Adviser
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 409 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 7/1/2014

Subject: FW: TruthaboutPetFood.com July 2014 Newsletter
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 410 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 7/2/2014

Subject: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 411 From: Margarita Vasquez Date: 7/4/2014
Subject: Re: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 412 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 7/21/2014

Subject: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 413 From: nontheless37 Date: 8/15/2014
Subject: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 414 From: Sherry Date: 8/16/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 415 From: Katie Deraps Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 416 From: Katie Deraps Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 417 From: Sherry Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 418 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 8/18/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 419 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 8/18/2014

Subject: Sermon: Do you want a new future?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 420 From: firebird894 Date: 9/4/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 421 From: johnson_akemi Date: 10/10/2014
Subject: Finishing off the Jewish Tyranny. [Small Working]
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 422 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 10/10/2014

Subject: Sermon: Sex and the Gods.

http://petsadviser.com/downloadnow/drdeb-ebook.pdf
http://petsadviser.com/downloadnow/drdeb-ebook.pdf
http://petsadviser.com/downloadnow/drdeb-ebook.pdf
http://petsadviser.com/downloadnow/drdeb-ebook.pdf
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://www.inbox.com/earth
http://www.inbox.com/earth
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2977184/Stop-goes-weasel-Woodpecker-pictured-flight-small-mammal-hitching-lift-back.html?ito=social-facebook
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8663.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 423 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/30/2014

Subject: Animals are Sacred in Satanism
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 424 From: Sherry Date: 11/13/2014
Subject: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 425 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 11/14/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 426 From: Hazy Date: 11/15/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 427 From: johnson_akemi Date: 11/15/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 428 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 11/15/2014

Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 429 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 11/16/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 430 From: Sherry Date: 11/16/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 431 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 2/11/2015

Subject: Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 432 From: mancunianninja Date: 3/4/2015
Subject: Weasel hitching a ride on the back of a woodpecker !!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 433 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 3/5/2015

Subject: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 434 From: mageson6666 Date: 3/7/2015
Subject: Satan Ruled The Golden Age
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 435 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 3/8/2015

Subject: What We Are Fighting For --[Keep Fighting!]
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 436 From: egon_88_666 Date: 3/13/2015
Subject: Castration for pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 437 From: Sherry Date: 3/13/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 438 From: Hou ssem Date: 3/14/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 439 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 3/14/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 440 From: highpriestessmylalimlal Date: 3/16/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 441 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 3/17/2015
Subject: Russia pets.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 442 From: edwardtgao8 Date: 3/22/2015
Subject: Re: Russia pets.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 443 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 4/5/2015
Subject: Re: Russia pets.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 444 From: Date: 4/5/2015



high_priest_hooded_cobra_666Subject: Satan has defeated the jewish "god"
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 445 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 5/1/2015

Subject: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 446 From: Sherry Date: 5/1/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 447 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/2/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 448 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: black cat that has a skin removed.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 449 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 450 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 451 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/5/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 452 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/7/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 403 From: Sherry Date: 4/18/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
You’re very welcome.
 
Yep, Bad Boy earned his name!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: hailourtruegod@...
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 3:19 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
 

That's  great to hear about Bad Boy :) Sounds l ike he's  a  a  fighter. My roommatea ki tten is  mischievous as  wel l  so I can kind of
imagine what you go through lol . But thanks  for the l ink. It did work and I downloaded the fi les  on the food and a few others . I
real ly appreciate your help :)

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 404 From: hailourtruegod Date: 4/19/2014
Subject: Re: More Contaminated cat and dog foods
Hmmm.... I was able to download them but the the only one im able to open is the food recipe
one. The other ones like the "paralysis tick" won't open. It might be because I use my phone... :/
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 405 From: mageson6666 Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
Jewish cruelty to innocent hens

 

Hens Viciously Slaughtered

mailto:hailourtruegod@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


by Jewish Community Center

 

 

Several weeks ago, we told you about Urban Adamah, a Jewish community center and urban farm in
Berkeley, California. They had fifteen chickens who were used to produce eggs that the people there
had been eating for the past three years. The hens' egg production began to wane, so just like in
massive factory farms, their "use" to humans, who think of them as nothing more than egg machines,
was over. Instead of showing kindness and gratitude to these gentle birds and offering them retirement,
they were scheduled to be used as props and killed for a Kosher slaughter class.

 

Several animal sanctuaries, including United Poultry Concerns, Animal Place, Harvest Home, and Hen
Harbor, had offered to take the fifteen hens in order to let them live out the remainder of their lives in
peace, but Urban Adamah refused the offers. While they cancelled their initial Kosher slaughter
workshop, over a week ago they convened another, secret, workshop to slaughter the birds.

 

It is disgusting and sends the wrong message to have children and others care for and befriend
animals, only to later hideously betray them. Treating animals like machines and teaching others’ that
this is compassionate is a farce.

 

Click on the link below to take action-----

 

https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609  

 

 

 

Here is something else that makes me want to puke. I bet this was done by kikes:

http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/

 

This really hurts as I can see just how sad this poor little kitty looks now. Cats are very expressive in
their eyes. This is horrific.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 406 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Re: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens

Oh my goodness. This is fucking horrible. I feel so sorry for the animals. We are all
suffering, humans, animals and earth because of them. THEY HAVE GOT TO GO!!!

HP Don thank you for posting. This really hurts. It really does...
 
Hail our Creator God Satan.

https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609
http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/


On Saturday, May 31, 2014 10:12 AM, "mageson6666@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
 
Hens Viciously Slaughtered
by Jewish Community Center
 
 
Several weeks ago, we told you about Urban Adamah, a Jewish community center and urban farm in
Berkeley, California. They had fifteen chickens who were used to produce eggs that the people there
had been eating for the past three years. The hens' egg production began to wane, so just like in
massive factory farms, their "use" to humans, who think of them as nothing more than egg machines,
was over. Instead of showing kindness and gratitude to these gentle birds and offering them retirement,
they were scheduled to be used as props and killed for a Kosher slaughter class.
 
Several animal sanctuaries, including United Poultry Concerns, Animal Place, Harvest Home, and Hen
Harbor, had offered to take the fifteen hens in order to let them live out the remainder of their lives in
peace, but Urban Adamah refused the offers. While they cancelled their initial Kosher slaughter
workshop, over a week ago they convened another, secret, workshop to slaughter the birds.
 
It is disgusting and sends the wrong message to have children and others care for and befriend
animals, only to later hideously betray them. Treating animals like machines and teaching others’ that
this is compassionate is a farce.
 
Click on the link below to take action-----
 
https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609  
 
 
 
Here is something else that makes me want to puke. I bet this was done by kikes:
http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/
 
This really hurts as I can see just how sad this poor little kitty looks now. Cats are very expressive in
their eyes. This is horrific.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 407 From: Sherry Date: 5/31/2014
Subject: Re: Jewish cruelty to innocent hens
That’s horrible and it sends a terrible message to children; when somebody is
no longer “useful”throw them away. I hope the people that are responsible for
this are dumped in the worst nursing homes when they are old.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, May 31, 2014 10:12 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Jewish cruelty to innocent hens

https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609
http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/
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Jewish cruelty to innocent hens

 

Hens Viciously Slaughtered

by Jewish Community Center

 

 

Several weeks ago, we told you about Urban Adamah, a Jewish community center and urban farm in
Berkeley, California. They had fifteen chickens who were used to produce eggs that the people there
had been eating for the past three years. The hens' egg production began to wane, so just like in
massive factory farms, their "use" to humans, who think of them as nothing more than egg machines,
was over. Instead of showing kindness and gratitude to these gentle birds and offering them retirement,
they were scheduled to be used as props and killed for a Kosher slaughter class.

 

Several animal sanctuaries, including United Poultry Concerns, Animal Place, Harvest Home, and Hen
Harbor, had offered to take the fifteen hens in order to let them live out the remainder of their lives in
peace, but Urban Adamah refused the offers. While they cancelled their initial Kosher slaughter
workshop, over a week ago they convened another, secret, workshop to slaughter the birds.

 

It is disgusting and sends the wrong message to have children and others care for and befriend
animals, only to later hideously betray them. Treating animals like machines and teaching others’ that
this is compassionate is a farce.

 

Click on the link below to take action-----

 

https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609 

 

 

https://secure2.convio.net/ida/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=2609


 

Here is something else that makes me want to puke. I bet this was done by kikes:

http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/

 

This really hurts as I can see just how sad this poor little kitty looks now. Cats are very expressive in
their eyes. This is horrific.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 408 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/1/2014

Subject: FW: Hot tips from Pets Adviser	
Pet Advice That Educates and Entertains

  

	

Hey again,

 

I hope your summer is off to a sizzling start. But hopefully it's not too hot where you
are!

 

Today I wanted to draw your attention to some great summer deals on pet supplies at
Amazon.com. We discovered markdowns of up to 50%.

http://wideawakeamerica.com/cat-brutally-beaten-because-it-resembles-adolf-hitler/
http://www.facebook.com/petsadviser
http://twitter.com/petsadviser
http://petsadviser.com
http://buzz.petsadviser.com/deals.html


 

http://buzz.petsadviser.com/deals.html

 

Of course, there's MUCH more below -- in this, our last newsletter of June -- including:

How to prevent heat stroke in dogs and cats
Do ice cubes cause bloat in dogs?
�How you can help feral cats
�... And the latest from Pets Adviser Buzz

- Dave from Pets Adviser

 

Prevent Heat Stroke in Dogs and Cats	
By Dr. Phil Zeltzman, DVM, DACVS, CVJ, Pets Adviser

 	
Heat stroke is a silent killer. Every year, countless dogs (and some cats) die after being
locked in cars while their owners run an errand, often for “just a few minutes.” These
tragic deaths are entirely preventable.	
What Is Heat Stroke?	
Heat stroke occurs when your pet’s temperature becomes dangerously high, generally
about 106 degrees Fahrenheit. It can be because of being locked in a hot car or
exercising in hot and/or humid weather.	
A chemical reaction breaks down the cells in your pet’s body. Heavy panting, rapid pulse
or heartbeat, bright or dark red gums and tongue progress to unconsciousness. The
end result is brain damage, organ failure and death.

http://buzz.petsadviser.com/deals.html
http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/danger-heat-stroke-pets/


	
What Happens?	
Remember how hot it can get inside your car on a summer day, even though it is not
that hot outside? That’s because a car acts like a greenhouse, trapping the sun’s heat.	
A Stanford University test found that even if it’s only 72 degrees outside (i.e., not hot at
all), a car’s internal temperature can rocket to 116 degrees w ithin an hour. In other
words, this can happen outside of the summer period as well.	
When it’s 85 degrees, the temperature inside the car increases to 102 degrees in 10
minutes, and 120 degrees in 20 minutes. And keeping the w indows open barely helps.	
What Is the Emergency Treatment?

First, try to lower the temperature by moving your pet to a cool area.
Soak your pet w ith cold water.
Stop cooling measures when your pet reaches 103 degrees, or your pet may
actually become too cold.
Call the clinic ahead of time so that the staff can be prepared for your arrival (a
good idea w ith any emergency).
Take your pet to your family veterinarian or the emergency clinic as quickly as
possible.
At the vet, similar measures w ill be taken, in addition to IV fluids.

What Is the Outcome?	
It depends on three things:1.	 Early detection2.	 Early and aggressive treatment3.	 Internal organ and brain damage

The largest study indicates a 50 percent survival rate.	
Prevent Heat Stroke in Dogs and Cats	
Here are some simple suggestions:

On hot, humid days, keep your pets indoors, except to eliminate. Try to go out in
the early morning and late evening.
If they must be outside, provide plenty of shade and fresh water.
Make sure that your pet can’t spill the water source. Or use several bow ls in
different places.
Add ice cubes to the water bowl to keep water cooler longer.
Plan ahead and make sure the shade w ill still be available as the sun changes.
NEVER leave a pet unattended in a parked car, even for “just a minute.”

http://www.petsadviser.com/news/5-heat-wave-tips-for-pet-owners/


Leaving the w indows partially rolled down w ill not help.
Carry water w ith you when walking your dog.
Notice any heavy panting, loss of energy, weakness, stumbling or any of the signs
listed above.
If your pet seems to suffer from the heat, stop in a shaded area and give some
fresh water.
If things don’t improve quickly, please don’t procrastinate — take your pet to the
vet.
Cool your pet down w ith a spray bottle or a garden hose.
Let your pet play in a cool water “bath” or a kiddy pool.

My Take	
Heat stroke in dogs or cats is no joke. Don’t let it happen to your pet.	
Ask your vet or a nurse to show you how to take your pet’s rectal temperature safely
w ith a digital thermometer. If you see a pet locked in a car, call your local animal
authorities immediately. You may feel weird about it, but you may save a life!	
And That’s Not All…	
Want more summer safety tips? 

See Dr. Zeltzman's “5 Common But Deadly Summer Dangers for Pets.”	
Do Ice Cubes Cause Bloat in Dogs? Don’t
Believe Everything You Read.�
 

 

An old myth has resurfaced, and dog owners are worried. Get the straight facts

http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/how-to-use-a-dog-thermometer/
http://www.petsadviser.com/pet-health/summer-dangers-pets/


about gastric bloat or GDV.

Read this veterinarian's article here:

http://www.petsadviser.com/vet/facts-about-bloat-in-dogs/		
5 Things You Can Do to Help Feral Cats

 	
Want to know how YOU can help feral cats? Read this list — you’ll love
suggestion #1.

Read this veterinarian's article here:

http://www.petsadviser.com/behaviors/how-to-help-feral-cats/	
 

 

Download Our Free E-book

Have you downloaded our e-book yet? Pets Adviser
subscribers like you get free, instant access to this 40-
page digital book, written by a veterinarian. You'll find
valuable advice that all dog and cat lovers should know.
Download the PDF for free here:

http://petsadviser.com/downloadnow/drdeb-ebook.pdf
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Pets Adviser Buzz
 

Family Heartbroken After Returning Pug
to Original Owner
 

 

1 dog, 2 loving homes. Tough choice. But the current owners follow their heart
and return the pug to his original family, who had not seen him in 2 years.

Read	here: http://buzz.petsadviser.com/news/pug-returned-to-family/

 

 

Stranger’s Generosity Saves Cat’s Life	
A lonely senior, who was waiting in line to have his
cat put down, was filled with joy when a stranger’s
kindness saved the day.

Read	here: http://buzz.petsadviser.com/aww/stranger-
saves-cat/	
9 Pets Who Are Better at Taking Selfies Than You
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Our furry friends may not know how to drive a car
or what calculus is, but one thing’s for sure —
they’re pros at taking selfies.

Read	here: http://buzz.petsadviser.com/lol/9-pets-better-
taking-selfies/	
Karate Kitten Works His Magic
(VIDEO)	
This tiny kitten is in “play” mode, so his much larger canine pal becomes a
willing punching bag as if to say, “Whatever makes you happy, Karate Kid!”

Read	here: http://buzz.petsadviser.com/lol/karate-kitten-video/	
Stray Cat Is Best Friends With a Lynx — 6 Years and
Counting	
Venturing into a zoo in search of food and shelter
led a calico kitty right into an amazing friendship
with the least likely candidate — a European lynx.

Read	here: http://buzz.petsadviser.com/aww/stray-cat-
lynx/	
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Funny!  Not Funny.

» Check out these LOL pics

 

 

What's Popular on Pets Adviser
 

Here are the 10 most read articles on our website right now:

 

11

2014 Pet Food Recall List

22

The Story of Maxx, a Puppy Mill Survivor With a Heart of Gold

33

Why Does My Dog Have a Dry Nose?

44

Can Humans Get Worms From Dogs?

55

Cute Slideshow! 5 Tiny Dogs That Stay Small

66

10 Mixed-Breeds We Should Have Seen at Westminster

77

Funny Pet Pictures: Which Photo Is Funnier?

88

Don’t Be a Victim! How to Prevent the 6 Biggest Pet Scams

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 409 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/1/2014

Subject: FW: TruthaboutPetFood.com July 2014 Newsletter
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USDA Gives PFI 
USDA Gives PFI $1.3 Million in 2014

From a United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Foreign Agricultural Service program, the Pet Food Institute (PFI),
the trade association that represents the largest manufacturers of pet food in the U.S. received $1,361,288.00 in 2014. Your
tax dollars supporting PFI. 
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/usda-gives-pfi-1-3-million-in-2014

Sustainability or Excuse to use Waste?

The new buzz word in pet food is 'sustainability'. There has even been a 'Pet Industry Sustainability Coalition' formed. Is
sustainability a real issue in pet food manufacturing or is sustainability the buzz to camouflage the use of horrible wastes in
pet food?
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/sustainability-or-excuse-to-use-waste

Pet Nutrition Alliance

Sounds like a group that is looking out for the health of our pets right? Turns out, this veterinary association touting 'Optimal
Nutrition for Every Pet' is nutrition education directly from the mouth of Big Pet Food.
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/pet-nutrition-alliance

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/usda-gives-pfi-1-3-million-in-2014
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/sustainability-or-excuse-to-use-waste
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/pet-nutrition-alliance


No Pet Food Regulations in China

Forbes.com recently reported on "China's Elusive Pet Food Regulation" and it seems the country that sells the US jerky
treats and supplements (found in more than 85% of US pet foods) has "no pet food law" - "no pet food manufacturing
regulation" - and no "measures for supervising pet food safety or punishing wrongdoers." 
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/no-pet-food-regulations-in-china

Update on Pet Food Testing
I don't have much news that I can share yet on our testing project. I can tell you that we've experienced a setback (another
setback) with who will be testing the pet foods for us - but I think this time we have tackled that obstacle. New
arrangements have been made that I feel very, very confident about. Sorry to be so cryptic, but as you all know - there are
more than pet food consumers that subscribe to TruthaboutPetFood.com's emails. More information - hopefully - soon.

Pet Owners in Sacramento Area
I will be attending the AAFCO meeting in Sacramento, CA the end of July. The meeting is from Friday July 25th through
Sunday July 27th. Held at the Hyatt Regency, 1209 L. Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. If you live in the Sacramento area and
would like to meet up at the Hyatt - perhaps for dinner or just to chat after dinner - please let me know. I will have free time
Sunday afternoon/evening. I would love to meet you!

Wishing you and your pet(s) the best,

Susan Thixton
Pet Food Safety Advocate
Author Buyer Beware, Co-Author Dinner PAWsible
TruthaboutPetFood.com
Association for Truth in Pet Food

What’s in Your Pet’s Food?
Is your dog or cat eating risk ingredients?  Chinese imports?  Petsumer Report tells the ‘rest of the story’ on over
2500 cat foods, dog foods,  and pet treats.  30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee. www.PetsumerReport.com
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Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at
www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 410 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 7/2/2014

Subject: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
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July 02, 2014

 

Fireworks, Festivities and Your Furry Friend 
Whether you’re celebrating at the beach, in the mountains or close
to home, chances are fireworks are in your future. Fireworks are
fun, but they can be terrifying for pets. Do you have any special tips
for comforting your pet when the fireworks start popping? Tell
us! Read More...

 

 

ASPCA Calendar: Vote for Our Cover Model
If you haven’t cast your vote for our 2015 Calendar Cover Pet, what are you
waiting for? Check out the pics and bios of our top four contenders, then let
us know which cutie YOU want to see on calendars across America!

 

ASPCA Happy Tail: A Dream Home
When Dream first came to the ASPCA, the 6-year-old Maltese was suffering
from a number of health issues and having a hard time finding a home.
Though it took almost a year, this affectionate pooch has finally found what
can only be described as his “Dream Home.” Read his Happy Tail.

 

Former Dog Fighting Victims Transported One Step Closer to Homes
It’s been nearly a year since we rescued more than 400 dogs from a multi-
state dog fighting ring, and now it’s time for six of those dogs to find loving
homes. We’re on a week-long transport to deliver the dogs to partner
shelters in the Midwest. Follow the journey!

 

Attention, Shoppers! ASPCA Releases New Food Label Guide
Organic, all natural, grassfed…what does it all mean, and what do these
food labels tell us about animal welfare? We’ve deciphered the most
common of these terms so you’ll always be informed when you hit the
supermarket. Download our new label guide.

 

ASPCA Pet of the Week: Romeo
Romeo is on a mission to please! This fun-loving, happy-all-the-time, glass-
half-full kind of pup has a lot of love to give and counts playing w ith you, his
favorite toys and belly rubs among his favorite things. Adopt Romeo today.
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This email was sent by: ASPCA
424 East 92nd Street New York, NY 10128 United States

Free 3D Earth Screensaver
Watch the Earth right on your desktop! Check it out at www.inbox.com/earth

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 411 From: Margarita Vasquez Date: 7/4/2014
Subject: Re: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
The Bach flower rescue remedy, are excellent add 15 drops in a pint of water, the water is changed
every day. 
They are ideal for the holidays this year, fireworks moves, or when the pet is afraid something. 
Recommended for short periods
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 412 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 7/21/2014

Subject: FW: Is Your Dog Scared of Fireworks?
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ASPCA Happy Tail: A Dream Home
When Dream first came to the ASPCA, the 6-year-old Maltese was suffering
from a number of health issues and having a hard time finding a home.
Though it took almost a year, this affectionate pooch has finally found what
can only be described as his “Dream Home.” Read his Happy Tail.
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Former Dog Fighting Victims Transported One Step Closer to Homes
It’s been nearly a year since we rescued more than 400 dogs from a multi-
state dog fighting ring, and now it’s time for six of those dogs to find loving
homes. We’re on a week-long transport to deliver the dogs to partner
shelters in the Midwest. Follow the journey!

 

Attention, Shoppers! ASPCA Releases New Food Label Guide
Organic, all natural, grassfed…what does it all mean, and what do these
food labels tell us about animal welfare? We’ve deciphered the most
common of these terms so you’ll always be informed when you hit the
supermarket. Download our new label guide.

 

ASPCA Pet of the Week: Romeo
Romeo is on a mission to please! This fun-loving, happy-all-the-time, glass-
half-full kind of pup has a lot of love to give and counts playing w ith you, his
favorite toys and belly rubs among his favorite things. Adopt Romeo today.
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 413 From: nontheless37 Date: 8/15/2014
Subject: Animal Afterlife
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What happens to animals after they die? 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 414 From: Sherry Date: 8/16/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Mine usually come back and stay about 24 hours. I have seen some in my third
eye and felt the feelings of others, that they were upset because they couldn’t
stay. I was told by my GD that they reincarnate. Did you recently lose a pet?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animal Afterlife
 

What happens to animals  after they die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 415 From: Katie Deraps Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Yes, a barn swallow. I was taking care of three of them, and one died. But that isn't why I asked, ( I don't
remember asking, but since you messaged me, I guess I did ) I asked because on the joy of satan
website, it talks about humans only. I want to know about the other creatures too. Do they not remember
anything just like us? Or do they remember but also understand that they can't have their past anymore?
These kind of things intrest me.

On Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:28 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Mine usually come back and stay about 24 hours. I have seen some in my third
eye and felt the feelings of others, that they were upset because they couldn’t
stay. I was told by my GD that they reincarnate. Did you recently lose a pet?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animal Afterlife
 

What happens to animals after they die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 416 From: Katie Deraps Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
wait...now i get it....i have never used the groups before....someone else sent this to you and it ended
up in my box...
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On Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:35 PM, Katie Deraps <derapskatie@...> wrote:

Yes, a barn swallow. I was taking care of three of them, and one died. But that isn't why I asked, ( I don't
remember asking, but since you messaged me, I guess I did ) I asked because on the joy of satan
website, it talks about humans only. I want to know about the other creatures too. Do they not remember
anything just like us? Or do they remember but also understand that they can't have their past anymore?
These kind of things intrest me.

On Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:28 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Mine usually come back and stay about 24 hours. I have seen some in my third
eye and felt the feelings of others, that they were upset because they couldn’t
stay. I was told by my GD that they reincarnate. Did you recently lose a pet?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animal Afterlife
 

What happens to animals after they die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 417 From: Sherry Date: 8/17/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Yes, a copy goes to everybody that is set to receive messages through
individual mails or daily digest.
 
HPs Maxine might know more about what happens to animals after they die.
They have feelings and needs, like us, so one would think they go through
something similar as us when they die.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:52 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Animal Afterlife
 

wait...now i get it....i have never used the groups before....someone else sent this to you and it ended
up in my box...
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On Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:35 PM, Katie Deraps <derapskatie@...> wrote:

Yes, a barn swallow. I was taking care of three of them, and one died. But that isn't why I asked, ( I don't
remember asking, but since you messaged me, I guess I did ) I asked because on the joy of satan
website, it talks about humans only. I want to know about the other creatures too. Do they not remember
anything just like us? Or do they remember but also understand that they can't have their past anymore?
These kind of things intrest me.

On Saturday, August 16, 2014 4:28 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Mine usually come back and stay about 24 hours. I have seen some in my third
eye and felt the feelings of others, that they were upset because they couldn’t
stay. I was told by my GD that they reincarnate. Did you recently lose a pet?
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:31 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Animal Afterlife
 

What happens to animals after they die?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 418 From: Magus Immortalis Date: 8/18/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
What I experienced was after the death of my beloved cat Ivan, was that he stayed in the same
apartment building where he had always lived. Another cat who at the time was still living, Sammi,
sensed and saw him and would telepathically communicate with him. I moved out eventually from that
apartment so I don't know what happened to him.
I have also dreamt of him and got to touch him on the astral. I think that was due to Lady Bastet. ^_^

On Friday, August 15, 2014 11:27:05 PM, "nontheless37@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
What happens to animals after they die? 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 419 From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 8/18/2014

Subject: Sermon: Do you want a new future?
As times go by, many people are and many are now becoming aware of what the jews have been
doing to us Gentiles for centuries. For that reason, people are becoming very enraged, rightfully
desiring a revenge against this race of people. As the days go by, people are making their research.
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We do our part in fighting global jewry, by educating people. When people find themselves the lies
the enemy has spewed, about religion, about every facet of life, people are becoming even more
hatefully aggressive towards the ‘chosen ones’.

 

The chosen “ones” have one “god” and its name is “money”. Without their so called “god”, they are
nothing but a piece of shit. There are people who are inaware of the jews, one thing: read history.
Read history from unbiased sources. There are more than hundreds books of 1000 pages or more,
revealing the crimes of the jews, be it in Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt, Roman Empire (whom
they destroyed), Assyria and the Middle east, Even in the Americas (murder of the Indians) and so
forth. People are being educated and not ed-jew-cated as they have done in the Age of Pisces.

The Age of Pisces and confusion and lies of the Abrahamic pieces of shit are over, unfortunately.

 

People nowdays know of the Inquisition that destroyed Europe and pletted the land with blood of
the ‘heathens’ and people know of the crimes of the Vatican. People know what Christianity and the
other “holy” major religions have done to Humanity, Science and everything that is beautiful.
People know what happened in the middle ages (people dying like rats from the Bubonic plague
because xianity said that “cats were of the devil” and mass murdered them, as thus letting the
infected rats roam). People know about the “purity belts”, people know about the Federal Reserve
and who owns it, people know about the stolen land of pissrael, people know about all these things
or have even heard about them. People know the CEO heads and the ilk in the big-ass industries,
be them pharmaceutical, or food industries. People know about the Black Slave trade, people know
the curses the Ancient Egyptians receive in the bible. People know all these things. People know
how Hitler was dragged into war and never intended there to be war. People ARE learning about
USSR and the jewish beast, people have seen what the jews do when they have power. People
know about the jewish mafia in Brazil and the cocaine cartels, people know all of this. People know
of their direct involvement and control of anything. People know of the Torah, of their Protocols in
where they are calling us a piece of meat and goy. People know about the Rothschilds and the civil
war. People see what the jewish spawn of ‘communism’ is doing to china and how it shaped these
people.

 

The Great masses of people aweaken. People know that we have a Soul and that we owe nothing in
the jews. Their spells are breaking and their state is crumbling.

 

People know that to the jews are are only to be slaves, animals and dead meat.

 

People are getting to realize the ‘god’ of nowdays that has allowed the world to rot for 2000 years,
is just another jew, with stolen identity and personality from many major Ancient Gods.

 

People KNOW.

Nowdays, people know what they do. They know their unholy alliance with ET’s and other entities,
how they stole spiritual knowledge, how xianity, islam and Judaism have one aim: world
domination under the jews. People see about Gaza everyday, how people are getting chopped and
are dying, the murdering of the Yezidis by their kike-run and guided wars.



 

People know their lies.

 

But you know more, you know the Truth.

 

You know the capability of the Human Race, you know the True Father, you have the means to
exact Spiritual justice on these spiritual, mental and physical criminals! So what should you do?

BRING SPIRITUAL JUSTICE.

 

If millions of souls who have been destroyed, raped, mutilated, poisoned, made lost, made insane
and have endlessly suffered under the jews don’t give you the shivers, if you deny all the Gentiles
that live within you and in your blood, that have suffered for your Sake by trying to survive, that
have spilled their blood for you, so you can live today and have another chance in defeating this
scum.

 

Every Satanist must therefore affirm and say:

 

“WE GENTILES OF SATAN ARE DEAD ANGRY WITH YOU, ALL OF YOU AND WE WILL NOT LET
YOU ESCAPE THIS TIME. THIS TIME YOU WILL BE SHOWN NO SPIRITUAL MERCY. WE ARE
FREE FROM YOUR LIES AND KNOW IT ALL ABOUT YOU AND YOUR TREACHEROUS WORK
AGAINST US!”

 

Satan wants nobody to allow themselves to be fast asleep when we have this chance to exact justice
on this race of Criminals who are and stand against whatever we have being trying to create as
Gentile people. Destroy spiritually what has been destroying for thousands of years.

 

NONE OF YOU IS ALLOWED TO ALLOW THEM TO DESTROY YOU, BECAUSE YOUR LIVES AND
YOUR FUTURES, THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY IS MORE PRESCIOUS THAN A MERE COMFORT OF
COWARDICE.

 

People of our Pagan Gods have spilled their blood in the sand and the Earth, screaming that one
day will be back and take revenge against those who destroyed the world of Satan. Now us, as their
Sons and Daughters, take the Holy fire to incinerate SPIRITUALLY all that has been destroying for
so long! THE JEWISH TYRANNY AGAINST US, THAT OF THE JEWISH RACE!

 

So, do you want a new future? Or do you want us to be destroyed?

 



When we are so close to the new dawn, nobody is allowed to not welcome the Sun!

 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!

 

HEIL THE GODS!!!!!!!!!!

 

HAIL TO OUR SPIRITUAL WARRIORS AND PEOPLE!!!!!

 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic5159.html

 

 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 420 From: firebird894 Date: 9/4/2014
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
My understanding of animals souls and spirituality is they in some ways are more advanced than we
are and do not carry the fear and baggage our souls do. They are able to see and understand the
astral much better. They know how to take in energy while alive and have a strong connection to
the Earth. I believe most wild animals without human ties are able to reincarnate much quicker and
easier. Pets may be different since they have a tie to their owners and share some of our souls
baggage. But they are still less in trouble in the astral than most human souls. They may choose to
stay near us for a time and they get some energy from us but eventually they will reincarnate.
Some may try and wait for you. Some may go and wait in Hell for us especially if close to a Satanist
you may ask a Demon to guide them to safety. I have had visions of Hell and seen many animals
there they do not create such an energy burden on the Gods not to say we are a burden I don't
mean it that way but animals souls work a bit dfferent to us. They have not been subjected to
enemy doctrine and religion to stunt and confuse them with bullshit. They can take up energy and
meditate naturally while alive. My own understanding is that more advanced animals will even help
and look after those less so. Animals close to the Gods for example. If you want an example of
spiritually advanced animals look up elephants. Also cats as most of Us who own them know are
very psychic and I can confirm the same of Horses. People think horses do nothing but eat sleep
and run around I can tell you this is not so they spend a lot of time in trance. They know of danger
and changes in the Earth long before we do. I have 4 of them each is different but they know far
more than people realise.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 421 From: johnson_akemi Date: 10/10/2014
Subject: Finishing off the Jewish Tyranny. [Small Working]
 http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic5159.html
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Fellow Brothers, Sisters and Commrades.

Today it is another day like all others that we belong to the Truth and serve the Truth. Those of us
who have been with us until the end, saw and have done all the big work we are seeing the seeds
of today. We have been rampantly attacking Israel and will continue doing so. There were members
who went very far with this as all our family has done, attacked the enemy ruthlessly for 40 or even
80 days concusively. Due to the effort of these modern day Heroes and our Freedom fighters,
international jewry is crumbling as the day goes by.

Though, as much as we see victory, we see something very evident: That the enemy will not just
stand there and die. That they are very dangerous now like they never were.

We have had people who doubted, run away in lazyness or fear, those Faithful Warriors of Satan
know that Satan stands above them and has them under his wings. We had people who worked
ruthlessly and wrote and are still writting history in its most subtle level. THIS IS YOU. YOU ARE
NOT THE IGNORANT, YOU ARE THE BEINGS OF TRUTH AND THE LIGHT. I ask both of you to
stand on your height of Soul and finish off the intruders of our life. There is not one problem in our
lives that is not connected to the international jewry. You see what they do to Gaza, what they have
done to countless civilizations. This is only a bit of dust on what they will do to us if they will
prevail.

For that reason I call the spiritual elites of this Era, to fight them ruthlessly, once more and until the
end. Even when things are seemingly over, we must not fool ourselves as they will not go down so
easily. Those who stop now, steps before the end, are not worthy of what it is to come. WE WANT
A FREE WORLD. A WORLD FOR YOU AND ME AND NOT THESE JEWS TO RULE ON.

I call everyone to the Spiritual Arms. These days like no other days the enemy has been around
their coffin. Its of serious historical importanct that you act now. I tell you this from the bottom of
my Soul, from the bottom of my Heart. If you are not the greatest and most brave people in the
world, I do not know who that is.

Those who know what we do, know that we should decimate those who oppress us. Now is our
most fatal opportunity.

You raised your head in spiritual tyranny, you have been with us from the start to the end. And you
are now living to see the fruits which we have planted.

Be merciless in your pursuit of justice and in your pursuit of a better, Satanic World.

We are the most defamed, the most misunderstood, the most brave, the women and men against
time, those who have an eternal vision of a greater tommorow. Its up to you who have the tools of
shaping the world to shape it. FATE CALLS YOU ALL TO DO IT!!!

So what I am asking is quite easy.

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it
as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."



-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now
being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS
SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN
DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

Use whichever feels more on the point for you. Both are the same thing. But some might have a
tendency toward one or the other.

You can imagine grey energy suffocating them all over the globe, with severe intensity. This is to
be done daily with your daily meditations. This will add up to our older Rituals and finish the job.
But the job is not finished until WE finish it. And we are not idiots to think that Israel is
overwith...Far from it.

Satan has placed his faith in us. Lets make Father Satan proud and create a world in which his
name stands proud for all the Ages!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!

HAIL THE GODS AND DEMONS OF SATAN!!!!!!

HAIL TO OUR MOST PRECIOUS AND FAITHFUL COMRADES AND WARRIORS!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 422 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 10/10/2014

Subject: Sermon: Sex and the Gods.
Greetings to our family.

We see many times and have saw in the past, some posts in regards to the Gods and sexuality, or
claims that people get intimate with the Gods or that sort of thing. This is TRUE in the case of
succubi and incubi, but I see much blasphemy going around in regards to High Ranking Gods who
actually are for the most part, married or engaged from beings from their own kind. I have heard
atrocious claims in regards to Satan and Lilith and even more.

Let alone the gossip some people do with the personal lives of the Gods. Thats their personal
bussiness and if they feel like sharing, they will. Satan is open with all of us and so are the Gods.
[Seriously.........Thats not fucking hollywood and some need to wake up]

I DO NOT MEAN IN REGARDS TO ANY SUCCUBUS OR THE INCUBI. I CLEAR THIS RIGHT NOW!!!
These relations are a specific gift from Satan himself and some of these Gods actually have the
want to be with us Humans for many reasons. This is something entirely different, True and goes
both ways.



Most of the time, this is a tendency of infiltrators to make the Gods seem as sex freaks, or like
Highest Rankings Gods from Orion's belt would be interested in "getting laid" with someone from
here...for some simple and stupid reasons...Or like the Gods have to abide into the sexual needs of
little them. That's pathetic.

With the above of idiotic/infiltrative and delusional exceptions, I have to point out some things as
after a point its not only too wrong and disgusting, it comes off as ignorant. People tend to overly
fantasize.

This has one purpose, to tie in our Gods to the good ol' kike mindset that our Gods are some sex
addicted beings who actually are all about and revolve all around sexuality. Ie, Sexual Granting
machines, money and fame, the good old kike propaganda against Pagan Gods. The only religion
that obsesses over sexuality to a degree of insanity, is the judaic filth and its branches. Generally
these faiths are all around and about prohibiting recreation, sexuality, controlling sexuality and so
forth. This creates severe hangups in people and moreso severe backlashes.

The gradual degradation of the sexual act nowdays is exactly the outcome of such stupid beliefs
that originate from neurotic and insane jews. Remember, sexuality is where we would create more
Gentiles, merge with one another, form families and bonds, liberate our Kundalini, use the energy
constructively and so forth, evolve to be free, heal Humanity and more things. Jews as the racial
and social infiltrators they are, could never find a more sensitive point to attack. On one hand, they
enforce insane celibacy, to the point of mental distress and internal destruction of the psyche, that
remains unconnected and unexpressed. Even worse, even MASTURBATION will end you up in the
biblical lake of fire. You must repent for relieving a NATURAL need. Then on the other hand, they
push sexuality to an insane extreme. The will write books, open sick bordellos, shoot hardcore porn
(all the porn industry is owned by jews, search for yourself, they are taking pride in it) and create
unrealistic and sick expectations in people. Then sex becomes nothing. Sex is nothing today other
than a small chemical explosion in the brain, an attempt to evade the jewish matrix for some
seconds.

Though even there, the jews and their programs have made sure to make people un-orgasmic,
complex, guilty and against even their own last sense of fullfillment and momentarily pleasure in a
world of restriction and lack of hope. Their doctrines, be these spiritual or others, infest the mind of
people so that they find the wrong partners and get even more destroyed sexually; at least the
majority of people. There are many sexually sad cases that have fallen victim to that.

They tried to steal even your last pleasure in this world and destroy it and malign it so something
putrid as it gets. After all, you are all Goy and so am I, we are lower than animals and our sexuality
is an act of beasts and even lower, according to them. The "goy" [as they call is in their derogatory
term] have to even repent for coming into the world, because some kike 'god' on the clouds and his
professional victim kike choose son (what a neurotic and putrid race to choose your chosen pieces
of shit it was) said so. After all mr YHVH has no other job, given he is such a creator of even the
universe [according to these insane jews], than to watch random rape/gangbangs around the globe
and biblical fable characters "spilling their seed on the ground" as they put it. This is all in their
bible for the few who know.

Must be a supremely intelligent god that of theirs. A filthy, low IQ, sexually perverse kike sitting on
a cloud that punishes people. Thats what the majority of sheep today believe.

Do you realize the depth and how deep this goes? All the above, it requires two or three braincells
to understand that it creates severe sexual hangups.

Sex in the Ancient World, except for personal gratification, had a purpose, to bring as one. All the
'affairs' of the Gods and them having sex and producing kids with one another, are deep allegorical



meanings of bringing opposites together or merging energies or connecting things, bringing
together. Sex was spiritual and the births of children in the Myths were the new energies and the
new existential and transcendental/spiritual ideals created by the act.

This is entirely different than what sex is and is done for today. The Gods do thing without
meaning. They are higher level of realized beings.

So to get to the point, the major hangups in conjunction to the weaknesses of present day
manking, the lack of meaning in the sexual act and the need to merge with something greater than
ourselves, in the cases of sane people, is a call of their mind to connect with some ideal. Its not the
actual God, unless its agreed upon with Father Satan and you have a succubus. Many people
fantasize about the Gods and this is something personal. You are of course allowed to glorify the
Gods with your sexual act, when these are done respectfully and for personal reasons, or just
because you admire them. After all, explosive happiness or creative energy sometimes has to be
sublimated that way, for some people.

But know this is one street deal and everything is your own realm of thought. The High Ranking
Gods are very realized to do these things. There could be SOME exceptions and Succubi/Incubbi are
always real. But the next time some infiltrator comes and tells you they are married to some god or
mermaid, or that 'my husband _____[high ranking god]_____ said this', know they are delusional,
stupid and if they are legitimately interested to know the real reasons, send them this post. In
Satanism one must want the Truth.

To sum up, there are two kinds of people, the delusional paranoid infiltrators who are no different
than a kid believing in a fairytale that they are married with the prince, because they are too weak
to admit reality and that its just an admiration.

The others who know that in Truth, their dreams and their meanings MIGHT actually be an attempt
of their mind to help them 'merge' with an ideal or the power of the Gods, or a particular element
these Gods over whom they are fascinated with needs attention in their personality / soul.

Do a favor to yourselves and stop treading in a fake imaginary land. Thing is, the Gods want to be
heared with open ears and open hearts, with those who really see them for what they are, whether
these things apply or conform to our personal mind and status quo, or mentally created
fairytales...Or whatever.

All the above to help and assist you in finding real love and affection, either with your
Succubi/Incubbi, or with some other Human being, devoid of bad imagination and products of
loneliness meant to distract you from this.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 423 From: High Priestess Maxine
Dietrich

Date: 10/30/2014

Subject: Animals are Sacred in Satanism
I don't normally put petitions through, but this is unspeakable. 
Please sign. 
Also, this bitch should be cursed to no fucking end. 

Because the URL is so long, it needs to be copied & pasted: 

http://www.change.org/p/daniel-donovan-maximum-punishment-for-charlotte-the-

http://www.change.org/p/daniel-donovan-maximum-punishment-for-charlotte-the-


dog-s-alleged-abuser?recruiter=55300881&utm_campaign=signature_receipt&utm_m
edium=email&utm_source=share_petition 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
Can't remember your password? Do you need a strong and secure password?
Use Password manager! It stores your passwords & protects your account.
Check it out at http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 424 From: Sherry Date: 11/13/2014
Subject: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods

Check out the link if you use Purina dry foods:

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/

And if your pet is sick, and you're feeding Purina dry, perhaps this is the cause of the illness.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 425 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 11/14/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Hey if anyone is wondering what brand you should feed your pet i recommend Blue Buffalo especially
the Blue Wilderness stuff they put out its the best there is or you could do what HPS Maxine suggests
and cook your own food for your animals.  

On Thursday, November 13, 2014 3:07 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Check out the link if you use Purina dry foods:

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/

And if your pet is sick, and you're feeding Purina dry, perhaps this is the cause of the illness.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 426 From: Hazy Date: 11/15/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
My mom is being so ugh , xian seem to not care about our pet safety . She said " Your crazy , how
come they're still selling it ? I'm not going to waste my money buying another pet food for them
(my two dogs) " this make me want to cry cause I have to scrape up the little money I can find
around the house just to buy a decent size of dog food. 

Sent from my iPhone

http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/


On Nov 14, 2014, at 9:58 AM, "Yog Sothoth yogsothoth666999@... [JoS4Pets]"
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Hey if anyone is wondering what brand you should feed your pet i recommend Blue Buffalo
especially the Blue Wilderness stuff they put out its the best there is or you could do what
HPS Maxine suggests and cook your own food for your animals.  

On Thursday, November 13, 2014 3:07 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]"
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Check out the link if you use Purina dry foods:

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/

And if your pet is sick, and you're feeding Purina dry, perhaps this is the cause of the illness.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 427 From: johnson_akemi Date: 11/15/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Nearly all commercially produced pet foods are toxic, even expensive brands. Making your own pet
food is actually cheaper than buying pet food in many cases. I make a modified version of the "Dry
food and Meat Stew Recipes for Dogs and Cats" posted in the files section of the group by
combining the dry food and meat stew into one. It comes out to less than $1.25 a cup. Some dog
foods can easily go for over $3 a can and even the expensive dog foods are laced with toxic
ingredients to fatten profit margins.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 428 From: High Priestess Maxine

Dietrich
Date: 11/15/2014

Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
 
Over the past couple of years, I have learned by trials and error on how to make homemade dry cat
food. I strongly recommend purchasing a decent mixer like Kitchen-Aid, which is sometimes on sale
and definitely worth it if you do a lot of cooking at home. Mixing the recipe below with your hands can be
a real chore. I know from experience.
 
I use Vidalia Chop Wizard to chop the food into cubes when it is cooled. I then store it in the
refrigerator, but it won't keep beyond one week, so be aware of this. If you only have one cat or dog
[this recipe can also work for a small dog], then it can be frozen in the freezer and thawed.
 
The Vidalia Chop Wizard can be found on Amazon.com It is fairly inexpensive and does a wonderful
job. My cats eat their dry food soft. It has a sort of spongy texture. It doesn’t have to be dried out or
hardened. Give it time and you need to keep sprinkling the yeast flakes over it and they will get used to
it. This can take time though.
 
Below the dry food recipe, I have included the stews I make for my cats.
_______________________________________
 

mailto:yogsothoth666999@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:grayce2001@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/
http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny


Dry Cat Food Recipe
_______________________________________
 
1 Tblsp of powdered Taurine
 
3 cups whole-wheat flour
 
2 cups soy flour or buckwheat flour [buckwheat flour is much more nutritious]
 
1 cup wheat germ
 
1 cup cornmeal
 
1 cup non fat milk
 
½ cup brewer's yeast or nutritional yeast flakes
 
1 [14-15 ounce] can salmon [Make sure it says USA product]
 
5 tablespoons vegetable oil
 
1-2 tblsp Apple Cider Vinegar
 
2 cups of water or as needed
 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Shape mixture with wet hands and pat it into a square to where it is
about 2 inches in height. Bake for 50 minutes.
 
Allow to cool and then with a large bread knife, cut it into 4 sections and from there, slice each section
to where it will fit on the chopper.
 
Sprinkling a bit of nutritional yeast flakes over the cubes will encourage finicky cats to eat.
 
 
Recipe for Stew:
 
Get some inexpensive meat. I use ground turkey in tubes, as it is cheap here where I live. There should
be a decent amount of meat, at least 1/3 to half of the stew.
 

§         Meat
§         Bread slice/s for filler *
§         Greens: frozen spinach, turnip greens, kale, or collards
§         Frozen carrots
§         Mashed potatoes for filler
§         Add oatmeal at the end. The amount of oats should be ¼ of the stew. Oatmeal is very
nutritious and makes an excellent filler.

 
Add water to meat, bread, greens, carrots and potatoes. Cover and cook until everything is tender, then
add oatmeal for more filler, cook until oats are done [1-2 minutes if using instant] and then allow to cool.
 

·        I make my own homemade bread, as the store-bought breads are full of chemicals. I won’t
eat store-bought bread, myself.
·        You don’t have to be exact with the fillers. If you don’t have potatoes just add more oatmeal,
but oats are essential and cheap.

 
Also, I always have on hand chicken in a can just in case I don’t have time to make the stew. I also have
cans of mackerel on hand, but make sure nothing comes form China as many products out of China
have caused illnesses and deaths.



 
When feeding a homemade diet, just make sure you have extra cans of the above for back up in case
you can’t make the stew, as this happens at times.
 
 
 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

 

Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at
www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 429 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 11/16/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
Think you for your reply revered HPS Maxine!. 

On Saturday, November 15, 2014 3:51 PM, "'High Priestess Maxine Dietrich ' maxine.dietrich666@... [JoS4Pets]"
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
 
Over the past couple of years, I have learned by trials and error on how to make homemade dry cat
food. I strongly recommend purchasing a decent mixer like Kitchen-Aid, which is sometimes on sale
and definitely worth it if you do a lot of cooking at home. Mixing the recipe below with your hands can be
a real chore. I know from experience.
 
I use Vidalia Chop Wizard to chop the food into cubes when it is cooled. I then store it in the
refrigerator, but it won't keep beyond one week, so be aware of this. If you only have one cat or dog
[this recipe can also work for a small dog], then it can be frozen in the freezer and thawed.
 
The Vidalia Chop Wizard can be found on Amazon.com It is fairly inexpensive and does a wonderful
job. My cats eat their dry food soft. It has a sort of spongy texture. It doesn’t have to be dried out or
hardened. Give it time and you need to keep sprinkling the yeast flakes over it and they will get used to
it. This can take time though.
 
Below the dry food recipe, I have included the stews I make for my cats.
_______________________________________
 
Dry Cat Food Recipe
_______________________________________
 
1 Tblsp of powdered Taurine
 
3 cups whole-wheat flour
 
2 cups soy flour or buckwheat flour [buckwheat flour is much more nutritious]

http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium


 
1 cup wheat germ
 
1 cup cornmeal
 
1 cup non fat milk
 
½ cup brewer's yeast or nutritional yeast flakes
 
1 [14-15 ounce] can salmon [Make sure it says USA product]
 
5 tablespoons vegetable oil
 
1-2 tblsp Apple Cider Vinegar
 
2 cups of water or as needed
 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Shape mixture with wet hands and pat it into a square to where it is
about 2 inches in height. Bake for 50 minutes.
 
Allow to cool and then with a large bread knife, cut it into 4 sections and from there, slice each section
to where it will fit on the chopper.
 
Sprinkling a bit of nutritional yeast flakes over the cubes will encourage finicky cats to eat.
 
 
Recipe for Stew:
 
Get some inexpensive meat. I use ground turkey in tubes, as it is cheap here where I live. There should
be a decent amount of meat, at least 1/3 to half of the stew.
 
§         Meat
§         Bread slice/s for filler *
§         Greens: frozen spinach, turnip greens, kale, or collards
§         Frozen carrots
§         Mashed potatoes for filler
§         Add oatmeal at the end. The amount of oats should be ¼ of the stew. Oatmeal is very nutritious
and makes an excellent filler.
 
Add water to meat, bread, greens, carrots and potatoes. Cover and cook until everything is tender, then
add oatmeal for more filler, cook until oats are done [1-2 minutes if using instant] and then allow to cool.
 
·        I make my own homemade bread, as the store-bought breads are full of chemicals. I won’t eat
store-bought bread, myself.
·        You don’t have to be exact with the fillers. If you don’t have potatoes just add more oatmeal, but
oats are essential and cheap.
 
Also, I always have on hand chicken in a can just in case I don’t have time to make the stew. I also have
cans of mackerel on hand, but make sure nothing comes form China as many products out of China
have caused illnesses and deaths.
 
When feeding a homemade diet, just make sure you have extra cans of the above for back up in case
you can’t make the stew, as this happens at times.
 
 
 
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com

http://www.joyofsatan.com/


 

Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at
www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 430 From: Sherry Date: 11/16/2014
Subject: Re: Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
My cat, Bad Boy, only has 2 teeth left, due to stomatitis. He can’t eat enough dry
food to keep enough weight on himself, so needs soft food every day. I used to
feed my cats commercial foods but no longer do that. One food I fed Bad Boy
was canned Blue Wilderness (BW, for short). Bad Boy did fine for a while but
then after I’d bought him some more cans of BW one weekend he started to get
sick with really bad diarrhea. I contacted the Vet, they asked what I fed him and I
mentioned the canned BW. He informed me that there had been a bad batch of
that food. I checked on line and sure enough a lot of cats fed canned BW were
getting really bad diarrhea from this bad batch of it. The food was never recalled,
though it should have been. The only way I was able to make Bad Boy better,
besides of course stopping the canned BW right away, was by giving him
digestive enzymes. It took a month for his body to get back to normal. After this,
I stopped trusting commercial cat foods altogether. There have been problems
with many of the supposed higher quality foods as well, so be careful what you
feed your pets. A food being more expensive doesn’t guarantee its safety.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, November 14, 2014 9:58 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Recent Issues with Purina pet foods
 

Hey if anyone is wondering what brand you should feed your pet i recommend Blue Buffalo especially
the Blue Wilderness stuff they put out its the best there is or you could do what HPS Maxine suggests
and cook your own food for your animals. 

On Thursday, November 13, 2014 3:07 PM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Check out the link if you use Purina dry foods:

http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/

And if your pet is sick, and you're feeding Purina dry, perhaps this is the cause of the illness.

http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://truthaboutpetfood.com/report-it-please/


Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 431 From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 2/11/2015

Subject: Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!

There has once been a time and age where Freedom was prevailing, not freedom that was chaotic,
but freedom of Divine Order, where all beings are pleased, happy and in accordance to Natural
Law. This was the Golden Age. The most Glorified, Most Holy and Most Reverend of all Ages! There
was no poverty, men owned land, people were able to produce, labor and get their fruit out of their
labor. People were creating the Needs and not Needs the people. Who was to be King was King,
and what he did was serve and only serve. Those who served the most, who had the most
responsibility, those who were the one sitting with the responsibility of the whole, were the
Leaders. And in this, this is why they were called Leaders. A Leader is not someone who seeks
pleasure or to please one’s self, a Leader is he who is willing to sacrifice everything and anything!
Even his own personal well being, just for the sake and well being of the whole! This was the age
where the farmer was the richest, the laborers were the happiest they ever was, for they all created
and nourished the Earth! They created and created again, until the Stars were to be numbered!
Death has been a distant memory, as everyone had a spirit of life. Even when one died, their Soul
was instantly re-incarnated so they could keep up their Divine Purpose, which was the pursuit of
Godhead. The Leaders were on the front and the Volk was faithfully following. With no remorse,
without any sense of Hatred, only love and loyalty, only for common interest and eternal Joy! AS
different Races, with peaceful associations that protected our Holy differences, We were all one
large body, one large battalion! As one and only body, in where every cell is as its happiest and all
the more happy in itself!

But something atrocious did happen next, we were attacked. Without deserving it, without even
doing anything remotely to draw this upon ourselves. Attacked by subservience all in itself! We
were attacked by these parasites in Human form. These rootless hyenas, these damned parasites,
these pestilence of the Earth, the jews and their sickening awareness. The only race so selfish, the
only humans without any remorse, the worst profiteers, the empty soulless creatures that only seek
their pleasure in physicality and to whom their spirit means nothing. We all want to be free.
Humanity has fought countless wars to finally, break free JUST ONE BIT from their Xian, Muslim
and Judaic filth and tyranny. Hostile energies have been entering the Earth, those of death, slavery,
suppression, sadness, depression, hatred and senseless warfare, which were brought up in the
worst manifestation by the jews. For what? Simply because its so they “Will”. They will then
experience what “So we Will”, and this is FREEDOM FOR US AND HUMANITY AT ALL COSTS. They
have disrupted our Divine Order, our history, our Golden Age. Now there are no leaders and no
followers, there are only “masters” and slaves. Everyone is a slave more or less, knowingly or
unknowingly. People are treated as slaves, disposed as slaves and soulless sheep. They have
replaced caring for the whole, with a care of a most putrid form for only one’s self. They have
replaced Truth with lies, Freedom with oppression, health with disease, beauty with ugliness. They
have attacked any and all Nations, Races and peoples, ruthlessly. They have murdered, raped,
destroyed and created malignancy where it never existed before. They have even tried to replace
and murder “god” himself, they have hid from us the creator of ours, Satan, they have hid from us
and STOLEN our own Soul, they have been the result that this life and the next life for so many
millions are only filled with suffering, poverty and worthlessness, death and anguish. They have
rewrote our history and lied to no end about it, made people neurotic, spread diseases in all levels
and pestilences of all sorts. The Earth herself screams for freedom, as she suffers from their
senseless and meaningless parasitic mentality, which they have projected both in the peoples and in
the world. What more do you want to see, how much more can you stay there and be the victim



they have TAUGHT you to be? 

They have TAUGHT you to be a victim, for they fear one thing: That us, The Gentile Lions rebel
against that race of racketeers, fleas, rats and worthless beings! Bring on what they were always
most afraid of! Bring on the curses, bring on the Spiritual Death, unleash endless Chaos to them
and above all, Execute Eternal Justice for every lost city, every lost Soul, every Child and Animal
that died under or from the Jewish blade. We know of your crimes and we will forever stand,
selflessly in our duty! We must and should fight from freedom and for every lost Soul. We stand tall
in the Aeons of failure, injustice, where the liars are the “gods” and the Gods are the criminals. For
we are the ones with the eternal vision. May Satan be praised, and may we all act for order to
Return. No more Gentile Souls will go down the drain, no more Gentile Souls will bathe in Blood,
No more Injustice, No more Tyranny! We accept no more insolence, no more murder against us
Gentiles, no more parasitism, no more dreams from weak infidels to enslave us, let alone actions.
Time to Rise! If these blasphemous parasites asks for War, this is exactly what we bring, but only
thousand fold of what they could ever imagine. If these sick beings ask to enslave us, they shall
know that the Gentiles are not Slaves, they themselves will be the ones to submit. Thousand times
more of returns is nothing even equal compared to what they have committed against us. And a
billionth times more will be the joy when the body of Humanity will be free from this Spiritual
Cancer of the jews! Fight for our Freedom and Seize it!

Onwards to Freedom! Onwards to War! Destroy the Tyrants, Obliterate the Slavers!

They have told you you are a worthless slave, I tell you that you are a Most Worthy God!

MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, RAISE THIS WORLD ON YOUR BACKS, CARRY YOUR
DIVINE DUTY UNTIL THE END! WE SHALL NEVER CAPITULATE, WE SHALL NEVER
RETREAT, WE SHALL NEVER SURRENDER! DESTROY THE TYRANTS AND OBLITERATE
THE SLAVERS! SET THIS BEFALLEN WORLD FREE AND EXECUTE JUSTICE!!! 

Here are your Spiritual Weapons:

topic5159.html

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So what I am asking is quite easy.

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it
as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic5159.html


You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now
being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS
SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO
YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 432 From: mancunianninja Date: 3/4/2015
Subject: Weasel hitching a ride on the back of a woodpecker !!
Awesome Picture! Animals being buddies are lovely to look at.

Woodpecker pictured in flight with small mammal hitching on its back

Woodpecker pictured in flight
with small mammal hitching...
The stunning photograph shows the tiny
brown weasel clinging to the back of the
green woodpecker as it takes flight across
Hornchurch Country Park in east London.
View on www.dailymail.co.uk Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 433 From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 3/5/2015

Subject: EVERYONE MUST SIGN! End Animal Abuse at Natural Bridge Zoo
Satan and the Powers of Hell care about nature, the Earth and animals. Senseless and needless animal suffering is
going on daily and we can put an end to this, or at least lessen the damage these poor animals are undergoing. I
urge everyone to sign this petition as this is horrendous. These animals have absolutely no way to absolve
themselves of their suffering, if we do not help them. Signing petitions helps. No animal must suffer needlessly
under stupid and sadistic individuals.

Sign here:

https://www.change.org/p/united-states-department-of-agriculture-usda-virginia-department-of-game-and-inland-
fisheries-end-animal-abuse-at-natural-bridge-zoo?
recruiter=19905326&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=share_twitter_responsive

From the petition:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2977184/Stop-goes-weasel-Woodpecker-pictured-flight-small-mammal-hitching-lift-back.html?ito=social-facebook
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2977184/Stop-goes-weasel-Woodpecker-pictured-flight-small-mammal-hitching-lift-back.html?ito=social-facebook
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2977184/Stop-goes-weasel-Woodpecker-pictured-flight-small-mammal-hitching-lift-back.html?ito=social-facebook
https://www.change.org/p/united-states-department-of-agriculture-usda-virginia-department-of-game-and-inland-fisheries-end-animal-abuse-at-natural-bridge-zoo?recruiter=19905326&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=share_twitter_responsive


"United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)

Undercover footage and a USDA investigation have revealed horrific abuses at a roadside zoo in Virginia. Natural
Bridge Zoo violated dozens of federal regulations protecting captive animals and fostered a culture of neglect and
violence that goes beyond a few isolated incidents. Lack of veterinary care, filthy living conditions, and intentional
harassment of animals by zoo staff were just a few of the issues that were uncovered. We call on the USDA to
close Natural Bridge Zoo and relocate the animals to sanctuaries.

The atrocities came to light thanks to an undercover investigation done by the Humane Society followed by the
USDA inspection in January. What they discovered is graphic and heartbreaking. Guinea pigs were “euthanized” by
slamming them against concrete. A capuchin monkey died when rat poison was placed too close to its enclosure.
Neglect resulted in the death of a pregnant giraffe and baby camel. These are just a few of the cruel and
unnecessary deaths documented at Natural Bridge Zoo.

Life is not much better for the animals who manage to survive. The USDA found 35 creatures in need of medical
attention. Photos showed a macaque who went weeks without treatment for a wound that ran clear to his bone. A
baby monkey and its mother were jabbed with a rod and, once captured, slammed to the ground. Animal habitats
were deemed filthy and uninhabitable. An elephant, one of the most social species on earth, hadn't seen another of
her kind in nearly a decade. The evidence goes on, making it clear that Natural Bridge Zoo cannot be entrusted to
care for animals.

How do zoo officials respond? The zoo's owner dismissed powerful photos and videos captured by The Humane
Society, telling one local paper, “You can always take a bad picture.”

Luckily, the images and report say it all. Natural Bridge Zoo is a nightmare for the creatures trapped in it, and it’s
time for authorities to shut it down for good. Please join me in calling for the USDA to close the Natural Bridge
Zoo and relocate the animals to sanctuaries. Please sign and share the petition today. Thank You."

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 434 From: mageson6666 Date: 3/7/2015
Subject: Satan Ruled The Golden Age
Satan Ruled The Golden Age

The Yazidhi came out of ancient India and called Satan, Shaitan. I doubt they started doing this
when Islam and Christianity appeared. Given the consequences and why would they call their
beloved God "one who is nasty." Who has been altering and attacking Hindu culture
forever.....maybe its time for people to start putting their thinking caps on. 

Why alter the meaning of this word in Hindi, the enemy has worked to alter the meaning of this
word everywhere as its the name of the real God....Why not the enemy has already altered the
meaning of so many words. If a person looks at Sri Lanka and sees they have the same religion of
the Yazidhi at the core and worship the same God and the Yazidhi's came from India thousands of
years ago and stated Sri Lanka as the Garden of Paradise like other Arab cultures. Then note the
Druids, Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Vedic Aryans state they came from the Island continent in the
East [the pillars of Hercules is the raising sun in the East] of which Sri Lanka is left and all had the



same head God. Then maybe they will start to put things together and one step leads to another.
Like unraveling yarn.

Atlantis was in the East:
post180.html#p180

The isolationist model is another phoney claim. Its well known and admitted the one mother
language of all Europeans languages is Sanskrit, the same for many eastern groups and even some
in America. But then we are supposed to believe all these people had nothing in common and didn't
come from the same root place and culture. Despite they all speak the same language, had identical
cultures and stated they all came from the same place and culture in the ancient past. Its so obvious
even ten thousand years of culture diffusion has not covered this over.

Also.....

Sanat is an anagram of Satan.

Sanat was the Lord of Kumara Kandam the name of this Golden Age Paradise in the Sri Lanka texts
of which the current Sri Lanka is all that is left of a much larger island as they mention as well as
numerous other cultures in South Asia, India, The Middle East and Europe the South Pacific and
America's. Satan [Sanat] ruled the First Sangam. And taught humans the knowledge of the serpent
power Yoga. As the numerous cultures stated all mention.

The original name of the Primordial Golden Age religion was Sanatana Dharma. 

In the east we find the important SATANAMA mantra which is given high importance. What this
mantra is saying is NAMA meaning name and SATA meaning God, Sata is the name of God. This is
seen in the Ram mantra. RAM NAM. In some cases NAMA is on the front of the mantra paying
homage like NAMA SIVAYA. Sometimes on the end. This is shown in SAT NAM of which
SATANAMA is the full mantram of. 

However Sanatana Dharma is the name of the Golden Age religion so it holds the highest
importance.

Sanat is an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi's who stated they came from India around three thousand
years ago use Satan but mention Shamballa in their texts. The Lord of Shamballa is Sanat Kumara.
SATAN is also a divine name in the East which means SAT as truth and AN as eternal. Eternal
Truth. This relates to the serpent power. Which grants the power of enlightenment and liberation as
well. The serpent is the symbol of Satan east and west and the serpent is the original image of God.
SAT is the name of the highest God in the east.

N and M is redundant as its the same nasal vibration. 

Sanat-ana Dharma is SATAN-ANA Dharma. Which meaning translates to Sata/Satan is the name of
the True, eternal, everlasting God. And the way to enlightenment. Looking in the east and Egypt.
Sata is also spelled as Satan or SAT.

The Jews call Satan their most hated enemy. The Jews are the enemies of God, spiritual freedom
and enlightenment.

shubhamrane666 wrote:

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post180.html#p180


But don't you think that the translation should be in a combination of Hindi and English. Even most
of guys today speak like that. A lso Hindi word for Lord Satan is Shaitan, the same as Arabic word
meaning one who's nasty in English. You'll have to call him as Lord shiva then. Also many guys
who are teenagers speak in Hindi but have problems reading it like I myself have. I do speak
Marathi fluently but have a problem writing it correctly. Pute Hindi is very difficult and writing
meditation terms will be tough. Translating site to Tamil will be a giod option though.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 435 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 3/8/2015

Subject: What We Are Fighting For --[Keep Fighting!]
What we are fighting for?

We are fighting spiritually for many things. We are fighting for Freedom. Freedom for people to live
a peaceful and spiritual life, with all the physical necessities. Freedom against the jewish hoaxes that
punish people mentally, spiritually and in their mind. We are fighting to abolish the poison of lack
of knowledge, we are fighting to get rid of fear in people’s hearts. We are fighting so that no more
Gentile people will be dying in the streets, homeless and without a loaf of bread. We are fighting so
that those who are trying to enslave humanity do get destroyed. We are fighting for health, physical
and spiritual health. We are fighting for the advances of science. We are fighting to build new
towns, reconstruct, rebuild and help the Earth. We are fighting so that no children will die due to
hunger or abuse by primitive actions. We are fighting for those who have no voice and no
awareness to see their enemies. For those who have fallen down and have quitted, letting
themselves die. We are here to show them that the world of our largest dreams is not lost- its here
to be worked for. We are fighting for our each and respective Gentile Race, for each and our
respective pride and our Ancestral past. 

We are fighting for those who have died or have never lived a life due to the jewish teachings. We
are fighting so Humans can regain their Souls, that they have lost due to the cancer of Abrahamic
hoaxes. We are fighting to get people who have been made insane back to health again. We are
fighting for Mother Earth and to save her from suffering. We are fighting for any animal that is
being senselessly abused, that is thrown away like a lifeless piece of trash. We are fighting for those
who are in the hospitals suffering from disease that was heaped to them either by lack of scientific
knowledge, or by the insane teachings of the enemy that cause people emotional problems- all this
by the enemy. We are fighting for beauty, the preservation of art, history. We are fighting for those
who are being tortured, secluded and brought to ashes by the jewish dreams of world domination.
We are fighting for our Gods, our Pagan Gods, who have been helping Humanity for hundreds of
years. We are fighting for those and like those, who have shouted “FREEDOM” and then later have
sacrificed, in the eternal flame,, not giving one thought about that they would certainly die. We are
fighting for those who are trying to escape this jewish order of living to find peace. We are fighting
for those who are seeking the Truth but cannot find it. We are fighting for the Sovereignty of
people and of States and Races. We are fighting for the preservation of what is different. We are
fighting against the most atrocious and sick people, these sick jewish souls who have built the
middle ages, the dark ages, the ages of suffering and destruction that made humanity pour seas of
needless blood. We are fighting against those who consider themselves entitled to harm, destroy,
enslave and mutilate whole people’s and nations. We are fighting to certify and guarantee that
people will remain free and that our civilization will undergo the least damage possible. 

We are here to spiritually destroy the “chosen of god” and the people that created the nasty alien
catastrophic “religious” hoaxes themselves, that have brought humanity seas of blood, injustice,
suffering and destruction to anything that lives and breathes more or less. We are here to destroy
this psychopath murderer that they call “god”. We are the Darkness, which is the True Eternal Light,
we are the Past, the Now and the Future, we are the original people of God, whom is none but
Satan, the one and only eternal and everlasting Truth. 

We are fighting for what all our Ancestors have fought, we are the ones holding their flame. When



you see yourself in the mirror, see hundreds of those before you, do not only see yourself, for you
are not only yourself, you are your Race, your Volk, your Ancestors and every one of them. You
are someone the Gods left here, entrusting them with a mission! To Save this world. The weight of
responsibility falls then on your back and NEVER, EVER question your capability. You are the one’s
that are aware, that have woken up and that have been brave enough to seek our Ancient Father.
What is a war or a thousand wars to those who have DARED to find themselves! 

We are fighting for the Real God of Humanity. For the Father of Truth, Satan, the Eternal God,
whose promise stands proud for as much as recorded history- to make Humans.

Curse the enemy with all your hatred, let the curses run like the greatest scorching fire upon their
petty souls! Here is how to fight:

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it
as following.

Vibrate:

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz. X36 Thurisaz and X36
HAGALAZ and so forth.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now
being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS
SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN DO
YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

Use whichever feels more on the point for you. Both are the same thing. But some might have a
tendency toward one or the other.

You can imagine grey energy suffocating them all over the globe, with severe intensity. With all
your hatred inside. This is to be done daily with your daily meditations. This will add up to our
older Rituals and finish the job. But the job is not finished until WE finish it. And we are not idiots
to think that Israel is over-with...Far from it.

Satan has placed his faith in us. Lets make Father Satan proud and create a world in which his
name stands proud for all the Ages!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 436 From: egon_88_666 Date: 3/13/2015
Subject: Castration for pets?
Well I hear many things about the benefits of castration for pets, such as not contracting SDT's
from other pets and not leaving home (in the case of cats), though I'm not sure if this is a bad
thing and can harm my pets spiritual or emotionaly, or will cease their spiritual abilities (in case of
familiars). I want anyone's opinions on the subject.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 437 From: Sherry Date: 3/13/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
I’ve never had a cat that was harmed by the spay/neuter surgery. They don’t
miss what’s removed. Living with an intact cat is miserable for both the cat and
owner. The problem is some Vets still won’t give the cats pain medicine
afterwards, which is horrifying, especially for the females. The only surgery that
can harm a cat, psychologically, is declawing and that shouldn’t be done unless
medically necessary.
 
Sherry
From: mai l to:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2015 10:42 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Castration for pets?
 

Well  I  hear many things  about the benefi ts  of castration for pets , such as  not contracting SDT's  from other pets  and not leaving
home (in the case of cats), though I'm not sure i f this  i s  a  bad thing and can harm my pets  spiri tual  or emotionaly, or wi l l  cease
their spiri tual  abi l i ties  (in case of fami l iars). I  want anyone's  opinions  on the subject.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 438 From: Hou ssem Date: 3/14/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
I don't know about the surgery nor the benefits, so my opinion is
maybe useless but I believe depriving or not a pet from something they
were born with is entirely up to them and we shouldn't interfere and
decide for them.

for some reasons the first thing i thought of is what would my life
would be if a lost my sex drive..

I'm interested to know what other members have to say about this too.

Hail Satan!

On 3/13/15, gabrihell1488@... [JoS4Pets] <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
> Well I hear many things about the benefits of castration for pets, such as
> not contracting SDT's from other pets and not leaving home (in the case of
> cats), though I'm not sure if this is a bad thing and can harm my pets
> spiritual or emotionaly, or will cease their spiritual abilities (in case of
> familiars). I want anyone's opinions on the subject.
>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 439 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 3/14/2015

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:gabrihell1488@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
 

 

It is so sad how many unwanted animals end up dead, or in laboratories where they are tortured to
death and for those that survive, a very hard life on the street. All of my pets are spayed/neutered.
Spaying can prevent complications from pyometria, which two of my cats had where the uterus
becomes inflamed when they are in heat. It is life-threatening. This happened to one of my cats many
years ago. Satan saw to it that I was able to get her to a vet and spayed. I was in a bad situation at the
time and he really helped me. She has been fine ever since.

 

Male cats who are not neutered will often be aggressive and fight with other cats, if there are more in
the household. In addition, a male cat that is not neutered will piss everywhere, marking his territory.

 

Every responsible pet parent should have his/her pets spayed/neutered.

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com

 

 

 

Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at
www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 440 From: highpriestessmylalimlal Date: 3/16/2015
Subject: Re: Castration for pets?
I agree , both of my cats are and they are fine now.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 441 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 3/17/2015
Subject: Russia pets.
This is info I got from my wife, she is Russian but don't agree to what thy do to them. From what
she said in Russia alot of homeless animals, many die during winter, young and old, and the
government also throws out poison for the animals to eat and thy die painfully, really sad. And one
of the other things thy do is thy do a cleaning. If you own a animal keep it inside for all animals
that's outside will get shot. China is in some way the same, only difference is thy kill and eat the
animals, no different if mouse or dog. I remember seeing a picture on how the animals thy caught
and threw then in small bins and when thy got to there place just threw the bins down making no
differens if animals break leg or has disease or anything. I just won't ed to getc that out, most
everyone knows.
Thank you for reading.

http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium


Hail father Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 442 From: edwardtgao8 Date: 3/22/2015
Subject: Re: Russia pets.
I live in Moscow and can say smth I know about how pets are treated in Russia. First there is no
culture or law that would forbid any cruel treatment against the animal, or even if there is some,
they have no power ast all: no one knows it nor obeys it. Animals are considered your property -
you can do what you want. Majority never ever castrate their animals as they think "god created
them so" "better I will murder litters and kittens all my cat's life than castrate her" - and they don't
grant them any euthanasia or mercy-killing, they just throw kittens and puppies into the toilet or
out of the window. And nobody would go watch what they do with their "property". I don't talk
about everyone, there are some decent aristocratic Whites and respectable breeders. The problem is
we have absolutelly no power protecting animals. And the levels of poverty and crime are so high
that no one is interested in the fate of cats or dogs.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 443 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 4/5/2015
Subject: Re: Russia pets.
I have noticed what u mean, my wife even said that before. There are like said a few that cares
about there pets or pets in general. My wife's friend has cat and love her, one day she saw her cat
get kicked, from there she Blu up at the guys face swearing throwing punches and stuff. Didnt
blame her. I can see the throwing over window but never heard of the toilet one. Really sad how
jews destroy life and could care less. Goes with there research too, injecting animals, cows rabbits
ect to study effects then killing them after for here blood and stuff. China no different, saw a video
few seconds in how litte girl, say probably 2 to 3 years gets runner over and she was still alive but
could watch more to sad, but at that same time person didn't stop and no other person want to the
child either. No remorse, murcy to the young old or animals.
Sorry know it's a off just had to bring it up. 
The day that all will be right again will be a day of salvation, to the enemy's annahilation.
Hail father Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 444 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 4/5/2015

Subject: Satan has defeated the jewish "god"
Satan has defeated the jewish "god" : JoS Astrology

Satan has defeated the jewish
"god" : JoS Astr...
We as Satanists can defeat the enemy.
You must know this beyond any doubt.
The enemy tries to shit people that they
will somehow cling on or whatever of th...
View on josministries.prophp... Preview by Yahoo

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 445 From:
high_priest_hooded_cobra_666

Date: 5/1/2015

Subject: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
The date of publishing this Book is Symbolic. 

I name this book "The Satanic Revelation", symbolically again, because the sole purpose of this
book is a Satanic Revelation which reveals our awareness and our struggle.

This is a gift for the Satanic New Year. We are in this together, as Brothers and Sisters in Satan.

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8663.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8663.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8663.html


I hope you all enjoy this book. Comments and Questions are always welcomed. 

Never forget to never let the enemy rest. Attack spiritually so many times and with such effort with
all the Stars combined fall low of the power and effort given. We are in this together.

 

http://satanismgr.webs.com/pdfs/The_Sat ... ra_666.pdf

New Book : "The Satanic Revelation" : JoS Astrology

New Book : "The Satanic
Revelation" : JoS Astr...
The date of publishing this Book is
Symbolic.

View on josministries.prophp... Preview by Yahoo

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 446 From: Sherry Date: 5/1/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
It says, “This page was no found”.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, May 01, 2015 10:48 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
 

The date of publ ishing this  Book is  Symbol ic. 

I  name this  book "The Satanic Revelation", symbol ical ly again, because the sole purpose of this  book is  a  Satanic Revelation
which reveals  our awareness  and our struggle.

This  i s  a  gi ft for the Satanic New Year. We are in this  together, as  Brothers  and Sisters  in Satan.

I hope you al l  enjoy this  book. Comments  and Questions  are a lways  welcomed. 

Never forget to never let the enemy rest. Attack spiri tual ly so many times and with such effort with a l l  the Stars  combined fa l l  low
of the power and effort given. We are in this  together.

 

http://satanismgr.webs.com/pdfs/The_Sat ... ra_666.pdf

New Book : "The Satanic Revelation" : JoS Astrology

http://satanismgr.webs.com/pdfs/The_Satanic_Revelation_High_Priest_Hooded_Cobra_666.pdf
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://satanismgr.webs.com/pdfs/The_Satanic_Revelation_High_Prie! st_Hooded_Cobra_666.pdf
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html


New Book : "The Satanic
Revelation" : JoS Astr...
The date of publishing this Book is
Symbolic.

View on josministries.prophp... Preview by Yahoo

 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 447 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/2/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Right now, the Josministries forum, the second link, is down. The book download link still works
though.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 448 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: black cat that has a skin removed.
As title say, it's my uncles cat, and I would say it's prob two quarters around/ovelish, has some hair
gone too but tilts a hole too where u can see inside, she is not in pain and she wonders around still
too. He doest want to take it to vet for anything and me and wife don't have the funds to do it.
Though we did put some oxide on it and put gauze on it too. Is there anything else I can do? Any
suggestions plz, cause it's a sim fresh wound and we will change dressing again. Thank you for you
help and info.

Hail father Satan and mother Lilith
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 449 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: Re: New Book : "The Satanic Revelation"
Now both the book download and the JoS forums are down.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 450 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/3/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.
You NEED to convince your uncle to take him to the vet. A wound like that could get infected and kill
your pet. You could always ask Satan or Bastet (a Demon who specializes in cats) for help. 

On Sunday, May 3, 2015 11:46 AM, "williamwilliams344@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
As title say, it's my uncles cat, and I would say it's prob two quarters around/ovelish, has some hair gone too but
tilts a hole too where u can see inside, she is not in pain and she wonders around still too. He doest want to take it
to vet for anything and me and wife don't have the funds to do it. Though we did put some oxide on it and put gauze
on it too. Is there anything else I can do? Any suggestions plz, cause it's a sim fresh wound and we will change
dressing again. Thank you for you help and info.

Hail father Satan and mother Lilith

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 451 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/5/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.
Will try asking the gods, can u give me any pointers? Sorry. As for my uncle.. can't really speak for
him, just that he kinda leaves it be as a nature thibg, of course I know he will shot it if it's in any
pain, but anything else is another store? And he Wil shot other animals too but will give chance first

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9006.html


for finding a new home, if thy can give it a new home.
thank you,
hail father Satan and mother Lilith
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 452 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 5/7/2015
Subject: Re: black cat that has a skin removed.
One of my distanced family's convinced my uncle to take the cat to the vat. Just hope it keeps
geting better.
thanks.
Hail father Satan and mother Lilith



Messages in JoS4Pets group. Page 10 of 14.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 453 From: lunasroyalportal Date: 5/14/2015
Subject: Familiar
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 454 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/15/2015
Subject: Re: Familiar
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 455 From: thompson1926 Date: 5/15/2015
Subject: Re: Familiar
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 456 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 5/23/2015

Subject: YOU Are Here To Win this War!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 457 From: mial_johnathan Date: 5/25/2015
Subject: Scorpian
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 458 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/27/2015
Subject: Re: Scorpian
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 459 From: ktphyscopath Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Abandon Kitten
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 460 From: thompson1926 Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 461 From: Sherry Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 462 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 6/29/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 463 From: Katie Keith Date: 6/29/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 464 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 7/13/2015
Subject: My dog is scraching.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 465 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 7/14/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 466 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/14/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 467 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 468 From: johnson_akemi Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 469 From: mancunianninja Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 470 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 471 From: talonjackman Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 472 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/16/2015
Subject: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 473 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/17/2015
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 474 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/17/2015
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE

https://twitter.com/Teloc_Vovim


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 475 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 7/18/2015

Subject: Animal petitions- please sign
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 476 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 7/18/2015
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 477 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/19/2015
Subject: My cats are sick
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 478 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/20/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 479 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/20/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 480 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 7/21/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 481 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 7/24/2015
Subject: Animals and Satanism ~ by Andromedus
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 482 From: gherickj Date: 7/28/2015
Subject: marijuana given to pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 483 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/29/2015
Subject: Re: marijuana given to pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 484 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 7/29/2015
Subject: Re: marijuana given to pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 485 From: descipleofthegods13 Date: 8/9/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 486 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 8/11/2015

Subject: Cat middening
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 487 From: Sherry Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 488 From: satanicninja Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 489 From: Sherry Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 490 From: talonjackman Date: 8/26/2015
Subject: My dog just passed away..
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 491 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 492 From: talonjackman Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 493 From: johnson_akemi Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 494 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 8/29/2015
Subject: S.I.D.F
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 495 From: talonjackman Date: 8/29/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 496 From: fibrilink Date: 8/30/2015
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 497 From: fibrilink Date: 8/31/2015



Subject: Re: S.I.D.FGroup: JoS4Pets Message: 498 From: johnson_akemi Date: 8/31/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 499 From: Teloc Vovim Date: 8/31/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 500 From: fibrilink Date: 9/2/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 501 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 502 From: Sherry Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 453 From: lunasroyalportal Date: 5/14/2015
Subject: Familiar
Greetings

I was wondering simply how one acquires a familiar? I have seen on JoS stating that some Demons
grants familiars and I am a huge animal lover and was wondering how you get one? Note: I am
17. I do not have any pets at the moment. I live with my parents (moving out hopefully next year)
and they have a cat.

I really appreciate any and all help!

Hail Satan!

Hail Hell!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 454 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/15/2015
Subject: Re: Familiar
http://www.freewebs.com/eridu666/Familiars.html 

On Thursday, May 14, 2015 6:15 PM, "lunasroyalportal@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Greetings

I was wondering simply how one acquires a familiar? I have seen on JoS stating that some Demons grants familiars
and I am a huge animal lover and was wondering how you get one? Note: I am 17 . I do not have any pets at the
moment. I live with my parents (moving out hopefully next year) and they have a cat.

I really appreciate any and all help!

Hail Satan!
Hail Hell!

http://www.freewebs.com/eridu666/Familiars.html


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 455 From: thompson1926 Date: 5/15/2015
Subject: Re: Familiar
I believe you could do a ritual to Father Satan and ask him for one or you could summon a
Demon/ess :) I think there's like 6 or so that give them, I hope this helps :) 

HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 456 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 5/23/2015

Subject: YOU Are Here To Win this War!!
For those who are historically aware, the jews work by certain methods to dominate and destroy
humanity. They say they are ENTITLED for. Their "god" which we have conversated what this
shithead collective is, gives them entitlement to do anything on the "goy" and also, control them
totally. 

One has to have their eyes open. The "Goy" got well fed for like, less than 100 years, and they have
forgotten their history. They have forgotten that 100 years ago, hardly anybody could study any
book they wanted, hardly anybody could move away from their village. Nobody even knew where
many diseases came from. They thought it was good punishment for every bad thought they had,
against "God". "God" was the only thing they knew. This applies to most if not all countries, only, it
was far worse. People were lower than the level of an ape. Few if any had any other "knowledge" or
ability. Man wasn't worth a nickel of tin. Or as a Rabbi did put it, while reffering to Gentiles, not
even "A jewish fingernail". Which basically is how the jews have raped, pillaged and murdered
Gentiles over trivial and "ideal" things. 

To put it simply: Those who know of the occult and know how to use the "invisible powers" can
guide history. Those who are in the occult know how magick can make things happen than in
another way could never happen. Magick in that sense is analogous to creation. They are guiding
history because they know and they have killed anyone else who held this knowledge. Therefore,
others cannot have any say for this, they are simply sheep going towards wherever [in the case of
the jewish way of moving things, total slavery and slaughter]. Towards where they do guide it,
exactly? 

Read the Biblical crap, see history, see their "Holy books", their "Torah" and anything they write. Do
your reasearch, with the WWW [666] NOW that you can. Because, the kikes, are attempting to
destroy this as-well right now. You are NOT entitled to any knowledge. Only the kikes are. You are
to remain a slave and an ignorant animal. Thats all you are made to do. "Serve the jews". This is
what they state. Thats all they are working towards. Consciously or not, it is of lesser importance.

This is what they are working for. Towards a massive slave state, which we know today as
"Communism" under which everyone is enslaved to the Jews. To a global state, where everyone is
of the "same race", the kikes are technologically and spiritually at the top, the earth is destroyed for
everyone except where the kikes live, people are enslaved and they have hardly any knowledge, or
better yet, they are jumbled into a big central computer. Behind this "computer" a kike overlord sits
and decides how much "Money" anyone will have, if anyone should live or die. And they call this
guy "Messiah", which is none else than the "return of christ", who has absolute power to lord over
anything. Human population will be reduced only to where the kikes will have enough slaves, and
anything else, what have you, is gone from the world. Everything and anything else is gibberish.
The jewish owned-created-supported USSR showed this entirely to the whole world. Only, that a
new USSR with nowadays terms would be simply fatal. 

They are lying to you. All they say to you are lies. They are marching forward the obvious: Global
dictatorship. They simply gave a "let go" for some years, to further have the technology for that.
And now they are coming closer to this, so long they aren't facing opposition. NOBODY CAN
OPPOSE SOMETHING THEY DO NOT KNOW OF OR SEE AND MOST PEOPLE OUT THERE DON'T



EVEN KNOW.

A new, futuristic, Middle Age! Now, you cannot escape from that shit, as some fools have been
foolishly "futuristic" enough, to inject the jew inside their veins or even brains, in the form of a
"futuristic" microchip. After all, the brain is useless according to the kikes. They have stole all the
knowledge on how to use the Soul and your Brain, but here you go: They come to save you! By
enslaving you further!

We told you about the microchips and digital money. Here this is. They are trying to implement
this. In broken countries like Greece [who is by the way under leftist rule] they are trying to turn
money in "Cards" as I got told by some other member. This isn't anything of a "coincidence". The
money which was under control of the jew, will then be INTERNALIZED. This is no different than
giving your life in the hands of the jews. Unless people resist this, Humanity will be over with.

http://www.dw.de/should-paper-money-be-abolished/a-18456046

Now, someone did send me this video. This is very important. Yes, definitely, hundreds of
subliminals AGAIN, kikes are the ones "speaking" in the video, 6:21 are the times into the video,
and so forth. Then, you have random eyes of reptillians showing inside the video, in the scene
about "Coalscene Corp" it shows a random "Window" that as an utter form of coincidence is a 6
pointed star shaped shit... Too many coincidences into one fucking video. Then, you have the Black
People rioting the streets and so forth. Ferguson anyone?...The kike in the video tries to programm
you that "THIS IS HAPPENING"... The list could go on and on... This all, in less than 4 minutes.
Imagine what they do to people their whole fucking lives.

You think this is some bullshit? So were the Twin Towers which Mossad has done, as it was
subliminally put into "Batman" and the "Simpsons", only to be done later, see for yourself:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfr053KdD6w

And to inform you: This will surely come earlier than "2065" or some other date. Much of this shit
is done right now. This doesn't mean technology is evil in itself. The kikes are trying to make
technology a horror, only to suit their desert wanderer insane communist ends. Because they
simply never forget they are to enslave anybody else, in accordance to their so called 'masters'.
They turn great things into most evil and dangerous.

If nothing is done on our behalf, because ONLY WE can act, they will simply get their way with this
all. This is the sad Truth. The world will then become an place that you would wish Gentiles are
never born again, literally.

Every single jew works towards this. Consciously or not, it doesn't matter. What matters is they
work towards this. They "pray" everyday, do magick everyday. Long hours, over and over again.
Everyday. They never stop. They always "pray" to the enemy. They are chasing this goal. Unlike
you, they never stop. They don't "Doubt" themselves. They do not "switch" opinions everyday. This
is for the stupid goy. The jews are actively trying to create all this shit. Every last fooled gentile that
helps the jews, every last fucking idiot that reads the bible, every last fool that studies and
promotes communism, what have you. They are all working. They aren't that strong, they aren't
even closely remotely as strong as a Satanic Soul, but they are working like slaves on a rat-wheel to
attain this, so they can "rest on the 7th day". And this has been going for centuries. They do not
ask, they do not whine. They simply do. They do over and over again, until they die, only to then
have 5 or more children behind to continue this nasty work.

Then you have our side. In simply like 10-12 years we are making them question themselves. Lose
major parts of their work. This, without working as they do. Some of us here are far more devoted



than even the enemy. Others more, others less, what matters is, we are doing things. But imagine
if we were like them. In the scope of some years, where the fuck would we be, each and everyone
of us? That we would own the World is simply an understatement. Yet, the enemy is working for
centuries only to fail and fail again, then they simply act again without stopping, until they succeed.
A bunch of slaves and look at what they did. What can a free people and Satanic minds do, in such
tactical unison? I ask you to think far in the future, what we can do. This is all in US.

I want to be brutally honest with you. 

The only one who can save Humanity from that shit is Satan and also, YOU. 

Thing is, fate or nature never ask. They never ask if you are ready. They never ask, if you can see
your enemy or not, or if you can attack back. They never ask if you know enough. They never ask
if you are able to do anything. They only put you in a position to do something. In reality, yes, you
can do something. I have total faith in everyone of you. You can destroy the enemy. They are
hiding this from you. They are making big shows to convince you otherwise. They are trying to use
psychological tricks and endless life problems to keep you away of your total power and ability to
abolish them from this Earth, so we can rebuild a paradise. A beautiful paradise. We are able to.
And we have the means, which are our Gods and our spiritual knowledge.

I ask you right now, to stand into the height of the circumstances. To the height of your OWN fate.
Fate falls in the back of those who know and who are able to act. We are the ones who must put
the spiritual fight against the enemy. The people out there are too brainwashed and weak to even
know. You must understand, that the fate of this world falls on the hands of those who can alter it.
We can turn this around, win and destroy the enemy totally. What they are trying to do, is a double
sided blade. It either cuts the Gentile People or it cuts the jews. There is no other way. 

The jews know they will get destroyed if we act. They are so afraid they want to inject some sort of
microchip into your brain, to control every little "evil" thought. They want to shut your mouth so
they can control every little "word". They want to poison your food so they can control you. They
want to feed you cancer so they can keep you ill. I ask you simply, how AFRAID and PARANOID
are they? They are totally shitting themselves. This is why many are having such difficult things to
deal with, this is why many are spiritually attacked, this is why they are making these big shows to
try to convince anyone that they are "good" and on their way. They aren't good and they are going
to lose their way. They know how fast and brutally they can possibly get defeated. This is what they
are trying to hide. They are aware of their size, as they are parasites, and a parasite can only work
until one has brought the pesticide. Which is SPIRITUAL WARFARE and EDUCATION of the people.
This are the methods who will guarantee real riddance of this deadly parasite.

They are here to lose right before they have "manifested" their shit. Do not ask why. Because YOU
exist. Because SATAN exists. That be the only why. Because the People and Gentiles want to be
free from all these fucking curses put upon this World.

We are here to win this war. 

Until a new Reversing Torah Ritual [which couldn't be done due to bad planetary alignments for
this] is done here you go:

Everyday, until the day that a Ritual will come, which will be soon, raise the following and direct it
as following.

-Thurisaz x9.

Then affirm Once with intent-



"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

-Hagalaz x9

Then affirm Once with intent-

"Israel and all the jewish race of peoples are permanently and completely destroyed in every and all
levels of existence."

You can multiply 9 vibrations and do this, like x18 Thurisaz or x18 Hagalaz.

An Alternate affirmation would be as following: "Israel and the jewish race as a whole are now
being permanently and completely destroyed, in every and all levels of existence."

****ALL THE ABOVE IS TO BE DONE EVERYDAY, UNTIL A NEW RITUAL IS POSTED. THIS
SHOULD BE PART OF YOUR DAILY MEDITATIONS. PREFFERABLY, DO THIS FIRST AND THEN
DO YOUR AURA OF PROTECTION AND CLEANING MEDITATION!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 457 From: mial_johnathan Date: 5/25/2015
Subject: Scorpian
Is a scorpion a sacred animal to any of the gods?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 458 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 5/27/2015
Subject: Re: Scorpian
Yes it is. In fact ALL animals have spiritual meanings.

On Monday, May 25, 2015 6:17 AM, "mial_johnathan@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Is a scorpion a sacred animal to any of the gods?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 459 From: ktphyscopath Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Abandon Kitten
One my rescue cats gave birth to some kittens about a week ago. It was her fist litter and all but three died.
Last night when I went to check on them and she had killed and ate two of them. I took the living one out
and am trying to bottle feed it. Any advice on how to take care of it? I've had to bottle feed many puppies
before as my parents were breeders, but I want to make sure I keep this little one alive. Any advice would be
great! Thanks.

Sent from Windows Mail

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 460 From: thompson1926 Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
I've had to bottle feed 2 kittens before but not really new born ones :/ the best advice I can give is



just keep it warm and feed it every few hours and uhh make sure it takes shits and stuff, if it's not,
get a wet warm cloth and rub it's behind, there's a YouTube video that I watched and they explain
it better but I can't remember it :/ look up on YouTube how to take care of a newborn kitten :) 

HAIL SATAN!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 461 From: Sherry Date: 6/28/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
I always fed kittens every 2 hours and rub their backside with a damp paper
towel to stimulate them to pee and poop. One mistake some people make is
feeding the kittens lying down. They need to be fed in an upright position to
keep from choking. Also keep them warm. A good way to do that is to fill a sock
with rice, tie the end of it, and microwave the sock for 30 or so seconds. Place it
in the box with the kitten. These rice socks stay warm for a while. If you have
one, you can also use a hot water bottle wrapped in a towel.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2015 3:44 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Abandon Kitten
 

One my rescue cats gave birth to some kittens about a week ago. It was her fist litter and all but three died.
Last night when I went to check on them and she had killed and ate two of them. I took the living one out
and am trying to bottle feed it. Any advice on how to take care of it? I've had to bottle feed many puppies
before as my parents were breeders, but I want to make sure I keep this little one alive. Any advice would be
great! Thanks.
 
Sent from Windows Mail
 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 462 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 6/29/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
This post man ;---; I have 2 cats myself and it made me sad to hear about your other cats. The best
advise I can give is the mother probably killed them because she sensed something was
wrong with them. I recommend you get the kitten to the vet for a checkup. Also get CAT MILK don't
just feed it what's out of the fridge as it can be bad for him/her. I also recommend you get your female
cat nutured as over population of cats is the reason there are so many homeless and suffering cats that
and if something truly was wrong with the other baby kittens then it might be harmful to both her and her
kittens to have another letter. Remember you could always ask Satan for help by picturing his sigil, you
might also want to contact the Demon Bastet as she is the patron Demon of cats.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

At Jun 28, 2015, 7:04:49 AM, 'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets] wrote:

I always fed kittens every 2 hours and rub their backside with a damp paper
towel to stimulate them to pee and poop. One mistake some people make is
feeding the kittens lying down. They need to be fed in an upright position to
keep from choking. Also keep them warm. A good way to do that is to fill a sock

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
https://yho.com/footer0


with rice, tie the end of it, and microwave the sock for 30 or so seconds. Place it
in the box with the kitten. These rice socks stay warm for a while. If you have
one, you can also use a hot water bottle wrapped in a towel.
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2015 3:44 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Abandon Kitten

One my rescue cats gave birth to some kittens about a week ago. It was her fist litter and all but three
died. Last night when I went to check on them and she had killed and ate two of them. I took the living
one out and am trying to bottle feed it. Any advice on how to take care of it? I've had to bottle feed
many puppies before as my parents were breeders, but I want to make sure I keep this little one alive.
Any advice would be great! Thanks.
Sent from Windows Mail

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 463 From: Katie Keith Date: 6/29/2015
Subject: Re: Abandon Kitten
Thanks for all the advice :) He is doing well and his eyes are starting to open!

On Sunday, June 28, 2015 9:04 AM, "'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
I always fed kittens every 2 hours and rub their backside with a damp paper
towel to stimulate them to pee and poop. One mistake some people make is
feeding the kittens lying down. They need to be fed in an upright position to
keep from choking. Also keep them warm. A good way to do that is to fill a sock
with rice, tie the end of it, and microwave the sock for 30 or so seconds. Place it
in the box with the kitten. These rice socks stay warm for a while. If you have
one, you can also use a hot water bottle wrapped in a towel.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, June 26, 2015 3:44 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Abandon Kitten
 

One my rescue cats gave birth to some kittens about a week ago. It was her fist litter and all but three
died. Last night when I went to check on them and she had killed and ate two of them. I took the living
one out and am trying to bottle feed it. Any advice on how to take care of it? I've had to bottle feed many
puppies before as my parents were breeders, but I want to make sure I keep this little one alive. Any
advice would be great! Thanks.
 
Sent from Windows Mail
 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:jos4pets@yahoogroups.com


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 464 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 7/13/2015
Subject: My dog is scraching.
As title says, more detailed is she scratches so much that she pulling her fur off to skin. Is there
anything I can do for her? And to stop fleas and ticks on getting on her? And to help stop the
scratching in her. Thanks for help.
Hail father Satan and mother Lilith.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 465 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 7/14/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Yes absolutely there is something you can do! First get your dog to a vet so they can properly remove
the tics and fleas. Do NOT do this yourself as you can hurt her. The vet should give you some
medication to help her and maybe give her a cone to stop her from scratching. Next i surggest you buy
a flea collar and get some tick and flea repellent, this all can be found at any pet supply's store.
Throughly cleen your house and make sure there are no fleas or tics left. 
Also you could give her lukewarm baths after she is treated, this should ease some of her sores from
getting the tics removed (ask the vet about this) Hope your dog gets better! Please give us an update
about her condition when you get the chance. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

On Jul 13, 2015, 5:48:42 PM, williamwilliams344@... [JoS4Pets] wrote:
As title says, more detailed is she scratches so much that she pulling her fur off to skin. Is there anything I can do
for her? And to stop fleas and ticks on getting on her? And to help stop the scratching in her. Thanks for help.
Hail father Satan and mother Lilith.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 466 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/14/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
 

 

Those frontline drops and related that they put between the shoulders are IMO, not only worthless, but
obviously toxic. Not to mention cancer causing.

 

I have found plain white vinegar to be very helpful in getting rid of fleas. It is also very helpful in skin
conditions such as miliary dermatitis. I have a cat who had a bad case of miliary dermatitis. I first
massaged cod liver oil [I bit the capsules and squeezed them onto his skin] and massaged it in and
then I swabbed him in vinegar. It took 2 or 3 times and then all of his fur started growing back and he is
fine now. Both are non-toxic.

 

If the skin is real sore, then make sure to massage oil into the fur/skin. You should also dilute the
vinegar with some water first. If you can't get cod liver oil, then you can use cooking oil. NEVER put
anything onto a cat that is not edible, as cats lick themselves and will ingest it.

 

Also, another remedy I know that is unrelated, but everyone should know is for a FEMALE cat, if she
ever has trouble urinating due to a bladder infection, the best and cheapest treatment is squirting water
into her mouth a few times a day with a syringe, until she begins to pass urine again. Cats that squat
outside of the litter box, straining to pass urine are trying to communicate they are ill and have a
problem.

https://yho.com/footer0


 

IN A MALE, THE IS DEADLY SERIOUS AND IS NOT THE SAME. If a male has trouble urinating, it is
due to a blocked urinary tract. Sometimes, if it is not too advanced, squirting [diluted with water] apple
cider vinegar into their mouth will help them to urinate again, BUT this indicates their food is toxic,
especially the dry food and needs to be replaced with homemade or the crystal blockage will come
right back and the cat will die. If the vinegar does not help, the cat has to be rushed to the vet for
emergency care.

 

I know the info about the cats is unrelated, but I wanted to post it anyway, as with the food in the stores
for our pets these days, this has become more prevalent. My pets all eat a homemade diet.

 

Never get upset with a cat who normally uses the litter box and then stops for some reason. He/she is
probably trying to tell you something isn’t right.

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com

 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 467 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
HP Maxine, can you post the recipe for the homemade cat food you make? :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 468 From: johnson_akemi Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
The cat food recipe is posted in the "Files" section.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 469 From: mancunianninja Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching
It is in the files section:

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/files

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 470 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Buy flea repellent? That's the only thing I can recommend sorry
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 471 From: talonjackman Date: 7/15/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.

http://mysecurelogon.com/manager
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/files


One natural way I know of to help with the scratching and itching is coconut oil. I would bathe her
first to make sure her fur in clean, and after she is mostly dry (does not have to be completely dry)
rub coconut oil into her fur and skin. Be generous. This will help with the itching as well as kill any
fleas or other bugs (I am unsure if it will kill ticks, if you actually find ticks specifically cover the tick
in toothpaste; this will suffocate the tick and kill it without burying the head in her skin, still be
careful pulling it out). Not only will it kill the bugs but the coconut oil will act as a flea collar if you
continue to put it in, i.e. It will keep fleas away.
Again use the coconut oil generously, and apply daily.
Hail satan! Hail the gods of hell!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 472 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/16/2015
Subject: CAT FOOD RECIPE
 

 

I deleted the older pdf from the files section, as it wasn’t good. I was learning at that time and made
mistakes. Feeding pets homemade food isn’t easy, but it is much healthier for them and does save vet
bills, etc.

 

I feed my cats 2-3 times a day. The following seems to work well, as they all have been healthy.

 

Cats should never just have meat alone, they DO need grains and vegetables.

 

I use an oatmeal base. This is the filler. I cook it in either one or two batches and it is used daily.

 

Oatmeal*

Frozen sack of greens: either spinach or kale.

Frozen sack of carrots [these should be sliced to ensure they cook quickly]* See my note at bottom of
this recipe

Milk

 

[The above is the base]

 

Optional:

Homemade bread

Rice

 

I buy large quantities of baby carrots, that have been peeled and I boil them in a batch, then I freeze
them. These are often on sale here and very cheap at certain times. I buy them in bulk when they go on



sale, but you can use carrots of any kind, even fresh, though they take longer to peel, slice, to cook.

 

I also make homemade bread. Store-bought bread has loads of chemicals and IMO, I never eat it. It not
only stinks from the chemicals, but you can roll a slice of it up into a little ball, it sticks to the teeth and
IMO tastes awful. When the bread is baked and cooled, I slice it and freeze it if I make more than 2
loaves. I also eat the bread frequently. In addition, it is much cheaper and healthier than the store-
bought crap.

 

Rice can also be used as a filler.

 

I add the milk to cool down the food when it is hot and the kitties are impatient. Cats DO need milk, as it
has calcium and other nutrients. I add it to where the stew is a bit soupy, and I leave a batch of it out for
them to nibble throughout the day.

 

Now, meat is very, very important and essential for a cat’s diet, without it, they can go blind and have
other problems. I rotate meats and fish so they get variety. Cats are picky eaters and prefer variety.

 

I rotate canned chicken, canned tuna, canned salmon, canned lunchmeat [Spam], and ground turkey.
These are the meats that are the least expensive here where I live, and this is why I use them. Mackerel
[if you choose to use this fish] should not be used more than 2-3 times a week, as the Mercury levels
are high and also I never use any fish that came from China. Chinese fish is toxic and causes cancer.

 

I do use fish from Asia though, as there isn’t much else available here and I eat this also myself. I vary
the stews I cook for them.

 

For example:

 

I boil a log of ground turkey, carrots, kale, a slice or 2 of bread, then at the end, I add quick cook
oatmeal and then it is done.

 

Then, I add cold milk to cool it off and I often will also add a can of spam when I have the ground turkey
meal.

 

 

Another example:

 



I throw a couple of handfuls of frozen spinach or kale, some pre-cooked carrots, and the quick-cook
oats. When it is cooked, I then add the milk to cook it down and then the canned chicken [you may have
to add more than one can depending on how many cats you have. I added can will feed approximately
5 cats.

OR

I will add a can of salmon and a can of tuna for a fish meal.

 

 

Another variation is cooking rice. To the rice you can also add bread and/or oatmeal. Rice can also
coo with the ground turkey.

 

I cook the food fresh every day. If you have portions that remain uneaten leftover for only several hours,
try adding a can of tuna. Cats love tuna and will eat the leftovers, if refreshed, but leftovers should never
be more than 8 hours old.

 

Cats and dogs should NEVER have any:

 

Chocolate, avocados, onions, or raisins, as these are poisonous to them.

 

 

Now, as for the dry food:

 

 

Kibbles for Cats

 

1-2 capsules of Taurine

 

3 cups whole wheat flour

 

2 cups soy flour or buckwheat flour or a mixture of the two

 

1 cup wheat germ



 

1 cup cornmeal

 

1 cup milk

 

½ cup brewer's yeast or nutritional yeast flakes

 

1 [14-15 ounce] can salmon

 

5 tablespoons vegetable oil

 

1 tablespoon cod liver oil

 

1 tblsp Apple Cider Vinegar

 

2 cups of water or as needed

 

 

Making this is not easy and if you can get a power mixer like Kitchenaid, and use the dough hook, it is
a major help. These are very expensive, but thank Lilith, I got one marked down a lot. I also use it to
make bread and many other things. Always put your wet ingredients on the bottom if you are using a
mixer. This dough is very heavy and needs a power mixer, or it will break and burn out a smaller hand
mixer or one that has less strength. The mixer should knead bread dough.

 

What I, myself do is after the mixture is completely mixed, I wet my hands [the dough is very sticky and
messy] and then turn it out onto a large pizza pan. I pat it into a square about 2-3 inches high and
approximately 10 inches by 10 inches. None of this has to be exact. I then smooth the edges with my
hands and bake the block for 50 minutes.

 

After baking, it must completely cool. I often put it in the refrigerator to cool.

 

When it is cool, take a very large bread knife and cut it into 4 sections. Take each section and slice it
into about ½ inch slices that will fit the larger screen on:

 



Re: My dog is scraching
Wed Jul 15, 2015 2:27 am (PDT) . Posted by:

thompson1926

http://www.amazon.com/Vidalia-Chop-Wizard-VOWR-2/dp/B000I6JZWA/ref=pd_sim_79_1?
ie=UTF8&refRID=17TTVP9QYGQKAVNZRJX1

 

or

 

http://www.amazon.com/ChefLand-Chopper-Cutter-Slicer-
Multicolor/dp/B00T8X3QXI/ref=pd_sim_79_2?ie=UTF8&refRID=0PDB9EX7RM7RSKYPAJZ6

 

I bought the Vidalia chopper and it has worked fine and is very time saving.

 

Store in refrigerator. This is highly perishable and does not last long, not even in the refrigerator. Store
in the refrigerator no longer than 5 days. This dry food should also be completely replaced every day. If
you have only one or two cats, try cutting the recipe in half or freezing portions in your freezer.

 

The food is soft, but my cats prefer it this way. It also is essential in that it very nutritional. Cats are
picky, so I always sprinkle a very small amount of nutritional yeast onto the dry food so they eat it. If you
do this, there is no need to add it to the dough recipe, as this stuff is very expensive. Just a very small
amount- sprinkle with your fingertips onto the dry food.

 

I will check back here for any questions. I know this is long and detailed.

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 473 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/17/2015
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Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Thu Jul 16, 2015 10:43 pm (PDT) . Posted by:

thompson1926

Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Do we still preheat the oven to 350 degrees like it says in the old pdf? Or is that to much
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 474 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 7/17/2015
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
350 oven is perfect.

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 475 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 7/18/2015

Subject: Animal petitions- please sign
Due to the recent string of cat murders by anti freeze, petition to ban all antifreeze unless it contains a bitterant:
https://www.change.org/p/uk-eu-parliaments-law-defra-ban-all-antifreeze-preparations-unless-they-contain-a-bitterant
The cats died a slow and painful death. Well over a hundred that have been FOUND and examined have been poisoned this way this
year. 
This petition needs 100000 signatures.

Petition for a more severe punishment for these 3 assholes who burned a cat alive
https://www.change.org/p/%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%be%d0%ba%d1%83%d1%80%d0%b0%d1%82%d1%83%d1%80%d0%b0-
%d0%b3-%d0%b1%d0%b0%d1%80%d0%bd%d0%b0%d1%83%d0%bb%d0%b0-
%d0%bd%d0%b0%d0%ba%d0%b0%d0%b6%d0%b8%d1%82%d0%b5-
%d0%b6%d0%b8%d0%b2%d0%be%d0%b4%d0%b5%d1%80%d0%be%d0%b2-
%d0%bf%d0%be%d0%b4%d0%b6%d0%b5%d0%b3%d1%88%d0%b8%d1%85-%d0%ba%d0%be%d1%82%d0%b0-a-cat-
was-brutally-tortured-and-murdered
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 476 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 7/18/2015
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Thank you Hps Maxine! I'm going to get the ingredients and start making this for my kitties.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 477 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/19/2015
Subject: My cats are sick
Hey guys, well as the title says, about 5 or so of my cats have the cat flu, it's nothing to serious but
I fear it may get worse because one of them is kinda old..anyway, the reason I'm telling you this is
because, I have not yet opened my feet and hand chakras so I can't really do majickal healing, I
was just wondering if there is other ways I could help heal them, I have tried medicine from my
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local vets but it didn't seem to help them AT ALL and the medicine cost over $100, does anyone
know of natural remedies that would help them? or other types of spiritual healing? Thank you to
anyone who replies :) 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 478 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 7/20/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
Poor cats. 

If I were you, i would work on them individually. If it is not serious, then, it is something you can take your time to
work on when healing them. Instead of using your palm chakra energy, work with their auras. Put a white gold
energy around them and infuse it intensely with their auras. Then will and program the energy to heal them
continuously. Today would have been a wonderful time to start because it is Sunday and Moon is in the healing
sign of Virgo. But anyway, start this Wednesday or Thursday during hour of Mercury and heal them. It doesn't
take long. You can do this at different days if you can't work on all cats in one day. 

Whether the moon be waning or waxing, Its a good time to heal. Waxing moon to promote health and waning to
rid of a disease. Make sure to do it during favorable times as best as possible. Don't underestimate your power.
Just work with their auras and use their own auras and energy to heal them.
 
Hail our Creator God Satan.

On Sunday, July 19, 2015 9:02 PM, "thompson1926@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Hey guys, well as the title says, about 5 or so of my cats have the cat flu, it's nothing to serious but I fear it may get
worse because one of them is kinda old..anyway, the reason I'm telling you this is because, I have not yet opened
my feet and hand chakras so I can't really do majickal healing, I was just wondering if there is other ways I could
help heal them, I have tried medicine from my local vets but it didn't seem to help them AT ALL and the medicine
cost over $100, does anyone know of natural remedies that would help them? or other types of spiritual healing?
Thank you to anyone who replies :) 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 479 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/20/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
Thank you Shannon!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 480 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 7/21/2015
Subject: Re: My dog is scraching.
Thank you all for the suggestions, especially some new tip I didn't know before. My dof has mange,
not sure what kind sense i didn't take her to vet yet do to other probs. Is there anything I can do
about thag?
Thanks
Hail father Satan and mother Lilith
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 481 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 7/24/2015
Subject: Animals and Satanism ~ by Andromedus
Animals and Satanism - YouTube

Animals and Satanism - YouTube
Play next Play now Animals and Satanism Part 1 by Teloc Vovim 8:07
Play next Play now Animals and Satanism Part 2 by Teloc Vovim 10:58
View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

Animals and Satanism
by Andromedus

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf7KYzr2LBbhTp1fwbvnmS0rinvu-UvLz
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf7KYzr2LBbhTp1fwbvnmS0rinvu-UvLz
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLf7KYzr2LBbhTp1fwbvnmS0rinvu-UvLz


Hello everyone and thank you again for tuning in, This video will be discussing Animal life as well as its relation to 
Satanism, my name is Andromedus and I will be your narrator throughout this video.

Earth!, our beautiful, blue, water rich world is teeming and full of life, and has been for an incredibly long time. 
Earth formed around 4.54 billion years ago by accretion from our solar nebula. The first life forms appeared between 3.8 
and 3.5 billion years ago. The earliest evidences for life on Earth are graphite found to be biogenic in 3.7-billion-year-
old metasedimentary rocks discovered in Western Greenland[6] and microbial mat fossils found in 3.48-billion-year-old 
sandstone discovered in Western Australia. During Earth’s early formation, volcanic outgassing probably created the 
primordial atmosphere, but it contained almost no oxygen and would have been toxic to humans and most modern life. 
Much of the Earth was molten because of frequent collisions with other bodies which led to extreme volcanism. One 
very large collision is thought to have been responsible for tilting the Earth’s axis at an angle and forming the Moon, 
however, thanks to recent information being brought to light through Satanism we now know that Earth actually naturally 
formed with a normal ‘upright’ or straight axis originally. This created a uniformed sub tropic climate around the globe 
which life flourished in.

The reason Earth was knocked off its proper axis and into the angle it now currently resides, as well as the reason 
we have the declining biodiversity on our planet requires a detailed explaination of ancient past events that occurred here 
on Earth. Two Oxford and Cambridge professors named Dollaire and Elis, with excessive geological and climate 
evidence, proved that Earth actually never experienced a series of major ‘ice ages’ as was previously believed. As an 
individual, when you take the time to explore and study the truth’s in Satanism, the more is revealed to you about the 
world as a whole. Through research and study of our current society, you will uncover many jewish myths, lies, and fairy 
tales they have pushed to intentionally cover up our real past and spiritual knowledge. Like most jewish lies on this 
planet, such as the big bang, their falsehoods are preached as reality and dogma. The story of the Ice Age is just like the 
dogma of xtianity, both are pushed relentlessly into society and are not allowed to be scrutinized or investigated in 
anyway. The truth does not fear investigation and Satanism stands for truth, Satan is truth. Between Mars and Jupiter it 
has been scientifically shown there was a planet that previously resided in that region in our system’s history. This planet 
from the evidence was destroyed after earth was already here and fully formed on its own, the planet from evidence 
laded out, was mostly likely destroyed by technological intelligence. Not by planetary collisions.

The planet that was destroyed has been known by some records that it contained very large bodies of water on it, 
similar to Earth. As the large volumes of ice were ejected into space they naturally froze into giant icy bodies that orbited 
throughout our system. Just as Earth throughout its history has been bombarded by rocky and icy bodies, so too was it 
destined to collide with these huge volumes of ice. As the continental sized asteroids entered into our atmosphere many 
burned into liquid water and vapor as they descended, other’s caused massive impacts and a huge shock waves across 
the globe. This is why we have ancient records stating the sea rose 400ft in a night and a day, not slowly but all at once. 
This is obvious, the Andes mountain ranges, the largest in the world, were created by the hundreds of millions of tons of 
pressure from the water coming in on the earth plates. The city up in the Andes, Tiahuanacu is known to have been on 
the sea level once and is over 17,000 years old. With this, the shock of the impact created the tilt in the planets axis. The 
geological records show earth has been hit by outer planetary events of large magnitudes in general. We have not had 
the polar ice caps on this planet for a very long time at all compared to overall relative age of our world. The south pole 
did not fully freeze over till a couple of thousand years ago. . And we only have four seasons due to the tilt in the axis. 
The facts show this planet had a uniformed sub topic climate on it at one point. And the sea levels were around 400ft 
lower. The fact that the ice age never existed means our sea’s did not rise from polar ice sheets melting slowly as we 
were previously taught to believe by jewish lies. As it has been discovered in numerous areas that have been frozen for 
extended periods of time, the regions themselves were previously sub tropic as recent as ten thousand years ago, 
however in an instant the animals were frozen, many found to still contain their last meals.

Approximately several tens of thousands of years ago an extremely advanced race of spiritually ascended beings, 
known to us as Satan and the gods of Duat arrived here on earth to procure one of the highest valued metals we have on 
our planet, gold. The reason for this is not precisely clear, but it is believed the reason for the original extraction and 
procurement of gold from Earth was to repair an atmospheric disturbance occurring on Satan and the god’s planet, Duat. 
Gold is known to have very powerful energies spiritually and is also used for healing as well. The jewish author Zecharia 
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Sitchin wrote about this event in a famous book known as ‘The lost book of Enki’, (and to note for uninformed viewers, 
Enki, or also pronounced Anki is just another of Satan’s many names) However Sitchin intentionally changed many 
crucial truths in his book, as jews oftenly do, to reflect a much more negative impression of the gods visitation here. 
Sitchin explained that Satan and the gods began to genetically create a race of beings (known as the gentile race) from 
their own DNA and mixed with the DNA of terrestrial hominids on Earth, which is true, however he bastardized the 
reason for which it was done. His lies teach that we were to be created as slaves for the gods, that our purpose was of 
nothing more than that to mine the gold needed by the gods. This couldn’t be farther from the truth. Take a moment to 
consider the level of technology we currently posses as human beings, we are capable of such feats as creating artificial 
diamonds in labs through atomic manipulation and pressure, why would beings of such vast intelligence and power 
require slave labor to simply mine an ore? Why not use automation as it is far more efficient and productive in every 
way? The reason this lie was taught is simple, the jews are always trying to condition gentile humanity into being jewish 
slaves, as is so blatantly expressed in all of their practices and books such as the Torah and Talmud. This is why Sitchin 
was revealing a limited and controlled version of the truth, which the jews often do, mixing lies with truth, so in the event 
we did learn of Satan and the gods, we still viewed ourselves as slaves. The reason the gods went to the trouble of 
creating humans and the massive infrastructure to support humans, cities, farms, hospitals, schools, social organizations is 
because from the Sumerian records, the real ones, humans where created to help the Gods build the earth and to be the 
stewards of earth. The wise care takers of the planet. The Gods didn't come here to mine gold and then leave. They 
moved here with the intent of building a permanent civilization. We were created to be part of this civilization as 
stewards of earth. 

The second part of gentile humanity’s creation lies within the texts. Humanity was created with a spiritual mission to 
ascend to divine from human by EA [Satan]. His intent was to elevate His children to supreme truth and divinity in the 
long run. To have equality with the Gods. The greatest gift of creation in the universe. To nurture and help the Flora and 
Fauna of earth to grow into wonderful variations of life and biodiversity and to live and coexist peacefully and positively 
with all life on our world.

However with the implementation of the jewish race on our planet, with their centuries of murder, rape, destruction, 
condemnation, slavery, lies, abuse and other countless, unfathomable acts of atrocities, the gentile race was programmed 
to forget our beautiful ancient past and to adopt their destructive and violent behavior against the Earth and its bountiful 
species.

Extinction, normally, is a natural phenomina of evolution on Earth. As species live on our world for thousands to 
millions of years, they must adapt and evolve to changing environmental factors or simply die out. This has regulated the 
fantastic differences in animal species across the planet, creating wild and unique characteristics and traits across the 
many kingdoms of life. If a species is forced into a environmental condition, before it is capable of slowly evolving 
adapting to it, it will likely perish in extinction. More than 99 percent of all species, amounting to over five billion 
species,[12] that ever lived on Earth are estimated to be extinct.[13][14] Estimates on the number of Earth's 
current species range from 10 million to 14 million,[15] of which about 1.2 million have been documented and over 86 
percent have not yet been described. There have been many extinction periods over the course of Earth’s development 
that have been recorded and observed through the fossil records, however many gentile people on Earth fail to realize 
we are actually, currently in a Extinction period. This Period is known as the Holocene Extinction. sometimes called 
the Sixth Extinction, is a name proposed to describe the currently ongoing extinction event of species during the 
present Holocene epoch (since around 10,000 BCE) mainly due to the covering and destruction of our true spiritual 
knowledge and understandings by the jewish race, of how to be proper stewards and to coexist with life on Earth 
peacefully. The large number of extinctions span numerous families 
of plants and animals including mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles and arthropods. Although 875 extinctions occurring 
between 1500 and 2009 have been documented by the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources,[1] the vast majority are undocumented. According to the species-area theory and based on upper-bound 
estimating, the present rate of extinction may be up to 140,000 species per year.[2]

The Holocene extinction includes the disappearance of large mammals known as megafauna, starting between 9,000 and 
13,000 years ago, approximately around the proposed and now known to be false ‘last ice age’. This may have been due 
to the extinction of the mammoths whose habits had maintained grasslands which became birch forests without 
them.[3] The new forest and the resulting forest fires may have induced climate change.[3] Such disappearances might be 
the result of the proliferation of modern humans, whom again, did not have the proper and addiquate knowledge to be 
proper stewards. These extinctions, occurring near the Pleistocene–Holocene boundary, are sometimes referred to as 
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the Quaternary extinction event. The Holocene extinction continues into the 21st century.

There is no general agreement on whether to consider this as merely part of the Quaternary extinction event, or just a 
result of jew-caused changes.[3][4] Only during these most recent parts of the extinction have plants also suffered large 
losses. Overall, the Holocene extinction can be characterized by the jews manipulation of the gentile race which directly 
impacted the way gentiles have treated the environment. The following is a list of animals based on geographical region 
that have gone extinct due to human interaction and settlement. If it were possible to have taught these various ancient 
ancestors of ours their proper roles as stewards, if the jews and enemies of Satan had not corrupted the gentile races 
knowledge and understandings of how to coexist with these beautiful animals, and if our world had not been flooded with 
massive volumes of ice water it is entirely likely many of these animals would still be roaming our wild frontiers today.

North and South America

The Doedicurus, A giant glyptodont (Or Armidillo looking animal with a large club tail.)

The American cheetah (Miracinonyx)
The American Lion (Panthera leo atrox or P. atrox)
Holochilus primigenus, a large rodent
The Pygmy mammoth and woolly mammoth
Eremotherium, A giant ground sloth
The Smilodon, better known as the Saber tooth cat

New Zealand
Circa 1500, several species became extinct after 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 482 From: gherickj Date: 7/28/2015
Subject: marijuana given to pets
hey i wanted to know what will happen if you give your dog weed bc i know of someone who blew
weed smoke in his dog face and the dog was high and i wane know is it bad or please tell me what
i can do i love animals really 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 483 From: thompson1926 Date: 7/29/2015
Subject: Re: marijuana given to pets
I'd say it'd be incredibly bad for the dog, marijuana is not meant for animals I believe, If this
person goes to do it again, stop them!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 484 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 7/29/2015
Subject: Re: marijuana given to pets
It's not meant for people either. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPad

On Jul 29, 2015, 1:21:01 AM, thompson1926@... [JoS4Pets] wrote:
I'd say it'd be incredibly bad for the dog, marijuana is not meant for animals I believe, If this person goes to do it
again, stop them!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 485 From: descipleofthegods13 Date: 8/9/2015
Subject: Re: My cats are sick
On the subject of healing I also have a puppy who has had the curse by the enemy three times in
the last year. The first two times it was alright. Now they have instigated something that requires
Satanic attention as the problem will not readily go away. Basically the enemy has attempted the kill
on her 3 times now.

As for the healing which I believe I should start now as it's the moon is waning, how exactly do I
do that? I do not believe I fully understand as I have not studied this topic. From what I gather you
would just put white gold around her and state the affirmations? Is that really all there is to it? This
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happens to be the bacterial infection so the problem is everywhere while manifesting on the outside
of her body as something of the visible tell. 

Our dog is not your typical dog she is very special to us all. She was extremely abused by some
psycho bastard(xian) before she came to us. So, it's extremely on the mental end, and now the
physical. She has healed somewhat on the mental end I will have to heal her mind, but the physical
is more important right now.

She reminded me how she first came to us at exactly the right time(surprisingly) because of how I
am defending my spot like a sentinel. On the topic, I do not quite understand how to properly
address her, I have figured out a little bit from my own wit, but it seems to be a rather complex
thing. I am not sure how to properly take care of her/train her as she is not your typical dog. How
to properly address her is something I am unsure about.

I know about typical dog things such as food,  baths, keeping other things clean, but this is
something I cannot seem to figure out. I would appreciate it if the responses are kept in a normal
perspective.

Thanks.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 486 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 8/11/2015

Subject: Cat middening
Anyone have experience with this? What has worked? I am considering trying a calming collar and
dislike the idea of confinement...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 487 From: Sherry Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
Would you explain this a little more? I don't know what middening is.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: sternegucker@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 11:10 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Cat middening

Anyone have experience with this? What has worked? I am considering trying a 
calming collar and dislike the idea of confinement...

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 488 From: satanicninja Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
Middening is explained here:

mailto:sternegucker@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sternegucker@...


https://myanimalcare.org/2011/08/29/if-you-think-spraying-is-bad-wait-till-you-hear-about-
middening/

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 489 From: Sherry Date: 8/11/2015
Subject: Re: Cat middening
I’d never heard of that happening before. The only thing I can think of is to try a
spray with pheromones in it, like Feliway, to calm the cat down.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 2:10 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Cat middening
 

Middening is  explained here:

https://myanimalcare.org/2011/08/29/i f-you-think-spraying-is -bad-wait-ti l l -you-hear-about-middening/

 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 490 From: talonjackman Date: 8/26/2015
Subject: My dog just passed away..
Hi everyone, I was wondering what happens to animals when they die? Specifically dogs. My dog
(best friend of 19 years) just passed away this morning, and I was wondering what happens when
they die. Would they be taken by the gods of hell or anything? What happens with them?

Thanks guys

Hail Satan!

Hail Anubis!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 491 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Your dogs body is deceased but his soul, which is him is still there and alive. One Satanist had the
same situation but he would astral project and visit his dogs. Yes, especially for dedicated satanist, your dog is
more than likely with the gods. Animal souls also get reincarnated.
 
Hail our Creator God Satan.

On Wednesday, August 26, 2015 4:26 PM, "talonjackman@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Hi everyone, I was wondering what happens to animals when they die? Specifically dogs. My dog (best friend of 19
years) just passed away this morning, and I was wondering what happens when they die. Would they be taken by

https://myanimalcare.org/2011/08/29/if-you-think-spraying-is-bad-wait-till-you-hear-about-middening/
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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the gods of hell or anything? What happens with them?

Thanks guys

Hail Satan!
Hail Anubis!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 492 From: talonjackman Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Okay good. I thought/hoped that would be the case. Thank you for the confirmation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 493 From: johnson_akemi Date: 8/28/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Animal Afterlife
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/413

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 494 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 8/29/2015
Subject: S.I.D.F
Satanic Internet Defense Force

Help Keep Freedom of Speech going!!

Add me on twitter - Teloc Vovim (@Teloc_Vovim) | Twitter

Teloc Vovim (@Teloc_Vovim)
| Twitter
  
The latest Tweets from Teloc
Vovim (@Teloc_Vovim). I am a
dedicated Satanist, creator of,
http://t.co/j3TohUrKnI,
https://t.co/C5...
V iew  on twitter .com Prev iew  by  Yahoo

and message me that your interested, I'll send you an invite for group chat.

Well get an organized group together and report xian filth videos, just as they do ours. Only were
trying to keep freedom of speech. 

Hope to see you all there, Hail Satan !!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 495 From: talonjackman Date: 8/29/2015
Subject: Re: My dog just passed away..
Thank you, that was very informative and helpful :)

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/413
https://twitter.com/Teloc_Vovim
https://twitter.com/Teloc_Vovim
https://twitter.com/Teloc_Vovim


Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 496 From: fibrilink Date: 8/30/2015
Subject: Re: Animal Afterlife
Does catnip damage cats' auras as drugs do humans? Not to be silly...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 497 From: fibrilink Date: 8/31/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
Does this require a real phone number or can I use a fake one?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 498 From: johnson_akemi Date: 8/31/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
There should be a small button that says something like "not right now" that you can click so you
do not need to input a phone number.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 499 From: Teloc Vovim Date: 8/31/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
I don't believe it does require a number unless you make multiple accounts 
 
"The absence of darkness in a person does not suggest an abundance of light, for to know the light you must have
known the darkness."
www.JoyofSatan.org 
www.exposingchristianity.com 
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm

On Monday, August 31, 2015 11:21 AM, "fibrilink@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Does this require a real phone number or can I use a fake one?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 500 From: fibrilink Date: 9/2/2015
Subject: Re: S.I.D.F
Ok, thank you :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 501 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: What can I do to help animals?
I want to be a veterinarian, but the jews won't let me go to school. Every time I get a job, I have a
jewish boss or supervisor who makes it next to impossible for me to earn money for college. My
last boss only gave me 6 hours every week. I can't afford college at this rate and I really want to
help animals and work in alternative and medical veterinary medicine. Is there anything I can do to
get over this so I can help animals? 

I've asked Satan for help and done a lot of money rituals, but I have not gotten anywhere. 
PS: does High Priestess Maxine respond in this group? I know she is fond of animals and knows a
few ways I could help fight animal abuse!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 502 From: Sherry Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Yes, HPs Maxine does respond to posts here when she has time.
 
I can’t think of anything in animal medicine that wouldn’t require schooling. Have

http://www.joyofsatan.org/
http://www.exposingchristianity.com/
http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/Satans_Library.htm


you looked into being a Veterinary technician? That would still require schooling
but not as much. Keep trying. Things will work out somehow.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 07, 2015 9:09 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] What can I do to help animals?
 

I  want to be a veterinarian, but the jews won't let me go to school . Every time I get a  job, I  have a jewish boss  or supervisor who
makes i t next to imposs ible for me to earn money for col lege. My last boss  only gave me 6 hours  every week. I  can't afford col lege
at this  rate and I real ly want to help animals  and work in a l ternative and medical  veterinary medicine. Is  there anything I can do
to get over this  so I can help animals? 

I've asked Satan for help and done a lot of money ri tuals , but I have not gotten anywhere. 
PS: does  High Priestess  Maxine respond in this  group? I know she is  fond of animals  and knows a few ways  I could help fight
animal  abuse!

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 503 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 504 From: Sherry Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 505 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 506 From: Sherry Date: 9/9/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 507 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/9/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 508 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 509 From: Sherry Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 510 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 511 From: johnson_akemi Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 512 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 513 From: tulika.dutta@ymail.com Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Kerala culling dogs
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 514 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Boycott Industrial Farmed Chicken
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 515 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 516 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: Kerala culling dogs
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 517 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 9/14/2015

Subject: We Are Fighting Against The World's Greatest Evil
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 518 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 9/30/2015
Subject: My cats smell like fish
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 519 From: talonjackman Date: 9/30/2015
Subject: Re: My cats smell like fish
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 520 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 10/1/2015
Subject: Re: My cats smell like fish
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 521 From: johnson_akemi Date: 10/3/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 522 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 10/22/2015
Subject: Watch your pets every Halloween
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 523 From: Sherry Date: 10/22/2015
Subject: Re: Watch your pets every Halloween
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 524 From: talonjackman Date: 10/28/2015
Subject: Pet reincarnation

http://www.inbox.com/earth
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://www.wikihow.com/Prevent-Cats-from-Urinating-on-Carpet
https://www.petfinder.com/cats/cat-problems/why-cat-pees-outside-litter-box/
http://pets.thenest.com/home-remedy-stop-cat-urinating-stuff-beside-its-litter-box-7547.html
http://www.animalplanet.com/pets/how-to-stop-your-cat-from-peeing-in-the-house/
http://www.petmd.com/cat/slideshows/training/top-ten-ways-to-stop-peeing-outside-litter-box


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 525 From: piplup_8910 Date: 10/29/2015
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 526 From: talonjackman Date: 10/31/2015
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 527 From: Egon Albrecht Date: 11/5/2015
Subject: ISIL also raping animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 528 From: talonjackman Date: 11/5/2015
Subject: Re: ISIL also raping animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 529 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/6/2015

Subject: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 530 From: Sherry Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 531 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/6/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 532 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 533 From: Sherry Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 534 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/7/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 535 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/7/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 536 From: Sherry Date: 11/7/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 537 From: piplup_8910 Date: 11/9/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 538 From: yaxbalam13 Date: 11/11/2015
Subject: Help with cat that sprays !
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 539 From: Sherry Date: 11/11/2015
Subject: Re: Help with cat that sprays !
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 540 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/11/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 541 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 11/13/2015

Subject: Paris Terror Attacks Kill At Least 160 (+Comment)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 542 From: piplup_8910 Date: 11/18/2015
Subject: Petition: Stop killing the Bees
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 543 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 11/18/2015
Subject: Re: Petition: Stop killing the Bees
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 544 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/26/2015
Subject: Dandruff?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 545 From: Sherry Date: 11/26/2015
Subject: Re: Dandruff?



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 546 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/29/2015Subject: Re: Dandruff?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 547 From: exarkuun1991 Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 548 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 549 From: Sherry Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 550 From: satansdaughter666a Date: 12/23/2015
Subject: HANDS AND WORD ARE NOT FOR HURTING
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 551 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 12/25/2015
Subject: Nutritional Yeast Flakes
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 552 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 12/25/2015
Subject: Re: Nutritional Yeast Flakes

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 503 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Hi Mrs. Sherry. Yes I've tried applying to be a veterinary technician but I could not afford it. They
wouldn't allow me into school unless I had the money but its next to impossible to pay the bills and
go to school. I'm being harassed not to leave by a Muslim co worker and a Jewish supervisor as
they say it will look bad on my work record. I can't save any money because I'm being drained left
and right from bills and people demanding medical bills to be paid.
I'm still young and I want to do this job because Satan said I would be excellent and he wants me
to have such a job but I can't even seem to get started. Banks won't give me student loans because
I'm a credit ghost.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 504 From: Sherry Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
That's a shame. Yes, it's hard to get started these days and the jews of 
course want all the money for themselves. I hope you will find a way 
somehow, but sure understand how expensive things are. It's great you want 
to help take care of animals. We need more Vets that love animals. Many Vets 
now put the money first. I turned down a Vet in walking distance from me 
because all they cared about was the money.

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: piplup_8910@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 1:48 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] What can I do to help animals?

Hi Mrs. Sherry. Yes I've tried applying to be a veterinary technician but I 
could not afford it. They wouldn't allow me into school unless I had the 
money but its next to impossible to pay the bills and go to school. I'm 
being harassed not to leave by a Muslim co worker and a Jewish supervisor as 
they say it will look bad on my work record. I can't save any money because 
I'm being drained left and right from bills and people demanding medical 

mailto:piplup_8910@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


bills to be paid.
I'm still young and I want to do this job because Satan said I would be 
excellent and he wants me to have such a job but I can't even seem to get 
started. Banks won't give me student loans because I'm a credit ghost.

------------------------------------
Posted by: piplup_8910@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 505 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/8/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Thank you Mrs. Sherry. I've seen several animals walking around my apartment that have been
abused and my heart immediately sank  for the poor animals. I cursed their owners for being so
negligent and I wish there was more I could do. but I am worried about what is coming. HP Maxine
said the economy was going to tank and I know I wouldn't be able to go to school at that point for
this issue. The worst of it all is if the economy goes down hard, people will try killing and eating
their animals. There has to be something we can do.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 506 From: Sherry Date: 9/9/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
I know! It’s all such a worry. Things will get really bad and people will kill their
animals, as well as each other. I feel terrible for my son’s generation. They’re not
going to have anything.
 
I don’t see how anybody could abuse an animal. What do they get out of it?
That’s just disgusting and something is very wrong with these people’s souls.
Good for you for cursing animal abusers. They deserve it!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2015 6:11 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: What can I do to help animals?
 

Thank you Mrs. Sherry. I 've seen several  animals  walking around my apartment that have been abused and my heart immediately
sank  for the poor animals . I  cursed their owners  for being so negl igent and I wish there was more I could do. but I am worried
about what is  coming. HP Maxine said the economy was going to tank and I know I wouldn't be able to go to school  at that point
for this  i ssue. The worst of i t a l l  i s  i f the economy goes  down hard, people wi l l  try ki l l ing and eating their animals . There has  to
be something we can do.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 507 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/9/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
I'm sorry about your son. I was brought into this world and I knew immediately something was
wrong. I knew I was going to have very little, but the little I do have will make a big difference. I
told myself I wanted to change the world and then Satan revealed himself. I just feel nervous about
what is coming soon. I asked Satan about it repeatedly, but he has not responded for months. He is
very busy. I am scared because I have two familiars in the household. My familiar and my fiance's
familiar. I don't want them to get hurt so I put auras of protection around them all the time. But I
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mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


What can I do to help animals?
Mon Sep 7, 2015 9:18 pm (PDT) . Posted by:

piplup_8910

am worried about their food. A cat can eat pretty much all meat, but a bird is more difficult because
they need fruits. Do you have any advice for things I can buy or have on stand by? I do live in an
apartment so having plants is a very difficult task.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 508 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
 

What you need to do is this…

Work on your goals using witchcraft. This is what Satanism is all about. Each and every day, take some
time out, like 10 minutes. Raise your energies and then visualize yourself as a veterinarian working on
and helping animals. Engulf yourself in the white-gold light [the energy that will bring your desired goal
into reality], and while doing this, affirm 10 times “I am now a licensed veterinarian and I am very happy
and satisfied in my work. I work with and help animals every day.” You can modify this, but it must be in
the present tense as if it is already right now. Never doubt this, no matter what.

 

What will happen, is your mind and soul will work to make the necessary changes and bring to you what
you need to go to veterinary school and become a vet. Do this exercise every day. Don’t worry about
the “how” just do the working faithfully and consistently and the powers of your mind and soul will do the
rest. The visualizations and the affirmation should also be done right before you go to sleep at night.

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com

 

 

 

I want to be a veterinarian,
but the jews won't let me

go to school. Every time I get a job, I have a jewish boss or supervisor who makes it next to impossible for me to earn
money for college. My last boss only gave me 6 hours every week. I can't afford college at this rate and I really want to
help animals and work in alternative and medical veterinary medicine. Is there anything I can do to get over this so I can
help animals? 

I've asked Satan for help and done a lot of money rituals, but I have not gotten anywhere. 
PS: does High Priestess Maxine respond in this group? I know she is fond of animals and knows a few ways I could help
fight animal abuse!

 

 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/501;_ylc=X3oDMTJxMnJmM2o4BF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzg2OTk3MTQ1BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NzAzMARtc2dJZAM1MDEEc2VjA2Rtc2cEc2xrA3Ztc2cEc3RpbWUDMTQ0MTcwMjc4NQ--
mailto:piplup_8910@...?subject=Re%3A What can I do to help animals%3F


Free 3D Earth Screensaver
Watch the Earth right on your desktop! Check it out at www.inbox.com/earth

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 509 From: Sherry Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Yes, it’s terrible times for children now but the Gods really wanted me to have
him, so he must be destined to do good things. The fact that he was even born is
a miracle in itself, so they will protect him.
 
Stock up on non perishables all you can. Buy a little at a time, so it won’t cost so
much all at once. Stock up on and freeze meats too. I know fruit that’s been
frozen turns to mush when thawed out, so it’s going to be more of a challenge
stocking up on food for your bird. Maybe somebody else here has some ideas.
Would canning your own fruit be OK for your bird? The store bought canned food
has so much stuff added to it.
 
You might want to consider getting a gun for protection. Once the economy
collapses, people are going to get desperate and will be breaking in others’
homes, looking for food, etc.
 
I’m glad you have familiars. I do too. I had one cat that passed away, who is still
with me. He showed up one night when somebody was trying to mess with me
on the astral, and scared them away.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2015 8:33 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: What can I do to help animals?
 

I 'm sorry about your son. I  was  brought into this  world and I knew immediately something was wrong. I  knew I was  going to have
very l i ttle, but the l i ttle I  do have wi l l  make a big di fference. I  told mysel f I  wanted to change the world and then Satan revealed
himself. I  just feel  nervous  about what is  coming soon. I  asked Satan about i t repeatedly, but he has  not responded for months.
He is  very busy. I  am scared because I have two fami l iars  in the household. My fami l iar and my fiance's  fami l iar. I  don't want
them to get hurt so I put auras  of protection around them al l  the time. But I am worried about their food. A cat can eat pretty
much al l  meat, but a  bird is  more di fficult because they need fruits . Do you have any advice for things  I can buy or have on stand
by? I do l ive in an apartment so having plants  i s  a  very di fficult task.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 510 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/10/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Thank you High Priestess Maxine! I will put this to good use and I will become the best veterinarian
out there for Satan! No longer will abusive people cause animals harm. Not while I am around!

One last question, if you have the time to answer it, I want to stock up on some food due to the
coming economic collapse. How can I do this with bird food as birds need fruit and vegetables to
be healthy. I got my cats covered but birds are very difficult. 

Thank you so much!

http://www.inbox.com/earth
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Re: What can I do to help animals?Thu Sep 10, 2015 5:50 pm (PDT) . Posted by:
piplup_8910

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 511 From: johnson_akemi Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Fruits and vegetables can be dried or canned. You can dry food in an oven, outside if you live in a
hot dry climate, or in a food dehydrator. If none of those options work for you then you can make
a dehydrator by putting food in between two air filters and strapping the air filters to a fan.

FAN tastic beef jerkey (A description of the fan dehydration technique starts at 6:30)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSAhirg45qo

If you decide to can your own fruit, do not skip the sugar. The high sugar content of canned fruit
keeps dangerous microbes from growing in the jars. Do not can vegetables unless you have a
pressure cooker. Since canned vegetables do not have a high sugar content, they need to be heated
to 240-250 degrees farenheit to kill all harmful microorganisms. If your area gets enough rain to
support plant growth then there will be plants like dandelion greens that you can feed your bird.
You can stock up on dried beans and corn and then feed your bird cooked beans or corn.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 512 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
What kinds of fruits and vegetables does your bird eat and how does he or she eat them?

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com

 

 

 

Thank you High
Priestess Maxine! I

will put this to good use and I will become the best veterinarian out there for Satan! No longer will abusive people cause
animals harm. Not while I am around!

One last question, if you have the time to answer it, I want to stock up on some food due to the coming economic
collapse. How can I do this with bird food as birds need fruit and vegetables to be healthy. I got my cats covered but birds
are very difficult. 

Thank you so much!

 

 

Free 3D Marine Aquarium Screensaver
Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop! Check it out at
www.inbox.com/marineaquarium

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 513 From: tulika.dutta@ymail.com Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Kerala culling dogs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSAhirg45qo
http://www.joyofsatan.com/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/510;_ylc=X3oDMTJxZGVnNWdkBF9TAzk3MzU5NzE1BGdycElkAzg2OTk3MTQ1BGdycHNwSWQDMTcwNTA3NzAzMARtc2dJZAM1MTAEc2VjA2Rtc2cEc2xrA3Ztc2cEc3RpbWUDMTQ0MTk2MTc2NA--
mailto:piplup_8910@...?subject=Re%3A What can I do to help animals%3F
http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium


http://m.ndtv.com/kerala-news/kerala-to-continue-stray-dog-culling-despite-online-campaign-
1200304

What can be done??? Its heartbreaking...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 514 From: maxine.dietrich Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Boycott Industrial Farmed Chicken
 

Industrial farming is Jewish!

 

“Most chickens raised on factory farms have less than an iPad’s worth of space. They live by the tens of
thousands in warehouses, on top of their own waste, never seeing sunlight. Bred to grow four times
faster than just 50 years ago, they’re crippled by their own weight and struggle to move or walk. The
industry is getting away with this in large part because consumers don’t know the inhumane, unhealthy
conditions behind the product they’re purchasing.”

 

“But when you get informed and take a stand against factory-farmed products, you signal to the poultry
industry that this suffering is unacceptable.”

 

*** Please visit the website below to learn more about labels and to boycott Jewish Industrial farming,
and its heinous cruelty to animals. Eating meat from animals raised in these conditions is unhealthy and
can contribute to disease and ill health, which makes the Jewish-run medical profession even more
profits off of crimes against humanity and animals.

 

http://www.changeyourchickenchallenge.com/

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

www.joyofsatan.com

 

Free Online Photosharing - Share your photos online w ith your friends and family!
Visit http://www.inbox.com/photosharing to find out more!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 515 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
My bird is a miniature parrolet. She eats a based seed diet with a lot of fruit. I often grind up an
apple slice or give her a peach that has been cut open for her to snack on. She eats sunflower seeds
as well. She also has to have maintenance, a compounded dried up food much like cat food. Her
beak is incredibly small so she cannot eat anything bigger then a sunflower seed.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 516 From: piplup_8910 Date: 9/12/2015
Subject: Re: Kerala culling dogs

http://m.ndtv.com/kerala-news/kerala-to-continue-stray-dog-culling-despite-online-campaign-1200304
http://www.changeyourchickenchallenge.com/
http://www.inbox.com/photosharing


Anyone who kills animals so that the human population can thrive... It upsets me. They are
basically saying that humans are more important and we can't live along side with animals. And the
fact that they are doing this just to have a better tourist industry! I don't know what we should do
other then curse them. If they jumped over that petition they need to see some force behind the
petition.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 517 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 9/14/2015

Subject: We Are Fighting Against The World's Greatest Evil
Comrades, Satanic Warriors and Forces

The Age of the enemy is setting. Slowly and steadily. A ll of you might not see it now, but it is
coming. And not on its own, not without good reason. It happens through our combined effort. We
are building this with our own toil, labor and vigor. We are reviving and bringing back to life a
Reverence well lost. A Reverence that has been hidden and attempted to be murdered. The only
things of Worth that mankind has created, some individuals who name themselves "Jews" have
brought down to ruin. They now stand blamed and revealed for all they have committed. Nobody,
nobody in this World has committed so many evil and atrocious acts. 

The hand of no other Race of beings, in the whole planet, has been behind all these monstrous
deeds. Nobody has produced so much massive misery, anguish and destruction. It’s time the
accounts are settled and the criminals are brought to Spiritual Justice. Nobody talks. They are all
afraid. They are ruled by fear, fear is their ruler, fear is the “Jews”. I am not ruled either by fear or
by jews. I am ruled by the One, who calls Himself Satan, and so are you. We know not their
masters. They are the fathers of all lies, fear, ignorance and pain. They have always been hiding,
but now, they stand revealed. Revealed for all the wrongs they have committed against
unsuspecting folks. The blood and extinction of whole folks, seas of blood, these are all in their
hands. They are bathed in seas of blood, deception, lies and scourge. And this scourge can never
be washed. It will only eat them alive. They think they can shut the Eternal Eyes of Justice, but
Satan well observes. Satan well sees. And Satan well prepares.

The suffering is spreading itself every moment nobody fights to reverse this. Every moment
someone fights, it gets lessened. Every hour, more people drop dead. For ages and aeons now.
People that should have had the chance to live and the chance to reach their potential. More lives
are being lost. People who are "alive", they are living dead. Empty and devoid. More Souls are
being devoured by the jewish monstrosity. Purposelessly. Simply and merely because, some
parasites can only survive that way. Simply because, some enemies from out there, declared it so.

The enemy leads all their forces so they can achieve their final end. World enslavement. A world
that will be long gone and will have zero beauty. A world where no Soul will be wanting to come. A
world where everyone will be enslaved. A world where evil has reigned over good. A world that
even the most sick of imaginations cannot bring into shape. Other than the jewish one, no
imagination can bring this in place. 

Races that have been created in millions of years, the enemy wants to assimilate. Countries and
states that have been built on endless lives of labor, the enemy wants to drag down and destroy.
Freedoms that have been won by seas of blood, tears and anguish, endless revolts, the enemy
wants to render like these never happened. Knowledge that has been accumulating for hundreds of
years, the enemy wants hidden and gone. Ages of Glory they want to destroy, Dark Ages like the
Middle Ages they want to revive again and bring to life. Traditions, Religions, all these mean
nothing to the enemy. Life itself has been replaced by a web of jewish lies. All these have been
replaced with programs. Creations have been created into monstrosities. Love has been created into
hatred and slavery. Freedom into bondage. Reality into illusion. Truth has been bathed in lies. The
eyes of people have been shut spiritually and mentally. We are living in the age where all indicators



show that humanity has been lost in itself.

But nothing has been lost. We are here for them all. 

To look all this in the eyes requires amount of bravery that is beyond what can be counted or
perceived. Most people will freeze at the sight of this monstrosity named "judea". Countless souls
have been bent in front of this terrific monster. Countless bodies have dropped dead. Many souls
have been bound and severely tortured by this slaver authority. And to look around and see all this
monstrosity has created, it can fill with terror the weak.

But what can shake and move the hearts of the Brave? Those who in themselves and in their
respective Blood, they do carry a legacy? Those that once conquered the Worlds and once saw their
Empires? Those who have seen in their minds and underwent what most cannot even imagine? The
Souls in which resides both the greatest, the most FATAL FURY, but also, the most Exalted essence
in Man? The Souls of those who still retain the Memory of the Great One, our Father and our Gods.
No force can bind them. For they are free. No legions can move them, for they are one legion on
their own.

In this world of fallen sheep, we Satanists come forth and declare ourselves Masters. Masters of
Ourselves. We will guide people to freedom and safety. This World Belongs to us. This World
belongs to those, who seek a Greater and Free future for it. Those who that in themselves have
banished the darkness. 

We are here to reclaim what was once great and now, seemingly rotten. We will sharply and with
deadly fury cut through the veils of all these illusions. We are here to restore this World to mighty
Greatness, Justice and Pride. We are here to destroy all the lies of the enemy, restore all deception
they have caused. Wipe away the tears of the Souls who are suffering in all this. Open the eyes of
the Blind. We are here to fight for the New Golden Age. We are here to take the heat and save
everyone. We are their Saviors, because we are Saving Ourselves. We are here to destroy, create
and create again.

Fate and Satan's Divine Providence has chosen us. We may stand outnumbered today, but one day
soon, we will conquer the World. The forces of ignorance and of the enemy, they will fail. Our
Ancestors from all over the World have written this. The Truth shall defeat the Darkness. And I
believe in Them. I believe in Ourselves. They inscribed this everywhere, but above all, in our Blood.
Inside yourself lies your Divine Mission. They have handed us the Divine Torch. And we must run
with it. We must run and never look back. We will run, fight and if needed, make the greatest
sacrifice. 

We may be outnumbered now, but believe not in Illusions. What are millions of sheep worth, for
one God? What are billions of lies in the Face of ONE Truth. We march forward and behind us
march uncountable Souls. Souls of those who have been beaten down, wronged, defamed and
attacked and destroyed. Behind us and inside us, Marches Divine Legacy. Our Comrades from all
Ages and times, they march among us and also march with us in Spirit, and many might not see it,
but they are Here. They are Here with Us. The Forces and Powers of our Side, those aligned with
us, they are far vaster than the Force of Fate herself. We are Stronger than our enemy. Let this
materialize in all Worlds. Let everyone know that the Masters are here, to save these befallen lands.

So I ask for your Faith, Fanaticism and Loyalty. I ask for you to carry this Divine Torch named
Satanic Truth. I ask of you, to never give up those who never gave you up. TO NEVER BEND. TO
ALWAYS, ALWAYS FIGHT. To not accept a world of slaves, a world shattered. To let from within
yourself bloom the long forgotten gardens and flowers, who the enemy says are lost dreams. To
show them, that these are not dreams. That these are realities. That all these things are alive, that
they are here. To show to all of those who look at you as an animal, that you are a God. I ask for
you to See, what you were made to See. To Feel, what you were made to Feel. To touch the



greatness you were made to touch. The Truth.

I ask of you to demand this. To drag down all the agents of lies. To ground them and run them
over spiritually. Nobody ever told you that, YOU, that YOU Possess the Power? That in your Hands
do lie the forces of Fate? That its your responsibility to wipe the darkness from this World? That
inside you, rests Satan and He desires to soar away all the lies and illusions of our enemies?

I ask you to open yourself up to the Source of All Human Greatness. The Higher Truth. 

And let your mighty fire explode from within you. I ask for your stand against all these chains,
maims and bindings the enemy has attacked our World with. No matter who you are, you are now
made Divine, if only so you choose. You asked for Satan's hand and Providence, now you must
take it. You must elevate yourself.

Seize your chance to fight against the Rot and Darkness. Seize your chance to destroy the World's
Greatest Evil.

Here is how:

topic10762.html

Reclaim your Thrones, Gentiles!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 518 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 9/30/2015
Subject: My cats smell like fish
Hey guys, well as the title says, my cats smell like fish XD The reason they do is because I did what
HP Maxine said about how to get rid of fleas and sores on the skin that the fleas leave behind. I
used fish oil and the watered down vinegar on them and now the fishy smell won't go away...so I
was wondering if anyone knows of a natural soap or something that I could clean my cats with that
will make them smell better? Thanks guys :)
 HAIL SATAN!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 519 From: talonjackman Date: 9/30/2015
Subject: Re: My cats smell like fish
I don't own any cats (my apartment won't allow it unfortunately :( but perhaps coconut oil would
work? It's very healthy and has NO side effects, and smells really good :) Idk though for certain.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 520 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 10/1/2015
Subject: Re: My cats smell like fish
Ok thanks brother!! ^_^
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 521 From: johnson_akemi Date: 10/3/2015
Subject: Re: What can I do to help animals?
Seeds, if kept dry and in an air tight container, can last for well over a year. Dried fruits can be
rehydrated before feeding them to your bird. You can stock up on the maintenance dry food now
and have a supply capable of lasting you years.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 522 From: teloc.vovim666 Date: 10/22/2015
Subject: Watch your pets every Halloween
SUPER IMPORTANT! Both Halloween and Friday the 13th are days in which cats (especially black
cats) are tortured and killed each year. Please keep all pets indoors and tell everyone you know to
do the same.

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic10762.html


Watch your pets and keep them safe, animals are sacred in Satanism.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 523 From: Sherry Date: 10/22/2015
Subject: Re: Watch your pets every Halloween
That’s good advice.
 
I never let my cats outside. It’s just too dangerous out there these days.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2015 5:01 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Watch your pets every Halloween
 

SUPER IMPORTANT! Both Hal loween and Friday the 13th are days  in which cats  (especial ly black cats) are tortured and ki l led
each year. Please keep al l  pets  indoors  and tel l  everyone you know to do the same.

 

Watch your pets  and keep them safe, animals  are sacred in Satanism.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 524 From: talonjackman Date: 10/28/2015
Subject: Pet reincarnation
So I've posted about this a little bit before, but now I have a different question.

Backstory: I just found out that another of my dogs died (I live over 300 miles away from home so
it was over the phone). He was mauled by some sort of animal. My family was not home at the
time this happened, but when they got home and found him, they took him immediately to the vet.
He died on the way there. The vet said he SHOULD have recovered from the injuries, so that's
bizarre.

I found my dog's spirit, and found out what happened: Some animal got over the fence (my dog
was a toy poodle, so very small) and attacked him. I couldn't make out the details since my astral
sight is still not all that far along, but it was at least the size of a large pit bull (I don't think it was a
dog, however, because we live close to the mountains, and it didn't have a dog-feel to it). I could
feel that this animal was actually being influenced by a Grey >:( and then on the way to the vet, a
Grey killed him before he could recover... Obviously this was an attempt to harm me emotionally.
Any ideas of a Reverse Torah Ritual I could do to weaken the greys?? Or anything for revenge for
this?

Anyway, about my original question: Father Satan has taken my dog to be in Hell, which I asked. I
know many animals get reincarnated, and it was recently revealed to me by King Belial that dogs
tend to reincarnate into the same race (not always, but usually) such as: Golden Retriever,

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Rottweiler, Shiba Inu, etc. 
Is it possible to ask Satan to send my dog's soul into a specific animal that is about to be born
(relatively soon) if it is the same race of dog? This is a hypothetical question for the future,
probably a few years down the road. 

If anyone has any answers, or helpful advice, that would be wonderful. Thank you

HAIL SATAN!!!

HAIL KING BELIAL!!!

HAIL THE GODS OF HELL!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 525 From: piplup_8910 Date: 10/29/2015
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Hi there:
I actually have a story for you. My current fiance has had several familiars that have died because of
enemy influence. Each familiar was the same soul however. In one life, his cat was a small kitten
and under fed. In another life, the cat was a mother when he found it. In the cats current life, I
found him at a shelter and adooted him and it turned out it was my fiances familiar...again.
Animals are reincarnated really quickly. However, their souls have to fit the bill for the animal they
will become. For example, a bird's soul cannot be reincarnated into a cat. However when it comes
to specific breeds, it does not matter. A dogs soul can go into a golden retriever or a great dane. It
just has to be the correct species as breed will not matter.
One thing I would like to add is that breeds are very dangerous for any animal, especially dogs.
Over the years, inbreeding to keep breeds of dogs alive has caused them to become extremely ill.
Dog breeds were not really invented until the 1800s when humans decided to genetically breed
dogs. Up until that point, dogs were just muts and they were healthy. But centuries of inbreeding
has caused diseases to arise in them and some dogs lives have been shortened. 
So dont think he will reincarnated into one type of breed. My fiances cat proved that wrong. He has
been a tabby, short hair, long hair, tom, and so many more.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 526 From: talonjackman Date: 10/31/2015
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Thank you for the information and story, Comrade
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 527 From: Egon Albrecht Date: 11/5/2015
Subject: ISIL also raping animals
This is sick beyond imagination. And these moslens say it's also ok to rape young
girls, but sex between 2 consenting adults of same sex is a "sin" and worth of death
lol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTq7_lkAIV0

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 528 From: talonjackman Date: 11/5/2015
Subject: Re: ISIL also raping animals
That really pisses me off
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 529 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/6/2015

Subject: Male cats and dry cat food
I just want to spread awareness of how feeding a male cat exclusively dry food- especially low
quality- can substantially increase the risk of a urinary blockage. This is a life threatening thing. If
not taken to the vet and undergoing over $1000 in treatments, the cat will die withing hours to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTq7_lkAIV0


days; very painfully. Please research this and decide for yourself. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 530 From: Sherry Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Years ago I lost two male cats to urinary blockages. This was back before I knew
better about cat foods. Anyway, this kills them very fast, often within 24 hours. It
was too late for both of them. One died before I could get him to the Vet. The
other was already in kidney failure when I took him to the Vet. Blocked urethra is
a very deadly condition. Even the Vet said he lost one of his own cats to urethra
blockage. Though he recognized the symptoms right away and started
treatment, the kidneys were too damaged, and the cat only lived a short time. It’s
really horrible and prevention is the best chance our cats have. They need a
good diet.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:45 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Male cats and dry cat food
 

I  just want to spread awareness  of how feeding a  male cat exclus ively dry food- especial ly low qual i ty- can substantia l ly
increase the risk of a  urinary blockage. This  i s  a  l i fe threatening thing. If not taken to the vet and undergoing over $1000 in
treatments , the cat wi l l  die withing hours  to days; very painful ly. Please research this  and decide for yoursel f. 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 531 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 11/6/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Thanks for sharing Sherry. So did the second one have to be euthanized or did he die at the vet's
office?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 532 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Thanks for reminding / informing us. My cat is my baby, he's 6 years old now. I make sure to feed
him healthy food as well, but unfortunately I need to keep dry food out for him and my other
cat but it is the healthiest I have found.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 533 From: Sherry Date: 11/6/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
Sadly, he had to be euthanized. Even though I took him to the Vet as quickly 
as I could, the blockage had already destroyed his kidneys. Nothing the Vet 
tried would get them working again and the little guy was suffering. He was 
only 4 years old. :-(

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: sternegucker@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 6:33 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sternegucker@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Male cats and dry cat food

Thanks for sharing Sherry. So did the second one have to be euthanized or 
did he die at the vet's office?

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 534 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/7/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
At least it's high quality. They say to get ones with low ash content too for urinary health. You
could always sprinkle a little water on top if you want. I've also heard good things about pet
fountains as they're supposed to encourage drinking water.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 535 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 11/7/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
I empathize. My cat was euthanized last night. Again, thanks for sharing.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 536 From: Sherry Date: 11/7/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
I'm sorry your cat was euthanized last night. :-(

Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
-----Original Message----- 
From: sternegucker@... [JoS4Pets] 
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:49 PM 
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Male cats and dry cat food 

I empathize. My cat was euthanized last night. Again, thanks for sharing. 

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 537 From: piplup_8910 Date: 11/9/2015
Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
I feed my male cat Beyond cat food (costs 40$ for a big bag). It has no bad stuff in it and nothing
has been reported about it. Once a month I make him homemade wet food but most of the time he
eats dry. Is this okay? He means a lot to me and I would hate to lose him.

mailto:sternegucker@...
mailto:sternegucker@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sternegucker@...


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 538 From: yaxbalam13 Date: 11/11/2015
Subject: Help with cat that sprays !
Greetings all, I hope someone can offer some solutions to a problem I have. I have a male,
Norwegian Forest cat that is 7 years old. He is fixed and an indoor cat, about 2 years ago I adopted
another rescue ( I have 8 total ) A sweet little black cat which my Norwegian  (Sergei ) hates to
death, all the other cats love him and I even adopted one after him and there was no problems. 
Sergei has started to spray, big time ! And I'm at a loss as to how to rectify the problem. I have the
Feliway comfort zone pheromone dispensers, the calming spray and a wide selection of no mark
solutions to spray on various surfaces; all of which is of little use ! He even marks right on top of
the treated areas.

I've tried other natural solutions as well; lavender aromatherapy , chamomile and vanilla along with
classical and harp music to help calm him, all with little on no avail. If anyone has any suggestions
I would be most appreciative as I really love this cat but am at the end of my wits with this problem
!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 539 From: Sherry Date: 11/11/2015
Subject: Re: Help with cat that sprays !
It’s unusual that the pheromones haven’t worked, as a cat usually won’t mark
where they smell pheromones. Are you using the pheromones that you spray
directly on the sot he’s marking? Or the diffusers that you plug in? I never had
any luck with the diffusers and never tried the spray, but others have had
success with the spray. Also have you had him checked by a Vet to make sure
nothing medical is going on? Sometimes what seems like a behavioral problem
can have a medical cause.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:38 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Help with cat that sprays !
 

Greetings  a l l , I  hope someone can offer some solutions  to a  problem I have. I  have a male, Norwegian Forest cat that i s  7 years
old. He is  fixed and an indoor cat, about 2 years  ago I adopted another rescue ( I  have 8 total  ) A sweet l i ttle black cat which my
Norwegian  (Sergei  ) hates  to death, a l l  the other cats  love him and I even adopted one after him and there was no problems. 
Sergei  has  started to spray, big time ! And I'm at a  loss  as  to how to recti fy the problem. I have the Fel iway comfort zone
pheromone dispensers , the calming spray and a wide selection of no mark solutions  to spray on various  surfaces; a l l  of which is
of l i ttle use ! He even marks  right on top of the treated areas.

I've tried other natural  solutions  as  wel l ; lavender aromatherapy , chamomile and vani l la  a long with class ical  and harp music
to help calm him, a l l  with l i ttle on no avai l . If anyone has  any suggestions  I would be m! ost appreciative as  I real ly love this  cat
but am at the end of my wits  with this  problem !

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 540 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 11/11/2015

Subject: Re: Male cats and dry cat food
If you want my advice.. I would feed him some wet food along with the dry. Like everyday, not just
once a month. Even just a few tablespoons. Or you can put some water on the dry food. Anything
to encourage drinking is good. One thing is a pet fountain as cats like flowing water. Some of these
also keep the water clean too. Make sure the brand of dry is low in ash, oxalates, and (aside from
the urinary issues) has no ingredients from China.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 541 From:

high_priest_hooded_cobra_666
Date: 11/13/2015

Subject: Paris Terror Attacks Kill At Least 160 (+Comment)
My note:The jews are again machinating the killing of innocent Europeans. The jews are staging,
enforcing and pushing by all means this "Immigration Crisis". Israel's wars and the head banking
criminals are creating the conditions so that "Immigration Crisis" will keep happening, with mortal
effects for all the parties involved. Jewish ideas, political ideologies, philosophies and social
frontiers are forcing matters in every way, so that people will be subjected, their mouths will be
shut and they will be demoralized to never react. Jewish art keeps up the brainwashing of the
masses to keep them docile, obedient and brainwashed to the jewish demands. The Jewish Press is
backing up everything, by reinforcing public opinion, making Israel and this criminal race again, the
victims. They are using all powers in their Arsenal to censor and destroy everyone who even
CRITICIZES them, without even minding to "hide" anything about these brutal actions, anymore.
Yet the internet has given us all the knowledge we have had to know and the people had to know.
The WWW (666) is the only real and plausible means, for however long, to actually get educated
about the Truth.

Jews have, by their own words, segregated themselves from the rest of "Humanity" ie, Gentiles,
which they are openly calling as the "Goyim" (=Animal in Hebrew). To genocide us, destroy us, kill
us, censor us- its all nothing but a cleansing of a stable in the eyes of the jews. The Jew World
Order is putting in place this stable and firmly assuring that the "animals" will be eternally
controlled. To resist this is to resist for the future of all Humanity. To deny this call is analogous to
not only personal suicide, but also approval of the "Jew World Order" of the enemy, which will be
built upon billions of Gentile corpses and tons of blood, and would eventually result to an ultimate
and TOTAL Global Slave State, with the jews at the leading top. To deny resistence is to kill one's
self and anyone else, accept the jewish supremacy and equally indirectly kill and enslave everyone
else, under the jewish goals. 

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic11889.html#p0

As we have proved beyond any doubt, the jews are behind everything of these things and they are
trying to make a win-win situation by bathing the European (White) people in their own blood. The
ISIS, ISIL and the other "Terrorist" organizations are in the high level either jews or jewish agents
on their payroll. A ll this has the highest aim to eradicate Europe, destroy the White Race, force the
big Powers to do the Ethnic Cleansing in the Middle East so the jews can create the "Greater Israel"
and genocide all their enemies, while weakening down to their knees the countries that were foolish
enough to help them. Everything one needs to read about this is either in the news feed, or Virtual
Library of Satan. Salvage and download everything TODAY. Tommorow it might be too late. 

NOW ITS THE TIME TO ACT!

http://spiritualwarfare666.webs.com/satans_library.htm

If you note this terrorist attack, it has happened in Friday, 13th. Some of the first notices were
about how 6 attacks happened, with the central one having 60 people dead. The root of all this is in
the Bible, which is nothing but a tool of massive brainwashing and manipulation, meant to control



the people from their subconscious mind and make them willing slaves since the age of infancy,
while teaching them to succumb to every jewish demand. The use of the Number 6 and
Numerology here is evident and this shows this was again the jewish work of Magick and
Kabbalistic work behind bars, except of anything else. Most people do remember the... 6 "Million".

The jews are attacking us and the jews are killing us not only Ethically, not only Culturally, but
Physically from their owned and run puppets. Where this will go, its a whole another matter, but as
things show, Europe will be tortured. Every civilized country is receiving endless attacks with the
higher jewish will to be that they will collapse, therefore, the jews will be able to reign when their
Civilized enemies are gone. The jews will nevertheless be faced with the reactions of what they are
causing, and their genocidal puppet plans are actually pushing our side in the top again. Its a
double cutting knife and it cuts them equally deep.

How many people do need to die, until the people realize that the jews have been attacking us,
subverting us and trying to destroy us for centuries? How many people have to suffer so that
people will realize that being "Politically Correct" is only just a weakening of our character and
morale, so that we will die silently and without resistence? How many more deaths, occupations
and savage acts have to be machinated by jews so that people can understand that Hitler Was
Right? How many more dead people have to come so that people will realize that "Mohammed",
"Jewsus" and all these ficticious programs that portray as "religions" are of the same jewish root,
with one purpose to eradicate our True Faiths and our source of Power to revolt against the jews?
How many do the jewish plans for Jew World Domination have to drag down to the pit of doom
and death? 

What will solve this and the REAL solution the Joy of Satan provides, is *SPIRITUAL* warfare and
*EDUCATION* of the masses of the people, so that they will wake up. Every great change has to
occur by the people who have woken up and know the Truth. This is where every real revolution
begins and this one has began. By Reversal Torah Rituals and destruction Rituals, all of which act
on the Spiritual level, are COMPLETELY legal and have MAJOR impact, the enemy can be brought
down. These are meant to work on a very deep level, at the same level the jews are always creating
their own work for world enslavement. 

Satan, the one common enemy of the Jews in all historical times, is HERE. Satan is WATCHING,
Satan is LEADING and SATAN WILL AVENGE US!!!

The "evil" people of Satan will again be in the frontlines for Humanity, only that this time, all of
Humanity will know who is really the Good side. 

____________________________________________________

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/11/13/20-killed-in-multiple-paris-attacks.html

[img]http://cdn.thedailybeast.com/content/dailybeast/articles/2015/11/13/20-killed-in-multiple-
paris-attacks/jcr:content/image.crop.800.500.jpg/48248828.cached.jpg[/img]

"The worst terrorist attack on a Western city since 9/11 unfolded in France on Friday, leaving the
nation in a state of near-martial law.

Terrorists killed more at least 118 people at a music theater in Paris and more than 40 at several
other sites on Friday, according to police.

More than 100 people were held hostage in the Bataclan theater after a performance by American
rock band Eagles of Death Metal. French police stormed the theater around 12:30 a.m. local time,
killing two terrorists. Hostages inside said people were being killed one by one.



The attack is the deadliest terrorist attack on a Western city since September 11, 2001, according to
Intelcenter, a jihadist-monitoring site. The Paris attack is also only the 28th terrorist attack to kill
more than 100 people since 2001.

[img]http://cdn.thedailybeast.com/content/dailybeast/articles/2015/11/13/20-killed-in-multiple-
paris-attacks/jcr:content/body/inlineimage.img.800.jpg/48248704.cached.jpg[/img]

French President François Hollande issued an emergency decree in a midnight address to the
nation. Hollande said he has closed France's borders, restricted travel internally, and mobilized
thousands of troops.  A ll Paris residents have been ordered to stay indoors for the first time since
1944.

The French cabinet has authorized authorities to temporarily close places of public assembly,
impose house arrest on anyone considered dangerous, confiscate weapons, and conduct searches
with more leeway.

A senior U.S. official tells The Daily Beast's Kimberly Dozier that there are "no specific credible
threats to the homeland" at this time. President Obama said the terrorists have attacked "all of
humanity."

According to the French daily Liberation, a witness to the Bataclan shooting heard one of the
shooters shout “Allahu Akhbar.” A concertgoer told CNN that two terrorists entered the theater and
began firing randomly at people for ten minutes.

"They didn't shout anything. They didn't say anything," Julien Pearce said. "They were in masks and
wearing black clothes and they were shooting at people on the floor, executing them."

Pearce said he carried a girl who was bleeding through an exit backstage.

The attack has killed more than 10 times as many people as the al-Qaeda attack on Charlie Hebdo,
whose offices are a seven-minute walk from the Bataclan.

Eyewitnesses have described bodies lying dead in the street in what U.S. officials are already
suggesting is another coordinated series of terrorist attacks—the worst in the French capital since
the Hebdo shooting, which was followed a day later by an ISIS-inspired shooting at the
Hypercasher kosher marketplace on the outskirts of Paris.

"There were two or three Individuals—two for sure—who... started pulling blind with automatic
weapons, one with a Kalashnikov," one witness told Le Monde. "It lasted at least ten, fifteen
minutes. They reloaded, they had all the time he needed. They charged three or four times... They
fired pointing down with the butt on the shoulder... When the shooting stopped we took advantage
of the lull to take the emergency exit, and there we saw lots of people on the street that were
covered in blood, who had gunshot wounds."

"I lay against the sound console," a second witness told the paper. "Then 20-30 bullets were fired,
they fired randomly. I saw assault rifles. I stepped on the body, there was blood. In the street there
were dead."

The first known attack was on the Petit Cambodge restaurant in Paris's 10th arrondissement.

Almost simultaenously, two suicide bombers attacked outside the Stade de France, just north of
Paris, where France and Germany were playing in a soccer match. Hollande was in attendance and
safely evacuated. At least three people were reportedly killed and 80,000 evacuated.



Gunman are still reportedly on the loose. It is not known who they are or what terrorist group, if
any, they are associated with.

— Additional reporting from Benjamin Haddad.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 542 From: piplup_8910 Date: 11/18/2015
Subject: Petition: Stop killing the Bees
A petition went up to tell Bayer to stop using next generation pestisides on bees. 
Bees manage our ecosystem in a way we could not imagine. If bees go, the ecosystem will collapse.
Sign the petition to tell the Jews to stop destroying our ecosystem even further. 
Hail Satan!
https://secure.nrdconline.org/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=3869&s_src=CK-
NRDC-BEE-A01-FB-FBLP.M-FKW.OCPM-US-LKS.S-BO-30-BEE1B
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 543 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 11/18/2015
Subject: Re: Petition: Stop killing the Bees
Thank you for posting this, Piplup. This is a very important issue. Jew run pesticide companies are
definitely behind this. It is atrocious.

 
Hail our Creator God Satan.

High Priestess Shannon
https://groups.yahoo.com/BlacksforSatan
https://groups.yahoo.com/SSHealth

On Wednesday, November 18, 2015 3:43 PM, "piplup_8910@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
A petition went up to tell Bayer to stop using next generation pestisides on bees. 
Bees manage our ecosystem in a way we could not imagine. If bees go, the ecosystem will collapse. 
Sign the petition to tell the Jews to stop destroying our ecosystem even further. 
Hail Satan!
https://secure.nrdconline.org/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=3869&s_src=CK-NRDC-BEE-
A01-FB-FBLP.M-FKW.OCPM-US-LKS.S-BO-30-BEE1B

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 544 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/26/2015
Subject: Dandruff?
My 6 year old male has dandruff along his back towards his tail. I'm wondering if anyone can give
me advice on how to safely treat this? He eats mainly dry food, dry mixed with water, and some
wet food, and I feed them sardines on occasion. None of my cats like tuna. I put a bit of olive oil
on their food a few times a week which they love, perhaps more oils (olive and/or omega) for his
skin? He's a Ragamuffin if breed matters.

Thanks

https://secure.nrdconline.org/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=3869&s_src=CK-NRDC-BEE-A01-FB-FBLP.M-FKW.OCPM-US-LKS.S-BO-30-BEE1B


Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 545 From: Sherry Date: 11/26/2015
Subject: Re: Dandruff?
One of my cats has that same problem. He gets a lot of dead hair and dandruff.
He has never been good about grooming himself and in his case, that’s why. It
helps to make sure they get extra fluids (feeding more canned food, etc). Also
brushing him at least every other day would help. I’m not sure if adding more oil
to his diet would help. Maybe somebody else here would know that. If you do
decide to bathe him, be very careful what you use. Many pet shampoos are too
hard on the skin and some are downright toxic. I rarely bathe cats but once had
to bathe tiny kittens, as they were so infested with fleas they would have died
otherwise. I used a small amount of baby shampoo and it killed the fleas and
didn’t harm the kittens.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2015 11:35 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Dandruff?
 

My 6 year old male has  dandruff a long his  back towards  his  ta i l . I 'm wondering i f anyone can give me advice on how to safely
treat this? He eats  mainly dry food, dry mixed with water, and some wet food, and I feed them sardines  on occas ion. None of my
cats  l ike tuna. I  put a  bi t of ol ive oi l  on their food a few times a  week which they love, perhaps  more oi ls  (ol ive and/or omega) for
his  skin? He's  a  Ragamuffin i f breed matters .

Thanks

Hai l  Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 546 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 11/29/2015
Subject: Re: Dandruff?
Thanks for answering :) He's really good about grooming himself and I brush him fairly often.
Maybe some energy work is needed in his case.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 547 From: exarkuun1991 Date: 12/21/2015
Subject: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
My oldest cat, now about 12 years old, has been urinating wherever he feels like in the house for
over 3 years now. He's ruined the carpet, the house smells terrible and it's soaked into the concrete
under the carpet (shoddy carpet job on this house), and just today he decided to urinate on my
bed. Thankfully my sheets stopped it, or I would have simply snapped his neck. I say that, because
there is nothing medically wrong with him. He's been checked several times for UTI's, nothing.
We've tried the Feliway spray, though I think mom misused it a lot, and he simply changed his
peeing location.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


I'm talking full load, not just "a bit of urine". The litter box has been changed in those years, as has
the litter and their food. We had two litter boxes for a while, that did nothing either. He does use
the single litter box, but not all the time, just some of the time, when he feels like. He's not doing it
for attention, as he knows that we don't take kindly to him doing his business everywhere. Yes, he
does poop, but that's less of an issue.

We've tried things. Nothing has worked as well as I'd hoped. 3 or 4 years now, think I need some
help. And no, I would not have killed him. I'm not cruel, but that's how far my anger has gone with
this. It must stop. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 548 From: Yog Sothoth Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
I highly recommend you read and study these websites my cats used to do that until i did some of the
tips and tricks :P 
 Top Ten Ways to Help Your Cat Stop Peeing Outside the Litter Box | petMD
How to Stop Cats From Peeing in the House
A Home Remedy to Stop a Cat from Urinating on Stuff Beside its Litter Box 
Why Is My Cat Peeing Outside Her Litter Box? - Petfinder  
How to Prevent Cats from Urinating on Carpet 

 

 

 

How to Prevent Cats from
Urinating on Carpet
Some cats develop a habit of urinating
on carpet, which can be very
frustrating for their owners. The smell
of cat urine is offensive and often
spreads throughout t...
View on www.wikihow.com Preview by Yahoo

 

 

 

Why Is My Cat Peeing Outside
Her Litter Box? - Petfinder
Is your cat thinking outside the litter
box? Find out the most common
reasons cats stop peeing or pooping
outside their boxes and how you can
help them kick the hab...
View on www.petfinder.com Preview by Yahoo

 

 

 

A Home Remedy to Stop a Cat
from Urinating on Stuff Besi...
Cats who urinate outside their litter
boxes may be suffering from health
problems, so rule that out while
breaking your cat of this unpleasant
habit. Bladder or uri...
View on pets.thenest.com Preview by Yahoo

 

http://www.petmd.com/cat/slideshows/training/top-ten-ways-to-stop-peeing-outside-litter-box
http://www.animalplanet.com/pets/how-to-stop-your-cat-from-peeing-in-the-house/
http://pets.thenest.com/home-remedy-stop-cat-urinating-stuff-beside-its-litter-box-7547.html
https://www.petfinder.com/cats/cat-problems/why-cat-pees-outside-litter-box/
http://www.wikihow.com/Prevent-Cats-from-Urinating-on-Carpet
http://www.wikihow.com/Prevent-Cats-from-Urinating-on-Carpet
http://www.wikihow.com/Prevent-Cats-from-Urinating-on-Carpet
https://www.petfinder.com/cats/cat-problems/why-cat-pees-outside-litter-box/
https://www.petfinder.com/cats/cat-problems/why-cat-pees-outside-litter-box/
http://pets.thenest.com/home-remedy-stop-cat-urinating-stuff-beside-its-litter-box-7547.html
http://pets.thenest.com/home-remedy-stop-cat-urinating-stuff-beside-its-litter-box-7547.html


  

How to Stop Cats From Peeing
in the House
Want to know how to stop your cat
from peeing in the house? Read this
article from Animal Planet to learn how
to stop your cat from peeing in the
house.
View on www.animalplanet.com Preview by Yahoo

 

 

 

Top Ten Ways to Help Your
Cat Stop Peeing Outside the
Li...When your cat starts shunning their
litter box in favor of other places
throughout your home, it is definitely
not something you want to become a
habit. Address the...View on www.petmd.com Preview by Yahoo

On Monday, December 21, 2015 7:45 PM, "exarkuun1991@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
My oldest cat, now about 12 years old, has been urinating wherever he feels like in the house for over 3 years now.
He's ruined the carpet, the house smells terrible and it's soaked into the concrete under the carpet (shoddy carpet
job on this house), and just today he decided to urinate on my bed. Thankfully my sheets stopped it, or I would
have simply snapped his neck. I say that, because there is nothing medically wrong with him. He's been checked
several times for UTI's, nothing. We've tried the Feliway spray, though I think mom misused it a lot, and he simply
changed his peeing location.

I'm talking full load, not just "a bit of urine". The litter box has been changed in those years, as has the litter and
their food. We had two litter boxes for a while, that did nothing either. He does use the single litter box, but not all
the time, just some of the time, when he feels like. He's not doing it for attention, as he knows that we don't take
kindly to him doing his business everywhere. Yes, he does poop, but that's less of an issue.

We've tried things. Nothing has worked as well as I'd hoped. 3 or 4 years now, think I need some help. And no, I
would not have killed him. I'm not cruel, but that's how far my anger has gone with this. It must stop. 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 549 From: Sherry Date: 12/22/2015
Subject: Re: Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
He’s definitely trying to tell you something. Has he had a complete blood panel
to rule out other health problems? Sometimes urinating outside the boxes can
mean something else, besides a UTI. Is he neutered? If not, then that’s the
cause. Is he happy with the type of litter used and the size of his litter box? Many
of these litter boxes sold in stores just aren’t big enough, especially if one has a
large cat. Plastic storage containers work better as litter boxes, since they are
bigger and the under the bed storage containers are shorter, so older cats won’t
have trouble getting into them. Is the litter box covered? Some cats don’t like a
covered litter box.
 
I hope you can get this figured out but it would be best to get a full blood panel

http://www.animalplanet.com/pets/how-to-stop-your-cat-from-peeing-in-the-house/
http://www.animalplanet.com/pets/how-to-stop-your-cat-from-peeing-in-the-house/
http://www.petmd.com/cat/slideshows/training/top-ten-ways-to-stop-peeing-outside-litter-box
http://www.petmd.com/cat/slideshows/training/top-ten-ways-to-stop-peeing-outside-litter-box


done, to rule out kidney problems, etc and make sure his organs are working
well, especially since he’s older.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 5:02 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Need advice on a cat, just likes to pee everywhere
 

My oldest cat, now about 12 years  old, has  been urinating wherever he feels  l ike in the house for over 3 years  now. He's  ruined
the carpet, the house smel ls  terrible and i t's  soaked into the concrete under the carpet (shoddy carpet job on this  house), and
just today he decided to urinate on my bed. Thankful ly my sheets  stopped i t, or I  would have s imply snapped his  neck. I  say that,
because there is  nothing medical ly wrong with him. He's  been checked several  times for UTI's , nothing. We've tried the Fel iway
spray, though I think mom misused i t a  lot, and he s imply changed his  peeing location.

I'm talking ful l  load, not just "a bi t of urine". The l i tter box has  been changed in those years , as  has  the l i tter and their food. We
had two l i tter boxes  for a  whi le, that did nothing ei ther. He does  use the s ingle l i tter box, but not a l l  the time, just some of the
time, when he feels  l ike. He's  ! not doing i t for attention, as  he knows that we don't take kindly to him doing his  bus iness
everywhere. Yes , he does  poop, but that's  less  of an issue.

We've tried things. Nothing has  worked as  wel l  as  I 'd hoped. 3 or 4 years  now, think I need some help. And no, I  would not have
ki l led him. I 'm not cruel , but that's  how far my anger has  gone with this . It must stop.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 550 From: satansdaughter666a Date: 12/23/2015
Subject: HANDS AND WORD ARE NOT FOR HURTING
People who usually abuse people are also animal abusers

 http://handsproject.org/

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 551 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 12/25/2015
Subject: Nutritional Yeast Flakes
Nutritional Yeast Flakes are excellent for both cats and dogs. Some cats and dogs will eat the flakes
plain. They can be mixed with a can of tuna for cats and put into a meal for dogs.

Never add them to any food that might not be finished in one meal though, as they can cause
fermentation if allowed to set for any time.

I have found Nutritional Yeast Flakes heal milliary dermatitis and other skin problems along with
allergies and such from the inside. Allergies are often a nutritional deficiency, especially with
animals.

I put 2-3 tablespoons per serving for cats. Dogs, depending upon their size may need more.

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://handsproject.org/


Even if pets are healthy, supplementing the diet with Nutritional Yeast Flakes boosts the immune
system.

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D MARINE AQUARIUM SCREENSAVER - Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 552 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 12/25/2015
Subject: Re: Nutritional Yeast Flakes
I would also like to add, Thank Lilith for this information. She gave me this.
_________________ 

Nutritional Yeast Flakes are excellent for both cats and dogs. Some cats and dogs will eat the flakes
plain. They can be mixed with a can of tuna for cats and put into a meal for dogs.

Never add them to any food that might not be finished in one meal though, as they can cause
fermentation if allowed to set for any time.

I have found Nutritional Yeast Flakes heal milliary dermatitis and other skin problems along with
allergies and such from the inside. Allergies are often a nutritional deficiency, especially with
animals.

I put 2-3 tablespoons per serving for cats. Dogs, depending upon their size may need more.

Even if pets are healthy, supplementing the diet with Nutritional Yeast Flakes boosts the immune
system.

____________________________________________________________
Can't remember your password? Do you need a strong and secure password?
Use Password manager! It stores your passwords & protects your account.
Check it out at http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager

http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 553 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Lost my dog today!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 554 From: talonjackman Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 555 From: Ko Johnson Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 556 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 557 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 558 From: lupusamor Date: 2/23/2016
Subject: Advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 559 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 560 From: astralnaut888 Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: The Line Between People and Pets
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 561 From: Aaron Kimbler Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 562 From: Aaron Kimbler Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 563 From: lupusamor Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 564 From: kendallnight6 Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: How to over-come this....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 565 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 566 From: Sherry Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 567 From: kendallnight6 Date: 2/28/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 568 From: hailourtruegod Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 569 From: Sherry Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 570 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 571 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 572 From: hailourtruegod Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 573 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 574 From: Sherry Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 575 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/6/2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQVo9jY2f0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZuC_oxCJeE


Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 576 From: Sherry Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 577 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 3/6/2016

Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 578 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 579 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 3/7/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 580 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/10/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 581 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/11/2016
Subject: Pet microchip
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 582 From: johnson_akemi Date: 3/11/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 583 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/12/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 584 From: Sherry Date: 3/12/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 585 From: hailtosatansword666 Date: 3/13/2016
Subject: Getting ball python off live food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 586 From: talonjackman Date: 3/13/2016
Subject: Re: Getting ball python off live food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 587 From: lupusamor Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 588 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 589 From: Sherry Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 590 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 591 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 592 From: talonjackman Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 593 From: egon_88_666 Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 594 From: lupusamor Date: 4/5/2016
Subject: Skin care for dogs?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 595 From: johnson_akemi Date: 4/5/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 596 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/6/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 597 From: lupusamor Date: 4/6/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 598 From: shubham_rane666 Date: 4/20/2016



Subject: Homeopathy nosode for animals instead of Jewish vaccines

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 599 From: piplup_8910 Date: 4/30/2016
Subject: Any Veterinarians?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 600 From: Ko Johnson Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 601 From: Shubham Rane Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 602 From: Shubham Rane Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 553 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Lost my dog today!
Just something want to say to get it out if my chest, this is the second animal we had that got hit
by a car. This time around though thw person was nice enough to stop and tell us and she feels
bad her self. In many ways I can't blame her yet or will not sure yet, but we had our dog for about
6 to 7 years I think abd it hurts and it sucks now same as losing a another family member that u
was close u despite all the little negatives it had.
I know father has her now and know will change in time just didn't see that coming for sure.
Just wanted to put it out, thanks.
Hail father Satan
Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deities
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 554 From: talonjackman Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
I'm sorry to hear about that. 2 of my dogs died in this past year as well, so I understand
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 555 From: Ko Johnson Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
I'm sorry for your loss pets really do become family. When I was little we had an border
collie/Aussie mix. I was too young to care for him and he was left outside on a stake and leash, he
got out and was hit. We couldn't afford the bills so he was put down. Thinking about it brings tears
to my eyes. 
My condolences.

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 12, 2016, at 10:37 PM, williamwilliams344@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Just something want to say to get it out if my chest, this is the second animal we had
that got hit by a car. This time around though thw person was nice enough to stop and
tell us and she feels bad her self. In many ways I can't blame her yet or will not sure
yet, but we had our dog for about 6 to 7 years I think abd it hurts and it sucks now
same as losing a another family member that u was close u despite all the little
negatives it had.
I know father has her now and know will change in time just didn't see that coming for
sure.
Just wanted to put it out, thanks.
Hail father Satan

mailto:williamwilliams344@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deities

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 556 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Sorry to hear that :( 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 557 From: williamwilliams344 Date: 2/13/2016
Subject: Re: Lost my dog today!
Thank you guys. And I am sorry to hear about ur loses too. It does changes alot when u can and
have them as just another part of ur family even if young or not. But thank you again.
Hail father Satan
Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deities
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 558 From: lupusamor Date: 2/23/2016
Subject: Advice
Salut, I'm Lucien.

Long story short one of my 5 dogs has chronic kidney failure, he is a border collie named Zebedee.

He's 12 now and has had many achievements over the years including winning at Crufts several
times. I was hoping that some of you would have any advice on how to help myself and my other
familiars (all dogs) overcome his death, I know they would be devastated and I will try to do as
much meditation on them as possible, but if any has any advice that would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks in advance

Hail Satan.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 559 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
When one of my cats had a very bad case of cat flu, I vibrated SATANAS into his aura and whole
being, I then stated an affirmation 9x, after I would visualize his aura bright white gold and him
being healthy, you could try this :) best of luck Brother! 
HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 560 From: astralnaut888 Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: The Line Between People and Pets
This whole video is mostly about pets and their interactions with us, but there is a Satanically
relevant part between 2:55 to about 4:40. I believe that if you develop a close bond with your pet
that they can aid you in magic and this is probably why the enemy hates cats so much, especially
during the days of the witch hunts. 
The Line Between People And Pets

The Line Between People And
Pets
Tiger got to hunt, bird got to fly; Man got
to sit and wonder 'why, why, why?' Tiger
got to sleep, bird got to land; Man got to
tell himself he understand. ...
View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQVo9jY2f0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQVo9jY2f0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQVo9jY2f0k


 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 561 From: Aaron Kimbler Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
p.s In the immortal state you will be reunited!

On Tuesday, February 23, 2016 4:18 PM, "lupusamor@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Salut, I'm Lucien.
Long story short one of my 5 dogs has chronic kidney failure, he is a border collie named Zebedee.
He's 12 now and has had many achievements over the years including winning at Crufts several times. I was hoping
that some of you would have any advice on how to help myself and my other familiars (all dogs) overcome his
death, I know they would be devastated and I will try to do as much meditation on them as possible, but if any has
any advice that would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks in advance
Hail Satan.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 562 From: Aaron Kimbler Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Hey I am very sorry for your loss.
Your dog was is very blessed to have you have you has his owner! He or she will live forever! He or she
will reincarnate! He or she will live a future life blessed by Satan him self I believe it! Your other dogs
probably subconsiously know this! It is harder for animals because there forward mind does not know
Satans teachings but your guidence will bless them stay strong and he or she will be alight in there new
life because of your love! It will be alright in there new life!
Hail Satan!!!!!

On Tuesday, February 23, 2016 2:32 PM, "lupusamor@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Salut, I'm Lucien.
Long story short one of my 5 dogs has chronic kidney failure, he is a border collie named Zebedee.
He's 12 now and has had many achievements over the years including winning at Crufts several times. I was hoping
that some of you would have any advice on how to help myself and my other familiars (all dogs) overcome his
death, I know they would be devastated and I will try to do as much meditation on them as possible, but if any has
any advice that would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks in advance
Hail Satan.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 563 From: lupusamor Date: 2/24/2016
Subject: Re: Advice
Thank you all for your kind words, I will try meditation on him and I will ask Pazuzu to guide him
safely.

HAIL SATAN!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 564 From: kendallnight6 Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: How to over-come this....
Hello



I wanted to ask..

I have lost my dog 4 years ago to death and after her death I started disliking dogs.

I mean, they're nice and all, but some are like so UGH! 

Anyways. I was wondering if you guys could give me advice on how to over-come this and like
dogs again?

I love cats very much, but dogs, they are just not working out for me.

Maybe you guys could tell me what to do to over-come to disliking for dogs and like them again..?

Thank you.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 565 From: vabzirvonpho Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
I don't think there is much we can do, if you don't like dogs than that's ok, that's who you are! I
absolutely LOVE cats, I'm pretty much a crazy cat guy but I also love dogs. That's just who I am,
don't beat yourself up about it :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 566 From: Sherry Date: 2/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
Attachments :

I agree. One can’t help what they like. Whether one is a cat person or a dog
person, that’s OK. Neither are wrong. I am a cat person but don’t have anything
against dogs.
 
Maybe there’s something still bothering you about your dog’s death that you
need to figure out and work on. I grew up with this aversion to classic Siamese
cats. I loved cats, just couldn’t stand the Siamese. Then as an adult, a memory
came back to me. My first childhood cat was a classic Siamese named Spooky.
Spooky was a stray that just showed up and became my best friend. Then one
day he was shot to death. I was too young to really understand death and was
angry at Spooky for “leaving me” for a long time. Once I remembered this and
knew it wasn’t Spooky’s fault and that he didn’t leave me, I was able to love
Siamese cats too. 
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, February 27, 2016 4:14 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: How to over-come this....
 
I  don't think there is  much we can do, i f you don't l ike dogs  than that's  ok, that's  who you are! I  absolutely LOVE cats , I 'm pretty

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


much a crazy cat guy but I a lso love dogs. That's  just who I am, don't beat yoursel f up about i t :) 

------------------------------------
Posted by: thompson1926@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

<*> To vis i t your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your emai l  settings:
    Individual  Emai l  | Traditional

<*> To change settings  onl ine go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings  via  emai l :
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-ful l featured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this  group, send an emai l  to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo Groups is  subject to:
    https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 567 From: kendallnight6 Date: 2/28/2016
Subject: Re: How to over-come this....
Oh okay.

I am sorry about your loss tho.
It's horrible that some people are so heartless..

My dog Jetta, she was so amazing... It was a cold winter day, I went to school and then came back
from it, seeing my parents all worried and all. When I asked what was up, they said that Jetta...
died... I was a bit shocked, but I just couldn't understand why I didn't feel anything...
We buried her in her little grave, I still didn't feel anything...
But after 3 and a half years passed and I started feeling all those emotions... I missed her, I
apologized to her and cried before I fell asleep....

But... This year on January (I don't remember the date), I had a dream where I was going to her
birthday and when I was heading towards my house door, I noticed her, all happy and cheerful,
beautiful as always, running towards me and jumping in my arms in a hugging position... This
made me so happy....
I still miss her and I wish she was still here in the physical world, but she is not... Sadly... *Sigh*
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 568 From: hailourtruegod Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: is spaying/neutering really okay?
It just doesn't seem right to me. I know there's health benefits but wouldn't that DEPEND on the
health of your pet? Isn't saying that it'll prevent it from catching a disease the same as saying a
person won't break their arm if they cut it off first? Imo irresponsibility, laziness, and/or being
uneducated isn't a excuse to do it if the reason one is doing it because it'll make the animal docile.
Also wouldn't mutilation hinder the animal spiritually?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 569 From: Sherry Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Spaying and neutering is best for cats that are going to live indoors and never



breed. It is actually cruel not to have these cats “fixed”, as their desire to mate is
VERY strong and one way or another, they will escape outside to mate and could
get run over by a car, killed by a horrible person, eaten by predators, become
lost, etc. I have had cats most of my life and none were hurt spiritually by the
spay/neuter operation.
 
Another thing to consider is living with an “intact” cat is very difficult.
Unneutered males are often aggressive and the smell of their “spray” is just
horrible and nearly impossible to get rid of. Intact female cats can develop a
severe uterine infection called Pyometra, and die, if they aren’t spayed.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, March 5, 2016 2:50 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] is spaying/neutering really okay?
 
It just doesn't seem right to me. I know there's  health benefi ts  but wouldn't that DEPEND on the health of your pet? Isn't saying
that i t'l l  prevent i t from catching a  disease the same as  saying a  person won't break their arm i f they cut i t off fi rst? Imo
irresponsibi l i ty, laziness , and/or being uneducated isn't a  excuse to do i t i f the reason one is  doing i t because i t'l l  make the
animal  doci le. Also wouldn't muti lation hinder the animal  spiri tual ly?

------------------------------------
Posted by: hai lourtruegod@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

<*> To vis i t your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your emai l  settings:
    Individual  Emai l  | Traditional

<*> To change settings  onl ine go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings  via  emai l :
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-ful l featured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this  group, send an emai l  to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo Groups is  subject to:
    https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 570 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
I understand how you feel I felt similar but with spay and neuter we are not only protecting from
aggression. The reason I approve is because approx 7.9 million animals are euthanized each year
because of unplanned pregnancy and simple ignorance of owners. 7.9million is ridiculous and spay
and neuter will reduce this number. I know it's not ideal but due to people's ignorance it is the
situation we are in. I don't know for sure but sadly I would guess it does hurt their soul. 
Let me know if you have any other questions 

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Hail Satan!!
Hail Lilith!!

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 5, 2016, at 2:50 PM, hailourtruegod@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It just doesn't seem right to me. I know there's health benefits but wouldn't that
DEPEND on the health of your pet? Isn't saying that it'll prevent it from catching a
disease the same as saying a person won't break their arm if they cut it off first? Imo
irresponsibility, laziness, and/or being uneducated isn't a excuse to do it if the reason
one is doing it because it'll make the animal docile. A lso wouldn't mutilation hinder the
animal spiritually?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 571 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 3/5/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Spaying/neutering is essential. Many years ago, I had to have more than one of my cats fixed. We
were financially destitute at that time. Satan came to me and told me he would help me with this.

Soon after, everything fell into place and we were able to get the cats fixed. How this all happened,
spare the details, but it was another one of Satan's miracles in my life.

Another time, one of my cats that was not spayed began leaking bloody pus from her vagina. I was
horrified. She had a condition called pyometria. This occurs in cats who are not spayed, and can be
fatal. This was many years ago. Satan helped me. I wrote about this in one of my early sermons.
She is now 13 years old.

Satan and Lilith are always for what is best. If spaying/neutering were wrong in any way or harmed
the soul, I am sure they would have shown me an alternative.

Cats are sacred. They also have an ancient history of being sacred back to Ancient Egypt. They are
also personally sacred to Lilith. No way would they ever harm them or give advice that was not in
their best interests. 

Animals are sacred in Satanism, many are our familiars and protectors of the soul.

Hail Satan, Hail Lilith!!

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 572 From: hailourtruegod Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Understood. Thank you very much for your responses. I have been very curious about this matter
since dedicating. You all gave great points. Thank you again. 

Also now that you mention it High Priestess, I do recall just a bit that sermon you speak of. I must
have forgotten about it. Excuse me for that.

mailto:hailourtruegod@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
http://www.inbox.com/earth


HAIL SATAN! HAIL LILITH!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 573 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
I have one last question to add here.
My male cat is about three years old. I never had the money to neuter him. However, he is not
aggressive nor is he spraying. He is very calm and relaxed. He is an indoor cat and is afraid of the
outdoors (hard to believe it). What other benefits will come out of neutering him other then no
more aggression and no spraying because he doesnt do those things. Is there really any other
benefits to neuturing a male cat other then no aggression and spraying?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 574 From: Sherry Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
I don’t know. It’s very rare to have an intact male that doesn’t spray, go outside
and fight with other toms, as well as get the female cats pregnant, and not bite
when over stimulated. I know there’s a risk for testicular cancer in intact male
cats but don’t know how big of a risk that is. It’s best to talk about that with your
cat’s Vet. If the risk is really small, then it wouldn’t be worth it in this case to
have him neutered. Either way, count yourself lucky the cat behaves. LOL!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, March 6, 2016 10:02 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
 
I  have one last question to add here.
My male cat i s  about three years  old. I  never had the money to neuter him. However, he is  not aggress ive nor is  he spraying. He is
very calm and relaxed. He is  an indoor cat and is  afraid of the outdoors  (hard to bel ieve i t). What other benefi ts  wi l l  come out of
neutering him other then no more aggress ion and no spraying because he doesnt do those things. Is  there real ly any other
benefi ts  to neuturing a  male cat other then no aggress ion and spraying?

------------------------------------
Posted by: piplup_8910@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 575 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
He is a familiar, so that could play a role. I adopted him out of the shelter and he is very sweet.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 576 From: Sherry Date: 3/6/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Familiars are awesome cats! I miss the familiar I had but he’s still with me,
though he passed on.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, March 6, 2016 5:08 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
 
He is  a  fami l iar, so that could play a  role. I  adopted him out of the shelter and he is  very sweet. 

------------------------------------
Posted by: piplup_8910@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 577 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 3/6/2016

Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Be careful with how young your male cat is before neutering. Some research suggests neutering
before a certain age contributes to higher occurrences of urinary tract issues. Urinary tract infections
and such may not be a very big deal in humans- get some antibiotics before it spreads to your
kidneys and its done with - but can easily be fatal in cats. Anyone adopting a male kitten please do
your research and make your decision. I don't remember offhand how many weeks they're
supposed to be before getting neutered and I know a lot of vets and shelters don't follow this or
care
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 578 From: Sherry Date: 3/7/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
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I SO agree with this! I adopted a male kitten that had been neutered at 8 weeks,
which many shelters/rescues are routinely doing now. He died at 4 years old
from a urinary blockage. I had caught it early and gotten him to the Vet right
away, but his kidneys had already been damaged to the point where they
wouldn’t work any more, no matter what the Vet tried. A blocked urethra is just
so deadly and kills so quickly. This cat was eating good food, so there wasn’t any
reason for this blockage. I blame the early neuter. It isn’t just me either. I have
heard from others about their male cats having lifelong urinary problems or
becoming blocked, due to early age neutering. I asked my Vet about this and he
says he won’t neuter a male kitten until at least 12 weeks, after the testicles
have descended. He said before that it just isn’t safe.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, March 6, 2016 7:05 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
 
Be careful  with how young your male cat i s  before neutering. Some research suggests  neutering before a  certain age contributes
to higher occurrences  of urinary tract i ssues. Urinary tract infections  and such may not be a very big deal  in humans- get some
antibiotics  before i t spreads  to your kidneys  and i ts  done with - but can eas i ly be fatal  in cats . Anyone adopting a  male ki tten
please do your research and make your decis ion. I  don't remember offhand how many weeks  they're supposed to be before
getting neutered and I know a lot of vets  and shelters  don't fol low this  or care

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 579 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 3/7/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
If he is OK, then IMO, don't do anything. I have both male and female cats, so I had to get them
fixed.

My own experience both with humans and pets has been, if you are healthy, and not having any
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problems, then stay away from doctors.
______________

Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?

I have one last question to add here.
My male cat is about three years old. I never had the money to neuter him. However, he is not
aggressive nor is he spraying. He is very calm and relaxed. He is an indoor cat and is afraid of the
outdoors (hard to believe it). What other benefits will come out of neutering him other then no
more aggression and no spraying because he doesnt do those things. Is there really any other
benefits to neuturing a male cat other then no aggression and spraying?

____________________________________________________________
Can't remember your password? Do you need a strong and secure password?
Use Password manager! It stores your passwords & protects your account.
Check it out at http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 580 From: piplup_8910 Date: 3/10/2016
Subject: Re: is spaying/neutering really okay?
Thank you Lady Maxine!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 581 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/11/2016
Subject: Pet microchip
I do not support microchips in any way they are the tool of the enemy. Even in dogs I worry is I
get one for my puppy I am aiding there communistic agenda 
What's you guys opinion?
Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith !!

Sent from my iPhone
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 582 From: johnson_akemi Date: 3/11/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
For someone with spiritual power, microchips are completely unnecessary. You can put an aura of
protection around each of your pets to keep them safe. If one of them does get lost, you can merge
with them to see what they are looking at and determine their location from what you see. You can
use a pendulum to locate a lost pet. Additionally, I have not personally tried this method, you could
probably use the SATANAS meditation to find lost pets. The SATANAS meditation can be used to
find lost objects. 

Powerful Short-Cut Meditation
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/958

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 583 From: Ko Johnson Date: 3/12/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
Alright thanks man

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 11, 2016, at 5:12 PM, johnson_akemi@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

For someone with spiritual power, microchips are completely unnecessary. You can put

http://mysecurelogon.com/password-manager
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an aura of protection around each of your pets to keep them safe. If one of them does
get lost, you can merge with them to see what they are looking at and determine their
location from what you see. You can use a pendulum to locate a lost pet. Additionally, I
have not personally tried this method, you could probably use the SATANAS meditation
to find lost pets. The SATANAS meditation can be used to find lost objects. 

Powerful Short-Cut Meditation
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoSNewsletter/conversations/messages/958

 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 584 From: Sherry Date: 3/12/2016
Subject: Re: Pet microchip
I guess it can be good, in regards to reuniting lost pets with their owners, but I
don’t feel it’s trustworthy. I do have 3 micro-chipped pets though. It was done at
the shelter I adopted them from when they were spayed/neutered, so I didn’t
have any say in the matter.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 2:50 AM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Pet microchip
 
I  do not support microchips  in any way they are the tool  of the enemy. Even in dogs  I worry is  I  get one for my puppy I am aiding
there communistic agenda 
What's  you guys  opinion?
Hai l  Satan!
Hai l  Li l i th !!

Sent from my iPhone

------------------------------------
Posted by: Ko Johnson <kothebul l@...>
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 585 From: hailtosatansword666 Date: 3/13/2016
Subject: Getting ball python off live food
I fed my ball python a rat and she struck it improperly allowing the head to move around and bite
her. She was okay from the bite but I've been trying to get her to eat pre killed rats ever since to
avoid that. She won't take anything that isn't live though. I know ball pythons are picky eaters but I
feel like I'm putting her in danger every time I feed her live. Does anyone have any tips to get her
to switch?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 586 From: talonjackman Date: 3/13/2016
Subject: Re: Getting ball python off live food
Perhaps try feeding her smaller food? Obviously you'd need to feed her more often, but if you're
worried about her, then I would suggest smaller food like young mice, perhaps even pinkies
(newborns)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 587 From: lupusamor Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: I can't believe this...
My cousin put a video of us on facebook, we were walking the dogs and our youngest wanted to go
into the river but was a little unsure, so i pick him up, show him the water and chuck him into the
river, it was all in good spirits and he was completely fine when he swam and got out, he
immediately started playing with the others again and we constantly reassured him and had safety
at hand. These people then comment on the video accusing us of animal abuse! We have 30 years
combined experience with  dogs and they are telling US whats right and wrong, not to mention we
have Lilith's knowledge when we ask for it! it soon turned into an all out war. Eventually, my cousin
took down the video (I thought that was like letting them win but there you go) my dear, blessed
friends jumped to our defence and we won the argument. I just can't believe some 14 year olds
think they know better than us.

Sorry for the rant but i had to get it off my chest.

Lucien
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 588 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
The Jews have really taken control of animal rights organizations. Like everything else, they ruin
these from the inside, like pushing veganism, giving bad advice and as can be seen from your post
below, they deliberately take the basic principles of an organization to a sick extreme. They have
also made veterinary fees outrageous.

This is no different from how they have taken control of human social services. You can't even
discipline your kids anymore. I know this is unrelated to you post, but is the same thing. There is a
huge difference between healthy discipline for kids and child abuse. Kids need discipline. The
Jewish run social services do everything they can to destroy families. The real serious actual child
abuse cases, the abused kids are either left in the home or sent to an abusive foster home.

Spankings are needed with a lot of kids. This "time out" crap often doesn't work with a large
percentage. Say "go to your room" and the kid replies "Fuck You!" This is the reality. 

I also want to add here, for discipline a pet, especially a cat, any hitting should be avoided. It is not
needed. The best way to handle a disobedient cat is with a spray bottle full of water. The mere
sight of it will usually make them stop. 

Human kids definitely need discipline.



I 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

Yahoo Groups Notification <JoS4Pets-accept-
mzfsncbpqc4xnqqzucgaoi01qqeq@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My cousin put a video of us on facebook, we were walking the dogs and our youngest wanted to go
into the river but was a little unsure, so i pick him up, show him the water and chuck him into the
river, it was all in good spirits and he was completely fine when he swam and got out, he
immediately started playing with the others again and we constantly reassured him and had safety
at hand. These people then comment on the video accusing us of animal abuse! We have 30 years
combined experience with  dogs and they are telling US whats right and wrong, not to mention we
have Lilith's knowledge when we ask for it! it soon turned into an all out war. Eventually, my cousin
took down the video (I thought that was like letting them win but there you go) my dear, blessed
friends jumped to our defence and we won the argument. I just can't believe some 14 year olds
think they know better than us.

Sorry for the rant but i had to get it off my chest.

Lucien

____________________________________________________________
Receive Notifications of Incoming Messages
Easily monitor multiple email accounts & access them with a click.
Visit http://www.inbox.com/notifier and check it out!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 589 From: Sherry Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
Well said, HPs Maxine!
 
Yes, hitting cats is bad. It makes them afraid of their human and prevents them
from bonding with their humans. I have taken in abused cats over the years and
it took years for them to really learn to trust again. One cat was abused as a
kitten, for a month. It took 4 years for her to trust people, besides me. She
trusted me after a few months. Another cat, and this is a very sad situation, was
badly beaten by his owner. We loved him so much and he was the sweetest cat.
Despite all he’d been through, he remained sweet and trusting. However,
unbeknownst to us, his former owner had fatally injured him and this isn’t
something a Vet could find on a physical exam, so it went undiagnosed. One
day, out of the blue, the cat suddenly became paralyzed in his back end and
dropped his body temperature. We rushed him to the Vet, who asked if he’d
been hit by a car. Of course he didn’t go outside, so no way that could have
happened. I did tell him we had rescued him from a woman that beat him. She
had injured his spinal cord. Over time the spinal cord slowly and quietly died. It
was a condition called Myelomalacia and there wasn’t anything the Vet could do
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but euthanize him, before the paralysis worked its way to his chest/lungs and
caused him to suffocate. The cat was only 4 years old.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, April 3, 2016 6:31 PM
To: jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: I can't believe this...
 
The Jews have real ly taken control  of animal  rights  organizations. Like everything else, they ruin these from the ins ide, l ike
pushing veganism, giving bad advice and as  can be seen from your post below, they del iberately take the bas ic principles  of an
organization to a  s ick extreme. They have also made veterinary fees  outrageous.

This  i s  no di fferent from how they have taken control  of human socia l  services . You can't even discipl ine your kids  anymore. I
know this  i s  unrelated to you post, but is  the same thing. There is  a  huge di fference between healthy discipl ine for kids  and chi ld
abuse. Kids  need discipl ine. The Jewish run socia l  services  do everything they can to destroy fami l ies . The real  serious  actual
chi ld abuse cases , the abused kids  are ei ther left in the home or sent to an abusive foster home.

Spankings  are needed with a  lot of kids . This  "time out" crap often doesn't work with a  large percentage. Say "go to your room"
and the kid repl ies  "Fuck You!" This  i s  the real i ty. 

I  a lso want to add here, for discipl ine a  pet, especial ly a  cat, any hitting should be avoided. It i s  not needed. The best way to
handle a  disobedient cat i s  with a  spray bottle ful l  of water. The mere s ight of i t wi l l  usual ly make them stop. 

Human kids  defini tely need discipl ine.

I 

High Priestess  Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

Yahoo Groups Noti fication <JoS4Pets-accept-mzfsncbpqc4xnqqzucgaoi01qqeq@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My cous in put a  video of us  on facebook, we were walking the dogs  and our youngest wanted to go into the river but was  a  l i ttle
unsure, so i  pick him up, show him the water and chuck him into the river, i t was  a l l  in good spiri ts  and he was completely fine
when he swam and got out, he immediately started playing with the others  again and we constantly reassured him and had
safety at hand. These people then comment on the video accus ing us  of animal  abuse! We have 30 years  combined experience
with  dogs  and they are tel l ing US whats  right and wrong, not to mention we have Li l i th's  knowledge when we ask for i t! i t soon
turned into an al l  out war. Eventual ly, my cous in took down the video (I thought that was  l ike letting them win but there you go)
my dear, blessed friends  jumped to our defence and we won the argument. I  just can't bel ieve some 14 year olds  think they know
better than us .

Sorry for the rant but i  had to get i t off my chest.

Lucien

____________________________________________________________
Receive Noti fications  of Incoming Messages
Eas i ly monitor multiple emai l  accounts  & access  them with a  cl ick.
Vis i t http://www.inbox.com/noti fier and check i t out!

------------------------------------
Posted by: "maxine.dietrich666" <maxine.dietrich666@...>
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 590 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/3/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
I also want to add here, I know I got off topic and your post had nothing to do with discipline. I
have a tendency to do that. My point was how the Jews take control and also shape public opinion
on the same matters, taking things to a totally unreasonable extreme.

My daughter had to get onto my grandson at Walmart recently. She did nothing wrong. She told
me people were looking at her like she was some kind of a monster. She got mad and told them to
bug off.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

"maxine.dietrich666" <maxine.dietrich666@...> wrote:

>The Jews have really taken control of animal rights organizations. Like everything else,
they ruin these from the inside, like pushing veganism, giving bad advice and as can be
seen from your post below, they deliberately take the basic principles of an organization
to a sick extreme. They have also made veterinary fees outrageous.
>
>This is no different from how they have taken control of human social services. You
can't even discipline your kids anymore. I know this is unrelated to you post, but is the
same thing. There is a huge difference between healthy discipline for kids and child
abuse. Kids need discipline. The Jewish run social services do everything they can to
destroy families. The real serious actual child abuse cases, the abused kids are either left
in the home or sent to an abusive foster home.
>
>Spankings are needed with a lot of kids. This "time out" crap often doesn't work with a
large percentage. Say "go to your room" and the kid replies "Fuck You!" This is the
reality. 
>
>I also want to add here, for discipline a pet, especially a cat, any hitting should be
avoided. It is not needed. The best way to handle a disobedient cat is with a spray bottle
full of water. The mere sight of it will usually make them stop. 
>
>Human kids definitely need discipline.
>
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>
>
>I 
>
>High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
>www.joyofsatan.org
>
>Yahoo Groups Notification <JoS4Pets-accept-
mzfsncbpqc4xnqqzucgaoi01qqeq@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>
>
>My cousin put a video of us on facebook, we were walking the dogs and our youngest
wanted to go into the river but was a little unsure, so i pick him up, show him the water
and chuck him into the river, it was all in good spirits and he was completely fine when
he swam and got out, he immediately started playing with the others again and we
constantly reassured him and had safety at hand. These people then comment on the
video accusing us of animal abuse! We have 30 years combined experience with  dogs
and they are telling US whats right and wrong, not to mention we have Lilith's
knowledge when we ask for it! it soon turned into an all out war. Eventually, my cousin
took down the video (I thought that was like letting them win but there you go) my
dear, blessed friends jumped to our defence and we won the argument. I just can't
believe some 14 year olds think they know better than us.
>
>
>Sorry for the rant but i had to get it off my chest.
>
>
>Lucien
>
>
>

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 591 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
The water bottle is essential with cats. Just last week, my husband brought home a Walmart
rotisserie chicken. He had to sit in the kitchen while I stripped the meat from the bones. The cats
know what it is and go crazy. We always share. I also always have fresh food and water available
24/7, but when they smell that chicken, they wouldn't even let me strip it, if it weren't for the water
bottle. 

Same thing on Thanksgiving. Every year they watch me stuff the turkey and they wait on it. I
always feed them first. Afterwards, they are real full and groom themselves and go to sleep so we
can then eat in peace.

As for disciplining kids, common sense should always be used. Toddlers often throw tantrums
when they don't get their way. One child in a supermarket pulled down loaves of bread off the
shelves and stamped on them. Saying "Please don't do that honey" doesn't work.

Another one is again, not getting their way, then they start throwing stuff out of the shopping cart,
screaming, etc. Again, common sense should always be used.
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____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D MARINE AQUARIUM SCREENSAVER - Watch dolphins, sharks & orcas on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 592 From: talonjackman Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
So I can understand how hitting cats is bad. Would dogs be the same (allow me to clarify before
getting upset lol)? Growing up my father taught me that no you shouldn't hit them, but flicking
(lightly) in the nose was fine. It gets their attention and doesn't really hurt them (or so I thought,
now I'm not so certain..). We never hit them, but always thought this was an acceptable way to
reprimand them (along with a stern 'NO').

I'm sure there are better ways, and would love to know of these ways so that I don't harm my pets
in the future.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 593 From: egon_88_666 Date: 4/4/2016
Subject: Re: I can't believe this...
About the abusive fees on vets, yes, once I used all my savings on the absurd bill of X-Ray exam
for my cat, which if I hand't waste on it, could be best used to save her life later on. And it was
not even the vet's fault as he was Gentile and the X-Ray was outsourced from another company,
which charged more than the prices of the medicines.

And yes I also heard of hitting gently the dog's nose with a roll of newspaper, it doesn't hurt and is
a safe way of moraly disciplining the dog. Avoid hitting with your hand or a slipper.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 594 From: lupusamor Date: 4/5/2016
Subject: Skin care for dogs?
Hello friends, two of my dogs have a skin problem on their backs, it was literally only on the lower
back on both of them. At the moment they're on a chamomile remedy and it seems to be a
soothing remedy rather than a cure. Has anyone got any natural options for a cure?

Thanks,
Hail Lucifer!
Hail Lilith!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 595 From: johnson_akemi Date: 4/5/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Do you feed your dogs homemade food or commercially prepared food? Commercially available
pet food has the minimum amount of nutrition required by law so pets do not drop dead of
nutritional deficiencies. Pets on a commercial diet are in a chronic state of sub-clinical nutrient
deficiency and that can cause skin problems. The highly toxic ingredients used in commercially
prepared pet food, like moldy grains and ground up euthanized cats and dogs, also cause health
problems. Making your own pet food eliminates the many problems caused by commercially
prepared pet foods. The recipe below was posted by High Priestess Maxine Dietrich and I feed it to
my dog. My dog had a bleeding, inoperable growth that shrunk and eventually went away when I
started feeding her homemade food. 

Cat and Dog Food Recipe
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/472

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 596 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/6/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Nutritional yeast flakes work wonders. Depending on the size of the dogs, and the severity of the
condition, small dogs should get 2 heaping tablespoons a day mixed in with their wet meal,

http://www.inbox.com/marineaquarium
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/472


medium dogs 3 heaping tablespoons and large dogs 3 or 4. 

The yeast flakes can be purchased at food co-ops and health food stores and on Amazon.com and
some health food outlets online. They aren't exactly cheap, but in comparison to a vet bill, the
happiness and overall health of a dog or cat, they make a huge difference. 

For cats, 1 tablespoon per day. If multiple cats, use up to 1/4 cup (4 tablespoons). always make
sure the food is eaten within 12 hours, or the nutritional yeast flakes can cause it to ferment. The
NYFs should always be added right before serving the meal and never in advance for the same
reason.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.com

____________________________________________________________
FREE 3D EARTH SCREENSAVER - Watch the Earth right on your desktop!
Check it out at http://www.inbox.com/earth
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 597 From: lupusamor Date: 4/6/2016
Subject: Re: Skin care for dogs?
Thank you, HP I shall try this immediately!

Hail Satan!
Hail Lilith!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 598 From: shubham_rane666 Date: 4/20/2016
Subject: Homeopathy nosode for animals instead of Jewish vaccines

I was on YouTube. A thought just came in my mind and i searched rajiv dixit homeopathy. As far
as Rajiv Dixit goes he was a nationalist from India and was working indirectly against Jewish
capitalism and consumerism. That man has a great knowledge on auvrveda and homeopathy even
if he is not himself a doctor. Now I saw his video and he mentioned a homeopathic medicine called
hydrophobinum 200. I googled and saw that hydrophobinum is one of meds prescribe to humans
to cure rabies. this was video i saw.

Rajiv Dixit : Exclusive Homeopathy Treatement

Rajiv Dixit : Exclusive
Homeopathy Treatement
Rajiv Dixit Ji was an Iitan, Scientist,
Orator and one of the most influential
leaders of the Modern Swadeshi
movement in India Subscribe:http://bit.l...
View on www.youtube.com Preview by Yahoo

 

Sadly it is in Hindi. When i googled further I saw on homeopathic vaccines called nosode. It is
given to humans as well as animals. It can be given orally or injected if needed. There was a rabies
nosode for dogs as i saw. It is here

http://www.inbox.com/earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZuC_oxCJeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZuC_oxCJeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZuC_oxCJeE


https://www.holisticanimalmedicines.com/store/canine_oral_vaccine.html

As far as homeopathy goes I am interested in it and in radionics. It is energy medicine and really
Satanic if one sees as in advanced homeopathy occult is actually used. Like using pendulum to find
radionics rates to make meds and such. So concluding all this, do you Satanists feel that this
actually works better or equivalent to our ordinary rabies vaccine? Can this help us to keep our
animals out of jewish plans. And is my inclination towards homeopathy and radionics(to cure. Not
that charles cosmanio stuff and magic) right?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 599 From: piplup_8910 Date: 4/30/2016
Subject: Any Veterinarians?
Is anyone in here a Veterinarian or a Veterinary Assistant? I am looking to go into Veterinary
medicine but I need some help figuring out what to do. 
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 600 From: Ko Johnson Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?
I'm also going into veterinary medicine this coming fall but I don't have any prior knowledge :p

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 30, 2016, at 3:32 PM, piplup_8910@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Is anyone in here a Veterinarian or a Veterinary Assistant? I am looking to go into
Veterinary medicine but I need some help figuring out what to do. 
Hail Satan!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 601 From: Shubham Rane Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?
If you can't make into veternary education and badly need to be one then try coming India. Yeah
I'm indian and this is just a recommendation. I was recommending on basis of cost of education.
But again i'm not sure if Indian degree is acceptable in your country or not.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 602 From: Shubham Rane Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: Re: Any Veterinarians?
Personally i'm no pet vet, but I've posted on alternative healing for pets. Most vets are taught
conventional medicine which sucks in many ways. It depends on you how you practice after being a
vet

On May 2, 2016 9:55 AM, "Ko Johnson kothebull@... [JoS4Pets]"
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
 

I'm also going into veterinary medicine this coming fall but I don't have any prior
knowledge :p

Sent from my iPhone

https://www.holisticanimalmedicines.com/store/canine_oral_vaccine.html
mailto:piplup_8910@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:kothebull@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


On Apr 30, 2016, at 3:32 PM, piplup_8910@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

Is anyone in here a Veterinarian or a Veterinary Assistant? I am looking to
go into Veterinary medicine but I need some help figuring out what to do. 
Hail Satan!

mailto:piplup_8910@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 603 From: lupusamor Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: What do YOU think?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 604 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/3/2016
Subject: Re: What do YOU think?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 605 From: piplup_8910 Date: 5/4/2016
Subject: Re: What do YOU think?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 606 From: Egon Albrecht Date:

5/20/2016
Subject: Petition - Stop the horse slaughter in Australia
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 607 From: piplup_8910 Date:

5/21/2016
Subject: Re: Petition - Stop the horse slaughter in Australia
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 608 From: yokilla_kyrique Date:

5/23/2016
Subject: Pet shots
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 609 From: Ko Johnson Date:

5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 610 From: Ko Johnson Date:

5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 611 From: Kyrique B Date:

5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 612 From: Sherry Date:

5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 613 From: mattcr_2000 Date:

6/23/2016
Subject: Stop the Yulin Festifval.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 614 From: johnson_akemi Date:

6/23/2016
Subject: Re: Stop the Yulin Festifval.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 615 From: funnyfred1932 Date:

6/26/2016
Subject: How to prevent ticks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 616 From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date:

6/26/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 617 From: johnson_akemi Date:

6/26/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 618 From: funnyfred1932 Date:

6/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 619 From: lupusamor Date:

6/29/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 620 From: lupusamor Date:
6/29/2016

Subject: Zebedee
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 621 From: Sherry Date:

6/29/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee [1 Attachment]
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 622 From: Ko Johnson Date:

6/29/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee [1 Attachment]
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 623 From: mattcr_2000 Date:

6/30/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 624 From: lupusamor Date: 7/3/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 625 From: Egon Albrecht Date:

7/27/2016
Subject: Go vegan and stop raping animals for food
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 626 From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date:

10/3/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 627 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date:

10/4/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 628 From: Sherry Date:

10/4/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 629 From: Shannon Outlaw Date:

10/4/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 630 From: learnerofsatan1886 Date:

12/6/2016
Subject: Fight
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 631 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/7/2016
Subject: Re: Fight
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 632 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date:
12/19/2016

Subject: Have Australia Shepherd
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 633 From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 634 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 635 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Need People to Take a Stand and COMPLAIN!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 636 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date:
12/20/2016

Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 637 From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date:
12/20/2016

Subject: cats... ?s
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 638 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 639 From: Sherry Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 640 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/20/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 641 From: Egon Albrecht Date:

12/21/2016
Subject: Video to spread: Kike torture of animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 642 From: AntiGoatFucker Date:

12/21/2016
Subject: Re: Video to spread: Kike torture of animals
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 643 From: sternegucker@ymail.com Date:

12/22/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 644 From: Sherry Date:

12/22/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 645 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date:
12/25/2016

Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 646 From: donotfearthetruth666 Date:

12/26/2016
Subject: Empowering Pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 647 From: ss.keiss Date:

12/27/2016
Subject: Puppy Passed
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 648 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date:
12/27/2016

Subject: Re: Puppy Passed
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 649 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/27/2016
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 650 From: donotfearthetruth666 Date:

12/27/2016
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 651 From: lupusamor Date:

12/29/2016
Subject: Animal spirits
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 652 From: johnson_akemi Date:

12/30/2016
Subject: Re: Animal spirits



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 603 From: lupusamor Date: 5/2/2016
Subject: What do YOU think?
Friends,

I was recently at a dog show (Im in the UK by the way) and whilst waiting for the judges'
presentations a friend pointed a dog out to me...

It was a laberador x poodle, but its back legs where totally crippled, dead. The area around its legs
was shaved exposing the grey skin, it hadn't any pinkness or life to it at all.  The dog, however, was
not in a cart but its legs were being held up by a harness held on a lead by the owner, the dog
would move on its front legs but it back legs would helplessly drag behind it. It made me feel sick
honestly I couldn't bare to see it like this.

I really think that this dog shouldn't be alive, but what do you think?

Regards, Lucien
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 604 From: johnson_akemi Date: 5/3/2016
Subject: Re: What do YOU think?
If the dog is suffering then it should be euthanized. If the dog is not in any pain and the owners
love the dog very much, then it is unnecessary to euthanize the dog at this point. In the case of
severe deformities, an animal should be euthanized when it is young so it does not have to live a
crippled life.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 605 From: piplup_8910 Date: 5/4/2016
Subject: Re: What do YOU think?
This is a topic I get worried about when I become a veterinarian. There will be times when you
have to put the animal down because there is no way it could survive. However, animals do
reincarnate as well but many people do not know that. 
I personally believe its the will of the animal that should be examined. If the animal has a strong
will and wants to live, help it survive. 
The state of this dog sounds bad. It sounds like it doesnt even have ansupport wheel chair. I
question if the owner even takes care of it at that point.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 606 From: Egon Albrecht Date: 5/20/2016
Subject: Petition - Stop the horse slaughter in Australia
Here are 2 petitions to stop the slaughter of horses in this Australian park:
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/534/694/183

https://www.change.org/p/nsw-government-stop-the-slaughter-of-the-snowy-
mountains-brumbies

------

Forwarding topic from brother Hellfire.

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14523.html

I am calling on the Satanic family to help. our fucking government are planning to
kill 90% of the legendary Snowy mountains wild brumby horses that will be at least
6000 and some evil twits in suits want to wipe out all of them. There are many many
people who are fighting this directly contacting MP's, the media, petitions meetings
etc and anyone overseas can do that too. But we need more they have wanted to do
this a long time. It is the leftwing liberal greenie movement... you know the ones,

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/534/694/183
https://www.change.org/p/nsw-government-stop-the-slaughter-of-the-snowy-mountains-brumbies
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14523.html


the uni grads from the city the kike programs to take away our culture, our herritage
and everything sacred to our land. These horses are the victims of land grabbing and
government taking power and more control. They are declaring the snowy mountains
national park a unesco biosphere whatever the fuck that is probably some crap a kike
thought up. It is not just about the horses lives it is about destroying a part of
Australia and our history our pride. These horses were introduced in the 1800's and
carried our soldiers in war they helped build this country. They are an Australian
icon. If you havn't seen the movies the man from snowy river... one of my favourite
films of all time. I highly recomend it.

The way things used to be done here with the bush and the horses was the people,
the locals the bushmen took care of it. The native people took care of it, the
government had no buisness in it. This has all changed now. No longer can people
ride horses in the park or catch the wild ones to use so their numbers and range has
increased. they have banned people doing all the things that were once a natural
normal part of life. The cattlemen used to graze their heards all over, they managed
the land and the animals as humanely as possible, they respected and understood
her. The old herritage cabins are still up there in the mountains, few ever use them
anymore. The big cattle drives on horseback and long over... illegal now. You cannot
even sit down for a beer or coffee and a smoke by a fire anymore ... illegal. You
need permits to camp out and just look at the stars.

Horses are special and sacred to me, I have horses I have a little brown brumby
horse and if anyone hurt him I would hunt them down through this world and the
next. he grew up wild in the bush. This is breaking my heart. 

If anyone can spare some time to work magick, to sign petitions, spread the word to
your friends, family work mates anyone. Email and write to our polititians.

Here are some links.

This is the main idiot behind this... he isnt even from the snowy mountains and
probably wouldn't know the back or a horse from the front. Here is how to contact
him https://www.markspeakman.com.au/contact-mark

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iva-keMPgSE&sns=fb

It happened before https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wj_RRSQ5yhQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2LtusVQFyw

Situation recently:
http://www.snowytimes.com/exhibition-extended-for-draft-kosciuszko-national-park-
horse-management-plan

These horses are part of the system now, they are not destroying the park, humans
are and humans brought them here and have used and abused them and now what
just kill them like they are nothing. 

Curse the ones who are planning this, use protection and love around the horses

Perhaps consider using the Isa rune to stop or freeze the plans to cull aswell.
working to awaken people to the far reaching effects of the enemy on every part of
this world it is not only humans but innocent animals that suffer. The bush suffers,
the nature spirits and the ancestors here are crying they are calling out to any who
can hear them. I hear them I feel them, they have come to me in dreams telling me
what is happening on a deep level. 

They said to me, The water is turning black. I do not think they only meant the

https://www.markspeakman.com.au/contact-mark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iva-keMPgSE&sns=fb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wj_RRSQ5yhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2LtusVQFyw
http://www.snowytimes.com/exhibition-extended-for-draft-kosciuszko-national-park-horse-management-plan/


physical waters but the soul of the planet and everything on it. 

I can't find any more words to express how I feel about this. 

Hail Satan.

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 607 From: piplup_8910 Date: 5/21/2016
Subject: Re: Petition - Stop the horse slaughter in Australia
Egon,
You got my support! Ive seen a lot of petitions recently calling the government out on trying to kill
innocent animals. We should be living with nature, not against it.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 608 From: yokilla_kyrique Date: 5/23/2016
Subject: Pet shots
I have a 5 week old puppy and I was wi if it would be safe to get it shots I know Jews run this
medical industry. So I ask is it safe to get my puppy shots?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 609 From: Ko Johnson Date: 5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
What kind is he/she?

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2016, at 10:28 PM, kyriquekyrique@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have a 5 week old puppy and I was wi if it would be safe to get it shots I know Jews
run this medical industry. So I ask is it safe to get my puppy shots?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 610 From: Ko Johnson Date: 5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
As far as I know shot are extremely important to a weaned puppy their immune system is weak
and shots are necessary 

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2016, at 10:28 PM, kyriquekyrique@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

I have a 5 week old puppy and I was wi if it would be safe to get it shots I know Jews
run this medical industry. So I ask is it safe to get my puppy shots?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 611 From: Kyrique B Date: 5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
I don't know my nieces friend's dog had puppies and gave one of them to us. I think they have
chihuahua in them and something else. I most likely will get it shots.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 612 From: Sherry Date: 5/24/2016
Subject: Re: Pet shots
Only get the shots it really needs. Most Vets won’t spay/neuter pets that haven’t
had vaccines. Stay away from the 3-year rabies shot though, as that one has

mailto:kyriquekyrique@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:kyriquekyrique@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


caused more vaccine associated cancer than any of the vaccines. My Vet
doesn’t even use the 3-year rabies shot any more.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 10:28 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Pet shots
 
I  have a 5 week old puppy and I was  wi  i f i t would be safe to get i t shots  I  know Jews run this  medical  industry. So I ask is  i t safe
to get my puppy shots?

------------------------------------
Posted by: kyriquekyrique@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

<*> To vis i t your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your emai l  settings:
    Individual  Emai l  | Traditional

<*> To change settings  onl ine go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings  via  emai l :
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-ful l featured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this  group, send an emai l  to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo Groups is  subject to:
    https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 613 From: mattcr_2000 Date: 6/23/2016
Subject: Stop the Yulin Festifval.
It has come to my attention that China slaughters dogs and cats in what's known as the Yulin
Festival.  There are petitions online to show opposition to this.  The animals are tortured, killed,
and eaten.

China is an evil communist nation.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 614 From: johnson_akemi Date: 6/23/2016
Subject: Re: Stop the Yulin Festifval.
It is the torturing of the dogs before slaughter that makes the Yulin festival an abomination. If the
dogs are treated with care and respect during their lives and are given quick, painless deaths, then
the act of eating dog meat itself is not an abomination. It is the emotional bond with dogs that
makes eating dogs seem atrocious. In India, cows have the same status. A cow would live in a shed

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


next to a family's house and over time, people built an emotional bond with their cows which is
why cows are sacred in India and beef slaughter is taboo. 

From Satan666 on the Joy of Satan forum: "The Chinese have been eating dogs for a thousand
years or more. The present civilization purports to look down upon it but the Chinese classics of
Medicine from two or three thousand years ago state that dog meat is the meat which nourishes
and supports the liver. Naturally that information is now omitted to make it seem less barbaric but
it is still the case regardless."
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 615 From: funnyfred1932 Date: 6/26/2016
Subject: How to prevent ticks?
I have two dogs, and with tick season under way, I'm concerned about how to prevent ticks and
other parasites attaching to them. I try to keep them out of tall grass and other places with lots of
ticks, but I want to be sure, and I've read here that Frontline is worthless and toxic. I try to check
physically for ticks, which does some good, but I'm not confident that it will work 100% as one of
my dog's fur is quite thick. 
 On a side note, I had a quick question about water-which type of water bowl is safest? I recently
switched from plastic to some type of stainless metal, I think that's a lot better but I wasn't sure if
metals could get into the water.
Thank you,
HAIL SATAN! HAIL LILITH!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 616 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 6/26/2016

Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Look into Cedarcide.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 617 From: johnson_akemi Date: 6/26/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Food-grade diatomaceous can be applied to your dogs' fur to kill fleas, ticks, and other parasites.
Cover your dog's face with a towel and rub the diatomaceous earth into your dog's fur. The
diatomaceous earth needs to be food-grade. Pool-grade diatomaceous earth is toxic.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 618 From: funnyfred1932 Date: 6/27/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Thank you both for your feedback, I will look into those things.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 619 From: lupusamor Date: 6/29/2016
Subject: Re: How to prevent ticks?
Yes, never use frontline as it activated epilepsy in my friends collie and ive heard several other
health hazards regarding that
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 620 From: lupusamor Date: 6/29/2016
Subject: Zebedee
Attachments :

DSC_0110.JPG

It is with great sadness that I have to announce my beloved and treasured dog
Zebedee died last night of stroke. He truly was blessed by Satan. His life was
extended as far as mercy allowed. May Lord Satan guide him home <3

Hail Satan

Hail Pazuzu

 

@@attachment@@
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 621 From: Sherry Date: 6/29/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee [1 Attachment]
I’m so sorry for your loss. It’s hard to lose a beloved pet.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2016 3:19 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Zebedee [1 Attachment]
 

It i s  with great sadness  that I have to announce my beloved and treasured dog Zebedee died last night of stroke. He truly was
blessed by Satan. His  l i fe was  extended as  far as  mercy a l lowed. May Lord Satan guide him home <3

Hai l  Satan

Hai l  Pazuzu

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 622 From: Ko Johnson Date: 6/29/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee [1 Attachment]
I'm sorry for your loss mine is 6 months and I can't bare the thought of losing him

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 29, 2016, at 3:19 PM, lupusamor@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

It is with great sadness that I have to announce my beloved and treasured dog Zebedee
died last night of stroke. He truly was blessed by Satan. His life was extended as far as
mercy allowed. May Lord Satan guide him home <3

Hail Satan

Hail Pazuzu

<DSC_0110.JPG>

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 623 From: mattcr_2000 Date: 6/30/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee
Seeing his picture I must say you had a cute dog indeed.  I'm so sorry to hear he's passed. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 624 From: lupusamor Date: 7/3/2016
Subject: Re: Zebedee
thank you all for your kind words

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:lupusamor@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 625 From: Egon Albrecht Date: 7/27/2016
Subject: Go vegan and stop raping animals for food
Best argument ever. You will go vegan after watching this from the female Onision:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQfzqXiNfug

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 626 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 10/3/2016

Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
I've recently had an experience...(am still) I don't know what to think of it for sure. It could be a
coincidence! My cat died 11 months ago. I had him euthanized and wasn't sure if I did the right
thing at the time. He had a recurring medical condition and one night after several bouts that
month, it turned into an emergency and he was in extreme pain. The emergency surgery would've
costed thousands plus boarding fees for several dAys with no guarantees, plus it was not a sure fix.
He had other problems too. I very reluctantly opted to euthanize. I hated the decision and still do
and was one of the worst days of my life. Anyways. 
About a week and a half ago, I was walking in my neighborhood and I thought about him. I started
to cry and prayed to Satan telling him I felt guilty about it and wondered if I did the right thing. I
turned the corner and this cat sitting there was my cat's doppelganger, right down to some little
details. and he was a kitten, so it would be within the timeframe of reincarnation. I pet him and
moved on. I figured maybe he was someone's who liked to let him outside. I've seen this cat 3-4
more times. I told myself I would take him home if I ever saw him again because maybe he is a
stray. Last night I rode my bike about midnight and took a very different route. I kept changing it
throughout too. Yet this exact route, so random, takes me to this cat! I picked him up and he began
to purr. I took him home. I didn't say anything but my family members are all like holy shit, it's my
old cat and said it's him reincarnated. I didn't even say that aloud, they did. His voice is identical.
He does the same trilling and stuff and has very similar mannerisms. Then my husband started to
insist that I return him to where I found him. It was so painful for me to see this doppelganger cat,
that I agreed. Then he followed me home. And my husband changed his tune after that. My
staunch atheist husband is like, this is our old cat, and wants him. I just don't know. It very well
could be a coincidence! It's interesting to even consider the possibility that it could be so. I've read
that animals very close to us are often with us throughout lifetimes. 
Also, what do you think of city dwellers who let their cat outside? Maybe I shouldn't return him to
his owner. (I posted some found ads with no reply yet) we live near a busy street for one. For two
he isn't neutered. I just feel perhaps they're irresponsible and shouldn't have him. They obviously
don't care much for him. Just sharing but welcome comments. Also, I have heard (and this could
be false!) That humans sometimes look similar to their old selves throughout incarnation... has to
do with elements etc.. if that's true, maybe other creatures it's the same? Opinions on that? 
Regardless of the soul identity of this animal, I am feeling better about the whole ordeal with my
old cat and am reminded that the soul doesn't die. Wherever he is-in my house or across the ocean-
(I hope he is) probably a kitten in a a new body that doesn't cause him pain. Maybe it wasn't a
coincidence that I was praying to Satan and I see this kitten, this new life, and am reminded of
these facts. I feel less guilt about it. Thank Satan.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 627 From: lydia_666@ymail.com Date: 10/4/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
Way too many coincidences, for it to be a coincidence. It sounds like this is the same cat! Don't
worry about putting in too much time and effort into finding his former owners, if he had any true
owners then you would not have seen this cat so many time. Especially as he is a kitten.

Btw... it might be a good idea to do a working on him to prevent any illnesses for in the future.
Just to be safe. Even just minimum reps daily for 40 days.

Hail Satan!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 628 From: Sherry Date: 10/4/2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQfzqXiNfug


Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
I’m sorry about the loss of your cat. It hurts so much to lose them and it’s
perfectly normal to second guess ourselves after they are gone.
 
It is possible the kitten is a reincarnation of your cat, but also possible it’s a
coincidence. My reincarnated kitties have always come back as looking totally
different than before, while others I know have had cats come back looking
similar to what they looked like before. These cats know us and know what we
need, so their choosing to come back looking either the same or different as
before could have something to do with us and what we can handle. If the kitten
is owned, the owner obviously doesn’t care about the kitten, to let him outside,
near a busy road, to fend for himself. The best thing you could do is take the
kitten in and don’t say anything to neighbors about it. I hope you and the kitten
will have many happy years together.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2016 6:29 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Pet reincarnation
 
I 've recently had an experience...(am sti l l ) I  don't know what to think of i t for sure. It could be a coincidence! My cat died 11
months  ago. I  had him euthanized and wasn't sure i f I  did the right thing at the time. He had a recurring medical  condition and
one night after several  bouts  that month, i t turned into an emergency and he was in extreme pain. The emergency surgery
would've costed thousands plus  boarding fees  for several  dAys  with no guarantees, plus  i t was  not a  sure fix. He had other
problems too. I  very reluctantly opted to euthanize. I  hated the decis ion and sti l l  do and was one of the worst days  of my l i fe.
Anyways. 
About a  week and a hal f ago, I  was  walking in my neighborhood and I thought about him. I s tarted to cry and prayed to Satan
tel l ing him I fel t gui l ty about i t and wondered i f I  did the right thing. I  turned the corner and this  cat s i tting there was my cat's
doppelganger, right down to some l i ttle detai ls . and he was a  ki tten, so i t would be within the timeframe of reincarnation. I  pet
him and moved on. I  figured maybe he was someone's  who l iked to let him outs ide. I 've seen this  cat 3-4 more times. I  told mysel f
I would take him home i f I  ever saw him again because maybe he is  a  stray. Last night I rode my bike about midnight and took a
very di fferent route. I  kept changing i t throughout too. Yet this  exact route, so random, takes  me to this  cat! I  picked him up and
he began to purr. I  took him home. I didn't say anything but my fami ly members  are a l l  l ike holy shit, i t's  my old cat and said i t's
him reincarnated. I  didn't even say that a loud, they did. His  voice is  identica!
l . He does  the same tri l l ing and stuff and has  very s imi lar mannerisms. Then my husband started to ins ist that I return him to
where I found him. It was  so painful  for me to see this  doppelganger cat, that I agreed. Then he fol lowed me home. And my
husband changed his  tune after that. My staunch atheist husband is  l ike, this  i s  our old cat, and wants  him. I just don't know. It
very wel l  could be a coincidence! It's  interesting to even cons ider the poss ibi l i ty that i t could be so. I 've read that animals  very
close to us  are often with us  throughout l i fetimes. 
Also, what do you think of ci ty dwel lers  who let their cat outs ide? Maybe I shouldn't return him to his  owner. (I  posted some
found ads  with no reply yet) we l ive near a  busy street for one. For two he isn't neutered. I  just feel  perhaps  they're i rresponsible
and shouldn't have him. They obvious ly don't care much for him. Just sharing but welcome comments. Also, I  have heard (and
this  could be fa lse!) That humans sometimes look s imi lar to their old selves  throughout incarnation... has  to do with elements
etc.. i f that's  true, maybe other creatures  i t's  the same? Opinions  on that? 
Regardless  of the soul  identi ty of this  animal , I  am feel ing better about the whole ordeal  with my old cat and am reminded that
the soul  doesn't die. Wherever he is -in my house or across  the ocean- (I hope he is ) probably a  ki tten in a  a  new body that
doesn't cause him pain. Maybe i t wasn't a  coincidence that I was  praying to Satan and I see this  ki tten, this  new l i fe, and am
reminded of these facts . I  feel  less  gui l t about i t. Thank Satan. 

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 629 From: Shannon Outlaw Date: 10/4/2016
Subject: Re: Pet reincarnation
I agree with all that was said. I would keep the cat. I hate seeing animals out on the street and
listen to your intuition and gut, this doesn't seem like a coincidence.

Especially if no one is responding to the ads about a lost cat. I dont know you but I believe this cat
will be in better hands and appreciated by you then others in the neighborhood.

If the Cat reminds you of your past beloved cat, then why not? Either way, you are helping a cat
from being homeless and struggling on the street.

I love cats very much.

High Priestess Shannon

From: 'Sherry' grayce2001@... [JoS4Pets] <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com>; 
To: <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com>; 
Subject: Re: [JoS4Pets] Re: Pet reincarnation 
Sent: Tue, Oct 4, 2016 11:41:04 AM 

 

I’m sorry about the loss of your cat. It hurts so much to lose them and it’s
perfectly normal to second guess ourselves after they are gone.
 
It is possible the kitten is a reincarnation of your cat, but also possible it’s a
coincidence. My reincarnated kitties have always come back as looking totally
different than before, while others I know have had cats come back looking
similar to what they looked like before. These cats know us and know what we
need, so their choosing to come back looking either the same or different as
before could have something to do with us and what we can handle. If the kitten
is owned, the owner obviously doesn’t care about the kitten, to let him outside,
near a busy road, to fend for himself. The best thing you could do is take the
kitten in and don’t say anything to neighbors about it. I hope you and the kitten
will have many happy years together.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny



 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, October 3, 2016 6:29 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: Pet reincarnation
 
I've recently had an experience...(am still) I don't know what to think of it for sure. It could be a coincidence! My cat died 11
months ago. I had him euthanized and wasn't sure if I did the right thing at the time. He had a recurring medical condition
and one night after several bouts that month, it turned into an emergency and he was in extreme pain. The emergency
surgery would've costed thousands plus boarding fees for several dAys with no guarantees, plus it was not a sure fix. He
had other problems too. I very reluctantly opted to euthanize. I hated the decision and still do and was one of the worst
days of my life. Anyways. 
About a week and a half ago, I was walking in my neighborhood and I thought about him. I started to cry and prayed to
Satan telling him I felt guilty about it and wondered if I did the right thing. I turned the corner and this cat sitting there was
my cat's doppelganger, right down to some little details. and he was a kitten, so it would be within the timeframe of
reincarnation. I pet him and moved on. I figured maybe he was someone's who liked to let him outside. I've seen this cat 3-
4 more times. I told myself I would take him home if I ever saw him again because maybe he is a stray. Last night I rode
my bike about midnight and took a very different route. I kept changing it throughout too. Yet this exact route, so random,
takes me to this cat! I picked him up and he began to purr. I took him home. I didn't say anything but my family members
are all like holy shit, it's my old cat and said it's him reincarnated. I didn't even say that aloud, they did. His voice is
identica!
l. He does the same trilling and stuff and has very similar mannerisms. Then my husband started to insist that I return him
to where I found him. It was so painful for me to see this doppelganger cat, that I agreed. Then he followed me home. And
my husband changed his tune after that. My staunch atheist husband is like, this is our old cat, and wants him. I just don't
know. It very well could be a coincidence! It's interesting to even consider the possibility that it could be so. I've read that
animals very close to us are often with us throughout lifetimes. 
Also, what do you think of city dwellers who let their cat outside? Maybe I shouldn't return him to his owner. (I posted
some found ads with no reply yet) we live near a busy street for one. For two he isn't neutered. I just feel perhaps they're
irresponsible and shouldn't have him. They obviously don't care much for him. Just sharing but welcome comments. Also, I
have heard (and this could be false!) That humans sometimes look similar to their old selves throughout incarnation... has
to do with elements etc.. if that's true, maybe other creatures it's the same? Opinions on that? 
Regardless of the soul identity of this animal, I am feeling better about the whole ordeal with my old cat and am reminded
that the soul doesn't die. Wherever he is-in my house or across the ocean- (I hope he is) probably a kitten in a a new body
that doesn't cause him pain. Maybe it wasn't a coincidence that I was praying to Satan and I see this kitten, this new life,
and am reminded of these facts. I feel less guilt about it. Thank Satan. 

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 630 From: learnerofsatan1886 Date: 12/6/2016



Subject: Fight
Today I got into a fight with my teacher today because he said Dogs should be eaten as well, like
cows. Is that childish?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 631 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/7/2016
Subject: Re: Fight
In the places like the United States, dogs are considered companion animals. In India, the same
status is given to cows. Cows are sacred in India due to the emotional bond people developed with
their animals. A family would live in their house and the cow would live in a shed next to the
house. Over time, people built up a strong emotional bond.

In other places in the world, eating dog meat is common. From Satan666 on the Joy of Satan
forum: "The Chinese have been eating dogs for a thousand years or more. The present civilization
purports to look down upon it but the Chinese classics of Medicine from two or three thousand
years ago state that dog meat is the meat which nourishes and supports the liver. Naturally that
information is now omitted to make it seem less barbaric but it is still the case regardless."
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 632 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 12/19/2016

Subject: Have Australia Shepherd
Wanted to ask in turns of food best for them?

And also it's still a puppy, and wanted to know about the vaccine shots, person got it from
recomanded the first three shots 6week, 9 week and 12 week old do.

9 week shot is per the paper I have says

Canine 9-way prevents: canine distemper, Adenovirus type 2, Hepatitis ( Adenovirus Type 1)
Parvovirus,, Parainfluenza, and Leprospirosis.

That all included in one shot. Of course I would buy it my self at tractor supply or co-op and go
from there but is it needed especially for a full breed?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 633 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 12/20/2016

Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Make sure you get large breed formula puppy chow. Get a brand with no Chinese ingredients, for
safety reasons. Some are Fromm and Canidae.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 634 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/20/2016
Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
You should make your own food. Commercially made pet food is laced with toxins and contains
literal garbage like shredded car tires, maggot-infested eggshells, and moldy grain. Also,
euthanized cats and dogs are ground up and used in pet food. High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
posted a cat and dog food recipe to this yahoo group. I feed the recipe to my dog. 

Cat and Dog food Recipe
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/472

 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 635 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 12/20/2016
Subject: Need People to Take a Stand and COMPLAIN!!
The article below was written by a most depraved individual who obviously knows nothing about
and who hates cats. For a high profile and regarded by many out there as "reputable" news service
to promote this yellow journalism is egregious.

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/topics/472


Cats are sacred to Lilith and many of our Gods. Cats are protectors of the soul. They are very
devoted and loving, and are wonderful companions. In addition, cats have always been associated
with Satan. They are our most common familiar. Cats are a gift to us from Satan and Lilith.

Christians during the Middle Ages killed so many cats out of spite and hatred that rats got out of
control and then came the bubonic plague. That was just one...

There is strength in numbers, please complain. Pass this along, expose this for what it is, LYING
YELLOW JOURNALISM:

How cats affect your health
http://www.cnn.com/2016/12/19/health/cat-culture/index.html

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
http://www.joyofsatan.com
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 636 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 12/20/2016

Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
I would mind making my own food for the animals, though I have 2 dogs 1 cat, and I am st a
budget, so depending on what thy say on the price I may not be able to and at moment, I don't
have full time job... looking for full time job so doing it other wise may not work in the end.

So anymore recommend would be helpful thanks,

And what of the vaccines?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 637 From:

sternegucker@ymail.com
Date: 12/20/2016

Subject: cats... ?s
I want my indoor cat to be happy. She mostly lays on her cat post all day or lays on my lap. Some
nights she hunts, and that is it. From my perspective, that is bleak. I don't know if indoor cats truly
feel that way, like they're imprisoned. 
I don't know what it's like to be them, they may think differently. What do you think about having a
cat be indoors only? I'm just scared to let her outside because of the danger. 
There also aren't many toys she seems to be interested in, I've tried several kinds. I may build her a
fun tunnel system around the house... Can't think of anything else cool... I just want her to be
happy! Input welcome.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 638 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/20/2016
Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Making your own pet food is less expensive than buying premade food. Canned wet cat food costs
$1-$2 per pound. I can buy whole chickens in my area for $1 a pound and turn that chicken into 2
pounds or more of stew. Homemade rice costs $1 a pound dry and 40 cents a pound cooked.
Making your own pet food will cost substantially less in the long run due to the lower cost of the
food itself and saving hundreds of dollars in veterinary costs since your pets will not get sick as
often. 

If the vaccines are not required by law in your area, I would recommend not giving them to your
pets. Vaccines are laced with toxins and are unnecessary as you can put an aura of protection
around your pets to keep them safe and healthy.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 639 From: Sherry Date: 12/20/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s

http://www.cnn.com/2016/12/19/health/cat-culture/index.html
http://www.joyofsatan.com


Attachments :

Cats are way safer indoors! A friend of mine lost her indoor/outdoor cat to FIP.
The cat was just over a year old. And disease is just one danger. There are
predators, vehicles, and cruel people to consider also 
 
It’s up to us to try and make life more enriching for our indoor cats. There are a
lot of suggestions on line, from the simple to the elaborate. Just look up “cat
enrichment”. I have found that cats are often quite simple in what they like to
play with. Have you ever bought your cat a fancy bed, only for the cat to reject
the bed but just love the box it came in? Boxes, paper bags (without handles),
ping pong balls, wadded up paper, fishing rod toys... Cats often love these things
and they cost so little. Most of all, cats love attention from their people. Some
need a little, some need a lot. I’ve had cats many years and it hurts them to be
ignored. Some just want attention on their terms, which is fine, as long as they
are getting the attention they need.
 
Oh, and one thing cats really love is a sunny spot to sleep in during the day.
They are warmth seekers.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2016 2:23 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] cats... ?s
 
I  want my indoor cat to be happy. She mostly lays  on her cat post a l l  day or lays  on my lap. Some nights  she hunts , and that i s  i t.
From my perspective, that i s  bleak. I  don't know i f indoor cats  truly feel  that way, l ike they're imprisoned. 
I  don't know what i t's  l ike to be them, they may think di fferently. What do you think about having a  cat be indoors  only? I'm just
scared to let her outs ide because of the danger. 
There also aren't many toys  she seems to be interested in, I 've tried several  kinds. I  may bui ld her a  fun tunnel  system around the
house... Can't think of anything else cool ... I  just want her to be happy! Input welcome. 

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 640 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/20/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Animals are simple. For example, something as simple as being allowed to run around the inside of
a house instead of being locked in a tiny cage can mean the world to an animal like a ferret. My cat
has unlimited access outside and can go outside whenever she wants to but she prefers to stay
inside. She has a floor-to-ceiling scratching post with platforms that she can sit on, a box full of
toys, and a bag of feathers that are hers to play with because she likes feathers. She is completely
free to do what she wants and she prefers to sleep all day, sit under a bush in the backyard for a
few hours, and then go back to sleep. It is fine to keep cats indoors if it is dangerous for them to
go outside. If the cats have plenty of love and toys, they will be happy even if they are kept inside.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 641 From: Egon Albrecht Date: 12/21/2016
Subject: Video to spread: Kike torture of animals
This video is very upsetting but revealing and should be spread. Watch these kikes
torturing and slaughtering innocent chickens like it's the funiest play, and giving the
crappiest excuses for their psychopathic behavior:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c

Kike :Yom Kippur.
Added to creative commons, download - share - refrence
the web-link back to our account. http://www.angelfire.co...

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 642 From: AntiGoatFucker Date: 12/21/2016
Subject: Re: Video to spread: Kike torture of animals
Aaaaaand we end up bombing them with RTR's again!

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

On Wednesday, December 21, 2016, 9:01 PM, Egon Albrecht egon88@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

This video is very upsetting but revealing and should be spread. Watch these kikes
torturing and slaughtering innocent chickens like it's the funiest play, and giving
the crappiest excuses for their psychopathic behavior:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c
https://yho.com/footer0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyysQ2OaA8c


Kike :Yom Kippur.
Added to creative commons, download - share - refrence the
web-link back to our account. http://www.angelfire.co...

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 643 From:
sternegucker@ymail.com

Date: 12/22/2016

Subject: Re: cats... ?s
Thank you both who replied. This makes me feel better. 
A lso, I had forgotten how my cat loves the simplest of toys. I gave her a paper bag to play in and
she loves it. She loves paper! Even better if I spray some catnip spray on it. If that's what it takes to
keep her entertained, fine by me!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 644 From: Sherry Date: 12/22/2016
Subject: Re: cats... ?s
That’s great!
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babykenny
 
From: mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2016 4:37 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Re: cats... ?s
 
Thank you both who repl ied. This  makes  me feel  better. 
Also, I  had forgotten how my cat loves  the s implest of toys . I  gave her a  paper bag to play in and she loves  i t. She loves  paper!
Even better i f I  spray some catnip spray on i t. If that's  what i t takes  to keep her entertained, fine by me! 

------------------------------------
Posted by: sternegucker@...
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

<*> To vis i t your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your emai l  settings:
    Individual  Emai l  | Traditional

<*> To change settings  onl ine go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


<*> To change settings  via  emai l :
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-ful l featured@yahoogroups.com

<*> To unsubscribe from this  group, send an emai l  to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo Groups is  subject to:
    https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 645 From:
32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o

Date: 12/25/2016

Subject: Re: Have Australia Shepherd
Thank you for the info, in the future will try to incorporate making food of that recipe for them.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 646 From: donotfearthetruth666 Date: 12/26/2016
Subject: Empowering Pets?
First off.... HI EVERYONE!!! XDD

I've heard it is possible to empower our pets so that they never die again and become immortal.

Is this true?

If so, how can I do this?

Thank you!!! HAIL SATAN!!! HAIL MOTHER LILITH!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 647 From: ss.keiss Date: 12/27/2016
Subject: Puppy Passed
My 5 month old puppy was killed yesterday. He ran off, wanting to play as he always did with
everyone, and a neighbor's larger dog got out and broke his neck before we could do anything. I
checked around, and my guess is that it had something to do with Saturn, or so it seemed around
when he died. I didn't expect to lose him so soon, and I had no intuitive hint, no warning through
my tarot cards or anything. He was so happy, and a few hours before, I was playing with him. He
was like a little brother, and my parents loved him like a little son. Only his neck was broken, and
quickly, so I'm glad at least he wasn't torn apart or left to bleed out and suffer. It's still so awful,
but I'm glad it wasn't as bad as it could have been to see him the way he was.

I'm not sure what to do about his soul. It was so unexpected, I hope he isn't wandering lost on the
astral. If anyone has any insight on pets when they die, it's much appreciated at this time. 

It's a horrible situation, but I really hope he reincarnates into another dog. If he doesn't end up
with my family again, I want him to be with a family that loves him and needed him as much as we
did. I'm glad he had a happy life, as short as it was. 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 648 From:
32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o

Date: 12/27/2016

Subject: Re: Puppy Passed
Sorry for u lost, sad happened, but yes least was quick.

I don't think pets wonder on the astral lost, especially sense owned by an SS. If worried just do a
prayer for father to guide him. That's my believe on it.



Again sorry for ur lost.

Hail father Satan
Hail mother Lilith
Hail all the Deitie gods/goddess
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 649 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/27/2016
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
If you want to make your pet immortal, you will need to have a God's level of power yourself. You
should focus on making yourself immortal before making your pets immortal.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 650 From: donotfearthetruth666 Date: 12/27/2016
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
Ohhhh. Interesting.

Okay, thank you for telling me that it really is true!! ^^

HAIL FATHER SATAN AND MOTHER LILITH FOREVER!!!
HAIL LORD ABIGOR THE STRONG!!!
HAIL LORD HAEL THE POWERFUL!!!
HAIL LORD PHENEX THE BEAUTIFUL!!!
HAIL ALL OF THE TRUE GODS OF HELL!!!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 651 From: lupusamor Date: 12/29/2016
Subject: Animal spirits
Friends, 

Recently, a woman has contacted me in desperation. Her dog, Holly, passed away in 2013. She has
had multiple instances when she believes that her dog is trying to contact her, including a video
were an orb passes by the camera.

I did a ritual to try and contact the dog for her, and used a candle. The exact same orb passed by
my camera and there where a lot of flame dancing/flickers, etc.

Do you know any signs that a dog's spirit is with you? How could this poor lady contact Holly? 

I eagerly await your responses.

LUCIEN x
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 652 From: johnson_akemi Date: 12/30/2016
Subject: Re: Animal spirits
If you cannot see or hear ghosts then you will not be able to contact the soul of the woman's dog.
Also, it is likely the dog has reincarnated already if the dog died in 2013. Here are some
meditations that will open your astral senses so you can see ghosts, energy, etc.

6th Chakra Meditation



http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Full_Meditation.html

 

Clairaudience Points

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Psychic_Centers.html

 

Clairvoyance Points

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Clairvoyance_Points.html

 

Pineal Breathing Exercises and Meditations

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Pineal_Meditation.html

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/3rd666.html

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satans_Meditation.html  (For this meditation, you
can breathe the energy directly into your pineal gland instead of your 6th chakra.)

 

http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Full_Meditation.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Psychic_Centers.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Clairvoyance_Points.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Pineal_Meditation.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/3rd666.html
http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Satans_Meditation.html
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Group: JoS4Pets Message: 653 From: AntiGoatFucker Date: 1/1/2017
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 654 From: satandree Date:

1/20/2017
Subject: My cat has died today
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 655 From: Sherry Date:

1/20/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 656 From: johnson_akemi Date:

1/21/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 657 From: satandree Date:

1/21/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 658 From: enkihome Date: 2/7/2017
Subject: Re: Fight
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 659 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 2/8/2017

Subject: Re: Fight
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 660 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 2/8/2017

Subject: Spring insects?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 661 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/8/2017
Subject: Re: Spring insects?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 662 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/11/2017
Subject: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 663 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 664 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 665 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 666 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 667 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 668 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 669 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/14/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 670 From: alyssa.coppen Date:
2/14/2017

Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 671 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/14/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 672 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/15/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 673 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/16/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 674 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/16/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 675 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/17/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 676 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/17/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 677 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/19/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 678 From: johnson_akemi Date:

2/20/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 679 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/20/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 680 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/26/2017
Subject: Healing my dog's skin?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 681 From: Ko Johnson Date:

2/26/2017
Subject: Re: Healing my dog's skin?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 682 From: Sherry Date:

2/26/2017
Subject: Re: Healing my dog's skin?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 683 From: funnyfred1932 Date:

2/28/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 684 From: alyssa.coppen Date:

2/28/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 686 From: egon_88_666 Date: 4/5/2017
Subject: Nazi Dog Shits on Holohoax Memorial
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 687 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/9/2017
Subject: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 688 From: Sherry Date:



4/10/2017
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 689 From: lupusamor Date:

5/10/2017
Subject: Advice needed
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 690 From: Sherry Date:

5/10/2017
Subject: Re: Advice needed
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 691 From: anazurick Date:

5/17/2017
Subject: Thanks to Duke GUSION
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 692 From: hailourtruegod Date: 7/8/2017
Subject: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 693 From: Ana Zurick Date:

7/11/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 694 From: hailourtruegod Date:

7/13/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 695 From: hailourtruegod Date:

7/13/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 696 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date:

8/21/2017
Subject: Forums...

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 653 From: AntiGoatFucker Date: 1/1/2017
Subject: Re: Empowering Pets?
I just keep breathing electric blue powerful energy of protection into my pet turtle to protect him from any and all forms of
harm and negativity. 
 

Sent from Yahoo Mail. Get the app

On Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:35 AM, "donotfearthetruth666@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:

 
Ohhhh. Interesting.

Okay, thank you for telling me that it really is true!! ^^

HAIL FATHER SATAN AND MOTHER LILITH FOREVER!!!
HAIL LORD ABIGOR THE STRONG!!!
HAIL LORD HAEL THE POWERFUL!!!
HAIL LORD PHENEX THE BEAUTIFUL!!!
HAIL ALL OF THE TRUE GODS OF HELL!!!

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 654 From: satandree Date: 1/20/2017

https://yho.com/148vdq


Subject: My cat has died today
Hi brothers And Sisters

I have a question about my cat she went to a animal hospital today for a operation on her stomach
she had 
a tumor on it and she was only 6.8 years old well she died on the operation table now i question
myself what will happen with her soul my connection was very tight with her and i missing her so
and i am in a very sad mood wright now will she incarnate or will she attach her self to me because
i am a satanist.

On forehand thank,s for your answers.

Hail Satan
Hail Bastet 
Hail Lady Astaroth And the Gods Of Hell 

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 655 From: Sherry Date: 1/20/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today
I’m sorry your cat died. I understand all too well how that feels.
 
I don’t know what will happen with your cat’s soul but have heard of other cats
reincarnating back to their owners, even after dying a traumatic death, so
hopefully your cat will come back to you. It’s an important question, so maybe
it’s best to ask Satan or your GD.
 
Sherry
 
From: 1962dree@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2017 2:12 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] My cat has died today
 

Hi  brothers  And Sisters

I have a question about my cat she went to a  animal  hospital  today for a  operation on her stomach she had 
a tumor on i t and she was only 6.8 years  old wel l  she died on the operation table now i  question mysel f what wi l l  happen with
her soul  my connection was very tight with her and i  miss ing her so and i  am in a  very sad mood wright now wi l l  she incarnate
or wi l l  she attach her sel f to me because i  am a satanist.

On forehand thank,s  for your answers .

Hai l  Satan
Hai l  Bastet 
Hai l  Lady Astaroth And the Gods Of Hel l  

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 656 From: johnson_akemi Date: 1/21/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today
Animal souls are capable of sustaining themselves in the afterlife. Human souls, due to millennia of
degeneration, are unable to sustain themselves after death and start to wither unless sustained by
an energy field or the Gods. Some pets hang around for a bit after death, some do not. The Gods



take care of some animal souls as they do human souls that are loyal to Satan. Animals reincarnate
into the same species, often the same breed. 

The Afterlife and Reincarnation [Fully Explained]
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7307.html#p34957
 
Dealing with Astral Entities- Ghosts- Part 1
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14958.html

 

Dealing With Astral Entities- Heredity/Race, Charts- Part 2
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15165.html

 

Dealing With Astral Entities- The Serpent- Part 3
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15216.html

 

Dealing With Astral Entities-Karma- Part 4 (1/2)
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15795.html

Dealing with Astral Entities-Mass Karma- Part 4 (2/20
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17131.html

 

How to Obliterate Your Saturn
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post81255.html
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 657 From: satandree Date: 1/21/2017
Subject: Re: My cat has died today

Thank,s for the reply its a consolation to know what will happen.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 658 From: enkihome Date: 2/7/2017
Subject: Re: Fight
your teacher might have been raised in the east where they do eat dogs and cats. if not then she
should have kept that sensitive opinion to herself especially here in the states. it wasnt bad that you
got mad but it could be handled in a better manner. this should help you learn to think then speak.

Hail Satan
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 659 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 2/8/2017

Subject: Re: Fight
From videos I have seen thy eat more then cats and dogs. 
And very sad how thy are handled even when caught.
Never finished the video do to how bad the conditions thy where put in. 

In these videos thy was saying the same thing, has johson said about some kind of nourishment

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic7307.html#p34957
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic14958.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15165.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15216.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic15795.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17131.html
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/post81255.html


and such. Call me a little out there but find it hard to see any of that....

Chine I prob say the worst I seen how treat the animals to kids especially females very looked
down on.

Anyways that's my opinion stand up for it and say if u don't like it, but don't go shouting around
that be just u being a fool of ur self. This part agreed with enki lol :)

Hail Father Satan
Hail Mother Lilith
Hail all the deite Gods/Goddesses
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 660 From:

32lwtn2u4xdyhjpf7rjtjdeedcip7s6a534khx4o
Date: 2/8/2017

Subject: Spring insects?
Not sure if this was covered or not, but is there any remedy to keep ticks and fleas away from the
animals? I have some inside and some outside. I know about the commercial ones for animals
though most don't even help either.

Though this place can get out of hand on them insects and gets very annoying?

Thanks

Hail Father Satan
Hail Mother Lilith
Hail all the deite Gods/Goddesses
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 661 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/8/2017
Subject: Re: Spring insects?
Food-grade diatomaceous can be applied to your pets' fur to kill fleas, ticks, and other parasites.
Cover your pet's face with a towel and rub the diatomaceous earth into your pet's fur. The
diatomaceous earth needs to be food-grade. Pool-grade diatomaceous earth is toxic.

There is also the product called cedarcide that you may want to look into. Cedarcide is based on
cedar essential oil and should not be used on cats as cats are extremely sensitive to essential oils.
Cedarcide can be used on  dogs, cattle, etc. 

Additionally, High Priestess Maxine Dietrich recommended plain white vinegar to get rid of fleas
here: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/466
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 662 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/11/2017
Subject: Coconut oil on cats?
It's my understanding that cats are a bit fragile, so can you use cocunt oil on them? And if you can,
will it help with fleas?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 663 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
You should only apply things to your cat that are edible as cats lick themselves and will ingest it.
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich recommended plain white vinegar to get rid of fleas. You can also
use food-grade diatomaceous earth to get rid of fleas. Food-grade diatomaceous earth is exactly
that; you can eat it if you want to. Farmers mix food-grade diatomaceous earth with their livestock
feed to get rid of intestinal worms. Cover your cat's head with a towel and rub the diatomaceous
earth into his/her fur. Diatomaceous earth is effective against insects in general. I have used
diatomaceous earth to clear up aphid infestations on my plants.

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/466


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 664 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Ah, okay. Cats can't have coconut then? Can dogs? 

Where would i get this diatomaceous earth? 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 665 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/12/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Coconut oil is edible and is safe to use on cats. You can put fish oil, vinegar, or other edible
substances on your cat if you need to. Food-grade diatomaceous earth can be purchased online.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 666 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
The vinegar would work to get rid of fleas, but what would the others do? If i rubbed some
coconut oil into the fur and skin, would it help with the irritation and scabbing? The cats I'm
referring to are my cousin's, and last time i saw them, they looked pretty bothered and itchy, so i
want to help as best i can. 

Is there a particular brand of food grade diatomaceous you'd recommend? Or is it all the same so
long as it's food grade?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 667 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
High Priestess Maxine Dietrich recommended using fish oil for miliary dermatitis here:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/466 . You can also use
coconut oil for skin irritation. 

Any brand is fine as long as the diatomaceous earth is food-grade. I have found that prices decline
steeply if you are willing to buy 10 pounds at a time. Diatomaceous earth can be used to kill insects
in your garden, prevent pests on livestock, prevent flies from breeding in livestock poop, kill fleas
and other bugs on pets, kill bedbugs and cockroaches, and many other uses. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 668 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/13/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Will it also kill and prevent ticks? I have a big fear of those nasty little things o.o 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 669 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/14/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Yes, diatomaceous earth will kill ticks. Diatomaceous earth kills insects with an exoskeleton, which
is all of them. Diatomaceous earth interferes with the ability of the insect's cuticle (the waxy layer
on the outside of their body) to retain moisture. As a result, the insects dry out and die. 
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 670 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/14/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Well, that sounds effective haha How long does it take for an insect to die that way?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 671 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/14/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
In tests performed on cockroaches, the cockroaches died in 8-10 hours. The amount of time they
take to die may be longer if you live in a very humid climate and the cockroaches have ready access
to water. Things like a wet sink left overnight is enough water to keep a cockroach going. Dishes
should be dried off and sinks wiped out before going to bed at night. Bedbugs can take two weeks
to die due to the extremely thick cuticle bedbugs have. In some varieties of bedbugs, the cuticle is
thick enough to repel pesticide treatments and a bedbug can sit covered in drops of poison
supposed to kill it. 

When it comes to cockroaches, I have found that baiting them is more effective than applying

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JoS4Pets/conversations/messages/466


diatomaceous earth. Cockroaches can live in walls or come into the house from outside where you
cannot reasonably apply diatomaceous earth. A mixture of boric acid, flour, and honey kills
cockroaches and I used it to successfully clear up a major infestation where there were cockroaches
literally boiling up from under the sidewalk at night. Mix one part honey or other sweetener and
one part flour (any flour is fine) with two parts boric acid (sold as roach/ant killer) and apply the
paste wherever cockroaches can access it. You can place the paste underneath drawers, behind the
covers of light switches, in the cracks of sidewalks, under appliances, and anywhere else a
cockroach may find it. As a bonus, the paste also kills ants. You may see increased ant/cockroach
activity for a short period of time as the bugs go to the paste to eat. After a few days, the
cockroaches will die.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 672 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/15/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Nasty little things... Thank you for the information :) Would the diatomaceous earth work on
spiders too? And can the paste or something similar be used on flies? My mom's dog's ears keep
getting bitten by the flies.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 673 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/16/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Yes, diatomaceous earth kills spiders. 

The paste of boric acid, honey, and flour will not be effective against flies. The boric acid is the
actual material that kills the insects. The honey and flour are to entice the insect to eat the paste.
Biting flies will not be attracted to the honey/flour mixture. There are traps you can buy or make to
catch the flies. There is the Horse Pal trap which is effective against the horsefly family including
deer flies and yellow flies. The Horse Pal trap uses no chemicals or electricity and is simple, so you
can build something similar without having to pay $300 to buy one. You can also make sticky
patches to put on the dog's back or head so flies that land on the dog get stuck rather than biting
the dog. 

Horse Pal Fly Trap
http://www.bitingflies.com/

DIY Deerfly Trap
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6sYXsrOZ8g
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 674 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/16/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Okay. Thank you :)

Back to the plain white vinegar... I assume it can be used on dogs too. Is that right?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 675 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/17/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Yes, white vinegar can be used on dogs.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 676 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/17/2017
Subject: Re: Coconut oil on cats?
Okay. Thank you so much!
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 677 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/19/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Can this recipe work for dogs too? Or do they require other ingredients?
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 678 From: johnson_akemi Date: 2/20/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Yes, this recipe can be fed to dogs. I feed my dog the meat stew recipe.

http://www.bitingflies.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6sYXsrOZ8g


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 679 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/20/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Thank you :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 680 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/26/2017
Subject: Healing my dog's skin?
My dog has bad skin. Her fur is missing in places and she scratches a lot. It looks raw and red, but
not really bloody.

What can i put on her skin to help heal her? What should i bathe her in that wouldn't hurt her
worse? So far, i started feeding her homemade food, so that should help. But what else could i do?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 681 From: Ko Johnson Date: 2/26/2017
Subject: Re: Healing my dog's skin?
You could put aloe Vera on her bare patches and that will help soothe the inflamed skin. Also
 coconut oil as well as a natural oatmeal shampoo. 
It sounds like he has hot spots so here's a link that can give some more solutions:
http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/ultimate-guide-hotspots/
Also there is a lot of natural  products geared towards treating hotspots just read the ingredients
and be sure they are mostly recognizable. 
Hope she gets better:)
Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 25, 2017, at 7:57 PM, alyssa.coppen@... [JoS4Pets]
<JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

My dog has bad skin. Her fur is missing in places and she scratches a lot. It looks raw
and red, but not really bloody.

What can i put on her skin to help heal her? What should i bathe her in that wouldn't
hurt her worse? So far, i started feeding her homemade food, so that should help. But
what else could i do?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 682 From: Sherry Date: 2/26/2017
Subject: Re: Healing my dog's skin?
Take her to a Vet. She sounds miserable and it could be something very serious.
 
Sherry
 
My dog has  bad skin. Her fur i s  miss ing in places  and she scratches  a  lot. It looks  raw and red, but not real ly bloody.

What can i  put on her skin to help heal  her? What should i  bathe her in that wouldn't hurt her

http://www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com/ultimate-guide-hotspots/
mailto:alyssa.coppen@...
mailto:JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com


worse? So far, i  s tarted feeding her homemade food, so that should help. But what else could i  do?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 683 From: funnyfred1932 Date: 2/28/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Just make sure that your dog is getting enough nutrients, you can research what they need and
then maybe supplement the basic recipe if necessary.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 684 From: alyssa.coppen Date: 2/28/2017
Subject: Re: CAT FOOD RECIPE
Okay. Thank you :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 686 From: egon_88_666 Date: 4/5/2017
Subject: Nazi Dog Shits on Holohoax Memorial
Neo-Nazi Dog Takes Dump on Holocaust Memorial

http://www.dailystormer.com/neo-nazi-dog-takes-dump-on-holocaust-memorial

Zeiger
Daily Stormer
April 4, 2017

This dog is a TOP TROLL.

Imagine what it’s like being a Jew. Every sentient being in the universe is constantly conspiring to put you in
wooden gas chambers or turn you into soap.

Could you take that kind of stress?

Is it any wonder Jews have the highest incidence of mental illnesses?

The Worthing Herald:

A Jewish woman has told dog owners to ‘have some respect’ after dog mess was found on the
Holocaust Memorial in Beach House Park.

Sarah Lewis-Hammond was walking through the Worthing park on Tuesday when she noticed the mess
next to a Yahrzeit candle that had been placed by the Holocaust Memorial tree.

According to Sarah, a Yahrzeit candle is lit every year on the anniversary of a death to commemorate and
remember the person who died, and is an important part of Jew ish tradition.

Because it is by the memorial, it was most likely put there by the loved one of someone who died in
the Holocaust.

Sarah said she was ‘really upset’ by the incident, as the tradition was close to her heart.

She said: “I know we have a general dog mess problem in Worthing but for someone to do this by the
memorial is more than the usual carelessness.

If I had a dog, he would look like holocaust poop dog.

While it’s great that our message is gaining traction among the White youths, I think an even more exciting
sign of progress is the number of dogs we’re red-pilling these days.

Maybe a new unexplored vector of propaganda could be bringing dogs to our side and then getting them to
red-pill their owners? Just throw ing that out there.

http://www.dailystormer.com/neo-nazi-dog-takes-dump-on-holocaust-memorial


Group: JoS4Pets Message: 687 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 4/9/2017
Subject: Mercury Retrograde
Just letting everyone know, there are problems with the email servers and approving messages to
the groups. Much of this sort of thing is deliberate from the enemy in trying to foul up
communications. 

Please save any messages you post to the groups. It may take up to a day for your messages to get
posted. (Hopefully not that long). We are doing what we can.

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 688 From: Sherry Date: 4/10/2017
Subject: Re: Mercury Retrograde
Thanks for letting us know, HPs Maxine.
 
Sherry
www.caringbridge.org/visit/babylkenny
 
From: 'maxine.dietrich666' maxine.dietrich666@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Sunday, April 9, 2017 11:33 PM
To: teens4satan@yahoogroups.com ; jos4adults@yahoogroups.com ; advancedsatanism@yahoogroups.com ;
666blacksun@yahoogroups.com ; josnewsletter@yahoogroups.com ; hellsarmy666@yahoogroups.com ;
advanced_meditation@yahoogroups.com ; satanicgaycommunity@yahoogroups.com ; jos_astrology@yahoogroups.com ;
jos4pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Mercury Retrograde
 

Just letting everyone know, there are problems with the emai l  servers  and approving messages  to the groups. Much of this  sort of
thing is  del iberate from the enemy in trying to foul  up communications. 

Please save any messages  you post to the groups. It may take up to a  day for your messages  to get posted. (Hopeful ly not that
long). We are doing what we can.

High Priestess  Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

------------------------------------
Posted by: "maxine.dietrich666" <maxine.dietrich666@...>
------------------------------------

------------------------------------

Yahoo Groups Links

<*> To vis i t your group on the web, go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/

<*> Your emai l  settings:
    Individual  Emai l  | Traditional

<*> To change settings  onl ine go to:
    http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JoS4Pets/join
    (Yahoo! ID required)

<*> To change settings  via  emai l :
    JoS4Pets-digest@yahoogroups.com 
    JoS4Pets-ful l featured@yahoogroups.com



<*> To unsubscribe from this  group, send an emai l  to:
    JoS4Pets-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

<*> Your use of Yahoo Groups is  subject to:
    https://info.yahoo.com/legal/us/yahoo/utos/terms/

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 689 From: lupusamor Date: 5/10/2017
Subject: Advice needed
Hi everyone, i'm worried about my collie x, he's not the same dog, he's had a bad stomach for a couple days and
he doesn't want to play anymore, he just sits in this one spot and he shakes and shivers. Not very keen on walks
but his appetite is fine. He bites himself on base of tail sometimes so we put a buster collar on him to help it heal.
Any idea what this could be so that we can make some suggestions to the vets?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 690 From: Sherry Date: 5/10/2017
Subject: Re: Advice needed
The shaking and shivering are signs of pain. He needs to see a Vet right away. It
could be any number of things but getting the pain under control is very
important, and then of course finding the cause. In my experience,
stomach/chest x-rays are the best way to start and if those don’t reveal anything,
a complete blood panel would be the next best thing.
 
Sherry
 
From: lupusamor@... [JoS4Pets]
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 3:35 PM
To: JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [JoS4Pets] Advice needed
 

Hi everyone, i'm worried about my collie x, he's not the same dog, he's had a bad stomach for a couple days and
he doesn't want to play anymore, he just sits in this one spot and he shakes and shivers. Not very keen on walks
but his appetite is fine. He bites himself on base of tail sometimes so we put a buster collar on him to help it heal.
Any idea what this could be so that we can make some suggestions to the vets?

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 691 From: anazurick Date: 5/17/2017
Subject: Thanks to Duke GUSION
I leave here my thanks to Mr. Gusion Mighty Duke who granted me a familiar, I do not know if it is
my cat that reincarnated but the cat came to bring many joys home and help me energetically.

I did the satanic baptism of my cat and he slept a lot in the day, so I applied protection aura in him
because I thought he was transmuting the energies.

HAIL SATAN!

HAIL MY GD!

HAIL GUSION!



Group: JoS4Pets Message: 692 From: hailourtruegod Date: 7/8/2017
Subject: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
I have cats that are not even mine that leave me presents at my doorstep. There has been a time in
past where a small bird was still alive. My question is do I try to communicate with the cat not to do
it? Just throw it away? But I heard that you're not supposed to throw away what they give you in
front of them. Luckily the time with the bird it eventually got up once it regained it's strength and
flew away when I trying to pick it up to put it outside. What exactly should I do in these situations?
I only greet one of them (sometimes talk to it a bit haha :p) and let it in the building complex when
I see it outside but it was enough for it like me. I've always gotten along with most if not all
animals I get to meet and I'm kind of a softy when it comes to them so I'll feel bad hurting it's
feelings throwing their presents for me away... :< 

It's not directly situation but any feedback from you guys would be great
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 693 From: Ana Zurick Date: 7/11/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
I also have a cat and he brings me presents like insects and butterflies! I just give a lot of affection and
thank you for the gift then I let go without him seeing.

Birds is a sacred animal for Mr. Amdusias

HAIL!
 
♠ Hail Satan! Hail Azazel! Hail Gods of Hell! HH! H4! ♠

Returning Curses

Returning Curses Part 2: Building a Powerful Aura of Protection

40 daySelf Empowerment Programm

Joy of Satan

On Saturday, July 8, 2017 9:09 PM, "hailourtruegod@... [JoS4Pets]" <JoS4Pets@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
I have cats that are not even mine that leave me presents at my doorstep. There has been a time in past where a
small bird was still alive. My question is do I try to communicate with the cat not to do it? Just throw it away? But I
heard that you're not supposed to throw away what they give you in front of them. Luckily the time with the bird it
eventually got up once it regained it's strength and flew away when I trying to pick it up to put it outside. What
exactly should I do in these situations? I only greet one of them (sometimes talk to it a bit haha :p) and let it in the
building complex when I see it outside but it was enough for it like me. I've always gotten along with most if not all
animals I get to meet and I'm kind of a softy when it comes to them so I'll feel bad hurting it's feelings throwing their
presents for me away... :< 

It's not directly situation but any feedback from you guys would be great

Group: JoS4Pets Message: 694 From: hailourtruegod Date: 7/13/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
Oh I meant to say that *there's cats that bring me these things not that I have them as in I own
them. They're my neighbor's lol. Well I guess I'll just keep saying thank you like I have been and

http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/1-2-17.htm
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/1_26_17.htm
https://ia801500.us.archive.org/8/items/JoyOfSatanMinistriesMeditationProgram40Day_201703/Joy_of_Satan_Ministries_Meditation_Program_40_day.pdf
http://joyofsatan.org/


rid of it when they aren't looking. I figured that's the best thing to do anyways but I just wanted
ask. Thanks for the reply :)
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 695 From: hailourtruegod Date: 7/13/2017
Subject: Re: Presents (dead or even small animals) left by cats
It's the second time he's brought me a bird. First one was actually dead and if it wasn't at first it
sure was after I stepped on since it was in the dark and when I took a step back if heard a crunch. :
< 

Luckily the second time the bird was able to regain it's strength after a while and fly away. The
worst it's when it's rats that he brings. The sight can be very brutal and very off setting if you have
a weak stomach.
Group: JoS4Pets Message: 696 From: maxine.dietrich666 Date: 8/21/2017
Subject: Forums...
The forums have been taken away. Mercury is retrograde right now until 4 September. We will have
a new forum.

For those of you who are new, this has happened before. The enemy has control of
communications. Our Gods DO punish these assholes. A number even wind up dead. 

The enemy is in dread over our latest RTR. 

"Rabbi Winston emphasized that the eclipse wake-up call bears a different message for American
Jews.

“Once this era is over and God decides that the purpose of Jews in America is over, even the
righteous Jews will not have any protection,” warned Rabbi Winston. He explained that this was a
recurring pattern in the history of the Jews in exile.

“When an era ended in Spain and Portugal, the countries suffered, but ultimately they recovered,”
Rabbi Winston said. “But for the Jews of Spain and Portugal, it was the end. The same happened in
Germany, and every other country that has ever hosted the Jews.”

“This eclipse is the final wake-up call for the American Jews to come to Israel,” Rabbi Winston
said."
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/93319/eclipse-40-days-repentance-begin-signals-end-era-
america-warns-rabbi/#mPYFXP5YoqOWltZt.97

Another one of the above (this was sent to me earlier today), stated Christians are going to get
what they deserve (in so many words). People are getting fed up.

Also, given the natural phenomenon, this eclipse DID drop the temperature. This very well could
produce some serious storms in the next few days. This is a normal reaction in nature. Just be
aware of it. Ignorant Christians will be pissing in their pants with fear. And of course, the Jews will
be trying to say it's their alien greys they have for a "god."

My advice is to prepare. Have an emergency kit, flashlights, generators, etc, IN CASE you do
experience severe weather with a plan and as always, your AoP.

We will have the forums back up again and we ask members for any suggestions at this time. 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich
www.joyofsatan.org

https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/93319/eclipse-40-days-repentance-begin-signals-end-era-america-warns-rabbi/#mPYFXP5YoqOWltZt.97
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